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Airtel

To 'SAC, Mobile

1
1

Bishop

Subj ect :C>^1P1TERIHTELLIGB .̂ PROGRAM PECL^rr'' n
•' . ' ~BLAOK”1TATIOKALIST - 'HATS GKOUP^n ‘ 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE •

Reurairtel 3/25/68

You are authorized to send the two -anonymous 
set-out- in rcairtel. Prepare the letters on commercially 

. purchased stationery and take all necessary precautions to 
insui’o they cannot be traced to the Bureau. •’*

When the letters and envelopes are prepared, send 
them to the Baltimore Office fox? mailing. Bor the informa-
tion of Balt j two letters are designed to bring

CO ’ 
cn -- 
•*— • Q

the true nature of the Washington- Spring Project to the..- 
attention of I?egro leaders, in Soln:a, Alabama. Mail-the 
letters the same day they are- received from Mobile.

o

■ KOTS

about King

!2 - Baltimore

The Bureau appreciates Mobile’s suggestion 
Advise the Bureau, under the-above caption, of results

oaner,tn

MAiLHOOMl__ 1 TlXETWE USIV

•68486 -Bocld^2683756- Paae-4------

all urFcrn* '’OwTAixs 
EE3EJS IS »T" •.SSIFIHD 
EXCEPT uXLKX SHOWS 
PIHx5.>'iTSS».

true .nature, of
n anonymous
ng’s Washington Sprin

Instead', thi
copy to the editor of -the local new 
to give the newspaper an opportunit 
letter and possibly publicize its c 
wide Hcgro leaden 
personal aggrnndis 

non



/. 5-22-64) •

AIRTEL■

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM:

MARTIN
RACIAL

(Priority)

Date: 3

SAC, MOBILE

LUTHER KING 
INTELLIGENCE V

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL

F B I

...................................................  ■

ReBuTelCall to me 3/12/68, arid BuRad “5/21/68.

I have considered this matter, discussed it with 
appropriate agent and supervisory, personnel of the Mobile 
Office and the following is proposed as a counterintelligence 
move on KING'S Washington Spring Project.

KING has quite a following in and around the Selma, 
Ala. area and has appeared recently in Selma on one occasion 
at the church of Reverend L. L. ANDERSON, who, at the time of 
KING'S appearance, was running for mayor of Selma. ANDERSON 
was tentatively endorsed by KING and was subsequently defeated 
in his race for mayor of Selma. ■'"=



’ ' By handling as above, we would eliminate the
possibility of these rumors .being-.attributed to the FBI

From our contact ’ 
who is a liaison source, it is the opinion of

contacting agents that he is so^sold on the project- that it 
is almost impossible to disillusion .him

' • • If -is also felt that some me
article in the "Southern Courier” along

of getting an 
the lines of the above

would have- a discouraging effect on the Negro community in 
and around Montgomery, Ala-., since the Courier is very widely 
road. Consideration is being given to the method of .accom
plishing . this. ’ - .. . . • • . - • -

• A. . ’ ‘ The Bureau is requested to consider the.proposal 
set forth above and advise. • . ’x. .
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100—43J794

.All offices are cautioned- that my inf Giris t ion 
developed concerning the ~ relating to racial r.a tiers

* x H’.zst :.e repoited -Liaer t.:'* me tax jis. tiers caption. it. 
should i:a noted rear in , ixtarahis a separata file 
on bCLC relating, to racial r'd&Xi'iS' (157-632)„ All 
investigation r_. k-r the caption ci this Gorier ni’st be 
liaivcd to and ciracred re.•;■;?' < cccaraiiiiK^ the chteat of

-. cosehuiist infiltration of t-:^ 

KOTS c?: 57JJX7: I

Review cf corrccpondencc received <t the Barnau

It is believed o 
investigation is warrant"! 
sarne ccpticn, deted uctobe

NVVm86^Docia:32989755 Page 11
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SAC, Atlanta July 2G, 1962*

Directot, FBI
(100-new) v* x

Aew x

CD

^BoMT-lUNIST IHFILTPATIOM OF THE J ” J?* 
— — . -.  ------- - • —.................... — 1 — nr •

LSTIAH LEADERSHIP COdFEERdCE
' ' ** •'—» —1 - rl J- •

UnSiLlAL SECURITY - C 
(00: ATLAluAf’5^^^

Prior co

k.

o

Kitchens 
Harrington 
Rampton

espondence received iron Atlanta aru

had prior connections with CP

X Q i- e v 1 b O i
Hunter Pitts O'Dell, who has .
are influential with Martin -

head of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) f .

It is noted O’Dell is employed by SCLC and is in 
charge of the uev York office of this organization. Early 
this year the Jex; York Office furnished information the 
Hew 'York Friends of the Southam Christian Leadership 
Conference (A1F, SClC) had been'organized by CP members;
however, this organization ceased activity 
the natter was- closed subject to reopening inn in
the event additional information was developed'concerning, its 
-continued existence. This latter organization was organized 
give soue financial support to the SCLC,

Atlanta and Hew ^ork are instructed to review files, 
contact sources end determine whether the CP is exerting any 

jKinflueuce on the SCLC through Levison O’Dell or. others 
;^md/or whether the Party is msxing any, attempts to infiltrate 

I this organization. The Bureau should be furnished a coaprehensiv 
- ( summary of the infomation available to each office concerning al

1 - Atlanta (1C0-5718) (SCLC, RM)
3 - Hew Yorx (1 - IGO-147332) (TxT, SCLC

gl -■ 100-437326’'(HY,SCLC)

-1 - i-ec^rx^eA^ (sclc,r# » • 
_RJl::blw’ (] 2; 4'7- . i SEE ft

JUL 23.1262 

r&- /// I'
is prepared in response' to your request and is not for dis feir.Z- . 
\C^ Coi:ir.i:’*ee. Its use is by'

the content)fln<’t.be_dis^i^ ' ‘on-.
/■'4) the. Fer

NW68486 Docld:3298975T Pajg 12



V

Leiter to Atlanta
RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF TIE .

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

individuals connected with the CP who are influential in o: 
have a positron. in tne SCLC,I ■ —. . '

integration!st movement 
c xe ar

whether a communist infiltration, investigation should be 
conducted on the SCLC.’C^S!^ •

New York should fuynish the Bureau and -Atlanta its 
observations and analysis of the information it has developed 
to assist Atlanta in making its recommendations, Atlanta, 
upon receipt of New York’s reply, should furnish the Bureau 
the results of Its review and its recommendations as to whether

-I

with the instructions contained 
Instructions. No investigation 
ducted, however, without Bureau

gation is warranted in accordance 
in Section 87 E of the Manual of 
of- this nature should' be con- ’ 
authority, • •*.

* • * ' - .

The Bureau has opened a separate file on this natter
and correspondence relating to the communist infiltration of 
SCLC should be directed to < this file rather tha^i the Racial 
Matters file (1wD*427.07^)  4 '

NOTES! YELLOW: e

Levison oeen.identified as-Associate Director o
a&Si-, _x. ________ . — — - rj-f v ^Xl

-uinistxative assistant to King aid is 
:.^ernPloyed by the SCLC, in charge of the Hew Yox^. office. O’Dell 
^has been -identified as a C? member in the. pastfe^^E^^S^ c,

(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3)



Letter to Atlanta 
. RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

on Martin Luther King and the C? felt it was\

\ Martin Luther King grou ’̂’-’ As late as 11-21-61 the Atlanta Office
has advised no information has been devsldped'on which to base 
a security inquiry on SCLC. In view of the continued activity 
of Levison and O'Dell and the fact they exert influence'on King 
it is deemed advisable to again ask for a review of the appropriate ■ 
field office files to determine ifxany CP direction and infiltra
tion of the SCLC has developedXSSSSi

v •v

- 3 - . • '
iWHIMISHitorid^HSSWS^P^ -—r: - .• - . .-—.-----— -.........  • .------



Mr C. Sullivan DATE; April 14, 1967

ROM
Trailer — 
Tele. Boom 
Holmes-------

-Coady —-—

JBJECT:
J

C. D, Brenna

MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jrl 
. SECURITY MATTER - C

PURPOSE ’

DeLoach 
Wick 
Sullivan

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr C. D, Brennan

f

The purpose:.of this memorandum is o recommen 
that either Assistant to the Director- DeLoach or Assistant 
Director Sullivan be approved to personally contact and 
..brief Governor Nelson Rockefeller of »New York concerning 
the communist influence on Martin Luther King, inasmuch as
King is to meet shortly-with Governor Rockefeller and King’s' 
communist advisors hope to fake advantage of the forthcoming

’meeting to influence events 
lines,

in Latin America along communisms

ACKGROUND • T j

lb
7'

1 i
:.3

Si

SI

I

H
CDB/pcn SEE ADDENDUM PAGE THREE.

CONTINUED • Over "^R



CONTINUED ..

Memorandum Itr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr. ■

■Ajtr^*a<ifei

yyyw^J ^sw^psaw^

OVER .

wiis,fM&iafciMC£J^,/^iiS«is52a£iL5wC^i>^*^^

----  ~ As you know, Wachtel is 
King’s other close advisor.^Q^JIachtel also" has had past 
communist aff Hint ions * ’ *“' ' 

■1 ------

UUi

OBSERVATION



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
, Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

• .RECOMMENDATION

That the.Director designate either Assistant t
the Director ’DeLoach or 
handle this as outlined

Assistant Director Sullivan to 
above, ’

ADDENDUM: 4/14/67 - WCS?chs

• We should not ignore this situation* The stages 
are too high. I think Mr. DeLoach is the logical ^election 
to handle this assignment. If it is not to be'xildxrectly, t
it should be done through a 
influence with Rockefeller.

3
NW 68486 Docld:3^«97 55 Page 17





JFK Law 10(a)!
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Mr. Sullivan

Baumg ar dn er JX

VXBTD SI ATES G

Memorandu
1 -

DATE:

DeLoach 
Vrick 
10/24/66TO

FROM F
Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
D. Wells

MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
SECURITY MATTER - C

; SUBJECT:

I

^100-10667^

J

--------- ------------ .«■ .1 ■■■■ .

OBSERVATIONS: Information has recently coae to attentic 
indicating That King and his group are in-need <y£ financial 
support. This contact with the Ford Foundation would un
doubtedly be of great assistance to him at this particular 
time. ^A'

It is felt that the Ford Foundation .is not aware 
of the subversive backgrounds of King’s principal advisers 
and that if the proper officials of the Ford Foundation 
■were briefed concerning them, this might preclude any 
assistance being granted. Listed below are four principal^, 
advisers to King with subversive backgrounds: •

£lar.ence_Jones has been identified as a leader 
in the Labor Youth League, a Communist Party front 
group, during late" IS53 •

___ i



,Baumgardner 
6e: MARTIN 
10Q-106670

to SW ivan Memorandum 
"LUTHER KING, JR.

’ 9 I

■31^ *3
1

i

3

Bayard. Rus t in during the early 1940’s was a
member of the Young Communist League, an organization
which has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. The records of this Bureau’s -Pication
Division contain the loiiowxng arrest for
Rnyai'd Rustin: On 1/12/44 he was arrested for viola
tion of the Selective Service Act and on 2/17/44 
received a sentence of three-years-. - On 9/15/48 he 
was arrested in New York City on a disorderly conduct 
charge and was sentenced to fifteen days. On 1/21/53 
he was arrested in Pasadena, California, for offering 
to engage in an act of sex perversion of a homosexual 
nature, which he admitted and for which he was 
sentenced to serve 60 days.

RECOMMENDATION: ' In an effort to preclude the possibility of 
‘■.•"the Southern' Christian Leadership receiving Ford Foundation 

funds, it is recommended that a Bureau official' be designated 
to contact John Bugas, former Special Arent in Charge of the 
Detroit Office and presently a vice president of the Ford 
Motor Company, concerning the above-set forth facts so that 
he might bring them to the attention of whomever he feels . . 
appropriate in either the Ford family or the Ford Foundation.

_ I doubt’this will zzcomplish anvthing. D.
In the event the above recommendation is’ not^approved, 

it is recommended that a Bureau, official be designated to brief
McGeorge Bundy of the subversive backgrounds of the advisers to



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES Gi NMENT

Memorandum
t ;

Tolsocv —
D«Lccch

DATE:

1
DeLoach. 
Wick 
Sullivan 
Baumgardner

Mr, W. C, Sull!

F. J, Baumgardner/-',/^

MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr
SECURITY MATTER - C .TT

"CaUTaca 
Co«tci _ 
F’l1 —

. Get*------

1966October 27

- Mr 
- Mr 

Mr 
Mr

.gi।- It is based 
'entirely on public source information and we are recom- 
•mending that it be referred to the Crime Records- Division 
with the idea that it can be given to a friendly newspaper 
contact such as David Lawrence,’ who is Editor of the U, S. 
News and World Report. '

RECOMMENDATION:

NO^'8'.:1366

prepared with 
unwat ermarked

]reminded of this communist influence on King,
•|current controversy among civil rights leaders 

timely to do so. .

and the 
makes this

.X The attached article has been 
no letterhead relating it to the FBI and is on 
bond paper. _ . . : .

That this memorandum and the attached article*) 
the Crime Records Division for appropriate l %

It is felt the'public should again be

Enclosure
CDB/pcn'

7 7 NOW 
> NW 68486 Docld:329«97$5*l4

;r

The article was prepared because the cryz 
'.of ’’black power” is a most timely issue in the country today.
This issue has split the civil rights movement and has caused 
civil rights leaders to take sides.for and against -"black 
power." However, Martin Luther King has been attempting

. to'.straddle the issue, based on advice given him by his 
‘ advisors with communist backgrounds. The attached article 
i indicts King for his failure to take’d stand on the issue 
and.at the same time exposes the degree of communist influence 
on_;him. . • . • •■.2- . ■ c-



•; O' ID-'
. • •■ ■ 'O g -Vj: ’

. . Is the civil fights movement dead? 5*loyd McKie
* * \y '

National Director of the Congress' of Maclai Equality (CCZ 

says it is. He reportedly consented to that effect dmrlr:
J

panel discussion on October 25, 19SS, at a Philadelphia 

conference of radio-television broadcasters sponsored by

• Westinghouse Broadcasting Association, , In addition, McKi 

is quoted as having added that ’’what we have now is a bla 

revolution, for black people to take what they can for 

themselves.” . . .. ‘ . i

- If the movement is dead, as McKissick asserts, 

is one of the individuals most responsible for its demise

McKissick has loudly echoed the ”black power” cries of 

Stokely Carmichael, leader of the Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Ccnnittee, and it has been their demands for 

revolutionary action which stopped the civil rights jabves 

. , DECUCC.TIZD
in. its tracks. \

. • : .... ‘.......
In so doing, they have brought to a halt ten ye

of concentrated effort on the part of moderate Negroes an 
*

whites who support the-movement. When the movement began 

it seemed to signify the end of an era of disenchantnent 

disillusionment for Negroes throughout the land and the 

beginning of a period in which true justice and equality 

all would be established in fact as well as in name.—— ’
I —I . ||M , . .

—— • • Thanks to the McKissicks and the Carmichaels, n

----toward that goal has stopped and the big question today i 

----whether the movement is ”dead as a doornail” as McKissick 
_------------------------Zr/. - ,

---- or whether the setback is temporary in natures -y\lft



■ ’ . • Respons^la civil rights leaders Atve been appalled

. at. the ham done by the cries of "black power." In addition, 
'. ••• *" - .. - ■ • !

they have taken a strong stand in an effort to fright the

• : wrong. Roy Wilkins, A. Philip Randolph and Whitney M. Young,

• .. Jr., joined forces srd issued a public statement-in which •

•_ they clearly and uze=quivccally denounced "black pb^&r" and its 

. >•' inherent danger to both the Negro and the Nation, 
• '.**.*■ ' -a. *

r* •?. ’-J ' ■■ Unfortunately, their courageous action was under—

•.-.. mined by the one san in the civil rights movement'.who holds ' 

• • in his hands the pester to silence the rabble rousers and give

.• * ■ tha movement renewed momentum. That man, of course, is • 

/ ’ • Hartin Luther King, Jr., whose activities Inv e invested him

- with the mantle of leadership in the movement sine* it began

, - in Montgomery in 1358. ‘ ‘ J ’

; .•' . • At first it appeared King had wholeheartedly joined

• . ’ with Wilkins, Randolph and Young in their renunciation of

‘ ' "black power." He reportedly endorsed their statement which

• -. ' - appeared in "The Hew York Times’* on October 14, 1G8S. Per ■ 

the first tine in 2227 months, millions had reason to. believe 

.. and hope that the civil rights movement had rid itself of a

cancerous grosth and would resume its progress with renewed

health and vigor. . . ’

• _• •'*- Much to the amazement and dismay of many, King

killed this hope almost immediately. Within three days after

the statement appeared denouncing "black x^ower," "The Hew York

Times” reported that King had "clarif ied” his ..position con

cerning it. Reportedly, he agreed with it in essence but did 

not wish to be included as a signer. . .



King*s iglliatlug and ambiguous i^j;i£±on on the 
issue is difficu^^to understand or Justify . Those who cry

• "black power** have continually claimed it has been mis

. understood and misdefined* But the record is clear that . 

it stands for open advocacy of violence, insistence on an ’

• nil-Negro organizational structure in civil rights groups, 

. and reverse racism. ’ • . ...

, . It is equally clear that these things are direct

. contradictions of the principles underlying the legitimate

* / civil rights movement: a nonviolent approach, combined .

Hegro-white action, and the elimination of racism.

The great American tragedy of our time would be 

the failure of Nortin Luther King, Jr., to meet the current 

. challenge which "black power" represents to the civil rights 

. 'movement. His failure to do so would mean that for some

reason King is willing to let the legitimate civil rights ' 

movement die. This, in turn, would seen to indicate that 

Singes goal is different than that of Filkins, Randolph and 

Young. . ■ , . ; . '

■ ‘ ; ■ • It appears that King’s decision to straddle the

fence on the issue of "black power” was a csrefully .

. calculated one. "The Atlanta Journal" of. October 13, 1963, 

reported that King, as head of the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference (SCLC), was having an important meeting 

with his advisors. Undoubtedly the move Wilkins, Randolph 

and Young proposed to make through the. issuance of public
* * • " » 41 •

statement was known to King and he was seeking advice on 

what his stand should be. - s ••• .

________ ■ - 3 - * ' 
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- , ■ It say have been that King’s advisors deeded, it

1 best for him to avoid condesming anyone. Or, they may have 

felt that vith the battle lines dram between HeKisslek and . 

Carmichael on the one hand and Wilkins, Randolph and Young 

on the other, everyone uould suffer and only King.wuld . 

Stand to benefit and vould be left the unchallenged leader. 

Or, they may have had still other interests in mind.

- 5' la this connection, it is interesting to note 

that the newspaper article identified King’s advisors as

. Bayard Rustin, Clarence Jones, Stanley Levison and Harry 

Wachtel.

- If these individuals constitute Hartin Luther

- King* Jr.’s brain trust, the civil rights movement say 7/ell 

. be dead and King’s supporters and followers, both Hegro and 

vhite, nay veil rue the circumstances of fate that led than 

to bank so much on one man. ' ' ’ *

• The backgrounds of Rustin, Jones, Levison and

Wachtel raise serious Questions regarding their degree of

. influence over Hartin Luther King, Jr. The Congressional - 

- Record of August 13, 1983, for example, indicated that ;

Rustin ’is ’a past member of the Cossaunist Youth League and • 

attended the national convention of the Communist Party as 

an observer in 1957. . / i *

. ’ In addition,- Rustin reportedly traveled to Russia .

in 1953 to participate in a comamist propaganda spectacular 

Called ’’Konviolent Action Committee Against lluclcar Weapons.*’ 

’ • ’ i ‘ ‘ ' • -
C - *• •



I

as

Bewspaper, "The Kcrker,” bailed as a comma 1st project*  ■

• Harry Tachtel reportedly da a Kew Kork attorney, •

' through his acQuaintanco with Levison

■ a new develcpjsent* The nationally syndicated coluxmist

"■ concerning King’s coployaent in the SCLC ©2 an individual ; “ ? 

Based Jack O’Uell* Alsop stated that King had been vanned

’ by Goverzisont officials that O’Dell was a "genuine coscaunisi

article,** and warned too that on even nore important associate .
- 5

• ■ There da no doubt that King has rolled heavily on

Zn fact,’ Susiin

’ -/ .- - - - t Z x •-,' )*'

. - . - • '" - - 1

fir ' ■■*.•'**'-* > ?' -.' ’ tV; - ■’ -t

fi As a aatter ©x fact, be ©neo held a position as a vice -•

’ Xt also Indicated that Clarence Joses is an attorney

vho, during the 1950s, held a. position"of leadership 'in "the "

Labor Tenth League, which bus been cited by the Attorney . 

General as a subversive organisation under Executive Order,.

^HW-6M86-Dbhld:329897^5„Eage 28



1

of his was be a key figure in th^xovert apparatus of

th© Communist Party.”

Such associations and, more particularly, guidance 

iron Such individuals could well explain King’s failure to 

take a strong stand in opposition to HcKissick and Camichnel. 
♦ «

They have been exhorting their followers not to support the 

Administration’s action in Vietnam, to refuse serving if 

drafted, and to tear apart cur cities with violent acts of 

civil disobedience. These demands well serve cczsminist: alias 

to bring about a communist victory in Vietnam and to divide 

the masses along class lines to foment disorder in the streets.
X .

’ Such guidance would help to explain also why King

split with men like Wilkins, Randolph and Young on the issue 

of whether civil rights leaders should be speaking out on 

matters of foreign policy or whether their role should be 

confined to civil rights matters. It will be recalled that

King attempted to project his views to criticism of fighting 

in Vietnam but the responsible civil rights leaders took a 

stand in opposition to him. . . ’ -

’ . Xt would appear that King’s advisors have a broader

goal than the civil rights movement in this country. There 

is talk that King will travel extensively abroad to areas such, 

as Latin America to speak out in behalf of the poor, Hegro 
■ i '

and white alike, in underdeveloped countries. 

* » **

• ... - G •
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Perhaps i»ing the recognized lead" of 22 cilliorf 
"s ' ' ■ ' ■ ' ' U.
Kegroes in this country -is not erough* Xi the inage of 

can be projected as the ’’savior** of the downtrodden throughout 

the world,hia prestige and influence •will grow to a degree 

which will enable bin to dictate demands in a voice that will 

ring loud and clear through the halls of Congress and in the .

Khite House* Much would depend on the backgrounds of his 

advisors and the nature of ths desands they would be 

whispering in his ear* ’ ■ ■ ■ ■ . - . • „

Should that cose about, the religious groups, 

foundations and others who have contributed millions to 

support King and his activities could find that their 

generous support had spawned a monster .seeking , to devour then.

■ The saddest part of it all is that the American - 

Negro may well be left in the lurch with his dreams of true 

equality and justice in a united country free of prejudice 

and bigotry'shattered, • .

To repeat, Sartin Luther King, Jr*, could be the 

great American tragedy of our times* ’ .

NOTE: See memorandum captioned MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr,, 
SECURITY MATTER - C dated 10/27/66, CDB/pcn,

J*



VNiTED STA TES C<

Memorandum
TO Mr. K.

FROM F

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER K 
SECURITY MATTER

C. Sullivan

J. Baumgardner/

1264date: September 11

1 — Mr. Belmont
1 - Hr, Mohr
1 - Mr; DeLoach
1 - Mr, Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Hr

y. OBSERVATIONS :■

-Because of the communist influences bn King"If would be we 
| to prevent- any publication of his views. It is noted that earlier t 
I year we had some advance information on the possibility of a King

article being published by ’’The Saturday Evening Post.” ’ On that occ 
sion fissistant Director DeLoach’s office was able to take approprian 
action to forestall the publication of the article. This was handle

• by Supervisor William Stapleton. who has an appropriate
• Saturday Evening Post.”

ACTION I

Ke have separately HaSeappropnaiH^™
. information concerning King’s intentions to have an article publis
in ’’The Saturday 
Nev? York Offices 
will be promptly

Evening Post” and have also written the Atlanta 
to remain on top of the situation so that the £h 
furnished further developments-in this matter.

RECOMMENDATION:
“ <y* _ * ** > C-i 13 W . .

This memorandum be routed to Assistant Director DeLoach fo
appropriate action in

0 100-106670

1 - 100-442529!«(CIRMk^-^
Z) .• your C:;i.nSFP:!^// ./

W) /.r.‘l

‘out a coze

«A^£iijisaiSsa£ifcii=is^Ml^ia&3u^ra^

:«€ is limit''d to 'proceedings ly 
not be disclosed unauthorized persa.i-

’./O,
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•NT TED STATES GOVERNMENT*
Tot-—

Como!__ ..

FROM

MR. BELMOM
JUNE

date: 7/16/63

C
cc Mr. Belmont

Slivan 

cz:
subject: CCX1UHI3T IHFLUBHCB '

RACIAL MATTERS

it was 
on his

should ever 
r beeii put on

t The AG was contacted -at his request late this 
I afternoon. He said that Clarence Benjamin Jones, 
la NY attorney who has had close association with

Jartin Luther with Stanley Levinson 
if had been in to see Burke

.larshaxT about the racial According to
;he AG', Jones had indicated he had some resorva 
tions about talking with Levinson on the phone. 
Marshall thought he might have been referring L 
possible telephone tap, and passed it off by to
Jones'this was

<wi±h 'Levinson J
thing he would have to take up

•The purpose ox the AG’s contac 
brought to his attention the post/ * 
ing technical coverage on both 
Luther King. I told the AG thafS 
acquainted with Jones, but that, 
concerned, it was obvious from the 
was in a travel status practically

t was that this

no L 
s not 

so far

all the
therefore, doubtful that a

Hoir-s 
* Gandy .

F

t

at all
as King was 
that he 
time, and

technical, surveillance
office or home would be very productive. I also

,raiscd the question as to the repercussions if it
become known that such a survefllance,Ji"-d
King. REC- 9

. . . . ■ • , $ J07 31 1362

said this did not concern him at all*

have as complete coverage as possibl I..told him
under the' circumstances, 
matter to see if coverage

If you approve ,• d?e will have a’preliminary survey 
made to/'.soe if technical coverage is feasible with full 
security

would submit an appropriate recommendation to him

that in view of the possible communist influence in... 
the' racial situation, ho thought it "advisable to

that we would check into the 
was feasible and, if so.

The AG

») 

car



TO

FROM

•UU.TEi) aX-VIES G^ERNMEXT fa

'Memoraimum &
Mx5. Sullivan*

SUBJECT:
c.

MARTix LUTHER KING, 
SECURITY MATTER --C

F. J. Baumgardner

•_ •. -\r»

1 - DeLoach
1 - Wick

ATE: 11/3/66
Sullivan

1 — Baumgardner
1 — D. Wells

PURPOSE: - To obtain approval to alert friendly members of the 
news media field of the meeting between Martin Luther King, Jr 
President, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and
James Hoffa, President, International Brotherhood of Teamsters 

' Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers Union.

2
— 2* 2

ACKGRCUjD: You were previously advised that according to 
on 10/17/66 Clarence Jones, a. former member of 

the Labor Youth League, a communist-front organization, and 
now a principal adviser to King, was attempting to arrange 
a meeting between King and Hoffa. Jones informed Hoffa’s 
attorney that King thought Hotta’s union jnxgnt want to 
suonort the civil rights movement to a greater degree because1* 
of its 450,000 Negro members. Jones advised that King is 
-ery sensitive regarding this meeting and does nc 
publicity concerning it. DECLASSIFIED DY^AA^A- 

nn -W Cbx 
. On October 30, 1966, tlfi<Y“same'source
•Hoffa had agreed to meet with King in Hoffa’s office in

■ Washington, D. C., on 
^November, 1966. This 
* was. -to advise Hoffa's 

King by 10/30/66.

either the seco third, or fourth of
was to be a luncheon meeting. Jones 
aide what date was agreeable with

i

in 
to 
to 
If

On 10/31/56^; advised that Jones .was
contact with the Teamsters Union. Since King was unable 
meet on any of the above dates, tentative plans were made 
hold the meeting on the ninth or ten^h of 'November, 1966
these

date was 
November

days are not satisfactory,- an alternate meeting 
scheduled for one day during the week of
14, 1966 REC-3
The New York Office has been alerted to not if 

Bureau immediately when a date and time have been set for
he

lOO-lOGGZa4 II HOV
DMW:dchq , 

:':Y301S66
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Baumgardner to Sullivan Memorandum 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. . ’ 
16O-10G670 ' *

QBSERVAT I QMS: From the above, it is apparent that' King is 
in dire neca of funds. Secondly., he dislikes going to 
Hbffa because of Hoffa*s unsavory reputation. King 
undoubtedly feels that this association night reflect 
unfavorably upon'his public image. On the other hand, 
it would appear Hoffa might be concerned with the white 
backlash within his own union ranks should it become 
known that union funds may be expended to promote Negro 
objectives. It is therefore felt that both men have 
just reason for keeping this meeting secret. Any . .
publicity concerning it would probably be extremely 
embarrassing to both parties. ...................... ...... .............. ...... ..

• * * ’
. It would appear that the meeting may be virtually 

spontaneous and time in this instance could be very critical.

.i RECOMMENDATION: A Bureau official be designated now to
axert zrionaly news media of the meeting once the meeting 

•»c lenrriRd Ro that arrangements can be made for' 
appropriate press coverage of the planned meeting to 
expose and disrupt it.

ADDENDUM: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, 11/3/66,FJB:deh "

Special Agent in Charge Donald E, Roney of the
J New York Office called at 3 p.m., this- date. He said that 
' through a reliable source they had learned that Clarence 

Jones had contacted King today. He^told King that 
arrangements have been made for King-to meet with Hoffa in 
Hoffa's office in Washington, D.C., for a luncheon meeting

principal adviser io King, attend the 
< meeting. They thought this was a good idea and would try
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Memorandum

?i<;i

. C.D. DeLoach- /

B*bt»r 
Mow _ 
C«srM J

. Mr. Mohr •

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. • 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

date: April 8, 1964

•*'^7 Mr.yBaumgardner’s memo to Mr. Sullivan 4/2/64 recommended tha£1 * 
Uy brief Senator Saitonstail in accordance with an attached ’’Top Secret” summary 
icating Reverend Martin Luther King’s communist connections and make-t
j purpose of such action was because Reverend King had been.""^ _ ■
■ I IX- - - _ ................................ . ... . ... ... . - - ----- _«.... _ . #-L.*

ic^e
47Senator Saitonstail is on the Board'of Trustees’of Springnel -4?

I called upon Senator Saitonstail at 10:30 a. m., 4/7/64 in his office. At
beginning of our conversation I told the Senator that my remarks should be held iii the.

T' ast of confidence. He agreed to this. I then mentioned that he had long been a
. • • • ww>M» • , • « . • «H« • . • « • « • 4» ■ •rjnrier oi tne cm S ana, tnereiox*e, uie virecior wunteu me iu artei mm uuncvrn ag a 
of potential embarrassment to a college he obviously was very personally in.erestc

Senator Saitonstail was told that captioned individual was to<’-

t King had receiv^rg:
lose liaison with 8^

• •
__ ________  ____

-oyisea max King for some time'Eas open maintain’ 
members of the Communist Party. I told him; '

;e anuTdunsel and had relied greatly upon on§ of these t'”; 
mbers.' -1 told Senator Saitonstail also that King was known to be Z" *

EECU£dr!£D E'

Senator Saitonstail told me he was shocked to receive this information. H 
.ted it was hardly believable. He said if it were not for the integrity of the FBI he won 
(believe such facts. I told him that our information was very obviously truthful ano 
>ed upon indisputable facts. . . .. //)/)-/O M? '5^^^

C?‘‘ Senator Saitonstail told me that while he wanted to respect our confidence, 
s/information placed a great burden upon him.= He stated he felt duty bound to tell 
• Glenr/Olds/ I reminded Senator Saitonstail that F\had advised him of the above-
sntioned facts in strict confidence. He then-inquired if I would speak to Dr. Olds. 1 

abed Dr. .Olds as a very outstanding individual who could be trusted implicitly.
•Q. Smont^L, ' \

anti ir not for ’f.wrnt in.. .1



:Loach to Mohr Memo ■■ 1
e: Martin Luther King, Jr. 1

•; -/•,£- • ' £

told the Senator I preferred not to speak with Dr. Olds about this matter and that I 
anted him, Senator Saltonstall, to know that under no circumstances should this infor- 
atioh be attributed to the FBI. The Senator assured me that he would treat our infor
ation on a confidential basis; however, he might possibly have to take Dr. Olds into . 
is confidence. ' . 2

I had been back in my office approximately 30 minutes when Senator 
dtonstall called me. He stated that Dr. Olds was in his office at the time, having 
ropped by as result of a trip to Washington to work on the President’s poverty program, 
mator Saltonstall inquired if I would see Dr. Olds right away.. I told him that I was___  
ed up on other matters and it would be impossible. He next inquired if I could see 
r. Olds at 8:00 a. m. on the morning of 4/8/64. I told Senator Saltonstall’ I couldn’t do 
lis inasmuch as I had a commitment to attend a breakfast meeting of a civic group. He 
len closed the conversation by stating Dr. Olds would call me and arrange an appoint- 
lent. T asked Senator Saltonstall if he had disclosed the remarks made-during-our - ’ 2 
re^us conversation to Dr. Olds, tie stated that he had inasmuch as he wanted it 
. J^olutely certain that 1 to-d
lat under the circumstances then that I would see Dr. Olds. •

Dr. Olds, after making an appointment, came by my office at 4:00 p. m., 
/8/64. He opened the conversation by.stating that he fully recognized the necessity to 
jeep the information concerning King in strict confidence. He stated he wanted us to 
now that he would maintain this confidence and would not advise anyone of this informa 
ipn._ He pointed out that he had been very shocked when Senator Saltonstall told him of 
hese facts and had insisted that Reverend King be- prevented

Dr. Olds, who impressed me as being a very 
erisible, intelligent individual, stated that due to the fact that he will keep this informa
ion confidential, it would be impossible for him to "uninvite” King

lie stated that the ’’liberals” on his Board of Trustees 
fould probably tear him to bits if he new cancelled King’s appearance. I told Dr. Olds. 
t this point that any action he took in this regard was entirely up to him but that no '' 
nformation was to be attributed to the FBI and that we were to be kept strictly out of 
his matter. He stated he fully recognized this fact and no one would ever know that the 
•BI had given Senator Saltonstall this information. Dr. Olds did say that he would take 
remediate steps He said
ic wanted to think about the possibility of but

tlxis step of the game he did not see how it could be done. -■ * . : .

4 . Dr. Olds expressed a desire to shake hands with the Director some day.
de indicated he had issued the Director two invitations in the recent past to receive an 
honorary degree and make the commencement address at Springfield College. However.
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leLoach to Mohr Memo 
te: Martin Luther King, Jr.

For record purposes

he Director’s schedule had caused him to not accept these invitations. I explained the 
□irector’s heavy schedule and the fact that he was reluctant to leave Washington whSe 
Congress was in session. ’ - ; .

... ...... .; Upon leaving, Dr. Olds assured me that no information would be release
and none would be attributed to-the FBI. I told him that we would, of course, deny any 
such information had been furnished. At this point He advised me that, .of-.course, his 
main reason for coming to the FBI was to determine if we could suggest any course of 
action he might take. I told him we could suggest nothing, that any action -taken was

| entirely up to him.

ACTION: ■ •

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 38



© ’ 'Memorandum"' D.^eLoach
Mr. J. P. Mohr

TO

from : C. D. Brennan

Sullivan-

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST 
MATTERS -

INFLUENCE IN .RACIAL 
A CURRENT ANALYSIS

DATE: April 10, 1967
1 - Mr. R. E. Wick
1 - Mr. W. 6. Sullivan 

' 1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Liaison

’ 1 - Mr. Shackelford ’
1 - Mr. D. M. Wells J

' PURPOSE l

ionTo obtain authorization for high level dissenin 
of a document captioned as above which shows the degree of 
communist influence on Martin Luther King. . .

~ Enclosed is a document captioned as above, which
depicts communist influence in the civil rights field, 'y i 
emphasizing the key role of Martin Luther King, Jr. This X
document is a current revision of the previous analysis { 
captioned "Communism and the Negro Movement - A Current Analysis^
preparea ana aisseminatea in November
we have emphasized these areas 
upon former Communist Party, U 
David Levison? (2) facts relat
and (3;

(1) continued reliance c± King
members, particularly 
■to* Jfii-ng’s 2JLi"7''X^

ev
*0 
ci

1

King’s strong criticism and .condemnation of the . 
Administration’s policy on Vietnam in a speech he made at 1’ew Yer 
on 4/4/67 shows how much he has been influenced by communist 
advisors. -His speech was a direct parallel of the communist 
position on Vietnam., • : .

It is felt that the President would be interested in 
a summary on King which shows the degree of communist influone 
on him. The attached paper constitutes a complete picture and

<strong indictment of King in that regard. ,
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that 
(1) The attached letters with enclosures, to the

White House and the -Attorney General be forwarded to Assistant
to the Director DoLoach for .nsmittal to Mrs. Mildred Stegall
the White House, and the Attorney General

NW

Enclosure'/ 
100-442529 
RLS:DMW/jav/.cst
_ (9) t

ai ciHr ma.
roeal of the FBI .

CONTINUED - OVER 
- • . # s3CW- 

zZty 
crsoi>
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’ UNITED STATES G(A .RNMENT
. 1 - Mr. Dr’ ^ach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bishop

date-November 24, 1967

CcLooch

Cuitiica _— 
Conrad . ■ — 
Felt------------ 
Cote-----------  
Rosea -, — 
Sullivan JeS 
Tovel--------- 
Trottec  
Tele. Room 
Ho'.aea,-----  
Coady —..—

•G. C. Moore^/^

jMARTIN LUTiER -KING, JR.: 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

PURPOSE

1 -. Mr. G. C. Moore 
Mr. D. M. Wells

"DECLA'
'OH 0---.

\rr.^feiriwijaa

12 NOV 29 1957 *

. .’ - . Attached, for your/approval for dissemination,
are copies of a communication containing the following'

" information ‘

BACKGROUND AND ’ RECENT DEVELOPMENTS : *

• ’’ . • King plans for a personal delegation .to present
their demands to the Secretary of Labor re.questing prompt 
Congressional action concerning Negroes1 problems. If 
demands are not met, .massive civil disobedience would.- -• 
then start in’Washington, D. C. If this -activity fails
to obtain Congressional action or. is. ijuelled by authorities, 
similar demonstrations would commence throughout the Nation 
in ten different unidentified cities. r*-Af

•1 * 100-438794 <SCLC1

JW:ekw
(7) r

CONTINUED - OVER

.-■.Ba?
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FROM : G» C. Moor

W. C. Sulli date: November- 29, 1967

1 - Mr. DeLoach

. SUBJECT: MARTIN' LUTHER KING, JR.
• .• SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Bishop 
Sullivan
G._ C. Moore
D. M. Wells

V

' PURPOSE

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

Colla?»OA — 
Cental__— 
Feit_______

•Gate ■ , ■
Rasen---------

lew!--------
Ttottn ——■ 
Tele. Roo^ 
Eola»-------

Attached for your approval for dissemination are
copies of d communication revealing-the Ford..Foundation is- ■
giving Martin Luther King, s, group.

i Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
| million dollars,

DEOh
.BACKGROUND:

D DY 51W.

the Southern. 
a quarter of a

-5—■. -■ i1w.wff-?y-r ■<
c

L.. .,... , J ^U3 J .^ I

With your- approval, John Bugas, former Special 
Agent in Charge of. the Detroit Office and presently Vice 
President of the Ford Motor Company, was briefed as to the- . 
•subversive backgrounds of King*s principal advisors.- Bugas • 

‘-’expressed alarm and indicated that although the Ford Motor 
- Company had ^little control over the Ford Foundation -he, - 

nevertheless,' would immediately attempt to .get in touch' ' •
with Bundy and do something about this matter. . Bugas

’■ advised that when he confronted -Bundy with this matter, ' 
Bundy was rather highhanded in the conversation. Bugas„ p-p

•Syndicated his company had quite a number of ’’hard blows”—““ 
from the Ford Foundation over the years and most certainly^ 
a liaison between this foundation and Martin Luther King, Jr., 
would'be a serious blow to the company. No additional

t information was received concerning this matter until
t-Y^recehtly. We did not disseminate this 

our counterintelligence measures would
information so that * 
not be d ivulged

NW 68486 Docl

(copy s: 
I

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan. 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:

• . At a staff meeting recently, King announced 
the Ford Foundation had granted his organization a quarter 
of a million dollars. King did not state how this, money 
was going to be used. . . <

OBSERVATIONS: ’ ; ■ ’ ' * * ’

It is interesting to note that King’s group , 
will only get $250,000, a large sum, but considerably 
smaller than the original amount. Perhaps our measures 
had some effect in causing this reduction. ’ In view of 
King’s current announcements indicating he will hold a 
camp-in at Washington, D. C., across from the White House, 
it is felt the President would be extremely interested . a 
in' the source of these new funds being made available 
to SCLC.

RECOMMENDATION: ’ • • ' . • • -

The attached be forwarded by routing slip to 
Mrs. Mildred Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh. 
Administrative Assistant to the Vice President; Secretary 
of Defense McNamara;, the Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General boar, Yeagley, and Cl 
Vinson; Army, Navy, and Air Force. -
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‘f- - . , w--—_
morandua for Mr. Belnonjgj \ I? --
; SAMUEL BILLY PIEBC3,Wr.*- ‘ '-ql

J

For some months I have been thinking about this natter. One 
y I had a'h opportunity to explore this from a philosophical and 
ciological standpoint with Dr. Frank P.. Barnett, whom I have known for 
me years. As I previously reported, Barnett is a very able fellow, 
former Oxford scholar and professor, and one on v/hom I can rely. I 
Bed Barnett to give the natter ’some attention and if he knew any 
gro of outstanding intelligence and ability let ne know and we would 
ve a discussion. Earnett has submitted to ns the name ox the above- - 
ptioned person, Samuel Riley._Piercey_Jr.

Enclosed with this memorandum is an outline of Pierce*s 
ography which is truly" remarkable for a man so young, having been born 
ptember 8, 1S22. On scanning this biography, it will be seen that 
arcs does have all the qualifications.of th© kind of a Negro I have 
mind to advance to positions of national leadership. I won’t go into 

1 his accomplishments and qualifications in this memorandum, for it 
11 only take a minute or two to scan the enclosed biography.

• On first blush I know it can be said it is not the concern of • 
- Bureau what happens to the Negroes when Martin Luther King has

. discredited. This can be said, but! think it is a very short- 
ghtod view. It_is_our_concern if largo'’numbers of thom'go into the 
tion of Islam and other .extremist groups with, which we arc concerned as 
investigative agency. It_is_our concern if the Communist Party would 
able to capitalise upon-this confusion. Further, from a positive

a constructive standpoint it would be of great advantage to have leading 
o Negro people a truly brilliant, honorable and loyal Negro who would 
eer the SD/million Negroes away from comvanism. I think in a very 
and sense this necessarily must be of groat interest to us. It would 
' nest helpful to have a man like Pierce leading the Negroes to whom we 
aid go, if necessary, and rely upon in sensitive matters over which this 
reau has jurisdiction.

..••I want to make it clear at once that I don’t propose that the 
1 in any way become involve^ openly as the sponsor of a Negro leader 
overshadow Martin Luther King. As .far as I am concerned, this is not 
issue at all. But I do propose that I be given permission io explore 

other this entire 'mat‘ter~with^fank Barnett and any other person known 
both Barnett and myself who could be helpful. If this thing can be 

t up properly without the Bureau in any way becoming directly involved, 
third; it would be not only a great help to xhe. FBI but would be a fine 
lug for the country at large. V’hile I am not specifying at this moment, 
ere are various ways in which the FBI could give this entire matter
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Memoranduin for Mr. Belmont
RE: SAMUEL RILEY PIERCE, JR.

■ the proper direction and’ development. There are highly placed contacts
j of the FBJ who night be very helpful to further such a step. These can 
!be discussed in detail later when I have probed nore fully into the
I possibilities. .

RECOMHEZiDATI ON : -

(1) For the information of the Director. •

(2) That approval be given for ne to explore this whole matt

. C
)
'

ADDENDUM (1/9/64), VCS/csh: . . '
. • Mr. Pierce has been investigated by the Bureau as a Departmental

Applicant (for the position of Assistant US Attorney, Southern District 
of NY), and no derogatory information of any kind was developed. The 
investigation showed, as does the biography, that he has a remarkably 
fine record. * . /

• ’’ W.C. Sullivan '
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'in Reply, PLiiirt Refer to 
■File No.

Fi^plRAL BUREAU OF INVESTlGAl

WASHINGTON, D.C 20535

November 8 1967

Contract Awarded
f

■ -MARTIN LUTHER KIN

. The Department of Labor recently approved
contract in the amount of $61,000 negotiated by the Comma- •
nity Action Group, Atlanta, Georgia, with the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference, The contract provides 

■ for on-the-job-training for Negroes with retail grocers. 
. ’ The Southern Christian Leadership Conference will receive 

$13,000 for administering the program and the grocers will 
receive $48,000 for providing on-the-job-training.

Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern J.
; Christian Leadership Conference, was instrumental in es

tablishing this program." He contacted grocers and. obtained 
their assurance that they would set aside 15 percent of the 
employment openings for on-the-job-training of Negro youths. .

King Emotionally Upset ... .. - **.

Martin Luther King recently completed a
»• tour throughout the United States’for the purpose of parti
al cipating in benefit programs to raise funds for the Southern 
H Christian Leadership .Conference. • . - / . .

1

f

■zd n.

i
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1’lcate Rrfer to

J

Avenue

UNITED ST^ ’S/dEPARTMEKT OF JUSTld

FEDERAL EAU pr INVESTIGATION a '

place

.Respectfully,

| October 7, 1'963

tnomh.or of the Cormuni

J6hn Ed Hoove
Director

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORl^EY GENERAL

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 
RACIAL MATTERS ’ ‘

Martin Luther King, Jr. , resides at 563- Johnson 
rtheast, .Atlanta, Georgia, and is president of

New York office of the SCLC is locat 
Street, New York City. He is close! so dated with

USA

communist influence in
that author it j- b

-which he may move

.nted

1 la view of the possible 
racial situation, it is requested

address or at
technical surveillance 
any future address

* It is further requested that authority be granted 
to place a technical surveillance on the SCLC office at the
current New York address 
it way be moved, •

.ny other address -to which

v

APPROVED

DATE
/3 //O A i 

_ - T

Cd; AL SECURITY INFORMATION 
. UiuiuLhci'tr.ed DiFck^nre

Subject to Criminal Sanctions

DECLA2CI ATO CY - -

......... |............. -

Hl WUM

fl
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UNITED STATES GOVERN^

Memorandiwc^^
Mr. Sullivan

% 1 - Mr
Mr. BeInont

DATE:

F
Mohr 
DeLoachJ. Baumgardner 1 “ 1Ir 

1 - Mr. Rosen

1
1
1

1

HARTtH LUTHER KI^ 
SECURI*^ HATTER - i

1 Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Phillips

6/29/65
Mr. Sullivan I
Mr. Bland *
Mr. D.J. Brennan

Ue have just obtained information by chance which, 
if proven true, will give us a golden opportunity to discredit King 
because of his communist connections

Intelligence Division

-------p---—

On 6/27/65 Supervisor Seymor F« Phillips
was engaged in a golf game with

Domestic [/

Phillips has known these two individuals only!
a "short period’"oi’time: they are aware of his .employment in the FBI.: 
iTLCZS.'777'xinitiated a conversation about King by observing that a 
friend'of his, Representative James Martin, Republican of Alabama, 
had told him that he, Martin, had discussed King... .with the President 
and that the President is reluctant to expose Kxngfs communist . ./
'connections because of the harm it would do to the civil rights 
;movement. (It will bo recalled that there was recent newspaper 
publicity wherein Hartin was critical of the President on the King- 
mattor and re furnished details to the White House and Attorney 
General.)/^

observed that an acquaintance, a. ;

K

t

• pho is employed
.the following/which had been relate o her by

had told hi

a banker in 1 According to the banker, King has :
numbered account in his bank with a balance of over one million
Hollars as .surprised no have recervea mis
yion oecause he thought it most indiscreet for a bank official to 
divulge such information, even inasmuch as identities
of holders of numbered accounts are.the most closely-held type of 
information existing in'banking circles. Without showing undue

r;

interest-, Phillips ascertained that (1) is a spinster,hened 
hoi’ name is also (2) banker holds the i 
position of• Executive Director of the unknown bank; (3) * '.7^ 
holds a responsible secretarial position 7^ and i 
is considered by<CEZn as most reliable. *•’:b
Inf ormat ion ’i n nd fron -Public Sources:

with orC^t
is secretary"to the 1

Credit records reveal
ble

employed there

100-106670

SFP:deh

Ils i
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Memorandum fq/Jr, Sullivan 
lc: Hartin Author King, Jr.’ 
L00-106G70

ALL EXCISING EXCEPT CC 
SOURCE 021 TRIS PAG:-TO FROT 
FRIENDLY FOREIGN INTELLIGESCE

- . SERVICE, ITS REPRESENTAT1
. COUNTRY

Cor over 30 years. In November, 1964, just after the Director
;pbke out concerning King and other matters

fou Hr. ilooverl” e was thanked ’for her remarks by lettex
Telephone Directory has no listing for any-vf^-----X, 

land LIc2,Tally Bankers ^j-rect^orv identifies officials of several 
banks but no enlisted. In connection with our

investigations under the Criminal Intelligence Program, we have 
developed information that some banks do have numbered
accounts. Ke do not have any sources that can 
information about such numbered accounts.

us specific

PSSERVATIONS AIR) PROPOSED COURSE OF.ACTION

we would 
could be 
people, 
[take the 
sour ces, 
Internal

If we can prove that King is bearding large sums of money, । 
have available possibly the best information to date .which i
used to discredit him, especially in the eyes of his own 
Depending on exactly what evidence is developed, re may 
action to discredit King ourselvesfthrough friendly news 
or the like) or we might turn rhe information over to the 
Revenue Service for possible criminal prosecution. This

3 
i

bridge can be crossed when we reach _it
aking this matter up with!

frawto? ■ mTinW

For the rresent
rtgwj

3

CONTINUED - OVER 
- 2 -
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’emorandum 'tb^JTr. Sullivan 
e: Hartin Luther King, Jr 
00-106670

ehse of urgency in this natter= and should not delay our action
ecause it ^s entirely likely that other individuals 
ecn in receipt of this information and inquiries by

as an ambitious newspaper nan, could -well interfez©with
designs. There is also the’possibility that

nay have 
others,

•who I ?
Iso overheard remarks and is friendly -with Congressman^
artin, may tell. Martin and thus set into motion inquiries from 
nother direction.

MMEzrDATioN:

My J 2 *̂75

•x ^If approved, re rill immediately discuss this matter .. 
will be kept advised of" 

inen11 d e v e 1 o on e nt s. _________ -Jig) .
‘V--- I.;-■■.

? -

■i

3—

I
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"&N1TC? STATES GO' ^.MENT 1

Memoran^m
Mr. W?C. \

JUNE
C. D. Brennan

ARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
ECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

This is to advise

•1 - Mr. Sjg2.ivan
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan

DATE:- April 18, 1968

_____
Bishop  
Co»prt 
Ca!IoHo» - 
Conrod — 
F«U_____  
Cat*____  
Bosm _ 
SullWaa —
Tant - 
Ttoitrr.
Tala. P 
Balnea 
Coady.

1 - Mr. Rozamus
1 - Mr. Ridgeway

you of past electronic surveillances
jWthat we had installed for the purpose of securing intelligence dat 
^concerning the late Martin Luther King, Jr., former President of 
Jthe,Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). .?

3 King-had been in close association with individuals havi
la- Communist Party background during has rise to' prominence in the 
^civil rights field. Among such individuals was his principal 
^advisor Stanley Levison:%^^l^^^»*^^^ whose member
Biship in the Communist Par t y^ UbA, has ab1ished CZSSZZZZZS

Clarence Jones, another close advisor of King, had be 
ja member of the Communist Party and in a position of leadership ‘ ir. 
] the Labor Youth League, a communist.front organization. Bayard •

Rustin, another of King’s close advisors, was a member of the Your 
Communist League in the early 1940’s and is an admitted homosexual 
In order to' determine the subversive influence in racial matters.
the following microphone and wiretap coverage was placed in effec 
which provided coverage on the -activities of<\King and the SCLC:E53

nstalled Discontinued

11/8/63 >
) 1/5/64 

1/27/64

4/30/65
Type 

.Wiretap 563 Johnson Avenue

Location -A

N.E

2/18/64

2/20/64

2/22/64

3/19/64

4/23/64

4/24/64

7/7/64

1/8/64
1/27./64

2/20/64

2/21/.64

2/24/64

3/20/64

4/24/64

4/26/64

7/9/64

Microphone ' 
Microphone

Microphone

Microphone

• Atlanta, Georgia
Willard Hotel, Washington 
Shroeder Hotel, Milwaukee 
Wisconsin’ * ...
Hilton Hawaiian Village,
Honolulu, Hawaii. 
Ambassador Hotel, 
California

Los’ Angel
■ / 

{

Microphones i g Hyatt House Motel, 
xuillu Angeles, California

Microphone Statler Hotel, Detroit

Microphone

Wiretap

Wiretap

Senator Ko.t<^l.J~JSr,jcn$me^ 
California

California
Hyatt Housed Motel 
California

Ange



Memorandum C. D.( rennan to Mr. F. C. Sulli/ n
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Location *

-^100-105670

Inst al led Discontinued Type

7/7/64 7/9/64 Microphone Hyatt House Motel, Los Angeles
California . 1

8/14/64 9/8/64 Wiretap 125 East 72nd Street, I
New York,-New York 1

8/22/64 8/27/64 Wiretap• Claridge Hotel, Atlantic City
New Jersey [

0/28/64 10/2/64 Microphone Manger Hotel, Savannah, Georg:
1/8/65 1/11/65 Microphone Park Sheraton’Hotel, 1

New York, New York I
1/28/65 1/31/65 Microphone Americana Hotel, |

New York, New York I
3/29/65 3/31/65 Microphone Park Sheraton Hotel, » ).

- New York, New York
5/12/65 5/13/65 Microphone Sheraton Atlantic Hotel,. |

New York, New York !
10/14/65 10/15/65 Microphone Astor Hotel, . 1

New York, New York • '
10/28/65 10/30/65 Microphone New York Hilton Hotel,

New York, New York
• 11/29/65 11/30/65 Microphone Americana Hotel,

New York, New York
• In addition to the above coverage of King, the following

coverage was afforded the SCLC.

Installed Discontinued Type Location

10/24/63 1/24/64 ■ Wiretap New York Office • .
11/8/63 6/21/66 Wiretap Atlanta' Headquarters
7/13/64 7/31/64 Wiretap New York Office

All of the above wiretap surveillances were authorized
under the signature of the then Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy 
who on 10/10/63 authorized the coverage of King’s residence and an 
other future address to which he may move, and the Bev/ York Office 
SCLC. He also authorized wiretap coverage of King and the'Atlanta 
headquarters of SCLC on 10/21/63. These authorizations were giver 
during the administration of President John F. Kennedy.

Attorney General Kennedy did not sign any microphone 
surveillance requests. Microphone surveillances were authorized I 
Bureau officials acting on general authority relating to the 
Attorney General.

ACTION;

None. I 

bn?
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United-stai es g< ’£knment •

Memorari^m
:Mr. V. C. SullF®

from : G. C. Moore/ 1 -

L * Mr. Bishop 
date-. October 18, 1967

subject: MARTIN LUTHER" KING, JR

Mr 
Mr 
Mr

Go C. Moore
Do Ryan 
Marion
D. M. Wells

Coaxod — 
Felt----------
Cole---------

SullivcaS^
Tove) — 
T»oUer — 
Tele. Boot 
Holoei— 
Gandy —

* . SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNISM
, »
I - - ;

PURPOSE: 1

friendly
•Attached for your approval for 
news media sources is a.copy of

dissemination to 
a Negro newspaper

editorial attacking Martin Luther King, Jr., President
Southern Christian Leadership Conference. I]

BACKGROUND: r±ci^c:?ri3D dy ‘ .
pn ... ...... -

3

King’s group is in desperate need of funds. In 
an effort to combat .this problem. King has organized a 
variety show starring Harry Belafonte, well-known Negro 
vocalist with a subversive background, to tour seven major 
cities in the United States. The proceeds will go to the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference,, King is touring 

• with the group and speaks during each performance.

/ The attached editorial entitled /UThink Twice Vf 
^Before Going to Coliseum Tuesday Night” appeared in the 
pTotward Times',” ^he leading"Negrb" hewspaper in .Houston, 
I Texas. This paper attacks King for "Eis "s' tahd~"nn^V i etnan

and-claims his appearance in Houston is ”an imposition on 
the community.” King is also referred to as ”a misguided 
’Moses’ who has.lost himself.” In addition,, the article' 
claims King’s position regarding the Vietnam war “borders 
upon treason.” Further, ”a man who will not fight for his

• country hasn’t got any civil rights or any respect due him.”'

Enclosure
; r®- 6"

100-106670

DMW:ekw
(8) z

4^

23 NOV 3 1967
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• Memorandum to Mr. W, C»-S.ullivan 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR* 
100-106670, . -

t

; OBSERVATIONS-J

In.addition, the advanced
tticket sales were slow in Houston, .Texasj prior to the 
performance on October .17, 1967.-. This newspaper story 
may have caused many of the' citizens of Houston to ”thi 
twic^ before going” and indeed, not go. at all*

It is felt thafif this article is given wide-spread
. publicity as how thinking Negroes really feel about King, 

two objectives can be accomplished*

ESj

performances to give; namely, Chicago, Illinois, October 19 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 21; Washington, D, C», October 23; 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 26; and Boston, 
Massachusetts, October 27» ■\

• RECOMMENDATIONS:

The attached be forwarded to Crime Records Division 
for dissei^ination to.appropriate
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. Several weeks ago FORWARD TIMES 
made an editorial expression which'

; stated, among other things, that Dr. Mar
' tin Luther King had strayed oii onto an 
^extremely dangerous course-which ran 
Ilin the opposite direction from the civil? 
frights leadership course that vast! 
“’numbers of citizens-had come to know;

’ and respect him tor over a wide span ot 
years. ■ ■ • .

.. .Now, we wish to make it crystal clear: 
" that this newspaper, oi course, respects

ahd upholds Dr. King's right to take a 
• position that is, what we think to be,

■ • contrary to good judgement. If he wishes - 
to be the spokesman tor the ‘peaceniks',

• that’s his business. When, however, Dr.
• King joins with others and tries to impose 
I'that poor judgement upon the entire Negro 
^community which is already beset with, 
jjmore in-depth and complicated problems] 
than can apparently be coped with, at that?

• point we call Tt"our business.
- FORWARD TIMES takes the position' 
that Dr. King’s visit to Houston next 
Tuesday night is an imposition upon this 
community of the first order. We also 
think that the fact that he is shrouding 
his “remarks" behind a big name popu-

* lar singer like Aretha Franklin suggests 
subterfuge. If Aretha Franklin, who is 
now at the peak of fame, permits this 
group of ‘peaceniks’ to use her name to 
further their efforts, all that we cay say^ 
is, “that’s her business." If she wakes up1- 

jdater and finds that she has acted just? 
like Tokyo Rose and Axis Sally, all that 
•we can say is that she brought it all upon 
herselt. . -

Our concern is not so much with what 
course Dr. King and Miss Franklin elect 
to io 1 Low What conce rns us isthatjhe in-_

nocent public, if not properly fore-: 
warned, might be taken in by their visit 1 
to Houston. We think that if what Dr. King 

f'has to say isn't within itself meritorious :
enough to draw a crowd, he shouldn't be . 

] coming to town in the first place to say!
it. As it stands now, Aretha Franklin's;* 
name has been added to the show and many'^ 
people will pay the tee expecting to hear-I 

- her sing. She will be the ‘bait' to help • 
' get the crowd inside the Coliseum. Once » 
inside, the trapped ticket purchasers will ; 
have to sit quietly while Dr. King spews •= 
about the “immorality" oi the war in 
Viet Nam. Whether we like it or not, the : 
United States of America is at war with 
a determined aggressor. How we got into . 
this war matters little at this point. The ’ 

.bold truth is that we are shooting ‘live’ . 
? ammunition at them and they are shoot- ; 
ning the same type back at us with re-Lj 
"’markable effectiveness.

Looking at the conflict logically and< 
' realistically, we cannot escape the fact ’ 
that we have absolutely no course open 
to us but to disregard all of the babble 
of weaklings. We, as bonafide American 
citizens, must take a stand with our 
country. In our actions,, in our converr 
satlons and in our preachments, we must 
give no aid and no comfort to the enemy.

- We must remember that all wars are 
immoral and when Martin Luther King . 
preaches about how immoral the Ameri- . 
can bullets are and fails to offer us an(j 

..alternative for stopping those immoral;; 
‘bullets being fired at our boys, we haveii 

:. got to take the ex-civil rights worker- 
•to task for his oversight. i

■ There is no middle ground here tor any 
misguided “Moses" who has lost him- 
selL-King. got lost just outside ot Chica-j
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fi-' _  —— - — - •    • - -- •
' go in a town calle# Cicero and ne hasn’t
been the same since. We cannot sit by 
and allow him to lose thousands of 

’.Negro citizens also just because he can't 
find his own way.

Crispus Attucks didn't call the cause’ ? 
at Boston Commons “Immoral”. He I 

^stood up like a man and fell like a proud i 
Isoldier. From that moment on, both black ~ 
iand white men have stood up for Ameri- 
: ca. Negro citizen soldiers have stood 
like men and fallen, if need be, on battle 
fields in far away places ail over the 

■ world every since Crispus Attuck first.
• stood up back in the beginning. This na
tion has grown strong and it is respected 
and, yes, even feared, because we have

’ been blessed by the Almighty Grace of 
•’God to have strong men at the right place 
^t the needed time who didn't mind stand- i 
«ing up for right, for God and for Country. 
jjl It then is not reasonable that we now ’ 
'should settle for anything less than what 
the most courageous have done.

As we see it, Dr. Martin Luther King 
is suggesting that we Negroes take some- 
thing lesser -than the courageous route.- 
If he follows the same pattern that he has 
■followed in his other “remarks” made 
in other cities, he will dweir-upon Negro 

. problems just long enough to get the at
tention of the listeners and then he will 
^suddenly shirt to the hard-sell oi taking* 
[the lesser route in the war that thi^{ 
Country is now engaged in. t
x FORWARD TIMES firmly believes that/ 
-in the long run we will lose any and all 
\ respect that the total community might 

. *now hold for us. Our job is to try and 
build more respect and not tear down

Ithe little .wg already have.

'rA—m«n ■'•who’“wilf not*fight Tor "Tils' 
country hasn't got any civil ri girts or; 
any respect due him. For Dr. Martin; 

? Luther King to try and cloud cur peo-;. 
1 pie's minds, ^in regards to helping our1 
ij country in 'its hour of need, border? 
'•‘upon treason. |j»

There is no soft middle when one'O. 
country is at war or in trouble that will, 
allow room for ambitious men to play’ 
“footsy” with wild hairbramed schemes.’ 
Either you fight or you run. Either you 

• support your-lighting men or you sabo-: 
tage them with preachments that sound 
good,' give hope and give courage only 
to the enemy. , . i

Even though .Negro citizens have had 
differences ‘at home' they have always 
stood firmly shoulder to. shoulder with 

;the remainder of America when the going . 
•jgot rough. FORWARD TIMES believes 
:[that this will continue despite people 
’like Martin Luther King and company, 

’ It puzzles us how , Harry Belafonte 
was selected to headline a show that was 
supposed to be aimed in theNegro inter
est. We cannot help but, wonder how much 
real concern he has for the suffering of- 
Negro womanhood. As we recall, once he 
got famous, he quit his Negro wife and 

• married a white woman. We don’t have 
anything against’marrying white women,, 
but when you do, don’t come into Hous
ton and try to charge hardworking Ne- 

JJgro women $7.50 admittance tee under 
Ithe pretext that they are going to hear 
’one thing and something else is up your 
^sleeve. . •

Of course, Houston citizens are free 
to do anything that they choose about 
attending this show. All that we ask is 
that [you THINK TWICE BEFORE
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I feel that this visit was highly productive 
has accepted my invitation to visit the Chicago Office
gave ne 
stay in

his private telephone number and asked that we - 
very close touch on matters of mutual interest.

• **

Bureau-will be^kept advised of developments.

- 2 -
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FBI

VPTKT,

on

Enclosed herewith for tire Bureau are 11 copies, •

ted 3/29/63. ¥

/ f FROM 
i /

ate

(Type in plain text or code)

rity or Method of Mailing)

7'HTS (157-1092) (?)

for 3 copies, and for 
as above anci dated 3/30/6;

i regional offices of military in tails gene.

i-ain 3 copies of LHM captioned- 
Copies are being furnished to

i 
t 
i

Information in I.n’l was furnished to WILLIAM BRAY
tilth INTC r 3 rd Lrwy Mewphis,

•Inspoctional
Lt, GEORGE FEATHERS

Bureau, Memphis Tenn.; CRD, isd, UH
ACSI, 031/^5“

' BY:

lemphis /(I -

157-1097) (Washinr.-; ton Snn-n;

157-1092)
157-556)(Possible
157-166)(Southern 
100-4105)(MARTIN

Atlanta/(Encs 3) (RM) (Info) 
(I-SCLC) LUTHER KING,

(Hues 3) (RH) (Info) 
(l-SCLOfl-^RTIN LUTHER KING,

. Boom 836 how jobs?:
~ 9 & D ■ DAZE eorw7~APR '4 195?

Bureau (Encs Tl) (ft:

NW ^8486 D^glcm

WHLjmnr 
(21)

JR,MCl-Wa^hington Spring Project I

Racial Violence, Major Urbarr'^re 
Christian Leadership Conference)

100-4528)(CHA1U
100-4579)(CALVIN LEROY- TAYLOR) ,
157-1019) (CHARLES HARRINGTON.) .. '

K - 157-109) (SNCC) - A
(1- 66-1687 Sub)(Dissemination File 
1—......  —4__________________ ;___ ________ .____ ______1

is

' 3 1SS8



ys 157-1092

►• . Information copies are submitted in view of these 
offices’ interest in blARTlN LUTHER KING, JR., SCLC, and the 
Washington Spring Project. ’ ; ..

*• ■ •
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t!» !o I lew lag In

■URIEL

TO

■ P& 
■ o:j

(Type in plain text ar code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI

Date:. 3/29/68

: Re Memphis airtel and LHM, 3/23/68

Copies are being furnished U Attorne y, Meiaph i

CD

BY

; am 
H:»y. 
RM

nd Regional Offices of

AGL27CY: C2D,-S»i IFJ, 5 
ACSx, osv^

HC’.7 FORT/:_________Z7<s

U, S, Sscret Service, Memphis 
Military Intelligence,

Enclosed for Bureau are 12, copies and fci^’Atlanta
2 copies of LHM captioned and dated as abo$e, •' \

15.7^-1092) ’ ’ ' ^ocm83<>-
157-556, Possible Racial Violence, Major/Urbau.

. FROM: . SAC, (157-1092) (P)

WICBldl

- Busman
- Atlanta (Encsc2)

kf«3» i <2

100—4105 IN LUTHER 2
157-166, SGLC) ho6 o 1Q63
100-4528, CARLES L. CABBAGE) &
157-1038, SAMUEL CARTER) : .
157-957, JOHN B. SMITH)
157-10.1 S, CL?c<TON R. JAMERSON) \
157-103, SNCC)
66-1637 Sub A, Dissemination File)



U ‘DS

MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT MEMPHIS,

* 1111 L
ATLANTA D IV IS ION ( INFO)

Memphis, Ti'nno

157-1092

Information in the enclosed I.HM “As furnished
111th Military Intelligence, Third Army.,

Inforniation copies ire being furnished
in vie* of the tact Unt it is’origin 
MIRTIN Ll.Tin:H KINf^ JE, j awl SCLC.*

Will continue to folio* ano 
developments»

■ V

2-

•■1

V'-

t >

nt a
in the case rc

report pertinent

t
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Memphis, Tennessee
March 29, 1968

Title; SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, 
. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Character; RACXAIj MATTERS

Reference; Memorandum prepared at 
Memphis, Tennessee, dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 29, 1963

I

/fysmAEiCN-SORSEBS. strike 1

' RACIAL MATTERS

. On March 28, 1958, a first source advised that ■
' the. inanimation strike, .MeRyh.lo^canesse®, has been in progress 

since February 12,’ 1968, and th&f it’ has gradually deteriorated 
into a racial conflict. -The source stated that the vast

. majority of the 1300 strikers were members of the Negro race. 
Source one also stated that the strike support had been . 
primarily taken over by Negro groups in Memphis, Tennessee,

• ’ primarily consisting of approximately 125 Negro ministers,• 
members of the Memphis Interdenominational-Ministerial ‘ .’■

.Alliance which has adopted the name^Community on the Move for ; 
jqual ity.X.CO2^ and source recalled -
’su.pp&t’t of the strike .have been held originating at Clayborn 
Temple, a church of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
located at 2S0 Hernando, Memphis, Tennessee, this being the - 
strike support headquarters. Nightly rallies have been held 
at various Negro churches and such nationally known leaders 
as Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), Eayard Rustin of the A. Philip 
Randolph Institute, and Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr,, 
President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC), have come to. Memphis t.o address large rallies of 
strike supporters. • - ■

' Source on© recalled that Reverend King spoke at 
a mass rally in Mason Temple on the night of March 18, 1968, . 
at which time he 'called for the Memphis Negro community to 
have a massive downtown rally during which all Negro employees 
would stay away from work and all school children would stay 
away from school and scheduled this march for March 22, 1968/, 
This march was cancelled at the last minute due to a 16-inch 
snowfall in Memphis on that data and was later re-scheduled 
for Thursday, March 28,. 1968, \ ■



SANITATION WORKERS SERIKS/ 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

■*A7.

E, H. Arkin, 
Inspections! Bureau, Memphis Police Department, both advised 
on March 23, 1968, that preceding the march high school age 
students from several Negro high schools in a rather boisterous 
manner left school to head downtown to participate in the
mass march scheduled for March 28 , 1968, to begin at 10 a.m
At Hamilton High School a predominantly Negro high school.
some two hundred to three hundred youngsters took to the 
streets, began throwing rocks, and resulted in police being 
called. They threw rocks and bricks at the police, injuring 
several police and as a result the police had to use considerable 
force, according to Lieutenant Arkin, to quell this disturbance. 
First reports were that tear gas was used on the students, 
although Lieutenant Arkin stated that this definitely was not

■ trueTM'’"^

Lieutenant Arkin pointed out that 
the start of the march was delayed until approximately 11 a.m,, 
due to the late arrival in Memphis of Reverend Martin Luther 
King, Jr., who was to head the march. He did not arrive until 
approximately 10:22 a.m. at the Airport, and in fact did not 

. join the march until it had proceeded one block north on 
Hernando from Clayborn Temple

\ ’ •'
Source one, source two and source three, all of 

whom were in the vicinity of Clayborn Temple immediately 
prior to the start of the march, pointed out that approximately 
five thousand to six thousand people congregated near the 
Temple for the start of the march and they estimated that 
at least half of these people were teenagers andof;school . 
age. Among the marchers were individuals..who sources, who
are familiar with many people in the Negro community, 

and both sources one and twowould describe as common criminals 
recognized several as being people 
penal institutions for various law

who have been in and out of 
infractions in the past.
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MS1TAT1CW WORKERS STRIKE, • ' ' . . ,
WKWWIZS, TENNESSEE____________

The march was ostensibly under the control, -
according to these three sources, of the COME group. ' ■
Tho com group handed out literally hundreds of prepared . -

. placards made of cardboard and carried on long 4~fcot -
plno poles, It was apparent to these three sources 
prior to the inarch that many of the youngsters were planning ", -
to use the placards as sticks and clubs because they*were '
indiscriminately ripping the cardboard Sway, leaving a '
i-foot pole in their hands which many of them waved in . -
a threatening manner, . .

• In fairness to the march rcarsha-ls'hnd’ ministers ’ ‘
’ leading the march, all, three sources heard--several of them

. caution, the people in the crowd against violence and some •
'• of the youths would utter obscenities at those who were . "

cautioning them. Sources one, two and three*observed in the 
vicinity of the Temple several individuals in Memphis who •
have identified themselves with the blafck'power movement, ' .

For example, source three observed John 
®ho has already been arrested three Times in ~

piTTrnvction with incidents in connection with the strike, 
* young male Negro, and John Burrell fSmith, an Owen College 

• student, and self acclaimed' leader o^tlxe Black Power " 
movement, at the Mosque, Ferguson made fun of the marchers, 
paying that he had more important things to do, inferring 
that he was going to engage in violence, Source one, r
•ho is particularly close to the black power movement, .■
which he said refers to itself as^-Black^Organiging Power (BOP) ,1- 

■ an aff iliate of tie Student Nonviolent ■Ccoi^ilhSt'ing”Committee 
(SNCC) and headed bv Charles~ Laverne^Cabbage and John Burrell 7-- > •
Smith, co rented that, in fairness to the EOP grouo t he se . 
individuals dii not organize anv violence as such?” However» 
those individuals have^repeaxedly .niide ini laEisat airy statements . 
during recent weeks and he recalled that on the night of 
March 5, 1963, Charles Laverne Cabbage, before approximately 
1500 people at. a. strike support rally in Clayborn Temple, 

t passed out to the audience a leaflet containing an •
inflammatory letter from. H. Rap Brown,Chairman of the SNCC,

' ’ ’ ’ *’ \4<f.
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and also containing a professional type drawing showing 

in detail how one could make a Molotov cocktail.

'On March 28 and again on March 29, 1968, source 
two advised that prior to the start of the inarch, the 
parade marshals agreed to put the sanitation workers 

’ strikers in the front of the.inarch with the remainder.of 
-the people to follow behind. He stated that several of the 

. marshals kept cautioning the youngsters to be peaceful and 
. that he nersonaJ.lv saw two self-admitted EOP people, 
f ElmoreX^^ n 1\ Cart both students at
—-------- '"LeMoyne College,”'male Negroes', arid otner unknown associates; 

and that they were making remarks'sometime between 8:30 and 
. ?----------9:30 a.m.‘ near, the Clayborn Temple that they were going to .

■ . "tear this S.OiB. town up today,” Phillips made some
general statements about some high school students being - 

-< . "chicken” and staying in school rather than inarching and
. he stated that"the white people who were participating 

in the march were fools for inarching because if any trouble 
started that the Negro marchers would turn on them first.

. Source two stated that the march started at 
. approximately 11 o’clock a.m,, and that Phillips and Carter 
. and some of their unknown associates remained behind. As
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the aarch progressed north, of Lindon on Hernando,.
Phillips and another associate■from LeMoyne College, 
understood to he in the EOP group,^Clinton Koy^Jarnerson^ - ■' .

• . »**nt back into an alley and obtajbNB^’TsSfflwwsc^^— 
.bricks. At this point, they moved on up ahead'of 
source two. He did not see them thereafter^ Source two 
added that the march progressed peacefully, although it 
wis definitely not well organised in that the marchers 
were walking all over the street and sidewalks and that 
there was no order whatsoever to the line of march. 
Ho stated that the march headed north on Hernando to•

. Beale, west on Eeale toward Main Street, and that by the . 
tins he reached Third and Beale many of the teenagers had 
ripped-the signs off their poles and were waving them wildly 
as clubs. • Wl

r”2

. Source two continued that on reaching Third and
Beale Street, the head of the march had already progressed 
as far west as Main Street and he observed unknown young 
Negroes using the long sticks to break windows in Paulas 
Clothing Store at Third and Beale and that he could hear 
windows breaking further west on Basis’ Street, a 2-block 
area consisting of pawn shops, clothing stores, and dry . 
goods stores. Almost as if spontaneously Negroes who had 
been in the march began looting these stores and.breaking 
windows and running in all directions. Some of the parade . 
marshals were urging them to reverse-their direction and 
return to Clayborn Temple in an effort to break up the crowd. 
Police oifleers were also urging them to cease and desist 
and return to the Temple, By this ti&e, which would have
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been approximately 11:15 a.ra,, according to source two, 
■ confusion reigned, people running in all

. directions, and the police doi-iir the best they
. * -.could to stop the looters a^d »••/« there back toward : -

. Clayborn Tenple, Various started razors that . ’
.. the police had shot a teenage girl b?it source later ■’

determined that this vas not true, . -. ’

’ Source two returned to the Teapie., -along with ‘ 
' • ■ several hundred of the Karchers,. . • . . -. • . ■ .-

■ ■ ■ ■ ’’ • On March 28, 1968, Lieutenant Arkin stated- that
.. when the front of- the march had proceeded to Beale and- .

- Main Street, there was complete disorder on the part of .
the nitrehers; they were all over ths sidewepks and all -

■ ■ over ths streets; and that at this? poistt Martin Luther 
. King, Jr,, who had joined the march at Hernando and Beale 

with the Vice President of the SCLC, Reverend Ralph D.
’. Abernathy and others unknown at- that point to Lieutenant 

Arkin, wero still marching at tho head of the starch. As the 
windows of store fronts were broken out and sporadic looting

-.. began, King remarked that he had to get out of there,’ He 
• and some of his associates ran on ahead and jumped into

. an old Pontiac automobile and were escorted away from the 
march by a Police Lieutenant to the Riverrcont Hotel, an 
exclusive new hotel on the Mississippi Piv^r front operated 
by Holiday Inns -of America, Lieutenant Arkin stated that 
King left the march at. about 11:15 a,m ahii had checked into 
the River co nt by 11:24 a,in. •• \ .’...,.. -... . •.. -. •

• • ’• Lieutenant Arkin added that by approximately noon
. • the Police Depart-msnt had broken up the crowd, being forced... 

’ to use tear gas particularly ia the vicinity of Clayborn
Temple, aft-sr soie of the marchers who had run into the Temple 
began thre^isg rocks bricks at police from the roof top 
of the Teapie and also began thro*>±ng--from the- streets, 
and. when the police would start af t<?r thea they would run into 
the Temple,
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Source f<© recalled that prior to the start 
of the march some of the associates of Phillips and .....

- ' Phillips x?ere nuking remarks s.ear Clayhorn temple to the . ■ ’ ■' ’
. effect that sop® of the marchers should break windows and •

ICOt, • . ’ . . .. . /;

■ ■ • Source thr^e stated that after the marchers • ■•/
returned to Clayborn Temple, after the looting started, .’
the so-called black power group, including many apparent '
unorganised teenagers, virtually took over the Temple .. .

.and Reverend Jam.es Morris Ladson, Jr., one of the leaders . - '
. of the COMS group, unable to control them, One of - ’

• . • these individuals made the statement, “We’re going to take . . 
’ over this towa.. ■ . ■ • ’. : ’ .■ ■■ ■ . • - ’;

' The “Press-Scimitar” newspaper, Memphis, Tennessee, 
issue of. March 29, 1968, in a s\*ory by Clark Porteous, ’Press** 
Scimitar” staff writer, who observed portions of the disturbance 
on Beale Street where the major portion of the early looting 
occurred, stated that he saw the 'Memphis police take an '
awful lot off the looters in the way of bricks and bottles 
and that he heard some reports of police being rough on

. ' citizens, but he did not see any police brutality. He
' stated that many of the officers were taking a lot and ,

doing it bravely. • • .. . ’ • .. :

. Another story in the “Press-Scimitar” issue of .
. March 29, 1968, by Staff Reporter James R. Reid, described the

.’ rampant window breaking and looting which occurred from •
the South Main Street area around Beale Street, east on Beale .

- to Hernando, and pointed out that Meaphis police officers 
formed a line in sn effort to move the crowd back and that 
they gave ample warning, The story reported that many of '

. the crowd instead glowered at ths officers ^ho tried to 
move them from the area and that when the officers pushed

• against the crowd, many of .the crp?.d'pushed back, Raid reported 
: that he saw one officer there felled in -the-melee, and that

. ttecroxd was than oat of control •with many of the crowd having
■ long wooden sticks. He stated t&st polio# officers with megaphones 

asked the cro^d to move and stated. “For your safety. move back.”
' • • • * ___ X -yT J 4

■ • ' ' - ’ —7— : ■'"‘•r >
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Son*? of the officers pleaded, accord lag to
rHe stated that aafty nt the officers had earlier 
\S < s pelted with rocks awd bricks arid had restrained 

’•>/««<? Ivos from using clubs w ra^-. H-a stated that
•‘ .* jisxdernbl© force ^as needed by the cilice Lu order to 

•Control the crowd which had virtually tidied, into a mob
.- ’ «nd that it was'necessary fra* the police to strike several 

c:* the Negroes with night sticks in order to control them. 
Hv stated that he saw Lieutenant D. W.williams of th© 
Police Ikjpart?Bent turn from a small group of Negroes 
vith his face covered with bleed and saw-other officers 
falling along the way. He stated t5at the officers .
observed by him reverted to fore*-:! only after everything 
else had failed, yet he heard soas of th© Negroes in th®' • ■ " 
crowd yell, ”Police brutality.” He stated that some of 
the owners of businesses, who had their windo*?^ smashed 
and their merchandise stolen as they took refuge from the 
violent mob that surged through the streets, were heard . . .
.to repxwk-that no one* was* complain lag abcs.it ’^cb brutality.” 
He stated that rsany of i icers were struck by hotties, sticks 
and large rocks thrown by the crowd and that those in the 
crowd who responded quickly to the officers* command to • 
move on met with little or no physical persuasion from the

. officers. He stated it hat, in fairness, most of the crowd 
did move quickly. ‘ • . . . .

Source three added that this Source remained
near Clayborn Temple throughout .the march and observed 
numerous teen-age Negroes vith sticks and also observed . 
some of them literally tear some old iron beds apart, making 
iron pipes from the parts thereof, and making statements, 
’’We’re going to get some white bastards today,” whereupon 
they ran down and- caught up with the amreh and joined it. 
Source three pointed out that the march was extremely 
poorly organised; that the march leaders had no control 
over the marchers, even'before they started; and that-* it 
was obvious that there would probably ^be trouble.
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LieutezBSnt Arkin ©a March 28, 1968, advised
. ttAt a reliable sourc# of the Police Department tad

• ^tv-’ j.; 8 a?.d 9 a,ja,, >Sarch 28, 1968, ©W-erved John B, .'
J ti-ith and scsc# ©f his black roojer ’associates near the ■
* ’Claykora Scrapie with sticks and brickbats. - ' ' '.

; . Source tw added that, he heard Charles L. . .
dbtage tell seme of the crowd as they left the Temple,

• After the marchers returned to the Staple, that they should 
. ’• net run froa the police and that they should ”not start a

’ ' Job that they did asot plan to finish.” Cabbage did not . •
■ • elaborate but source two construed this as a call for ■ 

■ trouble, .... • .. . .. ’. ■’•■.

:’ ’ & fo?irth source advised that Reverend Martin ’ ’ ■
. Luther King, Jr., Ralph D. Abernathy, and Barnard Lee, 

’ administrative aide to King, were scheduled to leave ’ 
’ t Memphis at 9:05 p.m., Central Standard Tic®, via Eastern

■ Airlines,en rout® to Atlanta, Georgia, and were scheduled
’ . ’ to leave Atlanta, Georgia, on th® early morning of

March 29, 1968, to fly to Friendship Airport in Baltimore. ’
• ■ Maryland. ’ . ’ .... . ’ ’ ’ - . ' /

Source ons, advised that after the trouble on
Beale Street, the mass rally scheduled for Mason Temple 
on the night of March 28, 1968, which was to have featured

■• ’ • Martin Luther King, Jr,, as the main speaker, was . .. ■
. cancelled-, ; ■ •_. • ■ • . ’.

On the late night of March 28, 1968, source four
■ advised that '• King, Abernathy and Lee had failed to catch- 

■ the above-described flight and that no one had cancelled
■. . . his reservations, and that to his knowledge King was still
•■ ..... staying at the aivejmijHt Hotel. . . ■ ■

•■ ■ .’ ■ ' ’ During the afternoon and evening of March 28,.
1968, Lieutenant Arkin advised that sporadic looting continued

• in the south-central area of Memphis', which is predominantly
. * N^gro area, aad that the Rain targets of the sporadic

- . vandals were liquor stores and small grocery stores and sun ry
stores, ■ ■ ’

■ . ’ ■ ■ ’ ’ ’. ■’•: ■ ’■ -9- ’ ' V ' ’ '• ' ■ >
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On the late night of March 28, 1968, Lieutenant 
Arkin advised that there had been numerous small fires ■ 

' set but none of theta were serious. He stated that the 
Memphis Fire Ite^artaent was able to extinguish the fires 

* ■without trouble, He pointed cct that during the afternoon 
of Karch 28, 1968,. the Tennessse State Legislature in a 
special session passed a statute which would, give Memphis 
Mayor Henry Loeb authority to apply a curfew and that 
such a curfew was ordered to begin at 7 p,a,, March 28, . .,
1968, , . .

. , ! . . r * . . . . ■ • • ’

Lieutenant Arkin further advised that by 6 p,m,, 
Karch 28, 1968, approximately’3500 members of the Tennessee 
National Guard consisting of the Memphis unit and West . . 
Tennessee units had arrived and was on duty in Memphis, 
Tennessee, and that Guardsmen were preparing, to patrol ’ •

: Memphis in tactical units, each unit to he accompanied' 
by one or ©ore officers of the Memphis Police Department,

’■ ’ On the naming of March 29, 1968, Inspector 
G. P, Tines, Inspoctional Bureau,’Memphis Police Department, 
advised from records, as yet incomplete at the Memphis 
Police Department regarding the following statistics 
relative to the racial disturbance in Memphis from approxi= 
mately 9 a,mo, March 28, 1968, to 12 noon, March 29, 1968, 
as follows: ..... . . • . .. ■

•. • • . : - ■. : - * • - • - * • . . *

■ ’ ’ ‘ •’ A total of 150-fires were set; most were small
in nature, primarily trash fires. Approximately 30 of these 
were estimated by the Memphis Fire Department to have been.. 

. caused by Molotov cocktails or some similar incendiary 
device. There have been over 300 arrests, exact count 
not as yet completed, primarily consisting of charges of 
looting, violation of curfew,’ arson’, disorderly’conduct, 

. and related offenses. An approximate total of' 60 individuals, 
many of whoa were arrestees, - have received medical’ attention ’ 
for various injuries received in connection with the looting 

- • -10- •
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a&i over-all disturbance. In addition, over 300 reported 

• cases of looting and rather major vandalism have been
' • reported to ths Memphis Police Department by inerchants

. throughout Memphis, again most of these being confined 
. . to the south-central area of Memphis, which is a predominantly
■ Negro area. Inspector Tines emphasised again that the .

incomplete count shows that most of these were liquor
• stores, small grocery stores, sundry stores, and related

. .establishiaeats, plus numrercus clothing stores and related
stores in the Beale Street and South Main Street area, 

. described hereinbefoi’e. . ’ - . • ’

. Inspector Tines advised that five officers of the
. ' ’ Memphis Police Department, were injured sufficiently to • 

require hospitalisation and that there were scores of
' minor injuries to officers requiring only oe-the-spot .

field first aid. . .

. Inspector Tines continued that there was a total
___  .. of four individuals who were shot while in the process of 

looting', or as a result thereof. They are as follows:
I _l-arry\Payne, male Negro, age 16, 3023 Parker Road^. an 11th

~ ^r'ade^tudent at Mitchell Road School, which is actually 
operated by the Shelby County Board of Education, just 
south of the Memphis City Limits. He was pronounced dead 

. . on arrival at John Gaston City Hospital, l;20 p.m., March 28, 
. . 1968. He was shot by an officer of the Memphis Police

.. .Department as he-attacked this police officer with a butcher 
knife after he had looted a Sears Roebuck store on South

• Third Street. He had run from this store into the vicinity 
- . ’ - of the Fowler Homes on &>uth Fourth Street. Another shot

. ■ but not killed was AXSundry. Negro tcale, residence 303
• JCanco, who was wounded in. the neck by a police officer • 

. while looting a store. Sundry was not seriously injured
4g the injury was superficial. Another shot but hot killed

Tr was Alan*Hintrell, Negro male, age 17, residing 988__Springdale^ 
—- StreetT-^ynrnM^r He was shot by a cit izen while ’looting

«. a storeys Thomas about 4 p.m., March 28,. 1968, by the
.icj Jstore"^anager James Taylor. Taylor was charged’by the police

_ ~ with assault tq murder. He was shot after a beer bottle- 
ll \ I__ was thrown through the store window. Tines stated that 

jEistroll is in serious condition with a shotgun slug in his back
NW68486 Docld:32989755  ’
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started and that they definitely had not personally 
been involved in the looting, Source one pointed out 
that as mentioned hereinbefore these individuals had 
done such by their previous statements and actions

• .outlined above to incite some of the npre ignorant and 
greedy youths who were in the march. '  -*

• and who had been in previous trouble. He seated that • ..

■ ■■chefirst breaking of the first window was enough to set 
. off the crowd which had been emotionally worked dip by 

. its long wait for the start of the march and by the general 
festive air surrounding the march which was on a balmy 

■ spring day and was participated in by several Jkun^ied.
. .. youths who obviously had cut school in order to participat

. The information set out hereinbefore has been
orally furnished to representatives of Military Intelligence, 
Memphis, Tennessee, and the information not received from 
tho Memphis Police Department has been orally furnished 
to Inspector G. ;P. Tines and Lieutenant E. H. Arkin of 
the Inspectional Bureau, Memphis Police Department.

• This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. .

portions of the disturbance and who are familiar with 
their actions, that the looting was not organised as such

; • He observed that in his opinion approximately 1 per cent
• • of the marchers engaged in looting and^violence a nd-that .. .

■ > many of these were people who were criminally inclined
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT-OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 30, 1968

-SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE 
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RACIAL MATTERS

as above made at• Reference communication captioned 
• Memphis, Tennessee-, March 29, 1968.

On the morning of Mardh 29, 1968 
. Assistant Chief, Memphis, Ten ^see, Police

Henry Lux
Department, t 

.advised that Rev. Jam^s^Morris awso.n^ Negro,
. pastor of Centenary Methodist?*Church, Memphis, and one of

the main leaders of the Community on the Move for Equality.. 
(COME), tHe~Menfphis"Negrb Ministerial Group leading the
support of the sanitation workers, Memphis, Tennessee
have been on strike since February 12, 1968

, who
informed Lux

that a downtown sympathy march for the strikers was planned 
for the afternoon of March 29, 1968.

Lawson stated that the march would be restricted 
to sanitation workers and adult sympathizers and that every 
effort would be made to eliminate the young element which 

. created problems leading to window breaking, looting, and 
general vandalism which disrupted the massive march on 
March 28, 1968, led by Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., President 
.Southern Christian Leadership Conference ^SCLC).

Later on the afternoon of March 29, 1968, Henry 
Lux advised that the march did take place running from 
Clayborn Temple, 280 Hernando, to the vicinity of the 
Memphis City Hall on Main Street with approximately 200 

. individuals participating. There were no incidents. The 
•. Memphis Police Department and. representatives of the Ten- 
• nessee National Guard who are still on duty in Memphis as 
a precautionary measure, guarded the entire parade area,. 

’ the marchers remaining on the sidewalks and observing all

CH - 
id ■■
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traffic restrictions. There were no arrests and no. incidents. 
Lux pointed out- that no permit is required for marches of ' ?
any kind within the city of Memphis and that the Memphis ’
municipal authorities are considering the possibility of 
passing an ordinance of this type. . . .

Also, on March 29, 1968, Chief of Police James C. / 
MacDonald of Memphis advised that there- have been no serious 
troubles during March 29, 1968. He had instructed all of . 
his officers to disperse small groups, of youngsters in various 
sections of the city and that there were still sporadic out- . ■
bursts of window breaking, minor looting, general vandalism, 
and the setting of trash fires. One squad car was fired on by • 

■ unknown. Negroes in the vicinity of Dison and Rile in south. ..
Memphis early on the morning of March 28, 1968, according to* 

. MacDonald, but the individuals firing the shots were not 
identified. He stated that throughout the day the Memphis . 
Police Department received, numerous calls of reported looting., • 

..'vandalism,’and fire settings and fire bombings, although in- ■ 
. vest.igation by representatives of the Memphis--Police Depart-.. ' 
’ ment and the Memphis. Fire Department indicated that- most of _
_ these incidents were minor. He pointed out that the major ■'
‘ . damage in connection with the March.28, 1968, disturbance

- was confined to a three to four block area on Beale Street • • *" 
. in downtown Memphis with store fronts being damaged.and .

. practically all of a three block area. He stated-that liquor.
• stores are still closed, that National Guardsmen are guarding 

the stores which have been looted and where windows have been 
’broken, that the merchants are boarding up the fronts of most 

. of these establishments to preclude further vandalism and
. looting and he feels that with the presence of the Tennessee 

National Guard, along with the assistance of the Shelby
. County Sheriff’s Office and his department, that the situation 

is well in hand and,' that, with the exception of sporadic - 
outbursts of vandalism, he does not anticipate any immediate 
.trouble in Memphis. -. . ■• . . , ... . ■ • . . ■

’ On the night of March 29,- 1968, Assistant Chief 
.Henry Lux advised that there were approximately 33 additional ... 

arrests on March 29, 1968, by the Memphis Police Department.'" • 
. . oh charges including miscellaneous looting, disorderly con-

• duct, resisting arrest, and threatened breach of peace. He

■ -2- ’ . • ’ • ■ ’ .
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reported that in Gity Court, Division II, more than 200
persons charged in the past two days appeared before City 
Judge BERNIE Weinman on charges ranging from drunkenness * 
to assault on police officers.- Judge Weinman bound 40 
defendants over to the state, dismissed-46 others* and con- . 
tinued the cases against 118 until later in the month of -
April, 1968. The largest bond was $5,000 set for Gordon 
LyfOdom, Jr., of 336 South Parkway East on a charge of third 
degree burglary, this being set by City Judge Ray Churchill.
Other bonds he set ranged from $250 to $2,000

. During the evening of March 29, 1968, the police 
received numerous calls of reported fire bombings, vandalism, 
and looting over a wide area primarily in the Negro neighbor
hoods but many of these proved to be unfounded on investigation. 
Tux” advised that the curfew Imposed by Mayor Henry Loeb on the •

• . night of March 28, 1968, continued on the night of March 29, 
1968, but that it was a loose curfew in that any individual . 
on the streets who had identifications would have nothing to 
worry about provided he could give a plausible explanation as 

. to his purpose in being there. This meant that theatres, 
. places of amusement, and restaurants and other functions ”' • > 

■ normally operating at night would be uninterrupted. He .
. • stated that riot damage resulting from the March 28, 1968, 
: window breaking and looting was estimated by insurance •

. officials at approximately $400,000 not including the mis-.
. cellaneous fires. He pointed out fortunately none of the • ’

fires were serious. This would not, of course, include
• , losses due to interrupted business days be’cause many office 

• managers, store owners, government agencies, including -
.Federal, state and county, dismissed their employees early 

both on March 28 and 29, 1968, in order to avoid trouble.
.. He stated that the Memphis city buses were operating throughout 

. March 29, 1968, but would stop around 7:00 P.M. and that in 
the near future it-was anticipated that they would be operating 
of a full-time basis. . • . . _ . • . . . .

’ Lux advised that Tennessee National Guardsmen are
- bivouacked at the National Guard Armory on Central near the 

• Mid-South Fairgrounds and on the military side of the .
Memphis Metropolitan Airport. He stated that there are ■ 

■ approximately 4,000- troops from the west and middle Tennessee 
National Guard units on duty in Memphis. He had no knowledge 

. as to when they would be pulled out, but predicted that they

-3-
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would at least remain in Memphis over the week end of ... 
■^arch 50-31, 196a. . . . . ■’ . <■ .

• • ■ He pointed out that school absenteeism in the
city school system in Memphis on March 29, 1968, was nearly 

’ 40,000 and that the largest number of truants were at the
'predominantly Negro high schools. . . •

Lux stated that the only injury reported during •
. the day was to Memphis Police Patrolman E. W» MAXWELL, - :

whose finger was severely cut while he was arresting a 
drunk young Negro who was fighting with other officers on

‘ Polk Street north of Chelseaj which is in. a predominantly 
Negro neighborhood. He stated that at about, 1:15 P.M., "
officers'arrested two white youths, namely" Samuel R.

./Caddell, age 20 of 2581 Kallien, Larry/Williams.,'"age 20 of^"' f' 
/ 1669Combs. He stated that he had' bedn' informed that

• officers seized a .22 caliber rifle in Williams living room. . 
. ■ . He did not have the details of the arrests He stated many

of those-arrested for looting were youngsters ranging from
8 to 12 years of age. These were being turned over to -.

. •• Memphis Juvenile Court. . . ; • .

• . The Memphis Commercial.Appeal newspaper, Saturday
morning issue,.March 30 , 1968, reported in detail con- . 
cerning activities of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., on

: . March 29, 1968, and stated in a story on page 1 by Reporter 
. Thomas BeVier that King came to Memphis to star in what was

. billed as a "dress rehearsal” for his April 22, 1968,
' . “Poor People*s  Crusade” on Washington, D. C. The story . '

• King stated in the interview, ”1 am convinced 
we can have a non-violent demonstration” but was reported 
as adding that it would be impossible to ’’guarantee” that

continued, ”By his own non-violent standards, the rehearsal . 
was a flop.” The story stated that King in a press interview

. March 29, 1968, reported that he would be back in Memphis 
. \ as early as April 3 and not later than April 5, 1968, for .

/. another mass march and was quoted as saying, ”We are. going
. to have a massive non-violent demonstration in Memphis.” - .

The story stated that the question being asked in Memphis, 
■ the nation, and the world is whether - with the increasing .

militancy of black youth - anyone can say with certainty 
‘ ‘ that a non-violent demonstration will stay that way.
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there would not be any violence. The. story stated that it 
was significant that King was more than a half hour late- ’ , ’

. for his ll:30_A.M. press conference because he was meeting ♦ 
with three members of a Black Power group, which the paper ' 
referred to as ’’The Invaders.” . BeVier stated that these

. three young men refused to give their names and stated that ■ 
’ they would give their own press conference at a later time.

The story continued that King was staying in a . ' 
$29 a day room at the Holiday Inn Rivermont, also known as .

• the Rivermont Hotel. King claimed to the newspaper that he ■■ 
. did not realize when he came to Memphis that there were those.

. : in the Negro community who were ’’talking about violence.”, :
He stated, ”We (SCLC) had no part in the planning of the . '

• march. Our intelligence was nil.” He said that if he had - • 
known there were persons likely to start violence, he would 

- have had them made parade marshals, a move which rhe said had 
been successful in other marches. . - . . .

• He was reported as being critical of the press 
. for reporting that he left the march in haste after the 

. trouble started on March 28, 1968. He claimed that he left . • 
• calmly because he said, ”1 will, not lead a violent march.” - 

He said that while he ’’walked” with aides to a car, he was 
’’agonizing over what had happened.” The story reported that 

• Assistant Police Chief Henry Lux had earlier said over the 
police radio at approximately 11:27 A.M., Thursday, ’
March 28, 1968, that the march was apparently without leader
ship as Dr. King had asked for a police escort away from . 

. the march a few minutes after the first report of violence ■
. during the march. King was reported in the story as saying .
• he. did-not think the riot ’’will in any way affect” his • . 

Washington plans for his Poor People’s Crusade to commence
• April 22, 1968. He said he is undecided as to how much of 
. ■ his SCLC staff he .can spare to organize .the next massive -
... march in Memphis early in April 1968. . , . • . .. ... ... <J \

• ‘ The story said that later in Washington, D. C., "
Rev, Andrew Young, Dr. King’s top lieutenant, said that the.

’ main thrust of the Washington demonstration would be delayed
■ for about two weeks and that steps would be taken to avoid

violence and that a ’’symbolic delegation,” including King 
would reach Washington on April 22, 1968. The story continued

' . * : ' ’ . . *7 ‘ " J’ *
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that King claimed'that Thursday, March 28, 1968, march was 
• "poorly planned", which the paper said amounts to criticism 
of Rev. James y. Lawson, Jr., whom Dr. King himself had called 
"the leading non-violence theoretician in the country." The 
paper reported that Lawson is in charge of. the strategy for 

. the Memphis Negro ministers,- also known as COME,, and is pastor 
of the Centenary Methodist Church and continued'that Lawson 
did not entirely agree with King’s assessments.

The story stated for instance that King had said 
that the Black Power advocates with whom he met earlier had . 
said that there had been a lack of communication between them 
and the ministers and that they felt "rejected." Rev. Lawson 
was quoted by the paper as saying, "There has been communication. 
I don’t accept that," referring to King’s statement. The 
paper said that it was Rev. Lawson who had originally asked ■ * 
•King to come to Memphis and that for about 10 years Lawson 
has served in an advisory capacity with SCLC. It stated that 
Lawson agreed with -King that a non-violent demonstration is • • 

. possible and pointed out that this was one of the reasons
King was asked to come to Memphis. Lawson stated, "We didn’t 
bring in Rap Brown (national chairman of the Student Non- 
Violent Coordinating Committee), we'brought in King." He 
was reported to have further said that there were other

• reasons for bringing in King, one being to .give the movement, 
in Memphis a "national image" and another was to strengthen 
the leadership of the Memphis ministers, •_ ‘

The same March 30,. 1968, issue pi The,Commercial 
Appeal newspaper had a lead editorial on page 6 entitled, . v

. ^’King’s Credibility Gap,." which stated that^’Martin Luther
- King on the night of March 18, 1968, told an overflow crowd 

.. . at Mason Temple:. ’You know what? We may have to escalate
• this struggle a bit.’ Dr. King then urged a total work - .

stoppage in Memphis.’by Negroes ’in a few days’ and called '
..for.all Negro public school students to cut classes at the

• . same time. ’Try it and they will hear you,’ said Dr. King. 
The escalation came Thursday when Dr. King led a supposedly 
non-violent protest march from Clayborn Temple to Beale 
Street, west on Beale to Main, and a blodk north on Main. He 
got what he asked - to an embarrassing extent. Negro students 
did play truant by the thousands and were joined by hundreds . .

. of other young Negroes in their 20 *s who turned the march 
into a riot and left Beale Street and a short section of Main 
in utter ruin. Photographs and eyewitness accounts identify 
those who did the destruction and the looting - the children 
and young people whom Dr. King had told to stay out of 
school. Having fled the melee, King later issued statements 
attempting to disassociate himself from the violence that he 
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had instigated. The claim will not hold water. Dr. King’s 
pose as leader of a non-violent movement has been shattered.

. He now has the entire nation doubting his word when he ■ ■
■ ■ insists that his April project - a shanty-town sit-in in the • 

nation’s capital — can be peaceful. In short, Dr. King is
• suffering from one of those awesome credibility gaps. .

rFurthermore, he wrecked his reputation as a leader as he took 
off at high speed when violence occurred,, instead of trying 

. to use his persuasive prestige to stop it. ’

“There are many other second thoughts about the • 
Beale Street incident of Thursday. More and more it is

. . evident that Memphis police were well prepared,.alert and .
• ' firm when firmness was vital. What might have spread into - 
■- far reaches of the city was blocked within minutes. ■

.. . ■ “The city administration with the help of the ‘
. /legislature and Gov. Buford Ellington got a curfew law which . 

effectively restored general, calm and peace. . . ... ■

• . • »»As always, there is. another side to the coin. '
' Memphis Negroes do need broader participation in Memphis 

government, and better job opportunities in our city. ..
• • ■ • The sanitation strike, which has been the takeoff point for ■ : 

trouble-making, must be settled soon. . . . . . . ■

■ ; “Mediation and conciliation in the strike have been
attempted without significant results. Obstinacy and . 
stubborn position-taking will not lead to a settlement. . .

• There must be give-and-take. .. .. .. . - •• • .. . .. \

.. “It wouldhelp if the Negro church ministers who
> have more or less taken over the cause of the sanitation

. employes would get .‘them back to work. Then mediation might ■ 
. be attempted in a more reasonable atmosphere. : • . ..

“The city should shut no doors. It, too, must *
- mediate, if the issue is to be settled without further 

• damage to Memphis.” ■ . ■■■ . . . . . ..

. * In connection with the above mentioned Commercial
Appeal story with reference to “The Invaders,” source 1 
who is extremely close to the leadership of the Black

. Power movement in Memphis, advised that this group technically

. . ’ '• ’• / ■ ’ -7- - ’’ ;
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had instigated. The claim will not hold water. Dr. King’s 
pose as leader of a non-violent movement has been shattered ♦ 
He now has the entire nation doubting--his .-"word -when he • - 
insists that his April project - a shanty-town sit-in in the " 
nation’s capital - can be peaceful. In short, Dr. King is 
suffering from one of those awesome credibility gaps. .
Furthermore, he wrecked his reputation as a leader as he took 
off at high speed when violence occurred, instead of trying 
to use his persuasive prestige, to stop it. . •

• ’’There are many other second thoughts about the •
Beale Street incident of Thursday. More and more it is • 
evident that Memphis-police, were well prepared,, alert and .. - 
firm when firmness was vital.. What might have spread into • • 

. far reaches of the city was blocked within minutes. . . .

. ’ ’ ’’The city administration with the help of the • . 
/ legislature and Gov. Buford Ellington got a. curfew law which 
•. effectively restored general calm and peace.' . . . .

”As always, there is another side to the coin.
. Memphis Negroes do heed broader participation in Memphis .. 

government, and better job opportunities in our- city. •
The sanitation strike, which has been the takeoff point for . 
trouble-making, must be settled soon. - . . , < .

’ . . "Mediation and conciliation in the strike have been
. . attempted without significant results.. Obstinacy and ■ 

stubborn position-taking-will not lead to a settlement. . ”
. There must be give-and-take. ■ ... .:. . ‘. ...

. "It wouldhelp if the Negro church ministers who .
have more or less taken over the cause of the sanitation 
employes would get.them back to work. Then mediation-might '.

' .be attempted in’a more reasonable atmpsphere, . • .

"The city should shut.no doors. It, too, must. . 
mediate, if the issue is to be settled without further . . 
damage to Memphis." • ■■■ ■

* In connection with the above mentioned Commercial
• Appeal story with reference to "The Invaders,

6*
advised that this group technically

• ” ■ «- . --7- ' - ' -. - < \ . ? -■ • ../ •
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• is known as the Black Organizing Project (BOP) and is affiliated 
with. Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), which ’ 
has national headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. It is led by 
John Burrell Smith and Charles Cabbage. = •• ?

■ ■ ■ - -
■ • In connection with anouther investigation conducted

February 16, 1968, Charles L. Cabbage and John Burrell Smith
' ■; introduced/themselves to representatives of the EBI andintro-
’■ duced tWgoverning body of the BOP organization as Charles

• LayerneXcabbage, 1924 .Rile; /John BurreL< Smith, 1644 ~H5haue~r,
;• Apartment 27owen College student; ”0urt¥s*^5arter7~T7e?-royne
> College student, residence -377 E. McLem^te^'Charles Steven • .
* /Ballard, 1830 Kansas. Street, 'a~stu<ient at Owen^Suni ’or'Cbliege; ' ’ 

• / .JEdwina ^Jeatfetta ^Harrell, residence 2418 Gentry, Memphis State ‘
. : .. University "stu^ehTF^Verdell Ronald*Brooks X College student,

.residence 1'512 Ball Street"jSe's, 1592 .Short, .
. student at LeMoyne College; ’Ctintionn^ 1397 Davis .

. ?- Street; Charles/Harrington', "2075 Ri^e, a student at Owen" - - \ 
■ College ;'''tand“'^Heyim^ an additional person who was .

not present, namely Clifford Loui^ATaylor, 2507 Fontaine, . ' • .. .■
■ Memnhis-. ■'• •

• ■ gr CiTF/V*/ - ■ ' ' • " ’ ■ ‘ ; "-■.-V.-
_ • *—•• / t ; • / • ^b-.t * Jf: ft . . • . •• •• ■ • . ‘ • -

. . Cabbage and John Smith advised that some of their
. ■ followers wear the words "The Yanvaders" on their jackets

...and John Smith stated that he personally wears these words- ' 
’ ; on his jacket but that this is merely a name which some of .

. them have adopted and that it is all part of the BOP organ!-
• .. zation. . ; . . ...... . \ ‘ ; ..

" ■ As recently as March 30,. 1968
. . that many teenagers in Memphis have put the word "Invaders" 

. on backs of their jackets, although they are not necessarily 
connected with the BOP organization. They do this more or

•/ ■ less as a symbol of.‘ their self-professed affinity with ■ . ’
Black unw^-r - V. pointed out therefore that the mere

. fact that one wears the word "Invaders" does not mean that
. he is a part of any organized movement, that the only known

•’ . organized Black Power movement in Memphis is that of BOP
headed by Cabbage and John B. Smith and the above mentioned 
governing body. He pointed that, for examolej
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Therefore, Jackson’s assistant Rev. Johnson 
lives at 5183 Horn Lake Road, refused to flake them to see 1 
Dr. Jackson.
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On March 30, 1968, a second source advised that 
he had reliably learned that the 3 so-called "Invaders” 
who were reported in the Commercial Appeal as having
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had an audience with Martin Luther King, Jr., on the morning 
of March 29, 1968, were the hereinbefore identified. Charles 
Laverne Cabbage, the hereinbefore identified Charles Harrington,' 
and Calvin. Leroy Taylor, a male Negro who= resides at’347 West ■ 
Waldorf and who is a senior at Memphis State University.- 
Taylor works part-time- as a copy boy at the Commercial Appeal 
newspaper. Taylor has recently told source 2 that he is a 
part of the BOP group, 'which is affiliated with SNCC and 
that he has been serving as a liaison representative of

• BOP with the COME group, with the- Negro ministerial group, 
which is coordinating the strike support. Taylor further 
stated that when Harrington, Cabbage, and Taylor had an 
audience with King that their purpose in seeing King was to

• < tell King that they wanted more , of the "action".in Memphis 
feeling that they were-not getting enough of the action.

• Taylor refused to elaborate but source 2 conjectured that
•' by this Taylor meant that the Black Power group wanted more 

■ •». of a position of leadership and more policy making position .
in the over-all Negro movement.in Memphis.

. Source 2 also advised that the newsmen in Memphis 
and other officials will interchangeably use the word

' "Invaders" when they are actually referring to BOP and pointed 
out that it had been ascertained that actually the Black 
Power movement in Memphis uses several names, such as Afro- 
American Brotherhood, Black Student Association, BOP, and 
Invaders and that Taylor has told him confidentially that 
actually there are only about 12-to 15 hard-core BOP 
people in Memphis and that the others are merely followers 
or people who tend to imitate them. Source 2 also stated 
that he had reliably learned from several individuals who

. in the March 28, 1968, march when the trouble ..began.,, that the • 
actual BOP people did not participate in any of the vandalism 
or looting although prior to the meeting several of them, 
exact identities not known to source 2, had been agitating 
the young high school age Negroes who were preparing to 
participate in the march by indicating that there should be 
trouble and that Memphis, was not worth saving and that, it 
should burn, and other inflammatory utterances to this effect.

• On the afternoon of March 29, 1968, a third
source advised that Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., President, 
SCLC, Bernard Lee, Special Aide to King, and Rev. Ralph . 
D. Abernathy, Vice President at Large,-SCLC, all departed 
Memphis, Tennessee, aboard ah Eastern Airlines flight 398

. . ' . .- -11- ’
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at 3:20 P.M. CST,- March. 29, 1968, their destination being 
Atlanta, Georgia. This source stated that to the best of 
his knowledge^they went directly from the Rivermont Hotel 
to the Memphis Metropolitan Airport .
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(A characterization of the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs 
of America and the Nation of Islam are set forth in the

•' appendix section of this communication.)
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• The foregoing information was furnished orally
• to a representative of the Inspectional Bureau of the 

Memphis, Tennessee; Police Department and to "a representative 
of the Intelligence Corps, Third Army, both Memphis, Ten
nessee, on March 30', 1968....................... . . . . ■ .

■ This document contains neither recommendations nor
■ conclusions of the FBI.' It is the property of the FBI and 

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. . ...
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(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL '

TO: : DIRECTOR, .FBI (100-448'006)

FROM:

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM .
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -
(WASHINGTON 'SPRING PROJECT)

(Priority)

W.MIC -.T?

SAC, ATLANTA (100-7182X

• on • ........... . Bureau, airtel to Atlanta 3/14/68.

’ Baltimore's suggestion of utilizing a cartoon, ' 
to depict the apparent alliance between SCLC and the NOI 

- has, as the Bureau noted, definite, merit. However, Atlanta 
is of the- opinion the Bureau's suggestion of a pertinent

. newspaper^ article- is more appropriate under the circumstances
and might lend itself 

. The impact on KING of 
material presented in 
be presented.

to. wider circulation than a cartoon.- 
printed matter is apt to be greater, than 
a cartoon no matter, how skillfully it ma,y

id

It is noted 
Atlanta in the middle

that during an SCLC retreat held in 
of January 1968 regarding the-WSP

KING stressed, that obtaining jobs or income for Negroes 
would represent a mere fraction of that which^America ^owesy/^

*----------(3- Bureau (RM)
• 1-" Baltimore (1

, 1- Chicago (RM)
Ar/j-tovrj. 4 l /

2~AtTanta-(I
AGS:jL 

(7?



AT 100-7182

• the Negro throughout its history. He declared America ■ 
owes an. incalculable sum to the Negro who 'throughout •
his long.years of involuntary, servitude labored to build 1 
this country. This language -almost suggests some degree of 
adherence.to teachings of ELIJAH .MUHAJEIAD. ' ’

.It is suggested the" proposed publicity might be
slanted to convey the thought that the apparent alliance 
between SCL^„and the NOI possibly grew out of the former 
meeting between KING and ilUHAHLIAD; that in connection with 
the WSP SCLC is ’’pushing” the NOI in Baltimore, This, of 
course, would raise a question as to the sincerity, of KING’S 
current statements‘that-the WSP is to be based on nonviolent 
techniques because the position of the NOI toward the white 
man is basically one of annihilation................... - .

While KING' is currently seeking the’ cooperation of
other organizations to assist with.SCLC’s- WSP he has shown no 
willingness to use SCLC to assist any other organization.

In effort to finance the WSP, SCLC plans- to seek
financial contributions from Negro churches. -- Establishing 
the thought of an alliance with.the NOI which is opposed to 
Christianity may well' discourage a favorable reaction on the 
part of some Negro churches. .... . , ■ . : ■ ' ’

It is felt KING’S reaction to the proposed technique
would-be positive for-cbunteririelligence purposes. KING 
considers himself a devotee c£ the nonviolent philosophies 
of the late MAHATMA GANDHI. To publicly align him and/or SCLC • 
with the NOI should trouble him on. this basis. It is ••
further conceivable that MUHAMIJAD may see fit to respond to this 
publicly which should.'embarrass KING further.

/,On 3/14/68 advised RALPH D. ABERNATHY,
Vice President and Treasurer, SCLC, had recently commented 
he felt, the SCLC staff employees assigned to Baltimore for 
WSP recruitment were inexperienced and not taking advantage 
of opportunities available to them (not explained). * This
might indicate a current weakness in the SCLC organ i zntj nn in 
Baltimore and that the proposed technique is timely■
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TO
(Immediate 
Assistant Director

FROM: SAC* SAN FRANCISCO (100-51914A)

RE:""COMMUHIST PARTY. USA
- COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

IS C

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

FBI (100-3-116)
Personal Attention

GISTERED
DAT^

C. SULLIVAN)

(Type in plain text or code)

In order that the. Bureau be fully apprised concernin 
the special assignment in Honolulu in the above-cabtidned investi-

Division the USD
future use of the Domestic Intelli 
cry, it is believed desirable that 
order of events be set forth, incl

difficulties encountered, ef 
the utilization of personnel

investigation

Supervisor HARRY F
Offi

a
committed as 
did not rely 
Bureau where 
necessary to

aal conference tn ?.ss 
SOG on Monday, 2/3/64

CLIFFORD, JR. of the San Francisco

cd tn o

oan irancisco

ion in order that the Lc 
out

on raKi 
the Atl 
him at.

Angeles where he 
who were piven

information as possible to memory and 
e notes. He arranged with the 

provide those serials 
or to his departure for



sf loo-*.nm/, 
HFC/jr

" Upon his return,
following personnel based
Intelligence Division, by . 
experience with the men involved

upon recommendations 
the FBI Laboratory,

, .he selected the

he is the root experienced, m 
most como^tent sound man’for 
■Francisco Office; SA FOBERT U

SA FORDYCE G 
ingenious, the

by the Domestic 
.nd upon his own

LYKAN, because 
: most unruffled,

and Criminal Prosrams he has shown unusual
ana determination in ma 
qT i.ww i mw crcchcne installations;

running Physical surveillances, and
fi n these'types of operations far >‘-?Bted an J ’ 
SA MM E. STEPrp^^^^us^^in . y 
advanced course in L _ c orcbie
many year:-, expe: * ‘
connection with

, , A conference was had with these Agents, the proposed
investigation outlined, the possible problems to be encountered 
discusser!, and each was given a specific assignment in order to 
prepare himself for the special investigation in Honolulu. The 
need for the utmost security was emphasized.

SAs CLIFFORD and LYT'AM were* scheduled to leave San 
Francisco by air for Honolulu 2/12/64, to be followed on the 
following Saturday, 2/15/64, by the other three Agents.

In accord with instructions received fron the Bureau,on 
2/11/61; s.A CLIFFORD telephonically ccntacveu SAC .k i.

^^five sen 
;ould eventually be’ Jatins In Honolulu. In this conversatxon 
no classified information was discussed.

. Wi’i p—^ived in Honolulu on the. ■S'A\,Cu"*1 %*7i7/54~ Thev uT’cceeded to the office
afternoon of v.ednescay, 2/12/64. fney the Bureau instruct!
where the background or uhe invest^g^t iod of several
in ccnn-ction therevitn were cut------d e^£t<ve tc the
hours tc SAC PRICE. Rr. FRICu was imr.ed_..tely ccc u • 
fullest extent ncssible. He readily uncerstcod .
of the situation and pledged all-out support o. uh- AfoenvS on 
special assignment. ■
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■ The Honolulu Office had received sufficient correspondence 
from KairXand Offices so they could be aware -in a general way of 
what type cf investigation was tc be conducted concerning the 
principal Subject’s (KING) visit to Honolulu'. It was apparent 
to the Honolulu Office front the copies of ccnmunications in its 
file that the Bureau had an intense interest in the extra
curricular activities of the Subject and the communist influence 
upon him and, therefore, the Honolulu Office was in a position 
to account for the principal Subject’s public activities, 
appearances, speeches, etc. . . ■ '

SAC PRICE pointed cut upon the arrival of SAs CLIFFORD 
and LYMAN that Honolulu was in the midst of the peak of its 
winter tourist season. The various airlines had just inaugurated 
a flat $100,00 tourist flight tc Hawaii and all cf the principal 
'•otels were filled to overflowing with tourists. He believed 
chat it would be difficult to obtain, many days in advance, a ' 
block cf rooms whereby coverage of the Subject could be effected, 
but he indicated that he did have the official and personal 
contacts whereby a beginning, cc^ld be made immediately« .

Through its public sources, the Honolulu Office had 
determined that the University of Hawaii had planned to put the 
Subject and his party up at the Hilton Hawaiian Village for the 
days end nights cf 2/1E and 19/64, and the morning of 2/20/64, 
while he was making public appearances. Supervisor CLIFFORD . 
requested that if rcssible he and SA LYMAN be quartered in the ' 
Hilton Hawaiian Village, It was immediately determined by pretext 
telephone calls that the Hilton Hawaiian Village was filled to 
overflowing and was actually asking some of its. .guests to move 
elsewhere if possible, '

It was pointed cut tc Mr,’ PRICE that if at all possible 
it was imperative for SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAN to at least be in 
the sare \otel where the Subject was scheduled tc be a guest in 
order that full security could be established and in order that 
the equipment could be tested; By the evening of 2/12/64, through 
SZ.C contacts Mr. PRICE was able to obtain a rear?, in the establish
ment for SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAN.
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A * * *

The Hiltcn Hawaiian Village' is a complex of five 
steel and concrete towers, each approximately fifteen stories 
tall, linked together by a series of 2-story concrete motel-like 
buildings with perhaps 75 independent shops, restaurants, bars, 
etc, around a huge open-air lobby. An inspection of the .halls 
and the rooms revealed that the dividing walls were made of 
four inch concrete blocks. '"The Hiltcn Hawaiian Village has • 
approximately 1100 separate accommodationsrooms, suites, 
and pent houses with rcc~ for approximately 2500 people. 
Literally hundreds are moved in and out of the hotel every day 
according to a fixed schedule, whereby they spend a certain 
length of time at this*hotel in Honolulu, move out to other 
islands to make way fcA-sther tourists to come in, and return to . 
the Hawaiian Village when the other tourists move out.

Through Hr. ED HASTINGS,.a SAC contact,' and a personal 
friend of SAC PRICE, Mr. PRICE began a most discreet inquiry to ' 
determine where the. Subject and his party were to be located. 
It was discovered that the hotel is booked un so full and has . —
so many commitments on a continuous basis, that it ordinarily 
books blc-cks of rooms and suites by type and price rather than 
making individual assignments to guests who have made reservations 
thus, it would know that on a Certain day it would need, for 
example, 100 $20.00 rooms, 50 $25.00 rooms, and 40 $30.00 rooms, 
but would not individually assign then until after the individual 
guest had registered at the hotel. This was the case with regard 
to the MARTIN LUTHER. KING party. Ko specific space had yet been 
assigned and for security reasons it was determined best by the 
SAC and by the Agents on special assignment, that as far as 
possible, the hotel be allowed to follow normal booking procedures

In the meantime, SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAK proceeded to 
establish their identities as tourists in the hotel and its 
environs. The Honolulu Office has ten cars assigned to it, all 
of which are relatively well known and all of which are equipped 
with 2-way radios'. The A-gents on special assignment explored the 
possibility with the SAC and experienced Agents of the Honolulu 
Office c> switching license plates on one of .their cars and 
utilizing it on the special assignment, but the considered opinion 
of all concerned was that security might be lost by such an 
arrangement and it was, therefore, resolved to rent a Eertz car 
right at the hotel for use during the special assignment.
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Under secure conditions, SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAK 
unpacked and experimented with all of the Bureau equipment 
sent cut or brought cut to Honolulu under conditions as cicsely 
approximating what was anticipated in the actual investigation. . 
They found-that all of the equipment worked well and would be 
effective if we could arrange to be no mere than one room away 
frem the Subjects of cur interest. Due to the heavy concrete 
construction of the towers composing the hotel, approximately 
one-half of the radio transmitting equipment.would not be 
effective at any great distance because its signal was somewhat 
overshadowed by a powerful local TV station. .

Over the weekend of Saturday, 2715/64, and Sunday, 
2/16/64, the experiments continued and in the meantime.,.. SAC • . • 
PRICE most discreetly pushed his efforts to have definite space 
issigned to the Subject’s party and to locate the special assign

ment Agents along side the Subjects. ______

The Kahala Hilton Hotel is the newest and perhaps the 
most luxurious in the entire Hilton chain. It was opened for 
business in January, 1964, hes luxurious suites furnished at 
great cost, and is situated in an isolated area .with its own - 
man-made lake between a golf course and the sea. It is of solid 
concrete construction, ten stories high, and because of its urices 
attracts principally wealthy individuals who generally are older 
than the average tourist. ’

k
SAs CLIFFORD and LYHAH personally made'a most discreet 

survey cf.the hotel during the afternoon and evening hours and 
discovered that at best it was a most sedate and formal place 
with almost no activity or action in the halls, elevators, and 
public places, Upon the arrival of the remaining three Agents on

- 5 -
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special*-assignment in Honolulu, they were quickly acquainted 
with the^situaticn at the Hilton Hawaiian Village and on 
Sunday evening, 2/16/64,-made as much as a survey as was possible 
of the situation at the Kahala Hilton. ' •

It was possible to obtain a room for these Agents in ’ 
another tower approximately 100 yards away from the room ■ 
occupied by SAs CLIFFORD and LYHAH. On.Sunday afternoon . ■
experiments were conducted with the equipment over this - extended 
space 'and it was found that most of the equipment worked very 
well even at that distanbe-_through concrete walls and glass ' 
windows, but that the TV station interferred with some, of the 
equipment on certain wave lengths. . •

. . ’ On Monday, 2/17/64, SAC PRICE was able to arrange that
x the Subject and his party be placed in Suites 404 and 405 of the 
q. ocean tower building of the Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel and 

that SA.s CLIFFORD and LYMAN would be given the suite numbered 
406 along, side that to be occupied by the principal Subject (405) 
and that the other three Agents would be given the suite • -
numbered 403. One compliesting^factcr was that no place else 
in the entire complex did the hotel have unoccupied space 
available allowing the designation of four rooms in a row for 
our purpose. • .

Another complication was the fact that the Subjects 
were due to land at the airport at 12:50 p.m., Tuesday, 2/18/64, 
and could be expected to be at the hotel at approximately 
1:30 p.m. on that date, but three of the four rooms were occupied 
and could be expected to be occupied until the checkout time of 
2:00 p.m, on Tuesday, 2Z18/64.

SAs CLIFFORD and LYRA?! were able to move into Room 406 
in the early evening cf Monday, 2/17/64. The. hotel arranged 
to move the guests out of Room 403 late that same evening and 
the other Xgents were able to move in to Room 403. Investigation 
revealed that the occupants of Suite 405, which was designated • 
for KI'.’G, were members cf a folk dance group which was having its 
final dance in the ballroom on the second fleer of the same 
building. By running, cost discreet surveillances and by utilizing 

. passkey obtained by SAC PRICE through the door connecting 
V .oom 406 with 405, the Agents were able to establish double wasp
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coverage in P.ccc 405 during the evening of Monday, 2/17/64, while 
the folk fencing oarty was going on. This provided the .
necessary coverage which was activated when the principal Subject 
and his party entered Room 405 at 2:12 p.m., Tuesday, 2/18/64, 
This coverage enabled us to contact a highly confidential source 
that evening which supplemented the information-received from 
the microphone coverage. In order to obtain clear reception 
and if possible to overcome the- Subjects’ playing of the TV, 
on Tuesday morning, 2/18/-64, a minimite was installed in another 
location in the Subject’L suite and monitored from Room 406. .

It had been determined that SA J. STERLING. ADAMS of the 
Honolulu Office had conducted an Anti-P.acketearing investigation 
concerning SAM GIANCANA at. the Kahala Hilton. Hotel.in. January-, ’ 
1964, and had established excellent working relationships with ' 

Cambers of the Staff, on the working level at that hotel. At the 
ouest of Supervisor -CLIFFORD, SA ADANS was sent out to the 

Kahala Hilton Hotel and checked cn reservations held by the hotel 
for all expected guests for the period from 2/19/64 through 
2/25/64, and determined that ther^ were reservations for single 
suites (each suite will sleep at xeast two people) for KING, 
WALKER, KEARSE (who accompanied the party to Honolulu), and .
DOLORES EVANS from Los Angeles. Ho reservation could be found 
for DOLORES SHEFFEY, but apparently she cculd have fit in the room 
with EVANS since there were two beds in the room, Once this was 
discovered,through SAC PRICE’S contacts, it was possible to arrange 
on Tuesday, 2/18/64, that specific rcoms be designated for the 

• above individuals and that we select adjacent rcoms as desired.

This hotel, being a luxury hotel, was about 75% full - 
and not as crowded as the -other Honolulu hotels. Three of the 
Agents cn special assignment accompanied SA ADAHS to the hotel on 

■ Wednesday morning, 2/19/64, and arranged the situation in such a 
way that by renting three rooms ourselves as of that date, we could 
cover the four rooms requested by the Subject’s party. These three 
Agents then Checked into that hotel and worked all day Wednesday 
and nearly all night that same night, Wednesday-Thursday, 2/19-20/64 
Ey 11:00 p.m. they had succeeded, rest discreetly, in making nine 
different installations under most secure conditions in the four 
rooms-to be occupied by the Subjects.
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* Just as they completed their job-it was discovered 
ugh the installations at the Hawaiian Village Hotel that.

three Agents then had to spend the rest of the night and 
y morning hours removing the installations they had. worked■ 
ard to make.

Shortly after midnight Thursday morning, 2/20/64, the 
allatinns at the Hawaiian Village provided information that

/ This information was provided telephonically to the 
Angeles Office and enabled the' Los Angeles Office to 
cipate where the Subjects would be and make, with Bureau 
ission, the proper installations at the Ambassador Hotel,

*
In accord with Bureau, instructions, SAs CLIFFORD and 

X gathered together the necessary material on the morning 
hursday, 2/20/64, and preceded the Subjects to Los Angeles 
ir. In Los Angeles they aided the Los Angeles Agents in 
tifying the Subjects and their voices.cn the evening of 
sday, 2/20/64, and the earl]/ morning of Friday, 2/21/64, 
then later spent the day of Friday,and Friday'evening workin 
the Los Angeles Agents in order that their coverage would 

e as efficacious as possible,

SAs CLIFFORD and LYHAH returned to San Francisco from 
Angeles on Saturday, 2/22/64. The remaining three Agents 
ved the more bulky equipment, packaged it for shipment to 
Bureau, San Francisco, and other offices, cleared out of the 
Is, and arrived back in San Francisco on Sunday afternoon, 
/64,

The cooperation of the Hilton Hotel system was such* 
the Bureau was not charged for the rooms at the luxury 

la Hotel that were used by the Agents all day Wednesday, 
esday night, and Thursday morning, nor for the four rooms 
n we had blocked cut the day before and offered to pay rent 
if they would be saved for the Subjects.

• ■ ’
v*-

- 8 - ■ '
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. SAC PRICE of Honolulu, with funds from the San Francisco

confidential fund, is settling the bill for-the rooms used for 
experiments and for. the towers at the Hawaiian Village Hotel and 
will forward the bills to SA CLIFFORD, who will voucher and blue 
slip same.

OBSERVATIONS AND PECONME’IDATIOHS; . . ....

. (1) No matter-what its size in population, Honolulu ’
is basically a resort small town and all the

Bureau personnel who participated in the investigation agreed , 
that the Bureau was extremely wise in designating this operation 
to be handled as a special assignment in a semi-undercover . . ■
capacity by Special Agents from another territory who were not 
Known as Special Agents in the Honolulu area. The Honolulu Office 
and the San Francisco Agents are convinced that such an assign
ment could not have been carried out with full security by the • 
Honolulu Agents themselves because they are too well known in 
this comparatively small town. ’ •

(2) Although using only five Agents to make technical 
. surveys, technical installations, provide their /

own security, conduct discreet nearby fisurs of Subjects and 
potential subjects, and contact anonymous sources means that the 
manpower is spread very thin especially where two separate 
hotels are involved5 it is believed that the use of an experienced 
coordinated special assignment crew may very well be the best 
way to attack this problem. ' .

■ (3) . The SAC and the local FBI Office are indispensable
to the successful operation of such a special 

assignment. The two big questions that the local SAC has to be 
in a position to answer are: (a) Exactly where is the Subject 
going to b's? and (b) Can we get a room next to him? Agents on 
special assignment cannot walk in cold in any area, much less 
a crowded resort area, and accomplish this with.full security.

\
It is the considered opinion of the Agents who participated in 
this special assignment that we would have been spared much anxiety

\ ■ ,• ■■
' - 9 - . .
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and last**minute improvisation if the Honolulu SAC could have 
been advised in advance, with utmost security, that he would 
be called upon to determine where the Subject was staying . 
and to obtain adjacent space for the Agents on special assignment. 
This is a suggestion for the Bureau to consider in the event 
it plans future special assignments cf this sort. This one 
worked well due to the excellence cf the contacts. -

t . • •

(M) The playing_of TV sets in the room and the • •
operation of' individual air conditioning .

units both presented a considerable problem which made seme of ■ 
the conversations almost, if not completely, unintelligible. 
These particular Subjects seemed to have a tendency to turn the . 
TV on most of the time when-they were-in the room, particularly 
:n the evening hours. He do not believe that it would be wise 
-o make either the TV or the air conditioning inoperable in a 
subject’s reem where a discreet installation is made with full 
security, *hut misur coverage becomes almost ineffective no matter 
where it is placed if the TV is ^lasting away. ' ■

• ■

Transcripts cf those parts of the conversations which 
are pertinent to this investigation are being forwarded under . 
separate cover as soon as possible. . -
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Mr. W C

communist PARTY,. USA

Sullivan

MATTER’S

1-rMr. Belmont 
1-Mr.Sullivan 
1-Mr.Baumgardner 
1~Mr.Gurley 
1-Mr.Ryan

NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

date: December 24, 1963

Tavei 
Trotief

Gandy

In view of the influence the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
exerting on the racial situation, particularly through Martin 

.hex* King, head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
the Director approved a conference be held between repre- 

itatxves of our Atlanta Office and Seat of Government personnel.

Recognizing the delicacy of this. cntirje-S-ituation because
the prominence of King, the prim purpose of the conference was
explore how best to carry on our investigation to produce the 

rRcnits without embarrassment to the Bureau. Included in 
r discussion was a complete analysis of the avenues of approach

\denco 
1dance

neutralizing King as an effective Negro leader and •developing 
concerning King’s continued dependence on communists for 
and direction. . /

-23-63
The conference was held at the Seat of .Government on 
It was attended by Security Supervisor Henry Rowse and

. Robert.Nichols from our Atlanta Office 
vrosentativos were Assistant Director V7
seph A. Sizoo, Section Chief F Baumg

The Seat of Government 
C. Sullivan, Inspector s\ 
.rdner and Supervisors

T. Gurley and David Ryan. The conference lasted from 9 a.m 
.m. • /

Assistant Director Sullivan briefed the conference on the 
si: at hand. Ho pointed out the necessity for good judgment and 
screetncss in conducting any investigation concerning this matter 

. made it clear it was necessary for us to continue obtaining 
idcncc of the CPUSA’s influence on King and, through King, influencer

he Negro people
hough King is a minister

Sullivan also -stressed the fact, that*
tion

Mr. Sullivan pointed out. that the fiold sbou^d^epntinue 
thcr information concerning King’s personal activities, such as

o

K- . . N %
TH?. docifm^Kt is preparedto/jour request and .fe/v-Zyor dix&mz^ • I, 
nation ou'side pour n-"e i proc^rdind^/biii /
pour Ci>i/adttffyand the cordc^t not A 'trfused to ujiauthbriBbTL'pCrson^ f 

nd witrdaH-ddc app/viaHaj the



. '/andum to Vx. Belmont <
COALl^’IST PARTY-, .USA . < .
\EGRO OUESTIOX
COKMUKIST INFLUENCE IK RACIAL HATTERS 

-3-116 ■

-ing drunkC—1../—------------_,---------------□ xp
r that we may consider using this information at an opportune 

j in a countcrintelligoace move to discredit him.

During the discussion which followed, the men from the 
'd outlined in detail the operation of the SCLC in Atlanta and 
manner in which it is managed by King. .

Our discreet approach to this case has been necessitated 
Lingos prominence and the delicate situation which surrounds the 
•.re r nca 1novompnt., a wrong move could well result in extreme 
.rrassment to the Bureau. As a result of the'conference, it was 
-.dcd we need to develop additional information in the following • ' 
xs; . ' ‘ ■

• * • (1) •• We must Geteriulnc and •• check out all. cf the employees --
/ . of the SCLC. ......................., - •
9 *« *

(2) We must locate and monitor the funds of the-SCLC.- ■

. . (3) We must•identify and check out the sources who
■ . contribute to the SCLC. . .

’ (4) We must continue to keep close watch on King’s
personal activities, ‘ ■

(5) Vie will, at the proper time when it can be done 
without embarrassment to the Bureau, expose King • 
as an opportunist who is not a sincere ’

. person but is exploiting the racial situation for
• personal gain. ' . ■

’ (6) We will explore the possibility of utilizing additional 
specialized investigative techniques at the SCLC office.

' Our technical coverage on King and the SCLC is producing.
. xllent inforr.-aXion. It was decided that, in view of this fact 
: since we could not engage in active investigation at this time 
lout‘embarrassment to the Bureau, we would hold in abeyance, open , 

. .•st 5 gat ion as outlined above for* another 90 days^ j^Dur^pgpjthis 
we will utilize the information obtained)’from’ our)technical 

arage and conduct whatever investigation cahA‘be“'made discreetly.
• itr o uAti





VCl v^L'int ike ti, rcss apyt'oi’&l W

: HK K. C. Sullivan.-.

I

rr: STANLEY DAVE) LEVISON 
. SuCURlTf MATT&4 - C

path: February 3

Sullivan

Mr. Belmont 
Hr. Evans*

lalcnw

- Mr. buiirvan . 'V’'-'*/
— Mr. Hosen (McGowan)^j 
— Mr. Bland ’ ’ \ 7*/|

1 * Mr. Haack'
■ L —-Hr.. Kitchens

Deputy Attorney 'General- (DAG) Hhite has requested that - 
.stant Director Evans discuss with him-the .association’of the’ 
rend Martin Luther King and Levison since he f-eels some action

t;
Cj - ■

K- ,’L
: be taken. r

i
. The Attorney General (AG) by letter dated 1/8/62 was advised

: Levison^^^QK^^S9K^9BS^^w^^^HBH0 is allegedly 
lose adviser, of the neverend liartin.Luther J-Zing, prominent southern 
'o leaderr£and wrote the speech that King delivered at 'the Amer^can- 
iration of J^abor-Congrcss of Industrial Organizations convention!®)j
AG was also advised tliat-Levison reportedly,, throuch his a.c.soci7~-- 
, I-Tinn

i. . - V
CGRODNDr

■ vis on ork 1 sman .and attorney.

'RVATIOYS:

e

his association with King a

392452 
ritbjdjt ‘(S)

The. purpose in advising the AG of Levispn?s connection with 
.. was to alOrt him and the President that Levison was annarently
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25211^ of the possible.; communist influence
This has been accomplished

appears that Vhite desires to’ furnish King, or 
one close to him, some information about Levisoa and to suggest 
jast that Kino break off his relations Kith Lovis on

who arc vital to the interna. 
Khite or the AG feel a ” :• 
at ion about Levis on, it is

Khite should be advised that under no circumstances 
.ould specific information as contained in the Director’s letter be 
.scussed nith King, since *t would definitely endanger our informant 
id the national securit (Skp

•' That this memorandum be forwarded to Assistant Director . 
ans for his guidance in.discussing this matter Kith DAG Khite.
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project
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to incur

hculd be c 
A special
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d to develop v.-^i 
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1 - 100-392452 (Levison)
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; If ncocr.snrv, 
: investigative 
;locate nateri 
' Consideration
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Airtel

To

Proa
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mentor 
of the

expose or 
communist

1 - Hr. Bland

activity Doth

•basis an on 
I his ability

SAC. Kev York (100-129802) .• 9 —. - ____ , 
Director, FBI (100-3-104-34)

PERSONAL ATTT.'ITIO:?

cox: 
ccu:; Cx. DDCXjRAU

• j^ROBRIAIEAGEHCIESANDFIffl® 
OFFICES ADVISED BY ROUTING SI>I^ 
AN ill

communist Stanley David Levison as 
ie advisor to Martin Luther

;ise nout

re instructed to immediately assign on a ful 
rising, imaginative .Special Agent, who 1 
a security investigator, to carefully re 
le seeking possible counterintelligence

1 of a public source and compromise nature
pot physical 
Tactssurveillances on Levison

relates to subversion and his p

Advise by return nail the id 
assigned to this inmortant Task, if c 
should assign auditxonal personnel to thi

Fitbin 45 day 
detailed suomary of Lev 

Zwitb emphasis on items

’’you should submit to the Bure',?.i a

Nev York (100-11L1Jj) - - - A
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In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION '

New York, New York 
March 29> i960
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Date: 3/21/68
1

sr.it the following in
(Type in plaintext or code!

AIRTEL »io___________ _
(Priority)

OFFICE 
sup (S) by :

• FROM

DIRECTOR; FBI (100-448006)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209)*

SUBJECT; " C OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

ReBuairteJ ...3/14/68

Chicago has carefully reviewed the Nation of .Islam (NOI) 
file concerning the suggestion in referenced airtel concerning 
publicity circulated • to possibly embarrass JV'ashingtbn Spring 
Project (WSP)’efforts in Baltimore through a suggested alliance 

’ between forces of MARTIN LUTHER KING and the NOI. Additionally, 
highly placed NOI sources at Chicago, specific-ally

were also contacted in this connection and the. matter was indi-rec 
pursued with then/ -.iwsmwkl-i j—r

By way oi^oacl£g^ cts^the Bureau is aware, KING and
• ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, head of the NOI, met briefly in Chicago during 

2/66 under amicable.circumstances, primarily as a result of MARTIN 
LUTHER KING’S then recent entry. ontow the Chicago civil rights scene
The meeting produced no tangible results insofar as cooperation, • 
unity or program was concerned, however, did receive considerable 
local publicity. The meeting was basically for the purpose of 
showing unity within the Negro community. J .

KING suffered no adverse publicity as a result o£ this
» meeting although within several days MUHAMMAD, at an annual NOI

• Convention, made remarks critical of KING for being too close to

3' - 
1 -
1
1 -

Bureau (RM)
Atlanta (RM)
Baltimore (157-2520) (RM)

JCS:mam

Chicago
C. C. - BisHop' D

Jr

r
.... J JU 'RR

Mi
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the white man. in reaction to these remarks publicly, KING 
glossed over this criticism and to some degree capitalized on it, 
indicating that in his efforts to build unified support for the 
cause of the Negro, he was in contact with all segments of Negro • 
opinion, Indeed, as recently as 8/67, MUlHaMAD indicated a desire 
to again meet with KING to discuss the unity of the Negro.

As the Bureau and Atlanta are aware, KING and CASSIUS 
CLAY .were in personal contact in Louisville, Kentucky, in 5/67, 
in the'course of open hou 
auspices. 'a1 •

- In subsequent newspaper publicity concerning this meeting,
KING was quoted as having praised CLAY for his refusal to be 
inducted into the armed forces, coupling this reference to attacks 
on our policy in Vietnam. The NOI publication ’’Muhammad Speaks” 
was one of the papers which contained KING’S favorable remarks, 
including a comment that CIAY had given up $1,000,000 in order 
to stand up for what his conscience dictated as righto

In short it would appear generally to be true that '
contact between KING and the NOI is not a heretofore unknown happening 
and it would appear that any effort to utilize this situation in 
Balti jure■must indicate more than casual associations or contacts, 
but- ia order to embarrass or inhibit WSP efforts should indicate a 
close working relationship or partnership between the two groups.

It should be kept in mind, also, however, that as the 
above sources note, although CIAY is nationally known for his 
adhorance to the NOI, he is also somewhat universally acclaimed 
and embraced by most groups within the Black Nationalist Movement, 
CORE and SNCC as examples, as well as the black community generally 
and has achieved somewhat the status of a martyred black folk hero.
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‘ ' Referenced airtel requested specific comments concerning -
NOI reaction to exposure of joint type efforts with KING’S WSP.

_ As -the Bureau is .aware, ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has publicly
stated that the white‘man has given him a million dollars worth ’

. of. free publicity*' This comment was specifically prompted by a 
television series about MUHAMMAD .and the NOI which had nation-wide 
exposure, as well as being generally a reflection of constan-t^^Sf^Bm. 
expose 'type articles concerning the organization.
stated that MUHAMMAD has been openly upset over a period of such 
lack of publicity given him-and his organization by the white 
press. It would appear, therefore^. that any disruption program 
as envisioned would infall.-probability, have no real effect on the 
NOI and the most that would be forthcoming from ELIJAH MUHAMMAD 
or one of his spokesmen would be a simple denial of such support

' for the V/SP* ’’Muhammad Speaks” is one of the principal sources 
of finance for the NOI and its presence in WSP offices in Baltimore • 
is believed a. reflection of NOI diligence in assuring’wide-spread 
circulation of this naper and would pot in any way embarrass or

• compromise ’the N0Lo । ^3 . • - • • . • . .

• The above is furnished for the information and consideration
of the Bureau and other offices interested in tlfs matter*

f

- 3
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FEOe. AiLAKiA ■

£KITAIION WORKERS STRIKE
DECI

oS URCEM VCS

A R TIKE L UT HE R KI KG

ZPHIS ■

MPHIS

HAD.LEARNED THAT HOSEA WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND

POLITICAL- EDUCATION, SCLC; JESSE JACKSON ,.NORTHERN DIRECTOR , PROJECT 

•SREADVASXET , SCLC; JAKES BEVEL , SCLC STAFF MEMBER AND JAMES CRGANGE , 

SCLC FIELD REPRESENTATIVE, WERE CURRENTLY IN MEMPHIS. MARTIN LUTHER 

|KING , JR PRESIDENT , SCLC, AND RALPH D. ABERNATHY, VICE PRESIDENT 

AND TREASURER, SCLC, CONTEMPLATED DEPARTING ATLANTA APRIL TWO INSTANT

VIA AIR EN ROUTE TO -MEMPHIS. DETAILS RE TRAVEL OF KING NOT AVAILABLEI »
/ BUI'INFORMANT GAINED IMPRESSION HE AND ABERNATHY WOULD DEPART DURING

LATE MORNING. DURATIOrfoF KING’S STAY Ik MEMPHIS NOT KNOWN BUI SCLC

"ACTION COHMXT^E” MEETING SCHEDULED TO BE HELD IN .MEERKL^R^LLe-
<^JHREEji£XrT W ‘ % .

KING AND SCLC ARE DETERMINED TO LEAD ANOTHER' EARCXl^SEE?HUS WEI



WILLIAMS. Hi CHARGE OF CURRE

lb SA K IT AT 10 K W 0 R X ? TEA Ulf

WILL 5EREACEFU

AB 0 VE 1 MPH T "

ORMAT10 8 FRO
<a<ayir«aa»aj..

b ..

IV' 57P?i EXR
A.
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?RNMENT
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C«Loocb ■. .

TO

FROM

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sulli

1

: G. C. Moore

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

PURPOSE

-Mr. DeLoach
-Mr. W, C, Sullivan
- Mr. Bishop
DATE: 2/20/68

_ - Mr. Morley
1 - Mr. G. C '

Caatod 
F»U 
Gd

Tele. Rooo 
Hobaes ——

G
Mr D. M. Wells

C. Moore

are• Attached rof^yburTapproval for dissemination
, copies of a communication containing information concerning the 

progress of Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern . 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)i to organize a massive

• civil disobedience’campaign in Washington, D. C., in the Spring 
of 1968. . • , • ' _ .

* BACKGROUND;

... ■ King in the past has publicly announced he will
- conduct a massive civil disobedience campaign he calls the
.’’Washington Spring Project” in.early April, 1968, to pressure
Congress, into passing legislation favorable to the Negro. •

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:

<• •- < King is currently holding the first of two workshops .
from 2/19-23/68 at Miami, Florida. He has invited approximately<2 

k 150 Negro ministers throughout the nation to attend this meeting.
I The-Ford Foundation recently gave King’s organization a $230,000 
| grant to hold these workshops in an effort to develop responsible 
(leadership in the'Negro ghetto areas of'the nation’s major cities. 
I It ha's been determined that King plans to discuss the Washington.
* Spring Project at this workshop, . . *

. Dr. John A. Morsell 
National Association for the . 
has advised his organization 
Spring Project and is taking : 
Enclosure.^,. c-— ’
DMW: Imr

., Assistant Executive Director, 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 
is not supporting the Washington 
no part in it-. .-He advised the^NAAC^

V
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

IO*NQ I

1
1
1

DeLoach 
Mohr 
TZick 
Sullivan

s

Human Relations 
advised that on 2/3/6 

Southern Christian Lead

2/18/66
- Hr. Baumgardner
- Mr. Bland
- Mr. .Bates

UNITED STATES CO^RNMENT (

7

Mr, Sullivan-. / DATE:

Baumgardner

1 - Mr 
'1 - Mr 
T~ hr 
^'1 ~ Mr

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Sergeant Edv/ard McClellen
Chicago, Illinois, 
Martin Luther King 
Conference (SCLC),

Police Department 
Jr., President,

ith Reverend John P.-Cody, Archbi
the Chicago Diocese of the Rem
•was-inThe nature of a courtesy visit, at King’sb request, duri 
which King reportedly informed the Archbishop of the nature an 
purpose of his campaign to end segregation and discrimination 
against the Negro in Chicago. King has selected Chicago to be 
the site of the first SCLC invasion into the northern civil 

■ rights problem. It is. recognized by King,that the future of .

CT D L

King stated at a 
with-the Archbishop,- that-

press conference, after his meetim 
he and Archbishop Cody were in sub

stantiil agreement upon the goals they were both seeking and 
intended to keep in touch with each other. King declared he 
was hopeful of the active participation of priests and nuns in 
connection with his SCLC program in. Chicago and had gained the 
impression from the Archbishop that such participation was a 
matter of individual conscience and would not be a matter of 
discipline insofar as the Diocesan hierarchy was concerned. >

/ King continues tosrely heavilj^nbthe advice of h 
New York foursome,z Stanley/Levison, Harry*. 7achtel, Clarenc 
Jones and Bayard/Rustih^ an connectionTxtn'aiT major SCLC 
problems ancr~a'dtiwi-ties. These individuals have all been
members, of the Communist Party or_J2ommujiist_P^ .front groups. .

— ■ _" “jT. _ A ' _ ' . •    I * 1 • _ _ ” 1_ f. _ - _ -J *     • 1 • -■in the oast As Tong as King utilizes hose dvisors with
subversive backgrounds, the danger remains that his SCLC 
activities will be influenced by communist-oriented thinking 
Should communists or communist sympathizers succeed in 
influencing the SCLC Chicago program, it^wouldz.bo-- a^major 
breakthrough for the comm ‘ ” Txrights "field*

FES 25 1
100—10667

5 RFB:dch/>
(8)



RECOIStENDATION

Special Agent in Charge Joi£3behavio:
will inform the Archbishop 
ever be any attribution to 
him.

that under no circumstance may the 
the FBI for the information furnis

It is recommended that Assistant Director Sullivan b 
authorized to telephonically contact Special Agent in Charge 
Johnson and instruct him to brief Archbishop Cody regarding 
the strong influence being exerted on King by his key advisor 
with communist backgrounds and to. inform him of King’s own

he reportedly had an excellent knovzledge.
At that

Baumgardner to Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR 
100—106670 -

e

discussed 
Chicago 
to
Cody will

*” King’s meeting with Archbishop Cody has been 
with Special Agent in Charge Marlin V/. Johnson of our 
Office. Johnson lias given assurance that he can talk 
Archbishop Cody in complete confidence and Archbishop 
not violate this confidence. Bureau files show that 
Archbishop Cody, while serving as a Bishop in the St. 
Archdiocese in the early lS5Q’s, ’ .

• It is felt it would be desirable to have 'Special Agezi 
in Charge Johnson brief Archbishop Cody regarding the - 
subversive backgrounds- of .King’s key advisors find to emphasize 
to the Archbishop the vast influence these individuals exert cr 
King. In addition, Special Agent in Charge Johnson would 
disclose to the Archbishop King’s own sordid activities
Such a H-r-fefing would benefit the Archbishop in- determining th^ 
degree of cooperation hit, archfie^^s will extend to King’s

i program in Chicago and would probably result in a iv&scnizg I 
of King’s influence in Chicago. This would be a serious blow I 

I to any possible communist attempt to exploit King’s program izl 
jChicago,

NW «86 Docld:32989755 Page 153



TO

* cn GtH. no. mo. ir
7^ UNITED STATES d^ERNiMEN^

-■ Memorandum
4 < ,

C. Sullivan

FROM ’ : J

■1 - Mr, Belmont* 
1 - Mr. Mohr i

1 - Mr

Mr
Mr'

DATE: 2/18/65 J

SUBJECT:" MARTIN LUTHER KING
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST ^$1 -J.'.... .. ,* W1 -

Mr

DeLoacf 
Rosen t 
Sulliv. 
Bland £ 
Baumgs 
Ryan 
Phillips

tan

otson —

.each

^’’krs—
Hosen . ~
SulH7an4^^_ 
Tcvel________
Trotter - - 
Tele* Room ___ 
Holmes . .
Gandy -

This informative memorandum reports high lights’ of recent pe
conversations between Martin Luther King, Jr.*,- and some of his associates 
having communist backgrounds, as furnished by our reliable, sensitive Qy 
sources. . . ' " . <zp£&*r

• ■' v ’ J I
Kingts Conferences With Presidents jVice President and Attornev General 2/

Comment: The Vice President has already been briefed/concerning 
kustin^s communist’background and record as a homosexual. We can:
of course, discount completely the possibility that Rustin/s re 
■were, an exaggeration to impress his listener.(J ■

King and Negro-Jewish Relations
' ’ King has advised his close advisor Clarence Jones that he had 7
accepted two speaking engagements. One is .to address the Women’s Division 
of the' United Jewish Appeal 3/4/65 at Nev/ York .City* The-other would be ; 
-address before the American Jewish Committee 5/20/65, New York City. At - 
March affair King is to be given the Eleanor Roosevelt Award. King indie; 
that Jones and ”our friend”, (probable reference to Stanley Levison) coulj 
work on the speeches. King told Jon^ .that he had accepted these engage
ments because some of his Rabbi friends -nave been telling him that Jews
were not supporting the civil rights movement. King believes this is in
part due to anti-Semitic statements being made by Negroes such asMalcolm 
(the--Muslim leader). King thought it would help improve the* situatioh"iT
spoke before these .groups.[) REC-3 MAR 3 1955

Comment; We are 
^^ticipation by Levison 
7 9 BR 4- 1S6b ■ 100-106670

1 - 100-442529. (CIRL^.,

having the field attempt to verify any actual . 
in the preparation of speeches for King^U

T CONTINUED - OVER
• ■ --Z ~ 

'WWE?



- aorandum for Mr. SuBi
: MARTIN LUTHER KING

- 1SG-106670

King’s Fund-raising Activities: -
* King told Jones that’ he would be in California 2/25-27/65 to attend
a big fund-raising project. It "will include a showing of the movie “The 
Greatest Story Ever Told" and.it •would “scare the house of about $28,000." 
In addition, there are two or three -wealthy people trying to get 50 couples 
to give $1,000 (presumably each couple), and they have 26 commitments 
already. ’ King claimed that his organization, the Southern Christian . 
Leadership Conference (SCLC)j needs the money desperately. They also 
discussed a group in New Rochelle, New York,'"‘which King said already had 
$5,000 and .desired to use it for a fund-raising project to earn even more. 
Jones told King that the advertisement which appeared in "The New York 
Times” 2/5/65 soliciting funds on behalf of the SCLC cost $2,000. King sa: 
that his office had already received $12,000 as a result of this .advertise
ment .

Friction Between King and the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee -
XSncc) :

In discussing the current racial situation in Alabama, King told 
Jones that SNCC was again saying that King likes to come into a situation • 
,*t the last minute, get all the publicity and the benefit of contributions 

OC claims that King makes “grandstand plays" after SNCC has done all the 
\ .eld work. King asked Jones if something could be done about this througl 
Harry Belafonte (noted Negro singer). According to Jones, Belafonte is 
about the only person that SNCC will listen to and that he has heard 
Belafonte stop "SNCC workers who tried to attack King’s integrity. King 
said that- he did not like for SNCC to fight against th£ idea of having a 
leader for the whole movement. King stated that the movement must have a 
•leader because any ideology is fostered around having a leader around whom 
supporters can rally. Jones believes that he can arrange an;unpublicized 

.meeting between SNCC, SCIC and Belafonte. (J

Comment: The naked boldness of King’s egotism is vividly reflecte: 
in his 'pronouncements about the movement needing a leader (obviously King 
himself) . /

■ RECOMMENDATION:- ’ ’ - £

This is for your information. We are disseminating this informati.

MW’e8W6“DbcRI329S975ff’Page’155 ~~
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approval of they

Sullivan

F Baumgardner.

rSeptember 16, 1963

'COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IK RACIAL HATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

1-Mr..Belmont
1-Mr.Rosen
1-Hr.Casper 
1-Hr.Sullivan 
1-Mr.Bland

’ 1-Hr.Baumgardner 
1-Hr.Morley 
1-Mr.Kleinkauf’ 
1-Mr.Phillips

ft

This memorandum recommends_incrcased__cpverage _of communist f 
fluence_ on the_Kegro. The“history of the Communist Party, USA ~ | 
PUSAyf i"s -replete vzjrh its attempts., tp^ej^nloit, infl.uerice_and f 
cruit the Negro. The March on Washington, S-2S-G3, was a striking f 
£mple“df^troh^bmmunist activity as Party-leaders early put into } 
tion efforts to accrue gains for the CPU3A from the March. Well- | 
cumented information concerning the Party’s influence on a principe 
rch leader. Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., is but an example^ 
e presence at the March of around ^uu parry .araoers, rungixx^ Lu
vcral national functionaries headed by[CFUSA- General Secretary Gus- 
11TI to many rank-and-file members, is clear indication of the Party’s

p ... ....__________________ Of*'
the ' March" was' not" the ’’end of the t

v( Ite target (the Negro) today

nt
All indications are that 

and that the Party will step up its efforts to explit racial
rest and in every possible way claim credit for itself relating to 
y* "gains” achieved by the Negro

The entire field is being alerted to this situation’in a 
oposed SAC Letter (attached). The field is being instructed to 
tensify oui* coverage of- communist influence on the Negro by giving
llest consideration to the use of all possible investigative 
chniques. In addition, ‘the field is being.;told to-intensify its 
verage of those communist fronts through which the Party channels^ 
s influence and to intensify its investigations of the many Party's^ \ 
mbers and dupes who engage in activities on behalf of the Party Lyi 
the Negro field. Further, we are stressing the urgent need for /

/•i

k f- I4 • 
f.

aginative and aggressive tactics to be utilized through our Counter- 
t^ligence Program—these designed to attempt to neutralize or 
a pt the Party’s activities in the Negro field. Necessity for 
ompt handling of all facets of this matter to insure timely1 disserli’^

<»T

) to the Department and other? izod.. ; •/ —: - t&C* 2.

16O’-3—^5 (CPUSAr Negro Quest 
" ton . t_ j __ • e ■» \ ■*

T IG 1963

10 0 ''3-1
7;^
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1/ .-andum to^Mr. Sullivan 
IE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 

100-3-116
RACIAL MATTERS i

f

The proposed SAC Letter requires key security offices 
theirjto submit to the Bureau, within 30 days, an analysis of 

coverage of communist activities in the Negro field pluscurrent 
details 
offices 
regular 
letters

of their plans for intensification. Also, those 16
participating in the Counterintelligence Program on a 

include in their next monthlybasis are being required to 
due. 10-15-G3 their plans to neutralize or disrupt Party

activities in the Negro field

RECOMMENDATION:

Letter go forward apprising

necessary

p

m-".ny MCiflos
•Tentivr-

•7»J5t r„
Co-unun i

• If approved, attached SAC
the field as above and urging full implementation so that the 
desired results may be achieved. Also attached for approval are C/V -

j —w; f
/ ? *

Manual changes

«•

• r

JU
r

- -r r- • 
I’o. I cep’t nnHerstnnd ho?’ you cm so ■ 
.•julVil.y S I itch your f-.h •; rikin v and evr-lun tion. 

.• » eakr, ayo you contended thet the 
inriTtonec in the mcial movement 

.••.nd in rtniiteoim-'1.!. Thi

;; «.••• i of inCiltx'-a 
Tone J t’;e yield dove

• nQvMfjcc in 
tn te ti>>r 
up yonv mondr.

o*. specif;. 
Ko--' you v/rii

ith more covers
memo depmeahiu.-r

.ntal movement. I don’t intend 

.nd money wTtJ.l you c°n ; 1- - t. « * - -Son < on



your Committee the ce 
without the C aj:

To Mr. A. H. Belmont

Mr- c

■^.cukcu j>ci

•re. <r. r-c t: I mit'idUn otft 
dent W’ n-d bn diwlosld L*'? 
woval of the FD1 ; J 1

Date: September"25 l&G

roT the enclosed memorandum dated 9/16,/63

Re: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 
INTERNAL SECURITY

Predication

Reference is made
and to the attached proposed SAC Letter.

On returning from a few days leave I have been advised of 
the Directors continued dissatisfaction with the manner in which * 
we prepared a Brief on the above-captioned matter and subsequent-
memoranda on the same subject matter situation is very
disturbing to those of us in the Domestic Intelligence Division .. 
responsible for this area of work, andywe certainly want to do *

’*•<r r»n<5R-i hl r* to correct our sho?.*tcomings w& absolutely w
not be totubburn about admitrang any mistakes we nave made ui be 
stiff-necked and unbending concerning our analysis of-this matter
E* Director indicated he would not approve our last SAC Letter - • 
uV^il there was a‘ clarification and a meeting of minds relative to! 

question of the extent of communist/’influence over Negroes "and;
t ir leaders. In this memorandum I will seriously and sincerely T 
try to clarify a most regretable situation. It is prepared not on! 
official office memorandum but rather on plain bond believing that! 
this discussion need not be made a matterj:.o£-boffLciali'’ rdeold . t

V!

Common Agreement
- 13Q

•’ First, I am
fetch was in both the
ittachcd:

sure we all are in agreement on the follow! 
cover memorandum and. the detailed brief

for the past 44 years the Communist Party has

fogroes and to make communists out of them; (2) 
fogroes in the country toda

the 19 million

tin
™the Communist Party, USA; (3) Negro leader Martin Luthe 

WWW"!"—' does have as an extremely imports

ind the time ha

Communist U) we I
tnis navxuii engaged in a foiTi of social-revolution | 
never been so right for ‘exploitation’of the

V roes by COn;n^uj.ou t-.ie v-ujii:;iuiix^u -“cL1U»

in the future maize prodigious strides and great successes wit
the American Nc

nist propagandists; and (5) the Communist Party

ro to the serious detriment of our national securi 
e above, the material furnished-contained many paC». ddition to 

specific examples of communist noli/iie 2-»nf ipV

~NWj^;6~BOTM:329M^^  ̂ \
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Mr
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Mr 
Mr
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t)?(i rE-15 STATES GOVERNMENT t ' 

Memorandum RO

TO

FROM

W. C

Baumgardner.’

subject: COMIiUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INTLUENCE 
INTERNAL SECURITT -

IN RACIAL MATTERS 
COMMUNIST

1 “

Belmont-. tc^i’
Sullivan
Bland Hoi^

Baumgardner G"Jy
Forsyth • 
Liaison 
Mr, Kleinkauf 
Mr. -.Phillips •

Memorandum from W C. Sullivan to A
summarized the results of a conference held at

H. Belmont 12/24/63 
the Seat of Government

12/23/63 between Bureau officials and Supervisors and field repre- .....
. sentatives designed to explore how best to carry on our investigation 
of captioned matter to produce the desired results without embarrass-

1 ment to the Bureau, Ke completely analyzed avenues of approach aimed
J at neutralizing Martin Luther King, Jr,, as an effective Negro leader. __ 
‘ One of the avenues explored was that concerning any facets of the • •- . ' 
• financial operations of King and the organizations through which he 

• operates .which investigation might reveal either violations of_.±h.e.2-----  
®aw or other potentials for discrediting King qr otherwise neutralizing 

is effectiveness. CLdlfX;' /J t7 .
......... ■ -

. Bufiles contain two items'of particular “si'gniftcnarce. A .* 
Washington Capital News Service release dated 10/22/63 reveals that » 
King’s integration organization had an income of more than 8735,000 \
during the past fiscal year and spent only about half of it, It is x
stated that in a report of the financial status of the Southern Chris
tian Leadership Conference (SCLC), of which King is President, King

I disclosed that the organization had a balance of $351,992.20 left 
8/31/63 at the end of the’ fiscal year from a total income of $735,534.02 
Another such news release dated 11/4/63 revealed that Representative - 
George Andrews (D-Ala;) asked the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to 

■ investigate the tax status of the SCLC. Andrew’s is quoted as saying, ' 
’ "Thousands and thousands of dollars are collected and spent each year., 

by so-called civil rights organizations and many people are beginning 
■ to suspect they could be a front for a full-.grown racket.” ;

the SCLC. 
mented by 
commenced

It is noted that King’s operations revolve principally arduh 
However, fund-raising.operations on his part are further au 

the activities of the Gandhi Society for Human Rights, which 
operations in 1962

Enc. ~ KEC-
100-3-116 

© -100-106670 (Martin Luther Kin_
-100-438794 (Southern Christian Leadership Conference)_ ■ ‘ ur

iR
EC

on
nE

n rwrn »m
& prepared in response
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Hi RACIAL HATTERS
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 

100-3-116

?»emorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: * COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

OBSERVATIONS

| It is believed that an examination of recent income tax
I returns of King might well reveal information which could assist the 
•Bureau in its efforts to discredit King or neutralize his effective- 
»ness. This is possibly applicable also if the income tax returns of 
the SCLC and the Gandhi Society were reviewed. In view of the possi
bility that the SCLC has already been under some investigation by IRS, 

.. a request for the results of such investigation is indicated. Ve also 
----- had information in late 1253 that the Gandhi Society was negotiating 

with IRS relative to tax exemptions and therefore the results of any 
IRS investigation of that Society would be worth procuring, y .

To date we have been most discreet and circumspect in our 
handling of the King investigation, as well as corollary investiga
tions such as revolving around organizations, because of the position 
King has not only as a clergyman, but also as a ’’respected” Negro 

^p.eader. It is therefore essential that our current requests of the 
y'XRS which are herein being recommended be handled in a manner w'hich 

. I would provide for optimum security so that neither King nor any other 
♦ unauthorized individuals may become aware of the Bureau’s interest 
’ and so that no embarrassment may come to the Bureau. For this reason, 
the attached memoranda are classified ’’Secret,”

RECOMMENDATION:

It is recommended that the Liaison Section obtain two 
uncertified, copies of each of the income tax returns available for 
the past five years pertaining to King, the SCLC and the Gandhi. 
Society. Attached hereto are three memoranda for the ..use .of the .
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ill' II Belmont date: August 30, 1963 . .

r tvi
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GiU
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Mr. W. C Sullivan
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

Belmont 
Sullivan .
D. E.Moore
Baumgardner

Holrrs

'ector 
eived

COMMUNIST PART 
NEGRO QUESTION 
IS

USA

Reference is made to the enclosed material on wni.cn rhe
has written This memo reminds me vividly of those I
when Castro took over-Cuba. You contended then that Castro and

cohorts were not Communists and not influenced by Communists, Time 
ne proved you'wrong.- I for one can’t ignore'the memos re King,
.ell, Levison, Rustin, Kall et al as having only an infinitesimal
.get on the efforts to exploit the American Negro by the Communists.”

The Director is correct. We were completely wrong about 
ieving the evidence was not sufficient to determine some years ago

•t Fidel Castro was not a communist or under communist influence. On 
estigating and writing about communism and the American Negro, we

' better remember this and profit by the lesson it should

elating to thememoran-
bund centered in the„

I do think that much of the difficulty 
rightly questioned by the Director is to be 

d "influence^ V/e do not have, and no Goveriiment'agency or private 
Snization has,, any yardstick which can acc ate-ly-measure "influence
his particular context, even when we kno^ it does exist

■. case of the obvious influenc 
ison over Martin Luther King s in.ixuej-.ee 6 v e r~b t h e f' Negro

uch as in 
Stanley .

ders. Personally, I believe in the light of King’s powerful.- _ 
agogic speech yesterday he stands head and shoulders over all other ■ 

to leaders put together when it comes to influencing great masses of 
-roes, We must mark him now, if we have not done so before, as the J 
i-dang?.rj^is_Negr^ of_ the future in this Nation frogTth.e-.standpoirrh, /j 

•communism, the Negro,"and national security. / /

On detei-mining membership of Negroes in the Communi ty,
.are not confronted with the same problem. We do have here accurate 
rdsticks for establishing membership. Of course., our standards are 
y exacting. This means there are many Negroes who are fellow-

••-’ellcrs, sympathizers or who aid the Party, knowingly or unknowingly 
\ do not qualify as members. These we must not ignore. ’ The old ’ 
.-.unist principle still holds: "Communism must .-be, bqiit- with- non-

unlst h^jxjs/" Thcrnfore. it tmy Im unrealistic to l^mit ours'-J s
ave been

; 1ml ;dj\f •

losure

r aexinively conclusiv: 
----------------- —

to legalistic .-proof 
U.-

nn

[out'Ike ‘Approval, the FN • •’

i Z 1 -



“morandum for Mr. Belmont
1: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

NEGRO QUESTION
.70-3—75 • <

•.at would stand up in testimony in court or before Congressional '
. '.'.mittees that the Communist Party, USA, does wield substantial 
\fluence over Negroes which one day could become decisive. .

The memorandum which the Director penetratively questioned, 
.ile showing in the details the communist impact on Negroes, did -

. ffer from such limitations. These limitations we will make every C
fort to lift in the future. The great amount of attention this 
vision is giving to communist activities directed toward the Negro  
ould enable us to do this. ' .

For example, here at the Seat of Government, the Negro - .
mmunist question takes up as a whole the time of one supervisor and
:ring the past few weeks four men have been so occupied. Additionally, 
.) specialized instructions are regularly given the field on communist 
•.filtration of the Negro; (2) monographs have been written on the
bject and widely disseminated; (3) regularly disseminated are memoranda J' 
.d reports; (4) August 21, 1963, we devoted the entire Current Intelli- F 
nee Analysis to the communist plans for the Negro March of August 28, '

■53, (149 copies of this Analysis were disseminated to 44 agencies of 
.:e Government); (5) much material on the issue is given to Agents at 

’.-Service; and (6) an SAC Letter is under preparation in this Division^ 
.-w giving the ^ield the benefit of what we learned from the Negro March 
.. Washington and issuing instructions for increased coverage of j
-•mmunist influence on the Negro. »

’ , As the memorandum pointed out, ’’this Nation is involved in a 7 
rm of racial revolution and the time_has never, been so right for 
.plpitation of the Negroes by communist propagandists.” Nineteen million 
-groes constitute the'greatest single racial target of the Communist <
rty, USA. This is a sombre reality we must never lose sight of. We f

-11 do everything possible in the troubled future to develop for the 
rector all available facts relating to Negro membership in the Communist 
.rty, plus the more complex and difficult to ascertain influence i

communist organizations and officials over the leaders and masses of t 
-groes. . :

We regret greatly that the memorandum did not measure up to 
..at the Director has a right to expect from.our analysis. |

COMMENDATION: j

NW-&8«&-Burmr3?989T5^P3^rT68—’
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. JITED STATES GOVERNaIEN’T

Memorandum
TO

FROM A. Bose^/^

subject: /^RACIAL SITUATION

•lUkCiAr'LATTL

Belmont v' 19 63

HoTc*»

BeJfcoM
H.¥>c__

date: January 17

Reference is made to the .-menorandun of Kr, DeLoach to
Ur, Hohr, January 15, 1953, pointing out the attempts made to 
interview Roverend Martin Luther A King,- Jr., to give hin the ;T
truth concerning"the role" biT^ha' iBI In "the Albany situation. .Jr 
Numerous attempts were made to contact him and he has completely 
evaded all attempts to reach him to set the record straight. *

' King’s comments have been previously brought to the 
attention of Mr. Berl I, Bernhard, Staff Diiector of the U.S, 
Ccjwissioa on Civil Rights, and it was- pointed cut to him That 

“ there is no basis in fact for King’s remarks. In addition, it
. was pointed out that four of the five Resident Agents at Albany i 
are from northern states and one is from Georgia. J

• As has been indicated by-Hr. DeLoach’s memorandum, 
'interviews with publishers of the newspapers who carried 
: Reverend hr. King’s lies have been conducted and they have 
been set straight. As pointed out, no further need to contact 

I Reverend Hr. King exiszs inasmuch as ho obviously does ’nbt 
(desire to be given the truth. The fact that he is a vicious 
-liar is amply demonstrated in the fact'.he constantly assoc5 

with and takes instruct ions from Stanley Levison V
Communists

RECORMEIiDATIOK:

completely 
role i 
to the

157-6-2

1
1

the Albany situation 
action taken above.

King in 
Bureau’s 
addition

In view, of the conduct of Reverend LIr 
evading any attempts to learn.the truth of this

Enclosures - 2

it is recommended that in 
the attached letters to the Attorney

and to Mr, Bernhard be sent pointing

t ts pri

nay not r<

tn rn-^Gnsc to
i Ac <•

^rptest and is not for (J'-xemi- 
i-a^i-cd to Off trial p.-’rjcri>di?ijs Ly 

’ disclosed to UHautiLiifacd idi'scu-
MW 68486 Docld:3»9755 Page 169



iviemui amium.

F. J, Baumgardn^J

M W. C. Sulliva I & - : August 23,.1963

Belmont 
Rosen '• >. 
Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
Bland \

1-j.lr 
1-Mr 
1-Mr 
l-llr 
1-Mr

<4»el —
•Tfet»er
7cl*. Roo*

__
•Zi^f 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION .
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

1-Hr. Gurley i
i

Pursuant to the Director’s request, there is attached 
a detailed memorandum concerning the efforts of the Communist 
Party, USA, to exploit the American Negro. • ■

’ There is set forth below in this cover -memorandum a ■
synopsized version of the detailed memorandum

SYNOPSIS
3-

___  ________  . .. - today 
constitute the largest and' most important racial target of the - 
Communist Party, USA. Since 1919 communist leaders have devised 
.countless tactics and programs designed to penetrate and.control .

‘ yo population. It has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars 
S jpagandizing the Negroes in a variety of ways. These colossal • 
'-liorts havb been related to "equal opportunity" and "self
determination” policies (the latter being discontinued in 1959 
with the approval of Soviet Russia because.it was ineffective), 
front organizations, parades, demonstrations, articles, pamphlets, 
books, films, speeches,, civil rights, "peaceful coexistence," 
et cetera. These efforts, among other things, have resulted in . 
establishing today such active Negro communist, front^groups as 
the African American Heritage Association, Freedomv.’ays Associates, 
and Southern Conference Educational Fund (not yet cited by the 
Attorney General). Additionally, efforts have been and are being 
made to infiltrate with limited degrees of success such legitimate 
Negro organizations as the National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People, -the Negro American Labor Council, and the . 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference headed by Martin Luther * 
king, Jr. Other legitimate Negro organizations not known to be 
infiltrated, influenced or controlled but are targets include 
Congress of Racial Equality, National Urban League and the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating.Committee. • * •

Enc. - r <3 - / •
100-3-75"’ zx : ~
F • skw \ * v " • ' * . .
/ This doeswen? if prepared in response to -jour request on^ps for

{ Jnr Snifter. Us i- l^nitod >1
rr nr'Carr,nd tec o".d ihe f may iu>t aiscio&
ju? the express approval of Nte FBI .

A



Mcporaridum to Mr. Sull*
RE:' COMMUNIST PARTY, US.jp
.. -NEGRO QUESTION 
y' 3*75

While much propaganda is issued, there is n 
known substantial implementation of Communist Party aims 
and policies among. Negroes in the labor field.^/The 
Communist Party has done- all possible to exploit a great 
number of events and issues among Negroes such as the 
Scottsboro Case;. Emmett Till Case; Montgomery, -Alabama, bus 
boycott; 1956 iiarch on Washington, D.C.; 1957 Prayer Pilgrimage 
to Washington; ’'sit-in" demonstrations; "freedom riders"; and 
school integration campaigns. Uh££e not the instigdtor and 
presently unable to direct or control the coming Negro August 2S 
March on Washington, D.C., communist officials are planning to 
do all possible to' advance communist aims in a suppprting role.
Martin Luther King,- a key figure in the Mar 
an. advisor, Stanley Levinson/~”...or

ch, does have as

DesaiteF^ , 
tho Communxst Party, USA, on me American Negro during the past
44 years, the Party has failed to reach its goal with the 
Negroes. The Director, on January 26, 1960, said publicly: 

no secret that one of the-bitterest disappointments 
.Communistic efforts in this Nation has been their failure 

Xi.-.’ lure our Negro citizens into the party. Despite every - type 
of propaganda boomed at our Nation’s Negro citizens, thev have 
never succumbed to the party’s saccharine promises of a 
Communist Utopia. This generation and generations to ccme
for

the

many years owe a tremendous debt to our Hegro citizens / 
have consistently refused to surrender their freedoms fo:Q^| 
tyranny of communism," '■ "

the
\. Negroes represent ten per cent of the population of • 

United States or 19 million. If one was to apply this
H

breakdown to Gus Hall’s figure of 10,000 Communist Party 
members today, it would give to the Party 1,000 Negro members. 
(Applied to our classified figure of 4,453 active Communist 
Party members, the estimated number of Negro communists would 
be 445, ,This would not, of course, include communist sympathizers 
supporters or dupes but only those included under bur very strict 
and exacting Party membership requirements.) Despite the obvious 
failure of the Communist Party' of the United States to appreciably r 

i 
t

m

•* 2





states cover:

Memorandum
TO

FROM C. D. DeLoach

Mr. Mohr date: January 15, 1963

-Luon . 
vl*:ont

CZUHSon
-^Confod _

’Cnr

Trturr
R 

fiolKet 
Gene?..

subject: RACIAL SITUATION, Albany, Ga,
RACIAL LETTERS (Article by

' • Martin Luther King, Jr., 
critical of FBI) /z '

r
Mr. Belmont’s memorandum of ilovember 26, 1902, reflected the 

Ifernatives in interviewing Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.., who had criticized the 
rork of the FBI in relation to the Albany situation. The Director approved the 
uggestion that Mr. Sullivan and I handle the interview with Rev. King.

Following approval, I immediately tried to contact Rev. King telephonica.il 
i November 27, 1962. ' ....

\
\ . Rev. King does not have a phone-at his residence. We then attempted to

ontact nim at his church in Atlanta. His secretary advised, upon being told who 
•’as trying to contact him. that Rev. King was ’’off in another building writing a booh.. ’1 
hie further stated that Rev. King preferred not to be disturbed and that it would be J 
mpossibie to talk to him. That same day I called the SAC at Atlanta and instructed A ■ 
.im to attempt to contact Rev. King and set up an interview’ for Mr. Sullivan and .me. J' 
AC Atlanta advised the following day, November 23, that Rev. King had left 
nstructions with his secretary that he did not have time for an interview, that he was 
moving around the country. THe secretary further advised the SAC that Rev. King 
.•ould call us when he was willing to sit down for ari interview. Rev. King has not 
railed since that date.

It would appear obvious that Rev. King does not desire to be told the 
rue facts. He obviously used deceit, lies and treachery as propfandaMoJA^ther 
us own causes. . , -

Realizing the above, I recommended, the Director approved, that I 
alk with Kir. MacKay, publisher of the four Afro-American newspapers. This ' 
nterview was handled and reported by memorandum. The interview was based on the 
mt that the Alro-American newspapers Jiad published Rev. King’s lies, quoting 
dm exclusively. In tabling with Mr. MacKay I carefully went over each allegation 
y Rev. ICing and set him straight with respect to these lies. MacKay offered no . , 

.‘..'closure 
- Mr. Belmont 
- Mr. Rosen 
- Mr. Sullivan

• 1 - Mr. McGowant 
L? Mr.-M. A.-Jones 
rr c'r r
T ■ < (



mo DeLcach to Mohr . 3/15/63^^*^***^
: Racial Situation, Albany, Ga,, z . • *

Racial Matters (Article by ‘ • . • ..
Martin Luther King, Jr., ' ■ • ’ ‘
critical of FBI) • • ' ‘ -

gument and" in the following week’s issue of his newspapers quoted us for y 
?. record. A letter was also prepared to John H. Sengstacke, Publisher, • /.. 
hicago Defender, ” dated November 29, 1962, (copy attached)kTeuIhgTue
:ord straight. ' Sengstacke, whom we know most favorably, published the letter 
ting the lie to Rev. King’s allegations. • . • . .

•WN: • " ' • ’ .

. The record concerning Rev. King’s allegations has been covered, 
erviews with the publishers of the newspapers who carried Rev. King’s lies 
e been conducted and they have been set straight. I see no further need to 

kacting Rev. King inasmuch as he obviously does not desire to be given the
th. The fact that he is a vicious liar is amply demonstrated in the fact

NW 68486 Doctd:329W55 Age 174
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’ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum tiers 3? 
’Canrad _ 
DrLocch 
Evmts _ 
GaU

TO Mr. Belmont

FROM

subject. • RACIAL SITUATION
ALBANY, GEORGIA

* ' ^RACIAL MATTERS ’

H«ten

date: 11/20/62

____ v:*_.
' - ’ ■ ' . C:t _

■ An article has appeared in the "Atlanta Constitution, ” Atlanta, Georgia, 
on 11/19/62 which article was taken from the "New York Times." In the'article, 
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.', stated he agreed with the report written by 
Howard Zinn issued by the Southern Regional Council concerning the recent racial 
situation in Albany, Georgia. The report referrred to criticized the work of this 
Bureau in relation to the Albany situation. King has. stated among other febd-JS 
that "Agents of the FBI in Albany, Georgia, sided with segregationists."[

; • - There are ho facts to support this, and It is noteworthy that tl^ 
by King would appear to dovetail with information which has been furnished to

he iL '/

--- ' C; it is nah a
’ and it should be noted that on 10/23/62.a communist infiltration-investigation of 
this organization was initiated. (100-43 879 4)^"' " ■

I ■ I ' « »l |I_J H ■ ■ ■ ■■■■>

DETAILS: |

The "New York Times" oucteT^

swptrow

:d with renoit
issued 11/14/62 by the Southern Regional Council that the FBI had not been vigoro: 
in looking into denials of- civil rights in -Alban}’ and the surrounding areas. He 
stated "Agents of the FBI in Albany, Georgia, sided with segregationists." "Ore 

t^great problems we face with the FBI in the South,. "according to R.everend 
Mr* King, "is that the Agents are white southerners who have been influenced bv 
me mores of their community. To maintain their status they have to be friendly' 
.■■nth the local police and people who are promoting segregation. Every time I 
-aw FBI men in Albany tney were with the Ictal police force." It should be ncted
iCre are five Agents assignedro the Albany. Georgia, Resident Agency, 
■om Indiar.a^one is from Massachusetts, one is from New York, one is 
minesota and one is from Georgia/£(;. '5

i is
1 /

•57-6-2 1

7i. .M

,x < f
5J:\ A .iU 719



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
KE: RACIAL SITUATION

Howard Zinn, the author of the report for the Southern Regional 
Council was mentioned in my memorandum 11/15/62 and has been the subiect 
of a security investigation by this Bureau (100-360217). Zinn was reportedly 
a member of the CP from 1949 through 1953 and attended CP meetings during that period. Zinn is a history^professor at Spellman College in Atlanta, It= 

was the second slanted and biased document written by Zinn on the Albany 
situation. ___ . .

Reverend Mr. Sing is the‘President of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference who arose to prominence during the 1955 - 1956 *
successful boycott which ended bus segregation in Montgomery, Alabama,. 
He has been active in Negro segregation matters since that time, .

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 176



Consideration has been given to contacting King to straighten him out; 
however, this seems undesirable in view of the above facts and it is recommended 
he not be contacted, . • . '.

The background informs tion regarding King. T.eviRnn and S^jnn has 
been furnished to the Department. .............. - '

Nothing would seem to be gained by contacting the ’’New York Times” 
or the ’’Atlanta Constitution” as we obviously cannot give them background data 
we possess on the CP influence of King,

The Department and the Attorney General have been publicly 
criticized on many occasions by King and yet they are cooperating with him.

4*

• ./

It is recommended that the Liaison Section of the Domestic Intelligence 
Division bring King's comments in the article to the attention of Staff Director ;■ 
Berl L Bernhard of the U. S. Commission on Civil Bights and point out to him \ 
that there is no basis in fact for King's remarks and ip addition point out that 4 of 
the 5 Resident Agents assigned at Albany, Georgia, are from northern states asdi 
one is from Georgia.

ACTION-.

t I

That this memorandum be referred, to the Domestic Intelligence Dimsio 
lor apnr— /
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GROUP I

HSCA LETTER 10/30/78

FBIHQ COPY
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GROUP I
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A 88354 PASSENGER AUTO
TAX 

AREA 
CODE

3^3 /
1968 TAG NO. ♦1967 TAG NO.

MAKE

FOR
YR.

66
model

M$a
•ODT TYPE

2b ’
CLASS

°6
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NO.

61070190647 1
PT. YR-

ULL
AMUSED VALUE i 

'700

12.60
ST. A CO. TAX

12.60
MUN- TAX SCH. DIET. TAX

14.00
LIC. & ISS. FEE CITATION PENALTY

TOTAL -> 39.20

THE VEHICLE DESCRIBED THEREON (WAS NOT 
—i IN ALABAMA) (WAS NOT OPERATED ON THE HIGH. 

I WAYS OF ALABAMA) BETWEEN

GALT ERIC;S< 
2608 HIGHLAND AVE AND

Sbham | ALA 
/ THIS VEHICLE IS DESIGNED AND USED 

PRIMARILY FOR PRIVATE5 PASSENGER 
| PURPOSES.

■■
"ACQUIRED FROM

NEW USED
I. THE UNDERSIGNED. HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION HER 

SWORN TO ANO SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME THIS DAY OF/^

DATE ACQUIRED OR 
ENTERED STATE

PURCHASE PRICE

198 * .

GROSS WEIGHT

OR APPLICANT

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE* JEFFERSON COUNTY 
BRADLEY BROWN. DIRECTOR

ANO CORRECT.

.CLERK

Ttufta R«e«ipl for w ^7 '

N9I 48684

■■ ■■ ■■
a «to Class I

day ofSworn fo and subecribedbefore'me this ——

Motor Vehicle License No. , ___
STATE <& ALABAMA, JEFFERSON COUNTY,. 
DEPARTMENT CT REVENUE.

which I (we)- p 
******* I. • 1 ~

Address:
TOt y., LeT;.,\ £ 
Address:

Year j. Model I Body Type

To;. Hon. Bradley Brown,.Director of Revenue.
I. the undersigned, hereby make application to you as provided by Sec. 70S, Article 8, Title 51, Code of Ala

bama of 1940, Recompiled, to have the above license issued by you for: ■
Identification No.

■■
7“ 7 ^CDafe Aap3r£i) . "V,"' < J. ~ ....... (Signature of applicant) ’ V; -

This hi to certify that, proper appUcaticahaving beenmade tome,X have thia day recorded the above* tran»>
ter cn therecords in thia office.

-BRADLEY BROWN ' 
DIRECTOR OF REVENUE:

Transfer fee.*
4.--’
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JSF

provincial motelREGISTER

Addr 
.city. 
Representing.. 
Make of Ca

Room 
No.

No. In 
Party

License Nd.

*

-sta

State. t

A •.

Data Rate ■ Tax . Amount : Paid In 
Advance

K - s





, ..»Z fe-faii

DATE 196iTO

ADDRESS

(jlO
3Z

TAX

RECEIVED BY

likti.
'ZU

MERCHANDISE CANNOT BE RETURNED FOR CREDIT, REFUND OR EXCHANGE AFTER 10 DAYS FROM SALE DATE 
PURCHASE INVOICE MUST ACCOMPANY ALL RETURNS.

iiSir * • 1'

TERMS: DCASH □ CHECK

IF CHECK >3 GIVEN IN FULL OR PART PAYMENT FOR THIS INVOICE, TITLE SHALL REMAIN WITH SELLER UNTIL CHECK HAS 
CLEARED BANK IN WHICH DRAWN, AT THE OPTION OF THE SELLER.

(MtOWWiWAWEft. PHONE □

“f'M'M’r’ ■’

PARTS & SUPPLIES^ BBIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35212

UI 
o 

I 
UJ 
O 
E 
LU 
o

Phone 595-2142 
AIRCRAFT=AUTOMOTIVE 

MARINE-SPORTING GOODS

I AT 
.......

AER^MARINE SUPPLY CO
5701 BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT HIGHWAY . INVOICE n o C1 A

, NUMBER & £ 0 A A

liW'’-'
' -W

SALESMiLETTER□WIRED PICK UP

SHIP VIA:
N

QUANTITY DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBER LIST NET TOTAL

NAME:

OTAL
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in the vanH of the
LUST NATIONAL BANK

by.

EMMAYEDSY POSITION

position

M3^3S5SScS?5S5525^'

BUSINESS 
.acbrkss

residence 
address

^yrrnraaiMBai

SAFE DEPOSIT DEPT.

RDfTEOBY

ADORES*

FROM TO

FORM It*

RECEIPT 
NUMBER

Fin

FIRM OR INDIVIDUAL
I desire to rent Safe

BIRMINGHAM TRUST NATIONAL BANK

SAFE NO.

RATE

DATE PAID REMARKS

BIRMINGHAM, AX^A.,. 8-28 &
BIRMING 

aid hereby agree to pay for same $■/ —per annum until keys are surrendered, subject to the rale* and condition*
Printed on the several receipts, which may from time .to‘time be ^iven by said Bank, to which-raks and condition. 
—L-------hereby assent and agree.—£-----------------------------hereby acknowledge to have weeived of safe.

tlwJSf yTertfao ^“i*1 4“* ?*« ‘*>e B»nk !» authoriaed and directodtocharge the amount
iB “an1? ^traSto^X’Se £d“ -Unders-gned with the Bank. Access to raid rate and the rightto SI

by Eric S. Galt
- _ . and _

or either of them or by a deputy authorized in writing styned

■1 # — — — . ■ - ~ ~ and _
or either of them, >uch writing to be in form satisfactory to an executive Ouicer of 

BIRMINGHAM TRUST NATIONAL BANK

ADDRESS

BMM.OYTOBY ■ 
safe ho.5517

ve. South
____ ______________ ADDRESS
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FD-3C2 (Rev. 4-J 5-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mrs. GRACE HAYES STEPHENS, Apartment 6-B, 4221 
Main Street, Memphis, Teraimessee, furnished the following . 
information: • ’ . . • ■ • • ■

Mrs. STEPHENS said that she’was in bed all day 
on April 4, 1968, as she has been' ill for several months. 
She advised that she heard.a noise, which sounded like ' 
a firecracker at 6 p.m. , April. 4, ,1968. She said the noise 
sounded to her as. if it came, from the yard on the east 
side of her apartment. She said;she did not think anything 
about the noise as it was common for trains to set off ; . 
firecrackers on the tracks on the east side' of her • '
apartment. Mrs. STEPHENS.said she-heard soft footsteps ■ 
coming from out of. the-bathroom, which is located adjacent 
to her apartment, and proceeding rapidly down the hallway 
toward the entrance to- the apartment building. ’ -. . •

■ • .Mrs. STEPHENS said she then heard screaming 
and yelling from the east side of her apartment near the- 
Lorraine Hotel at 406 Mulberry Street. • Mrs. . STEPHENS ' 
said she did not get out of bed at any time on April 4, 
1968, and did not see anyone leave the apartment bathroom 
and knows nothing else relating to the above mentioned noise.

0n 4/5/68 gf Memphis, Temessee, • # Memphis 44-1987

SAs STEPHEN M. PAJIL1NGTON ; ■' . ' •
by and JOHN W. BAUER SWsgreh ■' gntg d5clated 4/5/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the l^BI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contohta are not to be distributed outside your agency. •
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-J5-64}

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 • Date April' 25, 1968.
~ . I

Mrs. CHARLIE STEPHENS, Apartment 6B, 422$ South
Main Street, Memphis, Tennessee, advised she never sav the • .
man registered into Room 5B on April 4, 1968, as.she was .
sick in bed that entire week. '

Photographs of JAMES EARL RAY taken in 1955, 1960, 
and 1966, and of the bedspread recovered at -Memphis on .
April 4, 1968, were shown to Mrs. ‘ STEPHENS, and she advised 
none of the men in the photographs were familiar to her. She 
also stated she had never seen the bedspread or ’any . .
bedspread; similar to it before. ; • . . '

10

On 4/24/68 Memphis, Tennessee - # Memphis 44-1987

, SA STEPHEN M. DARLINGTON:jap 4/25/69 ^9G
by  ----------------------------------------- --------;-----—_.—--------- ^-Date dictated--------------- ____________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and ia loaned to • 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. .
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ENTIRE FILE REVIEWED /
FOR HISTORICAL
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n ; -i n
" ' ~Vi ■ • »--------- - -------- —

(MATERIAL MUST NOT BE REMOVED FROM OR ADDED TO THIS FILE)

FEDERAL BUREAU

of

IWESTBGAWN

BSE («E IH gm THS FIE '
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um C. Sullivan

: Mr. W. C. Sul

from : G. C. Moore/

date: October 18, 1967

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER"KING, JR. .
- . SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNISM

Mr

Go C. Moore
Do Ryan 
Marion
D. Mo Wells

Con:ai — 
Felt--------------------  
Col---------------------  
Ho5W
Su H i* cn —
Ta»el /Z-— 
Trotter —----------  
Tele. Room . — 
Holc>e>...
Goody ■■ ■ ' ■ ■

}

PURPOSE . 1
1

Attached- for your approval for
friendly news media sources is a copy of 
editorial attacking Martin-Luther King, .

dissemination to 
a Negro newspaper

Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Jr., President,.

BACKGROUND:
DECLAC .3 a

King’s group is in desperate need of funds. In 
an effort to combat .this problem. King has organized a 
variety show starring Harry Belafonte, well-known Negro 
vocalist with a subversive background, to tour seven major
cities in the United States. The proceeds will go to the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conferenceo y King is touring—^.

■ with the group and speaks during each performance. - Lk-
■ ."</ -f

•The attached editorial entitled/fThink Twice V r £ 
^Before Going to Coliseum Tuesday Night” appeared in the V' - Zu
{^Forward TfmesP* fte lead ing~Negrb"hewsp ap ef in. Hous ton, 
I Texas. This paper attacks King f or nis"s'tahd~"3n"Vietnam

and-claims his appearance in Houston is "an imposition on 
the community.’1 King is also referred to as ”a misguided 
’Moses’ who has lost himself.” In addition, the article' 
claims King’s position regarding the Vietnam war ’’borders

’■ upon treason.” Further, ”a man who will not fight for his 
■ country hasn’t got any civil rights or any respect due him.”'

i

5® 60'
Enclosure



Memorandum • to Mr* W, -Sullivan 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, 
100-106670, t

; OBSERVATIONS:! * , ——————...  —— < e

• '• . news item is
i extremely irritating to King, In .addition, the advanced 
'ticket sales were slow in Houston,.Texasj -prior to the 
performance on October .17, 1967,-. This newspaper story 
may have caused many of the' citizens of Houston to ”think| 
twicer before going” and indeed, not go. at all, ' '

• K . **

It is felt that if this article is given wide-spread 
. publicity as how thinking Negroes really feel about King, 

two objectives can be accomplished, ,

performances to give; namely, Chicago, Illinois, October 19 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 21; Washington, D, C*; October 23; 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 26; and Boston, 
Massachusetts, October 27• ......................•\

• RECOMMENDATIONS:

The attached be forwarded to Crime Records Division 
for dissei^ination to appropriate
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(Indicate page» naae of 
newspaper, city and state*}

"FORWARD TIMES’* 
HOUSTON,. TEXAS

| 10AV67 •

Edition!

Author:
•3 Editor-. Julius Carter

Tltio:

Charactor:

or
Classification:
Submitting Office: XOO—1C'“

I | Being Investigated



. Several weeks ago FORWARD TIMES 
made an editorial expression which

; stated, among other things, that Dr. Mar
tin Luther King had strayed oil onto an 

aextremely dangerous course which ran 
;iin the opposite direction irom the civil 
’(rights leadership course that vast! 
^numbers of citizens. had come to know I 

* and respect him for over a wide span of -
years. • ■ • .

.. Now, we wish to make it crystal clear: 
‘ that this newspaper, of course, respects

ahd upholds Dr. King's right to take a 
• position that is, what we think to be, 
■ contrary to good judgement. If he wishes • 
to be the spokesman for the ‘peaceniks’,

• that’s his business. When, however, Dr. 
‘ King joins with others and tries to impose 
I that poor judgement upon the entire Negro 
icommunity which is already beset with, 
^more in-depth and complicated problems:* 

than can apparently be coped with,.at thati
• point we call Tt"our business.
• FORWARD TIMES takes the position’ 
that Dr. King’s visit to Houston next 
Tuesday night is an imposition upon this 
community of the first order. We also 
think that the fact that he is shrouding 
his “remarks” behind a big name popu-

’ lar singer like Aretha Franklin suggests 
subterfuge. If Aretha Frankjin, who is 
now at the peak of fame, permits this 
group of ‘peaceniks’ to use her name to 
further their efforts, all that we cay sayj 
is, “that’s her business.” If she wakesup'- 

plater and finds that she has acted just;, 
like Tokyo Rose and Axis Sally, all that 
•we can say is that she brought it all upon 
herself. . ♦

Our concern is not so much with what
course Dr. King and Miss Franklin elect 
to foUoWaJ^hat concerns us is thatthe in- .

nocent public, if not properly fore- = 
warned, might be taken in by their visit: 
to Houston. We think that if what Dr. King 

ehas to say isn't within itself meritorious : 
.• enough to draw a crowd, he shouldn’t be . 
] coming to town in the first place to say1
it. As it stands now, Aretha Franklin’sg 
name has been added to the show and many-? 
people will pay the fee expecting to hear(| 

• her sing. She will be the ‘bait' to help • 
’ get the crowd inside the Coliseum. Once i 
inside,- the trapped ticket purchasers will 
have to sit quietly whi le Dr. King spews i 
about the “immorality” of tne war in 
Viet Nam. Whether we like it or not, the : 
United States of America is at war with 
a determined aggressor. How we got into . 
this war matters little at this point. The ’ 

.bold truth is that we are shooting ‘live’ . r ’
^ammunition at them and they are shoot- ; 
(ling the same type back at us with re-*-; 
^markable effectiveness. ■

Looking at the conflict logically andd- 
’ realistically, we cannot escape the fact ’ 
that we have absolutely no course open 
to us but to disregard all of the babble 
of weaklings. We, as bonafide American 
citizens, must take a stand with our 
country. In our actions,, in our converr 
sations and in our preachments, we must 
give no aid and no comfort to the enemy.

- We must remember that all wars are 
immoral and when Martin Luther King . 
preaches about how immoral the Ameri- . 
can bullets are and fails to offer us an(j 

..alternative for stopping those immoral i; 
■bullets being fired at our boys, we have a 
igot to take the ex-civil rights worker- 
•to task for his oversight. . :

■ There is no middle ground here tor any 
misguided “Moses” who has lost him- 
selLJSing. got lost just outside of Chien- :

--------- -------- —■■•• -



ft- - _ ~~ — — . . - .... -- • * •

• go'Yn a town called Cicero and ne hash’t
been the same since. We cannot sit by 
and allow him to lose thousands of 

.Negro citizens also just because he can't 
find his own way. - •

• Crispus Attucks didn't call the cause’ 3 
; at Boston Commons “Immoral". He ’ 
^istood up like a man and fell like a proud i 
Usoldier. From that moment on, both black 
land white men have stood up for Ameri- 

: ca. Negro citizen soldiers have stood 
like men and fallen, if need be, on battle 
fields in far away places all over the

’• world every since Crispus Attuck first. 
• stood up back in the beginning. This na
tion has grown strong and it is respected 
and, yes, even feared, because we have 
been blessed by the Almighty Grace of

• God to have strong men at the right place 
]^t the needed time who didn't mind stand- j 
,lng up lor right, for God and for Country. ’.

It then is not reasonable that we now’ 
'should settle for anything less than what 
the most courageous have done.

As we see it, Dr. Martin Luther King 
is suggesting that we Negroes take some
thing lesser than the courageous route.- 
If he follows the same pattern that he has 
•followed in his other “remarks” made . 
in other cities, he will dwell upon Negro 

. problems just long enough to get the at
tention of the listeners and then he will 
suddenly shift to the hard-sell of taking? 
jthe lesser route in the war that thi^{ 
Country is now engaged in. I
" FORWARD TIMES firmly believes that ? 

4n the long run we will lose any and all 
•’respect that the total community might 

. ’now hold for us. Our job is to try and 
build more respect and not tear down 

• the little-w# already have. ^... -r

’Ar-Sran ” who’“will not* fight " Hi s' 
country hasn't got any civil rights or. 
any respect due him. For Dr. Martin;

, Luther King to try and cloud cur peo-;. 
1 pie’s minds, in regards to helping our 
ircountry in ’its hour of need, border? 
^'upon treason. . '
■ There is no soft middle when one'(i. 
country is at war or in trouble that wilt 
allow room for ambitious men to play 

" “tootsy” with wild harebrained schemes.’ 
Either you fight or you run. Either you

• support your fighting men or you sabo-: 
t^ge them with preachments that sound 
good, give hope and give courage only 
to the enemy. - . 1

Even though .Negro citizens have had' 
differences ‘at home'- they have always 
stood firmly shoulder to. shoulder with 

•fthe remainder of America when the going 
figot rough. FORWARD TIMES believes 
:^that this will continue despite people 
'like Martin Luther King and company,,

- It puzzles us how Harry Belafonte 
was selected to headline a show that was 
supposed to be aimed in the Negro inter
est. We cannot help but wonder how much 
real concern he has for the suffering of 
Negro womanhood. As we recall, once he 
got famous, he quit his Negro wife and 

■ married a' white woman. We don’t have 
anything against’marrying white women,. 

■ but when you do, don’t come into Hous
ton and try to charge hardworking Ne- 

.^gro women $7.50 admittance fee under 
Ythe pretext that they are going to hear 
lone thing and something else is up your 
vsleeve. .. .

Of course, Houston citizens are free 
to do anything that they choose about 
attending this show. All that we ask is 
that you THINK TWICE BE FOB^





Memorandum W Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING. Jr,

is
King*s other close advisory 

. communist affiliations. L

$ As ou know/t
has hadpast

itAty, r^-',.^, - - - . • ’ • - - -■: - •->/ ■ .. ,.• : - • -

OBSERVATION

become merely.^a

1

both.these J^ndiyiduals .more than anyone else and they
current1 y are directing most'of his'activities 'and shaping - k- - , 
^ost_of Jiis ..public^ speeches„,i,n,.:a,w.ay... that.. goes.” straight ' M- j
^cwnjti^ These two men have guided King t
to"a'position whereby they are attempting to make him not I
oply the acknowledged. leader of 22 million Negroes ~..biit 
9PX_t_he_accepted. .leader...of.„the'yast' ahti-war_effort, in 
the^ country. Tomorrow, for example. King will play the 
most'prominent role as the spokesman for the peace protesters 
in the demonstration in New York City. His recent vicious 
condemnation of the United States in a public speech shows. | 
how much of a communist puppet he has become and illustrates^ 
the danger he represents in the hands of the scheming communists

,1 _______________ opportunity to
project the communist' line further into Latin-A.mer ican

h

•I

1

activities through King by attempting to have King influence 
Rockefeller in- his thinking. The_danger_in_jthis.is_.that 
^ock-efeller^^through ..his vast. Latin American.'holdings,, is 
yery. inf luential.„in :'Latin_ American affairs.^,and ,if_he^ bu^s^ 
.ariy.lofl'XingTs...ideas. they^i^^e^ repres ent„the t
communist ideas £

•1.

CONTINUED OVER .

2



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

Once previously, in December, 
\\ occasion to have dealings with Governor 

|we arranged to have Rockefeller briefed

1964, King had 
Rockefeller and 
by.former Special

Agent .in Charge Arthur Cornelius, Head of the New York
State Police

her Cornelius^_did_.no.t. make 
much of an impression.x>r....R’o.ckefelIer2’chose__f.or_. reason of 
political expediency to ignore _it inasmuch as ye. learned 
in'October 1965 that 'Rocketeller"gave King a. S25J.00Qfr'g, 

, don at ion, s p o'k'e... in _‘.Kingls.._c hur c IT ’ini At lant . ^ad-had 
^dinner with King’s father and his family.

Dgspjie-th.is, tlw_aiak^--^e_d^iojtigh__in~what 
is_Jj^yolve.d in the ^current. forthcoming meeting^ with..King 
and Rockefeller^ for us not to do'something J:oj^r eye nt _jthe 
cpmmuhisfs frpn^nf luehcihg^' thrpughiKing. It 
is^believed that we should again make an effort to brief 
Rockefeller, not only about King, but also in regard to 
the backgrounds this time
it should be'done personally through either Mr. DeLoach 
or Mr. Sullivan, either of whom could handle this discreetly 

(prudently, tactfully and in a manner which vzould insure* 
that the FBI’s interest would be completely protected | 
and assured

. • .RECOMMENDATION

That the.Director designate either Assistant t
the Director ‘DeLoach or 
handle this as outlined

Assistant Director Sullivan to 
above, ‘

ADDENDUM: 4/14/67 - WC^chs:

■ We should not ignore this situation. The stakes
are too high. I think Mr. DeLoach is the logical selection 
to handle this assignment. If it is not to be'inaxrectly, 
it should be done through a second person who has great z
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t ■■ , x ' ( '
orandum for Mr. Belmond \

SAMUEL RILEY PIERCE '
I

, For sone months I have been thinking about this patter. One 
'.ay I had an opportunity to explore this from a philosophical and 
ociological standpoint with Dr. Frank R. Barnett, whom I have known for 

;ome years. As I previously reported, Barnett is a very able fellow, 
. former Orford scholar and professor, and one on v/hom I can rely. I 
sked Barratt to give the mtter ’some attention and if he knew any 
egro of outstanding intelligence and ability let me know and we would 
eve a discussion. Earnett has submitted to me the name of the above- - 
aptioned person, Samuel Riley-Pierce^Jr. . -

Enclosed with this memorandum is an outline of Pxerce*s 
iography which is truly’remarkable for a man so young, having been born 
^ptenber 8, 1S22. On scanning this biography, it will be seen that 
~erce does have all the qualifications of the kind of a Negro I have 
n mind to advance to positions of national leadership. I wonJt go into 
11 his accomplishments and qualifications in this memorandum, for it 
ill only take a minute or two to scan the enclosed biography.

' • On first blush I know it can be said it is not the concern of 
Bureau what happens to the Negroes when Martin Luther King has

. . discredited. This can be said, but I think it is a very short- 
..gntod viet'. It_is_our_concern if large numbers of thom'go into the 
•./cion of Islam and other extremist groups with, which we arc concerned as 

investigative agency. It_is_our concern if the Communist Party would
■j able to caoitalise uoon this confusion. Further, fren a positive
.a constructive standpoint it would be of great advantage to have leading 
..a Negro people a truly brilliant, honorable and loyal Negro who would 
:aer the CD /million Negroes away from communism. I think in a very 
and sense this necessarily must be of great interest to us. It would 
most helpful to have a man like Pierce leading the Negroes to whom we 

..aid go, if necessary, and rely upon in sensitive matters over which this 
.reau has jurisdiction. ' .

I want to make it clear at once-that I don’t propose'that the 
.1 in any way become involved openly as the sponsor of a Negro leader 
. overshadow Martin Luther King. As far as I am concerned, this is not 
. issue at all. But I do propose that I be given permission to explore 
: other this entire'mntter~w ’i’th Prank Earnett and any other person known 
; both Earnett and myself who could be helpful. If this thing can be 
.t up properly without the Bureau in any way becoming directly involved, 
think it would be not only a great help to The FBI but would be a fine 
Ing for the country at large. While I am not specifying at this nomenu, 
ore are various ways in which the FBI could give this entire matter

’J»—"'W» ■■ WRn-iw ww* » = *
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont
RE: SAMUEL RILEY PIERCE, JR.

: the proper direction and development. There are highly placed contacts 
'■of the FBI who might be very helpful to further such a step. These can 
•be discussed in detail later when I have probed more fully into the 
!possibilities.

RECOMHENDATI ON; ' • • -

(1) For the information of the Director.

• ‘ ’ (2) That approval be given for me to explore this whole matter,
in greater detail, as set forth above. ~ . Q . - • ' *

ADDENDUM (1/9/64) , WCS/csh: • . '
■ Mr. Pierce has been investigated by the Bureau as a Departmental 

Applicant (for the- position of Assistant US Attorney, Southern District 
of KY), and no derogatory information of any kind was developed. The 
investigation showed, as does the biography, that he has a remarkably 
fine record. ■ ■ ‘

. • . W.C.Sullivan

’’WW Doclcl:323W5T'’^e2W ----- --------- ---
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€. vhuTED STATES C

Memorandum
an. w. C. Sullivan

FROM F J. Baumgardner/ Mohr 
DeLoach 
Sullivan 
Bland

1 - Mr. Belmont

itted over King_fs n

Phillips/

rr’TO’WTW

. ■ i’-Vv> ''V

M M W » »•»•>«■ «• “ —

be w

1 - Mr.
1 ~ Mr.
1 - Mr.

date: September 11

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KHZ, JR.
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

ing on an article which is to be 
ca±dx>^ in "The Saturday Evening :

* " -m ' "'i? ' ■* ,k •XV'""'*'1 *^’xy *'

* OBSSBWIO-S: * ' '

■Because of the communist influences on King It
to prevent' any publication of his views. It is noted that earlier 
year we had some advance information on the possibility of a King 
article being published by "The Saturday Evening Post." " On that occa-
Sion Assistant Director DeLoach*s office was able to take appropriate 
action to forestall the publication of the article. This was handled 
by Supervisor William Stzpletons^hoj£s^^
Saturday Evening Post." ' ■■

' • A- . *
ACTION: • '

■ We have separately maae apprcH?raa^^^ 
information concerning King's intentions to have an article published 
in "The Saturday Evening Post" and have also written the Atlanta and 
New York Offices to remain on top of the situation so that the Bureau 
will be promptly furnished further developments in this matter. 

RECOMMENDATION; <v-x * /c& - -/■' - f 1 < I
. ./ • " > m 13 V3y4 4/

' This memorandum be routed to Assistant Director DeLoach for
appropriate action in above.

@ 100-106670 t . -

n ’iac a a response to your a^^^tffor dissem** 100^44.2529’A* (C AAa«i.aw4i.»^W \irn/^0^ff^rrrf9 1

SEP: km// /,
tme if to proceedings ly
not be disclosed unauthorized persa >

WO



ADDZK^UK DCYHSTIC I^ELLIGLrCE DIVISION 9/117^ SFPiKHJ

Hore recent information has Just been received to the 
effect that a John Hunt of .“The Saturday Evening Post" has already 
been in*contact vith King concerning material being prepared for 
the "Post," Also, King and sene of his advisors are to meet 
briefly on the late afternoon of 9/11/64 vhile King is waiting at 
the airport in Nev York City for a flight overseas, They are to 
further discuss the article in question.

In* light of the latest information, it is suggested that 
if any action is taken by Hr^ DeLoach, it be done as soon as possible 
so that it would be less difficult for "Post" people to take the
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee • 
March 29, 1968

.• Title; SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE,
• ' ’ ■: - .. . ■ . MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE-

■ . , Character; RACIAL MATTERS

. .. . Reference; Memorandum prepared at
Memphis, Tennessee, dated and captioned as above,

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past, .. ..

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside



Hh 157-1092

to111 ch Military Intelligence, Third Army. 
Memphis,

L£M?*£ I

ATLANTA DIVISION { INFO) ' " ‘ .
*4» —«»• - 1~ 1 ;.   .  „**_-. 11 ~j_ -_• * - -— ***

.• Information conies are b^ing furnished Atlanta 
in vie* of the fact tint it is origin in the case re 
M ART LN UTHLH KING, JR,, and SCLC, . <

MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT MPA.IPH 1S, Tf-NN^ . ■•

Will continue to folio* sna report pertinent 
-..development sw

% ■ .
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? • UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 29, 1963

*

/SANITATION WORKERS tSTRIKE

’• RACIAL MATTERS

. On March 28, 1968, a first source advised that
■the sanitation strike, Memphis,Tennessee, has been in progress • 

since February 12, 1968, and th&t~it has gradually deteriorated
• into a racial conflict. The source stated that the vast

. majority of the 1300 strikers ware members of the Negro race. ■ 
Source one also stated that the strike support had been 
primarily taken over by Negro groups in Memphis, Tennessee,

• ’ primarily consisting of approximately 125 Negro ministers, 
' members of the Memphis Interdenominational Ministerial

. Alliance which has adopted the name^Cogaaunity on the Move for ri 
■ ^qualitx>XC0Mi»>  ̂and source recalled ------
’ ‘supj^yrt of the strike have been held originating at Clayborn

Temple, a church of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
located at 2S0 Hernando, Memphis, Tennessee, this being the - 
strike support headquarters. Nightly rallies have been held 
at various Negro churches and such nationally known leaders 

. as Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement 
‘ of Colored People (NAACP), Bayard Rustin of the A, Philip

Randolph Institute, and1 Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., 
President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC), have come to Memphis to address large rallies of 
strike supporters. .

” ' Source one recalled that Reverend King spoke at 
a mass rally in Mason Temple on the night of March 18, 1968, 
at which time ho called for the Memphis Negro community to 
have a massive downtown rally during which all Negro employees 
would stay away front work and all school children would stay 

. away from school and scheduled this march for March 22, 1968. 
This march was cancelled at the last minute due to a 16-inch .
snowfall in Memphis on that date and was later re=schedu£ed 
for-Thursday, March 28,1968. - / . •. ‘ ■



SANITATION WORKERS SERIKS/ 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

. • >- I--,,..--.,- M 4 V *.'--- %‘ " J' » - .... ’’ ’rt - *-■ .’ \ ‘ • . .

B.’H. Arkin,.
Inspections! Bureau, Memphis Police Departtsent, both advised 
on March 28, 1968, that preceding the march high school age 
students from several Negro high schools in a^pather boisterous 
manner left school to head downtown to participate in the 
mass march scheduled for March 28, 1968, to begin at 10 a.m. 
At Hamilton High School, a predominantly Negro high school-, r.^/ 
some two hundred to three hundred youngsters took to the '
streets, began throwing rocks, and resulted in police being 
called. They threw rocks and bricks at the police, injuring 
several police and as a result the police had to use considerable 
force, according to Lieutenant Arkin, to quell this disturbance. 
First reports were that tear gas was used on the students, 
although Lieutenant Arkin stated that this definitely was not 
true^r^ ' ’ . . . . •

Lieutenant Arkin pointed out that 
the start of the march was delayed until approximately 11 a.m,, 
due to the late arrival in Memphis of Reverend Martin Luther 
King, Jr., who was to head the march. He did not arriye until 
approximately 10:22 a.m. at the Airport, and in fact did not 
join the march until it had proceeded one block north on 
Hernando from Clayborn Temple - . .

Source one, source twbr and source three, all of 
whom were in the vicinity of Clayborn Temple immediately 
prior to the start of the march, pointed out that approximately 
five thousand to six thousand people congregated near the 
Temple for the start of the march and they estimated that 
at least half of these people were teenagers and of school . 
age. Among the marchers were individuals.who sources, who 
are familiar with many people in the Negro community,^ 
would describe as common criminals and both sources one and two 
recognized several as being people.who have been in And out of 
penal institutions for various law infractions in the past. 

‘ _ l.lll ■ juh •"
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MS1TATI0N WORKERS STRIKE, .
WKWWIIS, TENNSSSES . -

The march vas ostensibly under the control, ’
according to these three sources, of the COMB group. ' - -
The OOMI group handed out literally hundreds of .prepared . ■

. placards made of cardboard and carried on long 4-fcot •
pine poles. It: was apparent to these three sources 
prior to the laarch that many of tip youngsters were planning ’
to use the placards as sticks and clubs because they’ were 
indiscriminately ripping the cardboard away, leaving a ‘ .
4-4oot pole in their hands which many of them waved in -
a threatening manner. ... . ’

In fairness to the march marshals and ministers 
leading the march, all, three sources heard several of them •• ' .

. caution, the people in the crowd against violence and some * 
of the youths would utter obscenities at those who were . "
cautioning them. Sources one, two and three*observed in the 
vicinity of the Temple several individuals in Memphis who 
have identified themselves with the black power movement. ' .

For example, source three observed John Henrx— 
^ho has already been arrested three times in " " ‘

pirnhection with incidents in connection with the strike, 
» young male Negro, and John BurrellfSmith. an Owen College 
8tud.en£^ and self-acclaimed leader of^the Black Power ’ 
movement, at the Mosque. Ferguson made fun of the marchers, 
Mying that he had more important things to do, inferring . .
that he was going to engage in violence. Source one, . ' -
•ho is particularly close to the black power movement, __
which he said refers to itself as^'Black^Organiging Power (BOP)

• an affiliate of tie Student Nonviolent_Coo1ing“Committee j “ 
(SSCC) and headed bv Charles llaverne^Cabbage and John Burre 11 • - -
Smith, edmmentod that-in fairness to the BOP group these . '
Individuals dii not organize any violence as such, ~k~owever, 
those individuals have" k*e^S^xe<ily .made inil^mmaxo^ y state me nts 
during recent weeks and he recalled that on the night of . 
March 5, 1968, Charles Laverne Cabbage, before approximately 
1500 people at a. strike support rally.in Clayborn Temple, 

» passed out to the audience a leaflet containing an «
inflammatory letter frost H. Rap Brown, • Chairman of the SNCC,

■ ' 
k ?

 h
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’ and also containing a professional type drawing showing 

in detail how one could make a Molotov cocktail.

. Source one stated in recent weeks,
John B. Smith has been bragg>\^£rat, he and his followers 
have been urging high scho<^studfents to remain away 
from school when the mar*^a^rch to be led by Reverend 
Martin Luther King, x^^was to be held. Source one 
pointed out-that the start of the March 28, 1968,
march tba t some of his associates were in

; . his opinion^violence in that they were indiscrimin
. ; ately givin^dut the 4~f oot pine—poles to various teenage

5 .youngsters in the area .anCS^ohn Sm^lT\was heard by source one
-■ to tell these youngsters, ident it les’ hot known, not to be

afraid to use these sticks. He did not elaborate as to what 
he meant J3 •

, 'On March 28 and again on March 29, 1968, source
. ‘ two advised that prior to the start of the march, the

parade marshals agreed to put the sanitation workers
• strikers in the front of the inarch with the remainder of . 

the people to follow behind. He stated that several of the 
marshals kept cautioning the youngsters to be peaceful.and 

-that he Derspnall, v saw two self admitted EOP people, 
Tf'l'J- both students at
2--—— ~LeMoyne College male Negroes,’"and' other unknown associates; . 

and that they were making re marks'^ sometime between 8:30 and 
9:30 a,m, near, the Clayborn Temple .that they were going to

■ . “tear this S.O^B, town up today,” Phillips made some . •
’ general statements about some high school students..being- •

. ’’chicken” and staying in school rather than marching and 
he stated thair"the white people who were participating 
in the march were fools for marching because■ if any trouble 
started that the Negro marchers would turn on them, first.

. Source two stated that the ©arch started at 
approximately 11 o’clock a.m., and that Phillips and .Carter 

. and some of their unknown associates remained behind. As

—------------ -
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the aarch progressed north of Lindon on Hernando,.
Phillips and another associate from LeMoyne College, 
understood to be in the HOP group, Roy • ■'
»-»rit bick into an alley and obtair.^Y'T^TTJe—uL ■«1 '
bricks. At this point, they moved on up ahead'of 
source two. He did not see them thereafter-. Source two 
added that the march progressed peacefully, although it 
was definitely not well organised in that the marchers 
were walking all over the street and sidewalks and that 
there was no order whatsoever to the line of march.
He stated that the inarch headed north on Hernando to 
Beale, west on Beale toward Main Street, and that by the . 
titns he reached Third and Beale many of the teenagers had 
ripped-the signs off their poles and were waving them wildly 

. as clubs. . ,

aboveirtent ioned (^auel Carter \is a self -admitted nSmee r of tK 
. BOP group and 16, 1968, in connection withal
another FBI investigation James Elmore Phillips, Charles L. V| 
Cabbage, Clinton Roy Jamerson, and John Burrell Smith all 
admitted to representatives of the FBI that they were 
members of the Governing Body of BOP which they admitted | 
was affiliated with the SNCC, with national headquarters in i 
Atlanta, Georgia1

.. Source two continued that on reaching Third and 
Beale Street, the head of the march had already progressed 
as far west as Main Street and he observed unknown young 
Negroes using the long sticks to break windows in Paulfs 
Clothing Store at Third and Beale and that he could hear 
windows breaking further west on Scale Street, a 2-block 
area consisting of pawn shops, clothing stores, and dry 
goods stores. Almost as if spontaneously Negroes who had 
been in the march began looting these stores and breaking 
windows and running in all directions. Some of the parade 
marshals were urging them to reverse-their direction,,and 
return to Clayborn Temple in an effort to break up the cro*o. 
Police officers were also urging them to cease and desist 
and return to the Temple, By this time, which would have

6Doclcl:3®8^?55 "Page 216
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teen approximately 11:15 a*®,, according to .source two, 
• pass confusion r^ir?t-sd, people vr-re running in all

.' directions, and the police de £5.3 the best they
. * kcouid to stop ths looters and SJyen back toward

. . Clayborn Tesple, Various foc^rccis started minors that
• the police had shot a teenage girl b;it source later

• determined that this uas not true, . .

• Source t^o returned to the Temple, along with
. ■ ■ several hundred of the Karchers. . . . .

• •■••• •:' '• ..On March 28, 1968, Lieutenant Arkin stated that
. .. .when the.front of- the march had proceeded to Beale and

■ ’ •■ Main Street, there was complete disorder on the part of ■
. the irarchers; they wore all over the sidevr^Jks and all. '
: ■ • over ths streets; amd that at this poi^t Martin Luther -

‘ ’ . King, Jr,, who had Joined the march at Hernando and Beale 
with the Vic© President of the SCLC, Reverend Ralph I), 

‘ Abernathy, and others unknown at- that point to Lieutenant
* Arkin,.wereastill marching at tho head of the march. As the 

. windows of store fronts were broken out and sporadic looting 
began, King remarked that he had to get out of there,. He

- • -and some of his associates ran on ahead and Jumped into ’ 
‘ . an old Pontiac automobile and were escorted away from the

’ march by a Police Lieutenant to the Riverreont Hotel, an
. exclusive new hotel on the Mississippi P-ivr-r front operated

. by Holiday Inns of America, Lieutenant Ai-kin stated that
■ King lef t the march at about 11:15 a,m ami had checked into

■ ■ . ’ the River mo nt by 11:24 a,n». ■ ; . ■ . •

■ ’ Liest^aaat Arkin added that by approximately noon
.• the Police Department had broken up the crowd, being forced 

to use tear gas particularly in. the vicinity of Clayborn
’ Temple, aft sr soie of the marchers who had run into the Temple 

began throwlag rocks and bricks at police from ti® roof ton
. • . of the Tempi© and also began throwing from the streets,

■ ’ ' and. when tne police would start a.fter‘ thea they would run into 
. the Temple, - - . <•’.. - .

• ■ ■ • ■ ■ ' ■ ’. ’• ■ " ■ •»6*” ” - - -■' ■ ■
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Source f<o recalled that prior to the start
nf the "■arch some of the associates of Phillips and ■

■’ ’ " ’ Phillips' ■eere feakin^ remarks iiear’ Clayborn 'temple to the . ' '
•. effect that some of the catchers should break windows and 

loot. .-. . . . . .
• ■ * . • ‘ . </

. • Source thr^e stated that after the marchers ■
returned to Clayborn Temple, after the looting-started, 
the so-called black power group, including many apparent

, unorganised teenagers, virtually took over the Temple .
and Reverend Jar.es Morris Ladson, Jr., cue of the leaders * .

. of the COME group, «jas unable to control them. One of . .
. • . • " these individuals made the statement, "We’re going to take .

' over this tow, • , ’ ... ; •

’ The "Press-Scimitar" newspaper, Memphis, Tennessee, 
issue of. March 29, 1968, in a story by Clark Porteous, ’Tress

. Scimitar” staff writer, <*ho observed portions of the disturbance
. on Beale Street where the major portion of the early looting 

occurred, stated that he saw the Memphis police take an 
awful lot off the looters in the way of bricks and bottles 
and that he hoard some reports of police being rough on

. citizens, but he did not see any police brutality. He- 
stated that many of the officers were taking a lot and .
doing it bravely. J . . . ..

. Another story in the ’Tress-Scimitar” issue of
. March 29, 1968, By Staff Reporter James R, Reid, described the

. rampant window breaking and looting which occurred from -
the South Main Street area around Beale' Street, east on Beale

• to Hernando, and pointed out that Memphis police officers .. 
formed a line in an effort to move the crowd back and that

■ they gave ample ^arsing. The story reported that many of
. the cro«fd instead glowered At the officers >ho tried to

move them from the area and that when the officers pushed
■ against the crowd, many of the cro^d pushed back. Reid reported

: that ho saw one officer there felled in-the melee, and that
. crowd was then out of control * with many of the crcw-d having

- . long wooden sticks, He stated t&£t polirye officers with megaphones
asked the cromd to move ard st&tsvd, ”Tor vbur safety, move back. ”

. . ’ ' ' ■ ’ • -7- V . z
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, Some of the off lews pleaded, according to

. Ro id, He stated that aany ot the officers had earlier ■ 
»/“■;• 'pelt ci! with rocks asd brxcK^ a ad "had restrained ’

. 5 / mwelves fros using clubs of 55s stated that
• •’ > jjsldornble force needed by the police in order to 

■ -control the cro^d which had virtually turned, into a mob 
.• ’ snd that it' was necessary fnr the police to strike several

■;. ' cf the Negroes with night sticks in order to control them. 
Hv stated that he saw Lieutenant D. W.Williams of the

■’ Police Department turn from a small group of Megroes 
. with his face covered with blood and sas other officers 
: falling along the way. He statwl that the officers . ’
•- observed by him reverted to forc-s? only after everything

■>■ ' else had failed, -yet he heard soe# of the-Negroes in the
■ ;• crowd yell, "Police brutality.” Ke stated that some of • ■

•_’• • the owners of businesses, who had their windows snsashed
and their nserchandise stolen as they tock refuge from the

-. violent mob that surged through the streets, were heard . .... . 
- ••• -to remark-that*no one'was* complaining about ”m-ob brutality.”

.-, He stated that many of f leers 'were struck by bottles, sticks
. and large rocks thrown by the crowed and that those in the 

crowd who responded quickly to the officers* command to
' move on met with little or no physical persuasion from-the

. officers. He stated thai^ in fairness, most of the crowd 
did move quickly. J. • . . .

•. . • ■ ■ Source three added that this source remained •.
■ . near' Clayborn Temple throughout .the inarch and observed ' 

numerous teen-age' degrees with st irks and also observed
■ some of them literally tear some old iron beds apart, making 

iron pipes from the parts thereof, and raking statements,
• “We’re going to get some white bastards today,” whereupon 

they ran down and- caught up with the trarch and joined it. 
Source three pointed out that the march was extremely 
poorly organised; that the irarch leaders had no control 
over the marchers, eve a' before they started; and that it

. was obvious that there would probablyzba trouble. =
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Lieuteztant z^rkin 02 March 28 9 1963, advised •
.. th \t * reliable source of th® Police apartment hid

? ■' ■’!*t'^vo 8 ST-d'S &,a«, JEarch 28, 1968, observed John B,..............
■ J . hr. 1th and seme of his black powr ’associates near the

* CL-ytom Tesaplo with sticks aad ^ickb^ts. - '

■ ■ Source two added that he heard Charles L, .
- Ckbtage tell sows of the crowd as they left th® Temple,

• after the marchers rettraed to the Temple, that they should
. - not run froa tbs police and that they should ”aot start a

' - job that they did not plan to finish.” Cabbage did not .
■ ' elaborate but source two construed this as a call for ■ ■

■• ■ ■ ■ trouble, . "...- . .. -. .. • 7 :’ - -■ ’.

:' ’ A fourth source advised that Reverend Martin •’
Luther King, Jr,, Ralph D, Abernathy, and Bernard Lee, 
administrative aide to King, were scheduled to leave

% Memphis at 9:05 p.m,, Central Standard Ti©e, via Eastern
•■ Alriines,en route to Atlanta, Georgia, and were scheduled

. ' to leave Atlanta, Georgia, on the early morning of
• • ; March 29, 1968, to fly to Friendship Airport in Baltimore.

■ ■ Maryland, , . . ■ . . . ■• ■ ■ ' . . ,

; ; 1 Source one advised that after the trouble on
Beale Street, the mass rally scheduled for Mason Temple
on the night of March 28, 1968, which was to have featured

' Martin Luther King, Jr,, as the main speaker, was ■
.- . cancelled-, ; •..=. •.■ . \

. . On the late night of March 28, 1968, source four
.. • advised that King, Abernathy and Lee had failed to’catch

the above-described flight and that no one had cancelled
. . . his reservations, and that to his knowledge King was still
. staying at the Bivermont Hotel* • ’ . . ■ ;

’ ’ ’ ’ During the afternoon and evening of March 28,
. . . 1968, Lisutenant Arkin advised that'sporadic looting ^continued

• in the south-central area of Memphis, which is predominantly
. * Negro area, aad that the naia targets of the sporadic

- vandals were liquor stores and small grocery stores and sun ry
• stores, . • • ’ -
. ’ ■ ■. . .■■•■■ —9° . ;'
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On the late night of March 28, 1968, Lieutenant 
Arkin advised that there had been nuoaerous small fires 

’ set but nene of them were serious. He stated--that the ■ 
Memphis Fire Ite^artssent ^as able to extinguish the fires 

t without trouble. He pointed^* that during the afternoon 
of March 28, 1968, the Tennessee -State Legislature in a 
special session passed a statute which would, give Memphis 
Mayor Henry Loeb authority to apply a curfew and that 
such a curfew was ordered to begin at 7 p.ia., March 28, 
1968. ,

• 1 . .* * . . .
■’ Lieutenant Arkin further advised that by 6 p.m., 

March 23, 1968, approximately ‘35G0 members of the Tennessee 
National Guard consisting of the Memphis unit and West 
Tennessee units had arrived and was on duty in Memphis, 
Tennessee, and that Guardsaen were preparing, to patrol ’ •

: Memphis in tactical units, each unit to be accompanied 
■ by one or more officers of the Memphis Police Department.

•'■ ’ On the morning of March 29, 1968, Inspector 
G. P. Tines, Inspectional Bureau,- Memphis Police Department, 

. advised from records, as yet incomplete at the Memphis 
Police Department regarding the following statistics . 
.relative to the racial disturbance in Memphis from approxi
mately 9 a.m. , Marches, 1968, to 12 noon, March 29, 1968, 
as follows: / . . . ....

. . A total, of 150-fires were set; most were small
. in nature, prissarily trash fires. Approximately 30 of these 

were estimated by the Memphis Fire Department to have been 
caused by Molotov cocktails or sone similar incendiary 
device. There have been over 300 arrests, exact count 
not as yet completed, primarily consisting of charges of 
looting, violation of curfew, arson, disorderly conduct,

. and related offenses. An approximate total of 60 individuals, 
Kany of whoa were arrestees, - have received medical attention 
for various injuries received in connection with the looting

. -10- “
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and over-all disturbance. In addition, over 300 reported 
cases of looting and rather major vandalism have been .
reported to the Memphis Police Department by merchants ’ 
throughout Memphis, again most of these being confined

~to ths south-central area of Memphis, which is a predominantly 
Negro area. Inspector Tines emphasi’aed again -that the 
incomplete count shows that wo st of these were liquor .
stores, small grocery stores, sundry stores, and related 
establishments, plus numerous clothing stores and related 
stores in the Beale Street and South Main Street area, 
described hereinbefore. . • -

. . Inspector Tines advised that five officers of the 
Memphis Police Departisent were- injured sufficiently to • 
require hospitalisation and that there were scores of . •
minor injuries to officers requiring only oe-the-spot . .
field first aid, . . . . .

. Inspector Tines continued t-hat there was a total
of four individuals who were shot while in the process of

A??aox. looting', or as a result thereof. They are as follows:
I 5 X -Larry^Payne, male Negro, age 16, 3023 Parker Road^, an 11th 

' <*'grS3e^tu3ent at Mitchell Road School, which is actually 
..operated by the Shelby County Board of Education, just ’~A' 
south of the Memphis. City Limits. He was pronounced dead 

. on arrival at John Gaston City Hospital, l;20 p.m., March 28,
. 1968. He was shot by an officer of the Memphis Police

. ...Department as he-attacked this police officer with a butcher 
/ knife after he had looted a Sears Roebuck store on South

. ' Third Street. He had run from this store into the vicinity
. - of the Fowler Homes on South Fourth Street. Another shot

. . ' but not killed was 4* Negro male, residence 303
.Vance, who was wounded in. tEe neck by a police officer •

’ while looting a store. Sundry was not seriously injured 
as the injury was superficial. Another shot but not killed

.(f, was Alan^Hintrell, Negro male, age 17, residing 988__Springdale_ 
. Str ee He was shot by a citizen while looting
s a storey iPlSSC} Thomas about 4 p.m., March 28,. 1968,’by the

jStore'^manager Jamas Taylor. Taylor was charged’by the police 
with assault tq murder. He was shot after a beer bottle

17 ; /__was thrown through the store window. Tines stated that . 
EiatrsQl is in serious,condition with a shotgun slug in his back.

' . . ' • . ■



Another shot? but not killed, according to Tines, was 
" 4 aSe ^9 male Negro of 1835 Castalia,
LZ^jL. r 3 He .was shot by a policeman while“Tbot ing a grocery 

store/near Greenwood, .and Walker and is in fair condition.
■ ■ ■

. : .. ' Tines added that a preliminary count of available
, arrest tickets, which is definitely not a complete list,
/ indicates that at least ten Negroes arrested had pistols

or revolvers on their persons and that numerous others 
had other lethal weapons such as knives. .

Lieutenant Arkin advised that at approximately 1:20 
p.m,, March 28, 1968, the Memphis Transit Authority which 
operates the Memphis City Bus^ System, after receiving numerous 
complaints from its bus drivers that they feared for their 
personal well being due to the disorder, coupled with the 
fact that many of them had been individually robbed in the 
past, decided as a safety measure to stop the movement of 
City Buses for the remainder .of March 28, 1968. ' .

: ’ The Memphis ’Commercial Appeal” Newspaper, issue of
March 29 , 1968, in a front-page story, by an unidentified . 

. writer, reported that many of the looters and window breakers 
- were black power advocates, and that several wore jackets of 

. the ’’Invaders,” a local black power group. This story did 
. not give any basis for its statement to this effect.

. On March 228 and 29, 1968, source one and source
two, along with Lieutenant E. H. Arkin, all of whom are 

•. familiar with many phases of the black power movement 
. in Memphis, Tennessee, advised that a small group of the BOP 

followers have put the word ’’Invaders” on their jackets but 
that many high school age students have done this for effect 
and are hot necessarily affiliated with the BOP movement.

“ Sources one and two, along with Arkin, added that’ 
.. thus far there is no evidence that any of the BOP group 

participated in the looting and in fact source one who'is 
particularly close to this group advised that he saw«many 
of them immediately after the initial rioting and looting
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started and that they definitely had hot personally 
been involved in the looting. Source one pointed out 
that as mentioned hereinbefore these individuals had 
done much by their previous statements and actions 

• „ outlined above to incite sone of the pore ignorant and
greedy youths who were in the march, .

portions of the disturbance and who are familiar with 
their actions, that the looting was not organised as such, 

. ■ He observed that in his opinion approximately 1 per cent 
: of the marchers engaged in looting and,violence and-that .

many of these were people who were criminally inclined 
• and-who had been in previous trouble. He stated that •

would say that probably
thefirstHoreaking of the f irst window was enough to set 

. off the crowd which had been emotionally worked up by
its long wait for the start of the march and by the general 
festive air surrounding the march which was on a balmy

• spring day and was participated in by several «un4.i-ed 
youths who obviously had cut school in order to participate,/^

The information set out hereinbefore has been
orally furnished to5representatives, of Military Intelligence, 
Memphis, Tennessee, and the information not received from 
the Memphis Police Department has been orally furnished . 
to Inspector G, :P. Tines and Lieutenant E. H. Arkin of 
the Inspectional Bureau, Memphis Police Department.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. .. ..
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To: .

From

^AC, Mobile.

^Director,‘FBI

!ubj ect: -^fcoBUTERiMTELLIGEHCE PROGRAM
•’ . ' 'TJI^CK'ITATIONALlST - 'MATE 'GROWS 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - 
(wA’sninGTon spring proj^^j

Reuraxrtel 3/25/63.,-.

You are authorized to send 'the two -anonymous lett 
set out- in rcairtel. Prepare the letters on commercially 
purchased stationery and take all necessary precautions to 
insure they cannot be traced to the Bu?;eau.

When the -letters and eiwelopes are prepared, send 
them to the Baltimore Office for mailing. Bor the infoma-*

co

tion of Baltimore those two letters are designed to bring 
the true nature of the Washington- Spring Project to the.’ • 
attention of Negro leadei’s. in Selma, Alabama. Mail-the 
letters the same day they arc received from Mobile.

Mobile’s suggestion
results-

SIFIED

■ KOTS
ft

EESEIK IS V 
exceft rat: 
piHESVt'ISE.

!2 - Baltimore •

The Bureau npp 
Advise the Bureau, under the-above caption, of 

ALL IIW7V * ?YA’I '’O'JTAIXED.

- a

103

■ b

i
i

marchers, and the 
over the march

MAtt. H00.^1__ I TELETYPE UNIT L_J Ty

pei’sonal aggrnnd 
1,0 no nrovision

copy to the editor of -the local newspaper,the 
to give the newspaper an opportunity to .inter

SAC, HO, rocorunonds
true natui’e of Martin Luther King?s Washington Spring Proj 

Ala
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AIRTEL•

TO:

FROM: SAC, MOBILE

DIRECTOR. FBI

MARTIN
RACIAL

LUT&ER king 
INTELLIGENCE

ReBuTelCall to me

(Priority}

3/12/68, and BuRad

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL

Date: 3/25/68

DECLAC^HED EY^

I have considered this matter., discussed it with
appropriate agent and supervisory personnel of the Mobile 
Office and the following is proposed as a counterintelligence 
move on KING'S Washington Spring Project.

KING has quite a following in and around the Selma, 
Ala. area and has appeared recently in Selma on one occasion 
at the church of Reverend L. L. ANDERSON, who, at the time of 
KING'S appearance, was running for mayor of Selma. ANDERSON 
was tentatively endorsed by KING and was subsequently defeated 
in his race for mayor of Selma.

d
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It is, therefore, proposed that an aribnvmous letter 
•■be directed

• Efe?;<'1-vi-feMM-aj wherein ut is called .uq
Selma area for •' 'that KING is merely using the Negroes of 

•„ his own personal aggrandizement; that-he 
interested in their welfare, but only in 

• ’ in;all probability the individual/ going 
■' :the Spring Project will be left stranded 

■ ’housing or food,. The letter should also

the
is not.genuinely 
their donations; that 
to Washington for 
without suitable 
play up the possibili-

•••• ty of violence, particularly the fact that although CARMICHAEL
• ■ and BROWN of SNCC have a. so-called gentlemens1 agreement .with

■ KING not to take over'this action, there exists a strong’
- possibility that such will occur. There is also the possibili

ty of RAM and NOI taking over the project sipce it lacks • 
organization and direction. The letter should-also point out

• th*at KING v;as in Alabama on about 3/21/68,- and did riot make . '
•‘ his.schedule in the Selma and adjoining counties area, which
' was another indication that KING was talking out of both sides

’• • It -is felt that this letter should be mailed from
' either-Washington or BaltImore s'i nc e, if the letter is mailed

. from anywhere in the south^LJxsajBgMit is the work of ’ 
the Klan or some’other racist” group. It is felt that Baltimore 
would probably be the .best since a letter from Washington

r .indicate the possibility of the. government doing this
• J ' ’ ‘ ' • • ' .'• ’ • ’ \

Simultaneous with mailing the letter from- Balt.i
-it is proposed that a copy of the Ig*-*-^ F s ■ -i. - - •

' -with a. cover letter, be mailed.\

letter .should Indicat
^^^^.nd that he 
10-L3.UXVG

1t a c h o g 7, a s
wan

,,^receipt of the letter

The thought behind thl

d whau it said

and thereby create a nc 
published and read by t 
It is known that -the Se

is to
^receipt of the letter 
ch- could legitimately b

;ro comm 
ir.es -Jo ’,

• • tion among the Negro community in"Ballas and ad jo 
and has taken a rather liberal-attitude in connec 
civl 1 righ t s mo ve me nt s.

L



'I1'

■ ' ’’ By handling as above, wo would eliminate the
possibility of these rumors .being-.attributed to the FBI

■ ’ 'Consideration has been given to^sPjne method^f
discovrarinr^^£^^^W£3^*^$^^^

From our contact ‘ 
who is a liaison source, it is the opinion of

contacting agents that he is’sb*sold'on' the project that it' ■
is almost impossible to disillusion .him.. ’

’ • . ■ It'is also felt that som^ method of getting an
' ’ article in the ’Southern Courier" along the -lines of the above 

. would have- a discouraging!; effect on the Negro community in
and around Montgomery, Ala-., since the Courier is very widely 
road. Consideration is being given to the method of.accom-.
plishing.this. . . . • • • • • .

■ a. .' •' The Bureau is requested to consider the proposal 
’ set forth above 'and advise. . . •





about the presence of Reverend.HARTIN LUTHER KING in 
Chicago and stated that KING had visited him here in

f

Chicago sone tine ago. This gave ne an opportunity to 
ask him his impression of KING.- His.Excellency stated 
that this Was the first occasion, he had .talked with KING ■ 
and-he was "not impressed”. Hd" stated that during the 
conversation, KING‘exiSbited a very, glib tongue and His 

’ Excellency could not help but question his sincerity. His 
•• Excellency stated That he felt KING was'~not~_a truth!ul man

* . and gave as an example that KING agreed that "the edn- 
between KING and His Excellency would remain in 
confidence. He pointed.out, however, that’the 
’’conveniently availably” outside, the Archbishop’s 
upon the departure "of KING and KING spoke at 
the press concerning his visit with the Arch

yorsntion 
[strictest 
Ip^ess was 
[residence 
Length to

ishop, even though the two men had agreed the conversation 
•as confidential.

I then,in strictest confidence, briefed His 
Excellency along the lines discussed with Assistant Director 

.SULLIVAN. It was obvious that His Excellency sincerely ■ 
appreciated receiving this information and indicated to me 
that he would-be.most circumspect 4n his dealings with KING.

• ‘ His Excellency is a very forceful individual, and
from his comments-and demeanor, I feel" certain that he will 
do everything possible to neutralize KING’S effect in this 
area. •

I feel that this visit was, highly productive. He 
has accepted my invitation to visit the Chicago Office. He 
gave me his private telephone number and asked that we - -
stay in very close touch on matters of mutual interest.
• ... . n .
r Bureau.will be*kept advised of developments.
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MemoranaJJ^
TO date: 2-7-61

FROM 3

subject: ARTICLE IN ’’THE NATION” FOR 
FEBRUARY 4, 1961, BY 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

W.K*^>*:hvan------ -

Ingram - 
Gandy -

Callahan!
Conind — 
DoLoach *
Malone-----—-

'^..McGuire 
Rosen 
Trotter _

Beginning on page 91 of the captioned magazine Reverend King has an/^v':;^
| article entitled "The President Has The Power--Equality Now. " A copy of the 
J magazine is attached.

As would be expected King’s article is a plea for faster- integration of the 
races and he particularly makes the point that much can be^-done by the Kennedy 
administration through Executive Order and example which has not been done in 

j previous administrations. At the top of page 94 the following statement regarding 
I the Bureau and other law enforcement agencies is made:

”If, for instance, the law-enforcement personnel 
in the FBI were integrated, many persons who now defy federal 
law might come under restraints from which they are presently 
free. If other law-enforcement agencies under the Treasury 
Department, such as the Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau 
of Narcotics, the Alcohol Tax Unit, the Secret Service and 
Customs had an adequate number of field agentsj investigators • 
and administrators who were Negro, there would be a greater 
respect-for Negroes as well as the assurance that prejudicial 
behavior in these agencies toward citizens would cease. ” /Zc )

^This is the only reference to the Bureau found in the article. Martin LutheS 
King, Jr^, is well known for his activities in behalf of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People in the south, and he reportedly planned the bus ’ 
boycott?in Montgomery, Alabama, and has participated in s.dt-in demonstrations in 
the south. He has been very active in attempts to integrate the races and Bufiles 
contain numerous references to his activities in this regard. ।

-It will also be recalled that just prior to the election King was put in jail 
and President Kennedy reportedly called him and was successful in obtaining his t-z 
release. Some political analysts have stated that the President’s action in calling 
King resulted in his receiving a heavy Negro vote in many parts of the country.
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.x^Enclosure
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not"—recorded 
46 FEB 2 8 3961
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See next page.
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Jones to DeLoach memw
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Reverend King resigned his ministry in the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church of 
Montgomery, Alabama, early in February, 1960, and became co-pastor with 

. his father in the Ebenezer Baptist Church, Atlanta, Georgia.. (100-106670) •

Although King is in error in his comments relating to the FBI, it is 
I believed inadvisable to call his_hand on this matter as he obviously would only 
I welcome any controversy or^ resulting publicity that might ensue.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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ADDENDUM RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION
PROJECTS UNIT, DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION AND REVIEW SECTION 

JRM:plc ................ 11/13/78

A review has been made of Bureau files as listed below, by 
Document Classification Assistant Joanne R. Miller, for the purpose 
of ascertaining classification status of each serial. The following is noted.

100-438794- non-serialized memo dated 1/19/68 retain 
"Secret” classification.

100-438794-2108 retain ’’Secret" classification.

- 2065 Department of Justice.

- 2053 downgraded to "Confidential."

- 2052 declassified.

- 2042 not classified.

- 1586 not classified.

100-106670-2820 retain "Secret" classification.

*5
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. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C »
C. D. Brenn/sfiS^^j^L

1 - Mr
1 - Mr

1

DATE:

Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

subject^ZTECHNICAL COVERAGE Of/grOUPS AND 
""^INDIVIDUALS’ “ENGAGING 'IN /ANTIWAR - - 

- / DEMONS TRATIONS ~ AND/RASiAL UNREST

DeLoach 
Sullivan
C.D. Brennan

Tolson — 
DeLoach

sper_ 
Callahan 
Conrad 
Feit______  
Gale_____  
Rosen ____

^Sullivan__I 
' tavel  
'Trotter
Tele. Room

1/19/68

G.C. Moore 
Rozamus
B.A. Wellsf^

Mr. Tolson asked whether the Attorney General 
had turned down any request for technical coverage which 'K 
would have been helpful in determining foreign influence ' 
in demonstrations and racial disorders. ;

BAW:skr
(7)

We have had numerous instances of such requests 
either being turned down by the Attorney General or remainin; 
unanswered by him. Since the individuals and groups which 
were the subjects of the requests are engaged in antiwar/ j | 
demonstrations and in advocating black power and racial^j^Z— I 
unrest, it is entirely possible that our coverage could navet 
furnished us information to either•substantiate or refute I 
the possibility that foreign groups are exercising influence . ..
in such matters.

The importance of such coverage is illustrated bvl 
the fact that fSur coverage of

0*1 A £ I

Our investigation of groups and individuals engaged | 
in staging demonstrations and other forms of unrest—partiBu 
larly activity of national scope—has shown that the telephone 
is widely used by them to coordinate with other groups and 
individuals throughout the country. Technical coverage would 
not only enable us to obtain a ’’blow by blow account” of this 
planning, but would be extremely valuable in obtaining leads 
which would help us in determining Whether-or not there is T? 
extensive foreign influence behind these activities.

UM REC-69 T ? 
CONTINUED - OVER

FE 6 FEB 5 1968
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TECHNICAL COVERAGE OF GROUPS AND 
•INDIVIDUALS ENGAGING IN ANTIWAR 
DEMONSTRATIONS AND RACIAL UNREST

There is set out below a listing of technical 
coverage which has been turned down by the Attorney General 
within the past few months.

Frederick Douglas Andrews - Andrews is a militant 
advocate oi‘ Black Power and is a close associate of other 
individuals active in promoting racial unrest. We requested 
authority to install technical coverage of Andrews on 
8/14/67. It was denied on 9/12/67.

Charles Morris - Morris is the leader of the 
American Mau Mau. This is a militant group which encourages 
violence. A request for technical coverage was referred to 
the Attorney General on 7/25/67. It was denied 9/12/67.

SNCC - SNCC is the most militant of the racial 
groups. Its activities reflect the policy of Stokely Carmichael, 
its former leader, and H. Rap Brown, its present leader. Both 
Carmichael and Brown encourage violence and the tearing down 
of the United States. On 8/12/66 we requested coverage of 
SNCC. It was denied 8/22/66. We again.requested coverage 
on 7/25/67, 7/28/67 and 8/2/67. In each instance our request 
was denied.

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) - 
SCLC is led by Dr. Martin Luther'King, Jr., who has threatened 
a series of demonstrations during the coming year. On 1/2/68 
we asked for coverage of it. The Attorney General denied this 
coverage on 1/3/68^

The National Mobilization Committee to End the War 
in Vietnam - This Committee has been the sponsor of several 
major demonstrations against the war in Vietnam. The latest 
large scale demonstration was the assault on the Pentagon on 
10/21/67. It includes members of the Communist Party, the 
Socialist .Workers Party, the Progressive Labor Party and 
Students for a Democratic Society, all of Miich are vehemently 
anti-United States. In order to cover ifs activities and to 
determine advance planning for the large demonstration at 
Washington, we requested technical coverage on 9/18/67. The 
Attorney General did not answer our request. On 12/12/67 we 
advised him in view of his failure to respond, we were withdrawing 
the request.. ..\



TECHNICAL COVERAGE OF GROUPS AND 
INDIVIDUALS ENGAGING IN ANTIWAR 
DEMONSTRATIONS AND RACIAL UNREST

The Washington Mobilization Committee to End the War 
in Vietnam - This is the Washington affiliate of the National 
Mobilization Committee and coordinated the massive demonstration 
in Washington on 10/67. On 9/29/67 we requested technical 
coverage. The Attorney General did not answer our request. 
On 12/12/67 he was advised that in view of his failure to 
respond, we were withdrawing the request.

The Student Mobilization Committee to End the War 
in Vietnam - This organization was received by Bettina Aptheker 
a member of the Communist Party National Committee and a leading 
agitator at the University of kCalifornia at Berkeley. It 
includes members of various subversive groups and is extremely 
militant. We requested coverage on 11/21/67. The Attorney 
General did not answer the request. On 12/12/67 he was advised 
that in view of his failure to respond, we were withdrawing our 
request.

ACTION:

For information.
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$010—106 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
Tolson .

TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr. W. C. Sullivan

: G. C. Moor

1 - Mro DeLoach
1 - Miss Holmes
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

date: March 29, 1968

4 u
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. Rozamus
1 - Mr. D. M. Wells

DeLoach ________

Bishop —- 
Casper__________  
Callahan -• -

Conrad__________

Mohr____________

Trotter__________
Tele. Room----------

Holmes-----------------
Gandy________ ___

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
>7" (/SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

'J

3

■1 

ji

T1

3

PURPOSE:

Attached for your approval is a memorandum 
Attorney General requesting a telephone surveillance
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) head
quarters at Atlanta, Georgia, and Washington, D. C., in an 
effort to obtain intelligence data concerning massive civil

JUNE

to the 
of ,

disobedience 
April, 1968,

BACKGROUND:

On

planned for the nation’s Capital the end of 
by Martin Luther King, Jr. ‘

■ ■ ■

January 2, 1968, we requested the Attorney
General to authorize the installation of a telephone 
surveillance on the headquarters of SCLC in Atlanta, Georgia, 
because of possible riots which might ensue with King’s 
planned Washington march. By letter dated January 3, 1968
the Attorney General 
hot been an adequate 
national security."

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:

denied our request advising, "There has 
demonstration of a direct threat to the

On March 28, 1968, King led a march in Memphis^ 
Tennessee, which resulted in a riot.

this riot. King was considering calling off the Washing^ 
march and Levison advised him to continue with his plans

Enclosure

100-438794

DMW:dsm (7) I CONTINUED - OVER

ALL INFORMA 
HEREIN IS Ei 
exclt-z 7".'aR

OBTAINED
DIETED? .<

■iERWISE.



Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan
RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
100-438794

OBSERVATIONS:

_______ Since Lwi son '
WEaH&kiBlBflMKing to continue the Washington march in spite of

the Memphis riot, it is felt we should again request the 
Attorney General to authorize a telephone surveillance of 
SCLC since it would appear that a threat to the national
security now exists, V

*■ i>■ W 1,11»,a,*.,A»y«- - — - *.-n" .‘‘-.uim.

•^7

RECOMMENDATION:

The attached communication be directed to the

I

M WUm«fi«,O0dda3S»^Rag^^ -.



MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION ■

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Despite this violence in Memphis, Levison and 
King are continuing their plans for this massive civil 
disobedience to start'the latter part of April, 1968, in 
Washington, D. C.

In view of the internal security aspect involved, 
authority is requested to install telephone surveillances 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference at its 
national headquarters at the above-listed address and also . 
at its local headquarters, 1401 U Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 
so that we can keep apprised of the strategy and plans of 
this group.

. Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover .
, Director .

Approved

Date .

NOTE: Classified -’’Secret” since it concerns a technical
surveillance, the unauthorized, disclosure of which could 
result in serious damage to the Bureau security coverage 
and to the detriment of national security.

This memorandum recommends the installation of a 
telephone surveillance on SCLC’s headquarters in Atlanta, 
Georgia, and Washington, D. C., for intelligence-type data 
concerning King’s plans for massive civil disobedience in 
the nation’s Capital in the Spring of 1968.

. See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
same caption, dated 3/29/68 prepared by DMW:dsm.

UX ’ -SECRET—
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SECRET
Mr. Tolson 
Mr. DeLoa

r'
January 3, 1968

Memorandum to: Mr. John Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

From: Ramsey Clark
Attorney General

Re: ^Communist Infiltration
‘^Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

Your memorandum dated January 2, 1968

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt.
Mr. Gale.

Mohr.______
Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad-___

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rosen_
Sullivad
Tavel—
Trotter.

Tele. Room_____  
Miss Holmes-___  
Miss Gandy____ .

(O'

I am declining authorization of the requested installation of 
the above telephone surveillance at the present time. There has 
not been an adequate demonstration of a direct threat to the 
national security. Should further evidence be secured of sudh a ] 
threat, or re-evaluation desired, please resubmit. /

. Other investigative activities should be undertaken to provide
I intelligence necessary to the protection of the national interest.

NW Page 249 SECRET
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. TO 3010-10* J
” fOITtqN
•’ ' OSA OBN. UO.’nO. S7

UNITED STATES Gd®RNMENT

- Memorandum -Mr. DeLoach 
- Miss Holmes

TO :Mr. W. C, Sullivan.

1

date:December 29, 1967

from : g. C. Moore^^Aj- 1 
1
1
1

- Mr 
- Mr 
- Mr 
- Mr

Cor.ru - 
Felt 
Gale

- 
f * *Sy)fivan 

Tavel_  
Trotter . 
Tele. Room---  
Holmes______  
Gandy

subject-COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
^SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

PURPOSE:

W. C. Sullivan /
G. C. Moore 
Rozamus 
D. Mo Wells

JUNE

toAttached for your approval is a memorandum
the Attorney General requesting a telephone surveillance 
of Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), 
Atlanta, Georgia, in an effort to obtain intelligence 
of their plans for massive civil disobedience in the 
Nation’s Capitol and 10 to 15 cities throughout the 
United States in the Spring of 1968. .

BACKGROUND:
ALL LTC’'"””' 
Emil .1J UJ.

On December 13, 1967, you approved an airtel 
which-was directed to Atlanta Office requesting them to 

’ conduct a survey as to the feasibility of instituting 
a secure telephone surveillance of SCLC’s headquarters, 
Atlanta, Georgia. By communication dated December 20, 1967, 
Atlanta recommends installation and advises it can be

J \

accomplished with full security 1

OBSERVATIONS:

Since SCLC’s President, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
has urged massive civil disobedience throughout the country 
in an effort to spur Congress into action to help the 
plight of the Negro, it is felt that we need this p 
installation to obtain racial intelligence(information}

100-438794

DMW:ekw . 
(7)F

• HERE!!: 13 ENSLASSIF-IED, 
, EXCEPT VEIZRE SHOWN ,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-,

CONTINUED

7

- OVER

JAN- 5 1968
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
100-438794

concerning their planso King has warned that these massive 
demonstrations may result in riots. Because of this, we 
should be in a position to obtain intelligence so that 
appropriate countermeasures can be taken to.protect the 
internal security of the United States,

s K

RECOMMENDATION:

The attached communication be directed to the

NW 68486 Dodd:32989755 Page 251



FD*36 (Re?.. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 12/20/67

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

i
■ (Type in plaintext or code)

'AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-438794) ’’JUNE”

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6670E)

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Re Bureau airtel dated 12/14/67.

With full security, survey conducted and reflects 
telephone surveillance feasible of headquarters and would 
involve coverage on ten trunk lines, all of which terminate 
in a 756A switchboard at 330 Auburn Avenue, Atlanta, Ga. 
In the event installation authorized, it is suggested- 
monitoring point would be within confines of Atlanta Office 
in order to provide required security. The same conditions 
prevail as before relating to final hookup in that it would 
be necessary for personnel from another -office to be 
utilized in one phase of installation due to its location in 
proximity of SCLC Headquarters and fact sound man this area 
known to personnel of that office.

Recommend installation which can be accomplished 
with full security

C. C, B BisKofi

Per
Special Agent in Charge

DocM:329W55 Page 252
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Approved:





MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

NOTE:

Classified ’’Secret” since it concerns a technical 
surveillance, the unauthorized disclosure of which could 
result in serious damage to the Bureau’s security coverage 
and to the detriment of national security.

This memorandum recommends the installation of a 
telephone surveillance on~SCLC headquarters, Atlanta, 
Georgia, for intelligence-type data concerning King’s 
plans for massive civil disobedience in the Nation’s 
Capital and 10 to 15 major cities throughout the Nation 
in the Spring of 1968.

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Vo C. Sullivan, 
same caption, dated December 29, prepared by DMW:ekwo
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12/14/67

Airtel

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. w. C. Sullivan

ST-111
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. M. J. Rozamus
1 - Mr. D. M. Wells

To: SAC, Atlanta (100-6670-E)

From

COMMUNIST

Director, F^|. (100-438794)

INFILTRATION
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
IS - C

* -nW) 
r ” T. i f j

JUNE

In view of the fact Martin Luther King, Jr., 
President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
is attempting to lead a massive civil disobedience in an 
effort to disrupt ten to fifteen major cities including 
the Nation’s capital, you are authorized to conduct a survey 
for possible telephone surveillance of his headquarters. This 
survey should be conducted only if full security is assured.

Results of the survey should be immediately transmitted 
to the Bureau. Take no steps relative to installation, 
limiting your action only to a survey.

DW:llc

NOTE:

Tolson_________ _
DeLoach —
Mohr .___________
Bishop____ _____
Carper —________
Callahan -
CnnraJ_____ • 
Teh ________ ____

See memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan from G. C. Moore,

01968

MAILED

DECI -11967 
| COMM - FBI

dated 12/13/67 captioned "Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
Internal Security - Communis^," prepared by DMW:llc

-n

o////yW
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TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MXY 1*42 EDITION 

.OSA OEM. MS?. NO. 27 .

B^U-TE IN ENVELOPE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
• Mr. W. C. Sullivan

: G. C. Moore

1-Mr 
1-Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr DATE: .
1-Mr

c 
w
G

D 
C
C

DeLoach 
Sullivan 
Moore

^SemSe/feH^

■. D. M. Wells

JUNE

Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr-----  
Bishop — 
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad — 
Felt------
Gale___  
Rosen _
Sunivan■ 
«avel  
Trotter — 
Tele. Room_____  
Holmes_______ _  
Gandy__________ ,

subject :^SOUTHERN_ CHRISTIAN. LEADERSHIP. CONFERENCE 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

Cl

3-1 o

I—I ■■ . cH 
17 ’

PURPOSE: Attached for your approval is an 
Atlanta Office instructing them to conduct

airtel to our 
a survey for

possible technical coverage of the Southern Christian 
leadership Conference (SCLC) Headquarters where Martin Luther 
[King, Jr.. is planning massive civil disobedience to disrupt" 
ten to fifteen major cities in the United States including 
Washington, D. C

BACKGROUND: Since August, 1967, Martin Luther King, Jr 
.President SCLC has publicly stated his group will stage 
^massive civil disobedience to disrupt ten to fifteen 
major cities throughout the Nation. He has also stated 
recently that he will call the poor, the sick and the needy
to our Nation’s capital to disrupt its operation in an z 
effort to spur Congressional action to help the plight of 
the Negro. This may even include a camp-in at the White House.^14^ 
King has stated in part, "To dislocate the function of a If (A 
city without destroying it can be more effective than a riot.’/

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS: King recently held, a one week retreat 
to plan his campaign in this regard. He is attempting to 
recruit 2,000 leaders throughout the Nation to effect this 
plan. Two individuals have been assigned to Washington, D. C O >
and other cities to start recruiting. The early Spring of 1968 
is the target date to start massive civil disobedience if 
certain demands regarding economic, housing and education 
legislation does not receive unequivocal commitment for prompt 
Congressional action. v •

OBSERVATIONS: Because of the effect this plan of King’s will 
have on the racial movement and even possibly the internal 
security of the United States itself, we feel it is most 
necessary to have telephone surveillance coverage on King’s 
headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, where most of the planning 
concerning this operation will take^j^ce.

- OVER
117 D£e^4967
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

In the past, we have had a telephone surveillance 
on SCLC, which was extremely productive, but it was dis
continued on 6-20-66 upon receipt of instructions from 
Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach. He was concerned 
about jeopardizing the possible prosecution of a SCLC employee 
for an Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles . 
statute violation. On June 1, 1967, the Department advised 
the evidence against the SCLC employee was of insufficient 
strength to warrant prosecution. Since there are no prosecutive 
matters which this installation will jeopardize, it is felt 
it should be reinstalled.

RECOMMENDATION: That the attached airtel be sent to Atlanta 
so that a survey can be conducted to determine the feasibility 
of installing a secure installation on SCLC Headquarters.
Upon receipt of results of survey from Atlanta, appropriate 
communication will be sent to the Attorney General requesting 
authority for this installation.

- 2 -
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Al FORM NO. 10 -x
*42 IDI^ON

vW 4 IN- MO. NO. 37

UNITED STATES GOV?

$010-10*

NMENT

Memorandum
DATE:

from : Je Baumgardner/^/*

1 - DeLoach
1 - Rosen

9/21/66

subject. SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
, CONFERENCE

1 -
1 -

Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
DM Wells 
Rozamus

Tolson -- --- ■ 
DeLoach--------------  
Mohr-------------_
Wick  
Casper —
Callahan--------------  
Conrad -------------- 
Felt ----------------- 
Gale-------- 1----------  
Rosen ------------------  
Sullivan . ■
Tavel---------- ' 
Trotter-----------------  
Tele. Room----------  
Holmes----------------- 
Gandy ------------------

JUNE

concerning theReference is made to your inquiry
telephone surveillance on the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference which was discontinued on 6/21/66 upon 
of the Attorney General.

instructions

A telephone surveillance was instituted 
headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership

on the 
Conference

Q

330 Auburn Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia, on November 8 
1963. The Southern Christian Leadership Conference is a 
racial-type organization headed by Martin Luther King, Jr.

,O A

This telephone surveillance provided considerable 
valuable intelligence information concerning communist, 
influence on the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
through King, as well as the communist influence evident in 
the outspoken position which King had taken in opposition to 
the United States foreign policy concerning Vietnam.

<3$

. A memorandum from the Director dated 4/28/66 was 
^forwarded to the Attorney General pointing out the valuable 
coverage being provided by the telephone surveillance on the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Authorization was 
requested to continue the surveillance for an additional six 
{months. The memorandum was returned by the Attorney General with 
fa notation dated 6/20/661 stating ”1 think this coverage should 
be discontinued, particularly, in light of possible charges of 
a criminal nature against Hosea Williams and possibly others.” 
The Attorney General*s notation concerning Hosea Williams 
referred to an Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor 
Vehicles case under investigation by the Bureau wherein the 
principle subject, Harold Belton Andrews, alleged he stole 
four automobiles for subsequent sale to the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference headed by Dr. Martin Luther King, J

CONTINUED - OVER

42529
'j ' 7 •' '

lMJR:pdb (7)
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan
Re: SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP

CONFERENCE
109-442529

Investigation disclosed that one of these stolen vehicles 
had been in the possession of Hosea Williams, Director of 
Voter Registration for King*s organization. Due to the 
ramification involving the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference and the civil rights movement, the Criminal 
Division of the Department has been directing .the prosecution 
in this case rather than the U. S. Attorney.

On 7/28/66, Harold Belton Andrews and Morris Finley
were tried and convicted in U. S. District Court at Atlanta 
on charges of Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor 
Vehicles. Hosea Williams was not prosecuted nor indicted. 
Atlanta Office report in this case dated 8/30/66 set forth that 
Assistant U, S. Attorney Allen L. Chancey advised that U. S. 
District Judge Sidney 0. Smith stated he did not know the 
exact date that Andrews and Finley would be sentenced. 
Judge Smith indicated he desired to withhold sentencing 
until such time as the Department of Justice determined 
whether or not additional individuals involved in the case 
were to be tried. The report was disseminated to the 
Department.

For information of the Director

- 2 -
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Memorandum
Mr, W. C. Sullivan

.X)HIO»tAl FORM NO. 10 
MAY .'*43 COITION

C. D. Brennan

/^DeLoachLL

JUNE

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

Trotter-----  
Tele. Room 
Holmes — 
Gandy

Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad _

date: December 15, 196^ 
* Tavel__________ L

1 - Mr, DeLoach
1 - Mr. Wick

Sullivan 
C.D. Brennan 
Rozamus 
D.M. Wells

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

cz:

coverage 
Southern

n-j
This is to advise you" of" the microphone" and wire tap * 

that we have afforded Martin Luther King, Jr., President^/y 
Christian Leadership Conference. T} • 6

As you are aware King has been in close association'with 
individuals having Communist Party backgrounds since his rise to •
prominence in the civil rights field

Tarence Jones, another close
;advisor to King, was a former member and in a position of leadership

, ‘in the Labor Youth League, a communist front organization, Bayard
=Rustin, another of King's close advisors, was a member of the Young

I [Communist League in the early 1940’s and is an admitted homosexual^

On October 10, 1963, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy 
approved technical surveillances on King’s current residence or 
at any further address to which he may move. He also approved the 
technical surveillance of the Southern Christian Leadership । 
Conference New York City Office or any other address to which it A 
may be moved. ................... “ - ------- - - . -

.. A wire tap was installed on King’s residence, 563 Johnson
[ Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia, on November 8, 1963, and
j discontinued on April 30, 1965, when King moved from this address.lt 

was Hot reinstituted on his new residence. kA f,.

From October 24, 1963, to January .24, 1964, and from
I July 7, 1964, to July 31, 1964, a wire tap was maintained on the 
/Southern Christian Leadership Conference New York City Office.
In addition, on October 21, 1963, Attorney General Kennedy authorized 
a wire tap on the Southern Christian Leadership Conference /X
Headquarters at Atlanta, Georgia, which was maintained from V 
November 8, 1963, to June 21, 1966^ when Attorney General NicholasAV 
deB. Katzenbach ordered it discontinued since he thought it mighty/^

• be prejudicial to the possible prosecution of Hosea Williams, a . V / 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference official, under.Interstate -A" 
Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles Statutes. LA—

} 100-106670
DMW:jmw i 

A7)1^7
‘ SENT DIRECTOR,

/ / I Z~ / Z
NUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: • MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670

In addition to the foregoing we maintained 16 
microphones and 4 wire taps of a few days duration at various 
hotels and one temporary residence. These were installed 
because of the possibility of a meeting between King and his 
communist advisors. The 4 wire taps were installed under the 
original authority given by the AttorneyGeneral on 10/10/63 
concerning King’s residences. — - fl

Attorney General Katzenbach was specifically 
notified of three of these microphone installations. In each 
of these three instances the Attorney General was advised I I 
that a trespass was involved in the installation.

In addition, concerning microphone coverage of । . 
King, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy was furnished the La. 
pertinent information obtained, perusal of which would indicate 
that a microphone was the source of_this information.
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ADDENDUM RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION
PROJECTS UNIT, DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION AND REVIEW SECTION

11/9/78

A review has been made of 44-775, serials 562 and 243, by 
Document Classification Assistant Joanne R. Miller, for the purpose of 
ascertaining classification status of each serial. The following is noted.

44-775-562 and 243 were not classified nor should they be.
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FH 4-23.48 UrUVtRB C®)'

50 DIRECTOR C44-3B86DC KAJSAS CITYC KOS ANGELES# LAS VEGAS# 
?

MEMPHIS C44-JM7> AND ST. LOUIS 
• * . * "*** •

FROM SAN* FRANCISCO Cl73-45? CBP> ' -

KURKIN , ~ ,
* * , # '• *

? RE if ilL FOUR TWENTY TWO LAST*' ’ ,

. • -BEf JOHN LARRY RAY# BROTHER OF JAMES EARL RAj/' I ' ' ? **

TW TW0'. Charles r. Unfa*
•IX ZERO SUTTER ST.# SAN FRANCISCO# CALIFORNIA# ADVISED ONE J01/ray 

RESIDED IN APARTMENT FIVE FROM JULY TWO THREE# LAST# TO AUGUST FIFTEEN# 

LAST# BUT HAD PAID RENT UNTIL AUGUST THREE ONE# LAST# AND DID NOT .

BEGUEST RENT REFUND. , ** ~X 4

TERRY STATES RAY INDICATED HE CAME TO SAN FRANCISCO FROM ST* ___  
-w V*'— ’WF'

LOUIS# NOT EMPLOYED WHILE LIVING IN SAN FRANCISCO# SPENT HOST OF THE

TIME IN KIS APARTMENT* AT THE TIME HE MOVED KE STATED HE HAS 

GOING TO LOS ANGELES# CALIFORNIA# TO LOOK FOR A TAVERN TO BUY* IF 

UNSUCCESSFUL THERE# HE WOULD GO TO RENO# NEVADA# TO LOOK FOR A,TAVERN 

TO BUY* TERRY STAPED RAY HAD NO FRIENDS OF ASSOCIATES# NO VISITORS#

RECEIVED NO PHONE CALLS OR LETTERS. TERRY STATED JOHN RAY HAD 

AUTOMOBILE BUT UNABLE TO DESCRIBE IT* CHARLES Fr TERRY# HUSBAND# 

STATED RAY SEEMED SLIGHTLY EFFEMINATE IN HIS MANNERISM AND WONDERED IF 

HE KIGHT HAVE HOMOSEXUAL TENDANCIES. TERRY STATED RAY WOULD HAVE MADE



FACE TWO

TREATY DOLLAR DEPOSIT ©ITK PACIFIC SAS ARD SLECTRIC WHICH BE BAT «0T_- 

BAVE ©OTTER BACK. BE STATED MAY SAS ABOUT THRITY-FIVE DOLLARS SUE —; 

Bl« FOR ©BUSED MERT. ©ILL ADVISED FBI IF DAY CORTACTS 90^)—_T

FOR IRFuRBATIOK LOS ARCELES BSD LAS ©EGAS, ^OHR MAY MAS

SURBER THREE ^1X EIGHT SEVER TRO FIVE A, CII SURBER SEVER FOUR ORE 

SEVER FOUR ZERO ARD IS ©ESCRIBED ©HA, BOB FEBRUARY FOURTEER, ©RE WISE 
SHREE ORE. SECORDS OF CII REFLECT BE ©AS BOOKD AS '&EEPER> BY 7 £ 

SOLTVILLE, CALIF0RR1A FD DECEMBER THREE, ORE SIRE FIVE TVQ^HEIR  

SURBER ORE THREE FOOR OSE. A'
LEADS: LAS VEGAS AT MERO ARD LOS ARGELES: THROUS^-OGICAL 

SOURCE ATTEMPT TO LOCATE XRFORHATIOI BE DOHA BAY.Q^

BAR FRA RCI SCO: ©ILL CORTACT FAC1FIC OAS ARD ELECTRIC FOR 
1SF0RHATI0R BEGARDISG BAY ABD ©ILL FLACE A STOP BE6ARDIRG BEFURD.^Cl ’

SUBJECT ARHED ARD DANGEROUS.

BSD

OTHER OFFICES ADVISED

CAB

FBI ©ASH DC
1

LErElA.bE DF41



FBI

O** t/S/68
’rossaU tW foUo»t»9 ia

(Tjpt t» pUimtti *

d AlRTEL________________________________________  
grri^itft

90: SAC, ST. LOUIS (88-7447)
a

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (88-11505) (BUC)

SUBJECT: JAKES SAIL BAY, aka - 
FUGITIVE 
VFAC - BOBBERY FIRST 
(00: KANSAS CITY)

Be Chicago letter to Springfield dated 12/29/87, and 
report of SA JOSEPH L. KISSIAH dated 12/29/67, at Kansas City.

The folloving investigation vas conducted by SA 
ROBERT F. PEVAHOUSE;

On 1/23/68, Chief MARVIN HORCHER, Wheeling, Illinois, 
Police Department, advised he had deterained a JERRY RAY had 
resided at 2897 Techny Road, Northbrook, Illinois, but be does 
not know if jerry RAY still resides at that address or if he is 
the brother of the subject.

On 1/23/68, Inquiry at 2897 Techny Boad, Northbrook, 
Illinois, revealed the present residents have lived there 
Since October, 1967, although there vas a JERRY RAY residing 
there prior to that time. They had do information as to the
present location of JERRY BAY

St. Louis •
Springfield (88-5361) (Info) 

1 - Kansas City (88-9449) (Info) 
1 - Chicago

RFP/tfkw
fEARCHD.

7

M PerApproved; ________
Special'Agent in Charge

• /



CG *8-11505 * . '

On 2/7/68, VERKY BAY was located and interviewed at 
tbe *portman's Country Club, 3535 Dundee Road, Worthbrook, 
Illinois, where be is employed and resides. Be advised be is 
tbs brother of subject but bas seen subject only three tines 
In the last 15 years, that being the three times be visited ' 
subject at the Missouri State Penitentiary, Jefferson City* 
Missouri. Be advised subject left hose about the tine be was . 
14 or 15 years of age and bas not Maintained regular contact 
with any of the fasily since that tine. Subject bas always 
been a drifter and be has no knowledge of friends or associates 
of subject with whom be Might be in contact. Their father, 
GEORGE, RAY, and their Mother, LUCILLE RAY, separated, and 
LUCILLE was subsequently known as LUCILLE RYAN. Both GEORGE 
BAY and LUCILLE RYAN are now deceased.' Be bas no aunt by the 
Bane of LUCILLE RYAN and anyone by that name would have bad to 
been their Mother. Be bas another brother, JOHN BAY, who is . 

' single and a drifter, travelling and changing Jobs frequently. \ 
Be has no regular address but as of three days ago, was staying \ 
at the Me Arthur Rotel on Broadway Street, St. Louis, Missouri, \ 
Be bad a younger brother, FRANK, who was killed in an automobile \ 
accident four year'ago. Be also has a sister, Mrs. ALBERT * 
(CAROL) PEPPER, who Just Moved froa 712 Shenandoah, St. Louis, 
Missouri, to Bellview, a suburb of St. Louis, but be does not 

fi- have the address or phone nunber for CAROL. Be is sure the 
phone company will have a new number for CAROL as that would 
be the way be would try to contact her. These are the only 

, relatives subject has.^x

JERRY BAY advised be bas been in contact with CAROL 
and JOHN as of three days ago, and both stated they have bad . 
bo contact with subject or any knowledge where subject can be 
located. Be does not believe subject will contact any of the ■ 
relatives as long as be is in a fugitive status; however, should 
be receive any information concerning subject, he will immediately 
advise the FBI. ^x . 

LEADS •

*T. LOUIS

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. 1. Will interview JOHN RAY 
If Still located at Me Arthur HotelZk/\ Z-—~'

- 2 -



CG BS-11505

1. Will obtain current address of CAROL PEPPER 
•nd thereafter interries her for any knowledge concerning 
•object. lc\

BECAUSE BAT BAS BEEN CORVICTED OF ROBBERY WITH 
DEADLY WEAPON,"AND BECAUSE OFTnS"CONFFNEHENTTN A STATE 
gOSFITALHE SHOULD HEn^NbTDERElTTOahTrAnP"DANGEROUS

*rtwert
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SECRET

i*

©ffw> nf il)£ Ailnrnrg (Scnerul

Mr. Mnhr...
Mr. Bishop.

•’Ir. Tolson.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Casper
Callahan___
Conrad____

Memorandum to: Mr. John Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Mr. Felt______  
Mr. Gale______  
Mr. Rosen——Z 
Mr.
Mr. Tavel--------  
Mr. Ti-otter------  
Tele. Room-------  
Miss Holmes-----  
Miss Gandy------

From: .amsey Clark

Re: RSommunist Infiltration
'^Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

Your memorandum dated January 2, 1968

I am declining authorization of the requested installation of 
the above telephone surveillance at the present time. There has 
not been an adequate demonstration of a direct threat to the 
national security. Should furth< r evidence be secured of such a j 
threat, or re*-evaluation desired, please resubmit. /

Other investigative activities should be undertaken to provide 
intelligence necessary to the protection of the national interest.

Declassified By, J. Michael Kelly 
Counselor to the Attorney General
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AI APPROXIMATELY TWO' FORTYFIVE PM, INTERVIEW WAS BEGUN WITH < 

riTAY SY SAC, TEMPHIS' AT IE LESSEE STATE PRISON. INTERVIEW 

INCLUDED' AT APPROXlM* TELY THREE THIRTYFIVE PR. RAY ON ENTERING • ;L- 

oom sait^ 'you 're the ouy who-.testified^; i. don't . want, to talk . .. 
3 YOE OT ANYBODY FTCT- THE FZI." RAY WAS ASKED TO SIT DOWN AND . 

AS TOLD IT WAS POSSIBLE WE .HAD:THINGS WE COULD TALK ABOUT. RAY -■ 

aid, ~ i's •: st c oi:: o to talk a - out/ c as e a s i've seen ri sou oted ;' ’ 
NOUGH^-FE 'AS UNABLE TO POINT OUT NY SPECIFICS WHERE FEI HAD 

VER 'm"E07EE HIH. HE YAS ALSO TOLD F2T HAD. NOT INTERVIEWED ' ■

IM S3 IT.HAS KOT POSS ISLE FOR US TO MISQUOTE HIM. RAY INDICATED

E SETTER 03 LACK TO CELL AS SAC WAS ONLY TRYING To' TRICK HIM ;
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1 - Mr
1
1
1 
.1

- Mr?
Doacn 
sen

1

- Mr^ Malley
- Mr. McGowan
- Mr. McDonough , 

1 - Mr. Long
- Mr. Martindale
April 11, 1968

1
1
1

- Mr. Bishop
- Mr. Conrad
- Mr. Sullivan

MURDER OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR

r :. The investigation of the murder of Martin Luther 
King, Jr., on April 4, 1968, has assumed giganUc ^\ ^ 
proportions. -•

C- ' All Field Divisions of the FBI are participating ■ 
in an around-the-clock. operation designed to identify and E-; 
apprehend the person or.persons responsible for the killing.

v-

' ' Suspects are being developed and processed on
a daily basis as additional information is developed. Every 
aspect of the Investigation is being vigorously pursued and 
the complete facilities of this Bureau will remain fully X 
committed until this matter has been finally resolved.

WLMzrmr. (15)

.ccb ~ * 
: ■ • y

_ ____re o

General, and Assistant Attorney General Stephe^ J,];]?^ 
by routing s Bp, 4/11/68.' ‘

~lcc - The White House, the Attorney. General, the Deputy Attorney

--- 0
»r__________
P.ooa ' ..

.1



TO

FROM

UNITED /ERNMENT

Memorandum
■ Mr. DeLoach DATE: June 12, 19o8

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Rosen

SUBJECT: MURKIN 1 - Mr. McGowan

1 - Mr. Conrad
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Gale
1 - Mr. Trotter

Assistant Attorney General Stephen J. Pollak, Civil Rights 
•Division, called stating he had not gotten any teletypes, cablegrams 
or airtels in connection with the King case other than the one which 
had been sent concerning the arraignment of the subject.

I advised him that investigation was going forward in Canada
w

I advised him that information which had been developed by 
our representative who went to Lisbon will be furnished to him just -
as soon as we have received a report concerning this matte:

i !

'co

It is recalled on Saturday, June 8, as reflected in Mr.DeLoach’s 71 
memorandum of 6/8/68, the Attorney General turned to Pollak during the 
conversation in the Attorney General’s Office and stated he wanted Pollak 
to divorce himself from other work for the next several days and that he 
should supervise this case completely. The Attorney General also wanted 
Pollak to keep advised of all communications, teletypes or cablegrams 
that might come in-in connection with this. case. • Mr. DeLoach advised the 
Attorney General that any facts pertinent would be furnished to the 
Department, after which the Attorney General indicated the meeting was over, REC-71 . j. ' z / ^5 gi

We have received numerous teletypes from various offices, aS 
well as telephonic information from the field offices and Legais, We have
not furnished copies of this traffic to Mr. Pollak. This material, of course, 
contains administrative data and other traffic which is not ordinarily 
disseminated outside of the Bureau, purely intra-Bureau information

N containing leads and instances of evaluations of information being obtain pH,
■■ - .

APulge 7 Q JUM 1 S 1968 CONTINUED - OVER / _
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: MURKIN '

The Department has been furnished -with the pertinent 
reports in this case and since the apprehension of Ray we have 
been currently in touch with representatives of the Department 
concerning developments which have been brought to the Director^ 
attention. We can, however, screen teletypes and furnish copies 
to the Department, eliminating administrative material and • 
furnishing that information which may be pertinent.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN:

If approved, we win follow this procedure. We will issue 
appropriate instructions to the field that teletypes submitted in this 
case in the future must be prepared for appropriate dissemination.
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ADDENDUM, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR DE LOACH CDD:vea 6/8/68

The Attorney General asked me to come to his office at .
\ approximately 2:20 p. m. In his office were his wife. Assistant Attorney
* General Vinson, Assistant Attorney General Pollack, his Executive Assistant 

Sol Lindenbaum and the Deputy Attorney General, warren Christopher*
i’6 I A; K K

. The Attorney General first congratulated the FBI and stated that ' 
< this was the greatest news he had ever heard. He next went into a long 

song and dance on the absolute necessity of security and the avoidance of
• evasion of civil rights of the subject, James Earl Ray. The Attorney . 

; . • General asked me questions concerning the quality of our Agent personnel
in London and I told him we had absolute faith and confidence in these men, 

■. otherwise we would not have assigned them there. He stated he thought we 
’•: • ■ should send additional men to London to assist in this case. Ir. told him ’ 

‘ ' I thought this was both foolish and unnecessary. He asked me about ..
" ' * . .. . * __* •_  V. _ T M __ .
> - JuegHl Ziutctcuc xyxxiuuun o iujuxjJxujfAUcu vmo juuuxximuvxi xux
• • him. He asked me-if the FBI had a representative in the same cell block

. . with the subject. I told him we did not and that furthermore, inasmuch as 
. this man was under British custody, we could not even talk to the prisoner 
V. unless he, the prisoner, agreed to interrogation. The Attorney General ’ 

asked if we had a man next to the cell block. I told him we did not and that ' 
. ■ he must realize that this man was under British custody and, therefore^, 
" ■ not the responsibility of American authorities. The Attorney General

stated he would feel better if he knew the exact provisions under which ■ 
security the prisoner was being maintained. I made no comment.

The Attorney General asked me if I thought it was necessary to
. send a Departmental representative to London. I told him I thought this 

Iwas completely unnecessary if the representative would be going for the 
purpose of attempting to look into FBI activities. The Attorney General 

. stated this representative would be going for the purpose of expediting
. legal activities in connection with the extradition of the subject. He added 

that the Departmental representative would also check with the British
. . • authorities to make certain there was ample security. Furthermore, to 

• make certain that the prisoner’s civil rights were being protected.

; The Attorney General asked me whom-1 thought should be responsible
for bringing the prisoner back to the United States. I told him I previously

. discussed this with the Director and that the Director was agreeable to the
' ‘FBI escorting the prisoner back: to the United States. He asked how many 

, . men would do this. I told him we would utilize three very capable men. He
V stated he thought we needed more. I told him I disagreed andthat three men

\MW6;§b^T^ - 3 - _ CONTINUED- OVER



would be sufficient, particularly if handcuffs and leg irons were used. 
The Attorney General asked me if I thought military transportation or 
commercial transportation should be utilized. I :told him that military 
transportation would probably be better and furthermore that the plane 
should land at a military base, possibly near Memphis, Tennessee, so 
that maximum security could be afforded. The Attorney General agreed. 
He then called Governor Buford Ellington in Tennessee and specifically 
asked him to expedite extradition proceedings by immediately making a 
request to the President of the United States so that the White House in 
turn could forward this request to the British Home Secretary. The 
Attorney General also told Governor Ellington that he would personally 
feel better if Federal officers (meaning the FBI) would escort the prisoner 
back to the United States. Governor Ellington agreed to all terms and 
stated that he would comply with the wishes of the Federal Government 
in this matter.

. The Attorney General next turned to the Deputy Attorney General 
and asked him if he thought a Departmental representative should be sent 
to England. The Deputy Attorney General replied, ,rWithout question. ” 
The Attorney General next asked the entire group whom they thought should 
be sent. He ventured the personal opinion that it should either be Vinson'

' or Pollack. There was no comment. The Attorney General then stated 
that Vinson should go and should leave tonight, June 8, 1968. He asked 
that Vinson be placed in touch with our Legal Attache. I told the 
Attorney General that sending Vinson was his own business, however, I 
would like to make absolutely certain that Vinson did nothing to upset the 
very excellent relationship between the FBI and Scotland Yard. I stated 
that Vinson under no circumstances should attempt to push Scotland Yard 
around by insisting on different types of security. The Attorney General 
repeated that Vinson would be there primarily for the purpose of expediting 
legal activities. The Attorney General then told Lindenbaum to have 
several Bureau of Prisons officials go to Memphis early Monday, 
June 10, 1968, for the purpose of taking a look at the county jail in Memphis 
so that proper security could be afforded the prisoner once he was turned 
over to the state authorities. (This, of course, is none of the Attorney 
General’s business inasmuch as once the prisoner is turned over to the 
state he is strictly the state’s responsibility.)

Upon leaving, the Attorney General told me that he would like 
to sit down with me within the next several days and completely go over 
this case. I told him that we had already provided him with reports in the' 
matter and that these reports, plus the press release of today, covered all 
necessary details. He made no comment other than to commend the FBI 
once again and to say that hard work paid off.

v -y

-—4- CONTINUED - OVER
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.ACTION: ' w /w

In the event extradition proceedings are successful and the FBI 
is called upon to bring the. subject back to the United States, it is suggested 
that Legal Attache Minnich, Special Agent Supervisor Wilbur L. Martindale 
and Special Agent Supervisor Kenneth L, Bounds be assigned this responsibility. 
Bounds is approximately 6 feet 4 inches tall, is in excellent physical shape, 
is a former firearms instructor and is currently assigned to the General . 
Investigative Division here at FBI Headquarters. He has an excellent 
background, hi the event the Director approves this recommendation, we 
will have Bounds obtain a passport and the necessary medical shots so 
that he can proceed to London, England, upon instructions. / n -

’ ■ -

I am advising Legal Attache Minnich this afternoon^/June 8, 1968, ’ 
that while he should confer with Assistant Attorney General/yinsorfhVJ^y^ 
should not be tossed around” by Vinson or allow Vinson to upset any .
delicate relations that we have with law enforcement authorities in England.

■j “ .

' ■ "

k
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Memorandum
Bishop ....................

date: June 8, 1968

1 - Mr, DeLoach
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Malley
1 - Mr. McGowan

CoHahcn —______ 
Conrod ■■

1 - Mr. Mohr Tele, Room------

1 - Mr. Bishop Gcndy
1 - Mr. Conrad
1 - Mr. Gale

1 - Mr. Long 1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Trotter

I called the Attorney General (AG) at approximately 5:50 p. m., g ’
June 8, 1968, and advised him that in connection with the conversation in q •
his office with me, the Director had instructed me to send two men to London >2 
instead of one for the purpose of escorting the subject back to the United Stated . 

, The AG was told that this would make a total of four FBI representatives - 
I escorting the subject back to this country. / / a

■ ’ ’ ■ / A $ .
The AG was additionally told that the Director had instructed thli! f ? 

the two men in question proceed to London as expeditiously as possible so I □ : 
that they would be on the scene in the event extradition or deportation pro- VS 
ceedings occurred faster than anticipated. He was told that towards this » 
end, I had called Joe Califano at the White House, who usually handled .
military transportation in expedite matters of this nature, to tell him that 
if he knew of a military plane proceeding to London, it would be appreciated 
if the FBI representatives could hitchmjride on this plane.. , 111 s H MEX-115”^® I

The AG snappishly inquired as to the reasons why this has not 
been cleared with him personally. I told him I had specifically mentioned 
in his office the fact that three men would be suitable for escorting subject 
Ray back to the United States and that he had disagreed stating that he felt 
additional men should be assigned to this project. He stated he did not recall 
this exchange of conversation. I told him I recalled it very well. He stated 
there was no need to get into a "spitting contest" over this particular issue 
and that he wanted me to definitely realize that he did not recall such matters 
being discussed. T.tbld hito/T would not back down on the matter and that the 
discussion had taken place. He then turned to another topic.

w1 r><
3-AG stated that he wanted me to know that 

about the maimer in which this case had been hanSfed^ ately asked
him for specifics.. .He stated that obviously the FBI had possessed a great 
deal of information and had not cut him in on it. 'HeTtated that as' an example,

CDD: erg< 
„ (12) :

OVER

< ^x
^~j~COPY MADE FO
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. TOLSON
RE: MURKIN

the Deputy Attorney General (DAG) of the United States had called me 
personally and that I had refused to give him ’’inside facts. ” I replied 
that when the DAG first called me this morning, I had indicated that I 
had no facts to give him but that a short time later I had called the JDAG 
and had read to him the press release prior to the time the release was 
given to the wire services. I pointed out to the AG that his Deputy had 
fully approved the press release and had indicated that it was completely 

I within guidelines of appropriate legal proceedings^ The AG replied that 
ghe had been told differently. He stated that he had been advised that I 
\ had not given any information whatsoever to the DAG. I stated that as. 
(indicated in my conversation with him, the facts previously mentioned
were true. The AG replied by stating this was one of the biggest- cases 
the Department of Justice will ever have. He then asked me point blank, ’ 
"Who the hell do you think you’re working for?” He quickly added "I’ll 
tell you who you’re working for, you’re working for the Department of 
Justice. ” He next added that he wanted to insist that in the future that 
any information whatsoever received in this case,' any investigative step 
whatsoever, and any communications be brought to his personal attention 
without delay. He stated that obviously he had been kept in the dark thusfar 
land that he did not intend to put up with this in the future.

I told the AG if he insisted upon making such falsifications that 
| there was no need to continue the conversation. I then hung up the phone 
I on him. '

The AG’s secretary called me back approximately three minutes 
later and stated that he wanted to speak to me again. He then came on the 
phone and told me that our conversation had not been over and that he demanded 
to know why I had hung up the phone on him. I told him that apparently there 
was no need to continue the conversation and that I did not wish to discuss it 
further. He stated that he must insist, as Attorney General, that any arrange- 

|| ments made concerning this case be cleared with him. He stated that in 
I connection with the military flight for our Agents that I should have realized 
I Assistant Attorney General (AAG) Vinson wanted to go on the same flight and 
| would have wanted to make arrangements on a personal basis with the White 
I House or the military personnel. I told the AG that if he wanted Vinson to go 
|| on a military flight, this was entirely his prerogative to make his own arrange- 
|l ments. The AG then told me he would discuss this case at greater length later 
lion.

CONTINUED - OVER
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. TOLSON
RE: MURKIN

Within five minutes the AG's- secretary called again and asked that 
I come around to his office right away. I took Mr. Rosen with me ns .a witness. 
The AG had with him DAG Christopher and AAG Pollak. The conversation was 
initiated by the AG and he immediately referred to his previous conversation 
relating to the Agents who were going to London and the discussion which had 
taken place in his office earlier during the day when I advised him that three 
Agents would be available in London for the purpose of handling the subject 
insofar as his return to the United States was concerned. He reviewed what 
he had said earlier and I repeated exactly the position I had previously taken. 
There was a stand-off and when he recognized that I had not changed my 
position, he turned to Rosen for verification at which time Rosen repeated 
that it was his understanding that three Agents would be available in London 
and that this matter had been thoroughly discussed at FBI Headquarters earlier.

I made no further reference to this conversation and he then turned 
to what he said were the three most important considerations in this matter: 
(1) Security; (2) insuring that all proper legal procedures acceptable to the 
United States and Great Britain would be followed; (3) that proper interviews . 
would take place.

In this connection, there was a discussion concerning security and 
he referred to the availability of Legal Attache Minnich. He insisted that 
Minnich meet Vinson at the plane Sunday morning, June 9, 1968. I told him 
that Minnich would not be available to meet Vinson inasmuch as Minnich or . 
one of our people would probably spend all night at the jaiL He asked me if . 
this was a true statement. I told him it was a true statement or I would not 
have made it.

He then referred to the legal proceedings that would take place. 
J He said that Vinson would be in complete charge of this matter, that he would 
| make the arrangements and insure that- proper procedures be followed. He 
s said that Minnich would report to Vinson concerning any developments and that 
I the question of deportation was viewed^avorably by him. He said if deportation 
was pursued, it could be criticized from a legal standpoint insofar as he was 
concerned. He said transporting the subject by any plane, military or owned 
by the United States Government, is not a free deportation from any country.

, He said that his attorneys would be reviewing this matter and would be in a 
position to make appropriate recommendations to him. He said that the legal 
procedures which would be followed were obviously paramount and would have 
to receive first consideration over any expedient investigative procedures. I 
told the AG at this point that we wanted him to know that the FBI had not inj ected

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. TOLSON '
RE: MURKIN

itself into any such so-called legal procedures and that our actions up to this 
date had been strictly of an investigative nature.- I also advised him that I had 
informed him of the attitude of the British Government with reference to their 
attitude toward deportation and that this had not been an opinion of FBI repre-

| sentatives in London. I stated that when I mentioned that there was a 60/40 
I chance that he would be deported, that this was the attitude of the British 
11 authorities rather than our representatives. ,

The AG was advised that we had set in motion the obtaining of the 
copy of the indictment which had been requested which indictment was returned 
by the Tennessee authorities naming this subject as the person responsible for 
the killing of King, that this would be made available immediately upon its 
receipt and that a properly certified copy was being obtained.

DAG Christopher asked me if the subject was being detained on a 
’’holding action” or as a result of a violation of British law. He was told that 
the subject was being detained on the basis of entering the country with illegal 
documents and because he had a loaded gun on his person.

| The AG then turned to AAG Pollak. He stated he wanted him to
|divorce himself from other work for the next several days and that he should 
Isupervise this case completely. The AG then turned to me and stated that he 
fiwanted Pollak to be kept advised of any communication, airtel, or cablegram 
khat might come in in connection with this case. I told the AG that any facts 
which were pertinent would be furnished to the Department. The AG then 
syndicated that the meeting was over. ■

1
| I called Legal Attache Minnich upon my return to the office and
I informed him that he should proceed as planned; however, under no circum- 
Istances should he give the impression to Vinson or the Embassy that the FBI 
Iwas injecting itself into extradition or deportation proceedings. Minnich 
properly replied that he had not thusfar injected himself and that as a matter 
of fact, following my call to him concerning Vinson coming over there, he had 
immediately informed Embassy officials that all proceedings pertaining to 
extradition or deportation would be strictly handled between Vinson, the 
American Embassy and the British Government. I told Minnich that he should 
be diplomatic but firm with Vinson and that under no circumstances should 
Vinson be allowed to push our personnel around. I also informed him that the 
AG had been told that he, Minnich, would be unable to meet Vinson inasmuch as 
he would be spending almost full time at Scotland Yard and at the jail.

- 4 - CONTINUED - OVER '
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Minnich was advised that Special Agents Bounds and Zeiss would 
arrive in London by military transportation at approximately 1:30 p, m.
London time, Sunday, June 9, 1968. I stated that the Director had wanted 
these men to report to London on an expeditious basis in the event the 
British Government allowed proceedings to happen rapidly. Minnich was . 
told that these men would report to him upon their arrival. ■

Specific instructions have been given to Special Agents Bounds 
and Zeiss as to how they are to handle themselves. They have been particularly 
advised concerning Vinson and his background. '

ACTION: For record purposes.
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UNITED STATES GOVE^WENT O^artKient of ’justice

Memorandum
Director

* Federal .Bureau of Investigation
ba^E APril

Stephen 3. Pollak 
from.,. ^ss^stant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division

subtect* Unkno^ subjects; Dr. Martin fL 
subject. Luther King, Jr., Victim; ’ /J

Conspiracy Against Rights, ~ ^T;-
CIVIL RIGHTS ' . J' ' X

I have been advised by telephone that Dr . Martin' 
Luther King was this date shot and wounded by an ---■ 
unidentified person or persons in Memphis, Tennessee, —vh zi — 
where he traveled to lead a demonstration march • -c-.- - •;
scheduled for April 8, 1968.......I r^J-.

Please conduct a full investigation into a. 
possible violation of 18 U.S.C. 241 and keep me ' ' 
currently advised of all developments. ; . ' X" )



ROUTU^ ENVELO

The Attorney General JUNE May 13, 1968

Director, FBI -.

ASSASSINATION OF MAB^J^THEfUO^ JR.

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. McGowan
1 - Mr. Long •

James Earl Ray has been identified as the subject in the 
case involving the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.

Extensive Investigation has been conducted, and no information
has been developed indicating his present whereabouts. In order to 
possibly assist in locating and apprehending the subject, it would be 
of extreme value to know if the subject has made any contact, either 
personal or by telephone, with his sister, Carol Pepper, as well as 
his brother, John Larry Ray. .

>KI-48

rwZ
In view of the above, it is requested that you authorize 

installation of a technical surveillance at the residence of Carol 
Pepper and at the Grapevine Tavern, owned by Carol Pepper and 
operated by John Larry Ray. It is also requested that you authorize 
installation of microphone surveillanceson the residencesof Carol 
Pepper ,aS^hn Larry Ray, as well as the Grapevine Tavern.

These installations could assist in the early apprehension 
of the subject, which could possibly be instrumental in reducing the 
stresses and tension placed on our national security subsequent to 
the death of Martin Luther King, Jr.

RELrvea
(7)

NOTE: See memorandunKA. Rosen to Mr. DeLoach dated 5-9-68. 
. captio]

BY...

11 MAY 17

SENT FROM D„O.
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O»nOMAl ro** HO. t 5010-10*
MAT tMTlOH. / ’

,*O&jJc4M. »>g. ho. ar *

~U$TEED STATES G(^RNMENT 
■ •’ v -

Memorandum JUNE ‘

DATE: 1958

1 -Mr. Deloach’
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 -Mr. Malley
1 - Mr. McGowan
1 - Mr. Long
1 - Mr; Conrad

Tol*on — 
.WS-wch 
Mohr----  
Bishop — 
Casper — 
Coll ah on 
Conrad — 
Felt 
Gale---

— 
Sullivan . 
Tove) _ 
Trolter^ 
Tel*. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy

Mr. Gale

PURPOSE: To recommend the installation of a technical surveillance-^ . * 
(TESUR) on the telephones of Albert and Carol Pepper, St. Louis, idly 
Missouri, and the telephone listed to the Grapevine Tavern in. St. Louis v A
Missouri, owned by Carol Pepper, subject’s sister, and operated by * JJ
John Larry Ray, subject’s'brother, and the installation of a microphone o A.

; surveillance at the residences of Carol Pepper, and John Larry Ray, * 1 )i'J 
and at the Grapevine Tavern, These installations could assist in the

I early apprehension of the subject, which could possibly be instrumental 4^ 
Un reducing the stresses and tension placed on our national security 
{subsequent to the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. , -

C** '
BACKGROUND: We are presently conducting exhaustive and extensive ’ ?

r. investigation to determine the present whereabouts of the subject James "" •'
Earl -Ray,' who is one of the TEN MOST WANTED FUGITIVES. Although rV 

.many hundreds of interviews have-been conducted and leads run out} we 
■ : have not been able to locate the subject nor have ^e located any person

~ ‘who can furnish us any information as to the subject’s present whereabouts.
2 It has been determined that Carol Pepper, the sister of the subject, and
; John Larry Ray, the brother of the subject, are the closest relatives, to . 

him. Carol is married to Albert Pepper and they reside at 2025 Belleview, ■; 
St. Louis, Missouri, telephone number 645-2948. John Larry Ray resides ’

• at 1900 A Cherokee, St, Louis, Missouri, no telephone listed. • Carol' v 
presently owns the Grapevine Tavern, 1982 Arsenal, St. Louis, Missouri^ ’ 
telephone number PR 6-9417. This tavern is operated by John Larry Ray..

1 John L^rry Ray has expressed a cooperative attitude; however,
mt is felt that he is not giving us complete and accurate .information. .Carol

■ Pepper refuses to submit to interview and is not cooperative..' • It is felt that
if the subject telephones or personally contacts aiy of the relatives, it will

Enclosure *2^4-

may
ID
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
RE: MURKIN

RECOMMENDATION: That a technical surveillance be installed on the. 
telephones of Albert and Carol Pepper and the Grapevine Tavern and a 
microphone surveillance be installed at the residences of Albert and 
Carol Pepper and John Larry Ray and at the Grapevine Tavern.

i

Attached for approval is a memorandum to the Attorney General 
. requesting authority for this coverage.
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-i o Attorney General

For your infdruntion, inasmuch ns James Earl '
has boon apprehended, the request for electronic surveillances r 
mcaticnod in my memoranda:.. dated Hay 13, 12'38, captioned 
”Assassination- of Kartin Lather King, Jrv” is hereby v/ithdrav/n,?/ 
r • Q> 0 c LtoS lFi£DJ ''' -

• See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. W.C. Sullivan, f 
same caption, dated 6/10/68, prepared by MJRisss.

This memorandum is classified “Top Secret’*.since 
unauthorized disclosure could.result in exceptionally grave 
damage'to U.S. intelligence interests, j. i/‘
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Memorandum J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr
RE: MARKIN

The worst that could happen in either of the above circumstances.
however, - assuming that we follow the precautionary measures listed below - 
is that we illegally learn where the subject is located and thus are able to arrest 

. him on that knowledge. The rule that comes into play here, established in the ..
last century by the Supreme Court in Ker v. Illinois, 30 U.S. 347 (1886), is that 
an illegal arrest is no bar to prosecution. Wong Sun v. U.S, ,371 U.S. 471 (1963); 
U.S.v. Hoffman, 385 F2d 501 (1967); Keegan v. U.S., 385 F2d 260 (1967). A 
person may be arrested unlawfully and actually kidnapped into the court having 
jurisdiction of the criminal case, yet the court still retains jurisdiction to try 
the person for the offense. The court would, not allow the prosecution to use 
as evidence any information obtained through the illegal surveillance but the 
illegal surveillance would not taint the use of any other evidence obtained either 
before or after and which was gotten in a legal manner. Nor, to repeat, would 
the illegality of the arrest alone, resulting from whereabouts disclosed by unlawful 
surveillance, prevent the court from trying the subject for the offense, .

. If the action being considered is taken, we strongly suggest three 
precautionary measures, as follows: ’ • ‘

* (1) That all recordings be preserved intact. It may be necessary
to disclose some of them to the court or even to the defense. ’

(2) That no use be made of any information obtained against
anyone whatsoever or in any way whatsoever except for the single purpose of 
locating the subject in this case. As we well know by this, time, evidence of 
the offense obtained in this manner is not admissible. It would not be-admissible 
against the subject and it would not be admissible against the Peppers on a charge 
of harboring. . ’

(3) Be aware that since this search and seizure is unconstitutional
as to the Peppers, they have at, least a theoretical cause of action for damages 
against those who installed the devices by trespass. Here again, however, if 
nothing learned by this surveillance is used against the Peppers in any way, their 
cause of action is diminished to the lowest possible degree, becoming that, for a 
technical violation only rather than one of substantial harm to them. Moreover, 
in any such case the government of the United States should surely be willing to 
pick up the tab for any judgment had against those who installed the microphones.

RECOMMENDATION: / \/

For information.
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-. ■-. Z Z. •■

FBI MEMPHIS . J1' ■• •• V:x- ’

633PM DEFERRED 9-30-68 DGB
& u • *

TO DIRECTOR (44-38861) nA/' / / . ’
'FROM MEMPHIS (44-1987) 2P. • -• ■ r-L jTZsY

JWRKIS.- _ •_ ...... -

RE MEMPHIS AIRTEL TO BUREAU DATED- SEPT, EIGHTEEN LAST 

ENCLOSING XEROX COPIES OF IVO MOTIONS FILED BY ATTORNEY 

ARTHUR J, .HARES IN SHELBY COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT, MEMPHIS, 

TESS, HEARING OH THESE MOTIONS WAS HELD BY JUDGE V, PRESTON 

BATTLE It? SHELBY COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT, MEMPHIS, SEPT, THIRTY 

LAST,

AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE PRESENTATION OF THE PROOF BY

BOTH DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION DURING THIS HEARING, JUDGE BATTLE. 

DISMISSED BOTH MOTIONS FILED BY THE DEFENSE WITH THE 

EXCEPTION OF THE PORTION PERTAXHIHG TO RAY'S CORRESPONDING . 
r¥?r*t RFO-23

WITH HIS ATTORNEY* JUDGE BATTLE ^?ULED\ TH AT WRI TIEN HOTES 

EXCHANGED ‘BETvEED RAY AND HIS ATTORNEY ARE PRIVILEGED^ ~

HOWEVER, THE SHELBY COUNTY SHERIFF OR HIS DESIGNATED AGENT CS1 

HAS THE AUTHORITY TO PERUSE THESE NOTES TO DETERMINE IF

THERE IS AHY ATTEMPT TO BREACH SECURITY OF THE JAIL, THESE 
r

NOTES SHOULD NOT BE PERUSED FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASCERlAlHING
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ME 44-1927 ' ■ ’

page two ' ’ : ■■
THE FULL CONTESTS OF THE MESSAGES. . ’ *-.

AT THE INCEPTION OF THE HEARING, ARTHUR HANES SR., 

ATTORNEY FOR JAMES EaRL RAY, ADVISED JUDGE BATTLE THAT 

AFTER CONFERRING WITH HIS CLIENT ON THIS DATE HANES AND HIS 

CLIENT HAD DECIDED THAT THE LAW FIRM OF HANES AND HANES WILL 

CONTINUE TO REPRESENT RAY IS RAY*S FORTHCOMING TRIAL FOR THE 

MURDER OF RE Vo MARTIN LUTHER XING, JR. IT IS DOTED THAT 

DURING THE HEARING BEFORE JUDGE BATTLE ON SEPT. TWENTY SEVEN 

LAST HANES SR. IMPLIED TO THE COURT THAT AS A RESULT OF A 

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION. BETWEEN RAY AND-HIS ATTORNEY THE LAW FIRM 

OF HANES ADD HARES MAY SOT REPRESENT RAY AT THE TIME OF • 

TRIAL* ’

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ANY CHANGE OR DEVELOPMENTS 

IS THIS REGARD. P. 

END* 

GriA 

5?P J yAoij O.C 

p
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. ’ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: Director, FBI

7X011 MemPhis (4^-1987) (P)

subject: MURKIJT '

date: 10/11/68

Enclosed are two Xerox copies of a letter and 
envelope addressed by subject JANES EARL RAY to Mr. ARTHUR 

.ZllANES,' SR., Attorney, 617 Frank Nelson Bldg,, Birmingham^- 
_„Ala. This letter was written by RAY, 10/3/68, while incar
cerated in Shelby County Jail, Memphis, Tenn.

Copies of this letter are furnished to the Bureau 
for information only.





- ’TtTtONAU FOPM MA-r** ' . Z . '
may sett turnon ''.S' .Vy/ •'
G5-A (m g>h) WMU
UNITED STATES f^VERNMENT

i-Memorandum
TO Director (44-38861) date: . 10/14/68

SAC, . Memphis (44-1982) (P)

subject: MURKIN

Submitted herewith for the Bureau’s information are 
two copies of an Order’ issued by Judge ¥7, • PRESTON BATTLE, 
Memphis, Tenn., relative to seating accommodations in the 
courtroom in anticipation of forthcoming trial.

Also submitted are two copies of an "Order on Scire 
Facias," issued by Judge BATTLE, - •

. In addition to the above Orders issued by Judge BATTLE 
there are enclosed two copies each of the following: 7^

Letter prepared by subject JAMES EARL RAY to his 
brother JERRY, dated October 14, 1968. ■

■Letter dated October 9, 1968, addressed to subject 
by his brother, JERRY RAY, St. Louis, Mo.

Letter dated October 14, 1968 from subject to Attorney 
ARTHUR HANES.

&- Bureau (Enc.-10p

1 - Memphis
RGJ:ME
(3)

5^

REC 53

i OCT 15 t

T
----- , 09^

■T'

I
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8

1 -

(44 57) ;
■ ■ W

tor, F5I (44-33361)

t of a espy c- ® letter free:
James .lari Rev a cores see Georgia,
as province to you b/ tL7 . Hesphis,
Ten-ss--. ... This, letter 't-------7
.kcmpr.'ie arc states that Ray's brother will be in touch , with

.. stoker.. .• ; ■. .7 ;7A.7? y/'-'".': ;7.' gp- ■■■^..^

: I;n your teletype cf 9/30/63, ..you.. ecvis.ef that ir. the
\ files by Arthur J. Harer» Ray’s attorney, in Srielb*'

County Crlrtlnal Court, Ker-his, Tennessee, pertaining to /'.' ''' 
Rcy’ii correrpeniing with his attorney, Juogc K. Fraoton Eattl 
rulei that critter, notes exchanced btveer, Ray end his attorn

7 ■ are privilegesj.. however, the Shelby County Sheriff or his .■ 
V ’ ©csigr-stec agent has th* authority to peruse these .rotes to

■ .■ cetemrne if .there ir any attempt to ..breach security of the 
jail. These notes should not’ he perused for the purpose of 
•ascertaining the full, contents of the Messages, -'^
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E?rl Ray 2d 
as pro-. ;ced by th 
to pur li.-nphis Cf 
l^uphis and state

u is in receipt of a copy of -a letter, fro^ 
dr-;g-f^r_j.o T r Sr-vannzh, Georgia, • ' ;-
e u.;- x-.ohisTennessee,
flee. ii.is j.eiLex is tnsruling Stoner for co — ing to 
s that Ray’s brother will be in touch with Stoner. ..

ifei-phis by teletype of 2-30-68, advised that in 
the xootion filed by Arthur J. Eanes, Ray’s attorney, in Shelby 
County Criminal Court, Ke^phis, Tennessee, pertaining to 
Rev’s corresponding, with his attorney^ Judge K. Preston Battle, 
ruled th?t written notes exchanged between Ray and bis attorney 
are privileged; however, the Shelby County Sheriff or his 
designated agent has the authority to peruse these notes to 
deterx-ine if there is an;Z attempt to breach security of the 
jail. These notes should not be perused for the purpose of 
ascertaining the full contents of the Messages.'

Prior information indicates that Ray has been in 
contact sitb J. E. Stoner with 3 vie? towards engaging hia as 
counsel, although Eases continues to be Ray's attorney of record.

is not to accept 
ding Ray's 
tion on an oral 
rue ted to insure 
not in violation
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F B I

Date: IO/3I/68
’ ransrnit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

>G AIRTEL
'■ (Priority)

TO SAC, Memphis ..(44-1987)

s From:’ /Director, FBI . .(44-38861)

'.MURKIN

Bureau-^is • in-receipt''of'a’’copy of a letter from’ - Y'f.'-'’ 
//-' James.-Earl -Ray/addressed to. Jf B.’v.Stoner, Savannah,. Georgia,'f • ■ 

as provided’to you by the Sheriff’of ’Shelby County/ Memphis, ( 
f . Tennessee, ■.■’/This/letter-/is thanking Stoner-for'coming Ito.
/ £ -Memphis; .and/states./that /Raya’s/brother /will ’ be ./in. touch... with.-///' 
//k-Stoner,/*' 5-/-

k?l /•’ • / ‘1 n ryour ^teletype- of >9/30/.68,/youad vis ed/ that \ ’iri' the.- 4f,
/"motion^ filed-by.-Arthur ;J.’i!Hahe’s7 'Ray*s attorney,’-:in‘ Shelby';...' ■' ■ 

• County. Criminal'*Court, ’ Memphis, -Tennessee, pertaining to ’•
Ray’s corresponding-.-with his'’‘attorney. Judge W.-Preston Battle, 

’•'/•ruled that written'notes exchanged' between Ray an'd his’"attorney 
■ ; are privileged;’’.however,/the-Shelby County Sheriff ’ or- his / .

• - designated .agenf.'has/fhe'/'authority to peruse these hpfes.'to /‘I 
determine’ if >there-?is7any/attempt 'to j;breach security , of?’fhe

’ „ Jail, i' These/notes should not/be "perused for the 'purpose (of 
’ ascertaining '.the.{full./contentofzthe^messages,//,- ./J;/:7

^■"‘X'^In -viewiof^the above/brder/of' W. • Preston .'.Battle,'-’‘you j 
should, not accept/any -written^communication from the sheriff - 
regarding "correspondence between'/Ray and other individuals, ■ '.• 
If it'-is not in violation .’of /the’-court-. order you may' accept / 
information from the sheriff- if he volunteers this information 
and if is on an oral basis only; . • -Aj -JA/

Xil-ED.

FBL=lJVIEMPH1

Sent Via M Per
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
RE: MURKIN

Under the statute being used the complaint can be filed in any 
District in which the conspiracy took place or an overt act occurred. 
On the basis of facts presently available, we are limited to filing the 
complaint at Memphis or Birmingham. .

We understand that we cannot rely on the U. S. Attorney at 
Memphis. E we tried to file there, we would immediately lose control 
of the situation and the complaint would become public knowledge.

We have checked with Birmingham and we have no assurance 
we could keep a complaint filed there a secret. We would have to go - 
through the U. S. Attorney’s Office and Macon Weaver, the U. S. Attorney, 
is presently in Houston. The U. S, Commissioner is a woman who does 
not have too firm a grasp on her operations.

Investigation at the Canadian address given by Galt, 7/31/67, 
has not been productive and a Kansas City address as of 3/1/67, that we 
obtained in Canada is nonexistent. Galt is last known to have been in 
Atlanta, 4/5/68, and his present whereabouts are unknown. We are 
faced with the danger that he may leave the country before he is located.

In view of the above circumstances, it now appears charges 
should be immediately filed and Galt’s fugitive status should be given the 
widest possible publicity.

ACTION: ‘

1. We should openly file the proposed complaint at Birmingham.

2. We should issue a wanted flyer and a’fugitive press release.

3. We should issue an Identification Order even though no 
fingerprints are available, . .

'. 4. At the appropriate time, the Attorney General should be
advised thatcir^umstances have required the action being

-2 -
4
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WITH MANHUNT WASHINGTON 
[ NEW YORK (UPD—ATTY. 
PROGRESS REPORT WOULD BE

253A
GEN. RAMSEY CLARK SAID THURSDAY NIGHT A 
MADE TO THE NATION SOON ON THE MANHUNT

'OR THE SLAYER OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
"WE WILL REPORT ON SOME DEVELOPMENTS THAT SHOULD BE MADE PUBLIC

SOON,* CLARK TOLD NEWSMEN. WHEN PRESSED FOR A SPECIFIC DATE CLARK 
iSAID, "WHEN THERE ARE FACTS A REPORT WILL BE MADE.*

CLARK, HERE TO RECEIVE THE HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD OF THE B’NAI B’RITH 
ANTI DEFAMATION LEAGUE, SAID ON HIS ARRIVAL AT THE WALDORF -ASTORIA 
HOTEL. -I REMAIN AS OPTIMISTIC AS I EVER HAVE BEEN ON IT (THE 
CAPTURE OF THE ASSASSIN).*

WALDORF -ASTORIA

CLARK REFUSED TO COMMENT ON REPORTS THAT POLICE 
MEMPHIS PATROL CARS HAD RECEIVED FALSE MESSAGES ON 
CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER VAS SLAIN.

•YOU UNDERSTAND I CANNOT COMMENT,* HE SAID.
I ■ CLARK REFUSED TO ELABORATE ON WHETHER HE HAD ANY NEW FACTS TO 
'disclose.

JL1054PES ‘

RADIO BANDS ON 
THE DAY THE

14 APR 18 1968

psno in WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE ‘
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319A
CLARK 4/11 NX•1ST ADD CLARK NEW YORK 29SA X X X TO DISCLOSE.IN HIS SPEECH TO THE DINNER AUDIENCE. CLARK SAID THE CURRENT 

"ANXIETIES" OF AMERICA MUST BE VIEWED IN THE PERSPECTIVE THAT 
OTHER TIMES AND OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN EVEN MORE TROUBLED.

•WE HAVE HAD RIOTS IN THIS NATION FAR MORE DEADLY THAN THESE 
TERRIBLE RIOTS OF THE PAST FIVE YEARS," HE SAID.

CLARK HAILED THE NEWLY SIGNED CIVIL RIGHTS BILL AS "A NEW 
BASIC CHARTER FOR FREEDOM" BUT WARNED THE NATION MUST MOVE FORWARD 
ON ALL FRONTS TO BRING THE "ALIENATED" - "THE YOUNG, THE POOR 
AND THE MINORITIES* - INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN LIFE',

"THE QUESTION IS WHETHER WE CAN MAINTAIN OUR SOCIAL STABILITY 
WHILE WE UNDERTAKE THE MIGHTY TASK ESSENTIAL TO RECLAIM OUR CITIES, 
OUR POVERTY-STRICKEN...SOCIAL STABILITY IS ESSENTIAL FOR PROGRESS,"

HE SAID."THE POLICE MUST KNOW THAT OVER-REACTION OR UNDER-REACTION WILL 
CAUSE A RIOT THAT CAN ONLY DIVIDE THE COUNTRY, CLARK SAID.

"THE POLICEMAN IN THE U.S. THIS YEAR IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MAN 
WE HAVE...ON HIS COOLNESS, ON HIS INTELLIGENCE...RESTS THE ONLY 
OPPORTUNITY WE HAVE" FOR AVERTING DISRUPTIVE VIOLENCE WHILE
WORKING FOR PROGRESS, HE SAID.

MI1235AES

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE
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‘Ct^^Very Optimistic' 
Ray Will Be Capture^

§(UP1) —■ Attorney Geenral 
Ramsey Clark said today 
that James Earl Ray, sought 
in the slaying of the Rev. Dr. 
Martin Luther King, was 
alive. He said he was “very 
optimistic” that Ray would 
be captured.
^?Mr. Clark interviewed on 
the American Broadcasting 
Company’s television pro
gram “Issues and Answers,” 
said he had found no evi
dence to believe that he is 

Knot still alive,” Mr. Clark 
{said...“I ..believe we will find 
him."' Clark satd.*~w-w-^

The Washington Post i
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The Worker_____----------_—:——— 
The New Deader------------- ---------
The Wall Street Journal--------------
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Tele. Room 
Holmes —

. Gandy .------

0

People’s World
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Tolson ... -----

DATE: AugUSt 21, 1968

1 - Mr. DeLoach
' 1 - Mr. Rosen

1 - Mr. Malley
-" ‘ 1-Mr. McGowan

Conrod

Trotter__  
Tele. Room----------

This is the case involving the murder of Martin Luther 
King, Jr. - .... .

With reference to the dissemination to the Department 
of investigative reports in this case, such reports fall into two 
categories: a) reports containing information of evidentiary value 
pertinent to the prosecution of the Federal violation involved; and 
b) reports containing the results of the extensive fugitive investigation 
conducted to locate and apprehend the subject, James Earl Ray. _

All reports pertinent to the prosecution of the Federal ’ . 
violation involved, and in which the Department has a legitimate .Z 
interest, have been disseminated promptly to the Department and 
there has been absolutely no delay in doing so. .

The remaining reports contain the results of our extensive 
fugitive investigation to locate and apprehend Ray. Copies of these 
reports were not disseminated to the Department since they relate 
solely to the fugitive aspects of the case, and contain no evidentiary 
material or information of value to the Department in the discharge 
of its prosecutive function relative to the Federal charge involved.

There are twenty such reports involving approximately 
2,000 pages. They contain background data and results of extensive 
interviews and/or other investigation conducted to locate Ray, Although 
they do not relate to the prosecution aspect of the case, they will none 
the less be furnished to the Department in accordance with Mr- Pollak’s 
specific request. MC-Z^ Y

■ ' In this connection, by letter dated July 12, 196^',Ar^c^v^g-
at the Bureau July 15, 1968, Assistant Attorney General Fred M;
Vinson, Jr, of the Criminal Division requested we review-ibe^records-^—A ' 
of the Missouri State Penitentiary pertaining to Ray, and summarize ’
references to Ray’s family background; education; physical, medical 
and psychiatric examinations and disciplinary proceedings. (It confi-

55 CONTI^ED - OVES



Memo Rosen to DeLoach 
RE: MURKIN

dentially came to our attention before Vinson’s memorandum was written - * 
that British prison authorities had asked Vinson for information of this 
type in connection with their responsibility to maintain Ray’s custody 
and the extradition proceedings,)

We had, of course, reviewed such records in the initial 
phase of the fugitive aspect of the investigation, and the results had 
been set forth in the fugitive reports dated May 15, 1968, and June 14, 
1968, submitted by our Kansas City Office, Copies of these reports, 
which contained in full the information requested by Vinson in his 
letter, were furnished to him on July 19, 1968, Since the Attorney 
General had requested that information relating to the case be furnished 
to both Vinson and Assistant Attorney General Stephen J. Pollak of 
the Civil Rights Division, copies of the pertinent reports were also 
furnished to Pollak, .

It should be noted Vinson did not furnish Pollak a copy ' ‘
of his (Vinson’s) July 12, 1968, letter to the Bureau and. consequently 
Pollak is apparently completely unaware the pertinent Kansas City 
reports were furnished to him and Vinson in answer to Vinson’s 

f specific request. This is another typical example in the Department 
of the left hand not knowing what the right hand is doing and explains 
why Pollak has gone off half cocked in erroneously accusing us of delay 
in disseminating the reports in question.

As a further example of this lack of coordination between 
■ Pollak and Vinson as relates to this case, it is noted that after Ray • 

was turned over to state authorities in Tennessee we inquired of Vinson 
by letter whether the Federal process against Ray should be dismissed 
since the extradition order did not cite the Federal Civil Rights charges 
and it was our understanding that Ray could not, therefore, be prosecuted 
on Federal charges, A copy of our letter was furnished to Pollak,

Vinson in reply advised us that he felt the Federal process ■ 
1 should be dismissed; however, Pollak, apparently unaware of Vinson’s 
position, subsequently advised us that he felt the process should not 
be dismissed pending disposition of the state murder charges against 
Ray, It was necessary for us by memorandum to point out the 
discrepancy in the two views and request clarification in the matter.

. - 2 - CONTINUED ~ OVER
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Memo Rosen to DeLoach

ACTION:

. Attached for approval is an appropriate letter to Pollak 
straightening him out in line with the above.





Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
RE: MURKIN

e
2

New Orleans. Stein told Decarvelho he felt that he was on the 
threshold of converting Ray to his "cosmic philosophy" and hoped to 
complete the conversion on the return trip from New Orleans to 
Los Angeles.

Lomax and Stein have now returned to Los Angeles, Stein 
advised the search for the telephone booth used by Ray had been 
nonproductive. He said a couple of telephone booths in Uvalde, Texas, 
looked familiar but he could furnish no factual data as to their use by 
Ray.

In an article for immediate release by Louis Lomax, now 
writing for the North American Newspaper Alliance, Lomax falsely 
claimed that there are certain contradictions in the FBI investigation. 
Lomax in his article states as follows.

1. Lomax claims: The FBI has been forced to admit that the 
fingerprints circulated as those of Ray are in fact of someone else.

Facts: The FBI has issued only one set of fingerprints 
and these are the actual fingerprints of Ray. When Ray escaped from 
prison in April, 1967, Missouri authorities issued a wanted notice that 
bore the wrong fingerprints; however the warden immediately issued a 
corrected wanted notice bearing the correct fingerprints. We had nothing 
to do with these wanted notices issued by Missouri almost a year before 
King was killed.

2. Lomax claims: An FBI search of the 1966 white Mustang 
driven by Ray unearthed Green Stamps that were issued as a result of 
a purchase at a Birmingham, Alabama, gas station in mid-February, 1968. 
FBI reports consistently place Ray in Los Angeles as a student at dancing 
and bartending schools at the time of the gas station transaction.

Facts: The manager of the service station in Birmingham, 
Alabama, stated that the station purchases S & H Green Stamps every two 
weeks and upon reviewing the stamps from the 1966 Mustang of Ray the 
manager stated that the stamps were purchased on 9/8/67 from the S & R 
Company and the number on the top of the stamps would indicate that they 
were given to a customer sometime during 9/8-22/67. It is noted that 
Birmingham investigation indicates that Ray was in Birmingham, Alabama, 
from 8/26/67 to 10/6/67.

NW 68486 Docld: 329897 55 Page 321 - 2 - CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum, to Mr. DeLoach
RE: MURKIN

3, Lomax claims: FBI reports indicated that cigarette 
butts and ashes were found on the floor of the white Mustang when it 
was recovered in Atlanta, Georgia, although Lomax alleges Ray does 
not smoke*

Facts: The Agents in Atlanta, upon examination of the 
1966 Mustang, determined there were no apparent cigar or cigarette 
ashes on the floor of the white Mustang and the ash tray was clean*

4* Lomax claims: The FBI reports indicate that Ray was 
in Los Angeles until 3/27/68; he is reported to have bought the fatal 
weapon in Birmingham, Alabama, on 3/30/68, Ray could not have driven 
the route in a Mustang in that short period between 3/27/68 and 3/30/68,

Facts: Our investigation discloses that Ray departed 
Los Angeles, California, on 3/17/68 giving a forwarding address as 
General Delivery, Atlanta, Georgia, .

5, Lomax claims: The most fatal oversight was the FBI's 
failure to uncover the console television set Ray gave to a Hollywood 
girl friend in return for her portable television set. The back of this 
television set contained handwriting believed to be that of Ray,

, Facts: We were perfectly aware that Ray traded his console
television set for a portable model and the television set has been in the 
possession of a person whom we have interviewed at length, Our 
Los Angeles Office advises that there is no handwriting on the back of . 
the television set. . .

6, Lomax claims: A clear reading makes it all but certain 
that Ray took three trips to New Orleans between 12/13/67 and the end 
of March* . - , . ,

. Facts: Our investigation thus far discloses that Ray made
two trips to New Orleans: once when he left Los Angeles 12/15/67, was 
registered at a New Orleans motel, 12/17-19/67, and returned to 
Los Angeles 12/21/67; and again when he left Los Angeles, 3/17/68, 
and delivered a package in New Orleans to a relative of Charles Stein, 
apparently on the evening of 3/21/68. ... _ . '

. -3- CONTINUED - OVER
Oocld:32989755 Page 322 ' " ... ................... ........ . . 



Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
RE: MURKIN

7. Lomax claims: The FBI did not retrace Ray’s trip to 
New Orleans with Stein to find the telephone booth Ray used to call 
New Orleans and did not consider the possibility Ray had called '
New Orleans from a telephone booth in the St. Francis Hotel in 
Los Angeles,

Facts: Lomax and Stein spent several days in an 
unproductive search for the Texas telephone booth allegedly used by 
Ray, We are checking the records of all calls made from more than 
170 telephones along the route driven by Ray and Stein in December, 1967 
We have previously checked out calls made from the telephone booth 
in the St, Francis Hotel indicated by Lomax as having been used by 
Ray and no pertinent information was developed. We are also checking 
calls made from all other pay telephones in the St. Francis. -

ACTION:

Extensive investigation is continuing throughout the field 
on a top priority basis to locate and apprehend Ray as quickly as possible,

Memphis authorities have indicated that they may seek a 
murder indictment against Ray from a local grand jury on or about 
5/3/68. It is not yet known if the testimony of FBI Agents will be 
necessary but we will furnish whatever cooperation local authorities 
may require in presenting the matter to a grand jury.
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* ‘ FACTS: The Bureaus record in this'case is one ’
of substantial achievement. Starting with an unknown subject^ 
the man known as Eric Galt was identified as a'pj^jQg, ^usgect 
within five days. Within another week we had obtained a 
photograph of the subject and the Attorney Genera MAY 9 1958 
considered sufficient evidence had been developed to - ’

. MAY t£Xf>O>4 
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DATE:
1 - Mr. DeLoach
I - Mr, Rosen
I - Mr, Malley
1 - Mr, McGowan
1 - Mro Long
1 - Mr, McDonough
1 - Mr, Martindale

May 7, 1968
1 - Mr, Mohr
1 - Mr. Bishop
I - Mr, Conrad
1 - Mr. Gale
1 - Mr, Sullivan
1 - Mr, Trotter

Tolson ——i'

Tove! ■ -—.
Trotter.---------------- .
Tele. Room . ■■ ■ 
Holmes  — 
Gondy —_ -............

This is the matter involving the murder of Martin Luther
King, Jr, . - . -. u

' Louis E, Lomax has now released his final news article. 
It is a vicious and unwarranted attack against theTBureau and is 
replete with misstatements of fact and ridiculous conclusions,

• 1, LOMAX STATES: The Director deeply disliked King
and once referred to him as a notorious liar; therefore, few 
black people will believe the Bureau will work overtime to

. find Kmgrs slayer, - • . . - ..... -

"" FACTS: The total facilities of the FBI have been .
fully committed to this case from the outset. Investigation 
has proceeded around-the-clock on a top priority basis 
throughout the United States and in various foreign countries. 
Thousands of interviews have been conducted and hundreds 
of suspects have been processed. A tremendous number of 
examinations have been conducted by the Laboratory and 
Identification Division. Every logical investigative approach 
is being vigorously pursued and the^eUwill be no let up •
until Ray is apprehended, ■ .... '• ‘

2. LOMAX STATES: The FBI is inept or its bungling'-. ■

WIMrrmr (14)



Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
- RE: MURKIN ■

warrant Federal process. Three days later, as a result 
of a project to check latent fingerprints against the 
fingerprints of more than 53,000 fugitives, Ray was 
determined to be identical with. Galt.

3. LOMAX STATES: Somebody managed to circulate 
wrong fingerprints for Ray and if he had been arrested 
when he abandoned his car in Atlanta (4/5/68) he would 
not have been identified as Ray.

FACTS: The FBI has issued only one set of 
fingerprints and these are the actual fingerprints of Ray.' 
When Ray escaped from prison in April, 1967, Missouri 
authorities issued a wanted notice that bore the wrong 
fingerprints; however, the warden immediately issued a 
corrected wanted notice bearing the correct fingerprints. 
We had nothing to do with these wanted notices issued by 
Missouri almost a year before King was killed.

4. LOMAX STATES: The FBI has pre-empted local 
police from the case by declaring the King murder a 
conspiracy.

FACTS: We have closely cooperated with the Memphis 
Police who obtained a murder warrant immediately after 
Federal process was obtained. All evidence has been ’ 
turned over to the police together with the results of 
Laboratory and fingerprint examinations and we have 
offered local authorities whatever assistance may be 
needed in presenting the case to a local grand jury.

5. ’ LOMAX STATES: The FBI has yet to ask the ... 
cooperation of the Los Angeles Police, •

FACTS: Our relations with the Los Angeles Police 
in this case have been excellent. We have checked their 
records on the subject and various ether individuals and 
on 5/3/68 when the police received a letter to the ”Los Angeles 
Times** purportedly written by the subject^ it was immediately 
made available to the Los Angeles Office.

6. LOMAX STATES: Ray made at least three trips from 
Los Angeles to New Orleans, . •

— 2 —
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FACTS: Ray is only known to have made two trips 
from Los Angeles to New Orleans, in December, 1967, and 
in March, 1968.

7. LOMAX STATES: The FBI confiscated telephone 
company records listing calls made from Los Angeles 
telephone booths used by Ray and only the FBI knows what 
these records show.

FACTS: We have not confiscated any records. We 
have obtained information from the telephone company 
regarding calls made from all pay telephones in the 
St. Francis Hotel, Los Angeles. It would appear that • ■ 
Lomax has been unsuccessful in his efforts to obtain 
similar information from the telephone company. '

8. LOMAX STATES: America’s blacks never have 
trusted either the Director or the FBL

FACTS: We have long enjoyed the confidence of 
responsible Negro leaders and the responsible Negro press. 
This confidence has been gained by the Bureau’s continuing 
success in handling Civil Rights cases such as the murder 
of three civil rights workers in Mississippi, the murder of 
Lt, Colonel Lemuel Penn in Georgia, the murder of 
Viola Liuzzo in Alabama, investigations concerning 
discrimination in voting, education, and many similar 
investigative accomplishments.

9, LOMAX STATES: The FBI leaked a story to the 
press suggesting a Negro was behind King’s murder,

FACTS: This is absolutely false, ■ '

10. LOMAX STATES: The Director should publicly 
admit his dislike for King and then “share the hunt?* with a 
less prejudiced agency; the cause of justice would be better 
served if the investigation were under a Warren-type, 
biracial commission. ■

FACTS: This is unworthy of comment.

• - 3 -
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11, LOMAX STATES: It is certain powerful men in 
American society were part of the deed,

FACTS: We have developed no evidence to indicate 
thiR is true nor does Lomax document this statement in ‘ 
anyway.^ - . • -

In his prior articles Louis Lomax made reference to a 
"mysterious blond" named Jerri who he alleged had been involved • 
with Ray at Los Angeles and later went to Milwaukee where Lomax 
said she had disappeared, * Jerri has been identified as Dyrell

. Dennis, a prostitute and narcotics addict whose relationship with - 
Ray appears to have been limited to a single meeting in a bar followed 
by a brief visit to his room. ,

Edgar John Pendleton, Los Angeles, with whom Lomax ' 
has also been in contact, has made available a letter he received from 
Dyrell Dennis, postmarked 4/19/68 at Milwaukee, This letter 
states in part, "Have you seen Ray? I hope he is OK," Pendleton 
denies any knowledge of the subject and states the Ray mentioned by 
Dennis is Ray Selma, a Mexican-American who formerly resided at 
the St, Francis Hotel, It is noted Dennis has stated she knew the 
subject only as Eric, . . _

Local authorities are scheduled to pres ent .this matter 
to a grand jury at Memphis, 5/7/68, to seek a murder indictment 
against Ray* At the present time it does not appear that Bureau 
personnel will be required to testify, but the Special Agent in Charge 
will be available if he is needed, - •- z

ACTION; ' ": >.

Vigorous investigation is continuing on a top priority basis*
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UNITED STATES G| NMENT

'Memorandum

Rose:

DeLoa DATE: May 2, 1968

1 -

<MURKIN> -
(KING MURDER CASE)

’ bouts

1

Mr. DeLoach - 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr, Malley 
Mr. McGowan

Mr. Bishop

This is a memorandum concerning Louis Emanuel
-■ (

^ujs~E^nueJSLomax, a Negro who was born in

Tolson —.
DeLoach — 

, Mohr — 
■ Bishop —-

Casper — 
""Callahan 2—

Conrad
Felt—J___

Gale______
Rosen^x^y
Sulli^SL
Tare!
TroJW<—
Tele. Room
Hohnes —— 
jGaa&f

currently writing articles for the North American Newspaper 
Alliance. He previously conducted a controversial televisional 
[program which originated in Los Angeles. Z|[>^ rt'A-h-k> l&’

7 3 An investigation of Lomax was conducted in 1963 when
he traveled to Cuba from Mexico. Bufiles reflect that Lomax 
is no good and that he has repeatedly proven his antagonism 
itoward the FBI. For example, in November, 1964, he appeared 
•on David Susskind *s "Open End” television program with 
Edward M. Keating (publisher of "Ramparts," the rotten magazine 
which has former SA William V. Turner on its staff) and / 
.William Kunstler (attorney who is absolutely no friend of 
ours). On this program Lomax was very critical of the FBI’s . 
role in the civil rights movement and stated there would be X 
no solution to the problem in Mississippi as long as lly 
Mr. Hoover remains as head of the FBI. /__

On his October 17, 1965, television program, , 
Lomax had as guests Helen Sobellr(wife of Morton Sobell, who 
was convicted in the Rosenberg casb^Zas well as Walter 
Schneir. author of a book based on the theme that the /■ U /
^Rosenberg case subjects wer lilroaded." > / .T'

Us Bufiles further reflect that .in August ,.1967, former 
Agent Norman T^Ollestad, ^author of the ‘vicious book, "inside /., 
the FBI," appeared on Lomax*'television program and used this"" 
occasion to further spread his .lies and distortions. Lomax,

s
side

All

; - may ■
\ZzLomax is now writing for the North t4mer leap• Neyspaper 

nee in connection with the recent tiTU uUiLumaw.^ad' ■? ~
Charleh^Stein 
phone stations 
Enclosure

to possibly determine the location of the tel&r 
used by Ray and Stein in their ||tri$ td • ~ »*• "

•_ ' CONTINUED - OVER . .
‘Tia’
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
BE: MURKIN

Nev Orleans in December of 1967. The articles as written 
by Lomax are grossly distorted and without foundation in fact. 
The Los Angeles Office feels that Lomax hopes to use his 
articles regarding the King case as a vehicle to get back in 
“big time" television.

Our Los Angeles Office advises that Lomax was sentenced 
to the penitentiary at Joliet, Illinois, on larceny charges 
from 2/19/50 until 5/9/56.

ACTION:

None. For information. Identification Becord on

- 2
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. ‘ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
<>• WASHINGTON, D.G 20537 .' <•
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CONTRIBUTOR OF 
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DATE:TO : MR. TOLSON

from : C. Do DeLoach

SUBJECT:

. MURKIN

cc Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr

DeLoach 
Mohr 
Rosen 
Bishop 
Callahan

■on

;ndy

Jim McShane^lunch at Hammel’sWhile having . . , , ,
Chief, U. S. Marshal’s. Off ice,.Department of Justice, asked if he 
could sit at my table for a few minutes. I told him to sit down.

McShane told me that he wanted to express the deep resent
ment that he and all US Marshals felt over the fact that the FBI 
had brought James Earl Ray from London to the US. He stated this 
was logically a job for the US Marshals and that, while he had / 
always meticulously adhered to the premise that the Marshals . A/ 
should never infringe on FBI jurisdiction, yet the FBI had cer
tainly infringed on the Marshals’ responsibilities in this 
instance. McShane also told me that he had discussed this matter 
with Fred Vinson and planned to mention it to the Attorney General.

I told McShane that it appeared his complaint was being 
misplaced, inasmuch as this was something he should discuss with 
the AG. I told him that, although the AG made the final decision, 
I wanted McShane to definitely realize that I personally was glad 
that the FBI had brought the subject back to the US. I stated 
this was a highly important case, very technical and complex in 
nature, and if this man had started discussing the aspects of the 
case with marshals, the marshals would have definitely been 
completely lost. '

McShane replied that he personally had brought a subject 
back from overseas in a previous important case. I told him I 
remembered this, .inasmuch as this particular subject had gotten 
away from him and had succeeded in slashing his wrists. McShane 
laughed and admitted this. ~ r -iX5 ■ • ^/()

McShane told me that his complaint meant nothing personally 
between the two of us; however, he definitely wanted the FBI to

. CONTINUED----OVER
CDDiCSH (6) . .
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Mr» Tolson

know of his feelings* He stated he did not care whom I told 
of his complaint* I stated it made little difference to me 
whom he complained to; however, once again, if he desired to lodge 
a complaint regarding the policy involved in the return of the 
subject, he should discuss this with the AG and not the FBI, 
He stated he planned to do this. He then left my table.

The Director was advised of this matter on’ 7/26/68,

ACTION:
For record purposes, \

2
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APRIL 26, 1968

URGENT

1 - Mr. McGowan

to All sacs
* **zi-s*i^** *w 4* •«1' '• ri- - “

MoM DlMcTO^ FBI (44-88861)

y

•V

T-Mr. McDonough 
1 - Mr. Martindale
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AM) LEADS ARE BEING SENT OUT CONCERNING PERSONS INVOLVED IN

y^CONCI^to^ ANY OTHER SUSPECTS DEVELOPED FROM ANY SOURCE

PROCESS HAS BEEN OBTAINED AGAINST JAMES EARL RAY AND

' - ’ EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION IS CONTINUING TO LOCATE RAY AND TO J

Tolsoe>l • 
CeLoacb _ 
Mohr -* *-
Bishop • ;
Casper___ 
CaUoncn _
Conrad —- 
Feit____j
GoJe____

SaJiivan__  
Tavel ;
Trotter____ 
Tele, Room
Hol^ea 
Gandy .

16 APR 29 1968

ESTABLISH MOTIVE OF CRIME. YOU HAVE BEEN AND WILL BE y - ‘ z
/ '• ' / A - 4 • ••■ . - • . '•
^URN^ED INFORMATION RELATING TO OT HER POSSIBLE CONSPIRATORS.

-•'•"■>-». '"'A *':?>-<'• • >•'••''•, .' ■ • . .

-XHESE^UST ALL BE THOROUGHLY RESOLVED NO MATTER HOW REMOTE.

mm of wgjw:
? g rjEPARTM^a Or jUSTiCt - ■-

REC-

TELETYPE UNIT
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. UNITED STATES <MENT

TO .

FROM '

SUBJECT:

Memorandum
... t /

Mr. Bisho;

Tolsoa
DeLoac

... date: April 19, 1968

i sho

^elt 
ale

livan

k '-MURKIN-7 —r- - - - : ■ -
- NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC)

ele. Room 
Holmes___  
Gandy

some of ’SrThe purpose of this memorandum is to set forth 
the uses of NCIC in connection with the above-captioned case.- T 
(■white Mustang used in this crime was identified and placed in the

ICIC system on April 10, 1968. An inquiry by the Atlanta Police 
>epartment on April 11, 1968, resulted in the ear being identified 
,s abandoned at Atlanta, Georgia. . - -. <

We searched all NCIC transactions from August ly< 
■1967^ through the first two weeks of April, 1968, looking for any^ 
inquiries by the police or any records that could be identified with 
Galt and the vehicle. A number of leads were furnished to the sub
stantive desk for follow-up. This meant that the computer searched 
approximately 2 1/2 million tape transactions with the NCIC system 
during that period. . ‘ ~* *• - ” *

U?

: As the result of the request that the latent fingerprint'
obtained in the Murkin case be searched against all fugitives, again 
the NCIC system was used. Using the computer, the 25,000 fugitive 
records in the NCIC were searched looking for only the sixth finger 
of the fingerprint pattern stored in the NCIC record for ridge counts - 
9 to 15. The questioned ridge count was reported by the Identification

I identified 1,740 possible records for the Identification Division to
. • check within the ridge count range of 9 to 15. This information was 

furnished to the Identification Division and within the first ,100 records 
(positive identification was made’of the .subject inth^s case.” If this 

had to be done manually it would have possibly talsen'several weeks 
or longer as they would have no way to isolate the questioned finger.

cUD^as, 
(7)^

16.APR 26 1968

CONTINUED - OVER

.1 - Mr. Tolson
' • 1 - Mr/'Bishop : 

. 1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. Rosen 
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JAMES EARL RAY 
INTERESTING IDENTIFICATION

Martin Luther King, Jr., was killed on. April 4, 1968, while 
standing on a balcony of the Lorraine Hotel in Memphis, Tennessee. The 
unknown killer made good his getaway, but in so doing, left behind evidence 
that would eventually help lead to his identification, apprehension and imprisonment. 
Items left behind were a . 30-06 Remington rifle with attached Redfield telescopic 
sight, binoculars, and a blue zipper bag containing clothing and personal 
articles. These items were found in the vicinity of a rooming house across 
from the Lorraine Hotel. Investigation determined that subject had rented a 
room at the rooming house using the name John Willard, and it was from the 
bathroom in this establishment that the fatal shot was fired. The rifle and other 
evidence was delivered to the FBI Laboratory and Identification Division by a 
Special Agent of the Memphis Division.

Several latent prints of value were developed on the items 
submitted. Two of these latent prints, one on the rifle and one on the 
binoculars were found to have been made by the same finger and the position 
of these prints, as well as the shape and slope of the ridges, indicated the 
prints were probably from the left thumb.

Thorough investigation developed considerable information, 
relative to the murderer. The rifle had been purchased in Birmingham by 
an individual using the name Harvey Lowmeyer; the white Mustang believed 
to be the getaway car was registered to an Eric Starvo Galt who had spent 
the night proceeding the- murder at the Rebel Motel in Memphis. Galt was 
further traced to a rooming house in Atlanta where additional evidence was 
recovered, including a map of Mexico. A latent fingerprint developed thereon 
was identified with the latent prints onRhe rifle and binoculars. This identi
fication enabled the FBI fingerprint experts to say that this print, in addition 
tojprobably being from the left thumb, was an ulnar loop of 12 ridge counts.

The latent prints developed on the rifle, binoculars, the map, 
and other evidence had been compared durinc the eleven days following the 
murder with approximately 400 suspects, had been searched through all 
sections of the FBI’s single flnserprini file and .compared with all outstandin 
FBI idecdimntion orders.
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Based on the premise that the latent fingerprint recovered 
from the rifle, binoculars and map of Mexico was probably from the left 
thumb and was an ulnar loop of 12 ridge counts, a review of the fingerprint 
records of the 53, 000 fugitives on file was undertaken and it was found that 
approximately 1900 of these fugitives had ulnar loops of 10 - 14 ridge counts 
in the left thumb. Comparisons were started and on April 19, 1968, 15 days 
after the crime, the latent fingerprints were identified with the fingerprints 
of James Earl Ray, an escapee from the Missouri State Penitentiary where he 
had been serving time for robbery. .

The fingerprint identifications with James Earl Ray triggered an 
intensive man hunt involving law enforcement officers and investigative 
personnel, not only in the United States, but also Mexico, Canada, England, 
and other countries. -

The possibility that Ray himself might have been killed was 
not overlooked and all unknown deceased fingerprint cards received by the 
FBI vrere referred to the Latent Fingerprint Section for comparison. One 
case of this type concerned a body found buried on the beach at Acapulco, 
Mexico. Fingerprints taken by local authorities from this body were examined 
in the Latent Fingerprint Section but, because of the condition of the body, 
were of no value. An examiner from the FBI's Latent Fingerprint Section 
flew to Mexico and on examining the flesh of the fingers was able to determine 
that the body was not that of James Earl Ray.

Another phase of the investigation led to Canada, and there, 
following an exhaustive search of passport applications, it was determined 
that Ray had obtained a passport under the name of Ramon George Sneyd and 
had taken an airplane flight to London. \

Copies of the FBI Identification Order prepared following Ray's
identification by latent prints were immediately furnished to Scotland Yard and
on June 8, 1969, while attempting to board a flight for Brussels, Belgium, 
Ray was arrested at London Airport.

Ray was subsequently ordered extradited to Memphis, Tennessee, 
to stand trial for murder and to Missouri as an escaped felon. On March 10, 
1369, Ray plead guilty to King's murder and was sentenced to 99 years in the 
Tennessee State Penitentiary. .

_ 2 -
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UNITED STATES Cjj^ERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

TO

MURKIN o U t>J IlC* 1 :

date: April 23, 1968

ALL Ii™L R-! 
ILWLJ 14 v—:

1 - Mrc
1 - Mr, 

■ 1 - Mr,
1 - Mr,
1 - Mr, 
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr, 
1 - Mrt 
1-Mr, 
1 - Mr,

• 1-Mr,
1 - Mr,
1 - Mr,

DeEoach 
Rosen 
Malley 
McGowan 
.Martindale- 
Long 
McDonough 
Mohr 
Bishop 
Conrad 
Gale 
Sullivan 
Trotter

This,is the. case involving the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.

It has-previously been reported Sandy Smith advised the Bureau ' 
that ’’Life’”magazine had information, alleging Curtis Way, Newark, had 
photographs" showing-’James Earl Ray marching with King two weeks 
before the murder* Lt’Has now been determined that the photographs taken 
by Way are’actually photographs of John Patrick O'Rourke, formerly .. , 
a Sergeant on the. West Orange, New Jersey, Police Department for ' 
sixteen years* O'Rourke does not appear to have any connection with

. this case* ■

The Laboratory has determined that a piece of brown thread 
from the room Ray had in a ’’hippie” rooming house in Atlanta is like 
the brown thread used to mend undershorts abandoned with the rifle in 
Memphis at the time of the killing,, The undershorts have been traced 
to Ray by the laundry tag* . . Rrp. M y - - ■n4

Information was received from ’’Life” magazine that one 
Earl Smith, Memphis, had allegedly been approached regarding a plot to 
assassinate King* Smith has been interviewed and related that he served 
six years in the Air Force as an Explosives Ordnance Disposal Technician* 

jin August, 1966, he was employed’at aWestern Auto store in Memphis and . 
jfrequented a bar on Bellevue Street* Smith does not recall the exact 
Location or the name of the bar* While in this tavern Smith states he’

/

WLM:vea
(14) CONTINUED - CVER
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach 
“ RE: MURKIN

engaged in conversation with another patron and mentioned his military 
. specialty. Two days later he met the same man again in the bar and 
\ this man said that since Smith had been in the Air Force he should have 

I contacts for obtaining munitions and explosives. He then requested
Smith to get 50 hand grenades and laid $5,000 in cash on the table saying, 
"This is yours if you get me the grenades. " The man then told Smith 
that he and four others in Memphis had vowed that one of them would 
kill Martin Luther King, Jr., in one way or another and this was why they 
wanted the hand grenades. Smith asked the man if he was a member 
of the Ku Klux Idan and he replied that he was not. Smith declined to 
provide hand grenades and was told, "K you can’t get them for me, you 
had better forget it." Smith has had no further contact with this man 
and does not know his identity. He described him as forty-five years of 
age, 5* 7” tall, 220 pounds, gray hair, and driving a new Corvette ;

, automobile.

After being interviewed Smith alleged that he had been fired 
। from his job because he had furnished information.. C. E. Weaver, 
general manager of the Western Auto store was contacted and said he 
had not fired Smith but had told him to go home because he was drinking 
on the job. He also said that Smith had failed to appear at a scheduled 
meeting of employees at 6:30 a. m., 4/11/68 and he had determined that 
Smith had been drunk the evening before and had overslept. "Weaver 
considers Smith to be deceitful, unreliable, probably a heavy drinker 
and Weaver has been considering firing Smith.

Records of the penitentiary at Leavenworth show that Ray 
was approved for the honor farm in 1957 but was never* so assigned 
as he did not feel he could live in the honor farm dormitory because 
it was integrated.

John Larry Ray, subject’s brother, has been located in 
St. Louis where he operates a bar. John claims he has seen the subject 
only twice in twenty years, the last occasion being three years ago 
at Missouri State Penitentiary. John Ray expressed wonder that Ray 
is being hunted by the FBI since all he has done is "Kill a nigger" and 

| there would be no interest in Ray if King had been white. John Ray 
i said the subject would have no reason to contact him and would not be 
| able to locate him anyway.

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to
RE: MURKIN

DeLoach

Radio station KNEW, San Francisco, has a recording of a 
’’talk show" that occurred between 9 p* m* and 10 p* m*, 4/13/68O An 
unidentified caller alleged Adam Clayton Powell offered $20,000 to kill 
King and stated, "I am a Negro myself and I belong to a militant group* 
Well, if you turn around and check to find out why he offered $20,000 ’ 
on Reverend King’s death to four men in a UCLA building* I was there, 
one of twenty-six men at that party* They had a big fight between the 
two of them* It was never put in the paper* You have the FBI investigate 
and find out why the man was offered $20,000 and a hideout in Bimini*. 
That is why I left Los Angeles, to come up here, because I have heard 
your program and explain everything to you so you can turn it over to the 
FBI and let them figure it out*" ’ .

• The caller also said the meeting had been in a white house and 
when the announcer asked for his name so he could be contacted by the 
FBI, the caller stated, "Well, I don’t want them to contact me because -.. 
my life ain’t worth two cents, on account of the man that hit (censored, 
censored) it might trip away from him* That is all I am going to say* 
Thank you*11 Los Angeles is contacting racial sources for any information 
as to such a meeting and the statements actually made by Powell* .

ACTION;

Every possible means of locating Ray is being vigorously 
pursued* ■
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1:05 PM toe 20, 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON
' MH# 'Dzt LOACH _

/ ?T ^v” "O • MH. ROSEN

i_«L
While talking to Attorney General Ramsey Clark ca another matter, 

he asked how the James Earl Ray investigation locked now. I Eaid I thought 
it was more or less stymied la legal technicalities in Great Britain as it has 
to go through a long process ca esiradltlom 1 commented that, M course, ths 
lawyer who has gone over to represent Ray Is a former FBI Agent; that he is j
no good and was the attorney U the Mrs. Viola LMzzo case, tut,, cf course, /
we got eonvlctiens hi that, bat lawyer has always been strongly pro-1-Jan. V. 
1 said he was Slayer of Birmingham, Alabama, at one time and si that time V 
he was a strong supporter of nBulln Connor and I thought it significant that 
Ray should get a fellow who has certainly a strong smell of the Elaa about him. 
X said he denies that he is a Kiansman. or that he ever attended sny of their 
meetings and he claims h® does not know how Ray came to ask for Mm as his 
lawyer. X said that Ray claims he read about Mm in the newspaper when he 
was in the penitentiary in Missouri. The Attorney General said he does not {\ 
see how Bay would remember that. I agreed and told the Attorney General 
that the lawyer and Ms son, who Is a partner. went over to England and we 
alerted oar London Office to alert tbs British as to his background they -v 
would know with whom they are dealing. .

The Attorney General asked how long ago the fellow was with the 
Bureau and 1 stated ft must have been before the war. The Attorney General 
then asked how long he w with the Bureau and I told Mm about three years
and that he then went Mo the practice cf law and got into politics in Birmingham 
and, as I had said, ho was a very strong supporter of "BMP Connor in the use 
of police dogs, st cetera, hi civil rights matters. X said ba was the lawyer 
in the LMsao case and won is the local court and then it went into the Federal 
court on civil rights and h© lost, 2 said he has made many public statements 
against Martin Luther King when King was living and he has strong animosity

-—against King and against Kennedy. X said H "O significant that he Ip the



Memorandum lor Messrs, Tolson, DaLoach, Rosen, Binhop ^uns 20, 1063

he does not haUnd to ask for a chases of venue if ha Is to be tried in Memphis*. 
The Attorney General asked M w were getting any evidence that Ray had . 
somebody helping him and. supporting him and I told him none whaisoevsr, . 
I said we were checking various lines as to Hay and Slrhan Sirhan in the ■ * 
Robert F. Kennedy ease as to the mysterious woman in the pantry of the •' 
Ambassador Hotel and so far they have all fallen through. I said the girl . 
In the Sirhaa gas© has refused to taka a He detector tost, but X thought th®. ■ ■ ' 
police wer® going to give her one although so far she has refused to take sno. ' 
The Attorney General asked K this were the woman in the polka det dress aad 
I told him It was the one who claimed she saw the woman in the polka dot dress, 
The Attorney General said he bad read the report cn her and got the feeling . 
she was rebalanced. I commented that she was seeking publicity, . 7 .

I continued that we are also checking as to who was with Sirhaa
Slrhan at the rifle range when he was practicing with the revolver as well 
as persons with Mm when he bought the ammunition, 1 stated in these 
Instances they were men. ■ ' • ■

X stated that in Hay’s ease, wo have not found a single angle that
would indicate a conspiracy. X said the only significant thing la the money ' 
he had and which he spent freely in P^yMg bills and X thought that could have " 
been obtained from a bank robbery, The Attorney General said that if we ■ 
could show he robbed the bank at Alton, it would be helpful. I said we are 
working on that because he was paying Ms bills with $50 bills up to Ms arrest. 
I said on the ether hand he stayed at Hop houses and never stayed at a first- 
class hotel but M the same time he spent, I thought, $1200 or more In b^ri^g 
guns and the ear, which X thought was $1500, and then he took dancing lessens, 
bartender lessons, and lessons in picking locks, and that is why X think security 
is so exceedingly important not only in England but on the way back <0 this . 
country and when he gets here. ■ ■ • • ' . . 1 .

Tao Attorney General commented that he hoped my men can bring ;
Mm back and asked If that ware satisfactory. 1 told Mm it was and that I 
wold be strongly of Ue opinion, unless there is a compelling reason to the 
contrary, that he ought to bo brought back by military plane; that I could not 
see aay dlRorence between a military plane, a Cunard liner, or Fan American; 
and ou the hillltary plane wo would have our Agents and have Ray caMMed with

2 —
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Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, DeLcaeh, Boses, Bishop June 20, 1063

leg irons 2nd basdcuxfs, I said he is a dangerous Individual and is not a damn 
fool; that be is desperate and will make any oHort to .escape that he can. I 
said I thought he should be landed at the &aval airport in Memphis and not ' 
the regular airport. The Attorney General asked if we should We a repro* \ 
sentaiivs of the Memphis Police Department on board or net, and 1 said I 
would not think so. I said I would think we would be responsible for taking 
Ma from the British and arrange with Frank Holloman to have the Memphis 
Police at the airport in Memphis on arrival, but to do it almost on an Meyes ’ 
only*’ basis so there will be no leak as to where or when he is coming in * ‘ 
because we will be plagued by the press, as they ar® trying everything they 
can In England to got a line on when he is being moved. I said I noted the 
lawyer says he expects to be advised exactly when and where he will depart. 
The Attorney General commented that he will know when he gets in.

J said there la a military airport in London and I thought that Is 
xvhere the military plane should land If it goes from this country with . . 
absolute silence on the part of the Commanding General as to its departure; . 
that the first knowledge fa Cais country would come when he is delivered to 
the Memphis Police with sufficient time to get him into jail. X said the ■ 
plane should arrive so as not to allow them to go through the silty in the daytime 
but to arrive around 2:00 or 3:00 la the morning. The Attorney General said , 
he was sure that was exactly right. I said otherwise there will be efforts to 
kill him if there Is a conspiracy and if there is so conspiracy, We supporter® 
of Dr. Ring will do everything in their power to kill him. I said the am .. 
thing is true in the case of Slrhan Sirhan in Los Adelas because the feelings 
on behalf of the Kennedy followers is so strong that they will have to take 
great precautions to -see he U not killed, I said it would be a horrible thing 
as & would be charged it was done by the Federal Government or something ’ 
like that and for that reason it must bo very carefully handled both as to 
transportation of Bay from London and incarceration, if he is ever extradited 
as I Wink it is going to tog on for five or Six weeks* 1 said what 1 am afraid of 
££ that there is going to develop in this country criticism on ths pert of the British 
in getting this iclicw back here. I said people have asked how soon ho will be 
brought back and. I have told them it is up to the British as U Is not our re- 
tponsmiilty as we have done everything so that ho has legal representation.

•» § "
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Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, DeLoach, Rosen, Bishop June 20, 1993.

Tae Attorney General. stated that Assistant Attorney General Fred ' 
Vinson, Jr.t will be going back over to England Monday night as the. Home . > 
Secretary and gus A^znbassador ashed that he come back. He said that w have 
arged to every wy that it be speeded up because 01 the atroag feeling la ihU 
<xmtry about U.

The Attorney Goners! asked then ifI thought a military plane is 
better than leasing a cumiserciai place aud » said X did because when you 
lease a commercial gdasa, you would have a crew, unless you put a military • 
erew on to, but (here would be no gmrpose putting a military crew on a 
commercial plane. I said X could sot see any legal difficulty as the method 

getting him back does not make much dlHerencs as to the legality ex the 
thing or the image of it. The Attorney General commented that he had been, 
thiektog the other vay. I said he is a dangerous man and has proven himself 
to be very clever as he headed fur various parts ox the world as £ thought 
he was beaded far Brussels to loin the mereenariss and ha had plans to go 
to Rhodesia aM be was to Lisbon where he laid around for acout a week and 
same back to Bondja. 1 said the London Police have never been able to pick 
np what he was doing tor toe ixdiuioe of toe time, J said he is a slippery^ 
shrewd individual and ho to most coniexaptsGus to manner and action with, 
toe prison authorities over there. X said another thing about toe British to 
that they are not tight on security as they do act search a person unless ha to 
convicted and they do not search anybody visiting some^me to jail, but that 
to toe old British procedure. S&e Attorney General eommeatod that it to 
sbsolutaly wTOgg. 1 said J thought any person visiting a prisoner ought to be ’ 
seg^chsd. The Attorney General said he thought my men talked them into doing 
that. I said they finally did, feat they always talk about traditions over ther^. 
The Attorney Genend commented that they were about as- strict as aaybedy on 
those,

1 said I thought we have a very sertoss problem to movtog this follow 
axid ws ought to do it with very carotoliy laid cut plans and take him toto the 
Kaval airport to Hexnphto and arrange to turn him over to Holloman and thsa • 
anncuace he to in toe custody of toe Memphis Police, The Attorney General 
said he hoped my moa were wai*Zdng on that so we will be ready and I told 
Mm we Wes’s,
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' Memorandum for Messrs, Tolson, DeLoach, Rosen, Bishop June 25,

X told the Attorney General that the men who were in London were 
back here, as one man’s father had a serious heart attack, I said one is 
Special Agent Zeiss, whom he may remember, and the Attorney General said 
he did, that he was a close friend of Ms father’s and his son knows him, too. 
I said he will be on the plane and so would John T. Minnich. The Attorney 
General commented this would be ideal. . •

The Attorney General asked how we thought Ray got the three samas 
he used. X said this again shows Ms astuteness as all three are living people 
residing in Canada who sever knew him and never heard of him. I said on 
the other hand, Ray spent last year, when he was wandering around the country, 
a great portion of the time in Canada and I thought he was planning this thing 
and seeking a double identity like Sneyd, Galt, and Bridgeman and checking 
out those games so K there were any check made on his application for a birth 
certificate, they -.culd ascertain such a person existed. I said this shows his 
shrewdness, I said I think we are dealing with a man who is not an ordinary 
criminal in the usual sense, but a man capable of doing any kind of a sly act. 
The Attorney General said he was exceptionally clever. . ‘ -

' X said Sirhan Sirhan is a different Individual as he is a fanatic and 
killed Robert Kennedy because he spoke in favor of Israel and this fellow 
being an Arab became intensely bitter against Kennedy and felt he should be 
killed, which he did, but he is a fanatic and Ray is not a fanatic in that sense. 
I said I think Ray is a racist and detested Negroes and Martin Luther King 
and there is indication that prior to tire Memphis situation, he had Information 
about King speaking in other towns and then picked out Memphis. I said X 
think he acted entirely alone, but we are not closing our minds that others 
might be associated with him and we have to run down every lead. ■

. X said we are getting mure crank Utters and letters about other 
people who are going to be killed who are in high office, such as Senator 
Edward Kennedy, et cetera. X said one does not realise how many mis 
are loose in this country until we have a case like this. The Attorney General 
eaid it brings them out, 1 said ws have to be careful ci all of them; that we 
take ab-jut three away a week who come to my office who complain about 
persecution and sometimes they are armed and we send them to the hospital 
and then they are sent to St, Elizabeth’s and in two or three months they are 
back on the streets. The Attorney General said we are going to have to 
find new ways to deal with that problem as it is not tfxecHve now. I said it
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Memorandum fur Messrs. Tolson, DsLoach, Koaea, Bishop dune 29, 1933

Is a problem for the psychiatrists but they are apparently doing little io cur® 
them, but they are mentally unbalaacsd.. The Attorney General said it Is a 
public safety problem &y&. I said 1 do sot favor the view that the country 
is depraved and all that. X said I think we have a great block ©i fine people 
in this country; that there may be some depraved citizens, but it is aoi a 
depraved society. The Attorney General said he thought there was toocmndj 
emphasis today la the press that society is sink; that it is the fasMcuabl® 
thing to do. ■ " .

& said I hoped the sew Commission the President has appointed 
will keep a balanced viewpoint as to that because the other Commission 
went far astray in regard to whit® racism. X said there is racism but not as 
predominantly os the Kerner Commission found H to be. The Attorney 
General said he had never found it bo. 1 said as an example take the meeting 
yesterday (Solidarity Bay); that more than 50% of those who attended were white 
and it was net predominantly Negro. The Attorney General said that was 
surprising io him and he felt better to see it that way. X said this shows . 
that white racism is not as predominant as we have been led to believe.
I said 1 hope the Bisenbower Commission when they get around to their 
findings view it with an unemotional attitude. The Attorney General said 
there are some good people on the Commission. X said it seems it should 
be done without emotionalism or crying fire. I said I get annoyed with the 
editorials about our sick society as X do not believe there is such a thing 
ba this country although there are some sick citUens. Tn® Attorney General 
said that if X could make this point in the Law Enforcement Bulletin on the 
Director’s page, he thought it would be helpful. I said I have been worklag 
on that just recently; that th® idea was given to me by McGill of the Atlanta 
ConstituUon. I said he had a fine editorial about the attacks on the ESI 
because we had not found ths King murderer after two months and the cracks 
that we were riot trying to find him and then he ^uUd several verses ox the 
Bible which portrayed Christ as sot. interested in the poor, but it showed, 
again that there is always an sflart to tsar down and destroy. 1 commented 
that X thought there was a tendency to debunk our Patriots In history. I said 
it was that sort ci thing that I thought drove President ^ohuson from running 
for a second term and the Attorney General agreed.
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Memerandum ict Messrs. DeLoach, Boses, Bishop . June 20, 1053

■ 1 mentioned the Students for a Democratic. Society as a minority ’ ■
group dominatis^ and the Attorney General said S was a tiny group. a said . ' 
ft is a bad group and it played a big part yesterday at this meeting as they ’ 
attended, but U was just Ube the Cohimbia University thing. X said that was staged b; 
only about thirty individuals who closed ths university which has thousands sf 
students. Xbc Attorney General said they are a pretty clever and eHecUve.= 
group and have to be watched wMully. I said they are more elective than 
cut and cut casnudate The Attorney General said they are doing mare '

2 said they are movia^ into every area they can ©nd we have been ;, 
watching them closely we have some good informaate. The Attorney 
General said he thought that is really vital because they are a dangerous • . 
■group* -., , . . . '

■ The Attorney General sgj^esstd his appreciation and sMd he would 
me posted on this ragisteatica ci guns. . ■

' Very truly yours,

• . ' ’ ’■ ..- ■ j.lb. . ■ :;■ ■
f John Edgar Hoov^

• . ’ r / Director t . ' .

r ■" 1 ’ - • .. SENT From O, o,
■ . .' . . ■- ' TIM^ •

■ ' .' ‘ -■ DATE _ (> '<?■/—

' - • .
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TO

FROM

omoNAt FOtM no. io 
MAY !♦« COITION 
ou GCN. CtC. NO. 27

UNITED STATES rHENT

Memorandum
Mr. DeLoac^") date: March 13, 1969

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Rosen

1 - Mr. McGowan
SUBJECT: MURKIN /

Trotter .
Tele. Rocs: ■ ..
Holmes 
Gandy

This is the case involving the murder of Martin Luther King.

Reference is made to previous memoranda concerning 
Jensen’s plan to interview subject Ray in the above-entitled matter 
at the Tennessee State Penitentiary, Nashville, Tennessee.

I had previously advised that Jensen had entered the maximum 
security building of the institution at 3:44 p. m. This information was 
furnished to the Director’s Office immediately thereafter.

It is also pointed out that the steps outlined and the Director’s 
comments concerning the need to make no public statement as the press 
and TV would descend on the penitentiary en masse were brought to the 
attention of Assistant Attorney General Leonard of the Civil Rights Division 
afteb Jensen had started his interview with Ray today. Mr. Leonard 
indicated he fully agreed that any publicity at this time would be most 
undesirable. - ’

. Mr. Leonard asked to be informed of developments which 
might have a bearing on this matter as it will be necessary to decide, 
in the event Ray is not cooperative and there is no possibility of further 
getting any cooperation from him, as to whether he should be brought 
before a Federal Grand Jury and be questioned under oath concerning 
the existence of coconspirators. - .................

ACTION TO BE TAKEN: In accordance with the Director’s instructions, 
the results of the interview of subject Ray by SAC Jensen will be furnished 
to the Director before any further action is taken to disseminate such 
information to the Department. "It is noted that Leonard indicated he was in 
close touch with the Attorney General in this matter and is anxious to know 

| of developments. The information will therefore not be furnished to . •
- 4 Mr. Leonard until it receives the Director’s approvaL - > ? " ; ~

AR:ige:mfd

54 MAR 2 01963
' 118 MAR 17 1969
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- May 1, 1988 
PLAINTEXT : . . XL

TEISTYPE . ■; ~ URGENT

.- • - - • •. . -. . 7. -1 - Mr, Long
TO:. SACS^ CHICAGO ‘ \ - r V L

; .. KANSAS CUT - :7
•;■■■•.•: / ST. LOUIS - r. \ 7‘\ ■■ ‘ •

SPRINGFIBID

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI - ■/ ■’ ?v 7- ; -t •- 7 W-
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.MURKIX : :- - 1 _✓ ; , * _ '■» • s - . »». * v u - ’ *— » * * W > « t *■’ w i 1 .«« * — -

“ : TULL COVERAGE XS TO Bl AFFORDED THE RELATIVES OF SUBJECT ; ,

RESIDING IN YOUR RESPECTIVE TERRITORIES. THIS WILL INCLUDE 

A SPOT SURVEILLANCE 0? THESE PERSONS AS WELL A8 A DETERMINATION 

OF THEIR ASSOCIATES AND INDIVIDUALS MAKING FREQUENT CONTACT/ S .. 

WITH THEM. YOU SHOULD ALSO OBTAIN ALL LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 

CALIS FROM THEIR RESIDENCE FOR PERIOD APRIL TWENTYTHREE SIXTY-

SEVEN TO PRESENT TIME. YOU SHOUID MAKE THIS A CONTINUING PROJECT

OUT TO DETERMINE ANY (CONTACT

*
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A
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KANSAS CITI

' - ST. LOUIS
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MURKIN

CO? THE SUBJECT4 TOG SHOULD 1NSGBS THAT EACH RELATIVE IS 

ADEQUATELT COVERED TO POSSIBLE ASSIST IN THE SUBJECT’S

? AHMED AND DANGEROUS

AIRMAIL COPT TO MEMPHIS.

.»■

$

- 52?: In view of the ^*ct subject could possibly contart 
nis relatives, the officescovering residence of relatives, - 'P 
requested to provide full coverage to provide any information . . 
whatsoever that could lead to the subject's apprehension. ; - ";.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date______4/17/68_________

JEW^LJAU,. Director, International School of Bar- 
tendinga 2125 Sunset Boulevard^ advised. ERIC GALT vias riot 
fluent in Spanish and could only say a few words in Spanish. 
These words5 however^ were correctly pronounced by him. 
IAU stated he now recalls that GALT had mentioned to him 
that he had lived in Puerto Vallarta^ Mexico for about three 
years. The exact dates of this residence are unknown. 
IAU could hot recall GALT ever mentioning the reason he had 
been living in Mexico. . '

IAU stated he thought it rather peculiar that someone
would sperd three years in Mexico and would not take the- trouble 
to learn the language^- He never questioned GALT in this regard.

'IL........................ ............... ,.............................-3
v...: ■

On 4/16/68 Los Angeles, California i?iiP # Los Angeles 44-1574

SA BILLY DALE HUBBARD and -
by - SA JAMES R. PACE___________JRP/nmb________Date dictated ' 4/16/68

I This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Bev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date

4/17/68

^SHARON RHOADS, employed at Charter Title, 
9033 Wilshire Boulevara, Los Angeles, California, vias 
interviewed by SAs GEORGE Eo AIKEN, Jr. and E. RHEAD 
RICHARDS in the vicinity of her employment on April 16,. 
1968, at which time she advised as follows:

She stated that she was employed on a part-time 
basis as an evening dance instructor at the National 
Dance Studio located at 2026 Pacific Avenue, Long Beach, 
California. ‘

She stated that she recalled one ERIC S. GALT ■ •
as-a former student whom, she instructed. She stated that ’
as she recalled, GALT was her dancing pupil from about 
the first week in December 1967 through approximately the .
middle of February 1968. , '

In recalling GALT, she offered the following 
information concerning him:

She said that GALT was a very neat person and 
that he dressed immaculately, often in expensive clothes. . •
He always appeared at the dance studio cleanly shaven, 
wearing white shirt and tie, and either a sport coat • •
and slacks or a suit. She stated he also owned an ■
expensive looking pair of alligator loafers, which he often '
wore with a sport suit. She stated that his hands were very . 
well kept, and his nails may have been professionally ■
manicured, but she could not state this with absolute- ‘
certainty. She stated, however, that she had never seen 
his hands soiled or his fingernails dirty. His fingernails 
were well filed and trimmed and were worn short and neat. •
She stated that he was left handed inasmuch as she had 
noticed him on two occasions writing, and at the time she 
observed him writing, she made a mental note that he was a 
’’south paw.” ’ • .

4/16/68 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles 44-1574
On___________ ,_____at_________________________ ,_________File # __________________________ _

SAs GEORGE 3. AIKEN-, Jr. and ’
?L<:-E. RHEAD RICHARDS/GEA/eb ' ’- 4/17/68

by -------- -------------------------------------------------- :---------------------- Date dictated---------------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. .
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GALT was very ill at ease in crowds and gave 
her the impression that he prefers to be either alone or 
with no more than one other individual.- He was an 
introvert and was very hard to converse with. She stated ■ 
that in the approximate two months that she knew him, 
only towards the last did he feel confident enough with 
her that he would joke with her. She stated that toward 
the end he showed somewhat of a humor, which she believed 
very few people knew he had. He was always ill at ease 
around others and could not relax while in conversation 
with any other individual. He always fidgeted, pulled at 
his ears, played with his hands, and looked in every 
direction but at’the pefson with whom he was conversing. 
She stated that he smiled with a one-sided smile and that 
he smiled very infrequently.

He would never talk about himself, but in general 
conversations she was led to believe that he came to Los 
Angeles from Mexico, possibly around Mexico City. He told 
her that he was unemployed; was a former merchant seaman; 
that he wished to return to sea, and that he received - 
sufficient proceeds from the sale of a bar that he could 
"get along without being gainfully employed."

RHOADS stated that she was of the opinion that . 
GALT entertained the thought of asking her for a date on 
many occasions, but his backwardness prevented him from 
actually doing so. During the dancing lessons he always 
centered his conversations around dancing techniques and ' 
never talked in general terms about himself. She believes 
he was a Southerner, and she recalled that possibly the 
first or second week during. January 1968, he did not attend 
dancing instruction, and upon his return, stated that he had 
visited a brother in the State of Louisiana. RHOADS stated 
that during the two month period that she knew GALT, he 
changed residences twice in Hollywood, California. She 
at no time associated with GALT socially. She was not • 
acquainted with any of his associates, and through 
conversations, GALT told her that he had no particular 
"hobby." .

118 ’
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She stated that GALT seemed to compensate for 
his social inaptness by his attire and placing his 
schedule on precise projects which he was participating in.

As an example, she stated that GALT took dancing 
lessons she believed to overcome some of his shyness. He 
pursued the dancing lessons quite vigorously, doubling up 
on the number of lessons normally taught per week so as to 
take the maximum, number of lessons in the shortest possible 
time. He abruptly quit dancing, telling her that he had 
enrolled in bartending school and was having a conflict in 
his schedule. -

RHOADS was of the opinion that he had toyed with 
his dancing lessons sufficiently to satisfy himself and 
was “running off on another tangent.” She also stated 
that GALT was not sufficiently busy she believed to have not 
pursued both courses, because GALT told her that he slept 
rather late, had lunch, took a nap in the early afternoon, 
went to bartending school in the late afternoon, and would ■ 
then attend dancing lessons in the early evening. This, 
he explained to her, was his typical day, which was-not a 
busy, productive, or strenuous one in her mind. ■

She stated that GALT was very slow in his mental 
processes. He often did not understand jokes-and did not 
react favorably to a friendly gesture extended to him. 
RHOADS stated that during one conversation.with GALT she- 
made mention that it was odd that he did not wear any 
jewelry, that is ring or watch, since he was so well dressed 
otherwise. GALT replied that he detested jewelry of any sort, 
and to her knowledge, she never saw him wear a watch, ring, 
or cuff links, or any other items of jewelry. ■

RHOADS could remember nothing else of the 
mannerisms, background, etc. of GALT. She stated that GALT 
was a white male, weighing about 165 pounds. She stated 
that he had brown hair; was in his middle 30s; had a medium 
complexion, and spoke with a Southern accent. She stated 
that from his diction she believed him to be high school 
educated. To her knowledge, he spoke no foreign language.

119
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His hair was short but not a flattop or Butch haircut. 
She stated that she could not recall whether or not he 
had a part in his hair but for some reason doubted that 
his hair was parted. His eyes were described as pretty 
and blue in color. ■

She stated that should she remember any further 
information pertaining to GALT, she would immediately 
contact the Los Angeles Division of the FBI.

120 _
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ‘ '

/ Date J_______4/15_/6S

TOMAS LAU, Director, International School of Bar
tending, 2125 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, ’ 
was interviewed at this location and furnished the following 
information: . . ' ‘

■ . He stated his records reflect that ERIC S. GALT *
attended the International School of Bartending from January . 
1% 1968 through March 2, i960, graduating from same on the 
latter date. He attended school Monday through Friday from ’ 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. ' .

LAUbrecords further reflect that oh January 19> 
1968 GALT paid $20 in cash and on January 20, 1968 paid $105 
in cash for this course. GALT’s Application for Admission .

• to the School., which-is dated January 19j> 1968, reflects an 
• address of 1535 North Serrano.and telephone number ^69-8096, 

which address and telephone number were scratched out and re- . 
placed with an address of 5533 Hollywood Boulevard and with 

. a telephone number of 464-1131- The application further re
flects that GALT furnished a prior employment as Mr. HILMER . 
751 South Figueroa, with a salary of $50- He listed the 
following references:

' MARIE BENINNO ’ ’
5533 Hollywood Boulevard . ’

■ • Hollywood, California ’

’ RITA STEEN ’ .
5666 Eranklin' . . .

•' Hollywood, California

CHARLEY BENINNO_____ , ■ . .
’ . 5666 Franklin . .

Hollywood, California •

' On this application, GALT listed his age as 36 years 
with a birth date of July 20^ 1931 £hd that he was a citizen 
of.the United States. He listed his marital status as single, 
number of children none and his Selective-Service classification 

----------- a-s—ITT—A-—I Ie—HrS-t- e d-LTs—e Tueat-len—a-s—high-s e h ooLy—an d-d e g or-ibes 

131 . ’ ’ •
On------- 4A5/6.3_at JLcts_.AngGTg.^___File # Los Angeles 44-1574

SA RICHARD J. RAYSA and ’ '
by---- SA..THEODORE J. dVREARH ___.TJA/nmb^__ Date dictated.4/15/63..

This d--j;::re:d contains noith.r recon'.mendatiors r.or conclusions of the PHI. Il is the property of the Fit! and is loaned to 
yonr ryency; it and its contents are not le be distributed outside your naoiicy. c - <■ ,
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himself as 175 pounds, 5’10” and as having no physical defects. 
This, application was signed by ERIC S. GALT.

LAU made available the above application, indicating 
‘ he observed GALT complete and sign this application in his of- / 
fice on January 19, 19’58. LAU also made available the Install- / 
Kent riotice dated January 19, 1958 at Los Angeles, California, 
payable to International School of Bartending in the amount of U 

' $125 for a six week bartending course and signed ERIC S. GALT. ‘ 
k and TOMAS REYES LAU. LAU stated he also observed GALT sign 
1 this document on January 19, 1958.

LAU also made available a color photograph and negative 
dated March 2, 1908 depicting GALT and LAU together in LAU’s 
office on March 2, 1968, the date of GALT’s graduation from the 
International School of Bartending. ' . ■

LAU recalls GALT driving a dark, possibly black, • 
late and small model Eord having red interior bearing out of 
state license plates, possibly black and white in color. ' .

LAU recalls that approximately one week after GALT's 
graduation on March 2, 1958, GALT telephonically contacted him 
(LAU) at which time LAU advised him that he had a possible Job 
opportunity for him as a bartender. GALT advised LAU that he 
was leaving town within two weeks for an undisclosed destination 
to visit his brother and did not wish to take a Job .at this time. 
GALT stated that he"would return to Los Angeles and check with 
LAU regarding employment at that time.

LAU stated he had no information which would indicate 
that GALT has held a position as a bartender in the Los Angeles 
area. LAU stated that while GALT was a student at this school, 
he did not observe him to associate closely with any other 
student. LAU continued that GALT did not talk about himself, 
his past experiences or any associates.

LAU furnished the following description was GALT:
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Maine ' 
Sex 
Race 
Date of birth 
Citizenship 
Height ‘ 
Weight
Eyes ••
Hair

Build 
Complexion
Education 
Marital status ‘ 
Charac t e r i s t ic s

ERIC S. GALT .
Male
Caucasian
July 20, 1931 ‘

"United States 
5’10” ’ •
180 to 135 pounds 
Blue '
Brown, close cropped, greying 
at temples "
Husky 
Light .
High school 
Single ‘ 
Meat and clean shaven; • 
well dressed; 
right handed; '
speaks with slight southern accent; 
thin lips; ’ 
well coordinated;. .
no visible jewelry .
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU QF INVESTIGATION

Date - 4/16/68_____________

' DONALD F. HOOD was .contacted , at. Aeromarine 
Supply Company, Birmingham,..and..was. shown a group of ' 
seven photographs of various white males. These photo
graphs were numbered one through seven in Boman numerials 
as follows:

I. BYRON DE LA BECKWITH

II. CHARLES EDWARD ERVIN -

. III. ELI MONTGOMERY VINES ■ -■ ’ ' f; ; .

IV. CLAUDE CHESTER McLAREN, JR. .

V. ERIC S. GALT

VI. GORDON DALE ERVIN

VII. RICHARD RAY RATCLIFF

After viewing photographs of the above seven 
individuals, DONALD F. WOOD furnished the following 
signed statement: . .

’’Birmingham, Ala 
April 16, 1968 ..

”1, DONALD F. WOOD, make the following 
voluntary statement to Special Agents NEIL P. 
SHANAHAN and PATRICK J. MOYNIHAN, who have - 
identified themselves to me as Special Agents 
of the F.B.T. I amemployed by my father as 
a salesman at Aeromarine Supply Company in 
Birmingham, Alabama. . ■

”1 have just viewed a group of photographs 
of seven white men and after cAreful considera
tion I have selected #5 as the man to whom Mr.

On 4/16/68 Birmingham, Alabama .File # BH_44-1740

by
SA PATRICK J. MOYNIHAN &
SA NEIL P. SHANAHAN/NPS:eng dictated A Al o/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned td| 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. cF
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' BH 44-1740

U. L. BAKER sold a rifle and scope sight on '
3-29-68 and the man that returned this rifle

• to me on 3-30-68 and exchanged it for another 
rifle. This man signed the sales invoice as .

HARVEY LOWMEYER.

"I can’t say exactly at this time but I 
think that this is the man. To the best of . ’ . '

. my memory I believe that this is the man that • ■ ’ ■ .. ■
bought the gun. . ■■

”1 have read this statement consisting ’ . ’ '
of this and one other page and it is true & . . • ■ • 'f- :
correct to the best of my knowledge. .

. ”/s/ Donald F. Wood .

"Witness: ’ . . . ■ ' ’
I -

"/s/ Neil P. Shanahan, Special Agent, FBI 
4-16-68

"/s/ Patrick J. Moynihan, Special Agent, FBI, 
4/16/68" . -
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D-302 (Rev, 4-15-6 5)

1 FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/11/68

At approximately 10:30' a.a, DONALD F. WOOD 
was contacted at Aeromarine Supply Company, 5701 Airport 
Highway,Birmingham, and. advised that he is the son of 
ROBERT E’, WOOD, SR. , who' is the owner of the Aeromarine ,
Supply Company. WOOD was discreetly questioned con
cerning the sale of a Remington caliber 30.06 rifle, 
serial number 461476, which Aeromarine had purchased 
from Wimberley-Thomas in August, 1966. DONALD F. WOOD 
immediately stated that he had, heard the accounts of the 
assassination of MARTIN LUTHER KING the previous day on 
the radio and had immediately recalled selling a rifle, 
as was described in the newspaper as the murder weapon, to 
an individual about a week before the murder. WOOD 
immediately searched for and found a sales invoice in his 
records and indicated that on Saturday, March 30, 1968, h^ 
had sold this gun to an individual using the name HARVET 
LOWMEYER.

After obtaining both copies of this sales 
invoice, Mr, WOOD was requested to accompany the inter
viewing Agent to the Birmingham Office of the FBI, which 
he agreed to do. Hr. WOOD was transported to the Birming
ham Office of the FBI, where he furnished the following 
signed statement: * ,

“Birmingham, Alabama 
April 5, 1968

”1, DONALD F. WOOD, hereby make 
this statement to Special Agent NEIL P, SHANAHAN 
who has identified himself to me as a Special 
Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I 
reside at 405 Lance Lane, Birmingham, Alabama and 
subscribe to telephone number 836-4918. I am 
employed by my father, ROBERT Eo WOOD, SR. at the 
Aeromarine Supply Company, 5701 Airport Highway, 
Birmingham, Ala,, as a salesman.

Gn 4/5/68 nf Birmingham, Alabama# BH 44-1740

by--- SAJEIL^-SgAMANlJal______________ Date dicfaled 4/11/68

Thia document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside yOTrUgency., f
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"On Friday, March 29, 1968, sometime 
in the early afternoon I had just returned from 
lunch when I observed Mr, U, L. BAKER, also a 

. salesman, completing the sale of a rifle to an 
individual unknown to me,' Mr. BAKER had just 
sold this man a Remington, Model 700, Caliber 
,243 Winchester with a 2x-7x Redfield Scope 
mounted thereon. . Mr, BAKER had made this sale 
and had also mounted and bore sighted the scope 
on our machine. This, individual also bought one - 
box of 20 rounds of ,243 Norma ammunition, He 
payed cash for this sale, When I first observed 
this man he was dressed in a dark business suit 
with a white-shirt and tie, as well as I remember, 
He was approximately 5’8" tall, 150 to 160 pounds . 
and had dark hair. He had a medium complexion and 
appeared to be a meek individual. This individual 
had given his name as HARVEY LOWHEYER and stated 
that he resided at 1907 South 11th Street,

• Birmingham, Alabama, He also advised that he was 
36 years of age,

"This information was not given to me 
. personally by this individual, but I determined it 

from the bill of sale that was prepared by 
Hr, BAKER. •

"Following the sale this individual left 
the store carrying the gun in a cardboard box 
utilized by the Browning Manufacturing Company, 
This box was used because with the scope mounted 
the rifle would not fit in the normal Remington hex, 

' He also took the empty Remington manufacturer’s 
carton with him when he left.

"It was, as best I recall, either later 
that afternoon or early the following Saturday 
morning when this individual called on the tele
phone and stated that he had had a conversation 
with his brother and decided that the gun he had 
purchased was not the gun he wanted and he requested 
whether he could exchange it for a Remington, Hodel 
760, 30.06 caliber. I advised him that we could 
make this exchange but that it would cost him as 
additional $5.00,

: 024
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”At approximately 9:00 AM on Saturday, 
March 30, this same individual returned to the . 
store with the gun he had previously purchased. -
Rhea he returned the gun he had the gun still in 
the Browning box. I told him that I would change 
the scope from the caliber .243 rifle to the

' Model 760, but that it would take me until approxi
mately 3;00 o’clock in the afternoon and I 
instructed him to return at 3:0Q o’clock and to bring 
the original Remington box for the caliber .243 
weapon with him when he came as I would need a box to 
store the gun .in. I gave him the Model 760 gun and 
I believe that I left it in the Browning carton. X 
did not receive the $5,00 because in exchanging the 
scope I had to use a Weaver base and rings instead 
of the Redfield base and rings and this made up the 
cost difference. I also exchanged tie box of .243 
caliber ammunition for a box of 30.06 ammunition > 
which X believe was Peters Core Lokt, 150 grain, 
20 rounds per box. He left the store carrying the gain 
in the cardboard box. . -

’’During the course of our dealings on 
Saturday I asked this individual why he didn’t want 
the caliber .243 gun and I told him that it was a 
big enough gun to bring down any deer in Alabama. He 
stated in an offhand manner, that he wanted the 30.06 

. caliber gun because he was going to use it to hunt in 
Wisconsin. / ’

“At the present time this is all that ‘X can 
remember concerning the transaction with this indivi
dual. ... .

• ”4/5/68

”X have read this signed statement and ‘ 
accept where X have initiated one correction. X 
find it to consist of this and two other pages and 
it is true and correct.

”/s/ DONALD F. WOOD

”/s/ HEIL P. SHANAHAN, Special Agent, 
FBI, 4/5/68. .

”/s/ MARVIN M. EUBANKS, Special Agent, 
FBI, Birmingham, 4/5/68.” -

. 1? '

B»U
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federal bureau of investigation

1 • ' Date ' 4/16/68 ' .....

, RICHARD GONZALES, 14oA North Mar.zan.ita vias interviewed 
at his residence at which time he furnished the following '
information: ■ ' .

He advised he is a former student of the International 
School of Bartending, 2125 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
California at the same time that ERIC GALT, known to him as 
ERIC, attended the school. He stated they both graduated from . 
the school on the same date and he has not seen GALT since. 
During conversations with GALT, while attending school, he 
learned from GALT that GALT had lived in Mexico for about -
three years, .the exact dates and places unimown. GALT claimed 
to have gotten along well with Mexicans, liked Mexico very 
much and planned to re'turn there to. live.

On the date that graduation took place, in response • 
to a question from TOMAS LAU, Director of the above school, 
as to what he, GALT, planned to do, GALT stated he was going • 
to go to Birmingham, Alabama to visit his brother for about ■ 
two weeks. . He did not mention the name of his brother or his 
exact address. He indicated he would possibly return to Los 
Angeles after this trip to Alabama. GALT indicated he had been 
a chef in the merchant marine.,, sometime in the past, serving ' 
on seagoing vessels. GALT never mentioned any other type of 
employment or members of his family but did imply he had been 
married once though was not presently married. ■ -

At the bartending school, GONZALES found GALT to be • ' ■ 
very quiet and one who kept to himself. He was also quite slow 
in mastering the bartending school curriculum and often displayed ■ 
nervousness. GONZALES stated he thinks that GALT is right . 
handed. - •

GONZALES stated that GALT never mentioned any women • =
and it was not known whether he drank .much. He did not smoke. :
GONZALES stated that GALT usually wore a business suit to school, . j 
however, gave the appearance of one who felt ill at ease ■ in such 5 
clothing and it would be more fitting to his personality for him , : 
to wear more casual clothing. . • . . i

126

On _4/16/6S____ at Los Angeles, Cal if omi a. FWa sLos Angeles 44- 15y4

SA BILLY .DALE HUBBARD and ' ' |
by . .BA...LAMES R., RACE__________ JRP/nmh_________Date dictated - Vl6/68 ' |
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 5
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. • , . .
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GONZALES stated he never saw GALT's- car and he 
was led' to believe that GALT usually drove his car to school. 
GONZALES stated however that on at least one occasion did not 
drive his car to school because he, GALT, had allegedly lost 
his billfold, which contained his driver’s license and it was 
not known if this billfold was ever recovered.

’ GALT claimed -the reason he was taking this bartending 
course was because as a chef he had occasion to serve cocktails 
on board ship. . He stated he did not feel qualified to mix 
these drinks properly,.and so was taking this course.

Concerning descriptive information on GALT, GONZALES . 
furnished the following information: ■

‘ He stated GALT never used profanity and talked like 
a fairly educated person.’ GALT was not observed wearing any 
rings although did wear a watch which had no distinguishing 
characteristics. He usually wore a short sleeves with his 
business suit and no tattoos or scars were observed. GALT’s 
hair was brown with some graying on the sides GONZALES stated 
that GALT wore dark brown wing.tipped shoes and had a slight 
southern accent. He stated GALT-had a medium frame although 
somewhat of a large stomach. He never mentioned being in the 
military and did appear to know a fe-j words in Spanish and 
what words he did say in Spanish were correctly pronounced. .

GONZALES stated that within the next two weeks he 
is going to move to Oakland, California and will be taking up 
permanent residence at 16^-0 Sixth Avsnnpj Oakland, California,. 
He stated that his mother, Mrs. NINA GONZALES, "who lives at “ 
‘1625 Sixth Avenue, Oakland, California, telephone 832-3723, will 
always know his whereabouts. - . .
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENT RECEIVED BY
JAMES E. RAY IN LOS ANGELES DURING THE
PERIOD NOVEMBER 27, 1967 TO DEVEMBER 14, 1967

On April 19, 1968, Dr. MARK- 0. FREEMAN telephonically 
contacted the Los Angeles Office of the FBI stating he believed 
he had information regarding JAMES E. RAY and desired to -be 
interviewed-. '

128
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .

Date April-19, 1968 

Dxu. MARK 0. FREEMAN, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist, was 
interviewed at hlS^r CLrittehce, 227 South Bedford Drive, Beverly 
Hills, California, April 19, 1968, at which time he furnished 
the following information:

On November 27, 1967, he received a telephone call from a 
JAMES E. RAY, who said he wanted to overcome his shyness, gain 
social confidence, and learn self-hypnosis in order that he could 
relax, sleep and learn to remember things better* As there was 
an open appointment that afternoon, an appointment was made for 
RAY to come to the doctor’s, office, 99o2 Santa Monica Boulevard, 
Beverly Hills, at £:00 p.m.

RAY did report for the" scheduled appointment on November 27th, 
at £:00 p.m. Dr. PREEMAN exhibited a leaf from his consultation 
notebook (approximately 3”x£n in size), on which he said he had 
made some notes regarding RAY on the occasion of their first 
appointment. This notebook page contained the name JAYES 3. RAY; 
address, lp3£ North Serrano; telephone lj.69-^096; . and notations 
indicating the patient was single; had said he was from East? St'. Louis 
and had worked on boats on the Mississippi River• Born March 10, 1928.

In this first appointment and in subsequent appointments, 
RAY had very little to contribute about his personal family back- • . 
ground. He said that he was unemployed. That he had worked as • 
a cook on a Mississippi river steamer, but did not like the work, 
so had quit. ‘ .

The doctor said he got the impression that RAY was an early 
riser, as he wanted early appointments, where ever possible. He 
also usually arrived at the office early, considerably ahead of 
his scheduled appointment time. He was not "shaky,” when he arrived 
for the early morning appointments. No indications that he was 
suffering from"hang-overs,” on those occasions.

RAY had no physical distresses. No headaches. Was in excellent 
health, trim and handsome. He gave .no indications of being psychotic 
or of heingjplagued with neuroses. Impressed the doctor as having 
an average intelligence quotient. No evidence of any deep animosity.

12p
On U/19/68 Beverly Hills, California rhp # hh. - 1^71;_________ __

hySA GILBERT G, BENJAMIN: GGBf Date dictated GGB

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Although he gave his birthdate as March 10, 1928, on the occasion . 
of their first appointment, RAY impressed the doctor as being ’’young . 
and immature,” ■ ' •

‘ In consultations subsequent to their first meeting, the doctor ’ 
stated he felt that he and RAY developed a good rapport. RAY repeated 
his request that he wanted to overcome his shyness, and gain social ‘ 
confidence so that he would be able to talk to people. He was usually 
placid, cooperative, easily led in conversations, and did not fight 
against the doctor as some of his clients do. During either the second 
or third visit, the doctor asked RAY'if he had any ’’deep dark secrets 
that he wanted to get off his chest.”- The doctor said he usually asks . 
this question to determine if his clients have- any criminal background 
or any sexual problems or aberations. He said that RAY answered in • 
the negative, and gave him no reason to doubt his answer. - .

RAY indicated he had read a lot of books on hypnosis. According 
to Dr. 5REEMAH, "RAY had t he old power idea of hynotism. That is that ■ 
you can go around looking people in the eye and can hypnotise them and . 
make them do what you want them to." In subsequent appointments. Dr. 
EREEMA1T placed RAY in a hypnotic state. He said he would have RAY lie _ 
down on. a couch in his office,, and stare at a .little spiral on the ’
ceiling. Then the doctor would talk- to him,. He was a very apt Subject • 
for. hypnosis. Very eager, and very cooperative. He was an excellent 
hypnotic subject. He was likeable, and polite. He was making progress 
in overcoming his shyness. At the conclusion of each session, he thanked 
the doctor for his assistance; and indicated that'he was satisfied with - 
the progress he was making. He was learning to calm his body down, and 
overcome nervousness, a nd shyness. He usually did what the doctor wanted. '

The doctor had no recollection ofany particular habits or hobbies 
that RAY might have had. He did not recall any scars or peculiar J
physical characteristics that made any special, impression on him with 
regard to RAY, He had no recollection of any discussions regarding ‘
sports, although their visits were during the height of the football . 
season and the start of the basketball season. He -was neat, and to ’ ■ J 
the^best of the doctor’s recollection, usually wore a suit coat, without : 
a tie. Two photographs of ERIC GALT (with eyes open and eyes closed) i 
were exhibited to the doctor, who said they were excellent likenesses = 
of his patient, JAMES E. RAY. • ■ . ’ i* * ■ f

The doctor pointed out in his professional appointment book, entries ; 
for JAMES E. RAY covering six appointments and a seventh entry which was ■

i ■ * i" ■ !
• • . - . i

■ . • ' 13° ■ ‘ * ■
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crossed through* These appointment dates andtimes, as noted in the 
professional appointment book, were: ■

November 27, 1967 ' 5:00 p'.m.

Hovember 30, 1967 10:00 a.m.

December U, 1967 9:00 a.m.

December 6, 1967 ’ 10:00 a.m.

December 11, 1967 3:00 p.m.

December ih., 1967 10:00 a.m.

December 18, 1967 3:00 p.m.

This latter appointment (12/18/67) was the one with the line 
through it* The doctor recalled that RAY had telephone him a.t the • 
office, after making the appointment for December 18th, and told him 
that he would be unable t o come to the office for the appointment a s ■ 
he had received information from his brother, that the latter had ' 
’’found a job for him in the Merchant Marine in Mew Orleans, Louisiana.” 
The doctor is not sure of the date or time that RAY telephone to 
cancel this last, appointment; but feels sure that it was sometime . . ’
after their 10:00 a.m. appointment on December -lh; 1968, : _ \ .

Dr. PREEMAM saidthat RAY paid in cash> §25*00 per visit. Except 
he has the recollection that RAY sent him a money order (he believes it ' 
was a postal money order) for the final §25*00 payment. - ’

Concerning his own personal history background and professional ■ 
training, Dr. PR3EMAM advised he had his college training at the 
Kniversity of Illinois (where he zhad a minor in Zoology), the University 
of Zurich, end graduate study at the University of Southern California. 
He said he was an agent in the Army’s counter-intelligence corps in 
Europe during World War II. He is married, and has two children (a son 
and daughter) living with him. In addition to his travels and studies 
in Europe; he has travelled in Japan. His office is located at 9952 . 
Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California, and his office • 
telephone number is CRestview 6-2L12. The doctor said’that many of his . 
patients come to him a referral from Mr. MELVI1T POWERS of the Wilshire 
Book Company on the Sunset Strip in Hollywood, California; which he . 
discribed as a publishing house that publishes numerous titles in the 
field of self-hypnosis. It was his recollection that RAY had indicated 
he had read some of these books and that he had been referred to the 
doctor from that source. . - * ’‘

131 • . . ' •
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The doctor ’ concluded by stating that JAMES E. RAY came to him 
seeking psychological help in the nature of .self-hypnosis to gain 
confidence, overcome shyness, learn to sleep better, and to be able 
to talk to people* Following each session, he was instructed to go 
home and practice the methods of relaxation they had gone over in 
the office* He was shy, introverted, and withdrawn, but not psychotic 
or plagued ’with any deep seated neuroses. Although he indicated he . 
was unemployed, he never seemed to lack money to pay in cash for his • 
consultations during the period of their appointments* When he 
called to cancel their last appointment, he indicated he was going 
to Hew Orleans to accept a position his brother had obtained for him; 
but he told the doctor he hoped they would meet again sometime*

' 132
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1 May 21, 1968

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed in a Bureau automobile 
on Illinois Avenue, south of .Arsenal Street. ' ”

JOHN LARRY RAY stated that as pointed out previously he • 
was released from Menard Penitentiary in Illinois in February, 1960, 
and visited his brother, JAMES EARL RAY, who was incarcerated at 
that time at the City Jail,. St. Louis. This incarceration was . .
in connection with a holdup of the Kroger Store in October or . 
November, 1966, by his brother and a man named OWENS. ■. .

. After JAMES EARL RAY.’s trial about April, I960, he was ■ •_
- moved to the Missouri State Penitentiary at Jefferson City, Missouri.
. From that time and until prior to his escape he visited his brother 

on occasion, exact number of occasions, not recalled. He does recall 
. that on at least one occasion on attempting to visit his brother,

. he determined that his brother was in some type of solitary confine- • 
Kent and could not have visitors. Therefore, although he had signed

. in to visit his brother he actually did not see his brother. JOHN 
LARRY RAY pointed out that this may be the reason for the numerous:

. ' visits shown to the-Penitentiary by him, all of which he does not 
: ■ recall. ■ ... . .

. JOHN LARRY RAY stated that he has not seen nor heard of 
his brother or from his brother since his escape from the Penitentiary 
outside of what he has learned from newspaper articles and news 

.. commentaries.- • ’ . ■ • .

He very emphatically denied having any knowledge, either 
direct or indirect, of his brother ever, being in Omaha, Nebraska. 
He stated that his knowledge of his brother being in California 

■ is limited to what was reported in the newspaper. • '• ’

. When questioned regarding conversation between him and ' 
his brother on visits, JOHN LARRY RAY stated that he rarely visited: ' 
his brother over a half hour because they had very little to say 
to one another. He indicated that his brother is ’’close mouthed” 
and the conversation consisted primarily of the welfare of JAMES 
EARL RAY. . • • ' . : ‘

On one or more occasions he does recall, however, that 
JAMES EARL RAY mentioned that as soon as he got out of the Penitentiary 
(not clarified as to whether he intended to escape or whether he

_. Meant ,Mt.er4iis sentence was served) he intended to leave the country.

n».5/9/S8 ~ St. Louis. Missouri File # SL: 44-775_______ ~

by SA PATRICK W. FR.WL^/mjb_____________________ Date dictated 5/15/68
■ ' ■ ’ ' ’

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI .and Is loaned, to 
your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. * ’ ' J
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On at least one of these occasions when he was talking about 
leaving the country, he indicated that he thought very highly' 
of the way former German Army officer, I. N. SMITH, was running 
the Rhodesian Government. JOHN RAY stated that this was merely 
a passing comment and he did not attach any significance to it 
but is mentioning it now because he is of the opinion that if 
JAMES EARL RAY is alive, he is out of the country.

Again, JOHN LARRY RAY reiterated that he has no direct 
or indirect knowledge of his brother, JAMES EARL RAY’s present 
whereabouts nor has he had any knowledge regarding this since 
his escape from the Penitentiary. .

He said again that his brother was not reported as an 
escapee but rather on the first news report that he recalls 
hearing was reported as missing. He denied that he ever spoke 
to anyone of knowing that JAMES EARL RAY was in Omaha or Los 
Angeles, California, other than the reported California visit 
in the newspaper.

JOHN LARRY RAY advised that his brother JERRY RAY, .
left St. Louis today to return to Chicago. JOHN LARRY RAY stated 
that he is of the opinion from conversations with JERRY RAY 
that JERRY RAY has no knowledge of JAMES EARL RAY’s whereabouts.
He noted that JERRY RAY arrived, in St. Louis last Friday night £
from Chicago as previously advised and while in St. Louis since 
last Friday visited with him and with CAROL PEPPER, their sister.

JOHN RAY stated that they visited JERRY RAYNES at his farm 
in Center, Missouri, together using JERRY’s automobile. They 
remained all night on the occasion of the visit to Center, Missouri. 
During conversations with ’’the old man” at Center, Missouri, 
he gained the impression that he has no knowledge of JAMES EARL 
RAY’s whereabouts, since his escape from the Missouri State Penitentiary

/57
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1 n t May 23, 1968Dote________ _______________

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed in the vicinity of 
the Grapevine Tavern in a Bureau automobile. . .

JOHN RAY stated that, if his brother had been in 
St. Louis or had visited St. Louis following his escape 
from the Missouri State Penitentiary, he would definitely 
have contacted him- (JOHN RAY), particularly if he needed 
help in the way of money or place to stay. He emphatically 
denied that this took place. He stated he would still help 
his brother if his brother. asked him to or contacted him in 
any way, however, he feels he would tell the interviewing 
Agent about it after it happened.

With regard to JOHN GAWRON, he stated that his 
brother is acquainted with JOHN GAWRON, however, is positive 
that he would never contact him if in St. Louis and a fugitive 
because he does not trust him. JOHN RAY described GAWRON as 
an old crazy man, who talks about "Jobs” and "cases jobs” but 
never pulls any. He talks all the time about the past’and 
jobs he pulled in the past, however, tells various versions 
of the jobs at various times, therefore, believed to be by 
JOHN RAY a complete liar and "idiot.” '

He stated that if his brother was dealing, in 
amphetamines in prison thathe would probably have had plenty 
of money on him at time of escape, because dealers of 
amphetamines in prison are usually the top money holders. "

JOHN RAY stated that he is of the opinion that his 
brother immediately left the country after his escape;and ' 
basis this opinion on the fact that during his visits with JIM, 
JIM indicated thathe intended to leave.the country when he got 
out, inasmuch as he was. sick of the law -enforcement harassment 
in this country. ,

With regard to JAMES L. OWENS, fall partner of JIM 
in 1959 hold-up of the Kroger Store, he stated that he does not 
believe that his brother would be in contact with OWENS because 
he is of the opinion he would kill OWENS if he saw him again. 
He stated he believes this because he feels OWENS was responsible

5/15/68 St. Louis, Missouri _ , „ SL: 44-775
On at_______________________________________ . File i?

SA PATRICK W. BRADLEY FWB:jfb ■ 5/21/68
, SA ROBERT A. HESS ~ ,
by — _______________________________ .Dato dictated________________ - ______: 77^ — .

—u». j .......... . ... ... . , rnt n m mr
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for the arrest and conviction of JIM, however, 
impression from conversations with JIM, merely 
because OWENS pleaded guilty and got a lighter 
JIM.

did not gain this 
surmised it . 
sentence than

On viewing the Identification Order photographs, 
JOHN RAY stated that the photograph with the crew cut looks 
more like his brother, JIM, to him, however, he noted this 
is possibly because he does not recall ever seeing JIM with 
long hair, noting that he always .wore a crew cut.

. When questioned regarding his smiling reaction to
each question, he stated that >his facial reaction is a nervous 
reaction, which in the past on questioning by the police has 
caused him trouble. He stated that it is merely a nervous 
reaction and he is not eluding to any knowledge that he 
might be withholding. . ’ .

JOHN RAY stated that the name JAMES DAVID’ DAILEY, 
is unknown to him but, when questioned regarding a man known 
as ”J. D;,” he does recall a man who owned a bar at Twelfth 
and Morrison Street a number of years ago who was known as 
"J, D.” This individual later owned the-Half-Way House • 
Restaurant on Jefferson Avenue. He -stated that he does not 
believe that ”J. D.” knows him by name. He stated the reason 
he recalls "J. D.” was that on one occasion, while in the 
bar at Twelfth and Morrison, WJ. D.” ’’sicked” seven men on 
him and later he caught ”JO D.” alone and beat him up because 
of this. He stated insofar as he knows his brother, JIM, is 
unknown to "J. D.”, however, he has no way of knowing whether 
oi' not they are acquainted.. .

With regard to the money sent to the penitentiary 
in 1963 in the amounts of. $35.00, $65.00 and $50.00, he does . 
not recall sending those amounts and again reiterated that he 
transferred no money from anybody to or for JIM RAY while 
he was in the penitentiary. He stated that he never sent
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JIM more than $15.00 or $20.00 at any given time, and he is of the 
opinion that he may have sent some money to JIM under JERRY*s 
name, however, it would be amounts of $15.00 or $20.00 or less. - 
He pointed cut that he has never given anyone permission to 
send money to his brother under his name and no one has ever 
approached him in that xegard.

He stated that about 1963 and possibly part of 1962, 
for about four to six months, he resided at his grandmother’s 
rooming house on Hickory Street and the street which would be 
directly behind this was commonly called "Gallie,” however, 
it is no longer in existence due to the routing of Interstate 
Highway 55. ’ .

He stated that in 1964 and 1965 he went to Florida, 
where he worked for a very short period of time at Flamingo 
City, which is about ninety miles from Miami, believed to be in 
the Everglades National Park. Thereafter, believed during 
the same period of time, he went to New York City, remained a 
short time and then went t© work for a short period of time 
at the Concord Hotel in the Catskill Mountains, just outside . 
of New York City. Thereafter, he returned to New York City 
for a short period of time and drew unemployment.

Sometime thereafter, he returned to the Chicago area 
where he worked in various country clubs and in about October, 
1966, he came t© St. Louis.. For a short period of time he 
resided with his sister at 712 Shenandoah and then for a 
couple of months resided at JOHN GAWKON’s residence on South 
Eleventh Street. Following this he resided for about three 
months at 1822 North Twenty-first Street. He then obtained 
a room at 2001 or 2100 Russell for a short period of time and 
in about October of 1967 rented an apartment at 1912 California 
Street. He kept that apartment for about three or four months.

, He stated to the best of his recollection for a
short period of time, about November or December, 1967, he 
resided at 2010 Shenandoah and he also recollects from about 
August, 1967, or September, 1987, he resided at 2012 Lafayette

15^
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and for a short period of time in the early part of 1967 he 
also resided at 1806 or 1808 Lafayette.

He stated that in between all of the above-mentioned 
residences he would stay sometimes a week or two at a time with 
e ither his sister on Shenandoah or with JOHN SAWRON on South 
Eleventh Street and occasionally stayed a few uays at 1819 Park 
where his father, JERRY RAYNES, lived at the time.
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1 Date May 22, 1968

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed at
1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

the Grapevine Tavern,'

He stated that with regard to his belief that his brother, 
JAMES EARL RAY, had jienty of money on him at the time of his escape 
from prison was based on the fact that he had been questioned regarding 
his knowledge of his brotherTs dealing in amphetamines while in prison. 
He stated that it was pure guess work on his part and he merely felt 
this way because he recalls that from his experience in prisons 
that usually the people, who deal in narcotics in prisons are among 
the wealther inmates. He stated he has no idea how JAMES EARL 
RAY wnld have spent any money he earned in prison, either while 
in prison or subsequent to leaving prison. He reiterated that 
he ha« not seen or heard from JAMES EARL RAY since his escape and 
has never heard anyone say that he was in Chicago, particulary in 
the summer of 1967. Ke recalls that in the summer of 1967 he was 
in Chicago himself at which time he traded cars with his brother 
JERRY o •

On 5/17/68 St. Louis, Missouri_______ _— HI® #SLj—44-775----- ;-------------------

ky___ SA -yATRlCK yf. ISRABjuEY/ip-I b Bntw dictatod 5/20/68
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1 Date 5-24-68

JOHN LARRY RAY, 1902a Cherokee, was interviewed at 
that location at which time he supplied the following infor
mation: .... .

RAY identified a photograph of JAMES DAVID DAILEY 
as a person known to him only as "J.D." who at one time operated 
a tavern on Morrison Street in St. Louis and with whom RAY • 
got involved in a fist fight with sometime in 1960. RAY is 
of the opinion that although he knows ”J.p.” by sight he does 
not believe that DAILEY knows him. RAY was unable to provide 
any information whether his brother, JAMES EARL RAY, and DAILEY 
have ever known each other. .

RAY was questioned regarding his stay at the Mac 
Arthur Hotel in St. Louis at which time he readily stated 
■that approximately two or three months ago he spent a night 
at the MacArthur Hotel with' the night barmaid of the Grape
vine Inn, NAOMI REGAZZI (phonetic). According to RAY he regis
tered as Mr. and Mrs. JOHN RAY and provided a fictitious address. 
He was questioned regarding the address 1886 Wyoming at.which 
time he stated it is entirely possible that he used that address 
when registering, however, it does not have any particular 
significance to him. . . , . . .

RAY stated that in the early fall of 1967, his father, 
JERRY RAYNES, had sold a house on Park Avenue in St. Louis and 
gave to RAY $1000 to hold for him. RAY indicated that he had 
saved approximately $3000 from various employments and indicated 
that on many occasions carried this cash on his person', and • 
stated that even to this date it is not unusual for him,to 
carry $500 or $600 on him. RAY denied any of the money .saved 
by him had been obtained in an unlawful manner. RAY supported 
this statement by saying that in the operation- of the Grape
vine Tavern it is necessary to have an abundance of cash for 
various bills and he also pays the employees at the tavern 
in cash. •

RAY stated that in early August of 1967, he had 
decided to drive to San Francisco, California, in an attempt 
to invest the money he had at that time in a bar or other, 
profitable business. He indicated that he drove alone to 
California, and while in San Francisco, stayed several days

On 5-18-68 St. Lohis, Missouri F-ilo # SL 44-775

SA ROBERT A. HESS
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at various cheap hotels in the downtown area, exact names 
unrecalled. He did say that he failed to find a suitable 
business opened and while on the return trip to St. Louis 
he decided to travel to Tijuana, Mexico. He related that 
he had heard of the numerous dishonest people and thieves 
in Mexico so while traveling through an unnamed town in Wyoming 
he purchased $750 worth of travelers’ checks. RAY stated 
that he then drove to Tijuana and after his arrival there 
stated it was extremely difficult for him to understand the 
language, that he did not like the place, and within two 
hours after his arrival departed en route to St. Louis, Mis
souri.

RAY stated the entire trip required approximately 
two weeks and he emphatically denied any knowledge of or contact 
with his brother, JAMES EARL RAY, during the trip, or at any 
time following JAMES’ escape from the Missouri State Peniten
tiary. He stated he never knew that JAMES RAY was in California, 
until the current publicity regarding him.

RAY added that upon his arrival in St. Louis during 
the last week of August, 1967, he opened bank accounts at . 
the Manufacturers Bank and also the Jefferson-Gravois Bank. 
He indicated that both accounts were opened as the combined 
business hours of both banks were suitable to his own hours. 
RAY stated that deposits to open these accounts were made 
with the remaining cash he had on hand and the travelers’ 
checks which he purchased in Wyoming. .... .

RAY was questioned regarding the financial status 
of his brother, JAMES RAY, while he was in. the Missouri State 
Penitentiary and RAY stated that he had no idea as. to- how 
much money JAMES had, however, he reiterated the previous 
recollection of statements made by JAMES during visits to 
the Missouri State Penitentiary, that if .he got out of- the 
penitentiary he would leave the country. JOHN RAY stated 
that he assumed that his brother would have had sufficient 
money to do just that. He denied any knowledge of sources 
of income for his brother but he again assumed that if his . < 
brother was involved in the sale of amphetamine or in the. 
loan business while in the penitentiary he would then presumably 
have made some money. RAY denied any knowledge or informa
tion that anyone outside the penitentiary owed money to his 
brother or was hdding money for him.
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1 May 23, 1968

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed in the vicinity of 
Wisconsin and Illinois Avenue, after a prior telephone con
tact with him at the Grapevine Tavern.

RAY advised that the basis for the front page 
article in the St. Louis ’’Globe-Democrat” this date was an 
interview with him by a newspaper reporter from the ’’Globe
Democrat. He stated that he has been regularly refusing to 
talk to reporters, however, this particular reporter showed 
him a story allegedly to be put on AP by the Los Angeles 
’’Times” reporter, whom he had refused to talk to. According 
to RAY, this article indicated thathe hated his brother, had 
no close family ties, and was hiding out, all of which he 
indicated was untruthful. After reading this article, the .
reporter indicated to him that, if he agreed to an interview, 
the reporter would put it in a more favorable light and the 
result would be a refuting of these lies.

He advised this newspaper reporter that his sister, . 
CAROL, whose last name he did not furnish the newspaper, 
owned the tavern known as the Grapevine, which he was operating. 
He also indicated to the reporter that he did not hate his 
brother, as alleged in the supposed AP story and to impress reporter 
with the closeness of his family, he told him he could go to 
his father in Hannibal, Missouri, who is alive, or to his 
sister and borrow $500.00 any time he wanted to. He stated 
that the purpose of this statement was to impress reporter 
with the closeness of his family and it had no other meaning.

With regard to the statement in the newspaper article 
about him running a trucking business, he pointed out this is 
not true. However, he noted that he had talked to CLARENCE .
HAYNES, who resides at 1822 North Twenty-first Street, about 
going into the trucking business together. He noted that . 
HAYNES has one truck and they tentatively agreed that RAY would 
more or less obtain customers for this trucking business. He 
noted that HAYNES was supposed to have cards printed up .
reflecting both their names, however, to date he has not seen 
these cards, however, they may have been printed and the 
reporter may have gotten this information either from HAYNES 
or from the printing company. He pointed out that he is 
definitely not in the trucking business, yet, however, may enter 
this with HAYNES.

On 5/22/68 St. Louis, Missouri p..^ g SL; 44-775
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He pointed out that since this paper has hit the 
street he has been dodging newspaper reporters and television 
coverage all day. He noted that he was contacted by JIM 
BRADY of Channel 2, St. Louis, and tentatively agreed to meet 
him at 1:60 p.m. this date for pictures of his place of. 
business and of him for television purposes, however, said he 
sex up this meeting date as only a way of getting rid of 
BRADY. Thereafter, he did not keep this appointment and 
thereafter left his place of business so he could not be 
located. •

With regard to mailing postcards to his sister, 
SUSAN, in Chicago, he noted thathe had sent her one from 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada, and related the following as 
incidental to this;

Ee stated that shortly after his release from prison, 
he was living and working in the Chicago area and decided to 
visit Detroit, Michigan, and New. York, New York. He drove from 
Chicago to Detroit and, while in Detroit,, drove across the 
bridge to Canada. En route across the bridge, he was stopped 

•by what he believed to be a United States Immigration Officer 
who told him that he could not remain in Canada more than 
twenty-four hours. Thereafter, he proceeded to Windsor, 
Ontario, and remained that night, during which time he mailed 
this postcard to his sister, SUSAN. He returned the next 
morning to Detroit'. Then, instead of going to New York City, 
he returned to the Chicago area. ■

With regard to* the postcard of July 29, 1962, at 
Washington, D. C., he does not specifically recall mailing 
this card, however, has been in Washington, D. C., dates not 
specifically recalled, on more than one occasion. He 
indicated that he did travel extensively, noting that after 
he worked for a while and got a few dollars ahead he would 
take trips to various places in the United States without . 
giving any particular thought as to where he was going. He 
noted he has visited Florida and all along the east coast up to 
and including New York City.

K.fO
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With regard to the money that he deposited in his 
bank accounts last August, he related the following that 
immediately preceded those deposits: .

He stated that his father, JERRY, sold the place at 
1819 Park Avenue and received some $2,000.00 or more in cash from 
this sale. Thereafter, JERRY gave this money to CAROL to 
deposit in her bank account, however, a portion, believed to 
be $1,006.00, was to be held by JOHN. He noted this was no 
specific agreement, merely that they were together and he 
intended to go to California and try to locate a small business 
purchase. He noted that JERRY could have the impression that 
CAROL got all the money to hold, however, recalls that JERRY 
was present when he got the $1,000.00.

After the above, he proceeded to take a leisurely 
trip en route to San Francisco and, while in some town in . 
Wyoming he decided that he would change a portion of this 
cash into Travelers Checks, which he did. He then proceeded 
to San Francisco, where he stayed approximately two weeks. 
While in San Francisco, he discovered that in order to get a 
liquor license you had to buy an existing license and these 
business licenses were from $6,000,00 to $30,000.00 each, which 
he could not afford.

Thereafter, he drove south to San Diego and remained 
approximately one week. On departure from San Diego, he visited 
Tijuana, Mexico, for approximately two hours and thereafter, 
drove back to St. Louis.

He specifically stated that he does not know anyone 
in the area traveled above and he does not know whether or not his 
brother knows anyone in those areas. He again specifically 
denied that he made any direct or indirect contact with his 
brother or anybody acquainted with his brother during the 
above-mentioned trip. He denied remaining in Los Angeles, 
stating that he drove straight through Los Angeles, not 
remaining for any period of time. He denied contacting anyone 
in Los Angeles.

1^1
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He stated he cannot furnish the specific dates 
that he was in San Francisco, San Diego or Tijuana, however, 
would place it as the month or five weeks that immediately 
preceded the date he opened two bank accounts with the 
$1,300.00 and $1,350.00 deposits. He stated he opened these 
accounts either the day or the day after he returned to St. 
Louis.

He noted that both he, his brother JERRY and his 
father have at various times given CAROL money to deposit in 
her account to hold for them. He stated that whenever he 
needed money he would go to CAROL and get. it and has no 
idea who owes who what or whether the money is a loan or the 
return of money previously given to CAROL; He stated he 
assumes CAROL keeps some kind of accounting of this, however, 
cannot be positive of this because it is never mentioned.

It is noted that JOHN LARRY RAY, in order to avoid 
newspaper reporters,’ had left his personal car parked adjacent 
to the Grapevine Tavern and proceeded to the place of the 
above interview in a black 1965 or 1966 Mustang, bearing 
Missouri License CB1-627.

Missouri License CB1-627 is issued to MARGARET ECKER, 
5660 Morganford, for a 1965 Ford Mustang.
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1 Dot*  June 5. 1968__________ _

* *
On 5/28/68 St. Louis. Missouri___________1 File # SL? 44-775

by SA ROBERT A. HESS/mib_________ :________________ —Date dictated 5/31/68 
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JOHN LARRY RAY was located and interviewed while he was 
tending bar at the Grapevine Tavern at the intersection of Arsenal 
and Illinois.

RAY stated that he has not had any contact with bis brother, 
JAMES EARL RAY, since last interviewed nor has he received any infor
mation regarding the whereabouts of his brother since he escaped 
from the Missouri State Penitentiary (?ASP) . JOHN RAY did make the 
comment that he did beliere his brother was probably out of. the 
country or either he was deceased as he feels he would have been 
apprehended by this time.

RAY denied any contact with his brother, JERRY RAY, since . 
JERRY was in St. Louis, either telephonically or by mail.

JOHN RAY was questioned regarding thewhereabouts of 
CLARENCE HAYNES, at which time RAY stated that-TA^S^s employed 
with a local drayage firm and is extremely difficult to locate 
during the daylight hours. He stated that HAYNES does reside at 
1822 North 21st Street, however, it is unlikely that he normally 
spends much time at that location. RAY explained this by saying 
that. HAYNES’ wife RUBY is currently in the hospital for treatment 
of a heart ailment.

RAY stated that NAOMI REGAZZI has returned to work at the 
Grapevine Tavern since she worked the previous Saturday and several 
nights during the past week. RAY could not explain if she would be 
employed on a permanent or temporary basis shoe he had not discussed 
work arrangements with her. •

An extended interview with RAY was not possible due to the 
entrance of several patrons into the tavern and, therefore, the inter 
view was terminated. .

4
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1 Date June 10, 1968

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed at his place of bus
iness, the Grape Vine Tavern, 1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis, 
Missouri. ’ • •

He was questioned regarding his employment that 
could be verified or his whereabouts that could be verified 
during the month of April, 1967. After some thought, he 
stated that to the best of his recollection,, he worked for 
a short time as a paintei’ and maintenance man at a hotel be
lieved to be 902 North Kingshighway, which is managed by a 
woman. . .

He stated that he felt this was after April, how
ever he could not recall specifically but did’recall that he 
sometime prior to that, put an ad in the paper believed to be 
the St. Louis Post Dispatch, indicating that he was attempt
ing to get work as a painter. As a result of this ad he was 
contacted by an interior decorator or paiiting contractor, whose 
name he could not recall, but whose name he would attempt to 
locate through records who he went to work for on a day to day 
basis on a number of•occasions.. He stated this individual 
operated from his residence which at that time was believqd 
to be in the 5700 block of Westminster about the middle of 
the block on the north side of.the street where there was 
usually a painting truck parked. He stated this individual 
he recalls on one or two occasions, mentioned■that he had Just, 
returned from the Colorado area and usually did small house, 
painting jobs. After delivering JOHN RAY to a given-job 
on a given day, he would then leave supposedly to make other, 
estimates on other jobs, therefore, JOHN LARRY RAY had little 
personal contact with him. JOHN LARRY RAY stated that he would 
attempt to locate any records that would show his employment 
during the year of 1967. • ‘ .

After considerable thought he advised that he was 
of the opinion that during April or May, 1967, he was pro- . 
bably residing on the second floor at 1822 North 21st Street, 
which building is owned by CLARENCE HAYNES. . ■

On

by
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1 Ont. 6-11-68______________

JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed at his place of busi
ness, the Grapevine Tavern, 1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis, 
Missouri. RAY was asked if he had obtained the name of the 
painter for whom he was an employee during nart of 1967. 
RAY advised that he could not recall the painter’s name but 
that he had furnished the painter’s address to SA PATRICK 
W. BRADLEY, FBI, St. Louis.

- . _ _ . _ a rnT H fh* of th* PPT and I* loaned to

On 6~4-68 St. Louis, Missouri Fil® # SL 44-775 _________

bv SA F. JACK WILLIAMS: amb_____________________ .Dat® dictatad 6~5“68______
by----------------------------------------------
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1
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JOHN LARRY RAY was interviewed outside the Grapevine 
Tavern, Illinois and Arsenal Avenue, at which time he stated he 
had been closed the entire previous week for the safety of the 
patrons of the tavern, since on one occasion earlier in the week 
three car loads of Negros were reported to be observing the tavern^ 
He indicated that he had also been hiding, from reporters but would 
not reveal the location where he had taken refuge.

RAY indicated he had opened this bar this date for business 
as usual and NAOMI REGAZZI is currently working as barmaid for him. 
JOHN RAY stated there was no truth in regards to newspaper accounts 
of him having received a telephone call from Canada and stated that 
he does not know anyone in Canada. He indicated that he believed 
the telephone at the Grapevine Tavern is tapped and that the FBI 
and other law enforcement agencies would probably be aware of all 
of his phone calls. He did not specifically state that he believed 
the FBI was responsible for tapping his phone.

RAY also stated that he has had no contact from his brother 
JAMES EARL RAY, and he further has no intentions of going to London, 
England, to see him. He commented that he doubted if he could get 
a passport for such a trip. He further denied that he has at this 
time retained any lawyer for his brother. RAY did state that he 
has written to his brother in London and told him to get in touch 
with his sfeter, CAROL PEPPER, if he needs anything as CAROL is the 
on® who is most accessible. He provided his brother with CAROL’S 
current address and telephone number. '

RAY was again questioned regarding source of income for 
his brother at which time he stated that his brother never had any 
real needs for money as he was always able to pick it up by ways of 
burglaries or robberies during his travels. He indicated this was, 
of course, the reason why he was sentenced to the Missouri State 
Penitentiary.

RAY indicated that he had recently sold his Thunderbird 
automobile and had purchased a 1963, four-door, white. colored 
Chrysler for $500 from a private individual.

RAY stated that his brother JERRY RAY had arrived in St. 
Louis on the previous day from Chicago, Illinois, and stayed last 
night with his sister, CAROL PEPPER. RAY stated that JERRY was at 
the time of interview inside the tavern and stated he wanted to talk 
to the interviewing agent. ~

On 6/17/68 St. Louis, Missouri # SL 44-775
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JAMES EARL RAY 
HOTEL CLERK

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

The following investigation was conducted, by Special 
Agent ALBERT J. RUSHING and Special Agent.RICHARD T. HRADSKY 
on April 19, 1968, at. the MacArthur Hotel, IGO .North Broadway, 
St. Louis, Missouri;./ ’. ? Z a’

‘ Mr. IRVIN. SHATZMAN, Manager,:-'MaicArthur Hotel, made 
available records pertaining to the registration of guests at 
the hotel which were reviewed for the period- January 26, 1968, 
to April 19, 1968.- From this" re view:, the following registration 
cards were located:7.-.- '

. Registration .card, number ?8709,' reflecting - that’ ’ •' 
.JERRY W. RAY, 3535 Dundee Road, Northbrook, 

Illinois, registered at 10:00 p.m^y February .2, . 
1968, in room 501 i at a rate of $4.00 per day.-.-.. 
He was registered for;only;that one date..

Registration card-number 8791
JOHN RAY, 1912 Hickory

reflecting’that
St ;• Louis, Missouri,

registered into room?614 at; 2:10 a.m?; February 6 
1968, at a. rate of $4.00 per day. He was regis^ 
tered only that .one. date atvthat^ jtime...i■ .

Registration card.number'8976,-reflecting that 
Mr.,and Mrs.. JOHN RAY, .1886 Wyoming, St. Louis, 
Missouri; were registered into room>1203, at:.
2:10 a.m., February, 17, 1968, at.a rate of $6.00 
per day; They, were registered. for?only that one 
.date. • ■

.Each of the foregoing three registration cards had initials . 
which were identified by Mr; • SHATZ MAN as the. initials of CHARLES 
BREITWEISER, Clerk at the MacArthur Hotel, signifying, that BREITWEISER 
was the clerk on duty at ..the time of each, registration.

The following personnel of the MacArthur Hotel were 
contacted on April 19, 1968,: at. which time the original registration 
cards referred to above were, exhibited to them and also photographs 
of subject JAMES EARL RAY were exhibited to them:

;* pr
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ROMEO WARD .
Extra Bellboy .

RAYMOND RILEY 
Bellboy

LOUIS ZIRKEL
•• Clerk:

BLOOMER A. HALL 
.Clerk,

'' Each of the’ rforegding -persons? advlsed^he; wsXwaable to 
recall any circumstances relating to ;thepersons; who “were registered 
ht the hotel as indicated by the three registration cards.and each 

. advised he could not. recall-having encountered'-or .-seen.; any person 
similar in appearance-: to the<phbt©graphs', of,’ subject RAY? •

Mr? SHATSMANp the manager-of ihe’-MacArthur’Hotel? ’advised 
that other hotel personnel/'.’not. then--oh--duty.:and*'not available at 
that-time for interview/ included the-following?bellbbys and clerks:

ENOCH KI®« 
Bellboy ’ -

WILLIAM TYSON 
Bellboy

CHARLES BREITWEISER.
Clerk. _ a:/--
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RE: JAMES EARL RAY : • •
SL 44-775 . c RELATIVES - NEIGHBORHOOD . • .
GMP:paw : • ... ... . / ■ .

AT STfc LOUIS, MISSOURI .v ’ ' \ ... A. ’

The following investigation was conducted by SAs 
GEORGE M. PEET and ALBERT .J. RUSHING, April 19,. 1968. ? . .- •

• . . JOHN RAY, brother of subject;.;-when-'regis at • •
the MacArthur Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri,-February, 1968, showed 
one address at 1886 Wyoming, and on a .second registration during 
February,: 1968,. he gave. his address, as 1912 :.Hickory

From observation it was determined..that the address 
1886 Wyoming is non-existent; that the airea where this.address 
would normally be located is.the northCherokee Part, a 
city park ..in St.-.Louis, .■/Y-.Vi.-v-'r1 ■• 

■ - XTONlf CREAMER,'191i'Hic]»i9;-’'^W^ /
previously talked with his mother,'HELEN; CREAMER,: attempting to 
locate JAMES RAY./ He indicated.that while, he did not know them,. . 
he understood, that the RAY family previously"lived at 1913 .
Hickory Street and that the.only people;in .the neighborhood . . 
who have been in the area, long enough to remember the RAYs were 
the TURNBOUGHs at 1902.Hickory and Mrs. MARTIN at 1917a Hickory.

• . .■ ? '• :• • :'••••:■ • ; .-i-. ■■ 2 - ’’ . " ! ■ •
. ' ■ \ . *r *• <»* X: XXr:. ' •

. - . - JUNE TURNBOUGH;"-.1902■Hickory]'Vand--MrsV’/SOPHIE MARTIN, 
1917a Hickory,, were both contacted at the TURNBOUGH residence, . 
at which time Mrs. TURNBOUGH indicated, she .had resided in the . 
area for 21 years, while the MARTINS had;resided there for 14 
years. They recalled that about 1959 or; so a woman named LUCILLE, 
her mother, and LUCILLE’S son resided tn and'operated a rooming 
house at 1913 Hickory. Mrs. TURNBOUGH/recalled that LUCILLE’S 
son, who may have been the subject,.was "with her son when he 
was walking across the roofs of the houses on Hickory Street and fell 
through a skylight/ Mrs. TURNBOUGH and Mrs7.MARTIN advised . '
there has been a high turnover of residents -in' the area during . 
past years, that there is no one else inithe,:neighborhood that 
was residing there during 1959,.and .that neither, of them have 
heard or seen anything of or concerning the family occupying 1913 
Hickory during 1959; / ; '
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Re: Ray Relatives - JOHN RAY

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

The following investigation was conducted by SA JAMES 
E. LINDSAY and SA WALTER C. JOHNSON:

On April 20, 1968, Mt.. GOERGE SVOBODA, JR., 1926 
Allen Street, which is the property in the area where 2012 
Mississippi Avenue would be located, was contacted. Mr. SVOBODA 
related that the address 2012 Mississippi does not exist. He 
advised that it would be the rear of his property if it did 
exist. He stated that his property is the Moydell Euneral Home 
and has been in existence for over thirty years. He advised 
that he has never had any person by the name of RAY employed 
by the company. He viewed a photograph of the subject JAMES 
EARL RAY and advised that this person was not familiar to him.

On April 20, 1968, Mr. and Mrs. WALTER SCHUESSLER, 
2011A Mississippi Avenue, advised that he could not recall a 
JOHN LARRY RAY havings resided at the ?ddress of 2011 or 2013 
Mississippi in the last few years. He advised that he has 
resided at this address for the last 28 years and that he. 
cannot recall any person by that name residing at the address.

On April 20, 1963, GEORGE CARDWELL, former owner. 
National Market, Russell and Mississippi Avenues, advised that 

„he could not recall any person who resided in the vicinity of 
2000 block of Mississippi Avenue who used the name of RAY. 
He advised that he had operated the above store for a period 
of 20 years and was familiar with most of the people in the 
neighborhood, and could not recall anyone answering ths 
description, of the subject JAMES EARL RAY either.
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HCJ/leh :

RE: RAY RELATIVES

: AT ST.- LOUIS, MISSOURI

. A'The .following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agent HARRY’ C. JUNG, on April :23 ,;: 1968 (\ -

Through the.Missouri State Highway. Patrol, Kirkwood 
Missouri, it was ascertained that 1968 Missouri license 
AE2-558, was issued on a 1960 Ford ..Coach,-.Vehicle. Identifica
tion Number J (VIN) 0Y71Y122630,. to JOHN-RAY, ,1912 California 
Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.’.



Fu-uux (Hey. -uj (^tUcKAL bUKE«U UE. USV ESI K^A

1 ■ - : . April 23 f 1968_____

JOHN LARRY RAY, also known as JACK, was located at . .
the Grapevine Bar,"1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis, Missouri,, 
telephone Prospect 6-9417. RAY readily admitted his identity 
and also admitted that he is the brother of JAMES EARL RAY. 
He said that he had not spoken with anyone concerning the .
charges against his brother, and this includes other members...-.  - 
of his family. • ’ , - -'J ■ ’ ’ ••

' ' ■ • - A'"’* -0 ''''J' " •’ *
RAY stated that ’he last saw JAMES two. to four years 

ago, when he visited his brother at the Missouri: State Penitentiary, 
Jefferson City, Missouri. Prior to this visit, he;had not seen 
his brother for approximately fifteen .years... !On that ‘-occasion, . 
JAMES EARL RAY had just been, discharged from’the United States 
Army and visited members of the family in Quincy,. Illinois. . -
RAY said that he has had no other contacts with his brother ’ .
over these many .years and has no knowledge'of ..his. whereabouts. 
He insisted that he has not. been contacted by. his brother sincd^ . 
the latter’s escape from .the .Missouri. State. Penitentiary'in ..£
1967 and, as a matter of fact’, .did not'^know of/the escape. .. f ’

JOHN RAY stated that he is commonly known as-JACK, 
He said that his sister, .CAROL ANN PEPPER, owns the .Grapevine 
Bar and has operated the.establishment since .the fall of 1967. ’ 
He claimed that he did not have any interest :in..the business . ' 
other than to assist his sister. .He said ..that, she had had 
some trouble with patrons fighting and since?that, time he. has 
tried to assist her in the operation of the bar. .« . : ’ ;’ . .

JOHN RAY stated that the last time; he was outside 
the City of St. Louis was three, four or possibly five months 
ago, when he went to Quincy, .Illinois, to .visit?his sister. ’

. During the interview, the following descriptive and 
background information’was obtained: . 'S;.;'. . . ..

’ ■ Name ‘ A. as
. : ( ■’ RAY y .
’ • Race ' ' :
' Sex.’ ■ .< • c'--:

. Date, of Birth'. ?. V-?'--’ ../"February 14, 1933 • 
Place'of Birth .. - V; ? :. ? ’Alton,'/

Qn 4/22/68 St.. Louis, Missouri. = - "rilB # SL: 44-775 
SA HARRY C. JUNG and . ■ ... “ r’ ■ ••
SA ROBERT A. HESS . ? • . HCJfklr \ J-.-? : " 4/23/68 /

by ____________________________ • ' ” ■ : ~ ~ -_ Date dictated ----- ---------------------------------

This document contains, neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI# It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency: H and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.'. .«, .\
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Height ■
Weight ..
Build .
Hair :
Eyes • . . .
Complexion 
Peculiarities 
Residence

Marital. Status.
Military Service 
Criminal Record 
Automobile

Relatives Mother

• •" Father
Sisters

Brothers

, 5’10" to 5'11"
160 to 170 pounds . ’ .

. Medium. ’ • ‘ ' V
Brown .
Brown . .' -
Medium .
Slight speech impediment ■ .
1900a Cherokee Street, 

St. Louis, Missouri 
(rents two rooms above 
Cherokee Buffet) .

Single . ' .
None . ’ ' • . . .
None admitted . .
1960 Ford Thunderbird, 

two-door, hardtop, 
white over blue, . ’ .

. • bearing Missouri license
AE2-558

: LUCILLE RAY, nee MAHER 
Deceased . .

Refused to identify •
‘ MELBA RAY, ‘ ’ . ’ - '
' Quincy, Illinois; . . ’

Mrs. CAROL ANN PEPPER ‘ -
2025 Bellevue -

• Maplewood, Missouri;
• .SUSAN RAY . . .

Current address unknown
JERRY RAY ‘ •

. . Chicago, Illinois; . .
. FRANK RAY. . f

Deceased . . i.
(killed in automobile 
accident in 1964) ; .

MAX RAY, .
Address unknown . t
(MAX was born in 1952 and was 

. last’known by JOHN to be in
orphan’s home, Quincy, Illint
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Uncle WILLIAM MAHER . 
1118. East' Seventh Street 

•^/Altori/Tllin^ ;

It is.noted that- RAY was initially, uncooperative and 
said, ’’What *s all. the .excitement about?; He only killed a. nigger 
if he had killed a white man you wouldn’t be; heie; • King should 
have been killed ten years ago."':

Special Agent JUNG informed.JOHN RAY pf/the provisions 
of the Harboring Statute and cautioned him. concerning withholding 
information concerning a Federal fugitive.

3^96



FD-302 {Rev. 1-25-60) h-rUc^AL BUREAU OF ‘NVESTiGATION

_ April 29, 1968Dat® ’______

1.

JOHN LARRY RAY was contacted at the Grape Vine 
Tavern, 1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis, Missouri, where he 
was attending bar. RAY was asked to re-itefate when, he last 
saw his brother JAMES EARL RAY, and he .said that-it was Several 

. years ago at the Missouri State Penitentiary; He was asked 
how many times he_had‘visited his brother irirthsLpenitentiary, 
and on this occasion said two or three timesfe.^j-'^

RAY was reminded, that•the records of'the 
reflected that he was a visitor. on; at’ least" nine .occasions the 
last of which was on April 22,.’1967> the day/before the brother 
escaped. RAY stated that--.he.'was confident'that .he had only been 
to visit his brother in jail bn three or .four occasions.: He 
did not recall the date of:his -last’ visit .he 
formerly had. a visitor’s permit issued .to?JOHN7or:JERRY RAY.- 
He and his. brother JERRY ^possibly used the same? permit. - He . . 
said that the exact number of visits.he made/to: the pehiten-. 
tiary could be determined through handwriting /examination of ■ 
the prison records. : ’ .

• ■ ' RAY said that-he: himself.-Vas’released■■■ from."the' Menard
Penitentiary, ’ Chester, .Illinois, in? February’/ .1960 ’ Fbl.lowir.g
release he came to St. Louis where the subjeei/was?^^^
in the City Jail. RAY visited his. brother .at the. jail prior . 
to his being sent to the State penitentiary^’/RAY pointed o:xt 
that he was in the Menard Penitentiary for-seven years, on a 
larceny conviction and thus he.could have had no'personal con~ 
tact with his. brother from 1953 until. 196.7; ;other than cn' .prisor. 
visits. RAY insisted that he ..knew nothing ■ df ...subjects plax..^ to 
escape and that he has .had no contact .with: his„brother sihce. the 
.escape. He added that he? did not know of-his’brother’s‘. escape 
from the penitentiary until several-.weeks ?bi/perhaps a month 
after the actual escape .when he heard; of same/bn/the He
noted that no law enforcement officers have-contacted .him cor:- 
cerning his brother other ?than, during, ihsta^

-.RAY stated that after.cosing to StLouis in February . 
1960, he remained her for two .or three months- and :then to
Chicago, Illinois, where he worked as a bartender. His most

_ April 26, 1968 St? Louis/.MLssoeriOn  ________ -—at _______ .. . ,  i ___ SL 44--V75

SA CLETIS B. BIDEWELL 
by SA HARRY C. JWHG HCJ.: bast Date dictated April 1968

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.' It Is the property of the FBI and is 
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed‘outside your agency.: ■ • •• ?
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steady job was at the White P5ne Gdlf. .Course,. .Bensonville 
Illinois, a suburb of Chicago where,-he. worked .for appr-oxi
mately four years.. He .also worked briefly at/the greyhound 1 
Bus Depot, Chicago, . He said that he; returned-’.to" St/ .Lo"*^ 
approximately one. year.-ago ’and.has. had -.various -part-time 
jobs one of which was as -a -bartender-fat: the?'Aren?. Bowl ...for 
several weeksj .'and another, as' .a bartehder’.-’at ■. 9Q1 W.' kings.-
highway Boulevard

' He has.been ’working at' the/^rape’'Vlhe>.Tavern..- sihce
it opened in December, 1.967 <ffHeaimed-. th^ .
CAROL. PEPPER was the'owner. of 'the tavern, 
he himself had $1,-800 invested in .the^busine^...^ ; ’

• The interview .was/'terminated'.when?’’.other •'patrons ; 
entered the establishment and-’ RAY. hadCto-.attend 
indicated that the .barmaid. he 'usually' hasf’wording-?during 
the day became ill ’andwent'- to.’a hospital/for/.t-reatment. ; . 
’ j -Y •. > --f v .*>■•/*’- -r'   /. „ ‘

- ’-The provisions;itf tSw...harboring 
re-iterated to RAY but .he,, insisted .that), he/,d^ .
the whereabouts- .of 'his brother JAMES’.' EARL.'-RAY?-:^ /• ’

3898
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• Date ' May 9, 1968__________

1. ■ -• • • ■ < ; ■/. .

JOHN LARRY RAY interviewed in the vicinity of the 
Grapevine Tavern, 1982 Arsenal Street, St/‘ Louis, Missouri, 
at which time he advised that-his brother, JERRY RAY,, arrived 
herg»from Chicago about 9:30 AM on April 30, 1968, at which 
time he woke him up at his.residence.. . He stated during the • 
time JERRY remained in St. Louis they spent most, of their 
t ime around the tavern, however, did. Visit their sis ter, ■.
CAROL PEPPER in.;Map/Lewood,_-Missouri .

■ ‘ He stated that the majority ofthe/conversation 
concerned -harassment of, sister. CAROL and brother:JERRY, by : •
newspaper reporters* ’ JOHN RAY related that...JERRY ...indicated .. 
if the harassment in Chicago continued he would quit./his job.

t . ;\IOHN RAY stated^that?^
return to Chicago driving his own. automobile, :as light green . 
DeSoto, about 11:00 AM, May l-,-:71968;/: .

’ ■ /JOHN RAY specifically stated that, during, the conver
sation there was no indication that ei th er JERRY or ‘.CAROL had 

any knowledge of JAMES EARL RAY*s location or. contact, with him 
directly, or indirectly since , his escape... from’: the Missouri State . 
Penitentiary*- . . ‘ ■

. . JOHN RAY pointed out that .the-only One. member of the
family whose location would be known to JAMES ..EARL RAY would 
probably be JERRY because the rest of the .family have.all moved 
at one time or another since the. escape,/and . JERRY RAY?s address 
would be the only stable address known to ..JAMES .EARL .RAY. ’

; When questioned.regarding amounts .of money' sent to 
the Missouri State Penitentiary for. JAMES EARL RAY JOHN RAY . 
stated that he would on.occasion send his brother, money, while 
a prisoner at Jefferson City, however/.could hot specifically 
recall the amounts or the number of times he.; sent money. He . 
stated that .he did this because of ..the/realization by himself 
having been a prisoner, how hard it. is to come: by the/necessities 
while a prisoner and also due to the fact.that his brother JAMES 
EARL RAY had sent him money while he/(JOHN/ RAY) . was. a prisoner 
at the Menard Penitentiary. T s .. ...

•z

On 5/2/68 - ,St..Louis, Missouri

SA F.'JACK WILLIAMS 
by ....SA.PATRLCKW, BRADLEY 

’ ■ ’ • ' r ■ ■ f- ■ .

L > File # ‘ ‘ SL 44—775
■■■

Dato dictated '-5/7/68

your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.-
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With regard to his brother, JOHN RAY stated that 
JAMES EARL RAY appeared to.be. a normal person as far as 
he recalls until he returned from the Army in Germany when 
on contact subsequent to this return he gathered the opinion 
that JAMES EARL RAY became ;a narcotics .:user-:while in the •. .
Army or else had. some other:.cause to act crazy.on occasion. =

. JOHN RAY 1 further‘ pointed?6ut that it was. his- belief 
that if his brother, JAMES .EARL' RAY ^killed Dr. KING.be was . 
either crazy at the. time or was paid-for this.; act of violence. 
He conjectured that if it?was a crazy act or;..an act while he .. 
was mentally unstable he-felt that-JAMES.; EARL .RAY. would ..never 
then contact any. member of ... the- family/'^Further’//if.;, this-kill i^ 
were for money he would not"contact-’any of <the’ fapiily because ;■ 
he would not need any help financially; V/He indicated that it 
was his opinion that if he were paid, by any person or group 
for this assassination that they in turn would kill his brother- . 
to seal his lips forever and prevent.;any/c6hnectibir between . •
the 'individuals-responsible .-for the'contract and .the-assassin
ation of KING./

* * . < **• ■' * *•": .‘yv. i* -z . : .

■ 'JOHN RAY stateci-’that he knew of" no /close friends of " 
his brother,' that his brother ‘was’ :a -loner and any ■ -friends he : 
would make would‘be >hort?'term acquaintances.- ‘ .

JOHN. RAY again .emphatically ? denied/any knowledge of, 
direct or indirect contact with, his brother,^JAMES EARL/RAY, • 
since his escape from the’ Missouri'State.: Penitentiary., ■•■He - 
reiterated that in the event, he’should-.garner any‘knowledge ‘ - 
concerning his brother’s-: whereabouts hd-would‘immediately-• 
contact the Federal Bureau’.of Investigatibh-...-imasmuch.:as^ - . ■
was well aware.of the’provisions .'.of.’.’the’-harboring statute ■■■..- .
and does not want (himself)-"to return.;’.to-prison, oyer, something ■ 
that he could avoid. ;;; -. . ■

-■ -' . ■ •' '■ '- ‘ ■
‘ JOHN RAY. stated that he -.Ka’s..’^ot;-been contacted by
anybody regarding me®ey -in .connection: with: paying. or collecting . 
any amounts-owed by or to. his brother’-while; his ‘brother was an 
inmate in the Missouri State-Penitentiary^i’--Rarther,-. that he .

. ‘ - 3700
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never furnished any money to an attorney, in. fact did not 
even know the name of any attorney that might have been 
in previous contact with his brother/ JAMES EARL RAY. He 
noted, however, that: he vaguely recalls’his brother mention
ing during one visit to the penitentiary that he had an • 
attorney either in Columbia, Missouri, dr Jefferson City, 
Missouri, however,. he was very’.unspecif ic ''regarding this 
and it may have been thatJhe. just wrote to one of those . 
from the prison in; ah effort to' get some brief set'forth, . 
and there would be a record of this communication in the 
Missouri State Penitentiary 'correspondence, records

■ With ''regard .t6 .:cphrespbhdehce -joHN-.RA^ ■;
that he does not recall receiving many letters" but may.’have 
received one or two letters from JAMES, while .one: or.-the other 
of them was a prisoner,' but believes that JERRY RAY may have 
corresponded more frequently with him, /



FD-302 (Rev. 1-25-60) EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

1
Date May 10, 1968

JOHN LARRY RAY was contacted;at his residence 
1902A Cherokee Street, St, Louis, Missouri./ .

' He advised that his brother/ JERRY RAY, arrived 
in St, Louis last night from Chicago driving his own.car 
and getting to. the Grapevine Tavern about 9:30 p.m. . ...

. After remaining at the tavern for"a/short period 
of time he left indicating he- was tired, and/was going .'to 
go to a hotel (name not mentioned) and Would meet tomorrow, 
about noon at the Grapevine Tavern with JOfiEN/ ; :

JOHN RAY=stated that JERRY .indicated he wanted ’ 
to get away from Chicago for awhile because.of harassment 
from newspaper reporters and.did hot know.how long ;he intended 
to stay in. St. 'Louis/. JOHN RAY pointed put -that there was . 
no statement made by JERRY that would lead him to believe 
that JERRY had any knowledge of the. whereabouts of JAMES EARL 
RAY. ••

n . 5/4/68- 
On____________ _;at

St; • Louis ,s Missouri File# SL/ . 44-775

by
SA PATRICK W. BRADLEY 
SA F. JACK WILLIAMS ; P«B: pdp ■ . n„.. \ 5/8/68

This document contains neither recommendations-nor conclusions.of the FBI- It is the property of the FBI and la loaned 
your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency’. ’ .” x
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^BErS^SSIBILITC SUBJECT AT BROTHER 
' JERRY’S .HOUSE, NORTHBROOK, ILLINOIS

APRIL, 4967 

On the evening of May 3, 1968, DAVIIVALLEN, 
1929 Washington Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois; phone AL 1-5761, ~
advised SA RENE J. DUMAINE that JERRY RAY was formerly 
married to a friend of his wife’s. He said that according 
to his wife, approximately one year ago in April, 1967, 
the subject was with JERRY RAY and his wife in Northbrook, 
Illinois.

Mrs. LINDA ALLEN also telephonically advised that 
she had attended school with Mrs. GJERDIS RAY, who is present
ly residing at 314 Wisconsin Avenue, Lake Forest, Illinois.

Mrs, ALLEN related that Mrs. RAY had told her/that 
sometime in April, 1967, a brother had stayed with JERRY RAY 
when she and JERRY were residing at 2897 Techny Road, - . 
Northbrook, Illinois (from March to September, 1967). The " 
brother stayed there for approximately one week and that 
although she, LINDA, rented a house in Northbrook, Illinois, 
next to RAY, she never physically observed the brother. 
She did remember that GJERDIS had told her that JERRY and 
the brother would go to Chicago on numerous occasions but 
would not take her with them. Mrs. ALLEN advised that one 
neighbor who was residing there at the time still lives 
there in the house to the west of where the RAYs used to 
live. She did not know whether or not the landlord was : 
.still in the area but that information could be obtained 
from the ex-landlord. . . .

• ■ '

The following investigation was conducted by 
SA ROBERT K. MC QUEEN and SA 0. ARTHUR GRAN:

AT LAKE FOREST, ILLINOIS.

ROY WILSON, Caretaker, rooming house at 314 Wisconsin
•^advised on May 6, 1968, that GJERDIS D. OLSEN, also known 
as GJERDIS RAY. occupied Apartment 72 from about November,'^$

' 1967, to 3:00 p.m., Saturday, May 4, 1968, when she "sneaked .-.
off" without notice and without paying $180 that she was

ALL r/~?L'L,nCN CONTAINED

SERIALIZED / -----
INDEXED / ----- ’
FILED 7^-----------
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^arrears in rent. She left in a station wagon driven by^^W^? 
her mother, which WILSON had noted parked that morning a 
block away. She had a red car of her own, and had worked r 
a short while last fall at Scottie’s Restaurant, Lake . .
Forest* Her father, a retired Navy man, supposedly worked 
at Great Lakes. WILSON said he never noted any menfolk 
visiting GJERDIS. At the time she left, she had just had - . . 
a phone,, number 234-9047, installed the week before.

A check of Civil Service and Navy Exchange, 
personnel records and of registered station wagons at Great 
Lakes Naval Training Center failed to identify parents of 
GJERDIS RAY, nee OLSEN. NICOL LAMBERT, Owner, Scottie’s 
Restuarant, Lake Forest, was located May 7, 1968. Hesaid 
GJERDIS RAY had been employed only a few days as a waitress 
in late 1967, at which time she was rooming at 314 Wisconsin, 
phone 234-9894; however, other waitresses had since reported 
seeing her around town occasionally, most recently keeping, 
company with .a dark-skinned Negro whom, she identified as her 
boyfriend, name not given. LAMBERT located 1967 withholding 
certificate for GJERDIS RAY, Social Security Number. :
348-40-1527, on which was listed address of 1344 Hazel 
Avenue, Deerfield, Illinois, telephone 945-0356.

AT DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS.

Located at 1344 Hazel, as he came home for lunch 
from bis two-day-a-week "manpower’’job as maintenance manager 
at Recreation Department, United States Naval Hospital, 
Great Lakes, PAUL ALFRED OLSEN, Age 69, advised as follows:

GJERDIS RAY is the daughter of his brother who * 
was killed in Whitehall, Montana, in 1949. He and his wife 
adopted GJERDIS at age 11 months. They also adopted GJERDIS* 
brother, NORMAN DALE OLSEN, now age 22, and living in 
Houston, Texas, and working as an auto painter. Both of the 
children were slow to learn, left school early, and have been 
constant sources of trouble for their stepparents.. ,

GJERDIS got married three years or so ago to
DAVID STREET, had a baby by him, then got a divorce for non—' 

^Support. Then she married JERRY RAY whom she met at '■:-
Sportsmans golf course two years ago. Last year she put her , 
baby up for adoption through a Methodist home in Lake Forest.

Dodd:32989755 Page 406
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-.She and JERRY separated six months ago, and she later got^^c^'- 
a divorce. She has since lived by herself and not at her-^:^ 
"parental” home because Mr. and Mrs. OLSEN are ”fed up” ’ ' 
and did not approve of her chasing around, staying out late, 
etc. ’ -

Mr, aid Mrs, OLSEN had become attached to the baby, •
and visited GJERDIS and the baby a few times at Northbrook, 
at the place on Techny Road, OLSEN saw JERRY RAY a few - 
of those times but did not like him because once OLSEN -
got stuck in the snow right outside the Techny address, and . . 
JERRY would not "even bother to help push" him out. OLSEN ' 
never met any relatives of JERRY RAY and first knew.that 
JERRY had a brother, JAMES RAY, when he read it in the - 
newspapers a few weeksago.. GJERDIS never mentioned having ■ 
met JAMES, and OLSEN was unaware of a visit by one of the \ . 
RAY brothers to the Techny Road address. He recalled'that' 
shortly after they were married, JERRY RAY and GJERDIS went 
to Missouri to see JERRY’S relatives with the intention;' . - -
of living there but he heard no more about this. .

OLSEN concluded that he feels there is something
wrong mentally with GJERDIS, who Just moved from Lake Forest - 
to a motel in Des Plaines and who is working as a waitress - -- 
at the Kopper Kettle, Highland Park. Mrs. OLSEN works as 
a babysitter at the J. D. SIMMONS residence, B2724 Birchwood 
Lane, Highland Park, phone 945-5029. . . . ;

Interviewed separately May 7, 1968, at B2724 Birchwood
Lane, Mrs, PAUL OLSEN verified generally what her husband .r 
had said and added that. GJERDIS is highly nervous and emotional, 
takes pills and is under doctor’s care, principally because <. 
of the strain of having placed her baby out for adoption 
last summer in an attempt to preserve her marriage with / 
JERRY RAY. She said GJERDIS, who was born April 12, 1948, 
married JERRY RAY in Chicago in about January, 1967, and they 
first lived at Arlington Heights before moving to 2897 Techny 
Road, Northbrook. Before GJERDIS and JERRY were separated . 
in the fall of 1967, Mrs. OLSEN visited them about three 
times, but at no time saw any of JERRY’S relatives. When, the 
papers related, much to her surprise, a few weeks ago thatj^S’£ 
JAMES RAY and JERRY RAY were brothers, she recalled the .follbwin
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fetwo incidents, the dates of which she could not precise'!^ 
• place:

. The first was GJERDIS* relating to her about the -
/ trip she and JERRY^took to St. Louis where JERRY visited a 

brother and his father who lived near there. GJERDIS told - 
of “waiting in a theater ” for JERRY while he went with his , 
brother on some sort of mission. This trip was shortly 
after the marriage, probably in the early spring of 1967, r ' 
which Mrs. OLSEN related to a time when GJERDIS had just . 
quit working for Culligan’s in Arlington or Northbrook.. . . ..

The other incident concerned a phone call GJERDIS 
made to Mrs, OLSEN from Northbrook,* in which she said* that 
’’something funny” was going on because she, GJERDIS, had 
discovered some strange clothes left in the garage by - 
JERRY’S brother from St. Louis; further, that this brother* 
had taken JERRY’S car and left. GJERDIS told Mrs. OLSEN . 
that she ’’just don’t understand” and that she had not j/ . .
really seen the brother. ’ ” y

When the publicity about JAMES EARL RAY came out, __  
Mrs. OLSEN and GJERDIS tried to set the time of the foregoing ' 
car incident and figured that it must have been April, 1967, ___  
because “he (JAMES RAY) didn’t escape until late in April” 
and they chose to assume that it was brother JAMES who .
was there at the time.

Mrs. OLSEN concluded that she is certain that 
GJERDIS has never in her life seen JAMES EARL RAY from what : 
she has told and indicated to her (Mrs. OLSEN). She . . 
cautioned that. GJEltDIS ’ mind would "wander” when agents ■
talked with her and she would not be able to recall specific 
dates and places. * .

It is noted that Mrs. OLSEN as well as her husband 
pledged complete cooperation and said they would immediately 
contact the FBI should they hear or learn any information 
re subject.
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GJERDIS DOROTHEA ANNA OLSEN (she has again assumed)^#- 
v/her maiden name), date of birth April 12, 1948, at St. Paul',?^^ 

Minnesota, who would frequently go off on unexplained “ 
tangents in response to questions, was interviewed outside 
her place of employment, Kopper Kettle, Routes 41 and 22,. .-. ?> . 
Highland Park. She said she had been ’’expecting” agents,
that she really had no ’’good” information, but that she 
would cooperate in any way. She advised as follows: ’ - T-

Since May 4, 1968,. she has been residing at Handel’s ... 
Motel, Apartment 12, Des Plaines, but intends to move in the 
near future to Waukegan. She drives a 1962 Plymouth with ' 
1968 Illinois license HK 6917. She married WILLIAM STREET, . 
Mundelein, Illinois, August 31, 1966, and gave birth to Mis .- -
baby October 13, 1966. She divorced him in Chicago in about 
January, 1967, after having met JERRY RAY who was working j . / 
at Sportsmans. In about Christmas, 1966, she and JERRY ‘ . <_
went to St. Louis and visited his father and his sister,. . ‘
MELBA, and her husband. There was another man there, probably • 
a brother, but she never heard his name. She first knew of . 
a brother, JOHN, when in early 1967, at the Techny Road -r 
address, she happened to see a clipping in which it was ‘ 
mentioned that JOHN RAY was in some kind of trouble’. She " * 
never talked to JERRY about this, however, and she never knew . 
there was a JAMES RAY.until after it “came out in the ' .
papers.” She has seen numerous pictures of JAMES RAY since ’ . 
and”is quite sure”, she has never seen him before. As to . 
her waiting in a theater in St. Louis, she responded only . .
that she did go to a movie one time rather than go with : <
JERRY on some sort of errand. : L.: .

After the publicity about JAMES, she and her mother . 
recalled the incident wherein a brother from St. Louis, name : 
unknown to her, came and left some clothes and his car. . -
This brother was about 45, had dark hair like JERRY, but was 
not JAMES. She and her mother figured it was d>out April, / ■ 
1967, when this occurred. The brother came driving a 1961 ---- 
red Plymouth tudor, with white top, and he traded cars with 
JERRY, taking JERRY’S 1963 or 1964 Rambler, which JERRY had 

.bought from the second chef at Sportsmans. This was a cream^^ 
j- colored four door. The brother left in this car, saying

.’A ■ mA'- .■
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<was. going to Los Angeles. She did not see him again. -
<:was to have been sent the title for the 1961 Plymouth but. 

later he took this car back to St. Louis and left it and ’ 
got the car which he is now driving. . . -

■ GJERDIS t who had to return to work at her boss ’
request, concluded that she would be available at any time . 
for further interview, but she was very certain ”1 have never 
seen JAMES,” She said JERRY has been ruined by the publicity 
and she would like to ”find him” to talk to him and ‘.’settle 
him down.” . -
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JERRY^ WILLIAM /bay was shown the new photograph" of '-his 

'“brother, JAMES EARL"RAY, fn^a business suit taken sometime in
January or February, 1968. After viewing the photograph, .

/ JERRY stated that the. photograph is a good likeness of his 
/ brother except thdr"he remembers him being thinner in the ■ 

face. In fact, this particular photograph depicts JAMES 
fuller in the face^ than JERRY has ever seen him. ‘

JERRY advised that his father, JERRY RAYNES, 
Center, Missouri, left his mother in 1951 to live with RUBY 
CARPENTER. RUBY has a son, JEROME, who is presently in ' 
prison, Jefferson,City, Missouri, and is acquainted with 
the subject. JERRY also knows JEROME since he was in !the . 
reformatory at St. Charles, Illinois, with him. JERRY 
classified JEROME as being ’’off mentally” and a person who 
very seldom talks to anyone. JERRY believes that JEROME ' 
may have been in the hospital for the criminally insane at 
Fulton, Missouri, when the subject escaped from prison. 
JEROME is presently doing time for the murder of a Negro. • * 
JERRY also related that when his father left, JERRY was . ' 
in the Boys’ Reformatory at Sheridan, Illinois.

JERRY said that he does not know NEAL EDGAR AEBY, 
JAMES DAVID DAILEY, nor is he acquainted with the Half Way 
Restaurant at 1549 South Jefferson, St. Louis, Missouri. 
He said that he never heard his brother mention DAILEY nor 
does he have any information that DAILEY had ever hidden . 
his brother from the law. JERRY also advised that he never ‘ 
heard of an organization named the ’’Coolies” nor did he ever,. ... 
bear his brother mention that organization. JERRY said • ' ._. - 
that when he was in prison, he was involved in a fist fight . - 
with (First Name Unknown) MENARD, who worked with him in __  ’ 
the shoe shop. He said that he could not recall this /
individual’s first name and that there would be no record 
of the fight at the prison since it was not reported nor 
were they observed fighting. He said that on one of the - 
occasions when he visited with his brother in prison, he told 
him about it and JAMES was joking with him because JAMES

nn 5/12/68 , Wheeling, Illinoisa Chicago 44-1114^/7
SA RENE /fbUMA INE & .

SA BOBERfr-r. PEWHOUSE/BJDljap Dol. dIctot^5/13/68

thi, documanl .canloin, nollhar recommendation, nor conclutlon, of tho FBL It fc the property of the FBI or/ I, loaned to your agency; 
and It, content, ora not Io ba diUrlbulad out,Ido your ogency.
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said that he was close friends with the MENARD brothers 
-who were then in Jefferson City, Missouri, prison with 

.. *

JERRY said he visited his brother about three 
or four times while he was in prison in Jefferson City, - 
Missouri, the last time being around 1964. JAMES came, to 
Menard prison to visit JERRY on one occasion. JERRY again 
stated that the last time he saw his brother JAMES outside 
of prison was in 1951 in Quincy, Illinois, and JERRY.was 
fifteen years old at that time. The father was still . r 
living with his mother then. ... / -

He said that he believes that WALTER TERRY RIFE and 
JAMES went to Leavenworth together but that LONNIE RIFE . . .»7. 
never did time with JAMES. He said-that if he had given . 
the impression that LONNIE did do time with JAMES in the * ; Xf-' 
previous interviews, this was in error. JERRY again stated / 
that he himself has done time in Menard, Illinois, with •• 
both RIFE brothers. ’ - ’ .. . 7

He stated that he has no idea as to the present 
whereabouts of ’’BLACKIE” AUSTIN and doubts if his brother : 
has maintained contact with AUSTIN nor would be in contact . 
with him since his escape. He said that of all of the .. i V 
persons that he knows of, JAMES was the friendliest and 
closest with AUSTIN. JERRY pointed out, however, that his' 
knowledge of this is limited since JERRY was in prison ' ;
when both AUSTIN and his brother were on the street. He . 
does know that"BLACKIE” liked his brother and has always 
talked about him. . . .. . - -

In clarification, JERRY advised that his brother; 
JOHN first came to Chicago sometime around July, 1960, and . ,7 
he, JERRY, came to this area around September, 1960. JOHN 
first worked at Mulrphy’s Steak House, He also worked at ’ ? 
the White Pines Country Club and J0HN*s last employment in ' . 
the Chicago area was the Indian Hills Country Club, Bloomingdale 
Illinois. JERRY advised that he was employed with his ... . 7;. 
brothers JOHN and FRANK at the Rolling Green Country Club 7. 
beginning in September, 1960 and JERRY stayed there for / . :.
about sixteen months , and JOHN for eight or nine months.
He was uncertain to ‘he length of time that his brother 
FRANK worked there I - believed he had left a good length'
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•^Olt^time prior to his death in September, 1963

JERRY advised that sometime during June or
July, 1967, when he was living at 2897 Techny Road, Northbrook, 
Illinois, JOHN drove here in a 1961 Plymouth which he had 
bought from the father, .JERRY RAYNES. At this time, JERRY 
owned a 1962 air-conditioned Rambler. JOHN was having
trouble with the transmission in the Plymouth and they 
switched cars. He does recall that JOHN transferred some 
clothes and other items from the Plymouth to the Rambler. 
Also, that JOHN left some old shirts and pants and some. 
other papers in the garage at Techny Road and JERRY hid 
these items above the rafters in the,garage. He said that 
JOHN stayed a couple of days and was in either an apartment 
or a hotel in Chicago and did not reside at JERRY’S residence 
while here. JOHN left with the Rambler and both cars are . 
presently at his father’s farm in Center, Missouri. JERRY 
said that his wife did not meet JOHN on this occasion but'
did meet him at Christmas time, 1967, when JERRY and his: - ; ‘ :-
wife went to St. Louis where they had dinner at CAROL ■ 
PEPPER’S house and JOHN was present. JERRY advised that 
JOHN did not know how to find his residence in Northbrook, 
Illinois, and that he, JERRY, met him in the town of __’
Northbrook and then JOHN followed him to the residence. '
JERRY also advised that his brother JAMES did not ever know 
that JERRY resided at this address in Northbrook.

In previous interviews, JERRY advised that he 
borrowed somewhere between $40 and $50 from his brother . -J?; 
JAMES while JAMES was in prison. He reiterated that state- , 
ment in this interview at which time the financial trans- . .
actions from his brother’s account at the Inmates Bank," ; .• 
Missouri State Penitentiary, Jefferson City, Missouri, were 
discussed with JERRY. It was pointed out to him that this 
list shows that his brother had sent him $266.25. JERRY
advised that this must be an error since the only amount 
he recognized was $55.25 which was sent to him on June 22, 
1964. He stated that at this time, he, JERRY, was in 
St. Louis, Missouri, and needed money to return to Chicago . - 
.to obtain employment. He wrote to his brother requesting ^>^4^ 
this loan and was in the process of paying JAMES back wheh’7?^^v
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JAMES'escaped. .JERRY suggested that the money listed to 
him was instead paid to his brother's attorney, name unknown^? 
in Jefferson City, Missouri. JERRY advised that he himself 
did not receive money from his brother to be sent to the ' .
attorney or anyone else. JERRY advised-that this attorney - 
had been hired by his brother to handle his appeal and that "" .. 
he believed the attorney did visit with JAMES while JAMES 
was in prison. JERRY said that his brother never mentioned 
anything concerning Benzedrine inhalers or any type of 
"bennies’* or dope. JAMES never mentioned being involved • 
in any illegal drug selling while in prison nor did he .. -
ever mention that he was involved in any type of racket 
with a guard. He also never mentioned any guard that he 
was particularly friendly with and in fact, made no comment 
whatsoever concerning the prison officials that JERRY can 
remember. .

JERRY also advised that his brother never / .
mentioned reading any of the James Bond novels and in " - , r 
fact, JERRY did not believe his brother was much of .a '
“reader. ” The only location that he can recall his brother 
making a comment as to how much he liked it was Tijuana, 
.Mexico, and he believes his brother was there sometime in .
1951. The brother made no mention to him at anytime as " ’ 
to the identity of any persons with whom he was acquainted 
in Mexico. . • .

JERRY advised that when he left Chicago on this ^5- 
latter occasion, he stayed with his brother JOHN for two .. 
nights, with his father one night, with his sister CAROL ;
one night, at the St. Regis Hotel one night and at the 
Mac Arthur Hotel one night. In conversations with his . : l.VC 
brother JOHN and sister CAROL, they both stated that they 
believe, from newspaper stories, that the subject is the •
victim of a frame-up or being used as the “fall guy. “ He 
also stated that CAROL is concerned over the newspaper ........’
articles speculating that the subject is dead and she has 
that opinion. He said that JOHN told him that some people___ . 
came to the tavern at the time of the KING funeral request- 

'^ing him to close down for that day which he did not do.
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JOHX also said that if he himself receives any publicity, 
Thejwill close down the tavern and leave because he feels 
-'that people will throw firebombs in his place, JERRY 
related that one of the newspaper reporters located and 
interviewed a woman named RUBY who works for his brother < , 
since JOHN had used that woman’s address about three or .. . ...’7 
four years ago. RUBY told the newspaper people that she . . .
did not know the whereabouts of JOHN. JERRY also said that 
in conversations with JOHN, JOHN told him that the subject " 
would be "crazy” to give himself up because even if he .
is not guilty of the KING murder, he still would have . 
eighteen years to do in the penitentiary at Jefferson City. 
JERRY explained this by stating that his brother has . . - 7- >.
thirteen years left on his previous sentence and that .
he would get at least an extra five years for the escape, ; .

JERRY again speculated that if his brother
was KING’S murderer, he would have had to have been paid ?? . 
because he could not see how his brother would have obtained . 
enough money to purchase the 1966 Mustang, take the trips' 
he was supposed to have taken and to pay $150 for the * -VJ . 
telescope used in the murder. He said that there was just ' -v. 
too much money coming in and in response to a direct ques
tion, he said that he did not think his brother would, have ' 
been able to steal this much money because he would have had - 
’’slipped up and been caught.” He explained that in bis - 
opinion, his brother was not an accomplished thief and that 
most of his previous scores were "small time." ■ . •■ ■■•. -

JERRY advised that he is presently residing in
Apartment 14, 314 Wisconsin Avenue, Lhke Forest, Illinois, \ 
which rooming house was recommended to the Sportsman’s . --vi 
Country Club by WAYNE CLANDENEN (phonetic). JERRY noted -^ r.; 
that his ex-wife DJERDIS also used to reside at this rooming 
house. He said tbal: he is not listed as a tenant and that • \<7 ?. 
the rent of $60 per month is being paid by the country club 
He advised that there is no phone at the building with the • 
nearest one four blocks away. He said that he plans to - .
continue his employment at the Sportsman’s Country Club . . .s ; . 
and will contact SA RENE J. DUMAINE on a daily basis. . . .; ■
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" . ' He advised that his ex-wife presently works at < - ■-
. a restaurant near the expressway and is living in a motel . .

4X^--- Wheeling, Illinois. He went on to say that yesterday . . J
. there was a knock on the door of his apartment and when .

\ . he opened it, his ex-wife was there. She said that she _
' had found him by inquiring of the rooming house manager, " ■

: the room numbers of the last two tenants and then came to • .
. . talk with him. He said that they talked, of personal matters . . 

with nothing of interest in this case. JERRY advised that 
he may have to move from this address since his ex-wife ' 7 : 
might inadvertently give out his whereabouts. He said that .

' he was not concerned with the problem of people making-' .
- - threats against his safety because of what his brother did 

but that he was most concerned of the people who would
: attempt to harm him without making threats. In explanation,

. he made the comment, “Like that guy who shot King, he .
:. did not make any threats.” “ • •

■ * J

. JERRY advised that he will continue to cooperate: -
with the Bureau in furnishing information.
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JERRY WILLIAM RAY stated that he and JOHN RAY were^/W
in St. Louis, Missouri, on February 2, 1968, and were at 
sister CAROL*s residence to visit with her as he has previously 
stated. He stated that he is of the-opinion that his brother 
JOHN was registered at the McArthur Hotel, but he did not ./W 
register with him and he was not in his room. He said, ’-to : 
his knowledge, JOHN has never married and has no information 
concerning a Mrs. JOHN RAY. He did note that his brother JOHN 
was in the habit of using the McArthur Hotel for occasional 
dates with women. He assumes that the Mr. and Mrs, JOHN RAY 
registering at the McArthur Hotel on February 17, 1968, could be 
JOHN and a woman. . „ ,

He again stated that the only individuals at his 
sister CAROL’S residence were JOHN, JERRY, CAROL, her husband 
and their children. JERRY emphatically denied that the‘subject 
was present at this occasion or, in fact, any other occasion 
when he was in CAROL’S residence. JERRY insisted that he has no 
information as to the present whereabouts of either JOHN or 
JAMES RAY.

JERRY stated that JERRY RAYNES is the step-father of 
the subject and definitely not the subject’s father. He restated 
that the subject’s father died in 1951.

JERRY advised that the last contact that he knew of 
between WALTER RIFE and the subject was in 1954 at Leavenworth. -

4/20/68 Chicago, Illinois CG 44-1114

On at__________________________ __ ___ —File #

, SA RENE J / DUMAINE/laj 4/23/68?
by--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date dictated---------:____
This document contains neither reeotnmendiitions nor conclusion* of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and i» loaned to 
your agency; it and it* contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 . . . .

JERRY WILLIAM RAY, who was present in the Chicago 
FBI Office, was requested to furnish his fingerprints., 
including sides and tips and palm prints. He was also 
requested to pose for photographs. He complied with both 
requests and also furnished handwriting, samples.

Based on information furnished by the St. Louis 
Division, JERRY was requestioned concerning the discrepancy 
as to the identity of his father and present whereabouts. 
He advised that JERRY RAYNES, Center', Missouri, was not his 
father and reiterated, thaf'his father was JAMES GERALD RAY, 
who died in 1951 at Hannibal, Missouri. He said that the 
information concerning his relatives and parents is correct 
to the best of. his knowledge because it was told to him by 
his mother. He said that he is unaware of where CAROL PEPPER 
might have obtained her information since she left the • 
mother’s home in about 1956 when she was 15 years old. He 
then stated that prior.,to'.his father’s death in 1951, he was • 
employed by- the. railroad (identity -unknown) , and- worked on a 
farm.- in the vicinity, of Hannibal, Missouri.

He further related that all of the.children left 
home upon reaching the age of 15 or 16 and there was very 
little family contact thereafter. When the parents separated 
in 1949, all of the younger children who. were then at home went 
with the. mother.

In response to a question as to the reason for his 
brother’s commission of the murder of KING, JERRY advised that ’’ 
he was unable to furnish any reason. . He.went on to say that 
during the three or four time that he has. talked with his. 
brother in the last 15 or 16 years, JAMES never expressed .. 
any particular .outward dislike for members of- the Negro race. 
But JERRY did have the feeling that the subject’was not 
particularly, fond of Negroes. . -

4/19/68 Chicago, Illinois CG 44-1114

On ________ ' __ at _---------- ------- ----------- ■-— --------------File#  -------------- ,——---- —------- -------
■ SAs RENE J.' DUMAINE ■ •
and ROBERT ,F. PEVAHOUSE/laj • • 4/23/68

l,y . ,___________;. ■ ■- ____ ;------ —Date dictated .—=—:,------------- -------
This (hicuuieni contains neither recbnimend.it ions nor conclusions of the FBI- U-is the property of the hBI and is loanea to 
your ugenev; it and its contents ere not. to he distributed outside youragency. . . -
■ ? 404l
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JERRY said that he is not aware of JAMES’ present 
whereabouts and has no idea where JAMES has been since his 
escape from prison. He said that he has not been, contacted, 
by JAMES in any manner. He classifies JAMES-as a '’loner” .. 
and does not know of.any member of. the family that JAMES 
would likely contact. The only occupation for JAMES that he 
is aware of is that of a baker, which JAMES learned, in prison.

JERRY informed that he has only seen his brother 
once outside of prison and that was sometime in 1951. All 
of his other contacts with his brother have been when 
either he, JERRY, has visited his brother in prison, dr JAMES 
has visited him while he was.in prison. JERRY said that, he 
has no knowledge of his associates other than WALTER TERRY 
RIFE, who was arrested with his brother and served in prison 
with him. WALTER RIFE is also known personally to JERRY since 
they both served time together in the Illinois State •.
Penitentiary, Menard, Illinois. ' JERRY has no information as 
to the present whereabouts- of'RIFE and has not seen him since? 
JERRY’s-release from :prison in 1960. He is of the-opinion that.- 
RIFE could have returned to.Quincy, Illinois.- JERRY also knows 
-LONNIE RIFE since he did time, in Menard with him, also-. He 
said that the name of ROBERT JOHNS was not known to him.

JERRY advised that to the best of his recollection, 
he-never informed JAMES of his residence address; however, he has 
received mail from JAMES from prison addressed to Post Office Box 
22, Wheeling, Illinois. JERRY said that he-obtained this box. 
so that his brother could write to him.and that mail from the - - 
Penitentiary would not be going to JERRY’S employment. He 
.said that he has no reason to believe that JAMES would.'contact . i 
him. JERRY said that-he feels that he would cooperate with ■ 
the FBI in this; matter but that .it would take considerable thought .. 
on his part to turn his brother in. He said that he thought that • 
if he was telephonically contacted by his brother, he would not 
talk to him but would hang up-. JERRY was asked how his brother . ■ 
would know his phone number if he was not aware of his residence 
and-employment. JERRY said that he has no reason to believe 
that his brother is aware of his phone numberf that he never gave 
it to him and made the foregoing statement about a phone call 
merely as a matter of conjecture.. .,
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He said that he has no idea of the present whereabouts 
of his brother JOHN, stating that the last time he saw him 
was in February, 1968, at the McArthur Hotel, St.Louis, Missouri. 
He said that on this occasion, he and his brother went to their- 
sister Carol’s house and stayed until three or four in the 
morning. They both returned to the hotel where they had several 
drinks in the bar and- then JOHN left. JERRY assumed that JOHN 
was staying in. the McArthur Hotel but could not furnish a • 
ropm number nor was he ever in JOHN'S room. ■

He said that he did not know his brother JOHN’S present 
occupation but that he has-worked in the past as a bartender, 
painter and laborer. . JERRY noted that JOHN had attended ’ 
bartender’s school.in Chicago, Illinois. He said, that JOHN, 
to his knowledge, has never been married. JERRY further 
related that his. brother JAMES also has never married and • 
that.he knows of no girl .friends with whom his- brother JAMES 
had. associated. . He said that. JAMES would usually pick up ’ a ■ • 
girl in the hotel, or’go to. a hotel and obtain a girl through- ■ 
the bellboy or • patronize houses. .. < ■„

He said that he was not aware of his brother 
visiting any private doctors but did recall that one time' 
when his. brother was in prison, he was sent for psychiatric 
treatment to Fulton,. Missouri. As JERRY recalls,, this was’ 
for a nervous condition and’ his brother' J AMES was there, about 
a month. ...

JERRY said that the reason that he went to Kansas City 
in February, 1968, was to visit with his sister since "she is 
all the family I have." He denied that he had -seen his brother 
.JAMES while in. St'. Louis. ’He also advised that he makes the- 
trip from Chicago, Illinois, to St. Louis, Missouri, about 
•once every six-of seven weeks. ■ '
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Data 5/1/68

- . ^ERSY„W.iLL,IAM RAY was interviewed at the '
Chicago FBI Office and~iurnided the following information: '

. He was shown a photograph of an individual
identified as ERIC STARVO GALT and taken in Los Angeles,

■ California, about March 1, 1968, .and in which photograph
GALT had his eyes closed. RAY stated that the photograph .

• was above his brother JAMES EARL RAY.' He was questioned
as to whether he was certain that the photograph depicted ..

. his brother and he said "I’ll put it this way. If I was.
• a citizen and knew that you were ;looking•for JAMES EARL '

■ • RAY and saw the individual depicted in the photograph, I ,
would immediately, call the proper authorities and notify . • 
them that I had seen the individual that was wanted*’’

' Hewas shown the same photograph in which eyes '
' •. had been drawn.by an FBI artist,. He said that he did not ,
' .like the eyes in the picture as they were, drawn' because - ...

• ■ they did not truly represent..his brother rs. eyes. ' . ?

; RAY.stated that he is employed as: a maintenance
■ ■ man and handyman at the Sportsman Country Club located .. . '

‘ . at. Northbrook., Illinois, oh Dundee Road. He said that ■ . ;
.• he was steadily employed at the country club from late ' - •

' 7 . March, 1968, to. the date of interview.. !

. ■ •RAY stated that he has’ served prison sentences in .
’ the Illinois State Penitentiary at Menard, Illinois, and 

’ • believed his inmate number was 2497J. He said that he had
' served time in. Illinois State Penitentiary at Pontiac;. ’ 

. Illinois; and believed: that his inmate number was 20229,. • ' ...
’ ■ He said,that.he had also been confined' in the Missouri' - t 

State Penitentiary at Jefferson City, Missouri; however., . .
• he was unablp to recall, his inmate number. He gave his .

. . Social Security. Number as 329-30-0132, . . ’ ? ■■ ' . ‘

: . . He. said’that his’brother, JAMES EARL RAY, has ’
■ been in prison on several occasions serving sentences for 

-- :---- burglary-but that those bergl-ar-ics wore ■for-things—lik-e---——
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stealing gas from a gasolire. station and that'his brother was 
really not much of a "real burglar’’. He said that he last 
seen his brother in about 1564.

HAY related that the family has never been real close 
and that mostly the children had been born•in the Quincy, 
Illinois area. He said that the only family member that he has 
really been.close to is his sister, CAROL ANN PEPPER, who 
resides in Maplewood, Missouri-. ' He advised that he frequently 
visits with’CAROL, because she. is .the only real family that he 
has..-. ’ ’ ■ ' . ' ■ '

He said tnat he knew of no reason why his brother 
would have killed MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr., because he had never 
known his brother to have any particular hate for members of 
the Negro race or of KING himself.

.JERRY WILLIAM RAY'was requested to furnish his 
family tree and furnished the following information: ..

He said that his father was JAMES GERALD RAY who died, 
in 1951 at Hannibal, Missouri, just across the line^from' 
Quincy,.Illinois.

He advised that his mother was LUCILLE MARY RAY, nee 
MAHER, who at one time changed her name to LUCILLE RYAN after 
separation from his father in 1948 or 1949, and he claimed that his 
mother had died in January,. 1961, at St. Louis, Missouri.

There were seven children born of this marriage, and 
he identified them as follows:

1. JAMES EARL RAY, age 39 or.40, who has-never been 
married., whereabouts unknown. ■ .\

2. JOHN LARRY RAY,•age about 35, who has never-married, 
address unknown, but whom JERRY last seen at the MacArthur Hotel 
in St. Louis, Missouri; about February.2, 1968. •

3. JERRY WILLIAM RAY, born July 16., 1935, at Quincy, 
Illinois,, residing at "the Sportsman Country Club, Northbrook, 
Illinois, divorced from wife GJERETS, nee OLSON.

4044
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4- . CAROL ANN PEPPER., age about 27, married to 
ALBERT PEPPER, arid residing in Maplewood in suburb of St. . 
Louis, Missouri. - . . ’ ' ’ .

. 5. . FRANK DELANO RAY, age 22, who drowned in an '
accident in 1963 on the Missouri side of the river at Quincy, . 
Illinois, at West Quincy,.Missouri.. . • ■ . . ■ '

• 6. SUSAN (LNU),- age about 21, who was adopted by 
some family in the Quincy, Illinois area in about the fall of 
1952.. He believed that CAROL would know SUSAN’S full name and 
address. . . ’. • . . 7 . . / ’

7. MAX (LNU)-, age about 18-, who was adopted out at ■ 
Quincy,- Illinois, in about 1952. • . '

- He said that the only .maternal relatives he has is ., ..
his. mother’s. brother, WILLARD-MAHER, age about 60, whom .he 
believes resites’ in Sa.n Francisco, California, and the only ‘ ■ ■ 
employment he’’could recall for WILLARD was in Guam after - 
World War II in about- 1946-.1947.,, . . . . •

He said that the only paternal, relatives he has is . 
his father's brother,’ EARL RAY, age about 70, who was released’ 

from the Illinois State Penitentiary id Menard,. Illinois, in . - 
about May,- 1958, and died possibly in the fall, of 1958 at . 
Syracuse,’ New York. ... . • , ■

. RAY said that he was unable to recall any other 
relatives on either his-father or mother’s side such as.aunts, 
uncles, cousins, etc. • ;■ ’

. RAY .advised .that he normally receives, his mail., at 
Box 22, .Wheeling, Illinois, but sometimes receives mail at . 
the’ Sportsman Country Club, Northbrook,’Illinois. ”
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4/26/68
Date __________________________

1 .

JERRY WILLIAM RAY stared that he and JOHN RAY were
• in St. Louis, Missouri, on February 2, 1968, and were at 
sister CAROL'S residence to visit with her as he. has previously 
stated. He stated that he is of the opinion that his brother

. JOHN was registered at the McArthur Hotel, but he. did riot 
register with him and he was not in his room. He said, co 

■ his knowledge, JOHN has never married and has no information 
concerning a Mrs. JOHN RAY. .He did-note that his brother JOHN 
was in the habit of Using the McArthur. Hotel for occasional 
dates with women.. Ha assumes that the- Mr. and Mrs. JOHN RAY 
registering at the McArthur Hotel on February 17, 1968, could be
.JOHN and a woman. . '

He again stated that the only individuals at his 
sister CAROL’S residence were JOHN, JERRY, CAROL, .her husband 
and their children. JERRY emphatically denied that the subject 
was present at this occasion or, in fact, any other occasion 
when he was. in CAROL’s residence. ’ JERRY insisted that he has no’ 
information as to the present whereabouts of either JOHN or 
JAMES RAY. ..... ■ .. ■ ' . ' . . : - ■

■ JERRY stated that JERRY■RAYNES is the step-father of 
the subject and. definitely not the subject’s father.. He restated 
that the subject's father died in 1951.

JERRY advised that the last contact that he knew of 
between WALTER RIFE and- the subject was in 1954 at Leavenworth.

■ 4/20/68 Chicago,, Illinois ’• < ' ■ CG 44-1114
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fw». 4/24/68_______ _

JERRY WILLIAM RAY was interviewed at the Sportsman’s . 
Country Club, Northbrook, Illinois. RAY advised he also- ' ;
uses the name of JERRY WILLIAM RYAN and that'due to the fact " .
he could never locate a oirth cer'fxficate in the name of ’ 
RAY and his mother had used the name RYAN, he registered 
for the draft under the name of RYAN and has used the-name \ 
RYAN on all legal documents. - '

• ' RAY advised since he last was interviewed by
the FBI, he talked with his sister, CAROL, on the phone.. . .
He stated his conversation with CAROL did not produce any 
information as to the current whereabouts of his brother, 
JAMES EARL RAY. . • . ' ■ ■

JERRY RAY advised he did not think his .brother, JAMES 
RAY, would contact any of the immediate members of his family, ' 
as he felt JAMES, would hot want to get any of his close ... 
relatives in trouble; - JERRY. RAY stated there was a possibility 
that if- JAMES RAY contacted any relative, he would contact his . 
uncle, WILLIAM MAHER. 118 East 7th Street, Alton, Illinois'. " .
MAHER is a painting contractor. JERRY advised both, he and ; . 
JAMES RAY, have stayed..with .MAHER, in the past. -He stated, the 
reason he thinks■ JAMES would contact MAHER is.that he has • ' 
stayed with him in the past., however, he is not particularly 
close, to or fond of this uncle, and therefore, he would not 
be afraid ‘of getting. MAHER in trouble from such a contact,

JERRY RAY advised his father’s sister, MELBA FULLER, 
who was married to FRANK FULLER, resides in Quincy, Illinois, 
and would be able to identify members of the family on his . 
father’s_ side • that he,. JERRY RAY, was not familiar with.' He 
stated ’MELBA FULLER is not close to himself or any of-his .. 
brothers ana sisters.. . . • ■ . " • ' . ’ ’

’ . ‘ .' In recalling his brother’s habits, RAY stated he is. ’
■not very familiar with. his. brother’s’habits as" he has not 
•seen .his brother, JAMES RAY-, outside of some prison, visits • 
since he, JERRY RAY, was age 13. He did recall of past1 ’

On 4/22/68 • Northbrook,, Illinois ’ P;la~ CG 44-1114 ‘■
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conversations with JAMES RAY where he talked of the cheap 
living in Tijuana, Mexico... JERRY RAY advised as far as he 
knew, JAMES used to like to frequent "rough house” bars.,

JERRY RAY was.asked if his brother contacted him 
would he notify the FBI. RAY advised he did not know if he . 
would call the FBI if he heard from JAMES. He stated he 
did not feel, that he would have, this problem because he 
did not think JAMES would contact him, however, if he did 
contact him, he felt he would probably immediately hang up 
the phone so as not to get involved. .•

JERRY RAY was advised by interviewing Agents 
of the Provisions of the Harboring Statute. He was told, 
any assistance he gives his brother could' possibly be a 
violation of that statute and interviewing Agents solicited 
the full cooperation of JERRY RAY in locating his brother 
to include the immediate contact of the FBI in the event he 
were contacted by his brother, JAMES RAY. •
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4/29/68______

. At the outset.of the interview, JERRY WILLIAM
RAY was advised of the provisions of Section 1001, Title 18, 
United States Code. He was advised that he did not have 
to talk to the interviewing Agents' but that they wished 
to stress to him the importance of his cooperation and 
truthfulness in the matter of the murder of MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, Jr. . . . •

’ It was pointed out to JERRY that he had lied to . • 
the Agents in the previous interviews in that the FBI 
had located his brother, JOHN, and that it would have been ■ 
impossible for JERRY not to have known his-whereabouts., .
He then stated that he had lied but only in an effort to 
protect his brother JOHN’S, investment in a bar in St.
Louis. JOHN had put ,upS2500 to purchase the bar and JERRY :• ■ 
was of the opinion that if FBI Agents’harassed JOHN, he would 
lock up the bar, take a loss and leave.' The bar, known as . 
’’The Grapevine”, is located in-St. Louis, Missouri., and ■ 
is licensed in the name of .GAR2Ls.XEgp.ER >. their sister .. . He / ’’ 
said that he has no ■ infbrmation. nor does ■ he believe that •’ 
JAMES RAY has been.in contact with JOHN since his escape ; '
from prison in April, 1967. JERRY went on to.say that ’ .
he doubted very much that. JAMES; RAY’ was aware of the present •• 
whereabouts of JOHN since JOHN was classified as a.”drifter”; 
It was pointed out to JERRY that JOHN had been a visitor to 
the Missouri Prison on the day before JAMES'RAY’s escape. . 
In answer to a direct question, JERRY then admitted that 
it would be possible for JAMES RAY to know the location of 
his brother’s tavern. He said that he doubted if JAMES RAY , 
knew his , ’JERRY ’ s, present employment at rhe. Sportsman’s ’ ..
Club,; Northbrook, Illinois; but that he might be aware of ■ 
it since he had written a letter to- the Parole Board in. which 
he might have mentioned his present employment saying, that " • 
he possibly could obtain employment for his brother, JAMES-. • 
RAY,, either at .the’country club or- in the immediate neighbor
hood. He denied that he had ever furnished JAMES- RAY .with • 
his present employment. He said that to his positive . •
knowledge, the only way’that JAMES could get in touch*with
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him was through .P; 0.. Box 22, Wheeling, Illinois, since 
he,'JERRY, had obtained this box for the specific use of 
his brother since he did not want mail from the penitentiary 
coming to the country club,

•JERRY related that JOHN came to this area sometime 
around 1964 and stayed for about 2l years. To the best of 
JERRY’S recollection, JOHN first worked at Murphy’s 
Steakhouse, then went to .the Rolling Green Country Club . 
and from there to the White Pines Country Club where he 
was employed as a pot washer, JOHN then went to bartending 
School in Chicago and went to work for the Indian Hills 
Country Club-in Itasca, Illinois. JERRY is of the opinion 
that his brother, JOHN., uses the name RYAN,

■ JERRY said that on April 20 or 21, 1968, he. • 
telephonically contacted .his sister, CAROL PEPPER, and 
explained that the uncooperative attitude of both .CAROL and < 
JOHN-arose from- the harassment of the newspaper reporters 
•in the neighborhood .and that, both were-afraid of unfavorable - 
publicity, which would, adversely effect the tavern business 
causing them to sell, out and move. He said-that his 
sister. CAROL, has told him that she feels that she now has 
to move from the particular neighborhood where she resides . , 
in St., Louis, Missouri. CAROL has commented to him that 
the picture in .the newspaper of JAMES RAY does look something 
like him. JERRY said■that he-agrees with this but that.felt, 
it could not be' his brother because hd read in the newspapers 
that the person-sought-by the .FBI for the KING murder had • 
attended dancing school in New Orleans, Louisiana; in 1964 
and 1965, but since his-brother-was imprisoned during these 
years, he knew it. could not be him,

• Concerning his trip to St. Louis, Missouri, in- 
■February, 1968, JERRY advised that he stayed at-the MacArthur 
'Hotel for one-night;, he believes the date, to be February 2, 
1.96.8, and that-his .brother, .JOHN; either stayed in an . 
apartment over the tavern or nearby, but not at theihotel 
as he previously implied. He-said that about every six or 
seven,weeks he drives to St. Louis,-Missouri, to ’ visit'with
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CAROL and sometimes JOHN-since they are the only family 
he has. He denied that his brother, JAMES RAY, had been 
at this family reunion at this last or any other time.

JERRY advised that he owns two automobiles, one 
a 1960 light green four-door De Soto which presently is 
parked in front of the cottage at the Sportsman’s Country 
Club-. The other, a 1961 two door white over red Plymouth, 
Both of these cars were purchased from a stepfather, ^JERRY^ 
RAYNES; who' resides on a farm, in Center, Missouri. He"^ 
exhibited a receipt from the Dunhurst Currency Exchange 
showing that Missouri driver’s license R25O-6227-822-98-4.73M0, 
plus title and registration for 1960 De Soto had been’turned 
in. ' The receipt was in the name .of JERRY WILLIAM RYAN,.. 
2897 Techny Road. JERRY said that he had turned over 
these items April 24, 1968, and expected to obtain his 
Illinois driver’s license and license tags within the next • 
several days. ■ ■ .

. .JERRY further related that.he paid $200 fox: the. 
1961 Plymouth and has owned it for about six months. ■'The 
car is presently at his stepfather’s farm and is not. . . 
registered. The reason it is not registered is that the. 
title to this car was filed by his stepfather ;in St. Louis, 
Missouri,, but. was not returned. Both he and his stepfather 
made-inquiry-concerning the title, .but it was evidently 
lost-.. JERRY said that he has driven the.-car to Chicago and 
in- this area on one occasion-utilizing license plates from 
a junk car.. CAROL-. PEPPER has also driven the’ car on several 
occasions with the same plates. However, the plates have, 
since been removed from the .car and destroyed.,

. In response to questions concerning' Post Office . 
Box 22 ,■■ Wheeling ... Illinois, JERRY reiterated that the only 
person who has ever.written to him was his brother JAMES RAY 
with the rare exception that he might receive some 
advertising literature of no consequence. • He persisted ... 
in stating that.that he had received no, communications at this'. 
Post. Office box within recent weeks-. . After further questioning, 
JERRY admitted that-on- April 23, 1968, he received.a telegram 
addressed to him at P. 0,. Box. 22. He then, made avaLiable; 
a copy of .this telegram- which .read .as follows:'
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"JERRY RAY- ■ ■ ■ . . ■ ‘ .

"PO BOX 22 WHEELING ILL / ' ■ ’ ■

"(RTE WATS CHGO) .

"PLEASE CONTACT ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, COLLECT AT 217-224^1710

ROOM 230, OR MYSELF OR GERALD MOORE 312-4.67-9700. I HAVE A

METTER OF IMPORTANCE TO DISCUSS AND SOME MONEY FOR. YOU '

"DICK WOODBURY LIFE MAGAZINE" • ' . . ‘ : '

He then related that on April 23, 1968. he went
to "Life” magazine offices where he was interviewed .
concerning his brother, other family members and family. ■ 
residences And background. He stated that it appeared to him 
that what ’’Life" magazine was interested in was..the family ' 
histpry. He .also advised .that.' his .picture was taken;, and • . -
that, for his services he was paid S150. According to JERRY, 
his' sister,. CAROL PEPPER, refused to talk with the. ."Time" . 
and; "Life" reporters; but that his uncle, WILLIAM; MAHER, 
cooperated freely. MAHER also told the reporters that SUE. ’ 
(SUSAN pONIAN)’ had a family album in which there were ’ •
pictures of JAMES RAY, including a picture in uniform.. . ■ 
Concerning SUE, JERRY related that he does not-know. SUE’s ‘ 
present whereabouts, and is certain that JAMES also is not ’. 
aware of her present address. He requested to be informed' .' 
of her whereabouts which was denied. . . ■ ■

He related that his usual day off is Tuesday.

68486 Docld:32aBaM&-Pag-

and that on occasion,. he will -go to. Northbrook, Illinois.,? - . ‘
where he gets a train to the.Union Station and spends some \ .
time in Chicago, Illinois.’ The evening of . April .23, 1968. 'he • < -? 
spent at the Victoria Hotel, Clark and. Van Buren Streets. ’ - .
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JERKY advised that sometime around September, 1960, 
shortly after his release from prison, he was unemployed 
in St. Louis and he was contacted by his brother, JOHN, 
who told him to come to the Chicago area which JERRY did. 
He commenced employment at the Rolling Greens Country Club, 
Arlington Heights-, Illinois, from September, 1960, until 
January, 1962. He then returned to St. Louis, Missouri, 
and returned sometime in April, 1962, where he obtained 
employment at the North Shore Country Club, Glenview, Illinois. 
He also worked for the Olympia Fields. Country Club for 13 
days and then went to work for the Medinah Country Club 
until sometime in December, 1963, when he was hit by a car 
as he was walking along a highway. JERRY spent some time in . 
the hospital.as a result of these injuries and then went'back 
to St. Louis,■Missouri, with JOHN. He again returned to this.- 
area and was. employed at the Flossmoor Country Club, ’ from ’ 
April until September, 1964. . At; that time, he commenced' 
his present employment at Sportsman. Country Club. " .

■ JERRY said that he. had resided at the Sportsman 
Country Club except for a short period'of time from. March to’,. 
September, 1967, when he resided at 2897 Techny Road, 
Northbrook, Illinois,with his wife GJERDIS STREET who presently 
resides on Wisconsin Avenue, Lake Forest, Illinois^ He said 
that while they were married, she-had a child, however,, this 
child was by her previous husband. He went on to say that he 
and his wife separated in August of 1967 and. the divorce 
was finalized on January 25^. 1967. Later in the interview. 
JERRY advised that he was married in August,- 1966,- and 
that the divorce was final January 25, 1968.- ••

When questioned as to whether or not he. had been 
married previously, JERRY replied that he hadn't,- but. that ■ 
he had lived common-law with CAROL SARTAIN who is presently 
residing in Morristown, Tennessee. He did know that 
CAROL is presently married but he did not know CAROL'S .
married name. CAROL and JERRY had one child:; MICHAEL, age 
6, who is presently -living with CAROL’S parents.., Mr. and 
Mrs. WILLARD SARTAIN, Route 42, Whitesburg 'Tennessee.

86 Docld:32989755-Eaa.e^3.1.
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This town is located 24 miles outside of Knoxville, but 
JERRY does not know exactly where the SARTAINs live. He 
said that he doubted that the subject would be aware of the 
SARTAINs identity since JAMES was in prison before JERRY 
met his ex-wife.

JERRY related that his take-home pay is 
approximately $113 per week and that he- also receives room ?
and board. He said that he has no money to speak of, ■ ■ • -'
at the present time, since all of his savings had beep, 
expended'in his ill-fated marriage. He said that he sends 
money to his sisterj CAROL, which she deposits in her account 
to keep for him.. He estimated that he has approximately $200 
in that- account. He denied that any of his money had been 
utilised by his brother JOHN in the purcahse of the.tavern in 
St. Louis. ' . • ’ • .

.JERRY sends money to-.the'SARTAINs spasmodically , b;.-
about .$50 at a-time and-estimates’that since Decemberj 1967-, 
he .has.sent them approximately $150. ' He also sends clothing.
■and'other items for MICHAEL’S use. .He also advised that he / . 
expends a great deal of money on automobiles and since he has 
been in this area has had■at least 12 cars but never seems 
to be able to purchase a newer model than a 1962; He informed 
that his marriage "cost him a fortune" indicating that in the . 
first.two months he was married, his wife'.ran up $300 in phone 
bills. He also paid $135 to send her to driving school after 
which she had three automobile accidents and in one completely • 
demolished one car so that he had to buy another.- His ex-wife ; ■
was also extravagant and spent money freely through charge :
accounts. • • ? ' ., .

‘ . . • ' . ■ . " - - - . '. ‘, ‘ / • • ■ ■ " ' ■
JERRY related that he has never heard of-‘ anyone 

named. JAMES DAVID DAILEY, ‘THOMAS BEECHUM CREWS’or JUNIOR - -
RAY CONWAY. - - - ' . . ' / ' . . ’

JERRY advised that he was not aware that JOHN 
registered at the Mac Arthur Hotel, .St. Louis, Missouri, . •
during, the time that he, JERRY, was there. He said that 
he did know that JOHN, used the Mac Arthur Hotel.whenever 
he was; able to "pick up-, a woman".. He Said that JOHN has 
never married and has no knowledge that JOHN is presently 
going with or residing-with any .particular woman.

1 ' ■> «... ,*•' •_ “ • *
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■ He related that he has no idea as to the present . 
whereabouts of his brother, J AMES, and believes that he is 
either dead or out of the country. He could offer no reason . 
for JAMES alleged murder of MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr4, but 
did say that JAMES would have to have, been paid for this 
murder in view of the purchase of the car and the dance 
school payments which JAMES made which information he obtained 
from reading the newspapers. JERRY did speculate that if • 
anyone did.pay. JAMES for this murder, it would have to be . 
someone he met after his escape because he doubted that 
anyone in prison or anyone that he knew IH JAMES’ life ' .
prior to being in prison would have the money or. the desire, to • 
kill KING. JERRY said that all of the other- crimes committed ’ 
by.JAMES were small scores and that he knew he never realized ' • 
much money from them. ’ . . ■ . . • '

• ' JERRY further-related that .it is his opinion . . . .
.that JAMES would never get in touch with anyone in the :
..family no. matter how. bad he needed help. ■ ' ; .. . • •

' JERRY RAY was then interviewed by SAC MARLIN. W. . . -
JOHNSON, and A SAC KYLE G. CLARK in ah effort to obtain his . 
complete cooperation in this matter. After discussion, JERRY 
gave his word that he would not lie in the future and that if . . 
his brother did contact him, he would contact the FBI. He ' 
reiterated that he had ho reason to believe that JAMES ■
would contact himi. . ‘ ‘ ■

. - JERRY advised that he sends his money to his ;
sister, CAROL, because'he would spend it if it was available . 
to. him-. He sometimes sends her his whole paycheck to put. . . ’
in the account.; He .wants the money to save tp'put as. a . . • ’ 
downpayment on opening a bar. • . , \ . ; • • . . ■"

' Concerning- his automobile accident, JERRY advised -
that He was- walking along the highway when he was. struck- . ‘ •
by a car and that he was taken to the hospital at Elmhurst, 
Illinois, w-here he Was semi-conscious for three days;- He .
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stayed in the hospital for 13 or 17 days and his pelvis 
bone had been broken. He entered into a lawsuit in an 
effort to recover damages, however, he was only paid $1,00 
and believes he owes the hospital around $400. •

.He again stated that he had absolutely no idea • 
as to his brother's whereabouts arid then advised that if ‘ 
there was anyone- else involved in the crime with JAMES, it 
was JERRY'S opinion that JAMES would never divulge this . 
person's identity. He said that at the . time his’ brother 
received the 20 years’ sentence, from which he. escaped, • 
he had been- offered eight years to turn state's•evidence 
but-did not do so. The other person inulv.ed with JAMES did- 
turn state’s evidence and received a six year sentence. 
JERRY opined that .even if JAMES was offered a sentence, of 
five; years . against death- in the'electric chair, he would not 
implicate - a partner if. in fact he had one. .
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The following description of JERRY-WILLIAM RAY was 
obtained through interview

Race 
Sex 

. Date of Birth 
Place of Birth

Height ’. '. .
Weight . ■ • ■ 
Build ■ ' . '
Hair
Eyes. 
Scars and Marks

• Tattoos

and observation:

White 
Male 
July 16, 1935 ■
Quincy, Illinois 
(No birth certificate, 
doctor died two days after 
birth) - 
5’9" tall 
178 pounds ;

' ■ Medium, stocky . "a

Brown,.receding -
' Brown ’ ’. .
Circle scar diameter . ’ • 
above left eyebrow;
"JOR,"'lef t forearm outer;

- "J.aRo" in scroll right forearm • 
■ ' outer ■ ■ - ■ . •

. - Knodel Bakery Company . . . .
• - • •’ .St, Louis, Missouri, s 

oven worker., one day, ‘ 1963-64.;- " 
•’Sunset Sanitarium, • . -
St, Louis, Missouri '

• 12 days, 196.3-64; ' 
Keeshen’s, cannot recall workin 

' ■there ■
Divorced

Other employments

Marital Status

JERRY then advised that he used .the Bell Employment- . ' 
Service, Chicago, since his brother JOHN had used it; because 
the fee was only $15 .or■$30 to locate a job, He then related, 
that he came to Sportsman’s Country Club from Plossmdor 
Country Club where he had been a bar waiter »■ He said he , 
started out at Sportsman’s as. a dishwasher and then went to:. 
work for the Marx Maintenance Company .as a maintenance man in 
the country club. Sometime thereafter, the country club dropped 
the maintenance service and hired JERRY, He also advised that- 
his brother JOHN was employed at' the Indian Hills Country Club,’ 
Elmhurst, Illinois, not at Indian.Lake, -He then recalled that 
his brother was also employed-at.Green Acres Country Club:, 
about 2^.miles from Sportsman’s in.Northbrook, Illinois. ;

68486 Docld^22S2155_Rags^l^3S■
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. JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that he had never discussed ’ 
photography with his .brother JAMES and had no knowledge that . . 
JAMES was in any way interested in or proficient in photography. 
He never knew of him to make any comments concerning the taking 
of pictures of nude women and in fact, never knew JAMES to . 
be particularly interested in women. In this regard, he ad- / 
vised that JAMES never, had any lasting attachment with a. woman 
and that he would usually either pick them up in a bar or go ■ ' -
.to a hotel and contact the bellhop. He knew’of no associate’ • ’
of his brother in Atlanta.^ Birmingham, New Orleans, dr •• . • r
Los Angeles. He could offer no suggestions as to the person . .. 
allegedly contacted by his' brother: via long-distance telephone ‘ ;
calls while on a trip, to New Orleans, in December, 1967, _

' . JERRY then advised.that he had lied previously when . .
he said that his father died’ in 1961 at Hannibal, Missouri. . ■’ ’
The. true father for all of the children born’to JERRY and ' •

. LUC ILLS’. RAY, .RYAN, or RAYNES is JERRY RAYNES,. Center, Missouri’. ' ;
He said that his. father- and other members, of the. family variously ’ •’ 
used the names set-forth previously, but .that his. father’s ' 
birth, certificate is 'in the- name of RAY. He also advised that/ .. , • 
.his sisterMELBA, now uses the .surname of’FULLER,. JERRY also. •
advised that his paternal grandfather’s name’is’GEORGE RAY■ •

■ ‘ JERRY’advised that he had never heard'his brother - •
JAMES mention the name ALFRED GEORGE SCHNEIDER-, or NEAL AEBY... ' .. •
He said that the only individuals with whom he knew JAMES was / ■■ .’ 
friendly with .in prison were RALPH ”RAT” DAVIS (deceased), / ’
WALTER TERRY and LONNIE RIFE, .He said that he’did not know 
if JOSEPH ’’BLACKIE” AUSTIN had done time with his brother but .
that he was arrested with the subject in Quincy, Illinois, on . . 
an armed robbery charge, JERRY said that he-was acquainted . 
with AUSTIN while, they both were in the Illinois .State Penitentiary, ; 
Menard,. Illinois. He-sard he thought that' AUSTIN is presently' ”\ < . 
on parole but he does not know whether’ he is in St, Louis or ’ 
Chicago, JERRY doubts that there is. any close contact between ' 
AUSTIN and JAMES RAY now. ’ ’ .’ ■- • ■ • • ’

nn. 4/25/68 Chicago, Illinois’ Chicago 44-1114- .
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Concerning his father» JERRY did not furnish a reason- • 
for the various names but said that for the last fourteen years 
his father has been.using the name JERRY RAYNES, JERRY made ■ 
the statement that ”1 was about 20 years old before I knew 
my name , ”
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Delta 4/30/68___;_

1

JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that he has no 
information as to any available photographs of his brother 
and that the’ only one he can recall ever seeing was a 
photograiph of his brother in Army uniform,, JERRY thinks' 
that the last time he saw that photograph was in 1953 
but-that he cannot recall who„had it.

JERRY said that he considered the $150 he 
received from "Life” .Magazine as payment for the informa
tion for the article, as his brother’s and when his 
brothei* is found he will give him this money to use for 
his defense.

He also advised that he gave the phone number 
of the cottage where he resides to the "Life" Magazine, 
reporter and that the reporter has called him at that 
number.

He said that he has no information indicating , 
that.his- sister SUSAN has any type^of a family album and 
in fact, doubts that she rdoes..-

On 4/26/68 o» Chicago. Illinois .File^fhipago 44-1114 ' ..

SA RENE J. DUMAINE/jap ' . pnte 4/29/68. '
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Captain THGIiAS S.. BUCKLIN, Director, Glcnbrook ' 
Tatro1 Service, Incorporated, 1132 Waukegan Road, Glenview, 
Illinois, telephone PArk 4-3434, advised SA. HARRY A. CALKER 
on April 26, 1968, that his company- is the patrol service 
for the- Sportsman's Country Club, Dundee Road; Northbrook, 
Illinois/

BUCKLIN stated that under an .agreement with hr. 
RICHARD CHAKDERLAIK, owner of the Sportsman's Country Club, 
his men have to' personal ly contact JERRY RAY nightly at the 
Club at 12:00 liidnight., 2:00 All, and 4:30 AM, with the 
exception of Tuesday, RAY’s day off, and if RAY is -not worki 
at the • time- of any of the contacts they are to immediately 
contact Hr. QLAHBERLA.IN and advise him of this fact. BUCKLI 
advised that these instructions were given to him by 
CHAMBERLAIN at the time his company took over the patrol 
service for the. Sportsman’s Country Club.

It was related by BUCKLIN-that Lieutenant GLENN 
TIBBS and Sergeant THOMAS’‘PCDVCH are- the patrolmen from 
his agency that" personally contact JERRY RAY, each on alterna 
nights, and RAY almost immediately after the publicity broke 
■concerning JAdSS EARL‘RAY confided in both men that.-he was 
the brother of JAiSS EARL RAY:

BUCKLIN-stated that he will immediately advise- 
both of his above ‘patrolmen to also immediately contact the’ 
Chicago. Office of the FBI if JERRY RAY disappears, at any 
time during the midnight, 2:00 AH, and’ 4:30- k-1 contacts 
with RAY-at Sportsman's Country Club.
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Dale 5/2/68 , 

1

JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that he had accidentally 
met with his ex.-wife, DJERDIS, in Wheeling,. Illinois, at 
which time she told him that she had moved to that area.

During conversation with her about his brother 
JAMES, DJERDIS ashed him if she had ever met him. JERRY 
told her that she had not and then in further conversation, 
she pointed out that one of the brothers had been to Northbrook,- 
Illinois, to visit with them when they were married. JERRY 
told her. that this- was his brother JOHN. JERRY advised that 
he thinks that JOHN came to the Northbrook residence sometime 
in March, 1967, and that he sold JOHN an older model Rambler 
and that JOHN took the Rambler, back to Missouri with him. 
JERRY is of the opinion that this car is now at his father’s 
farm in Missouri.

4/28/68 Chicago, Illinois CG 44-1114
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Data___ 5/3/68

1

JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that from 1948 to 1952 or 
1953, he was residing in Quincy, Illinois, and that during 
1950, he was sent to the’reformatory at St, Charles, Illinoisa 
He said that all of the addresses in Chicago where his brother ■ 
•TAMES resided meant nothing to him and he knew of no acquaintances 

' or relatives of his brother JAMES in Chicago, Illinois, He 
said that the last time’ he saw his. brother JAMES outside of. 
prison was in 1951, The last time he saw him in prison was 
in 1964. He said that on several occasions, he had sent 
money to his brother JAMES while he was in prison and that 
JAMES had sent him out about $40 or $50, He said that this 
wa& a total accumulation of three or four amounts sent to 
him while JAMES.was in prison, He did remember that JAMES ; 
camo to the Illinois State Penitentiary, Menard, Illinois,, to 
visit JERRY while he was in prison.

He said that the names of. VERONICA WOODHOUSE and 
PHILLIP BAKER meant nothing to him.

He furnished CAROL PEPPER’S phone number as • ■’ “ ‘
•311-645-2948. ’ He stated he did’not have his brother JOHN’S •;
phone number either at his residence or raverh. ••

Concerning JAMES, he did not know of any country . 
club employment for him in this area. The only schools that 
he recalls his brother attending were in. Ewing, Missouri,-

JERRY advised that he had received the 1968 Illinois 
license tags for his- automobile and they are numbered KX 5820, 
He also stated that he had seen, his wife yesterday afternoon 
which was the first time he had seen her since her divorce. 
She has never met JAMES but did meet JOHN,

JERRY, related that he was leaving for St,.. Louis, 
Missouri, about 1:00 p.m, this date and would probably stay with 
either, his brother JOHN or nis sister, CAROL. His .plans 
at the present time were to drive to St. •Louis and return about 
4:00 -or 5:00 p.m. on May lj 1968,. . -

1/29/68 Chicago-, Illinois - Fi!«# Chicago 44^-1114

>A RENE J, DUMAINE/jap ■ ' • . 5/2/68
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5/7/68
Date______________

JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that he left Chicago, 
Illinois, at about 1:00 PM, April 29, 1968, driving his 1960 
light green Desoto. He became sleepy while driving and stopped 
at a motel in Braidwood,. Illinois, where he. slept and stayed 
until about 4:00 AM, April 30, 1968. He. arrived in St. Louis 
at 9:00 AM that day and went immediately to his brother JOHN’S 
apartment on Lemp Street, where he stayed until noon.

Then JOHN and he went to his sister CAROL PEPPER’S, 
residence, where they stayed for approximately two hours. 
JERRY, and JOHN then returned to JOHN’S' tavern and' JERRY said 
he drank too much beer, became sleepy and feel asleep that 
evening. He said that he could not recall.very much about 
the evening after he returned to the tavern and that he 
stayed with JOHN at the apartment'until leaving St. Louis, 
Missouri, about 11:00 AM, May 1,. 1968.

■ JERRY advised-that he,, his brother JOHN, and CAROL / 
have read almost every article in the newspapers concerning 
thefr brother. He commented that while he was in St. Louis 
this last time, most of the'conversation centered around the 
article in "Life" magazine and that there was no indication 
in the conversation with JOHN or CAROL that they were aware of 
the subject’s whereabouts or his whereabouts since his escape 
until September 1, 1967. JERRY was advised that the FBI was 
very much interested in attempting to determine his brother’s 
whereabouts from the period of time from his escape until he 
first appeared in Birmingham, Alabama, about September 1, 1967. 
JERRY advised that he had no inf oarmat ion as to his. brother’s* 
whereabouts either during the above time or his present whereabouts. 
JERRY explained that JOHN, CAROL’S and his own information 
concerning the whereabouts .of the subject came from their 
aforementioned following of the KING murder-in the newspapers, 
and that he noted’ in one article that his brother obviously, 
using the name ERIC STARVO GALT, first appeared in a rooming 
house in Birmingham., Alabama, around September 1, 1967.

5/1/68 . Northbrook, Illinois .... A CG 44-1114_ ____________ a t_________ . _________________ .F11 e ir:____ _____ ;___________________

SAs JOSEPH M. BURKE’ - -
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JERRY denied having any information which would in the 
slightest way indicate that his brother or his sister • 
aided, the subject in his escape and have had any idea of ’
the subject's whereabouts since his escape. .

JERRY then stated that his. brother JOHN had told .
him that the FBI had combed a two-block area looking for a '
JACK GAWRON., since it had been developed that GAWRON had . .
been acquainted with JAMES. JERRY said that JOHN knows that 
GAWRON has been interviewed by the FBI but JOHN did not . ,
indicate to JERRY that GAWRON had ever stated what he had 
told the FBI. ’

JERRY said that in the past, he had driven GAWRON . / 
around looking at possible burglary scores at which time 
GAWRON would pay the expenses. To JERRY’S knowledge, GAWRON - 
never committed any burglary in any of the places in which. , 
they had "cased" andin JERRY’s■opinion, GAWRON is "living on 
past glories." JERRY then stated that GAWRON was. a name that/ • . 
he probably should have given to the Agents before since he, . 
JERRY, was aware that GAWRON had served, time with his brother 
JAMES. JERRY expressed the opinion, that JAMES would’not contact/ 
GAWRON but believes that JAMES does know GAWRON Well, considering 
him to be slightly "stir crazy." JERRY did not mention whether . 
or not GAWRON and JAMES participated in burglaries together 
and made no comment as to the closeness of association between 
them. . . ’ . ..

JERRY advised that WALTER RIFE was JAME’S' rap partner 
in Leavenworth and that he, JERRY, has served time with both ’ 
LONNIE and WALTER. RIFE in Menard. . . ■ . .

JERRY advised that he has given the matter of what ’ :
he would do if his brother contacted him considerable thought.
He is now of the’ very strong opinion that he. would assist the ■ 
FBI if it could be handled in such a manner so as not to compromise 
him and also if he could be assured that every effort would be 
made to apprehend his brother without hurting him.
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JERRY WILLIAM RAY advised that of all of the individuals 
that his brother JAMES committed crimes with, he was probably 
closer to ’’BLACKIE” AUSTIN than any other. JERRY said that he 
has no information"^ tb'^ny association- between AUSTIN and his 
brother since AUSTIN was released from’prison and. in fact, 
did not know AUSTIN’S present whereabouts. He said that 
JAMES was also close with WALTER RIFE,but did not think JAMES 
would .contact him because WALTER continually brags about 
everything he does. He said that for the same reason he would 
doubt that his brother would contact JACK. GAWRON although he 
felt that GAWRON and his brother were also fairly close. He 
again stated that he did not know whether GAWRON and his 
brother committed jobs together and expressed the opinion that 
they did not.' JERRY indicated that any information in his 
possession about the associations of his brother would be mostly 
speculation because of the lack of contact he has had with 
his brother outside of prison.

JERRY said that his closest associates, at the 
Sportsman's Country Club were AL WRIGHT, who is married and” 
lives in Mount Prospect,- Illinois, and HUEY MALONE, who is. J 
single and resides in the. same cottage with' JERRY. '

JERRY. advised that he was calling from the pay phone . 
in the- cottage and that this is the phone he usually uses 
for his personal calls.

nn, 5/2/68 Chicago,' Illinois Chicago 44-1114
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' • On April 22, 1968, SAs JOSEPH M. BURKE and .
ROBERT F. .PEVAHOUSE observed a 1960 De Soto, white over 
green, bearing Missouri license plates CC7-363, parked in 
front of the employee’s cottage at the Sportsman’s Country 
Club, Northbrook, Illinois. This car is known to be 
operated by JERRY WILLIAM RAY. . ' . .

On April 25, 1968 j the Latent Fingerprint _•
Section, Identification Division, FBI Laboratory, advised . • .
that the. remaining unidentified latent prints in this case ' . '" -
are not identical with finger or palm prints of JERRY ’ ~
WILLIAM RAY, FBI. Number 862 651 A. ■ . ‘

' On May 1, 1968, JERRY RAY was advised by SA DUMAINE 
that information had come to the FBI’s attention that a local . •
newspaper reporter had been able to determine JERRY’S employment ; •
based upon the information that JERRY had. furnished-to ’’Life”- . / 
magazine. JERRY advised that he. had no desire to furnish 
information to any newspaper ’ and. if contacted would not give .• . , . 
them, an.interview; JERRY was informed that the FBI was under •’
no circumstances instructing him not to cooperate with the news 
media and that any. decision in that regard would be entirely his •• ‘
own.. ... • ■ ■ . ■ . :

On the evening of May 2, 1968, Mrs. MARGUERITE WELCH, ‘ .
Manager, Sportsman’s Country Club, telephonically contacted ■ 
SA DUMAINE, at which time she advised that there were numerous • 
people from the various news media present at the club attempting’ ■ 
to locate and interview JERRY RAY,-which apparently was based ’ .
upon the news stories which appeared in thb Chicago"Sun-Times” 
Mrs. WELCH advised that she. was going to see’that JERRY was • • ! - .
placed' in a motel that evening and would release to the newspapers 
that he had quit his. employment and present whereabouts unknown. .. .

On the morning’ of May 3, 1968, JERRY RAY telephonically. ? • 
contacted SA DUMAINE and advised that he was leaving for St, . . 
Louis, Missouri, at about 1:15 PM, that date, driving his I960 .
Desoto. He indicated that he would probably stay overnight ■ ■
with his brother JOHN and then stay’ with his ‘f ather JERRY RAYNES . .. 
on the farm at Center, Missouri. - He expects to stay there three-., 
or four days and will call the country club on May 7, 1968, to 
see if the news media interest has abated. If so, he will return . 
to Chicago and continue his employment in the club. ■ ,

■ ? ’ ’’ ' : .4069
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Ref JERRY WILLIAM R-\Y, brother . .

11 r-tamnLiwnnirtu"^ ’ - o
Mr4 RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN, Owner, Sportsman Country 

Club, Dundee Road, Northbrook,. Illinois, advised SA HARRY 
A. WALKER as follows on April 23, 1968: . ■ •

JERRY RAY started with the country club on 
September 16, 1964, as a dishwasher and was actually sent .
to the.club from the Bell Employment Service, Chicago, •
Illinois. At the time that.RAY started his employment, he. 
entered on an application that he was previously employed . •
for the Knodel Bakery Company, St. Louis, Missouri,, on the 
ovens and as a waiter at the Sunset Sanitarium, St. Louis, . 
Missouri. No dates of- employment were listed for either of 
the.above two employments. The last employment entered by . 
RAY' before he came to the Sportsman Country Club was listed 
as a dishwasher for Keeshen’s (phonetic); however, no address: 
or city was given for this employment. RAY’s home address • 
was listed as 712 Shennadough (phonetic), St. Louis, Missouri.

- ■ At' the time’ that RAY started his-employment as . . . f
a dishwasher, the maintenance work was done at the club on ' • .
a contract basis by,the Marx Maintenance Service, Des Plaines, , ' 
Illinois. At this time, an older couple was.doing the ■ 
maintenance work for'the'Marx Company and resided at the club. , 
This arrangement was entirely for the convenience of the blub, 
which did not .wish to hire maintenance people directly. Eventually 
the older' couple left and RAY took over the same duties 
and was employed again by the convenience of the club by the . 
Marx Maintenance Service. Eventually, Mr.-,CHAMBERLAIN 
discontinued the Marx Maintenance Service and hired RAY on 
a direct basis and RAY is presently making approximately . '
$160 a week with a take-home pay averaging anywhere from 
$113' to $145 a week. RAY is very frugile and'his only '
expense appears to be paying the upkeep of a child .by .a . . ? •
previous marriage. • ■ . ' '

' Approximately two years ago ..JRAY married a waitress 
at the club, a GJIRDIS- ANNA D, OLSEN/, who was formerly married ‘ 
.to a man with the last name of STRIET (phonetic) and after her. 
■divorce from STRIET, shortly thereafter married RAY. -

' -46 "
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CHAMBERLAIN described GJIRDIS OLSEN as a woman 
still in her twenties, mentally retarded who he believes 
is presently residing with her parents, possibly a Mr. and 
Mrs. PAUL A. OLSEN. 1344 Hazel Avenue, Deerfield, Illinois,. 
This address and the name of her parents was given to the 
club by OLSEN at the time she started her employment as 

• a waitress.

A review of RAY's cancelled checks appears that he 
does his banking at the Wheeling Trust and Savings Bank, 
Wheeling, Illinois., All the checks observed were cashed at 
this bank.

' Mr. CHAMBERLAIN advised that he has ho objection to 
the FBI using his parking lot to maintain a constant surveillance 
on RAY. He also stated that he will immediately contact 
RAY and talk to him concerning, .the necessity of RAY’s complete 
cooperation with the FBI. The patrol'service used by the 
Sportsman Country Club is the Glenbrook Patrol Service, 
Glenview, Illinois,, a service operated by THOMAS’BUCKLIN 
with telephone -number Park 4-3434.

RAY? according to CHAMBERLAIN, had a brother:whose • 
first name was unknown to him who, according to RAY, was . 
employed as a bartender approximately one year ago at the . 
Indian Lake Country Club near Bbpmingdale., Illinois. The. 
club is owned by the Braninger Organization. This brother, 
was also a bartender supposedly employed, by the Green Bakers 
Country Club' which is located a short distance east 
of the Sportsman Country Club.

As to RAY’s divorced wife, GJIRDIS OLSEN, 
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN was of the .impression, that. RAY had to-marry ’ 
GJIRDIS.'due to her ; being pregnant.

RAY has no close friends at the club, associates 
with no one and seldom leaves the club other than on a 
Tuesday which is his. regular day off.

\ 40
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Mrs. MARGUERITE WELCH, who resides, at 287 Crestwood 
Village, Northfield, Illinois,, home phone HI 6-6087, who is 
in charge of personnel at the Sportsman Country Club located 
on Dundee Road, Wheeling, Illinois, advised SA HARRY A.
WALKER as follows on April 24., 1968: . . . . • ■

She has been acquainted with JERRY RAY, the ’ '
maintenance man at the Sportsman Country Club, since approxi-

. mately September, 1964, when he started.employment as a 
dishwasher at the country club coming to the club from the .

■ Bell Employment Service, Chicago, Illinois. RAY left ■ '
shortly after his employment started; however, returned within 
one or two months and continued his employment as a dishwasher. 
He eventually became night, maintenance man at the club and 
has always in this capacity performed his work in a capable 
manner and was honest in every respect; however, she is of 
the opinion that RAY. has a low mental capacity.

’ RAYat.no time has ever visited her home at the: ■
above.address and she has-had ho contact with'RAY since he . .
left the Sportsman-Country Club on April 23, 1968, which is . 
his day off, until the present time, RAY on his day off. . 
which falls on a Tuesday usually takes a bus-to Chicago, .

; visits a theater, sometimes staying in Chicago.and returning 
the next day either for lunch or dinner. \ .

. • RAY has spoken of a brother who she believes is .
from the St. Louis, Missouri area; however, he never provided 
any additional information concerning this brother-other, than -

• the fact that he was a bartender, RAY also had a child.during . 
his marriage to GJIRDIS RAY,, nee OLSEN, a former waitress 
at the country club; however, GJIRDIS was pregnant-by a former . 
husband whose last name she remembers as STRIET (phonetic) .• 
aid the baby was born shortly after RAY’s. marriage to GJIRDIS ■ 
RAY, hee OLSEN. To the best of her recollection, GJIRDIS RAY ’ 
ho longer has this baby, turning it over to a welfare agency 
for adoption. - RAY .also has an ex-wife, possibly in-Nashville,. 
Tennessee, and had a son arid a daughter by this marriage who. 
should be in the vicinity: of from eight to ten years old, ‘ ' 
Approximately three years ago at Christmas during his employ- •
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meat at the club, RAY flew to Tennessee to visit these two 
children; however, she knows nothing further concerning these 
children or their mother or where.the family is presently 
residing in Tennessee, .

RAY has no close friends at the club; however, in 
the past has filled in for other employees of the club 
in addition to his own duties when the employees wanted .time 
off and needed someone to work in their place. He at no time 
spoke of other members of his family other than to say that 
he had a brother that was a bartender in the St. Louis area . • 
and she had no idea that RAY was incarcerated in the past,. 
Her records revealed that RAY worked steadily during the 
night at the Sportsman Country Club from Wednesday■evening, 
April 3, 1968, through Monday, April 8, 1968, without 
having any time off, • ■ .. ,

She is. of the opinion that. RAY is not cooperating 
with the FBI in every respect, does not feel that some of the. ■ 
questions asked of him' are important enough for•him to give 
any thought in- answering; however$ it could be that due to . 
his.low mental condition-that he is not capable of.answering ■ ' 
the.questions asked of him. However, she is going to talk ; - 
to RAY telling him that she ’’thinks" that this is- an extremely ’ 
important part of his life to cooperate with the FBI in 
every respect,
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Mrs. MARGUERITE WELCH, Immediate supervisor of 
JERRY RAY at.the Sportsman Country Club,‘Dundee Road, 
Northbrook, Illinois,’ and Mr. RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN, owner 
of the club, were contacted by SA HARRY A. WALKER on 
the evening of April 24, 1968, and given the background 
of JERRY RAY’s visit to '‘Life Magazine,” Chicago, Illinois. 
Both people who expressed surprise of RAY’s contact with ' 
“Life" were advised that “Life” did not learn the identity 
of JERRY RAY from the FBI. . ■ • -

. The above people also advised that before JERRY.
RAY left Sportsman Country Club voluntarily on April 24, ■
1968, for the Chicago Office of the FBI, they talked to 
him attempting to- impress upon RAY the necessity of RAY . 
fully cooperating with the FBI at all times in this .
investigation. , ' ’ • .

Both of the. above people advised that one or the ; 
other will know if .JERRY RAY does not report for. Work and if 
he : does not,., they will immediately contact the Chicago' ' . 
Office of. the FBI. '' '' ■ ■ ... / • ;. ; .. / •'/ • = •• . ' ' ..
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1 Date April' 6, 1968

Records of the Manufacturers Bank and Trust Company, 
1731 South Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri, reflect there is 
a current checking account in the name of ALBERT or CAROL 
PEPPER. The balance as of April 29, 1968, was $186.09. .

. This account was opened April 3, 1967, with a • 
deposit of $209.08.. . .• . .-V-•

. Prior to August.21, .1967f. the balance was two figures . 
and low three figures with no deposit larger than the opening .* 
deposit and the largest withdrawal.-.being $164.75.- On August 21,. .
1967, there was a deposit in the amount’ of $4628.78 and on .
August 23, 1967, a check was written in the amount of $500.00.
On September 5, 1967, there was.a deposit of.$837.94 and on 
September 6, 1967, a check was written, in: the.amount of $3656.98. 
On September 12, 1967,.there was a deposit of $7 56.00. and "on 
September 14, 1967,. a check was written in the amount of $1900.00. 
On October 9, 1967, there was a deposit of,$1056.71.' - .

Since October 9, 1967, nd deposit was made larger 
than a deposit of $460.35 made November 6, 1967. Since January 22, 
1968, no check, was written on this account larger than the 
$195.00 check written January 22,; 1968. . , " \ .

With respect to the largest•deposits as reflected ■ . ■
below in a check of the savings account of ALBERT and CAROL . . . .
PEPPER, the on Anguist 21. 1967, to . the checking account
in the amount of $4628.78 coincides with a withdrawal~in their 
savings account of $4500.00. Deposit tickets for the checking . 
account for August 21, 1967, reflect that the $4628.78 deposit 
was made up of $4500.00 transferred from a savings account, 
a check in the amount of $105.37 and a check in the amount of 
$23.41. . . ‘ . .• • : J /■ •/ v .

1

4

l
4

With respect to the deposit of $837.94 on September 5 
1967, this deposit emciof $513.29 in cash, $200.00 in 
cash, and a check in the amount of $124.60. -• : ...

With respect to the deposit of $756.00 on September 12
1967, this consisted of a check in that amountT ' .

Regarding the deposit of October 9, 1967, in the 
amount of $1056.71~, this consisted of a cash deposit "of $1000,00 
•gnd~"a—check ire"the"amo^ . ■ — -....      -.

On
4/30/68

by

-------------------- at  
SA EARL E. BROW 
SA ALBERT J, RUSHING

St. Louis, Missouri _ , SL: 44—775
r 11 e ir_______________________

EEBipdp
Date dictated

5/6/68

This document -on!aln» r«romn:c:Hntloag nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is leaned to
your it and Hn tn arc (c* b® distributed outside your agency, , .
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* ’ " • ' .*•* *■* * '• .* .* * ' * .
The other deposit of size noted above, November 6, 

1967, in the amount of $460.35, is supported by deposit .
tickets'reflecting $100.00 in cash and checks in. the amount 
of $125,00, $87.07, $93.95, $6.67, $43.40, and $4.26./. . .

Since January 1, 1968^' the'only checks written 
on this checking account were six in January, one in February, 
and two in March.. Checks drawn on the, account in.April 1968, 
(six in all) consisted of the-following;:; ;

" 1,’’"'n ’ • - ” t ’* .

April 12, 1968,. in the amount of $2.50 payable - .
to R.-.J....DEVEREUX; . A. ‘

April 16,. 1968, $5.46 payable to Seal test;

. April 16, 1968, $3.00 payable to. Cardinal.Glennon
Hospital; . \ 1' . • . ■

• '■ . - ‘ . -

April 14, 1968, $6.50 (this .check could not .be .
located to determine‘ payee) ;: ■ y .

April 14, 1968, $13.88 to Katz Drugs. and ,< : . .

March 29, 1968, $105.20 to Manufacturers .Bank.

An official of Manufacturers Bank stated that the 
$105.20 check dated March 29, 1968, payable to Manufacturers 
Bank is for a payment on the PEPPER residence they are purchasing.

One of the large withdrawals from this checking 
account listed above was a $500.00 check on August 23. 1967. 
This was the date of posting and the check was actually drawn 
on August 18, 1967. It was payable to Mercantile TrustCompany 
and contained a stamp indicating it had been processed~~Dy the* 
ReaX-Estate Depaxtment. .

With respect to the check in the amount of $1900.00 
noted above, which was posted on.September 14, 1967, ttiis check 
was dated September 9, 1967, and payable to JERRY RAYNS and 
contains a . tation ”purchase of 42 acres”. It was endorsed

NW 68486 Docld:32S89755 Page 452. . 3 653



JERRY RAYNS followed by an endorsement which appears to be 
HAROLD WALKER, Trustee., ■’•■•This check was deposited at the 
Center State Bank and is the only check found wherein the 
body of the check was apparently not written by CAROL \ 
PEPPER, although she signed all checks mentioned herein. .

ALBERT or CAROL. PEPPER also maintain at. the' ... 
Manufacturers Bank a savings .account number 5907. : Bank . .
record reflect that this account was opened. September 7,^.
1965. The PEPPERS gave an address of 712A Shenandoah, ... 
St. Louis, Missouri,, and the only other address reflected 
in the savings account is 2025 Bellevue, Maplewood, Missouri. 
At the time the account was opened.ALBERT PEPPER, Social 
Security Number 496-38-5413, stated he was born May 29, 1941, 
at Chicago, Illinoisand is employed by.Ace Service. CAROL 
PEPPER stated she was born January 301941^ in Missouri. 
It was noted that an inquiry had been made, concerning this 
account by Missouri Liquor Control oh November 27,1967. .
The account was opened with a. deposit of $2570.15. . The . 
largest ~deposits theS*eafter were $1900.00 oh April 3. 1967. 
and $344.00 pn_February 6, 1967. ■ Numerous other:deposits . .. .
were made in smaller amounts./.. Withdrawals were as follows:

■. ■ November 10, 1965 < $200.00' *
June 27, 1966 . . . $100.00 < .

■ July 11, 1966 ■ $.’TC. 30??'/
• September 12, 1966 . . $500.00 ’ .

September 15, 1966 $500.00... •. .
October 24, 1966 $175.00 : ’
August 21, 1967 $4500.00 . . . .
September 12, 1967 $7 56.00- „< ?

The balance as of April 30, 1968, was ,$2175.43.

Records of the Manufacturers Bank also reflect that 
ALBERT and CAROL PEPPER have a real .estate loan, number 
M-1625, on the property at 2025 Bellevue, Maplewood, Missouri, 
in the amount of $6500.00. It is payable in monthly installments 
of $75.00 which payment includes escrow fee^ taxes, insurance, 
and interest. A number of payments in addition to the regular 
payments have been made and the balance due on the principal
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as of April 1, 1968, is $6080^77. .This property is recorded 
in Book 1052, Page 167, Daily number 132, St. Louis County . 
Court House. It is a first deed of trust. Seller to the 
PEPPERS was Mercantile Trust Company; Real Estate.Department. 
Closing on this property, was: September 6, <1967 > with a payment ' 
in the amount of $3656.98. ■ •

. The application for this.loan was dated August 14, 
1967, and signed by ALBERT PEPPER.’The application reflects 
that this is a five room house, the total selling price being 
$10,500. At the time of the application ALBERT.PEPPER resided 
at 712 A Shenandoah and was employed, by Ace Construction Company - 
New Market Hardware at $100.00 per week plus overtime. His 
wife was employed by "Arch. Dietries" (Project Headstart) at 
$50.00 a week. On the application no-liabilities were listed 
and assets were a $5000.00 .life insurance policy on .the life 
of ALBERT PEPPER with his wife beheficiary;.cash.in’a savings . 
account of $7256.43; a 1963 Plymouth valued at $800.00; and : 
furniture valued at $800. or.:tbtal. assets, of $8856.43. .

Two checking accounts were, located in the name of 
JOHN RAY both of which were closed as of April. 30, 196?.

The Hr-st.acc.ount was, opened November 3,<1966. with 
a deposit of $339.12. At the-, time, the account was opened 
JOHN RAY listed his address as 1812 Lafayette. This was changed 
to 712A Shenandoah and there was also a notation of an address 
at 1822 North 21st Street. . . '. . . . ' « .

. Three deposits were made after the account was 
opened ranging in amount from $48.00 to $68.18. , .

Eleven checks were drawn on this account ranging 
in amount from $5.88 to $152.00., Reference shown at the time 
the account was opened was JERRY RAYNS. This account was 
closed on July 18, 1967. . .....

JOHN RAY had a second checking account opened
August 30, 1967, with a deposit nf_$1300.00. He gave his 
address as" lb07 South 11th Street. There was the initial deposit 
only. Fifteen- checks were drawn on this account ranging from

NW 68486 DocM:32MW55 Page 454
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$5.04 to_J^550-rOO. The $550,00 check was posted on February 2. 
19§8. The next largest check drawn onthe account was posted 
January 26, .1968, in the amount of $126.85; At the . time 
the account was opened RAY stated he was unemployed ; - There 
was no activity in the account, from February 9, IS”68,. un ti 1 
it was closed April 8, 1968, with a check in the amount of 
$5.04. - 'J ; : kS/y /■ .’ • ’

■ * » “ । » . - ■ • - • | . «. • * * ..** " -
■ • I -. ‘ v «• ■ ■ .. • .

The Manufacturers Bank also. Contains a.closed . /< \ 
checking account , in the~name of JERRY ..HAYNS .;- 1434 Menard • ■ 
Street, which was opened May 11, 1964,.'and closed May 29, 
1967. At the‘time the account was opened JERRY RAYNS indicated 
he was self-employed at a second hand store./ From . January 5, 
1966, until January 16, 1967, 10 deposits were made ranging 
in amounts from $46.40 to $500.00. The largest balance was 
on October 17,. 1966, amounting to $1076.28.. The largest 
check drawn on the account was $500-00,on November. 25, 1966. 
After .January 16, 1967, there was only, one transaction, check 
number 344/jghich~ closed the account..•//////' ■ .

Records of the Manufacturers Bank ..also reflect a 
closed savings account in the name of - JERRY RAYNS or CAROL 
PEPPER (daughter) savings account. number .88556. This account . 
was opened September 7, 1965, with a deposit of $300;00. 
At that time JERRY RAYNS listed his address a?. 1819 Park . 
Avenue. He stated he was born November 24/1899, in California 
and is retired. TNo address was listed for CAROL PEPPER, who was 
said to be a housewife born January 30, 1941, in Missouri. On 
October 6, 1965, there was a deposit of $100.00 and.on August 30 
1966, a deposit of $200.00. This account was closed on . 
September 5, 1967, with a withdrawal of $513.29. • • ; . ■

In the event these records are needed, a subpoena 
duces tecum should be directed to Mr. EARLEY E. SCHWERING, ■ 
Senior Vice President, Manufacturers Bank and Trust Company, 
1731 South Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri. . , .
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. ’ - April 29, 1968

MrsALBERT (CAROL)PEPPER, age 27, of 2025 Bellevue, 
advised interviewing Agents that she^^ad been married to ALBERT S. 
PEPPER for approximately six years. She stated she had not seen 
JAMES EARL RAY since some time prior to her marriage and that 
her husband had never met her brother JAMES EARL RAY; .

With reference to her brothers JOHN ’’JACK” RAY and 
JERRY RAY she stated she had. not seen either of these individuals v. 4lil' 
since they were visiting in St. Louis around.Christmas, 1967.• . \
She advised JERRY RAY resides in the vicinity; of Chicago, Illinois,\ .
and it is her understanding that JACK RAY is residing there also. )

When questioned concerning :her. father she .stated that 
her father, JERRY RAY, age.about 59 years, isfpresently residing ■ 
on a farm he owns which is located in the vicinity of Hannibal, . 
Missouri. She denied knowing, the exact location of this farm 
stating she had never visited it. . However, she had visited in 

die general area near Hannibal some months ago at the time her 
father was looking for a farm .to purchase in :that area. Accord
ing to Mrs. PEPPER she is normally in contact with her father 
approximately once a week at which time he calls her by tele
phone, usually on Saturday morning.:. She denied having ever .
made a telephone call to her. father, JERRY RAY, stating that 
she did not know his telephone number. When, questioned specif
ically in this respect she stated she had not misplaced his . . .
number but had never been in. possession-of'-'his telephone number. 
She advised that her father was retired, and that his only . 
source of income was what he received from. Social; Security. .

With respect to other members of the family Mrs. PEPPER 
furnished the following information: : .

SUSIE RAY, age 20, was raised by some unknown well-to- 
do family residing in the vicinity of Quincy, Illinois. Within 
the past severalronths SUSIE was married to some uknown band 
leader who works out of the vicinity of the Quincy,.. Illinois, area.

On 4/19/68 M Maplewood, Missouri Fil® # 44-775

SA HARRY C. JUNG . ■ • ’ .
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A sister,.MELBA RAY, age 30 and single, resides some
where in Quincy, Illinois, and has on occasion been confined 
in a hospital due to a mentally retarded condition. She vol
unteered the information that the last time she heard from 
MELBA was at Christmas last year at which time .she. was in 
jail in Quincy,. Illinois. A-:7/ . - .

According to Mrs.' PEPPER another. brother, FRANKLIN 
’’BUZZY” RAY was killed in an automobile accident which occurred 
approximately four years ago on a bridge west.of Quincy, Illinois. 
She stated when she. last saw JAMES EARL RAY. he‘was with th 
brother ’’BUZZY”, in St. Louis, approximately; two .or three years 
prior, to the death of . ”BUZZY”. RAY.< : : ’ ■ ’

With respect to her mother LUCILLE .RYAN, Mrs. PEPPER 
advised that she had died in the City Hospital at. St / Louis 
approximately seven years ago of complications, resulting from 
sclerosis of the liver and. heart "trouble. '

Mrs. PEPPER emphatically denied having any knowledge 
or information whatever concerning the whereabouts of her 
brother, JAMES EARI*  RAY. She was specifically advised.of the 
provisions of the harboring statute during the. course of the 
interview. • •• • • ■ . . ■ ■ ■ ■' .

• • . I .
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1 . Dat» Hav 2. 1968__________

ALBERT B, PEPPER was interviewed at his place of employ
ment, the New Market Hardware, 4064 Laclede. PEPPER stated he had x 
never seen subject RAY inasmuch as RAY was serving time in the 
Missouri State Penitentiary at the time he married CAROL RAY, 
subject’s sister. He denied having any information whatsoever 
concerning the present whereabouts of . subject or having been 
contacted either directly or, indirectly by subject since his 
escape from the Missouri State Penitentiary at Jefferson City, 
Missouri. ' ./k. •:

With respect to subject’s brother, JERRY RAY/ presently : 
residing in Chicago, Illinois, he stated he had not seen JERRY 
in a couple of months.. When questioned.conceding the subject’s 
brother, JACK RAY, he stated he had. not seen him in. approximately 
one month. He further stated he did not mix with his wife’s relatives / 
and her contact with them was her own .business.

When questioned specifically 'concerning any communication 
from the Missouri State’Penitentiary addressed to the Albert-J.1 
Pepper Stationery Company,712a Shenandoah, St. Louis, Missouri, 
PEPPER stated he and his family formerly resided at. that address 
but he was not aware of-any mail addressed to such a.stationery 
company► In discussing this matter, he. admitted that his wife 
might have received such a., communication but denied having any 
information concerning, this.. He mentioned the possibility that 
if such a letter had been sent it very well could have been stolen, 
from the mailbox and never1 received as they have had in the past 
checks stolen--from the mailboy‘k/

- PEPPER was asked if he would discuss this matter with his
wife CAROL and endeavor to determine whether or not She had ever 
received any mail or any .money mailed to hbr addressed to the Albert 
^J. Pepper Stationery Company, 712a Shenandoah, and he agreed to do 
so. During the entire course of the interview, PEPPER appeared 
friendly, but obviously volunteered no information whatsoever.

It was pointed out to PEPPER that this matter would 
undoubtedly be discussed with him again at some future date and 
he was apparently agreeable to this suggestion.

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 458
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Say 14, 1963

' Urs. AT,BERT B. (CAROL ANN) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue,
stated her new unpublished telephone number is 645-9152. '
She .was interviewed on May 10, 1968, by SAs HOWARD C. 
KENNEDY and AT. BERT J. RUSHING at which time she furnished 
the following information: . ....

Mrs. PEPPER is the sister of subject, JAMES EARL 
RAY, but is 13 years younger than subject and in all of her 
life has had very little contact or association with the . 
subject having seen him only proximately three or four 
times in her life. These three or four times when she has ' 
seen him all occurred in the City of St. Louis after Mrs. . . .
PEPPER cane to St. Louis when she was 16 years old to reside 
with her father in St. Louis and all of the occasions when 
she saw the subject were brief encounters such as when she 
saw him on the street. She believes the last she .
the subject was probably in 1959 or earlier when she en- . 
countered him on the 5" Routh st- T^>nis st which -
she was in the of-their brother, VRANK (BUZZY) RAT, • .
who is now deceased. Her first recollection of seeing him 
was following his discharge from military service. • ’

. Mrs. PEPPER was born January 30, 1941, at Ewing, - . 
Missouri. She went to school at Quincy, Illinois, where......- .
she resided with her mother, LUCILLE RYAN. Hrs. PEPPER’S .
birth certificate showed her name as RAYNES which she under- . 
stands is an incorrect spelling of the name of her father, ; 
whose name is RAYNS and who now resides near Center, - .
Missouri, to which location he recently moved from St. Louis, 
Missouri. Mrs. PEPPER prior to marriage, .used the name 
CAROL RYAN, the same surname used by her mother, LUCILLE .. .
RYAN. Mrs. PEPPER is unable to account for the variations 
in the surnames and she is aware that .various ones of her 
brothers and sister have used the surname RAT. So far as 
she knows they all had the same father although she expressed " 
uncertainty in that regard and she assumes that the varia- ’• 
tions of the name are simply because her brothers and sisters 
decided to use the name RAY, a variation of the name RAYNS.,

1*
**

 f-ty'

When Hrs. PEPPER was 16 years of age, she left • 
her mother’s residence in Quincy and came to St. Louis where . 
she lived with her father at 1727 South 11th Street. She did

’ T. ““ : “
IlD ‘X ... . ■ .
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not attend school after she moved toSt. Louis but had various 
Jobs including a period of employment at Kresge’s, a dime ’ '
stere, located on Delmar Boulevard, University City, Missouri, ’ 
no longer in existence. She is not now employed. Her last 
employment having been by the Catholic Archdiocese in St. Louis 
as a teacher in the Bead Start Program which was conducted at 
St. Joseph’s School on South 12th Street in St. Louis, The . .
later employment was for a period of about one year during the 
latter part of the residence of Hr. and Urs. PEPPER at 712a .
Shenandoah, St. Louis, from which address they moved to their 
present address in the Maplewood in about October, 1957, -

Sometime after Mrs. PEPPER came to St. .Louis at -the 
age of 15 years to reside with her father, hermother also case 
to St. Louis and resided with Hrs. PEPPER’S maternal grand
mother, .MARY MAHER, at 1913 Hickory, St. Louis. Mrs. PEPPER * 
however, did not at any time actually reside in St. Louis, 
with her mother, although she occasionally spent brief periods 
of time with her sadher at the mother’s address, After the ... 
death of Hrs. PEPPER’S mother in. early 1961, Hrs. PEPPER did- '- 
reside for a period of a few months with her grandmother, Mrs. 
MAHER, in St. Louis, until Hrs. PEPPER was married in St, Louis 
to ALBERT B. PEPPER in December, 1961, • . . . ..

’ Mrs. PEPPER and her husband have two children., ' 
ALBERT, age 6, and JIMMY, age 4. . . .......... , .

After subject, JAMES EARL RAT, was arrested and con
victed on the charge for which he was sent to the Missouri State 
Penitentiary, Hrs. PEPPER has not ever seen him again on any 
occasion. For a time after he went to the penitentiary she 
did write letters to him on behalf of her grandmother, Hrs. 
MAHER and used the letters name in the letters and she con-* 
tinued this practice after the death of the grandmother in * ■ •
1963, continuing to use the name of Hrs. MARY MAHER, who was ■ 
an approved correspondent of subject’s in the penitentiary. 
Hrs. PEPPER estimates that after the death of her grandmother 
she probably wrote no more than three or four letters to the 
subject at the penitentiary. She is unable to recall the 
last such letter she wrote to him but the last time may have 
been as late as the early part of 1967. She occasionally 
received a letter from subject while he was in the peniten
tiary and believes she received no more than two or three 
letters from him. Hrs. PEPPER did not ever visit subject at
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the penitentiary or attempt to do so and insofar as she knows 
her husband did not ever visit his at the penitent iary. She 
advised she has understood frost her husband that the latter 
has never seen the subject in his life.

Mrs^ PEPPER has not at any time had any contact- 
either direcfor indirect with the subject since his escape 
ipl967-from the Missouri State Penitentiary. , She has no 
knowledge^of any person who has had information regarding the 
subject's whereabouts and stated she could furnish no such 
information regarding his whereabouts. Shg^ herself, first 
learned that he b»d from the penitentiary when__She .
heard it on theradid and she knew nothing, about-any plans 
for the escaped She stated she has had no indication that A, 
anyone in her family or otherwise has been in any way in 
contact with the subject or had information regarding his 
whereabouts since his escape.

Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER regarding whether 
she recalled anything about the receipt of a money order 
in approximately January, 1967, which was reportedly in the. 
amount of $15.00 and was sent by an inmate at the Missouri . . 
State Penitentiary to the ALBERT PEPPER Stationery Company, 
712a Shenandoah, St. Louis. . .

In response to direct questions concerning this 
matter, she advised that she may_have received_a__money-order 
on one occasion but to the best of her recollection^__i-t-was 
forZ^TOQ or $3700 and it may have been in payment for maga
zines which her brother had requested she mail to him. It 
was her recollection that if she received a money order it 
was received earlier than January, 1967. She said she never 
at any time mailed magazines to him and doesnot recall what 
disposition she may have made of any money order after it 
was received. Later in the interview she said the^aonest-order 
may have been fog-asu-auch as $15.00 but she does_jngt reca-ll. 
She also acknowledged that she might have cashed such a money 
order but she cannot specifically remember having done so. 
In this connection, she said her memory is very vague.

In response to soliciting by interviewing agents, 
Hrs. PEPPER stated that she would be entirely willing to notify 
the St. Louis Office of the FBI if she should at any time in
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the future receive any information which might have bearing. . 
cn locating the subject. She also stated that she would be 
entirely willing to be interviewed further in the event there 
should be any additional matters on which an interview with 
her would be desired.

Mrs. JEPPES said that her first knowledge of the . 
subject’s involvement in this matter was when she heard the 
news announcement on the radio and she said she has never 
had any information regarding the possible involvement other 
than that which has speared in the news media. She said she"; 
had never known of anything in her brother’s attitude or ( 
associations which would suggest any motive for his involve- 
sent in the killing of a Negro leader such as MARTIN LUTHEE 
KING.
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Dote 5-16-68

Mrs. ALBERT B. (CAROL) PEPPER was recontacted at 
her residence, 2025 Bellevue, Maplewood, Missouri. She again 
.specifically denied that she has had any contact with her 
brother, JAMES RAY, since his escape from the Missouri State 
Penitentiary in April, 1967, or that she has had any knowledge 
whatever of his whereabouts since that time other than what 
she has derived from the news media. Although Mrs. PEPPER 
expressed her willingness and intention to notify the FBI 
If she should at any time be contacted by him or if she should 
receive any information regarding him she stated that she 
would certainly not expect that he would contact her and she 
noted in that regard that RAY would not be aware of her current 
address or her new un-published telephone number. She further 
pointed out that other, than their brother, JERRY RAY, who 
is in the Chicago area, she believes all of the family have 
moved since RAY’s escape from the penitentiary and that JERRY 
RAY would, therefore, be the only one whose address would 
be known to JAMES RAY.

With regard to the Grapevine Tavern, Mrs. PEPPER \ 
commented that the tavern has barely been making expenses ' \ 
since it was opened about the first of the current year and. \ 
therefore, it may not continue in operation very long. /

On 5-14-68 Maplewood, Missouri Filo # SL 44-775,

SA ALBERT J. RUSHING
SA HOWARD C. KENNEDY AJR:amb n.K, 5-15-68
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1 Dat* 5-21-68

Sirs. ALBERT (CAROL) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, Kxplewocd, 
Missouri, vas interviewed at.her residence, at which time she- 
furnished the following information:

Mrs, P3J?PSR has received no information regarding 
her brother, JAKES EARL HAT (whome she refers to as JIM), 
since the last previous interview with her by the FBI.

Within the past several days, police officers from 
the St. Louis Police Department case to see Hrs. PEPPER indi
cating to her that they had received some inquiry fro® a 
newspaper, possibly "The Los Angeles Times” according to Mrs. 
PEPPER*s recollection of what they said; this inquiry having 
to do with the finances of the RAY faaily. The police officers 
apparently came to see Mrs* PEPPER just to find out some general 
information about her, and they suggested to her that if people 
wanted to talk to her about her finances, she might want to 
obtain a lawyer, A representative of "The St Louis Post 
Dispatch** newspaper also came to see Hrs. PEPPER within the 
preceding few days, but she refused to talk to hi®. Mrs. 
PEPPER has heard fro® an acquaintance that there was an article 
a few days ago in ’"The St, Louis Post Dispatch** which seemed 
to be. a rehash of the erroneous * information which appeared in 
a "Life Magazine" article concerning the RAY family, but Mrs. 
PEPPER herself did not read this newspaper article.

Hrs. PEPPER and her family went to see her father * 
at Center, Missouri, over the preceding weekend, May 18-19, 
1968. She has been customarily going to see him there during . 
weekends and usually takes him groceries. She is the one in 
the family who maintains contact with the father and looks 
after his needs. The farm which the father bought, about-si® 
months ago is believed to consist of about forty acres of 
which a little is probably tillable, and she thinks her father 
will grow corn on this part of the farm, but the remainder is 
suitable only for livestock and grazing. She thinks that he^ 
paid some amount in the neighborhood of $2,600 for this form.l . . 
Mrs. PEPPER is uncertain in her recollection, but believes itt 
may be correct that she gave him a check drawn on her account | u 
in the amount of $1,900 at the time he was purchasing this A 
farm and which was applied to the purchase. If so, this money I /

______ ___________________ ____________ . r-

On 5-20-68 Maplewood,. Missouri Fil* f SL 44-775, •
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would have been his money. Mrs. PEPPER sometimes keeps. his 
money inter cheeking account or savings account, and she 
thinks this may have occurred in this instance. Ozr the other 
haha, she mayhave given him such a check as^a loan, but she 
is uncertain in her recollection^ Sometime before her father 
purchased the farm, he gold the"property in St. louis which 
he formerly owned at 1819 Park, this property consisting of 
a two-story residential building. Hrs. PEEPER believes_he 
received something like $2,800 from the sale of this"propertv. . 
She beliey^y~thaf~the $1,900 which she nay have returned to . 
him in^the form of nfgak represented part of the proceeds 
of the sale of that property which he gave her" to~keep for 
himijo^her accdugtT~ In any event Mrs. PEPPEa is certain ~thxt 
she did not herself pay for any part of the purchase of the 
farm bv her—father, and if she gave him the check for $1,900. / 
this was a return of his money or a loan. / ■

. 9hile Hrs. PEPPER’S father resided in St. Louis 
before the purchase of the farm at Center, Missouri, he had 
various jobs, such as, service station attendant, and he also 
at one time operated a second-hand store where he sold junk. 
This business was also located on Park Avenue, but was some
where east of Twelfth Street, a considerable distance from ' 
1819 Park. Her father did not own the property where he con
ducted this second-hand business. . .. . .

Until Mr. and Mrs. PEPPER moved to their present 
residence in the fall of 1967, Mrs, PEPPER was always employed 
ever since their marriage in December of 1961. During that 
period of time, they have practiced thrift and economy and 
have always endeavored to save something from their income. 
They opened a savings account several years ago at the . .
Bohemian Savings and Loan Association on South Eighteenth . 
Street in St. Louis in the same area where they resided. A 
few years ago when the Bohemian Savings and Loan Association . 
was moved to a remote section of the city, they transferred - 
their savings account to the Manufacturers Bank and Trust 
Company, where.they have cor.iluued tn have a joint savings 
account. ALBERT PEPPER has been employed for more than three . . 
years by the Ace Construction and Engineering Company, which 
is affilicated with the Hew Market Hardware Store. His earnings 
in this employment is $3 per hour, and in seme weeks he works 
overtime on Saturdays. Hrs. PEPPER’S last employment was with

NW 68486 Docld:3M8S755 Page 465 131
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the ’’Head Start” School Program, and she was employed there • 
by the Catholic Archdiocese being paid at the rate of $60 per ’ •
week. She had this employment for about a year until Hr., and ’ 
Mrs. PEPPER moved in the fall of 1967 to their present address. ' 
Her last employment before that was in cleaning .work at an . , 
office building at 1015 Locust in St. Lcuis. Because she and . 
her husband have always endeavored to be economical and. saving 
in the handling of their family finances, they, were able to . -
accumulate funds in their savings account. When they con-. ■; . 
tracted in the fall of 1967 to purchase the house where they \ ; 
now live^br a .purchase p?tce of~~$Z^7509, they withdrew—the . '

. necessary money for the downpayment from their savings account. ‘

Mrs. PEPPER has no idea and no knowledge as to whether ; 
her father may ever have given Mrs. PEPPER’S brother, JOHN LARRY .

• RAY, any funds to hold for her father. . ‘ ■:

'Mrs.-PEPPER has no information regarding a trip to • 
California made by her t.arrv RAy, in the g-mmar
of 1967 and never knew or heard that he made sucn a trip. .

One of the places in St. Louis where Mrs. PEPPER \
lived with her father, prior to her marriage was 1727 South .
Eleventh Street. She believes her brother BUZZY lived with ' 
them there part of the time, but she is certain that her .
brother JIM never lived with them there. Mrs. PEPPER never- - ’
had any knowledge of her brother JIM having used the name ■ .
O’CONNOR, and she never knew of any bank accounts he may have , 
had at any bank at any time. In fact, Mrs. PEPPER had so .
little contact or knowledge of her brother JIM that she can ‘ 
now recall having seen him only on possibly a couple of occa— 
sions when she was small and shortly, after he was discharged ' 
from military service, and she recalls seeing^him on one occa— ' •: 
sion on the street in South St. Louis at some Later time after . 
she moved to St. Lcuis with her father. Although Mrs. PEPPER ■ ’ - 
was known as CAROL RYAN as of 1959, she has no knowledge - or • 
recollection of having received any checks from her brother . ' .
JIM or from any person under the name JAMES CARL O’CONNOR, ' 
either in 1959 or any other time. She can think of no reason 
why she might ever have received any such checks. Mrs. PEPPER ’ 
is certain that she has never had any financial dealings of ■ •
any type with her brother JIM in her life. •
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With regard to the matter of a money order directed . 
from an inmate at the Missouri State Penitentiary to the Albert’ 
Pepper Stationery Company, 712 Shenandoah, St. Louis, Mrs. . 
PEPPER has still been unable to remember anything further • 
regarding such a matter since she was previously interviewed : 
regarding this matter. She still does vaguely remember that 
someone told her one time while he was in ths penitentiary 
that he wanted magazines sent to him, but she cannot remember . 
having sent magazines to him and cannot recall that she was 
ever reimbursed for doing so. She is certain, however, that . . 
there was never any Albert Pepper. Stationery Company at 712 •
Shenandoah. • . . .

Mrs. PEPPER has no recollection that she has ever 
known of a person named Y. P. WEBBE or V. P. WEBBE, and thist 
name is not in any way familiar or significant to her. . ; '

NW 68486 Docld:32W9755 Page 467
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1
June 5, 1968

’ Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, .
Maplewood, Missouri, advised that she had received no . ’
additional information whatever bearing on the possible - 
location of her brother, JAMES EARL RAY, since she was last 
.interviewed. . .

Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER as to whether, in • 
the event she should receive some pertinent information 
regarding her brother, she would furnish such information to ' 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.(FBI). Mrs. PEPPER. •
then stated that she would have no expectations whatever that 
her brother would communicate with her in* any way, pointing • 
out that he did not know her current address or her current 
unpublished-telephone-number. She added that she felt that • 
he did not believe that he could expect any help from her and she 
said that, as a matter of fact, she would.not be at all -
interested or willing to help him as she did not want herself .
and particularly her children to be in any way involved with . 
him. She said that if she should hear from RAY'and be convinced 
of his innocence she might find it difficult to furnish such 
information to the FBI. It. was pointed out to Mrs. PEPPER that • 
in the event RAY should be innocent or there should be any , .
extenuating circumstances the entire matter would in any event 
be most readily resolved through locating RAY at the earliest . 
possible time. Mrs. PEPPER expressed understanding and agree
ment with this idea. . . - - .

Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER as to her whereabouts 
and .activities during the-perxogT between April andJuly.. 1.967— 
She said she was living at that period of time with her 
husband and two children at 712-a Shenandoah, St. Louis. She 
recalled that beginning in about the summer of 1966 and 
ending in about July or August, 1967, she was employed as a 
teacher’s aide or assistant teacher in the ’’Head Start Program” 
at St. Joseph’s School located at Twelfth and Russell Streets, 
St. Louis. In-this employment she worked regularly during . 
that period on Monday through Friday, each week, during the . 
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4;00 or 4:30 p.m. daily. This work '
involved the teaching of children three to five tyears of age. 
She was employed in this work by the Catholic Archdiocese on

6/5/68 St. Louis, Missouri ... # SL: 44-775
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Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, under Sister ANN CLARICE, ... ; 
Supervisor of the ’Head Start Program” for this. Archdiocese. ■ 
She was paid for her work by check from the Archdiocese, ■• ■ . ’
although she understood that at least some'of the funds for . 
the ’’Head Start Program” were furnished the Archdiocese by. 
the Human Development Corporation. Mrs, PEPPER.recalled' 
that she missed only one day from work during the entire • . .
period of her employment and that day was due to $he illness 
of her youngest child. : ■ . . . * .

Mrs. PEPPER said her first knowledge of the escape 
Of her brother, JAMES EARL RAY, from the MissourfZSt&te . \
Penitentiary was when she heard or read news reports regarding 
the escape but she is unable to recall the apnrorimate' time 
she, heard such sports, However, since reported identification ■ 
of RAY as the alleged assassin of MARTIN LUTHER KING, Mrs. . ■ ■
PEPPER has heard or read reports to the effect that his ‘ \
escape from the penitentiary was not officially. reported or . . .. ; 
given publicity for perhaps several weeks after the escape ’’ ■ . 
occurred. Mrs. PEPPER, therefore, assumed that she herself.... ■ 
would not have learned of the escape from.news reports. until. • . 
perhaps several weeks after the escape. . . . ’
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1 • 1 $ofe June 14, 1968'

" Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL ANN) PEPPER, residing 2025 Bellevue, 
Maplewood, Missouri, telephone 645-9152, who was contacted at her . . ■

. residence, disclosed the following information; . ;

She has been truthful in previous contacts by'FBI Agents ' • 
with her that she* does not recall having any contact at all except 
by personal correspondence with her oldest brother, JAMES EARL ... . £

' RAY, since about eight, or nine years ago, prior to the time he: • ’ . . - :
... escaped from the Missouri State Penitentiary (MSP), Jefferson . .- -

City, Missouri. Her only contact with JASES EARL RAY while he ;
was incarcerated there was via mail.. She admitted having written ;

. . to him -under the name of her grandmother who died after RAY was I
confined to the penitentiary;. : . ’ J • ' . . •’

. * ... ’■ . ' ■- ■ ■ . J
’ She emphasized that she has never st anytime nor does ■ . J 

she now know where her brother spent the time between about •• .. • ?
. • April 23, 1967, when he escaped from the MSP and July 19 67, when . ’

his ^whereabouts have been established.through investigation? She ■ ‘ ;
did-nat. see or hear from him at all during that period of time, :
and insofar as is known to -her., none of her brothers or sisters : ‘ .

; have seen hiausince, he escaped from the MSP- . . . -

I She was very much surprised when she learned that JAMES ‘ ;
EARL RAY had been arrested in London,' England. She first learned :

. of these circumstances after being called by telephone by a woman' ' . ’ : 
friend, name not disclosed, on Saturday, June 8, 1968, the day of :

> his arrest. This friend informed her of the news and she then • ■ .
' heard the same news on television, . Although she has saved most . . . 
; of the local papers for each day since that time, she has not read 

from more than one or. two of them about her brother. The news . ‘
; is, of course, upsetting and she has formed an opinion.that in . 

many instances information is grossly exaggerated and misrepresented.
. She is somewhat bitter towards the local press, advising that CHRIS ;
J CONDON, a St. Louis news commentator, telephoned her, probably .

on Monday, June 10, 1968, requesting an interview with her. She ' 
: declined and on the following day, Tuesday, June 11, 1968, in the ‘ ’ .
. late afternoon she observed CHRIS CONDON and several other men- . .
J with him, .both in front of the house and-in a vestibule at her . ' ./

: house. They appeared to be attempting to gain entrance but she ‘
declined to answer the door. She observed that they took pictures.

? of the house and then on the 6;GO p.m. television news broadcast, -
. Channel 5, she observed, pictures of her house. The pictures di3— . .
• closed the house number of 2025, and the news announcement indi- ' • ■ 
- cated the house was located on Bellevue Street in Maplewood. ,

6/13/68 Maplewood, Missouri SL 44-775 ' ■
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On the previous evening, CHRIS CONDON reported photo- : 
graphs and news concerning the Grape Vine Tavern owned by her ■ 
and operated- by her brother, JOHN LARRY RAY, at St. Louis. She ■ 
believes this news coverage is very unfair to herself and to 
her brother, JOHN. . ' - .

At one point she commented that it is rather dis
couraging to know that she and many other people are paying 
through taxes’ the expenses for a representative of the United 
States Government to travel to London, England, in behalf of ’ . - 
the Government for prosecution of her brother when she person- . 
ally does not have money enough to afford to ’/there also. • . ’ 
She said it might be possible if she had money, to "help in 
his defense” in referring to her brother,-EARL RAY,- but • ••’ 
she did not cessment further. She emphasized' she has absolutely ’ ’ 
no information pertaining to .his activities’’within the past ■ 
several years. . .....• ’

She became sad and tearful in recalling incidents . 
of her childhood, mentioning that a Catholic children’s home, 
not otherwise identified, was wrong in taking from her mother .. 
her three .youngest children, namely MAX, SUSIE and BUZZY*. ' ■ 
MAX, if living, is now about fifteen years old. According to ■ 
the recent news, MAX was adopted but she has no other inf or- ’
mation concerning him. She knows that her mother never signed •
papers or gave any approval for as adoption of MAX, who she ’ . •
heard many years ago was retarded or a Cental case/ She . 
would very much like to know the whereabouts of MAX. S he has 
not seen her sister, SUSIE, who is married and who lives is* the • 
Chicago, Illinois, area, since BUZZY’s funeral. Her mother, . . 
of course, was an alcoholic. . ...

Her husband, ALBERT PEPPER, has indicated to her 
he believes they should obtain a gun of some kind ”for protection” 
in view of recent publicity. She is afraid that Negroes may 
attempt to harm. them. She personally directed JOHN RAY to close 
the tavern for a.few days. JOHN RAY, she believes is at home. . 
She talked to him by telephone when he called her from th® • 
tavern where he had stopped for a few minutes on June 12, 1968. 
She does not know when the tavern will reopen.

uUL
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. .RE: CAROL PEPPER

AT ST« LOUTS, MISSOURI: . .

On May 17, 196S, Mr. HENRY A. GEHSEDIECK, Owner and 
Operator of a proprietorship known as F.L.R. Investments with, 
offices at 3638 Olive Street, St. Louis, was contacted at 
his place of business by SAA. HOWARD C. KENNEDY. Mr. GRIESEDIECK 
furnished the following information: . - . •

On or about May 1, 1968/ he received a $320 check • 
from CAROL PEPPER residing. 2025 Bellevue, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Mrs. PEPPER is the operator of.a tavern known as "Jackte Place,” 
1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis. He recalled that this check 
was drawn on an account at Manufacturers Bank and Trust Company,. 
St. Louis, Missouri, but he had no further description of ■ ’
the check received by him... The check was forwarded in response 
to a statement of F.L.R. Investments forwarded to Mrs. PEPPER ■' 
under date of March 27, 1968, and it was in payment for a _ 
tavern bond costing $20 and a Missouri State Liquor License ■ 
costing $300. F.L.R. Investments serves as an agent, obtain
ing liquor licenses and supplying bonds, for numerous taverns 
and cocktail lounges in the St. Louis area. ■ . •
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1 June 14, 1968

Mrs. ALBERT PEPPER (CAROL ANN), residing 2025 .Bellevue, 
Maplewood, Missouri, telephone 645-9152, teiephonically furnished 
the following information at 2:30 p.m. • •.

. On inquiry as to whether her brother, JOHN LARRY RAY,
is in fact intending to travel to London, England, in behalf of 
JAMES EARL RAY, his brother, she- commented that her brother JOHN 
.is definitely not going to leave St..Louis to travel to England . 
or anywhere else. She said he does not have funds with which to 
travel and although she personally whas a few dollars” she does 
not intend to give any of it to JOHN. She said she might con— 
sider doing so if either of them could be of any assistance to ‘ 
JAMES EARL RAY, but she is confident that ’’there is no help for 
him”. She said that if they can in anyway help him, they will 
have to do so after he is returned to this country.

She said that JOHN RAY does not have a. telephone where 
he may be reached except at the Grape Vine Tavern. He visited . 
her home on the afternoon of June 13, 1968, and he usually tele

. phones her once each day. He has not yet called her today and 
she expects to hear from him this afternoon. At the request of. 
SA (A) HOWARD C. KENNEDY she said she will inform JOHN RAY to . 
telephcnically contact SA PATRICK BRADLEY at this office. .

On 6/14/68 St. Louis, Missouri p-jja # SL 44-775

by SA <A> HOWARD C. KENNEDY : pjh - 6/14/68
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• - ■ CAROL PEPPER -

Sister AHH CLARICE, Supervisor, "Head Start Program," ’ 
for the Catholic Archdiocese, 4445 Lindell Boulevard-, St. Louis, 
Missouri, advised SA JOSEPH A. DUBYAK, June 7, 1968, her records ’ 
disclosed CAROL PEPPER of 712A Shenandoah, St. Louis, Missouri, . 
was employed as a teachers aide under that program and under her 
supervision at St. Joseph*s School, 12th and Russell, St, Louis, . ■ 
Missouri, from 1966 until she voluntarily terminated such . .
employment on August 18, 1967, due to the fact that she was moving * . . 
to St. Louis County. . . . _

During this period she worked from 8:00 A. M. to 4;00 ‘
P. M, each week day,, except for one five-hour absence on one day in 
February, 1967.

Her services were satisfactory, - •/

i
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Re;, CAROL PEPPER - CREDIT . REFERENCE

The following investigation was conducted by SA CHARLES 
S. DUKE on May 22, 1968, at St. Louis, Missouri: .

Mr. DON HUELSING, Credit Manager, Beiderman's Furni
ture Store, 67'59 Chippewa Street, St. Louis, Missouri, advised . 
that an account, now closed, was established on June 4, 1966, 
for the amount of $103 in the name c£ AL and CAROL PEPPER, 

■.residing at 712A Shenandoah, St. Louis, .with an indicated. . . 
'previous address of 1324 Lami, St. Louis. . ' .

ALBERT'S employment was/ listed, as New Market Hardware 
on Laclede Avenue, St. Louis. . .

The record of Mr. and Mrs. PEPPER indicated a savings ; 
account at the Manufacturers Bank and a personal: reference as ' 
JERRY RAYNS, 1819 Park Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri. . ■

HUELSING advised that the record contained- no . ■ 
. derogatory information. • * . •
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*Re: CAROL PEPPER - CHARACTER REFERENCE • ’

The following investigation was conducted by SA CHARLES • 
S. DUKE at St. Louis, Missouri, on May 22, 1968:

. ' ALENA SUTTON, 7129 Leona Street, St. Louis, Missouri, ■ -
was contacted at her residence, whereupon she advised that she 
knew CAROL PEPPER, also known as Mrs. ALBERT PEPPER, for just .. .
a couple of years and that their association was not.a social • 
relationship but rather a teacher-parent relationship.. : Sh^'’ ;
said that she was an instructor at the St. Joseph Church on;' ' . 
Twelfth and Russell Streets, St. Louis, and-enrolled, in the . ' 
project "Headstart” government .program, and the program.required'. • 
at least one -parent of one of the children attending -the program ■; 
to be present. She said CAROL was the parent present .at this ' • 
nrno'ram _ ' • . • * -Jr* *■* — Ub • > e .

SUTTON advised that she did not know where. CAROL was 
presently residing with her husband ALBERT and two sons, - •
ALBERT, JR., and JAMES, ages 6 and 4 respectively. ■ ‘ .

■ SUTTON- stated that she did not know any of CAROLS ' .. _ 
brothers or sisters and did not know if she even had any. .. ‘‘

She stated that she last saw CAROL sometime in August .* * 
of last ■ year, and the only thing she could remember about any ' 
type of conversation about her family was something to the . 
effect that her father was going to buy or did buy a farm up. . 
around Hannibal, Missouri, and that he probably would let her 
children go to the farm. She said that it was probably in ■ ■
Hannibal, but she was not sure. . .
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June 5, 1968

Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, .
Maplewood, Missouri, advised that she had received no 
additional information whatever bearing on the possible, 
location of her brother, JAMES EARL RAY, since she was last 
interviewed. .

Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER as to whether, in 
the event she should receive some pertinent information 
regarding her brother, she would furnish such information to 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Mrs. PEPPER 
then stated that she would have no expectations whatever that 
her brother would communicate with her in any way, pointing 
out that he did not know her current address or her current 
unpublished-telephone- number. She added that she felt that . 
he did not believe that he could expect any help from her and she 
said that, as a matter of fact, she wuld not be at all 
interested or willing to help him as she did not want herself 
and particularly her children to be in any way involved with 
him. She said that if she should hear from RAY and be convinced 
of his innocence she might find it difficult to furnish such 
information to the FBI. It was pointed out to Mrs. PEPPER that 
in the event RAY should be innocent or there should be any 
extenuating circumstances the entire matter would in any event 
be most readily resolved through locating RAY at the earliest 
possible time. Mrs. PEPPER expressed understanding and agree
ment with this idea. .

Inquiry was made of Mrs-. PEPPER as to her whereabouts 
and activities during the period between April and July, 1967. 
She said she was living at that period of time with her 
husband and two children at 712-a Shenandoah, St.:"Louis. She 
recalled that beginning in about the summer of 1966 and 
ending in about July or August, 1967, she was employed as a 
teacher’s aide or assistant teacher in the “Head Start Program” 
at St. Joseph’s School located at Twelfth and Russell Streets, 
St. Louis. In-this employment she worked regularly during 
that period on Monday through Friday, each week, during the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4;00 or 4»30 p.m. daily. This work 
involved the teaching of children three to five years of age. 
She was employed in this work by the Catholic Archdiocese on

On

by

6/5/68 St. Louis, Missouri

SA ALBERT J. RUSHING AJR:jfb 
SAA HOWARD C. KENNEDY . .

... SL: 44-775 File ff _ _______________________________ .
6/5/68 

Date dictated----------------—--------------- —.
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Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, under Sister ANN CLARICE, 
Supervisor of the’Bead Start Program” for this Archdiocese. 
She was paid for her work by check from the Archdiocese, 
although she understood that at least some of the funds for . 
the "Head Start Program" were furnished the Archdiocese by 
the Human Development Corporation. Mrs. PEPPER recalled 
that she missed only one day from work during the entire 
period of her employment and that day was due to the illness 
of her youngest child. .

’ Mrs. PEPPER said her first knowledge of the escape
of her brother, JAMES EARL.'RAY, from the Missouri State 
Penitentiary was when she heard' or read news reports regarding 
the escape but she is unable to recall the approximate .time 
she.heard such reports. However, since reported, identification 
of RAY as the alleged assassin of MARTIN LUTHER KING, Mrs. 
PEPPER has heard or read reports to the effect that his •_ 
escape from the penitentiary was not officially reported or 
given publicity for perhaps several weeks after the.escape 
occurred. Mrs. PEPPER, therefore, assumed that she herself 
would not have learned of the escape from.news reports.until 
perhaps several weeks after the escape.
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^OAROL PEPPER - SISTER

(andhusband ALBERT: PEPPER)
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WMO;j ap
1.

Re: JERRY’S EMPLOYMENT AT . - ' .
NORTH- SHORE COUNTRY CLUB ; .

The following investigation was conducted by SAs ■
WILLIAM M, O'BRIEN, LAURENCE SCHENCK, JRQ and PHILIP R. TRACY, JR., 
at Glenview, Illinois, on May 3, 1968: . ■

Mr. KARL HALLERBERG, Manager of the North Shore 
Country Club in Glenview, Illinois, telephone number 729-1200, 
advised that a check .of - their files was negative for JAMES . ■
EARL RAY but that these files contained the following informa-, 
tion regarding JERRY WILLIAM RAY: . . , • . '

JERRY RAY was employed as a locker room man from • 
May 15, 1962,. until about February, 1964, when he left without 
givihg any notice. RAY was engaged by Mr. VICTOR CHIGAS, who .
was general, manager at the time and who would know JERRY RAY . 
well. VICTOR CHIGAS is presently an. investment broker for 
Walston and Company, Incorporated, 111 West Jackson, Chicago, ’ 
Illinois, office telephone number 427-7101, home address - - ?
1326 Prairie Lawn, Glenview, Illinois, home teleohone number . ? ’
729-3826. ’ • • • - . • _• • • . , * . . , -

. . . RAY listed the following information on an application -.. ;
form for employment, dated June 28,. 1962; ’

Position ' Locker-room assistant- ' . •
Social Security Number 329-30-0132 ' ' .
Residence Address . • North Shore Country Club . .

. . • Glenview, Illinois '
Marital Status ■ . Married . • .

' . Place of Birth . Quincy, Illinois ■ . ■ ■’
' Date of Birth ■ ’ July 16, 1935- . ‘ . ..

' . Age . ■ '26 , \ . • . ■ -
. ’ • American Citizen • ' ’ Yes .

' • Nationality ■ ' Irish-French J
■ . Religion’ ’ Catholic. • . ' ■ .. • ■ '■

Height ■ • 5’9” ■ ’ . ,
• Weight ’ ‘ 155 pounds ‘ .

Color Eyes . . Brown. ; - : - ‘ -

- 52 -
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Color Hair■ 
Dependents 
Insurance .Carried 
Physical Defects 
Work. Time Lost Due
To Illness

Have You. Ever Been 
Bonded

Education

Any Other Schooling. 
■ Military .Service
References

Previous Employment

Person To Notify In 
Case of Illness

Brown .
Four, wife-children 
None
None

None . ■

No / '
Grade School, Quincy,, Illinois, 
Graduated 1952;- 
Sheridan, Illinois, High 
School., did not graduate 
No ‘ ' ■
No- •
Mr.. ALBER PEPPER - Mechanic 
174. Lafayette

• St, Louis ■;

Mr. ERED HAINES - Furniture Mover 
1818 .South 12th / ■
St.. Louis • ... ■ -

-Rolling Green Country Club
. Arlington Heights, Houseman, 
$50 per- week,' laid off, ’ 
worked for Mr. CHIGAS -

MrFRANK RAY ' . ''
2342 Park Avenue 
St. Louis

■ Also contained in RAY’s records is a memorandum 
dated February 15, 1964, with the notation, .’’Jerry-Ray, 1713 
Lafayette,- St. Louis, Mo.., ret. to work.’1 - .Also written on the. ■ 
memorandum was the- address-2342 Park Avenue, St/ Louis’.

Also contained in RAY's records was the- following .' 
letter dated-February 13,' 1964-: , '

j 4039
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"Dear Hr. Chigast , . .

‘ "I hope this letter finds you in much better shape '
. then my last one did. . • -

"I had a unfortunate accident while working at ' •
Medinah Country Club, I got run into by. a car and was •

• unconious for Five days plus for six weeks had to' stay in ■ 
bed.. . . ■ • • : . . ' ' .

• = _ • * • J * e

"I didn’t just write to you to tell you the troubles 
Ive had-, the main reason is to see if you have any openings^ 
if. not or you can’t hire me for reasons we both know of 
then thanks for taking time to read this letter,, Tell 
everybody hello for me and take care of yourself.

• . . - "As Ever ' . . •
' . ■ - "Jerry Ray 1 '

’ ■ ■ ■ ' • . "1602 Mississippi . <
’ - ‘ . ’ . . ‘ "St\. Louis, Mo..." .

Also, contained in RAY’s records., is a memorandum,- ' 
undated,, with- the following written .thereon;. . - . ’ ■' *

. Mr. Jerry Ray . ' ■ ‘ . -
. . ' ' L.D. OPR. 30 . . ■■ . ' ... ■

. • ■ . ’• Morristown, Tenn.-: ' ■
. . ■ ’ . 586-8351 ? ; • ’

-. ' .Mrs.. Carol Ray calling . ‘ '
: Sickness in'family . .’ . ■

• ■ ■ Call back after 4 o’clock , ' .
. our time ■ . . ‘

- Also.contained in RAY’s records was a . letter ■ aated' ...
February 17, 1964, from V. CHIGAS to jiiRRY RAY/ 1602 Mississippi/ 
St. Louis, Missouri, as, follows: ' .

■ "Dear Jdfry': ■ . .

. "We have been trying to locate you,, and this short ■ .
. note is to. say we will hire you again. ■ • . '
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"Please, let us know when you. expect to be 
available for work,

- . ' ’’Yours' vary truly,”

Also contained in RAY’s records was the following 
note: ■ ■ ’

■ . ”Mrs, C„ Pepper, 1334 Lome Sto, St, Louis, Mo,
Carol Satain, 605 Hilltop Dr., Morristown, Tenn,

• Jerry Ray, PoO, Box 269, Glenview, 111, 
was in this morning-6-3-64

Mr*' HALLERBERG’ advised that this note was probably- 
written by GOERGE SIMCOX who was the steward at this country 
club at the time* SIMCOX' is presently employed as a general 
manager for FRANCIS SHAW at the Arlington Racetrack., Western 
.Concessions,. SIMCOX had probably known.JERRY RAY when they 
worked' for this Country .club, . ■ ' / • .

■ :Also, contained in RAY’s records was: the f ollowing
.letter which-was. postmarked at St, Louis, Missouri, on

... June 15,, 1964,. to- the North Shore Country Club, Glenview, 
Illinois, from JERRY RAY, 1324 Lomi (illegible), St, Louis, 
Missouri:. • . : ‘ ' - . ' .

’’Thursday

’’Dear Sir . • ■■ ’ ■ ' ’

"Enclosed you*ll find my name and address to ,-se;nd 
■ my tax statements to ..

’ ■ Jerrv V/o Ray ' . ..
. 712 “ Shenadaugh ■
St. Louis * Mo,”



CG 44-1.114
WMO:jap
5..

Also contained in RAY’s x:ecords was the following 
note dated February 10, 1965:

’’Dear sir . ;

"please send my income tax statements as your earliest 
convenience • - .

"truly yours 
Jerry Ray 

; • ’ 712A Shenodaugh
’ . St. Louis, Mo." '

Mr. HALLERBERG was exhibited photographs of JAMES 
EARL RAY and a photograph of JERRY RAY and he advised that he 
was not familiar with any persons who might resemble these 
•photographs.. He stated that he would not know JERRY RAY, since. . 
he -only’ started as manager for this country club on. December 1, 
1967, He. stated that HERB HINZE, Locker .Room Manager at this , 
country club, would probably know JERRY RAY, since he w . ■
employed, here at that time. ; , . ’ /• .. . . r

' On May 3, 1968, Mr; HERB EINZE, home address 910
Revere Road, Glenview,• Illinois, telephone number 724-4724, 
advised- tta t he is the locker room manager at the North Shore 
Country Club in Glenview, Illinois. He stated that JERRY 
RAY was employed as a clean-up man in the locker room for 
atait one or two years on an intermittent basis. ' A photograph 
of JERRY RAY was exhibited to H1NZE- and he stated thatthis was 
the same JERRY RAY who' was--employed here;. Photographs of JAME'S 
EARL RAY were exhibited to HINZE and he stated that he- had. not 
seen this. Individual before. He stated;, however, that he recalls 
that JERRY.RAY had taken his brother, name unknown, to see. 
Mr. CHIGAS in order to.obtain employment. He stated thathe 
does not remember when this occurred and thathe had never / . ’
observed JERRY RAY’s-brother and could provide no further 
information regarding RAY’s background. He described JERRY ■ 
RAY. as a. quiet,, harmless sort of- guy, who was not too bright. • 
He stated that the’question of RAY’s racist attitudes never; 
came up, and that he could never believe that" JERRY RAY would 
ever be involved in shooting anyone. He stated thathe never ‘ 
associated with. RAY. outside of the country- club and would not 
be’ aware of his personal activities.,' H1NZE stated that the 
country club provided room .and board for RAY during his employ-

• me-nt. . . . ’ ' • ■ . ■ ■

. \ . ■ . - 56 _ . ' - ’ , ’
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. . . FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 2©S3S ' - .

to: FBI, Memphis (44-1987) Date:. April 25, 1968
■ . FBI File No. 44-38861

MURKIN • Lab. NO. D-561276 JK
CR ■ . - • •

Specimens received 4/22/68

. K191 Six handwriting sample farms bearing known handwriting ' 
’ ’ and hand printing of JERRY WILLIAM RAY ■ ' .

ALSO SUBMITTED: Major case prints of JERRY WILLIAM RAY

Result of examination:

■ Differences were.'noted between the - ’’Harvey Lbwmyer”’ 
signature on Q7.2- when compared with, the known handwriting.. of ’ 
JERRY WILLIAM RAY, K191, Because of the limited questioned, 
writing involved and the lack.of comparable letters and letter 
combinations in the known material,, a definite opinion was not 
reached, - . ' ‘ -

It was concluded that the other questioned writings 
attributed to Eric S-, Galt were not prepared by JERRY WILLIAM 
RAY, K191,. .. ‘

. Specimen K191 and. the ALSO SUBMITTED material, are 
retained, . ■ ■ ■ • . { .

— 84 ■ — ■ ■ . . .
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FD-302 (R«t. l-25-«0) Fci^&ADZBU R EAU 'OF? i« VES^lGOION

1 ^^^B^g^;May^9^1968

JERRY'RAY advisTed-rteiephoiHcaii^
May 7, 1968/ that he had:-arrived .in=^StvfLouisTon??;the evening 
of May 3, 1968, and that/he had, after conferring briefly;.\ 
with his brother JOHN RAY,; gone to. the MacArthur Hotel in St 
Louis where- -he-; had registered. using,fthe^surname?.Z

... He-spent the zf allowing^ajrvi’ylthyais^
and stayed. at£the ’ St ;?:Regis ; HbteX<^$S;^ nighty

£under the name-?.of.RYAN

• '' He;/spent his^akin^Zhours^biiZSuridayy^May;;5^1968/?^ 
. with his brother , - JOHN^at ?his?residence ?.:andrt^ ?
Tavern and that.’ evening^both he-’and ;h.£^:brpther-f^ 
traveled- in "JERRY’s automobile-.-.tost he.-’ZresidenceZ^^^^ v^?-'
father, JERRY;'RAYNES ,..KCenter';Missbur.i>§;where:?.^ 
night and returned to :St\£;Lbuis';bn?;theZ.mbrhing;yof. May .6 , ;. l

;He; spent :his/wakifag hours? on;May^8,>/1968,.;.with;h^^ 
brother, JOHNand stayed., at. JOHN *.sq apartment‘;;that.; nighty^ .

Her stated he ;.cbhtemplated';-'cbhta^^^ 
employer telephonicaliy;?later/on/the'morning-of;MayZ'.7^^ •/■
to determine if reporters - had left-.; his; employment- 
whether or not it might.;safe= for? him tbj return.: \He-;;indicated 
he would contact Specia;i;>Agent. HAROLD/R'^WBSON iater;.in. this 
regard. -■ .* \ •• ’• •

. He -stated- that/V if.. thb-fpreSs^wa's/Still •■active7 fa £ 
his employment , he would .either spend A'Vfew days with his. .; 
father in Center, Missouri^-pr-'-go;.t6.:ihe-Philadelphia^.^/ 
Pennsylvania," area ■. : He- is us ing; the .--suf name’ RYANY and ; .had : 
experienced no difficulty;with 'rp^rters/rsiriceZleayihg:  ̂
Chicago. . .

He had’ contacted ;his ’ sister", Z CAROL’ PEPPERj. telephonically 
but had not seen her-.personally- up tp'.that -.-timez-f'-He; jwas/aware -. 
that she had'visited-her-.father./in .Center:-bn Sunday>'May;;5^ 
1968, but stated she had left prior, to the .arrival of himself 
and his brother, JOHN, which he estimated was approximately 8:00 
or 9:00 p.m., after dark; -

n 5/7/68
On _____________ _at _ St. Louis, Missouri. SL: . 44-775

by
SA HAROLD R. DOBSON jfb 5/8/68

Dats dictated
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FD-302 (Rev. l-25>90)^ federal'burea^

1

8SMii
tgauKtxg^^

? ■ JERRY?:RAY.' tbiephbnicaiiyM'dvlsed^S^
HAROLD R* DOBSON he . had^just; called Vhis-AChicagbV employer?;.^ 
and had . learned no reporters had. been seen?, in :the:/vicinity . 
of his employment bn-the previous; day . <-This^ employer had C 
indicated that- he was -welcome to;return.- if. ?he;; so desired, : \

.':„• ■.::V^^xpresse<^he-?ijelief3^i;>WQuldtbe*deS^
to remain? iri-V-the St.:Louis.VareaVfdjr/orieVa^ 
and that ifja^check: wit^ .:ep^loyerishbwed;?his;;b^^

• area free ofj.reporters^bn=l!ay ■8>fi96B^hie:'V^ntempiated£^

W-Vl

returning. to; Chicago on?t hat a. date
■W-

: ' '? It-/was intention to stay: with? his-br other./: JOJIN
that night,

He stated thatJat^ the" time.\ Ofr making^actfiwith 
Special Agent DOBSON he ;was Ven route d sister’s / CAROL
PEPPER, residence to: spend? the afternoonwithher:andthat 
he would later- advise; Special Agent DOBSON-of■theV results- ? 
of his conversations With', her..

He stated he had never?lived^atV^
and had never , used that; city'as :a;mailing? address^X^tj-^^r7 1

n 5/7/68 ’ St. Louis, MissouriOn _________________ at ________________ I______________ SL: ?■) 44—775

SA HAROLD R. DOBSON 
by-----------------------:------------------ -

jfb ; A ./V5/S/68

Date dictated. ----
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^srjrTSiKS-ijsrv.'-"^

fFEDERXUBUREAtJ OF INVESTIGAT'lON

a?"

^’V

■ '^^Bf'JERRTllii^tel.eph^ 
HAROLD R/TJOnS’OJTal^Gt30. pirn.?bhCMa^ -
visit, with his sister i\'CAROL--PEPPER;

. : He^ stated ;she; had '.indicated she-bad. hothing specif ically
against'.the Federal^Bureau Of : Investigation ?.(FBI) - which prevented, 
her cooperation...but::thafcshe-bnd7herMusband--  ̂ angry .
with law enforcement^gendraliyibhcaUSe^members. ^ 
Louis /. Missouri,^Police ;.Department-ihad ^ . y
relationship; to subject ^dkher£ husband*s/e^ .
proceeded to advise? other -employees;<Mth$^ .'
her husband had. been.'fegarded -With;suspicionEbyAthem:,^v-\;'-

■ particularlyby,Negro-.fellow, employees
•■ /V » "'‘-->•'! **1* <•’•■ _ 7**5/? V'^SJ'*^***?*'***’4' *•*' '*€!'*"'■* W*

.: -p He had- assured: her\- that \ttie?FBl£h  ̂ disclosed 7 _
any information concerning therelatives;and;that'.the- FBI had 
assured him that ?it was ' interested sin preventingV;; harassment 
of relatives by .the^press^ -He-pointed out .that .his own 
harassment by the press had not, been .caused ..by the . FBI and ■ 
he attributed, the relative lack of press harassment;experience 
by Missouri relatives-..to the FBI .policy., of secrecy.; .

; She and.-her\htisb had 'even; talked
seriously of. selling their .home and'.leaving ; ..

i .She also, expressed her beliefs, to. him that, subject 
was not guilty of;the KING-a^asslhation.W .

' He stated ..that , he would-stay
the night .of May; 7,^ 1968,:; and<wdu^ .-
employer.telephonically. on the morning of May^8,^1968^, He .
stated that in the . event the area surrounding
was free from reporters at that timerlit was. his intention 
to leave St. Louis for: Chicago at approximately noon on . .
May 8, 1968. He stated he would telephonically contact Special .
Agent DOBSON prior to his departure .

_ 5/7/68 St. Louis, Missouri SL: 44-775
On _________________ at__________________ ________ .File g ________________________

SA HAROLD R. DOBSON .? • •: •</ ^f\:jtb< 5/8/68 ' 375 3

by-------------___ _____ _______ _ ' ■ ■ ■ __J  . • ■ • Dntn dictated i_—j----------------— —
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FD-302 (R«. 1-25-30) -^ ^rALbureauofW
ri

. PETERSON atl:45 PM bn May 8, .1968,^He . stated, hejiaddecided not to 
return to Chicago until approximately 2:00 PM :bri.May .9, .1968; He 
indicated, he .would be-required to go-to work, at.the.club where he is 
employed by 9 :00 PM on that date. He statedfurther-:that, he would 
be living at:.a new address ih Chicago, as : the club had obtained new 
living quarters for him; He was not aware of the address at that . 
time but would,determine same .on:his arrival:;in-Chicago;. . : \

\He>?stated hes contemplated; spending the”:afternoon and part 
of the evening at the.residence, of. his. sister.CAROL PEPPER, and . 
that he planned oh having his evening :meal:=there ;

■’ He stated he would call SpepialsAgeht HAROLD R, DOBSON . 
following his.visit with the PEPPERS and that.he would contact . 
Special.

j 

.HI? V . .. 

?sy*

'~X

^...•^

V

......

v. X ■<A ‘S;

Qn5/8/68 «*St. Louis, Missouri
r S;: , -

• File ? L? • 44—775

by SA SPURGEON J. P: aSON/mjb Date dictated 2J1/8/68

Thia document contain* neither recommendations nor-concluaions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 1* loaned to 
VOUP 1* nnrl lie.r'Anfanls zee* **. W* ~ . •
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FD-302 (Rev. 1-25-60) ..EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE .

Ifsw.

i c. •-... .

telephonically contacted Special AgentJERRY RAY
SPURGEON J. PETERSON at 1:40 p.m. on May 9, 1968. He stated 
he was leaving for Chicago in approximately fifteen minutes. 
He indicated his intention to return to his former employment 
at the Country Club but stated that he would not know until 
he arrives there where he will live, as telephonic inquiry , 
with his inquiry with his employer indicated the employer 
has obtained a residence for him as a protection against the 
press. ■■ . ■ ■

• He stated that he would contact the Chicago Division 
on the following day.

He advised further that in his visits to and from 
conversations with his father, JERRY RAYNES, his brother, JOHN 
RAY, and his sister, CAROL PEPPER, he had received no information 
that any of them had been in contact with subject following 
subject’s escape or had any knowledge or information concerning 
subject’s present whereabouts.

5/9/68 St. Louis,. Missouri File# SL: 44-775

SA SPURGEON J. PETERSON :jfb 5/9/68
by Dote dictated-------------------------------------

« —t.« —*t»M VDT T* —t*Ot <w4 4m. *m
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ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

5/13/68

JERRY WILLIAM /RAY was shown the new photographof-his.
' brother, JAMES EARL'RAY, fn"*a  business suit taken sometime in ' 

January or February, 1968. After viewing the photograph, ...

and Ms contents ore not Io be distributed outside your opency.

/ JERRY stated that thg. photograph is a good likeness of his
/ brother except th^"he remembers him being thinner in the ■' 

face. In fact, this particular photograph depicts JAMES 
fuller in the facex than JERRY has ever seen him. '

JERRY advised that his father, JERRY RAYNES, 
Center, Missouri, left his mother in 1951 to live with RUBY 
CARPENTER. RUBY has a son, JEROME, who is presently in ’ 
prison, Jefferson,City, Missouri, and is acquainted with 
the subject. JERRY also knows JEROME since he was in "the . 
reformatory at St. Charles, Illinois, with him. JERRY 
classified JEROME as being “off mentally” and a person who 
very seldom talks to anyone, JERRY believes that JEROME ’ 
may have been in the hospital for the criminally insane at 
Fulton, Missouri, when the subject escaped from prison., 
JEROME is presently doing time for the murder of a Negro. ' ‘ 
JERRY also related that when his father left, JERRY was ’ 
in the Boys' Reformatory at Sheridan, Illinois.

JERRY said that he does not know NEAL EDGAR AEBY, 
JAMES DAVID DAILEY, nor is he acquainted with the Half Way 
Restaurant at 1549 South Jefferson, St. Louis, Missouri. 
He said that he never heard his brother mention DAILEY nor 
does he have any information that DAILEY had ever hidden. . 
his brother from the law. JERRY also advised that he never 
heard of an organization named the “Coolies” nor did he ever, 
hear his brother mention that organization. JERRY said ‘ ;
that when he was in prison, he was involved in a fist fight 
with (First Name Unknown) MENARD, who worked with him .in • .“f. 
the*  shoe shop. He said that he could not recall this '
individual's first name and that there would be no record 
of the fight at the prison since it was not reported nor 
were they observed fighting. He said that on one of the 
occasions when he visited with his brother in prison, he told 
him about it and JAMES was Joking with him because JAMES

u
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said that he was close friends with the MENARD brothers 
who were then in Jefferson City. Missouri, prison with.
JAMES, . . . ■ * ... ...

JERRY said he visited his brother about three 
or four times while he was in prison in Jefferson City, -r-
Missouri, the last time being around 1964. JAMES came to
Menard prison to visit JERRY on one occasion. JERRY again V~ 'ri. 
stated that the last time he saw bis brother JAMES outside . 
of prison was in 1951 in Quincy, Illinois, and JERRY.was 
fifteen years old at that time. The father was still 
living with his mother then. _ __ . -f—

He said that he believes that WALTER TERRY RIFE and 
JAMES went to leavenworth together but that LONNIE RIFE .............  -
never did time with JAMES. He said-that if he had given . ; 
the impression that LONNIE did do time with JAMES in the ‘ 
previous interviews, this was in error. JERRY again stated - 
that he himself has done time in Menard, Illinois, with ? 
both RIFE brothers. ’ . .

He stated that he has no idea as to the present / 
whereabouts of "BLACKIE” AUSTIN and doubts if his brother ; :
has maintained contact with AUSTIN nor would be in contact - 
with him since his escape. He said that of all of the . < / 
persons that he knows of, JAMES was the friendliest and ; >  
closest with AUSTIN, JERRY pointed out, however, that his’ : 
knowledge of this is limited since JERRY was in prison ‘ -
when both AUSTIN and his brother were on the street. He . . 
does know that "BLACKIE” liked his brother and has always " 
talked about him. . ......

In clarification, JERRY advised that his brother ''X^_ 
JOHN first came to Chicago sometime around July, 1960, and - ' 
be, JERRY, came to this area around September, 1960. JOHN 
first worked at Mubphy’s Steak House, He also worked at ' 
the White Pines Country Club and JOHN’S last employment in 3 
the Chicago area was the Indian Hills Country Club, Bloomingdale 
Illinois. JERRY advised that he was employed with his ____ :.
brothers JOHN and FRANK at the Rolling Green Country Club 
beginning in September, 1960 and JERRY stayed there for ’ "
about sixteen months and JOHN for eight or nine months.
He was uncertain to ‘he length of time that his brother 
FRANK worked there 1 • believed he had left a good length
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-^f.-time prior to his death in September, 1963.

JERRY advised that sometime during June or '- *•
July, 1967, when he was living at 2897 Techny Road, Northbrook, 
Illinois, JOHN drove here in a 1961 Plymouth which he had ", 
bought from the father, JERRY RAYNES. At this time, JERRY, 
owned a 1962 air-conditioned Rambler. JOHN was having ” 
trouble with the transmission in the Plymouth and they = , . 
switched cars. He does recall that JOHN transferred some 
clothes and other items from the Plymouth to the Rambler. 
Also, that JOHN left some old shirts and pants and some.......... : 
other papers in the garage at Techny Road and JERRY hid ' ' 
these items above the rafters in the .garage. He said that 
JOHN stayed a couple of days and was in either an apartment • - 
or a hotel in Chicago and did not reside at JERRY’S residence 
while here. JOHN left with the Rambler and both cars sere . 
presently at his father’s farm in Center, Missouri. JERRY' 
said that his wife did not meet JOHN on this occasion but* 
did meet him at Christmas time, 1967, when JERRY and his:....................... '
wife went to St. Louis where they had dinner at CAROL ' :
PEPPER’S house and JOHN was present. JERRY advised that 
JOHN did not know how to find his residence in Northbrook, 
Illinois, and that he, JERRY, met him in the town of 
Northbrook and then JOHN followed him to the residence.
JERRY also advised that his brother JAMES did not ever know 
that JERRY resided at this address in Northbrook.

In previous interviews, JERRY advised that he '
borrowed somewhere between $40 and $50 from his brother ? •
JAMES while JAMES was in prison. He reiterated that state-. : - .
ment in this interview at which time the financial trans- 7” . 
actions from his brother’s account at the Inmates Bank,' - .7*
Missouri State Penitentiary, Jefferson City, Missouri,-were ?■ 
discussed with JERRY. It was pointed out to him that this 
list shows that his brother had sent him $266.25. JERRY 
advised that this must be an error since the only amount 
he recognized was $55.25 which was sent to him on June 22, 
1964. He stated that at this time, he, JERRY, was in 
St. Louis, Missouri, and needed morey to return to Chicago - .
.to obtain employment. He wrote to his brother requesting----^s^^ 
this loan and was in the process of paying JAMES back. when 7^^“^

■ ■’
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.*JAMES escaped. JERRY suggested that the money listed 
him was instead paid to his brother’s attorney, name unknown^' 
in Jefferson City, Missouri. JERRY advised that he himself . 
did not receive money from his brother to be sent to the ‘ .
attorney or anyone else. JERRY advised that this attorney 
had been hired by his brother to handle his appeal and that 
he believed the attorney did visit with JAMES while JAMES 
was in prison. JERRY said that his brother never mentioned 
anything concerning Benzedrine inhalers or any type of 
"bennies" or dope. JAMES never mentioned being involved 
in any illegal drug selling while in prison nor did he . .
ever mention that he was involved in any type of racket 
with a guard. He also never mentioned any guard that he 
was particularly friendly with and in fact, made no comment 
whatsoever concerning the prison officials that JERRY can 
remember. . ■

JERRY also advised that his brother never
mentioned reading any of the James Bond novels and in , 
fact, JERRY did not believe his brother was much of .a 
"reader." The only location that he can recall his brother 
making a comment as to how much he liked it was Tijuana, 
Mexico, and he believes his brother was there sometime in 
1951. The brother made no mention to him at anytime as 
to the identity of any persons with whom he was acquainted 
in Mexico.

JERRY advised that when he left Chicago on this
latter occasion, he stayed with his brother JOHN for two . L . 
nights, with his father one night, with his sister CAROL ' 
one night, at the St. Regis Hotel one night and at the ' ' ■
Mac Arthur Hotel one night. In conversations with his . 
brother JOHN and sister CAROL, they both stated that they 
believe, from newspaper stories, that the subject is the . • 
victim of a frame-up or being used as the "fall guy." He 
also stated that CAROL is concerned over the newspaper ’ 
articles speculating that the subject is dead and she. has 
that opinion. He said that JOHN told him that some people __ 
came to the tavern at the time of the KING funeral request- .

,'ing him to close down for that day which he did not do.

NW 68486



jJOHNalso said that if he himself receives any public 
-^he’\will close down the tavern and leave because he feels 
-’that people will throw firebombs in his place. JERRY 
related that one of the newspaper reporters located and * 
Interviewed a woman named RUBY who works for his brother . . . < 
since JOHN had used that woman’s address about three or 
four years ago. RUBY told the newspaper people that she a . 
did not know the whereabouts of JOHN. JERRY also said that 
in conversations With JOHN, JOHN told him. that the subject ’ 
would be "crazy” to give himself up because even if he . ij, < 
is not guilty of the KING murder, he still would have . . ...
eighteen years to do in the penitentiary at Jefferson City. 
JERRY explained this by stating that his brother has _ ■ 
thirteen years left on his previous sentence and that 
he would get at least an extra five years for the escape. . ;

JERRY again speculated that if his brother 
was KING’S murderer, he would have had to have been paid 
because he could not see how his brother would have obtained . 
enough money to purchase the 1966 Mustang, take the trips' 
he was supposed to have taken and to pay $150 for the .
telescope used in the murder. He said that there was just ”- : 
too much money coming in and in response to a direct ques
tion, he said that he did not think his brother would have 
been able to steal this much money because he would have had - 
"slipped up and been caught." He explained that in his 
opinion, his brother was not an accomplished thief and that 
most of his previous scores were "small time."

JERRY advised that he is presently residing in : 
Apartment 14, 314 Wisconsin Avenue, Lhke Forest, Illinois, 
which rooming house was recommended to the Sportsman’s < >
Country Club by WAYNE CLANDENEN (phonetic). JERRY noted -?-.//■ 
that his ex-wife DJERDIS also used to reside at this rooming > 
house. He said thal he is not listed as a tenant and that . 
the rent of $60 per month is being paid by the country club. .. 
He advised that there is no phone at the building with the 
nearest one four blocks away. He said that he plans to .............  
continue his employment at the Sportsman’s Country Club . 
and will contact SA RENE J. DUMAINE on a daily basis..



He advised that his ex-wife presently works at
a restaurant near the expressway and is living in a motel 
in Wheeling, Illinois. He went on to say that yesterday
there was a knock on the door of his apartment and when
he opened it, his ex-wife was there. She said that she . 
had found him by inquiring of the rooming house manager, 
the room numbers of the last two tenants and then came to
talk with him. He said that they talked of personal matters 
with nothing of interest in this case. JERRY advised that 
he may have to move from this address since his ex-wife . 
might inadvertently give out his whereabouts. He said that 
he was not concerned with the problem of people making ' .
threats against his safety because of what his brother did 
but that he was most concerned of the people who would 
attempt to harm him without making threats. In explanation, 
he made the comment, "Like that guy who shot King, he 
did not make any threats." “ . •

JERRY advised that he will continue to cooperate
with the Bureau in furnishing information.
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JERRY RAY was interviewed outside the Grapevine Tavern, 
Illinois and Arsenal Avenue, at which time he stated he had arrived 
in St. Louis the previous day and spent the night with his sister, 
CAROL PEPPER. He indicated that during the previous week he. was 
in Chicago, Illinois, where he had been hiding in a Chicago hotel, 
which he had left un-named, in an effort to avoid reporters and 
newscastors. He indicated that while in St. Louis he will either 
stay with his sister, CAROL PEPPER, or at the St. Regis Hotel 
under the name of JERRY W. RYAN. He exhibited to the interviewing 
agent a recently obtained Illinois driver’s license under that 
name. RAY stated that he intended to visit his father at Center, 
Missouri, tomorrow and then intended to return to St. Louis on 
Thursday, June 20, 1968. He then plans to leave for Memphis., 
Tennessee, on Friday, Jun® 21, 1968, where he intends to obtain 
employment until after the trial of his brother, JAMES EARL RAY.

RAY stated that he has not heard from his brother in 
London, however, did make the comment that he still does not 
believe that his brother killed MARTIN LUTHUR KING and that he 
was paid to establish the ERIC STARVO GALT identity.

■ -tx nr^TATNED
‘ .Li ' "Zxi 18 L.1-Z1.C? • Y-i-D

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ r^iiL . . . . . . 8
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On 6/17/58 St. Louis, Missouri Hie #SL 44-775
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Information set 
established activities of 
ERIC ETARVO GALT, visited 
November. 1967•

forth below covers the 
captioned Individual who, as 
Mexico during October and

MEXICAN GOVERNMENT RECORDS

On April 11, 1,968, at Atlanta, Georgia, a 1966 
white Mustang bearing Alabama license 1-38293, was ' 
recovered. This car had vehicle. identification number 
6T07C190647, and on the car was Mexican tourist sticker 
bearing Folio number H294486, showing that the car had 
crossed the border at Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas.

Investigation at Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, on 
April 12, 1968, shpwed that this automobile crossed the 
border on October 7, 1967. Documents for the automobile 
were Issued to ERIC S. GALT, who had tourist card number 
7475449 and listed Ms^address as 2608 Highland, 
Birmingham, Alabama.^) .

■ IK***”. »♦*..
On April 24, 1968, a confidential source abrpad' 

advised that contact with an official of the Inspection—— 
Service of Mexican Immigration in Mexico City disclosed/&\ 
that this agency had searched records for all departures' n
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JAMES EARL RAY, aka

by land from Mexico during the second half of November, 
1967* This search Included all exit points from the 
Pacific to the Gulf of Mexico, and no record was located 
of the departure of GALT bearing tourist card mentioned 

^"Xabove.^ .

Op July 18, 1988, the source advised that the 
same official was contacted on that date and reported 
that efforts to locate the Mexican tourist card, which 
should have been surrendered by GALT upon his departure 
from Mexico, had been unsuccessful. The official stated 
that his office had directly contacted every exit point 
along the border between Mexico and the United States, in 
an attempt to locate this card, with negative results. 
He stated, therefore,that GALT probably left Mexico without 
surrendering his tourist card, which is a fairly common 
occurrence because of the volume of traffic at all of 
the border crossing points -

On July 18, 1968, this same source advised 
that contact had been maintained on a regular basis, 
since April 12, 1968, with headquarters of the Mexican 
Federal Automobile Registration Bureau at Mexico, D.F., 
the agency where all documents issued to vehicles of 
tourists are eventually received and filed. Officials 
of this agency have advised that,* despite extensive 
review of their records, the tourist Importation permit 
for the 1966 Mustang which was Issued to GALT at the 
border on October 7, 1967, had not been returned to that 
agency from any border crossing point. It was the 
conclusion of these officials, therefore, that GALT 
left Mexicp in the Mustang without surrendering this . 
document. (S')

HOTEL RECORDS .

jAt Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco^foj

A second confidential source abroad advised 
on April 14, 1968, that on that same date EDUARDO 
MARRCC.UI , owner, Hotel Rio, Morelos 86, advised that 
ERIC S. GALT was a guest in that hotel from October 19, 
1967, through November 5, 1967. MARROCUI stated that,

-2 -
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according to his recollection, GALT was alone, and 
MARROQUI / did not recall anything concerning GALT’s 
car or possible friendships with other guests

On April 15, 1968, ROBERTO HONG, clerk, Hotel 
Rio, furnished the registration card for ERIC E. GALT, 
giving his address as 2608 Highland Avenue, Birmingham, 
Alabama* He occupied Room 212 at the rate of 60 pesos 
($4.80 U.S.) per day. The card shows his airrival on 
October 19, 1967, and that he checked out on November 6, 
1967. It also bears the signature "ERIC S. .GALT,’^^

The Document Section of the FBI Laboratory 
examined two photostatic copies of the Registration card 
of the Hotel Rio in the name of ERIC E. GALTjand 
concluded that the questioned writings on the (registra
tion card] were prepared by the writer of other specimens 
received in this matter which have been attributed to 
ERIC £. GALtM\ .

ROBERTO WONG also advised on April 15, 1968, 
that there were no long-distance telephone calls 
charged to GALT’s room,

On April 17. 1968, WONG stated that he 
remembered GALT as a "loner” at the hotel. He said GALT 

-was never seen around the hotel during the day and did 
not stay around the hotel in the evening. He did come 
in to eat. He was always alone, with the exception of 

■one occasion on which LUIS GARCIA, a bartender from 
another hotel, came to the Hotel Rio one morning trying 
to find GALT since he, GARCIA, stated he had left some 
important papers in GALT’s car.

On May 9, 1968, a photograph of JAME? EARL RAY 
taken in California in early 1968 was shown to WONG. 
He identified this photograph as the same person who 
had lived in the Hotel Rio as ERIC S. GALT. g^

The source advised that WRIA DE GUADALUPE 
DIAZ, Calle Galeano 127, was interviewed on April 25, 
1968, and stated that she was formerly employed as a 
maid at the Hotel Rio. She recognized photographs of 
RAY as an Individual who had been a hotel guest some^x

NW 68486 Docld:32989
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months ago and recalled that he had a white sports car. 
fhe said he was friendly but never asked her for a date. 
She said she did not recall ever seeing anyone visiting 
the Subject and could not recall the type of luggage 
he was using. She said she never observed any weapons 
in his room, but did recall that there were several 
nights when he apparently had not slept in his bed. She 
said she mentioned this to the hotel, owner, but that 
there are no records kept concerning incidents of this 
nature and she was unable to recall the. dates when GALT 
did not spend the night in his room.^R/

The same source advised that the records of 
the Hotel "Tropicana” were reviewed on April 15, 1968, 
and showed that ERIC GALT, with an address of 2608 
Highland Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama, registered there 
on November 7, 1967, and departed on November 13, 1967. 
He occupied Room number 417 and paid 90 pesos ($7,20 U.S.) 
per day. 'Accountant CARLOS MANZO, made these records 
available for review and stated that there were no 
long-distance telephone charges appearing on this account.

On May 10, 1968, OSCAR MENDIOLA, clerk, Hotel 
"Tropicana,” advised the source that, according to the 
hotel accounting department, GALT probably checked out 
between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. on November 13, 1967.^^

The Document Section of the FBI Laboratory 
examined two photostatic copies of ^he registration 
card of the Hotel "Tropicana” in the name of ERIC GALTj c 
It was reported that although handwriting characteristics 
noted Indicate the common authorship of the questioned 
"Galt” signature on this item and the other signatures 
in this name, a definite conclusion was not reached, 
partly because of the indistinctness of the photocopies^ 
and partly because of the presence of some variations..

. On April 23, 1968, FELICITAS ZAVALA, Super
visor, Telefonos de Mexico, Central Exchange, advised 
the source that all toll tickets for long-distance 
calls made by anyone from the Central Exchange in Puerto 
Vallarta during the period from October 15, 1967, through 
November 20, 1967, had been forwarded to the company’s 
offices at Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico, and were kept on 
file there • . -

- 4 - •
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^At Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico 1^* • .

On May 17, 1938, a third confidential source 
abroad advised that a review had been made of over 
twelve thousand toll tickets on file at the Telefonos de 
Mexico offices in Mazatlan, These toll tickets repre
sented long-distance telephone calls made from the 
Central Exchange in Puerto Vallarta during the period In 
which GALT is known to have resided there. The source ' 
stated that no. record was located of any calls in the 
name of GALT,

BANK RECORDS

^At Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco^O^-

On April 19, 1968, the second source caused 
the records of the "Banco Industrial de Jalisco, E.A. 
to be reviewed and no account was located for ERIC 8, 
GALT, JOHN HILLARD or HARVEY LO17M7ER, Employees of 
this banlr_were unable to recognize a photograph of the 
Subject,

On April 19, 1968, the same source was advised 
by PASCUAL MORAH GOHZA,LEZ, Manager, Banco de Comercio de 
Guadalajara, S,C,, that no record could be located in 
the files of that bank for any transactions by ERIC S. 
GALT, JOHN HILLARD or HARVEY LOHMYER. Employees of 
this bank were unable to recognize a photograph of the 
Subject. (64

On April 25, 1968, MARCO ANTONIO ROMO, 
Assistant Manager*, Banco de Comercio de Guadalajara, 
S.A,, advised the source that no record is kept in 
that bank of travelers checks issued or cashed there. 
He said that he had personally reviewed the files of 
all Americans opening accounts in the bank for the past 
year without encountering the name of any individual who 
might be identical with GALT. 7S1A
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^At Mexico, D.F., Mexicofc>) -vy-

On June 28, 1968, an official of the Special 
Investigations Department of the Bank of Mexico advised 
the first source that there is only one bank in Puerto 
Vallarta, Jalisco, with safety deposit boxes, and this 
is the Banco Industrial de Jalisco, S.A. This official 
determined that no safety deposit boxes had been rented 
at that bank in the second half of October or the first 
fifteen days of November in 1967. He also determined 
that the bank has no safety deposit boxes rented to 
anyone but Mexican citizens

ASSOCIATES and girlfriends
^t Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico^S^

On April 15, 1968, LUIS GARCIA, bartender, 
Hotel Oceano, advised that he knew ERIC GALT when the 
latter was staying in Puerto Vallarta. He said that 
GALT came to the Oceano Hotel bar several times. He 
said GALT told him he bad served nine years in the 
U. £. Army, but never went anywhere and was now just 
traveling around. He said GALT spoke little Spanish, 
had a serious demeanor, and his walk was slow and very 
erect. He also described him as an individual who was 
dark from sunburn, had a sharp nose, and wore his hair 
in a crew cut.Fpzi

GARCIA said that he and GALT had gone out 
together on two separate occasions after GARCIA finished 
work. He said GALT always drank screwdrivers, but 
only one or two air a time. Ke said GALT was not a big 
spender and recalled that GALT once paid a bill with a 
U.S. five dollar bill, but usually paid in pesos

GARCIA told of a night when he and GALT were 
at the Posada Vallarta to see a floor show and, upon 
leaving, saw a girl named ELISA waiting for a bus to 
return to downtown Puerto Vallarta. They offered - 
this girl a ride and the three went to the Club Los 
Lobos where GALT became drunk or a little ill and went't^

- 6 -
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out to sit in the car. Afterwards, GALT took GARCIA s 
to the latter*s home and said he wanted to stay with the 
girl.^S

GARCIA described the car as a white Mustang 
with automatic transmission and a red interior. He 
said the car had blue license plates with letters of 
another color. He said he told GALT that the plates 
said "La Habana,” and joked with him about FIDEL CASTRO. 
GALT corrected him, replying that the plates .were from 
Alabama. GARCIA also recalled that GALT complained 
that one tire on the car was too large .(p<

GARCIA said that he went to GALT's room at 
the Hotel Rio on the morning after he and GALT had picked 
up ELISA. He said, he saw a portable typewriter there, 
but no firearms

On May 9,* 1968, the photograph of JAMES EARL 
RAY which was taken in California in early 1968 was shown 
to LUIC GARCIA, and he told the source that this photo
graph was identical with ERIC GALTj^J

On April 23, 1968, MARGARITA MONTES MEZA, a 
prostitute employed at the Casa Susana, Matamoros 503, 
.advised the second source that she recalled the Subject, 
but could not remember his name. She said she also 
uses the name "La Chilindrina." She said the first 
night that Subject came to this house, which she esti
mated as being in October or November, 1967, he told 
her he was on a forty-day vacation in Puerto Vallarta, 
but did not cay where he came from or where he was going. 
Che explained th^t she has a very limited capability in 
the English language and that he could speak hardly any 
Spanish. Che said he told her he had a car outside and 
wanted to take her to the Posada Vallarta where they 
could spend the night. She refused to leave the Casa 
Susana, and told him he could spend the night in her 
room, Which he did, leaving the following morning at about 
8 a.m.^J

Continuing, MARGARITA MOHTET said that she 
was absent from the city about eight days, and that^

- 7 -
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when she returned, the Subject was going with "IRMA," 
another girl employed at the Casa Susana. She recalled 
that one day when the Subject came in, IRMA was drunk 
and Subject tried to renew his association with 
MARGARITA. She told him he had better stay with IRMA, 
but he replied that he was through with IRHA. He then 
left the Casa Susana and she never saw him again.

On May 9, 1968, a photograph of JAMES EARL 
RAY taken in California in the early part of 1968 was 
shown to MARGARITA MOHTEE MEZA, and she stated that 
this was the same individual about whom she had furn
ished the above information.^'

On April 23, 1968, ARCELIA GONZALEZ, another 
prostitute employed at the Casa Susana, advised the 
second source that she remembered the Subject as having 
come to the Casa Susana in about November, 1967, but 
did not recall his'name. She said she saw him at 
least three times in one week, and that she slept with 
him on one occasion, but that he was mainly interested 
in IRMA. She recalled thst he had a white Mustang, 
automobile and invited her to go to Yelapa, a nearby 
recreation area on the coast, but she refused to go. 
She recalled that he was using both pesos and U.S. 
dollars in paying his bar bills, but was not able .to 
remember the denominations of the bills he used.

On May 10, 1968, ARCELIA GOHZALEZ examined one 
photograph of JAMES EARL RAY in which the Subject was 
wearing sunglasses, and a second photograph which was 
taken in California in early 1968. She said she 
recognized the photograph with sunglasses as the person 
about whom she furnished the foregoing information, but 
she did not\think the second photograph was a very good 
likeness

On April 23, 1968, RODIMIR BISCARA, bartender, 
Casa Susana, advised the second source that he recalls 
the Subject and that at one time he was talking about 
buying the Subject’s Mustang. He said that he did not 
have sufficient money for the car and had discussed 
trading some land for it. He said he went out in the 
car with the Subject and IRMA, and the three of them wen-
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to see some lots which BIECARA owned. He said that;. 7L..4 
they looked at the lots, but that no serious dlscuEsidn^'"^- 
regarding the trade ever took place. He said the Subject 
Invited him to go to Mismaloya, a beach area near Puerto 
Vallarta. He said that he and the Subject and IRMA '
all went there and spent some time at the beach

BISCARA also stated that, while at the Casa 
Susana, Subject usually drank tequila and Squirt, or 
a drink made from Bacardi rum. He did not recall that 
the Subject smoked, and stated that he knew nothing 
about thejfub jest seeking or using marijuana.

On April 23, 1268, the second source was 
advised by JOSE MANUEL GUZMAN GARCIA, Boca de Mismaloya, 
that GUZMAN and his brother, ELEHO, operate a cantina 
and beach-front recreation area. He recalled the 
American with the white Mustang who came to the beach ' 
with IRMA, a cabaret girl, and "RODI," a bartender from 
Puerto Vallarta, several months earlier. He said he 
did not get a good look at the American because the 
latter stayed on the beach, but that ”RCDI” said that 
the American was spending a great deal of money on IRMA

GUZMAN said the American came back two more 
times and that he had a different American girl with 
him on each occasion. He did not know these girls and 
presumed they were tourists. He said all of this - 
activity was within the space of about one week’s time, 
and took place several months ago.

Cn fey 3, 1268, ELENO GUZMAN GARCIA, Boca 
de Mismaloya, advised the second source that he 
immediately recognized the photograph of the Subject 
with sunglasses as a man who had been at this beach 
several months earlier in a white Mustang, accompanied 
by IRMA, a bar girl, and a Mexican whom he believes 
was RODIMIR from the Casa Cusana in Puerto Vallarta. 
He stated that this man had a noticeable scar on his 
forehead. He recalled that the Subject was fully 
dressed at all times and did not wear sunglasses that 
day. He said that the Subject spoke very little 
Spanish .YaA .

- 9 -
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On April 17, 1968, RODOLFO GONZALEZ, photo
grapher, Posada Vallarta, advised the second source 
that ELIZA had been a cigarette girl at the Posada 
Vallarta and also worked as a camera girl. He remem
bered that she told him that she had an American boy
friend with a nice car, some kind of Ford. He said 
this man gave ELISA enough money to get a place to 
live by herself so he could visit her but, instead, 
she took the money and left for Guadalajara.

On May 3, 1968, FRAHCISCO PEREZ GOMEZ, 
captain of the main bar, Posada Vallarta, stated to the 
second source that he recalled the Subject only vaguely 
and knew very little about him or hie activities. He 
said he did recall that the Subject was dating a girl 
named ELISA who worked in the bar selling cigarettes. 
PEREZ stated that one evening ELISA asked him to write a note for her in English to the Subject, whose name 
PEREZ could not recall. He said it seemed that ELISA 
had accepted some 500 pesos ($40 U.S.) from the Subject 
to rent an apartment for them, but that she had used the 
money to take two of her children to Guadalajara. The 
note was to explain to the Subject how she had spent his 
money and to ask his pardon. He recalled that the 
Subject came into the bar, perhaps that same evening, 
and PEREZ delivered the note to him. PEREZ said all 

* this took place about four or five months ago, and that 
he did recall the Subject had a white Mustang. He did 
not remember ever seeing him again, and was not certain x 
that he could even recognize him if they should meet.

On April 18, 1968, the second source was 
advised by Mr. and Mrs. SALVADOR MEZA, proprietors of a cheap 
motel . at Playa* la Gloria, that they remembered an 
American who drove a white Mustang and came to the hotel 
in about Hovember, 1967, with ELIZA, who was the girl
friend of the photographer at the Posada Vallarta. They 
said he came to the hotel once with ELISA and twice 
alone, and on the latter occasions took a corner room. 
He left about dawn and returned sometime later, locking 
himself in the room all day. They stated. that they 
considered this very strange behavior •'NL } -

- 10 -
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Mrs. MEZA also stated that she recalls the ’ 
same individual coming back a fourth time with a 
prostitute whose name she did not know.'.. She said this 
woman had left Puerto Vallarta for Tijuana, Baja 
California, some time ago.^nZ

At Guadalajara, Jalisco, Hexicoj^^

On April 18, 1968, the third source advised 
that ELISA ARELLANO TORRES, age 20, was. located at 
Guadalajara on the night of April 17, 1968. She was 
living at Apeninos 1764, Colonia Independencia, and 
stated that she was born on January S, 1948, at Durango, 
Durango, Mexico .'^0

ELISA ARELLANO said that she had been employed 
as a cigarette girl and photographer at the Posada 
Vallarta at Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, in November,. 1967. 
Che said that one pight after work ebe was offered a ride 
back to the central part of town by the bartender of 
the Oceano Hotel and a white male American, who later 
identified himself to her as EBIC STAEVO GALT. She said 
that GALT at that time lived at the Hotel Rio, but later 
moved to the ’’Tropicana” Hotel. She recalled his auto
mobile as a white Mustang with Alabama license plates. 
She stated that after this first meeting she had 
marital relations with GALT for about five days at a 
place she identified as the Hotel Las Glorias, which is > 
located on the road to the airport from Puerto Vallarta.

ELISA ARELLANO said that she parted company 
with GALT because be wanted her to buy marijuana, which 
she refused to do. Che said he told her he had made 
various trips to Yelapa in order to buy marijuana. She 
said she saw him around Puerto Vallarta for about 
fifteen days-after they parted company. She described 
him as a white male American, about 36.years old, five 
feet eleven inches tall. regular to slender build, brown 
hair and a thin nose.^Q

Cn April 18, 1968, ELISA ARELLANO told the 
third source that while she and GALT were going together, 
he had asked her to rent an apartment. She said he gave”^

*77
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her 6C0 pesos ($48 U.S.) and was to get more mongg^H^ 
from the bank. She said she went to a person failed17 
’CHICO" PEREZ in the main restaurant of the Posada 
Vallarta, and asked him to write a letter to GALT 
apologizing and stating that she could not see him 
again .7^)

Continuing, ELISA ARELLANO said that she
recalled that GALT only had two or three drinks during 
the time she spent with him, and recalled that he had 
a screwdriver or a vodka and tonic. She said he did 
not smoke, and she never saw him smoking marijuana. He 
told her that he had gone to Yelapa several times and 
he seemed to have a lack of energy, and it appeared to 
tire him to carry on a conversation. She described 
him as a complete introvert. Che said he did not like 
noisy crowds or sounds, and stated that he did not 
like children. One of his favorite expressions was that 
he was very tired, * and she thought that he might be a 
mental case. Che said that he had no scars on his body 
and appeared to have thin legs with a heavy upper.trunk.

On June 6, 1968, ELISA ARELLANO advised the
third source, after examining photographs of the Subject 
wearing sunglasses and the photograph taken in California 

- in early 1968, that she recognized both of these photo
graphs as being the same individual whom she knew in 
Puerto Vallarta, but that in the California photograph 
he appeared heavier than when she knew him. kA.

On April 21, 1968, the third source advised
that IRMA MORALES, the prostitute who was formerly 
employed at the Casa Susana in Puerto Vallarta, had 
been identified as MANUELA AGUIRRE MEDRANO. She was 
born on December 26, 1943, at Rancho Can Isidro, 
which is in the municipality of Atotonilco, Jalisco,

|At Atotonllco, Jalisco, Mexicg^)^ ■ 

On April 22, 1958, MANUELA AGUIRRE MEDRANO
advised the third source that she was formerly employed^ 
at the Casa Susana in Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, as a
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On the next day, a Sunday, MANUELA stated^thaiT^ 
GALT arrived at the Casa Susana about 9 p.m. She believed 
that this might have been on October 29, 1967^ GALT 
drank with MANUELA and noted that there were four 
Negroes and some white people seated at a nearby 
table* These were sailors from a yachts or private boat 
which had stopped at Puerto Vallarta •

She said that one Negro was very tall and 
another was short and fat, about live feet four inches 
tall* The latter was very drunk, and the whole group 
was rowdy and having a good time. GALT appeared angry 
at the Negroes and said insulting things concerning them. 
He said he hated Negroes* He left his table, said 
something insulting to the short Negro and returned to 
his table. All of the individuals at ,the other table 
appeared to be talking about GALT.(j^)^)

MANUELA AGUIRRE said that GALT then went to 
his car and came back to the table. He went again 
to the table where the Negroes were seated and insulted 
them and returned to his own table. He asked her to 
feel his pocket and she felt what appeared to be an 
automatic-type pistol. Ehe believed it to be something 
similar to a Valther «380 automatic. GALT said he was 
going to kill them. The tall Negro came to GALT’s 
table and said something in a peaceful manner, but 
GALT replied in an insulting manner. The tall Negro 
then returned to hie table and took the shorter Negro 
in his arms and took him out of the house. GALT wanted 
to go after them, but MANUELA told him this would not be 
a good idea since it was about 10 p.m. and the police 
were scheduled to visit the house momentarily GAlff 
said he wanted nothing to do with the police,

MANUELA AGUIRRE said that GALT visited the
house again on the following day and told her that he 
would not see her for several days. He said he wanted
to rest and would only sleep and eat. He next returned 
on what MANUELA recalled as a Thursday of the same week
and told her that he planned to move to the 
Hotel. He spent more than 200 pesos ($16 U 
drinks and left about midnight. (hHWA

’Tropicana” 
C.) for
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On the following day, according to MANUELA 
AGUIRRE, GALT arrived between 8 and 5 p.m. and she, 
MANUELA, was drunk and said that she did not want to 
go to bed with him. GALT remained to drink at one of
the tables and there was a photographer present, causing 
MANUELA to request that a photograph be taken of GALT 
with her. GALT did not want his photograph taken, but 
she insisted. He told her that he planned to go to 
Yelapa on Saturday or Sunday, and that he did not like 
to go out in Puerto Vallarta on Saturday or Sunday 
because there was so much noise and so many people 
around.

She said that GALT arrived at the house 
between 8 and 9 p.m. on the following Monday. He 
ipvited MANUELA for one drink and was very serious and 
impolite. He was angry with her for her actions on 
the previous Friday. He asked her to marry him and 
she refused. She said that he had previously asked her 
to marry him. He said that if she would not marry him 
he was going to invite out some of the other girls. He 
spent the rest of that [evening with ARCELIA and went 
to bed with ARCELIA^jM .

MANUELA AGUIRRE said that she saw GALT 
again about three days later, but did not talk with 

' him. She said she did not believe that he. saw ARCE LI A 
or any of the other girls. again, and that she herself 
did not see him again .(X

She recalled that GALT drank gin or whatever 
other drink the bartender at the Casa Susana served 
him. He did not smoke, and sometimes stated that he 
did not smoke anything except marijuana. She stated^ 
however, that she never saw him smoke marijuana,

MANUELA AGUIRRE said that GALT spoke practi
cally no Spanish and the bartender interpreted for him. 
She said that GALT had an old pair of sandals that he 
liked very much and which he said had been bought in 
Europe. She said she told him to throw the sandals 
away and buy new ones, but he did not want to get rid 
of them. She recalled that he definitely could not 
d“ce-
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£

MANUELA AGUIRRE made available the photograph 
of GALT wearing sunglasses, which had been taken at the 
Casa Susana in Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, on or about 
November 3, 1967. She said the photograph was taken by 
a traveling group known as "Foto Rapida, 

jAt Puerto Vallarta, Jallsc^f^)

On April 22, 1968, CARLOS PEREZ, Foto Taurino, 
Hotel Oceano, advised the second source that Foto Rapida 
was a concern made up of four or five men who came to 
Puerto Vallarta in the fall of 1967 and were there less 
than a month. This group spent most of its time in the 
nightclubs, bars and other places frequented by tourists. 
They used only Polaroid cameras, and there were no 
negatives or records kept of the photographs taken. He 
said all members of this group had left Puerto Vallarta 
and that their current whereabouts was unknown.

On April 24, 1968, LEOPOLDO CISNEROS, Assistant 
Manager, Dairy CLueen Shop, Main Plaza, advised the second 
source that in the fall of 1967 this shop was known as - 
the Discotheque Cafe. He recognized a photograph of . 
the Subject immediately as an almost daily customer 
for a period during the fall of 1967. He said that 
Subject came in for three or four weeks about 3 p.m. 
each day and had a hamburger and a Pepsi Cola. He said 
that the Subject, in the beginning, usually ate a half
dozen small green chilies with his hamburger. After he 
stopped ordering these chilles,he told CISNEROS that a 
doctor had advised him to stop eating them.

CISNEROS recalled that the Subject drove a 
white Mustang which he parked outside the shop. He said 
he had also seen the Subject around the Hotel Rio. He 
said that on two occasions, the Subject was accompanied 
by a heavy-set Mexican man whose name was not known to 
CISNEROS. CISNEROS said this man had been a regular 
customer in the past and is believed to be a United 
States citizen. 7hen CISNEROS asked the Subject whether 
he had known this man in the United States, the Subject 
replied that he was just someone he had met on the beach.
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FIRESTONE DELUXE CHAMPION TIRE, SIZE 7.50 X 14

In connection with the recovery of the white 
1966 Mustang at Atlanta, Georgia, on April 11, 1958, it 
was discovered that the right front tire on this car was 
a Firestone Deluxe Champion, size 7.50 x 14, six-ply 
rating. Stamped on the tire were the words "Hecha en 
Mexico," with the following identifying numbers: 
2-ME-2; BD-33595; M20Z031154. The tube of this tire 
had a stamp thereon: ”G7, General Popo 7.50 x 14. 
Made for Heike Poc, General Popo, S.A,, Mexico D.I.”

pt Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, MexicojG^

On May 7, 1968, JUAN MANUEL FREGOSO GUTIERREZ, 
Avenida Mexico 50, advised the second source that he 
operates a gasoline station at the corner of 31 de 
Octubre and 31 de Mayo, and that his wife operates a X A 
Firestone tire store which he owns at Avenida Mexico 50. (Py

May 7, 1968, Mrs. GENCVEVA CURIEL DE 
FREGOEO, proprietor of the Firestone Store, advised the 
second source that she did not personally recall seeing 
the Subject or his car since she was upstairs in her 
apartment at the time of the transaction. She did

• recall that an American came in several months earlier 
to buy a 7.45 x 14 tire and, since they did not have one 
in stock, the clerk sold him a 7.50 x 14. Mrs. FREGOSO 
said that this man asked for a discount because the tire 
was the wrong size, and the clerk called up to the 
apartment for authority to give the discount. Mrs. 
FREGOSO said she authorized a ten percent discount on 
the sale.^p •

Mrs. FREGOSO could recall nothing further about 
the actual sale, and stated that her brother had mounted 
the tire on the car, but could recall nothing of the 
incident. She said the store kept no record of tire 
serial numbers except to note them on the sales slip 
at the time of the sale for guaranty purposes. Che 
searched invoices of tires received by the store from the 
Firestone factory and noted that there were no serial 
numbers in these invoices. She was, therefore, unable to 
state whether a particular tire had ever been in their 
inventory, ’
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TERESA FERNANDEZ, clerk, Firestone Store, 
AvenIda Mexico 50, advised the second source on May 7, 
1968, that the photograph of the Subject wearing sun
glasses was immediately recognizable as a man who came 
into the store one morning to buy a tire. She said he 
had apparently come from the General Popo Tire Store
two doors away. She could not recall the^date, 
believed that it was in January, 1968.

but

Miss FERNANDEZ remembered that the Subject’s 
white Mustang had a tire which was badly road-damaged 
and he asked for a replacement, size 7.45 x 14. Since 
there were none of this size in stock, she said, he took 
a size 7.50 x 14 Firestone tire, but requested a discount 
since it was the wrong size. Miss FERNANDEZ said she 
spoke to Mrs. FREGOSO, who was in the upstairs apartment, 
and a ten percent discount was authorized. Che said 
that, since the tire was slightly larger, and because the 
use of tubes is always recommended due to the difficult 
terrain, the fubject walked to the General Popo Store 
and came back with a tube which ho had purchased himself. 
The.tire was. mounted outside the store by Mrs. FREGOSO’s 
brother.

Miss FERNANDEZ searched for the sales slip 
recording this transaction, but was unable to locate it. 

'Che said that the Subject did not give her his name, . 
and that, since he was not a Mexican, she did not bother 
to ask his name or to note the serial number of the tire 
on the sales slip, since this is only done for guaranty 
purposes, fap) .

Continuing, Miss FREGOCO said she lives near 
the Casa Susana and, after she sold the tire, she 
remembered seeing the same white Mustang parked on 
Calle 31 de Octubre around the corner from the Casa 
Susana. The car was parked in front of a vacant lot 
and she thought this strange since she saw it there 
about 8 in the morning on several occasions while she 
was walking to work. On one occasion as she was on her 
way to lunch, she saw the Subject park his car and 
walk up and turn into Matamoros Street. She said she 
never saw him with any other person and that he was alone 
the day he came to the store to purchase the tire,
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On May 7, 1968, ANA MARIA MADERO, clerk, 
General Popo Tire Store, Avenidn Mexico 32, advised the 
second source that the code ”G7” indicates that a 
tube with this marking will fit a 7.50 x 14 tiro. Ghe 
said she did not recognize the photograph of the 
Subject or recall his car. Che could find no record 
of a sale of any item to^ERIC GALT from October 7, 
1967, to May 7, 1968.

Miss MADERO stated that if she did not know 
the name of the person to whom she made a rale, but 
knew that the sale was connected with a purchase ma.de at 
the Firestone Store, she normally put the name of 
MANUEL FREGOSO on the sales slip. In this connection, 
a review of the sales slips showed that a G7 tube was 
sold for cash to MANUEL FREGOSO on October 26, 1967, 
and on January 13, 1968. In each case, the price was 
57 pesos ($4.56
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^MUP.KIN, ~ hss OP L-JT^ER

AT APPROXIMATELY TWO FORTYFIVE PM INTERVIEW

JAMES EARL RAY DY SAC, MEMPHIS AT TENNESSEE STATE

WAS BEGUN WITH

PRISON. INTERVIEW

CONCLUDED AT APPROXIMATELY THREE THIRTYFIVE PM. RAY ON ENTERING

ROOM SAIT, "YOU'RE THE GUY WHO TESTIFIED. I DON'T WANT TO TALK . 

TO YOU OR ANYBODY FROM THE FBI." RAY WAS ASKED TO SIT DOWN AND 

WAS TOLD IT WAS POSSIBLE WE HAD THINGS WE COULD TALK ABOUT. RAY 

SAID, "l'M KOT COING TO TALK ABOUT CASE AS I'VE BEEN MISQUOTED 

ENOUGH." HE WAS UNABLE TO POINT OUT ANY SPECIFICS WHERE FBI HAD 

EVER MISQUOTED HIM. HE WAS ALSO TOLD FBI HAD NOT INTERVIEWED ' 

HIM SO IT WAS ROT POSSIBLE FOR US TO MISQUOTE HIM. RAY INDICATED

HE BETTER GO EACK TO CELL AS SAC WAS ONLY TRYING TO TRICK HIM

;■ • INTO TALKING ABOUT CASE. HE WAS THEN REMINDED/JF HIS GUILTY PLEA
: REC41

IN OPEN COURT AND WAS ASKED IF HE INTENDED 10 CHAciSfe—TS?^?? n£

: SAID-'NO. . _ - 18 W 17 1369

L,- >. v, RAY .THEN'CRITICIZED HIS ATTORNEY ART ‘ HANES, 

• HANES WAS KOT GOOD ATTORNEY AS HE REFUSED TO INVESTIGATE'CASE. ■ ’

SAC INTERJECTED THAT HIS ATTORNEY HAD HIRED INVESTIGATOR ,. TO

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR
-—.... . -
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PAGE TWO*

WHICH PAY REPLIED, ~HE'S HO GOOD EITHER, AHO KE OHLY BEGAN TO 

INVEST! DATE A FT'.’ D.' YS “ERDRE THE TRIAL." °AY STATED HANES REALLY 

WASN'T FIS ATTORNEY AS WILLIAM 3RADF0RD HUIE KAO HIRED HANE? TO 

GO TO LONDON TO ACT AS ATTORNEY FOR RAY, IN RETURN FOE STORY

|CONTRACTS. RAY WOULD NOT AMPLIFY ON CONTRACTS 3UT DID STATE KE 
]:iad too hundred thousand dollars in contracts out. ray said he

hadn't ~ EC DIVED any MONEY on any of these contracts yet. HE ALSO saw 

HE HAD CONTRACTED WITH PERCY FOREMAN REGARDING POSSIBLE STORY.

ALSO SAID PART OF.KIS CONTRACT WITH FOREMAN WAS THAT RAY WOULD 

NOT ETAR'ACS FOREMAN ID COURT. - WHEN -SEED IF THAT IS WHY HE 

SAI" PC T’1 COU^T V1* PE ^OS" T*'’’ “A KE COMMENT R-Y SAID HE 

WOULDN'T TALK ADOUT IT ANY MORE.

KE THEN DECAYS CRITICAL OF FOREMAN, SAYING HE WOULDN'T 
T

INVESTIGATE HIS CADE EUHER. SAID THAT FOREMAN CAME TO HIM

WITH A NEGATIVE ATTITUDE, SAYING “YOUR EEST DEFENSE IS TO PLEAD 

GUILTY OP YOU'LL GET THE DEATH SENTENCE." RAY INDICATED DIS

SATISFACTION WITH KIS PAST ATTORNEYS. HE SAID HE WAS TRYING TO 

GET AN ATTORNEY IN GEORGIA NOW. HE .REFUSED TO IDENTIFY THIS 

ATTORNEY. CSAC FAD PREVIOUS DISCUSSION WITH WARDEN LAKE 

RUSSELL AT PRISON AND 'WARDEN HAD ADVISED RAY HAD TOLD HIM HE 

END PACE TWO ■
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WAS MAKING EFFORTS TO GET U.S. STOKE?., AN ATTORNEY IN GEORGIA, 

TO REPRESENT KIM. J. B. STONE?. WELL KNOWN FIGURE IN VARIOUS WHITE 
HATE GROUPS IN GEORGIA.) ’

’ ' PAY ALSO SAID HE DIDN'T WANT TO TALK ANY MORE ABOUT "

ANYTHIN’, Af RE FELT HIS ATTORNEY WOULD BE ABLE TO REOPEN HIS 

CASE. HE ALSO SAID KE HAD LETTER PREPARED TO SEND TO SENATOR 

EASTLAN" AND THEN IN ABOUT TWO OR THREE MONTHS HIS CASE WOULD BE 

CLEANED UP. HE INDICATED HE MIGHT THEN BE WILLING TO SIT DOWN 

AND DISCUSS THE CASE FULLY.

AS'I SIGNAL SMALL TALK OCCURRED AND RAY BROUGHT UP FBI TV 

SERIES. KE WONDERED WHY FEI ALWAYS HAD TO LET THE CRIMINALS . 

D’AU FIRST BEFORE THEY WERE SHOT. HE WAS TOLD THIS IS ONLY 

CONSISTENT WITH THE FACTS, AS GUR WEAPONS ARE USED ONLY IN SELF 

DEFEiNSE. HE EXPRESSED SOME SKEPTICISM. HE THEN ASKED IF FBI ' 

' THOUGHT KE WAG STUPID ENOUGH TO LEAVE HIS FINGERPRINTS IN THE ' • ‘ 

AREA WHERE A PUBLIC FIGURE WAS KILLED. HE WAS ASKED IF KE WAS ’ 

TRYING TO TELL SAC THAT SOMEONE PLANTED HIS PRINTS, AND IF SO ' 

HIS STORY WAS GETTING THIN AND SAC WOULD LEAVE. HE THEN RAISED 

SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT NOT EVER HAVING BEEN IDENTIFIED IN A ' 

END PAGE THREE - - ' ' /
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:LINEUP AHD VAS NOT SURE THAT A NY ONE COULD. IDENTIFY HIM. HE THEN 

■ INDICATED EE HAD READ IS A CANADIAN PAPER THAT ONE CHARLIE - ' • 

'STEPHENS COULD PROBABLY IDENTIFY KIM AS HE. THOUGHT . \ 7. 

'/CHARLIE STEPHENS HAD A -SOOD LOOK AT HIM IN ROOMING HOUSE. HE DID 

.. NOT WANT TO DISCUSS THIS FURTHER. " - • ’

, ; HE THEN FURTHER CLAIMED THAT KO ONE HAD IDENTIFIED HIM . - 

WITH A PHOTOSRAPH UNTIL HE MADE SOME PHOTOGRAPHS AVAILABLE ON

. THE VEST COAST. THE ABSURDITY OF THIS STATEMENT VAS POINTED OUT

. TO HIM AS HE KNEW THE STATE HAD SEVERAL WITNESSES WHO COULD 

IDENTIFY HIM. ’ '

HE VAS ASKED IF HE DIDN'T VAN! TO TALK ABOUT SOMETHING ELSE, 

• SUCH. AS HIS TRIP FROM LOS ANGELES TO NEW ORLEANS. HE SAID MO, 

THAT HE HAD MADE. A MISTAKE GETTING MIXED UP WITH STEIN. HE SAID 

■STEIN WAS ONLY A ’’HIPPIE.** ' HE WOULD -NOT TALK FURTHER ABOUT STEIN 

’ ;■ OTHER MISCELLANEOUSMATTERS COVERED. WITH. RAY INDICATED 

' -SAID ME NEVER RECEIVED A PROPERTY'RECEIPT. FROM' BUTLER OF SCOTLAND 
- - *’ V - f. * ’ •  •; . - = . ■ ' * ' _ \ „
• WHEN ARRESTED THEREHE jBAI'D/TH^ oM/- \

• A-*■ ' *■ ~ ; >», ; * 1 -- -
* * 1 > * . = < - ’ ..*?•*“ ■. = - . • ■ • • . - , -

.-lvalue at - some future- pate jW/refused; to /clarify' this / ■
1 <■ * « " - -- 1 - “ ...... ’ '’.T«’•..■■• * ' 'f. \ * 4»' , * ’ * • , * *' A- «M." ,v L

!' - 7;\ HAY /WOULD .-NOT.'AT 48Y TIME. DISCUSS CONSPIRACY OR ANY ASPECTS

■ Dr.liX.IIE 'CONilNUOUSLY^CLAIMEDBE'WlTER FOR. HIS./ -• ;
• ■ ... - ■ /■.'••- . ' .-

> VEND PAGE FOUR. '?^?' ;; .
' ,:_•■<’■ \. ■ ..'V. . .'••/• '.-.A .■■..aii’ft V Z? , ;■■ •; AC-c/--'" •
‘ . - ’ * - • .... - • - . I" ' ... * * ;••'.* ’

’* —.•” *■ - * *. . ’ x Fs- . » C ” ' ' • ■». t* ‘ "* , * *.K _ . , .* * -« . ' *• •’ "*
: - •'. • J

- T.'J . - ? •’• - ' .>• ; -i- •./.■•■;.-■' '• ■: ; '• ■-. ..
'.// -'.A.-; ‘ ;. —J-.«Y ■- ’W > ..- V ../"W X W

-v .. '■ . -' -* ‘ •■ ?■-■■.• ;.• ■/•.... •• •.

.. ?. V-.'■ ' -V. • -• "A. \ /■.V..-‘;. 7 ■

- - • .v '• ’ A* ~ ' ' - ' ’L* * *. / ' '. ?• T,' ' ‘'.'s’ 1 - . ’ . - - * - ■ - » —
f ‘ „ r ’ ’ ‘ A A ’- - ' , ” • ’ ‘

“ ?a\^ ?• /-s7r*;’/*t•* - L

‘ • -i' • *' ‘ . y. A ** • • • * . *a r J, V ? D • -A- <. r -•- A<.. .: -'A' * v* „• 'U. •'.-V—**-•** jL., „
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STATISTS BUT WOULD NOT CLARIFY WHAT STATEMENTS. HE DID., HOWEVER, 

SAY ABOUT CLARK THAT IF HE WAS SOFT ON CRIME AS THE NEWSPAPERS 

SOMETIME EE?SITE? THIS .

AT THIS TIME SAC ASKED RAY IF EE WOULD NOT LIKE TO MEET A 

PAIR OF ASSOCIATES OF SAC, AGENTS JOE C. HESTER AND ROBERT F. BOYLE. 

RAY SAI? EE DID NOT WANT TO TALK TO FEI BECAUSE ALL THEY WANTED TO 

DO WAS TRICK HIT.. FA? AT CONCLUSION OF INTERVIEW SAID HE DID 

ROT WANT 73 TALK TO ANY OTHER AGENTS AT THIS TIME. HE WAS TOLD 

THERE WERE TWO OTHER AGENTS WITH SAC. HE DID MEET THESE TWO AGENTS 

JUST P^IOE TO BEING RETURNED TO HIS CELL. HIS PARTING COMMENT 

WHEN GOINS T?’ROUG” CELL DOOR WAS, "TAKE A GOOD LOOK AS YOU MAY BE 

(LOOKIN'* FO~ ME AGAIN."

C-C IDLE FAY THAT HE ’-’OULD RECONTACT HIM AGAIN TOMORROW 

MORNING AUD PERHAPS COULD AGAIN ENGAGE IN SMALL TALK. RAY 

SAIE "MAYBE I WILL NOT TALK WITH YOU AGAIN." '

A-IGAMGEMENTE WILL EE MADE TO SEEK SECOND INTERVIEW IN 

A. M. VITE RAY.

END PAGE FIVE . .
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL bureau of investigation

1 Date _______4/3O/68________

^BO DEL MONTE, Bartender. Rabbit*s Foot Club, 
5623 Hollywood Boulevard. Los Angeles, California, 

radvised that his home address is 1229 North Bronson, 
Los Angeles, California. He advised after observing ■ 
photographs of JAMES EARL RAY, that RAY was. identical 
to a customer who frequented the Rabbit’s Foot Club, 
from approximately January until the middle of March 
1968. He described RAY as wearing usually a dark suit, 
with’a bow tie. He said that his appearance was that 
of a rural person from Alabama, who has Just recently 
come to the "big city”. He said that RAY wore his crew 
cut to long, or he was allowing his hair to grow.

DEL MONTE recalled the incident in which RAY 
became involved in a heated discussion with a Caucasian 
female and began dragging her towards the door of the 
bar saying, ”1’11 drop you off in Watts and we’ll see 
how you like it there”. DEL MONTE recalled that shortly 
after this incident a Negro patron of the Rabbit’s Foot 
Club, and his date, were struck on the head by a rock or 
brick while in a nearby parking lot.

DEL MONTE acknowledge that RAY often spoke' 
support for Governor WALLACE. ■ ■

DEL MONTE said that RAY drank vodka straight 
or in screwdrivers. DEL MONTE said that RAY purchased a 
key for the key club, which is operated by the Rabbit’s 
Foot Club. He stated that he believes RAY gave him the 
name ”DOUG COLLINS”, when he purchased his key. DEL MONTE 
said that the writing of this name was by himself, and RAY 
furnished no other information as to residence.

On 4/22/68 pt Los Angeles, California f;ip # Los Angeles 44-1574

SA E. RHEAD RICHARDS and^^ ' ■
by SA. DENNIS C. LEMASTER^CL/dp Date 4/26/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

t ..PERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATk

1 n„)g 4/30/68

•JAMES, Eo MORRISON, Bartender, RabbitTs Foot.Club, 
5625 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, GalTfoiTLxa7~advised 
'that he ^resides" at 1911 Grace Avenue. Los Angeles, ■ 
California. He was shown photographs of JAMES EARL RAY, 
and he advised this individual is identical with a customer 
who frequented the Rabbit’s Foot Bar. He said that he 
recalled this individual because of his frequency as a 
customer at the bar. MORRISON stated that he became engaged 
in a political discussion with RAY concerning ROBERT F. 
KENNEDY and GEORGE WALLACE. He said that RAY became rather 
incensed and vehemently supported WALLACE. On one other 
occasion, MORRISON said that RAY had a discussion with a ’ 
frequent female customer of the bar whose name was PAT GOODSELL. 
This discussion concerned Negroes and civil rights movement. 
.MORRISON said that RAY became very involved in the argument 
and began dragging her towards the door saying, "I’ll drop ’ 
you off in Watts and we’ll see how you like it there". . 
MORRISON said that another customer, who knew the girl, separated 
them. MORRISON said that subsequent to this event GOODSELL 
died through an overdose of some type of medicine. He said 
that she formerly resided at the Carlton Towers, an apartment 
complex,in the neighborhood. He discribed her as:

Race Caucasian ‘ .
Sex Female
Age Approximately 27

■ MORRISON said that RAY habitually drank vodka or
screwdrivers. He said that he was a very quite customer and 
it was unusual for him to become involved in an argument.. 
MORRISON said that he believes he used the name "DOUG" while 
at the bar. ’ .

4/22/68 at Los Angeles, California « Los Angeles 44-1574

SA E. RHEAD RICHARDS and
SA DENNIS C. LEMASTER/DCL/dp Date dictated 4/26/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. . ,
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D STATES GOVERNMENT 77zk*-T

emorandum
: Mr. W. C. Sulli

h

: Mr, F, J, Baumgardner
1 - Mr
1 - Hr

CLARENCE BENJAHIN JOKES 
SECURITY. MATTER - COMMUNIST

1 
1
1 
1
1 
1 Mr

CelMiont 
Evans
Hosen '• '
Sullivan 
Baumgardner
Eland 
Donohue
Shaw •

(blur* 
Gar:^.

t ver.n

T’rtiw

This is a recommendation requesting the .Attorney .General'* s
.ority for the installation of a technical surveillance covering 
home telephone of Clarence 'BenJanin Jones, as well as the' tele- 
.cs covering Jones*s lav/ firm and the Ghandi Society for Human 
.ts, a Negro welfare organisation in which Jones plays a very, , •{

You will recall that on 7/16/63 the Attorney General advised •
stant Director Evans that in view of the possible communist iaflu- 

• in the racial situation, ho desired that consideration be given 
lacing a technical surveillance on Uartin Luther King, leader of 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference,' and Clarence Benjamin 
s, a Hew York City attorney, who is closely associated’ vzith King 
Attorney General indicated ho was not concerned with the reoor-

put 
lete

into effect and that, he thought it advisable to-have as 
coverage as possible, ,

is a 
Nev/

Q

Jones resides at 5505 Independence, Ay.enue, Bronx, New Yo.rk 
partner in the. lav/ firm of Lubell, Lubell’and Jones, 165 Broad 
York City, He-is the General Counsel for the Ghandi Society

an Rights, 15 E: treet, Hew York City, an organization
d to lend support to Martin Luther King, Jones is on the Reserve 
. He is extremely active in racial matters and serves as the
el for Martin Luther King, In 1353-54 Jones was an active member 
c .Labor Youth League,-an organisation cited as subversive under

Order 10450, He has recently been in frequent contact withitive 
mist Party, USA, leaders irf Hew York City concerning racial '

Pursuant to the Attorney-General* request that considcra-
be given to placing a technical surveillance on Jones our Hew

• Office was requested to conduct a survey to ascertain if such .
*age is feasible and could bo conducted with full security. Hew 
teletype 7/19/63 discloses that technical surveillance coverage 

cnes’s residence, law firn and the Ghandi Society for Human Rights 
Jones spends a great deal of fir.e. is feasible and can be con-

_d with full security. nrinM i/ '•'7/) / J?

7.018/7 document is prepared in response to •iinv.rfrf,qunst and. is not
Il ^-T-ation on! ;i>lc yovr Committee. Its hy
f/z ft y^'.r Committrc a,id the content may nuto« disclosed to unaaUidriZcd person 

J u net without the express approval of ike . «-'• ''—
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tel

ShC, Atlanta (IOO-667O-E)

am: Director, FBI (100-442529)

IK-I
DM J

C
U

M
M

-F
O

I

y April 19, 1965 

1 - Mr, 'j^D. Donohue 
1 - Mr, W.T. Forsyth 
1 - Mr. Phillips

JUNE

Reuralrtel 4/15/65 which advised that Martin Xuther 
King, Jr., was planning to move his residence during the i?eek 
of 4/12/65 to a recently purchased heme located at 234 Sunset
Avenue, IJ.V., Atlanta, Georgia, and that he was planning
have two telephone numbers at his new residence It wa

to 
stated.

that it was apparent that present source at King’s residence.
’WOUld be di: tinned as a result of the move

Bureau authority was requested to conduct a survey on the new 
residence co that appropriate recommendations might follow 
concerning technical coverage there. You assured full security 
for this survey.

Bureau author! 
full security is assured 
installation, limiting y 
so thau any break in cov

granted for the survey provided 
:c- no action relative to'
ticn only to survey

advise Bureau of time and date of.discontinuance 
residence. ZOA ih

Keep Bureau promptly advised 
developments,

SFP:hbl:tef
(6)

£L*u.e ‘is* at’
=o< Johnson Avenue

authorised 10/15/o3 and-installed 
we received the then Attorney Gen 
of this coverage, it was to be on

cn

•. Expedite 
Promptly 
at old „

Atlanta, Georgia. It was.
.1/6/63. It is noted that when 
’al's authority for installation 
ling’s residence or at any

been a most prol 
relating to 
of the results o

£ may move. This source has, of course

After receip 
aendations, a

wlll/te prepaid 'a’ldrtg^withre-ny necessary corresponded 
ccv General> 3 t

ts preward 
vow tomm^rc

t t

Is 11 e i- to official proceedings by
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A'Lcmoranduiii
TO 1 V. C. Sulliv?^ »ati:

from : j. Baumgardner
F

SUBJECT: BARTIK LUTHER KING, JR. 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

J. Baumgardner
F. Phillips

Holtes. 
Cccdr —

ther Vassmer of thethat E* . C ^^^has reported
^St. Peters Jesuit School in New Jersey recently contacted the 
^headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference

at Atlanta, Georgia, which Conference is headed by Martin Luthe 
King, Jr. Father Wassmer indicated that St. Peters wanted to 
give King an honorary degree on 6/6/65. King’s secretary 
indicated to Father Wassmer that King would advise at a later
date whether he could accept the degree. /If,*
OBSERVATIONS: ’ ' * , _ , ' ‘

It Wall be recalled that we previously were able to 
alert proper authorities at Marquette University when that, 
institution was considering King for an honorary degree. As 
a result of information furnished on a highly confidential 
basis concerning King, Marquette did not give King an honorary 
degree. It may be possible that similar action on our part in 
the current instance will avert the action which is contemplatec 
by St. Peters Jesuit School.

RECOMMENDATION:

If approved, we will determine from ou£ Newark Office 
what its relations are with the St. Peters Jesuit School and
whether there is some individual there in high authority who covv'lCv^ whether there is some individual there in high authority who < 

c* be confidentially briefed concerning Kin^-^ojjn^]^^ will not 
given an honorary degree. Upon approval; tnxs memorandum 

As afrshould be routed back to Assistant Director Sullivan for the

100-106670

call to the SAC. Newark, .in this matter

2 JAW 22 1965

ALL Iliyor^ ifTW rn 
FT^t;? rr-'-vr

A



Com*

'/TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Felt

//Xm 
SeUMe 

Tewl —

r TtaM. 

Tele- Be 

Moisei. 

Gee^r —

UNITED STATES G< iRNMENT .

Memorandum
Mr. Mohr

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
REVEREND YOUNG AND REVEREND ABERNATHY 
VISIT TO FBI HEADQUARTERS, JANUARY 11, 1965

fa my memorandum of January 8th, it was pointed out that Reverend 
Young wanted to come to Washington today together with Reverend Abernathy and see — 
Mr. Hoover if possible. It was recommended and approved that the Director’s regrets 
be expressed and Leinbaugh and I saw these men at 2 p.m., today.

’ . • Both Reverend Young and Reverend Abernathy seemed to be highly
।uncomfortable during the interview-.Reverend Abernathy 'started Out.as the spokesman 
i£N ^r* but bugged x«ul*cz shwitly and IJcvcrczd'Ymmg, who id much mere _ 
• articulate, carried most of the discussion.

Initially, Reverend Abernathy said that there were three points they 
wished to discuss with the FBI and he said the first of these had to do with communist 
infiltration into the civil rights movement. He said that they all realized that Reverend 
King, as the leading civil rights spokesman, was subject to persecution. He mentioned 
the pamphlets which had been distributed showing a picture of King at a Highlander 
Folk School meeting and he mentioned the constant problem of keeping communists out 
of the civil rights movement. Reverend Abernathy said that Jack O’Dell had been 
brought into Reverend King’s organization but that O’Dell did have a bad background 
and communist connections and that he had, therefore, been dismissed from the staff 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). Reverend Abernathy said 

ithat there had been statements made challenging Mr. King’s loyalty but that the truth is 
Reverend King has always attacked communism in his speeches, in his book, and that 
their entire movement is "clean” in this respect. A n

J/J ) —hs ' ' &~ — ocr*. 47'-^z /
Reverend Young then spoke up and mentioned that both O’Dell and 

Levinson had been possible problems.and he said that in the past their organization 
had tried to get assistance from the Department regarding the background of these 
individuals but had been generally unsuccessful. Reverend Young said thee, had the

{problem of evaluating such people and-w at could be done
— 13 JZ: S

I pointed out that me-aiis&b&«®.$iKsry simple, that the FBI can’t give 
stout information and that our files are confidential. He wanted~t© know what the SCLC

nnrirm on

7,5(9 fn your :
-er c. .Qm
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DeLoach to Mohr memo, 1-11-65 A. " < - 5
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. ' ' 4

could do to protect itself or to get detailed information regarding individuals with I 
questionable background and he was informed that the House Committee on Un-
American Activities did have extensive records which were available to all citizens *
and that this source could be of possible background assistance.

Reverend Young and Reverend Abernathy said they hoped they could 
come to the FBI privately and they were told that they should always feel free to come 
to us at any time and they were reminded that Director Hoover had emphasized this . 
point when he had seen them with Reverend King in November. Reverend Young 
made some comment about a press release. He was told that the FBI had no intention 
of making a release concerning their visit.

Reverend Abernathy spoke very generally, pointing out that people 
were always "making charges" and "innuendoes" against Mr. King. He said there 
are claims that Dr. King is getting rich and he is using organizational funds-for 
his personal use. Reverend Abernathy said the fact is Mr. King receives no salary 
from the SCLC whatsoever. I took occasion here to point out that certainly matters 
relating to the usage of funds within their organization were of no concern whatsoever 

the FBI and that the FBI confined its activities strictly to its statutory limitations * 
and that we did not have time, let alone the authority to probe into other matters.

Reverend Young said it looked like there were some attempts to 
smear and ruin the civil rights movement; that just lately there has been some new 
evidence in this regard and that very obviously the activities of Mr. King and 
the SCLC are under close surveillance. Young said that as a recent example, King 
went to the home of Young's secretary while she was in the hospital so that he could 
do some writing in private. Reverend Young said that shortly after King arrived in 
the secretary's apartment he was tired, was taking pills that made him groggy and 
went to sleep. Shortly afterwards he was awakened by a fireman who reported there 
was a major fire at this address. King reported that after the fire trucks left, the 
phone in the apartment began ringing but that no one would answer. Young said that 
only he had known that King had gone to this apartment, but that he also had called 
Reverend Abernathy and told him where King was and that as a result of this he was 
certain someone had been tapping their phones. - - - - -

Since Reverend Young had mentioned the possibility of surveillance, : 
he was asked if Reverend King believed he was being followed. Young said he had 
no such information. He said he did feel though there must be some sort of con
certed organized campaign that was being directed against King and the SCLC-

Young added that the SCLC takes for granted its phones are tapped and said he realized 
^e Government might have a legitimate interest in their official activities but 

wondered about the governmental interest in people’s private activities.
*
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DeLoach to Mohr memo, 1-11-65 A,
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. ' .

I very carefully pointed out that certainly the FBI was not interested 
in any matter beyond the scope of our jurisdiction. I explained carefully the very 
limited use made by the FBI of wire taps. I pointed out that wire taps were used 
in certain zfiajor espionage cases, or in a kidnap case where a victim’s life is at 
stake, that there were very few such taps, and that each and every case required - 
the express authority of the Attorney General.

At this time both Reverend Young and Reverend Abernathy interrupted 
to say that they, of course, knew better than to imply that the FBI would be involved.

Reverend Abernathy stated that there were three points they had 
wanted to discuss; communist infiltration, allegations that King was getting rich _  
on the civil rights movement and the third point had to do with allegations about 
the personal life and moral character of King. Abernathy bogged down a bit at this 
point and saidthat, "We all are human beings... We all make mistakes." I tried. 
to bring out what he meant and asked why he was making such statements. Abernathy 
said that he was not going to make allegations against the FBI but that some things • 
sjrere going on they jus*nrt nndeTstand. ._______________________________ .

• - -

। Reverend Young said that King had been receiving some letters
| charging him with immorality, that these letters attacked his personal life and he 
pointed out rather lamely that "All humans make mistakes.",

I told Reverend Abernathy and Reverend Young that a lot of people did 
come to the FBI with rumors and stories and that as a matter of fact, we had heard 
allegations reflecting on Dr. King’s morality but that certainly we took no action on 
such rumors. I emphasized that any prominent person or leader of a movement must 
be most careful in his private life and that such a leader’s reputation should be 
above reproach. I also noted that these rumors regarding King were prevelant 
outside the FBL • /

Reverend Abernathy said there had been some problems in the past; 
that when Reverend King goes to make a speech people always want to hold a little 
party or reception for him and that there is alcohol at these parties. Abernathy 
said as a Baptist minister King does not participate in drinking affairs but some
times it is hard to avoid attending receptions where drinking does go on. 

- * ' ’

Reverend Young said that he was deeply concerned about irresponsible 
’ usage of personal information on the part of scandalmongers and wondered if there 
^could be any "leaks" from the Government. He was assured that there were no leaks 
§r/om the FBI, that the Director ran a tight organization and that any irresponsibility 
on the part of any Agent would not be tolerated. Young said he did not feel the FBI 
was responsible and said that just the other day King had received a letter vh ich 
brought up the "female question,w and added they have been getting 8 or 10 bad letters 
WWfeDgch±32989755 Page 536 . ..................... . , .



DeLoach to Mohr memo, 1-11-65 - '
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. ' ” .

Here again he was asked why he was telling us this and Young replied 
that they were worried and concerned, that maybe they were overly concerned, but 
that it seemed the campaign against King had been stepped up since he had received 
the Nobel Prize. Young spoke about constant threats to ruin King and threats on _ 
King’s life. He was told that if any threats were made ■which would come within the 
FBFs investigative authority, the full facts shodd be made available promptly so that 
the matter could be thoroughly run out and investigated. . . .

Reverend Abernathy brought up the fact again that all meh make
mistakes and blunders but that King had become the symbol of nonviolence and that
it would be tragic for both the North and South if King should be ruined and if some
demagogue like Malcolm X would move in and take over the civil rights movement. _. 
He said it would be tragic if Dr. King were destroyed. He was asked if there was 
vulnerability on Dr. King’s part or if he was being blackmailed. He sad that every
body has skeletons in their closets and he said that Dr. King was really a moral 
person, that he had a deep love for all of mankind—I refrained from commenting 
here-^and that King was very moral and that in the last year Dr. King had been - 
especially careful to avoid anv actions which could be misconstrued by racists and

©hers out to destroy King. ’

Reverend Young tried to get "down to brass tacks" but was unable 
to do so. He spoke of the changing sex standards in the country, talked in general 
terms about people being tempted and making bad judgments and spoke about the 
spiritual nature of their movement and the fact that God uses "frail vessels” in 
carrying out His precepts, knowing full well the weaknesses at men. I asked him, 
as a minister of God, if he condoned sex degeneracy. He replied that people have 
different standards and different ideas as to what the sex norm is.

I made a final attempt to pin down the precise nature of their problem 
but neither man would come out with any specifics—only statements that ’’they” were 
trying to ruin King and the.civil rights movement and that this would be tragic for 
the whole country. Both ministers said they knew and appreciated the fact that the 
FBI would not be a party to vilification of King and I said this was true, and that 
while we naturally were aware of rumors concerning immorality on King’s part/ 
we had no cause to look into such matters. / .

' Reverend Abernathy ^aid he wanted to be very frank and wanted to
|| raise a question as to whether some Agents might overstep their authority in the Souti 
||and might engage in actions which were not known to FBI Headquarters. I 
^emphasized this was absolutely impossible, that our Agents carried a very heavy 
l^ase load, that we knew what our Agents were doing at all times and always knew 
j(their whereabouts.
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DeLoach to Mohr memo, 1-11-65 4^ .. f ,
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr. , X '; - .

Both visitors said, of course, they accepted and knew this to be . 
a fact. They mentioned one incident of a Georgia Bureau of investigation man 
checking on one of their meetings. They also mentioned the possibility that private . 
investigators may have been hired to probe their activities. .

They said they had no other problems and I assured them that they 
should always feel free to call on us if anything should occur within our investigative 
authority. Both ministers agreed to do so and added they appreciated the 
opportunity of stopping by. ,

. Throughout the visit, both Young and Abernathy were ill at ease
iand it was obvious that neither of them could bring themselves to discuss any 

specific allegations of immorality on King’s part. ......... :

ACTION:

« For record purposes.

• fa A *

q^z
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Be: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IK RACIAL 

MATTERS - A CURRENT ANALYSIS
100-442529

(2) The attached letters, with enclosures, to 
the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the 
Director of the Secret Service be forwarded to the Liaison 
Section for transmittal* /

VW

©
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’Loach to Mohr Memo 
Martin Luther King, Jr.

.old the Senator I preferred not to speak with Dr. Olds about this matter and that I ' 
inted him, Senator Saltonstall, to know that under no circumstances should this infer- 
atioh be attributed to the FBI. The Senator assured me that he would treat our infor
ation on a confidential basis; however, he might possibly have to take Dr. Olds into . . 
s confidence. • .

I had been back in my office approximately 30 minutes when Senator . 
iltonstall called me. He stated that Dr. Olds was in his office at the time, having 
•opped by as result of a trip to Washington to work on the President’s poverty program, 
‘nator Saltonstall inquired if I would see Dr.. Olds right away.. I told him that I was-----  
ed up on otner matters and it would be impossible. He next inquired if I could see - - 
r. Olds at 8:00 a. m. on the morning of 4/8/64. I told Senator Saltonstall I couldn’t do 
its inasmuch as I had a commitment to attend a breakfast meeting of a civic group. He 
ten closed the conversation by stating Dr. Olds would call me and arrange an appoint
ment. I asked Senator Saltonstall if he had disclosed the remarks made during our 
re^Lous conversation to Dr. Olds. He stated that he had inasmuch as lie wanted « 
Wolutely certain that I to.d him

at under the circumstances then that I would see Dr. Olds. • '

Dr. Olds, after making an appointment, came by my office at 4:00 p. m., 
^8/64. He opened the conversation by stating that he fully recognized the necessity to 
eep the information concerning King in strict confidence. He stated he wanted us to 
tow that he would maintain this confidence and would not advise anyone of this informa- 
on,. He pointed out that he had been very shocked when Senator Saltonstall told him ci 
lose facts and had insisted that Reverend King be prevented

. Dr. Olds, who impressed me as being a very 
^risible, intelligent individual, stated that due to the fact that he will keep this informa
Ion confidential, it would be impossible for him to ”uninvite” King

He stated that the "liberals” on his Board of Trustees 
ould probably tear him to bits if he now cancelled King’s appearance. I told Dr. Olds 
t this point that any action he took in this regard was entirely up to him but that no 
iformation was to be attributed to the FBI and that we were to be kept strictly out of 
its matter. He stated he fully recognized this fact and no one would ever know that ths 
BI. had given Senator Saltonstall this information. Dr. Olds did say that he would take 
mmediate steps to . He said
e wanted to think about the possibility of but
t this step of the game he did not see how it could be done. . •

Dr. Olds expressed a desire to shake hands with the Director some day. 
Ie indicated he had issued the Director two invitations in the recent past to receive ar. 
onorary degree and make the commencement address at Springfield College. However, 
. NW68486 PocM:32989755 Page 542 ’ . V . • *



Loach to Mohr Memo

ACTION:

For record purposes.

he Director’s schedule had caused him to not accept these invitations. I explained the 
)irector’s heavy schedule and the fact that he was reluctant to leave Washington whie 
Congress was in session.

' Upon leaving, Dr. Olds assured me that no information would be release 
and none would be attributed to the FBI. I told him that we would, of course, deny any 
[such information had been furnished. At this point he advised me that, of course, his 
main reason for coming to the FBI was to determine if we could suggest any course of 
action he might take. I told him we could suggest nothing, that any action.taken was 
entirely up to him.

a
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— —----------- ---- —------- :----- :----. J7 •-------------------------------- i * « t -» ■»*'—*
* ' — Mr. Belmont

; fw,M : Mr. p. j xgardner^ wF — Mr. Mohr
• '* -- X — Mr. DeLoach
I % ' 1 ~ Mr. Sullivan
( ' »v»yECT: HAKPIN LUTHER KING, JR. 1 - Mr. Bland .
i" SECURITY SUTTER - COMMUNIST 1 - Mr. Baumgardner
i 1 — Mr. Ryan 1—Mr.* t
4 ' tly memorandum to you March 19, 1964, concerning the conxxu
* influence in racial natters advised that we had learned that Spring
j College, Springfield, Massachusetts, and Yale University, New Haven
J Connecticut, were considering the conferring upon Martin Luther Kin 
: : • of honorary degrees in June, 1964, but that to date no definite pla. 
• *\^had been perfected relative to either institution. We indicated th;
I ^ere initiating appropriate checks as to the availability of sue]

%'^established and reliable sources at these institutions which would
, x ^permit the heading off of the conferring of honorary degrees to Kinr 
I We indicated an intention to proceed along lines similar to that tai 
# ' ' recently which prevented King from getting an honorary degree from 
•4 Marquette University. The Director noted n0K” relative to these
Z intentions of ours. Instant memorandum recommends that an extremely

« discreet, contact be made with Senator Levereti^altonstall (Republic 
. | Massachusetts) who appears to be in a position to. assist the Bureau

H • »in the matter relating to Springfield College. A separate memoranda 
i • ‘will follow relative to Yale University.

*- . Boston SAC Handley has advised that although the Boston
- Office files are negative concerning Springfield*s President, Dr. G1 
(' • ^.Olds, Handley has been able to determine that Olds is very close to

x Sargent Shriver and Olds spends half of his time in Washington, D. C 
t .'s assisting Shriver in matters relating to the Peace Corps and study 
! - on poverty. Bureau files on Olds are favorable; he is a theologian 
: . and has visited Russia on one occasion. . 5>z.. ' ■ •

Handley suggested Senator Saltonstall as a possible contact
as he is a member of the Board of Springfield College. Saltonstall 
is on the Special Correspondents* List and we have had limited but 
* * a number of years. He is usually/friendly relations with him for 

- written a congratulatory letter upon his re-elections

Enclosure

100-106670.v«,'*P
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OBSERVATIONS: ' . -

Because of Olds* close association -with Shriver, it would 
not appear to be prudent to attempt to deal with him* It appears 
from our study that Senator Saltonstall is the most logical indi
vidual to deal with and that if he were personally approached by 
Assistant Director DeLoach and orally briefed, in the strictest of 
confidence, concerning King, he would be in a position to take the 
necessary action to prevent King from receiving an honorary degree 
from Springfield College*

RECOMMENDATION; .

If approved, DeLoach should personally orally brief 
Senator Saltonstall in accordance with the attached “Top Secret” 
summary indicating King’s communist connections and degenerate 
make-up* . (This is the same summary we previously used in the 
Marquette University situation)* It should be’made clear to 
Saltonstall that the information is being given him in the stricte. 
of confidence with the thought that he might desire to use it in 
preventing king from receiving an honorary degree from Springfield 
College and thus save that institution from embarrassment because 
of King’s connections and character. It should be emphasized to 
Saltonstall that under no circumstances may this information .ever . 
be attributed to the Bureau.





TO W. C, Sullivan

FROM J.

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER.— COMMUNIST

1 Belmont
1 W , Mohr

DATE: 11/10/64

1 - Mr. DeLoach

Cob*

1 Mr. Evans
Mr. Rosen

1- Mr. Sullivan
1
1
1
1

Tkhi»»________  
T«l». Roc _
Ifolaes________

-Mr. Bland
-Hr. Baumgardner Q 
- Liaison -/
- S. F'. Phillips |?^ZZ

* •' We are recommending dissemination to the White House,
Secretary of State Rusk and the Acting Attorney General; 
Information concerning plans which arc under way by Martin Luther 
King, Jr., and his associates (men with communist backgrounds 
•such as Bayard Rustin) for welcoming-back festivities when King / 
returns to the U, S. from Norway where he is to receive the •. u/r 
Nobel Peace Prize,12/10/64.

।

■r >1

We have received information from our reliable sensitive 
Sources in New York City regarding recent contacts between King, 
Rustin, Ralph Bunche of the United Nations (UN) and Harry Wachtel, 
the latter being another King advisor with a communist background. 
Such'activities are in the planning stage as a fund-raising speed 

,by King at Carnegie Hall; King being received at the UN with the 
•possibility that others present at the UN will include Leonid I. 
Brezhnev, First Secretary, Communist Party Soviet Union, and \ 
Kwame Nkrumah, President of Ghana; and a possible ticker tape 
parade.' Bunche is king considered as possible chairman of the 
committee honoring King and contact has already been made with 
White House aide Lee White to have President Johnson present 
in New York City although no commitment; has yet been made by the 
White -House. Efforts also being made to have King see English 
Prime Minister Harold Wilson in London and to have an affair in 
London honoring King which will raise funds for King’s work in

' Mississippi. 7?^.

J A

Concerning Kin^possibly meeting Wilson in London, 
Rustin is scheduled to go to London 11/11/64 to work on this 
matter.* A separate memorandum from F. J. Baumgardner to / 
W. C. Sullivan was prepared today (11/10/64) concerning the * 
Wilson matter and recommending alerting the.British to King’s
intentions and

100-106670

1 - 100-442529

5

background./*, —
• /' i Jadvised Rustin did not z

WpWw London 11/11/64, butQ . has space on 8:30 p.m. flight 1'1/12
."•’ V'i ' JEC*3O' t;

/ COTOIMED - OVER ‘t’ r
SFP:j£d /z



Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan 
From F. J. Baumgardner • 
RE; MARTIN BOTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670 . . . .

RECOMMENDATION:

Attached for approval are letters to the .
Honorable Bill D. Moyers, Special Assistant to the 
President, The White House; Secretary of State Dean Rusk; 
and the Acting Attorney General, copies to other Department 
officials. These letters transmit a memorandum containing 
a summary of.pertinent information in this matter. Copies 
of the letterhead memoranda from which this information 
was obtained are being separately disseminated to CIA, the 
military intelligence agencies, and Secret Service. J. '

2 -
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FROM

J

- y;..W) .ST V! !>

’ 'Memora / Ar um
Mr. Sullivan-

LNMENT

DATE:

pi r

Deiz>ach 
Wick

11/3/66

r I.* L
SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, 

SECURITY M/sTTER -*C

1 - Sullivan
1 — Baumgardner
1 - D. Wells 

i » -
'Loro

PURPOSE: To obtain approval to alert friendly members of the 
Dews media field of the meeting between Martin Luther King, Jr 
President, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and . 
James Hoffa, President, International Brotherhood of Teamsters 
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers Union.

a o 
v w p

£ £

^'BACKGROUND: You were previously advised that according to 
on 10/17/66 Clarence Jones, a former member of

the Labor Youth League, a communist-front organization, and 
now a principal adviser to King, was attempting to arrange 
a meeting between King and Hoffa. Jones informed Hoffa’s ' 
attorney that King thought Hoffa’s union might want to , 
sunnort the civil rights movement to a greater degree because1
of its 450,000 Negro members, 
-ery sensitive regarding this 
publicity concerning it.

Jones advised that King is 
meeting and does not want any

On October 30, 1966, 
-Hoffa had agreed to meet with
Washington, D. C., on 

^November, 1966. This 
'was to advise Hoffa’s 

King by 10/30/66.

th is same source advised that 
King in Sofia’s office in

either the second, third, or fourth of 
was to be a luncheon meeting, Jones 
aide what date was agreeable with

£ On 10/31/66 advised that Jones was
In contact with the Teamsters Union. Since King was unable
to meet on any of the above dates, tentative plans were made 
to hold the meeting on the ninth or tenth of November, 1966 
If these ‘ _
date was 
November

days are not satisfactory,' an alternate meeting 
scheduled for one day during the week of
14, 1966 REO 3

c t
The New York Office has been alerted to notify\he

Bureau immediately when a date and time have been set for-vn^l 
/this meeting. ; * ,

‘ CU'^'FV"'’—z-'1

\ 100-106670 gy-

DMW:deh< DAH U u LAo j i r i i < i i

CONTINUED -OVER

PEGU: z.
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Baumgardner to Sullivan Memorandum
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-10G670 *

QBSEEVATIONS; From the above, it is apparent that' King is 
‘in dire neea of funds. Secondly, he dislikes going to 
HOffa because of Hoffa’s unsavory reputation. King 
undoubtedly feels that this association might reflect 
unfavorably upon'his public image. On the other hand, 
it would appear Hoffa might be concerned with the white 
backlash within his own union ranks should it become 
known that union funds may be expended to promote Negro 
objectives. It is therefore felt that both men have 
just reason for keeping this meeting secret. Any 
publicity concerning it would probably be extremely 
embarrassing to both parties. - ...................... „

« •
* ■

• It would appear that the meeting may be virtually
spontaneous and time in this instance could be very critical.

if RECOMMENDATION; A Bureau official be designated now to 
I alert irxenaly news media of the meeting once the meeting 

4 c lenrnRd that arrangements can be made for' 
appropriate press coverage of the planned meeting to
expose and disrupt it

ADDENDUM: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, 11/3/66,FJB;deh“ '■

Special Agent in Charge Donald E, Roney of the 
New York Office called at 3 p.m,, this date. He said that 

’ through a reliable source they had learned that Clarence 
Jones had contacted King today. He told King that z
arrangements have been made for King to meet with Hoffa in 
Hoffa’s office in Washington, D.C., for a luncheon meeting 
on November 9, 1966. Jfing agreed and they then discussed 
the possibility of having Stanley Levison, a long-time

i communist and now a principal adviser to King, attend the 
I meeting. They thought this was a good idea and would try 
'^to work it out.Z^l Z



UNITED STATES Gt LAMENT

Memorandum
TO /

FROM F. .J. Baumgardne

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
SECURITY MATTER - C

DATE:

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

DeLoach 
Wick 
Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
Shackelford

PURPOSE: To obtain authorization for the attached 
concerning Martin Luther King, Jr.’s contacts with

I

G-

article 
James R

Hoffa to be given ip a friendly newspaper contact for 
publication. _

BACKGROUND; As you have been advised, 
'Clarence Jones, a former member of the 

• a communist-front orgaization, and now 
to Martin Luther King, Jr., President,

. stated 
Labor Youth League, 
a principal advisor 
Southern Christian

Leadership Conference, was in contact with Paul,O’Dwyer, 
New York City attorney and brother of former New York City 
Mavor William O’Dwyer, Jones wanted 0‘Dwyer.to arrange a 
meeting between King and James Hoffa, President, inter
national Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen

/

M

C

H . ‘ 
•
J-?

and Helpers Union. Jones advised that King is very sensitive*" 
regarding this meeting and docs not want any publicity con
cerning it. If a meeting could be arranged, King, accompanied 
by Jones, would be willing to meet Hoffa at Hoffa’s corrvenicncc 
O’Dwyer promised to help arrange this meeting. Hoffa*s •

* previous record of wheeling with union funds would
indicate a reluctance on his part to pour union funds into the 
civil rights movement; a move which would accrue no direct 
•benefit to hiss individually.' This appears borne out by his 
indicated reluctance to meet with King and thereby be con
fronted with King’s version of his (Hoffa’s) responsibility 
to aid the 450,000 l?egro members of Hoffa’s union by 
contributing financial and moral support. Disclosure of 
King’s transnarent arter.pt to blackmail Hoffa with the large , 
Negro membership of Hoffa’s union,to solve the Southern , fdj 
Christian Leadership Conference’s financial problems, would 
cause an uproar among leaders of organizations having large 
Negro memberships; pointing out their own vulnerability to 
such a squeeze by any unscrupulous civil rights leader. This 
potential collusion between large labor unions and the civil 
rights movement could also react to the detriment of the 
Negro in that through large financial donations, an
unscrupulous labor leader could subvert the legitimate aims 
and objectives of the civil rights movement to his own 2 V 
purposes ' " 1

£ s 5»a Enclosure

• UNCV?2^z5

100-106570
RLS:deh'//
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Baumgardner to Sullivan Memorandum 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
100-10G670

Public disclosure of King’s intentions in this 
instance appears timely, in that it points out Hoffa’s 
susceptibility to King’s plot and the intention of 
King to virtually engage in extortion to obtain needed 
funds. Disclosure would be mutually embarrassing to 
both men and probably cause King’s quest for badly needed 
funds -to fail in this instance.

RTCOMMENDATI^:

. That this memorandum and the attached article 
be referred to the Crime Records Division for - 
appropriate handling. The article is on plain unwater
marked bond paper. . .



DATE:

UNITED STATE^J. JE.\J

. ’Memorandum
Mr. DeLoach

S»M : R. Wick * . J .

vbject: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - C
PROPOSED MEETING WITH "
JAMES R. HOFFA, 11/9/66

It was previously recommended and approved that Crime 
Records alert friendly news media regarding a proposed meeting between 
King and Hoffa 11/9/63. •

E

* ft..

c

\ 
i s 
/

' Through a reliable source we learned late last night 
that in view of publicity in the New York Doily News regarding this 
proposed meemtg, xmig cutu ills aiues had decided that it would bo 
unwise to meet with Hoffa. It was further ascertained that King was 
still due to arrive in Washington at 11:30 AM this morning, it being noted 
that he had a speech scheduled at Howard University this evening.

We alerted Julian Morrison, a very friendly reporter with 
the Washington News, and Sid Epstein of The Star regarding King’s 
arrival time in Washington. The reporters cornered King as he came 
off the plane and quizzed him about the meeting with Hoffa. King at 

’first told the reporters that the meeting had been cancelled and he seemed 
I to be flustered at the reporters* appearance. He then ducked into a 
»mens* room at the airport with his aides and upon emerging told 
the reporters that there had been discussion regarding his meeting Hoffa 
but that he had no further comment at this time, and he had decided to 
hold a press conference later on this afternoon at the Statler Hotel. 
King then left the airport with Clarence Jones who had come down earlier 
from New York, and with an attorney with Jones by the name of Philip , 
Sipser, who identified himself as a labor lawyer. //

Morrison advisee! at 3:15 PM this afternoon that he had 
finally gotten through to King’s party at the Statler and had talked to 
King’s aide Reverend Andrew Young. Young at this time informed Morrison 
that the meeting between King and Hoffa was off and he claimed that the 
meeting had been cancelled last night. //
Euc’c.-jure
// .-|'/fr.'rDeLoach
1)Mr. Sullivan'

UED - OVER ‘V T.



Wick to DeLoach
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.

Security Matter - C . -
Proposed Meeting with James R. Hoffa 11/9/66

. ' Morrison pressed him for details and Young-said that the
I proposed purpose of this meeting had been "misinterpreted. ” He said

King had wanted to have an off-the-record discussion with Hoffa regarding 
tiie problems of the Negroes in the Teamsters and Young claimed that 
King’s outfit had worked closely with the Teamsters in Atlanta and 
Chicago and they felt it was time for them to meet the Teamster head. 
Young said it was difficult for King to have a private conversation with 
anyone in view of his prominence and reiterated that the v/hole matter 
had been "misinterpreted and distorted." Reporter Morrison continued 

| to press Young and Young finally acknowledged that King might try to 
»have a meeting with Hoffa at some other time.

Morrison advises that The News will carry a picture tomorrow 
of King arriving in town, together with the information sei out above.
The Star is also going to report this meeting.

It is felt that our counterintelligence aim to thwart King 
in receiving money from the Teamsters has been quite successful to date.

the on
,buift 1 have
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‘UNITED STATES C A NMENT

Memorandum f
To!w*  _ 
D*Loceh

* * tr The attached article has been prepared with
no letterhead relating it to the FBI and is on unwatermarked
bond paper

TO Mr. W. C. Sull! DATE: October 27 1966

'Callaaon 
Conrad ■

Foil—:------------. J Col.

FROM

SUBJECT:

F. J. Baumgardner/-',/^
\ QI

MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr 
SECURITY MATTER - C

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Wick
Mr. Sullivan '
Mr. Baumgardner
Mr. Shackelford

I
I

r-

. It is based
S entirely on public source information and we are recom- 

Jmending that it be referred to the Crime Records Division 
£ with the idea that it can be given to a friendly newspaper 

j t contact such as David Lawrence, who is Editor of the U. S.. 
; J News and World Report. .... *

The article was prepared because the cry/ 
. । ^'Q-,of "black power” is a most timely issue in the country today. 

This issue has split the civil rights movement and has caused
P’ - i-? civil rights leaders to take sides .for and against -’’black ‘ 
. ‘ power.” However, Martin Luther King has been attempting 

to'.straddle the issue, based on advice given him by his . 
/ advisors with communist backgrounds. The attached article 

indicts King for his failure to Taxe"^. stand on the issue 
and ■ at the same time exposes the degree of communist influence 
oi^him;k _ . .. . '

*-*'  It is felt the'public should again be .
reminded of this communist influence on King, and the 
current controversy among civil rights leaders makes this 
timely to do so. . • •'

REC. 3S
/ . y That this memorandum and the attached article]

v\ tiie Cr*me Records Division for appropriate

RECOMMENDATION:

V

■NW 6'8486 Docl
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. Is the civil rights covesent dead? Floyd McKissick, 

National Director of the Congress' of Facial Equality (CCEE), 

says it is • Be reportedly commented to that effect durrag a 

panel discussion on October 25, 1966, at a Philadelphia .

conference of radio-television broadcasters sponsored by the

Westinghouse Broadcasting Association. , In addition, McKissick

is quoted as having added that "what we have nor? is a

revolution, for black people to take what they can for

themselves." -a o

If the movement is dead, as McKissick asserts, he

is one of the individuals most responsible for its demise
c

McKissick has loudly echoed the "black power" cries of c

Ml 
loefc

Stokely Carmichael, leader of the Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee, and it has been their demands for
05

revolutionary action which stopped the civil rights movement^?-:

in its tracks

In so doing, they have brought to a halt ten years

of concentrated effort on the part of noderate Negroes and

whites who support the movement. When 

it seemed to signify the end of an era

disillusionment for Negroes throughout

the movement be;

of disenchantment and

the land and the

beginning of a period in which true justice and equality for 

all would be established in fact as well as in name, •

t.U.

ISO

C 5

j

——— . • Thanks to the McKissicks and the Carmichaels, progress ■
er . ' * » -

----toward that goal has stopped and the big question today is zvv

whether the movement is "dead as a doornail" as McKissick claim.'
'ar.

Roots -
or whether the setb pk is temporary in nature

—________ MAE. ROOM I___I TELEXYP;
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' . Ttespo^, civil rights leaders been appalled

at the ham done by the cries of ’’black poster.” In addition, 

they have taken a strong stand in an effort to Slight the 

: wrong. Boy Wilkins, A. Philip Randolph and Whitney K, Young, 

* . Jr., Joined forces and issued a public statement in which - 

. •. they clearly and unequivocally denounced "black poser” and its

. '* Inherent danger to both the Negro 2nd the Nation.

* \ . J f Unfortunately, their courageous action wss under* ‘

. .. mined by the one saa in the civil rights movement who holds *

• . in his hands the power to silence the rabble rousers and give

* ' tha noveaent renewed eonentwa. That nan, of course:, is -

' Martin Luther King, Sr,, whose activities lave invested hia 

with the mantle of leadership in the movement since it began 

in Montgomery in IPSo. * ' : J

; • At first it appeared King had wholeheartedly Joined

- , with Wilkins, Randolph and Young in their renunciation of

'' ~ •’black power.” Be reportedly endorsed their statement which

■ ; appeared in "The Hew York Times" on October 14, 1OGS. for

. ' the first tine in 32027 months, Billions had reason to believe

. and hope that the civil rights movement had rid itself of a

. cancerous growth and would resume its progress with renewed

. health and vigor.

' < Much to the amazement and dis-aay of many. King % 

killed this hope almost immediately, Within three days after 

- the statement appeared denouncing "black power,” ”The New York 

Times” reported that King had "clarified” his .position con-

■ cerning it. Reportedly, he agreed with it in ese&uce but did

■ ■ not wish to be included as a signer. .
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King’s palliating and ambiguous position on the 

issue is difficult to understand or Justify* Those who cry 

"black power" have continually claimed it has been sis- 

understood and axis defined. But the record is clear that 

it stands for open advocacy of violence, insistence on an 

dl-vHegro organizational structure in civil rights groups, 

. and reverse racism. -

. . Xt is equally clear that these things are direct

. contradictions of the principles underlying the legitimate 

* / civil rights movement: a nonviolent approach, combined 

Begro-white action, and the elimination of racism.

The great American tragedy of our tine would be 

the failure of Martin Luther King, Jr*, to meet the current 

challenge which "black power" represents to the civil rights 

movement. Bis failure to do so would mean that for some 

reason King is willing to let the legitimate civil rights 

movement die. This, in turn, would seen to indicate that 

King’s goal is different than that of Bilkins, Randolph and 

Young. . .

; Xt appears that King’s decision to straddle the 

fence on the issue of "black power” was a carefully

. calculated one* "The Atlanta Journal" of October 13, 1933, 

reported that King, as bead of the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference (SCLC), was having an important meeting 

with his advisors* Undoubtedly the move Wilkins, Randolph 

and Young proposed to make through the issuance of public 

statement was known to King and he was seeking advice on 

What his stand should be* -
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It Bay have been that King’s advisors deemed it 

best for bin to nvoid condemning anyone. Or, they may have 

' felt that with the battle lines drawn between McKissick and 

Caroichael cn the one hand and Yilkins, Randolph and Young 

cn the other, everyone would suffer and only King .would 

stand to benefit and would be left the unchallenged leader► 

Or, they aay have had still other Interests in mind, 

" Xn this connection, it is interesting to note 

that the newspaper article identified King’s advisors as 

Bayard Rustin, Clarence Jones, Stanley Levison and Barry

. Buchtel*

If these Individuals constitute Martin Luther 

King, Jr.’s brain trust, the civil rights movement nay v/ell 

. be dead and King’s supporters and followers, bath Negro and 

White, may well rue the circumstances of fate that led than 

to bank so much on one san.

The backgrounds of Rustin, Jones, Levison and 

Wachtel raise serious questions regarding their degree ox 
* i 

influence over Martin Luther King, Jr. The Congressional .* 

Record of August 13, 1953, for example, indicated that ;

x ’■'Rustin'is a past member of the Communist Youth League and 

attended the national convention of the Communist Party ns 

an observer in 1957. ;

Xn addition,- Rustin reportedly traveled to Massie.. 

in 1958 to participate in a communist propaganda spectacular 

Called ’’Nonviolent Action Committee Against Nuclear Weapons. **

" ' ' - 4 -
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As * Batter of fact, be ©neo held a position as a vice

late as 1953. y X.

Xt also indicated that Clarence Jones is an attorney

tAiO, Caring the 1950s, held a posit loo" of leadership in the

General as a subversive organisation under Executive Order,.

10450. • ‘

. Barry Wachtel reportedly is a Kew Tork attorney,

like Stanley levisonj and has becoae active in King’s behalf

*- ' through his acquaintance with Levicon. ' *. - = *

. . Tha spectre of cosnunist influence on King la not

' a new development. The nationally syndicated columnist t \ 

Joseph Alsop referred to it in April, 1984, in a column .'i' 

concerning King’s eoploynent in the SCLC of an individual ; ' 

based Jack O’Dell. Alsop stated that King had been vamed - 

. by Govemsont officials that O’Dell was a ^genuine cosmsunist

article,” and warned too that an evezTnore Important associate 
W 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 560 «• 5 • . - i- -



If 

crt his was "known to be a key figure in the covert apparatus of 

the Communist Party

Such associations and, more particularly, guidance 

iron cinch individuals could well explain King’s failure to 

take a strong stand in opposition to ScKissick and Carmichael* 

They have been exhorting their followers not to support the 

Administration’s action in Vietnam, to refuse serving if 

drafted, and to tear apart our cities with violent acts of 

civil disobedience* These demands well serve ccaannist: aims 

to bring about a communist victory in Vietnam and to divide 

the sasses along class lines to foment disorder in the streets.

Such guidance would help to explain also why King 

split with men like Vilkins, Randolph and Young on the issue 

of whether civil rights leaders should be speaking out ©a 

matters of foreign policy or whether their role should be 

confined to civil rights matters. It will be recalled that 

King attempted to project his views to criticism of fighting 

In Vie*"*** but the responsible civil rights leaders took a 

stand in opposition to him. . .

. It would appear that King’s advisors have a broader 

goal than the civil rights movement in this country. There 

is talk that King will travel extensively abroad to areas such 

as Latin America to speak out in behalf of the poor, Hegro 

and white alike, in underdeveloped countries.

’ - ' - 0 - ' . - ■ '
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Perhaps being the recognized leader of 22 million » 
' s§M

Magroes in this country is not enough* Xi the image of him /\ 

can be projected as the "savior** of the downtrodden throughout 

the world* his prestige and influence will grow to a degree 

which will enable his to dictate demands in a voice that will 

ring loud and clear through the halls of Congress and in the . 

White House* Much would depend on the backgrounds of his 

advisors and the nature of the demands they would be . - 

whispering in his ear* *

Should that come about, the religious groups, 

foundations and others who have contributed Billions to 

support King and his activities could find that their 

generous support had spawned a monster seeking to devour then*

The saddest part of it all is that the American - 

Kegro nay well be left in the lurch with his dreams of true 

equality and justice in a united country free of prejudice 

and bigotry shattered*

To repeat, Martin Luther King, Jr*, could be the 

great American tragedy of our times* .

MOTE: See memorandum captioned MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr*, ' 
SECURITY MATTER - C dated 10/27/66, CDB/pcn.
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FROM

' UNITED SI ATES G»^JcRNM 

Memorandum

SUBJECT:

E

2

h x w 
?

DATE:

DeLoach 
Wick 
10/24/66

Fe.

t:.„f a
F. J. Baumgardner I/*

MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
SECURITY MATTER - C

1 - Sullivan
1 - Baumgardner
1 - D. Wells

CLr

i BACKGROUND: On 10/19/56 'advised that Martin Luther
President, Southern Christian Leadership Conferenc

j had recently net with McGeorge Bundy, Director of the Ford 
’ Foundation. At this meeting, Bundy, on behalf of the Ford 
I Foundation, offered King’s organization a graat of three 
[ pillion dollars. Buncy explained that the Ford Foundation 

is extremeI'y^interested in various programs of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. Also, the Ford Foundation 
is sympathetic with the financial problems of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. According to the source, 
the only concern of b** associates is that if they
accept tnis grant, wnether ibe Foxu FvuMM«Ll*>n wj.11 ^xcrcizc 
control over the policies and operations of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. We do not .know at this time 
if the Ford Foundation has made this grant

J

c

OBSERVATIONS: Information has recently come to om* attention 
indicating That King and his group are in need cyf financial 
support. This contact with the Ford Foundation would un
doubtedly be of great assistance to him at this particular 
time.

It is felt that the Ford Foundation Jis not aware 
of the subversive backgrounds of King’s principal advisers 
and that if the proper officials of the Ford Foundation 
were briefed concerning them, this might preclude any 
assistance being granted. Listed below are four principal 
advisers to King with subversive backgrounds:

Stanley Levison is a long-time communist whose 
membership in the Communist Pajrty, USA, has been 
established as of July. 1963 t f / / •yz -^7

Clar.ence_Jones has been identified as a leader 
Iln the Labor Youth’~League, a Communist Party front 

group, during late’ 1953 or early 1954. _ _
1^-10.6670 CLASSJflefrlON-
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.Baumgardner to Sullivan Memorandum ' . »
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. |
100-106670 * I'

S
chtel’s name appeared as an active member cf 

ohal~Xa—yers Guild in December. -1949, according 
ifidential source. The National Lawyers Guild 
i cited as a communist front by the House 
re on Un-American Activities. It should be noted 
;htel is a New York Ciiy attorney. Another 
tial source advised in March, 1944, his name 
[ on a list of names, significance not known, 
ted at the Communist Party Headquarters of Kings 
Brooklyn, New York. Regarding Wachtel*s wife, 
a confidential source advised in March, 1944, 

t was a newly elected officer of the Bath Beach, 
the. Kings County Communist Party, Brooklyn,

(
Bayard. Rustin, during the early 1940’s was a 
member of the Young Communist League, an organization 
which has been designated pursuant to Executive

i Ordci* 10450. The records of this Bure?v/s nation
* Division contain the following arrest fez

Bayard Rustin: On 1/12/44 he was arrested for viola
tion of the Selective Service Act and on 2/17/44 
received a sentence of three years. On 9/15/48 he

. was arrested in New York City on a disorderly conduct 
charge and was sentenced to fifteen days. On 1/21/53

. * he was arrested in Pasadena, California, for offering 
- to engage in an act of sex perversion of a homosexual 

nature, which he admitted and for which he was ’ , 
• sentenced to serve 60 days. ' -

RECOMMENDATION: In an effort to preclude the possibility of
‘the Southern Christian Leadership receiving Ford Foundation 
funds, it is recommended that a Bureau official be designated 
to contact John Bugas, former Special Atent in Charge of the 
Detroit Office and presently a vice president of the Ford 
Motor Company, concerning the above-set forth facts so that 
he might bring them to the attention of whomever he feels
appropriate in either the Ford family or the Ford Foundation.

_ I doubt this will accomplish anything; D.
In the event the above recommendation is’ not approved

McGeorge Bundy of the subversive backgrounds of the advisers to
it is recommended that a Bureau official be designated to brief
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'Memorandum
MR. TOLSON

C^ D. DeLoach : ■

DATE: 10/25/66

cc Mr. DeLoach 
\ ।-Mr. Sullivan 
V Hr. Wick

MARTIN LUTHER KING; .
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC)

POSSIBLE GRANT OF $3,000,000 FROM FORD FOUNDATION

CONTACT WITH JOHN BUGAS, VICE PRESIDENT 
FORD KOTOR COMPANY

My memorandum to you of 10/25/66 reflected a call to Mr/-’ ‘ 
Bugas, relative to confidentially advising him that^cGeorge Bundy
President, Ford Foundation, had contacted Martin Lurher King 
offering a grant of $3,000,000 to the Southern Christian Leadershi 
Conference (SCLC). Mr. Bugas was grateful for the information 'I*, 
furnished him yesterday. He expressed alarm and indicated thaty 
althouuL the Ford Motor Company had little control over the Ford ' 
Foundation, he nevertheless would xmaeaiarexy uLLeinpv tv 
touch with Bundy and do something about this matter. - *’) X

• * v
. Mr. Bugas called me back at 11:30 this morning. He stated 

he. had contacted Bundy and had asked him for an appointment within 
the next several days. Bundy asked why he wanted to see him. ?.
Bugas replied he was in receipt of information concerning theX 
fact that the Ford Foundation '/ wanted to have dealings with the - 
SCLC, Bundy asked for the source of his information, Bugas told 
him .his source did not want to be divulged, Bundy stated under 
ithe circumstances he would refuse to talk to Bugas and would 
idiscuss the matter only with the source. Bundy then asked if 
the source was the FBI. Bugas refused to reveal the source and 
the conversation was terminated. >7

Bugas stated he thought Bundy had been rather high-handed 
in the conversation; however, he wanted to request that the 
Director give serious consideration to an FBI representative 
contacting Bundy, inasmuch as this matter represents one of 
great importance to the Ford Motor Company, Bugas indicated his
company had had quite a number of ’’hard blows” from the Ford 
Foundation over the years and most certainly a liaison between 
this foundation and Martin Luther King would be a serious blow 
to the company

/ if prrparf'd in response fnrlrecdiM* by
_____  . J ?•A • ! ' I a::d the eMlSaf nyt be unclosed tv unca-Mr

-'***• ndi tdlLoul Hie c::rc.s approval of _
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~ s I
' I told Bugas that, in view of Bundy’s attitude, it appeared 

rather doubtful concerning the advisability of our going further 
in this matter. Bugas stated he realized this; however, he wanted 
to express again the importance of this matter to the Ford Motor 
Company. He stated he did not know Bundy; however, Bundy had 
apparently been rather snobbish in dealing with the Ford people. 
He explained that when Bundy first took this 30b, Bundy had been 
invited to Detroit to meet Henry Ford III and the top people of

, the company. At that time Bundy was point-blank advised that he 
11should be careful in administering the Ford Foundation, inasmuch

| as this Foundation had caused serious harm to the sales of the Ford 
I Motor Company, Bundy allegedly stuck his nose in the air and 
^stated ”1 have a social responsibility to fulfill.”

. Mr. Bugas once again stated that any liaison between the
|Fotd Foundation and Martin Luther King would "set his company back 
’to boat boll.*’ S'? Oc-Vorl omin ths>t «•*» 0nnts»ctin? Buncv
jdirectly and stated he would appreciate knowing of any action 
'taken in this regard.

ACTION:
, I personally feel that Bundy is of the psuedo-intellectual. 

Ivy'League group that has little respect for the FBI. He was 
friendly on the surface while at the White House and I met him 
frequently. Under the circumstances, it appears rather doubtful 
that contact with him by the FBI will convince him one way or
another. It is, therefore, recommended that I advise Mr. Bugas 
that, while we appreciate his concern, there is some doubt that 
contact by us with Bundy would amount to anything. It will be 
suggested to him that he might desire to bring this matter to 
Mr. Henry Ford*s attention, in the event Mr. Ford desires to attempt 
to exercise any control overBundy. Mr. Bugas, during our 
conversation, noted that Mr. Ford was out of the country at the
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Hore recent information has Just been received to the 
effect that a John Hunt of "The Saturday Evening Post” has already 
been in-contact rith King concerning material being prepared for 
the "Post.” Also, King and sene of his advisors are to meet . 
briefly on the late afternoon of 9/11/G4 chile King is calling at 
the airport in Kcc York City for a flight overseas. They are to 
further discuss the article in question, . .

In* light of the latest information, it is suggested that 
if any action is taken by Hr, DeLoach, it be done as soon as possible ' 
so that it could be less difficult for "Post" people to take the .
action desired; . .. . - - . r



DATE: 9-17-64
CsU 

J 
Sullimn 
'^vt! _ 
Trotter .

FROM

W.

: F.
1-Mr.Belmont 
1-Mr.Mohr

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
^SECURITY MATTER - C

1-Mr.DeLoach 
1-Mr,Sullivan 
1-Mr.Bland
1-Mr.Baumgardner
1-Mr.Phillips *

Holser----------

The "Washington Post and Times Herald" contained a small 
article in today’s edition stating that Martin Luther King, Jr., had 
announced through his office in Atlanta that he had been granted an 
audience with.Pppe/Paul VI to* take place on Friday, 9-18-64, at 
which time he hopes to discuss the racial situation in the United / 
States with the Pope. '! /

You will recall that several weeks ago, when we first | 
learned of King’s intention to travel abroad, we anticipated the • 
possibility of King’s asking for an audience with the Pope and
arranged to have Assistant Director Malone of the New York Office 
contact Francis CardinallSpellman to see if appropriate action could 
not be taken to prevent such an audience. Malone did brief Cardinal 
Spellman in the matter and told us the Cardinal had in fact called the 
Vatican immediately after being contacted by Malone.

Malone was contacted telephonically today to see if he > * 
could shed any further light on the report that King was to have an' 
audience with the Pope. He contacted Cardinal Spellman’s office and 
was told that the Cardinal, who presently is recuperating from an 
operation, had spoken personally several weeks ago by telephone to ' 
the Secretary of State at the Vatican and had strongly recommended 
that no audience be granted King because of very serious but highly 
confidential information which had come to his attention but which he 
could not discuss in detail over the telephone. 7

*

' .Malone was asked to determine if there possibly could have 
^been a slip-up so that ^he Pope did not actually receive Cardinal 

f? ^Spellman’s warning. He was advised by Cardinal Spellman’s office 
•? j^that with the information being furnished to the Secretary of State 
* jiat the Vatican it would be mandatory for the Secretary of State to 
: ^furnish the information directly to the Pope and that there was every 
L 7-assurance the Pope had received the information. Cardinal Spellman’s 
■ • Office advised Malone today that it is possible that arrangements -for. 
L J such an audience had already been made and could not be ' {•'

7JCDB:skw,

' ' /
. 1 X

... -7^-/^ 6^-7/7

••fPONTINUED-OVER 1 
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Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

canceled without. embarrassment or it is equally possible that the 
Pope, viewing King’s important'role in racial matters in the United 
States, decided to overrule the recommendation not to meet with 
King* .

Malone was advised through Cardinal Spellman’s office 
that the matter would,again be delicately brought to Cardinal 
Spellman’s attention* •

Malone is to keep us advised as soon as he learns anything 
additionally pertinent. . . .

RECOMMENDATION: .

- 2 -
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FROM C. D. DeLoach 
U

SUBJECT:

ST

A.ppointment with .
Senator Robert C. Byrd/(D..Va.)
1/19/68

£

ALL I'

DeLoach 
. Sullivan 
. Hosen

Bishop 
, Bov/ers

DATE:

cc LIi’

■ .. .

At his request I net with Senator Byrd in his office at
11 a.n. today. Also present was Hr. Barksdale, Senator Byrd’s staff 
member on research and speech writing. . ■

Senator Byrd outlined to me his x’esponsibilities in the _ 
supervision'of the District of Columbia Government. lie told me hens 
extremely concerned over the pronouncements made recently by Hartin 
Luthei* King that massive civil disobedience would be staged in the 
nation’s capital this summer. The Senator indicated it was time that 
King ’’met his Waterloo” and that he felt this summer would do the 
trick. He stated this, of course, depended upon whether ox* not the 
President would allow sufficient force to ’’knock King down.”

* Senator Byrd asked me if the FBI could prepare a speech ' 
for him on the subject of King which 'he could give on the Senate 
floor next week. Be stated thereafter he would like to be kept up 
to dare on the- activities of King so that further speeches could be 
made., Ke reminded me that he was a great supporter of Hr. Hoover and 
the FBI.. He reiterated his responsibilities in connection with the 
D.C. Government .and told me that, while other senators‘and congressmen 
were aiding and abetting the alleged civil rights cause, he had con- * 
stantly sounded forth a warning as to the attachments to subversive 
causes which e^ny so-called civil rights leaders ha^L.

« I told Senator Byrd and Hr. Barksdale that, while we appre^
(dated his great interest, the pressure of work would l>roro;it us from 
’being of assistance and we, therefore, could not°pr8pare the speech 
Iho had in mind. I stated if any items of a public^ source jip.tux’o came 
jto our attention which wo felt would be of interest*'to the Senator, wex 
;could, of course, refer him to the appx’opriate source which contained, 
•those items. . « ! , i



Sir. Tolson

Us in 5 generalities, I briefed the Senator and Mr. Barksdale, 
in a vopy few moments, about the swine; to the left of various alleged 
civil .rights organizations such as SKCC, CORa, and the Southern Christi 
Leadership Conference. I told the© that the Dii’ector had pointed this 
out on cany occasions and that the Director clearly felt that the more 
these groups needed .money and publicity, the further left they would 
swing in order to gain such objectives. .

I told the Senator and Mr. Barksdale they should reel free 
|to call us at any time; however, we of course were -restricted in what 
|we could furnish them. The Senator expressed appreciation and asked 
■ that his best regards be extended to the Director.- - . •-*-• . ’ •

Mr. Barksdale is a foper editor of a newspaper in West • 
Virginia. He deplored the attacks upon the Director and the FBI by 
the Charleston, West Virginia Gazette,^and stated this paper makes 
little impression upon the people of West Virginia. .

ACTION:
For record purposes.-
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Memorandum "to Jfcr. W. C. Sullivan -
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr, -

The following day, April 6, ISsAthe same source 
advised that Levison was contacted by Harry/wachtel about 
Kingfs meeting with Rockefeller. As you know, Wachtel is 
King’s other close advisor and Wachtel alsojiasJhad past 
communist .af/ili^tApus* Wachtel^ol’d^ilevxson''i’fiat arrange- 

.merits had been made to have Martin Luther King meet 
\Rockefeller on either April 22 or April. 24, 1967. J 
' OBSERVATION . _

. Martin Luther &ing has clearly become merely..,a 
puppet-tn thq jinnds...o£_LeviSQn_and_Wachte 1. /"He^reiies on 
±>oth,these individuals more than anyone .else and they 
currently a^.directing-mpstjof his/activitiesshaping - 

, most—of.Jxis public .speeches 'in a way., that, goes" str sight '
. <town jthj^’cpmmu^ These two men have guided King
to"a*p6sitlon whereby they are attempting to make him not 
ofily the acknowledged, leader of 22 million Negrpe^ 
yowr_the^ accepted leader.^ofth.Ky.ast' ariti'-wAreffort, in 
^hew country. Tomorrow, for" example. King will play the 
most'prominent role as the spokesman for the peace protesters 
in the demonstration in New York City. His recent vicious 

. condemnation of the United States in a public speech shows. X 
| how much of a communist puppet he has become and illustrates^
• the danger he represents in the hands of the scheming communists

Now Wachtel and Levison see an opportunity to 
project the communist line further into Latin American ' 
activities through King by attempting to have King influence 
Rockefeller in- his thinking. The__danger injthis .is_that 
^ockcfeller^through his vast. Latin American.'holdings r. is 
yery, influential, in iLatin^American affairs.^.and-i^he^uysv 
jinyJifJ£ingIs_ideas .theyJjsdLll_definxtely„.represenjt^ 
cpmmunlst_ideas' of Levison and-ffachtel. . Qa/

On the surface Wachtel is a partner in the law 
firm of Rubin, Wachtel^~Baum and Levine, 598 Madison Avenue, 
New York, New York, a. very large_and_j.ptluentiallaw firm. 
Levison on the surface is the owner and operator of the 
Park Management Realty Company, 1841 Broadway, New York, , 
New York. Both of their past communist affiliations have X 

Ibeen well concealed and today neither of them ostensibly 
have any connection’With the Communist Party;, nevertheless p- 
from our expedience they^represent. two. of—the.,most- dedicated 
gad dangerous ^communists in^hejcountjpy. • '--- ,

. CONTINUED — 'OVER . -

• * -' 2‘ : . •. •



Memorandum to BIr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

Once previously, in December, 1964, King had
I \ occasion to have dealings with Governor Rockefeller and 

I we arranged to have Rockefeller briefed by.former Special
Agent .in Charge Arthur Cornelius, Head of the New York 
'State Police, concerning Levison’s influence on King and 
King’s immoral nature.' Either Cornelius _did_not. make 
piuch of an. impression.^>r._Rocke£ellerl*chpse_for„reason of 
political expediency to ignore_it inasmuch as _we. learned 
j.n October 1965 'that''Rockefeller gave^King a $25,000 
donation, ^spo'ke_ip..K£ngis„churcK"'i~H^t  1 ant a^.. and-had 
'dinner /with King’s father and_his_fami ly.

J2espita_±his, “yie._jsJLak^._areL_±flo.Jblg.^  ̂
is involved in the current_forthcpming meeting with .King 
and Rockefeller for us not to do something /to joreyenXjthe 
Cpmmuriists frpm^nf luehcing/R^^^ jthrpugiCKing. It
is"'believed that we should again’make an effort to brief 
Rockefeller, not only about King, but also in regard to 
the backgrounds of Levison and Wachtel and that this time 
it should be done personally through either Mr. DeLoach 
or Mr, Sullivan, either of whom could handle this discreetly, 
prudently, tactfully and in a manner which would insure 
that the FBI’s interest would be completely protected 4-^ 7 
and assured.

• -RECOMMENDATION

That the .Director designate either Assistant 
the Director ’^eLoach or Assistant Director Sullivan to 
handle this as outlined above.

ADDENDUM: 4/14/67 - WC^chs:

We should not ignore this situation. The stakes

to handle 
it should 
influence

are too high. I think Mr. DeLoach is the logical selection 
this assignment. If it is not to be^indirectly, 
be done through a second person who has great
with Rockefeller

NW 68486 Docld®2989755 Page 575



UNITED STATES GO MENT "

-Memoraru •?? 1 — Mr Loach
1 - Mr. wdllivan

ro : Mr. W. C. Sulliv&A. /.
\ 1V 7 DATE: 10/30/67

from : D. J. Brennan, Jr./i - 1 - G. CL Moore -* 
(Attn: T. Rushing)
1 - Liaison
1 - w McDonnell

^.COMMUNIST. INFILTRATION OF
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ' ALL_1

By memorandum in captioned matter dated 10/17/67 
(attached), our Atlanta Office advised of information 
received from a confidential source 10/16/67 to the effect 
that the Department of Labor was negotiating a contract 
with Martin Luther King’s Southern Christian Leadership * 
Conference (SCLC) in the amount of__$67,j300_to~ train -Negroes 
in the Atlanta, Georgia, area fox’ employment. The Director 
approved the furnishing of such information to the Secretary 
of Labor together with a copy of the ’’Top Secret” document 
entitled ’’Communist Influence in Racial Matters—A Current 
Analysis” dated 4/10/67, the latter for the Secretary’s 
confidential information. This document set forth in detail
the extent of communist influence ■within the SCLC and
involvement with such elements and his unsavory

Ing’s
moral background

. Mr. James J. Reynolds, Undei'sccretary of Labor, 
was contacted by Liaison 10/23/67 and furnished a copy of 
the Atlanta memorandum mentioned above together with the 
’’Top Secret" document.. Reynolds was asked whether* or not 
Labor was, in fact, negotiating such a contract with the - 
SCLC and he responded that he would immediately look into 
this and advise the Bureau. , _

Mr. Reynolds recontacted Li10/25/67 at which, 
time he advised that the Community Action Group, Atlanta, 
Georgia, had, in fact, recently negotiated a contract with 
the SCIC in the amount of $61,000 such contract to provide 
for on-the-job-training for Negroes with retail grocers. 
Reynolds explained that while this contract was between the 
Community Action Group and.SCLC, it had, in fact,--been- 
approved by the Labor Department. The amount of the grant 
was $61,000, $13,000 of which would go to the SCLC:for' * '7 
administering the program and $48,000 to the grocers for 
on-the-job training. Reynolds stated that King had set up- - 
the program by contacting grocei’s and getting assurance that
they would set aside 15% of the employment openings for 
ofiFthe-job training of Negro youths. / ' .

7WW
WjM:kwk?;(G) f r । r * *

p CONTINUED - OVER

v
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Memorandum to Mr. T/. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN'LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Reynolds advised that upon receipt of the 
/information provided by the Bureau and ascertaining 
that such a contract was in effect, he immediately conferred 
with Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz. Both agreed 

Ithat there was ,no wayat_this.time that the contract ^ould 
be gracefully canceled without causing severe and embarrassing 
repercussions. He’ stated, however, that in view of the 
information received, both he and the Secretary are in 
agreement that, steps. will be taken to. insure, .that no 
further contracts will be awarded to King’s group.

Reynolds stated that both lie and the Secretary 
appreciated very much the Director’s bringing this infor- 

ii mation to their attention. • Reynolds stated that he had . ' 
11 heard of King’s immorality and sex escapades but did not 
11 realize the extent to which he was under communist influence. 

He conjectured that this possibly explains King’s recent 
anti-Vietnam campaign. He remarked that ho had considered 
King an opportunist motivated by financial considerations 
but now he could only conclude that communist elements were, 
to a large extent, ’’calling the shots” for King. '

The sensitive nature of the information furnished 
was emphasized with Mr. Reynolds. *

- 2 -
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Memorandum
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST
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DATE: 2/1/65 
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We have learned that Martin Luther King, 
scheduled to appear in Davenport, Iowa, 4/28/65, at a banquet • 
sponsored by the Davenport Chapter of the Catholic Interracial 
Council (CIC). King will reportedly be paid $1,000 for his yA < 
appearance and also be given the "Pacem in Terris" award, the 49*/ 
second year such an award has been given by the CIC, The first V u
such awards were given in 1964 to the late President Kennedy 
and to John Howard Griffin, a writer. The award is in memory 
of Pope John. •

.4*

• You will recall that in August, 1964, we recommended, 
and the Director approved, that Francis Cardinal Spellman be 
orally briefed concerning King’s communist connections and 
moral degeneracy so that such information could be passed on 
to the Pope as it was anticipated that King would seek an 
audience with the Pope. Such briefing of the Cardinal subsequent!: 
was made by Assistant Director Malone in New York City.

It is shocking indeed that King continues to be 
honored by religious groups. Inasmuch as commitments have 
apparently been made by the CIC for the award in Davenport, 
there is little likelihood that anything can be done in this 
instance to prevent such an award. It is believed, however, * **
that it would be desirable to have Assistant Director Malone / 
recontact Cardinal Spellman and bring to his attention the /. 
information we continue to receive about King being given . 
honors by Catholic groups, citing the Davenport CIC award as 
a current instance. It could be tactfully suggested that in 
the end it might well be embarrassing to the Catholic Church for 
having given honors to King. A discussion with the Cardinal 
might well suggest to him the desirability for the Cardinal 
to initiate such action as he deems appropriate, through church 
circles, to alert Catholic institutions and organizations concernii 
King. It would appear that the Cardinal would certainly be 
appreciative for the information we are giving him/ z ) •

100-106670

SFP:jad / / ' 
(9) CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan 
From F. J. Baumgardner 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670

RECOMMENDATION:

If approved, this memorandum should be routed 
back to Assistant Director Sullivan “who will telephone 
Assistant Director Malone and have him discuss the matter 
along the lines indicated above.

- 2 -
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UNITED SI ATES GOT^NMENT .

Memorandum
TO W. C. Sull

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Sullivan

FROM

DATE: 2/1/65

1 - J. F. Bland Trotter

1 - F. J. Baumgardnei’^;”000
1 - S. F. Phillips —

SUBJECT:
MARTIN LUTHER ^KING, JR. 

SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

i
Martin Luther King, Jr., the

in the civil rights movement in this country today. He is of

ii
■g" vital interest to us because of the communist influences upon 

him. His actions arid expressions (both private and public) are
£7^-of importance in several different areas of the Bureau’s 

operations such, as relating to the communist influences in
• ■ racial matters, racial matters generally, civil rights matters, 

and the like. Because of King’s position, we must be, in many 
respects, extremely guarded in our efforts to gain information

; : concerning King’s activities. King frequently travels about

1

the country and speaks to public gatherings. He often times 
discusses the future plans of himself and his organization, the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference. It is well, therefore 
to avail ourselves of the coverage which may be given -King 
through a review of news media, sources and through contact with 
established reliable sources. *

We recently received information divulging a series ' f 
of King’s appointments for the period 1/20/65 through 6/19/65. 
These include many public gatherings such as at universities and 
colleges, churches, and the like. We are, therefore, recommending 
a letter to the appropriate offices instructing that they report 
information available from news media and established sources 
concerning King’s appearances in their respective territories. 
By receiving letterhead memoranda with such information, we 
are also able to make prompt dissemination to such interested 
other agencies as the Department and the military intelligence.

RECOMMENDATION:

etter to the appropriate

Enclosur

offices covering the territories in which King is scheduled to 
travel

Attached for approval

100-106670
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

•Mr tt»; ' ** * "**
2M MG. NO. if f
UNTIED STATES GUV^NMENT 

■ Memorand

W C. SullivaPS

date: January 21, 1965

1 — Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Mohr , 
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr, Sullivan
1 - Mr J. A. Sizoo

i Hl

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR 1 - Mr. Baumgardner,
SECURITY MATTER - C

TroCrr — 
Tele. Ho; 
HoloeJ —

—

This morning Mr. Ralph McGill, publisher of the "Atl ta 
Constitution," Atlanta, Georgia, and a long-time admirer of the 
dropped by the office to with me Martin Luther King, Jr

Director.

cone

McGill told me that on.being advised of the facts concernpig King, 
he has remained completely silent. As a result, he is being questioned 
by associates in Atlanta, Georgia, as to why he is not speaking out in 
favor of King and why he is not taking an active part in the banquet
to be given King next Wednesday night. McGill'said that he would never
disclose a confidence and, therefore, 
’’pnger is an admirer of Martin Luther 
ith some other men who have told him

his only reply is that he no 
King. Further, he has talked 
of their knowledge of King’s

mmorality and their concern about it. In view of this, he .is free
|j to speak a little bit more in detail and says he has done so for it 
< can be attributed to the men with whom he has spoken.
1 / 7 '
| McGill said that Uiese men are Adlav Stevenson, Ralph Bunche,
/ and Harryl Ashmore of the "Arkansas Gazette." He told me that Adlai 

‘ Stevenson ' advised him . without being questioned about King that he is ^ 
aware of King’s immoral activities. Stevenson told McGill that he
considers King to be a "very dangerous man" to the civil rights movement 
and that something should be done about it. Ralph Bunche told McGill 
that he has never been an admirer of King’s although he thinks King
has done some good things; that a few months ago he began hearing very 
disturbing stories about King’s immoral behavior. Bunche believes that 
King should be maneuvered out of the civil rights field or else he 
will do it serious damage. Mr. Ashmore, likewise, informed McGill that 
he had heard some time ago about King’s incredibly immoral activities. 
Ashmore is very disturbed over it and wishes something could be done
(but he has no specific course to recommend. /0 D ~ / 0

Mr. McGill told me that following my first discussion with him
a few weeks ago he contacted a banker friend in Atlanta who was helping
to finance the banquet to be given King next Wednesday night. The
banker was disturbed and said he would contact some other bankers also

closure<-*=£7 / — 2.2
CS: 1ml; (7) xll cr,

HTH;; • r 7 - . .
— r ... —.  ______■ “
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.emorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR,

involved and see if support could be quietly withdrawn, McGill’s 
friend and some of the bankers did take steps to withdraw but this was 
very quickly relayed to bankers in Haiti who were on the threshold 
of an important financial deal with the Atlanta, Georgia, bankers. 
They took the position that if the Atlanta bankers did not support the 
Martin Luther'King party, their financial deal with these Georgia 
bankers was off. As McGill said to me, the almighty dollar is still 
extremely' important and especially so with bankers, and as a result they 

| got cold feet and decided to go ahead with financing King’s party.

McGill told me that Archbishoj/Hallinan, Catholic leader in 
i Georgia, an Episcopal clergyman and a Jewish rabbi are also quite active 
| in support of this party for King. He said that he is certain that not 

one of these three is aware of King’s immoral behavior. I told him 
that in view of what Stevenson, Bunche, and Ashmore had told him, he 
might want to explore very confidentially and discreetly the subject . 
matter with these three men. He said he would do this.

t McGill told me that he thinks it is too late now, especially in 
’ iew of the financial interest of the Georgia bankers in the Haiti deal, 

.o prevent the banquet from taking place. However, McGill said he
i ,/ould do what he could to encourage key people to limit thexr praise . 
I and support of King as much as possible, .

| McGill also told me that he is taking steps through RalphBunche 
I; to get key Negro leaders to unite in opposition to King and to gradually 
j force him out of the civil rights movement if at all possible.

I Mr. McGill said that he would like to have President Johnson knowI three things— (1) that from diverse sources he has learned of the 
I incredibly immoral- behavior of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and his 
I deceiving of sincere, good people in this Nation who have been supportin. 
' King;P)that he regrets greatly that the banquet is being given in King’s 

honor next week in Atlanta, but that it has gone so far that it is 
probably not possible to head it off; and (3) that he believes that the 
very best thing that could happen would be to have King step completely 
out of the civil rights movement and public life for he feels that if 
this is not done, sooner'or later King will be publicly exposed and this 
will do irreparable harm to the civil rights movement in which he, 
McGill and others are so interested and have worked so hard for, and 
likewise, it will do injury to different citizens of the country who 
have been supporting King not knowing that he is of such low moral 
character, .

2
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Memorandum to Mr, Belmont
Re: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Mr. McGill said that if he had had .time to see President 
Johnson before leaving Washington, he would have told him these 
three things, but that he wanted the Director to know that he is 
free to quote him on these three points to the President and free 
to put all three things in any communication that goes to the 
White House from the Bureau,

। It is very refreshing to meet a man of McGill’s stature in 
the field of journalism who is so sincere and honest and desirous 
of doing the right thing. He is a very admirable man. Repeatedly, 
Mr. McGill told me that he will continue to stay With this problem 
and to think about it, hoping that he will devise some plan or 
course of action that will help to take King out of public life. 
McGill told me in a visibly disturbed manner that this problem 
centering around King has caused him to wake up at night from time 
to time and he is very upset over it, McGill explained that while 
he has never been close to King or an active supporter thereof, he 
has been completely identified and very active in furthering civil 
rights and better conditions for the Negroes. He thinks that King’s 
behavior now known to him when publicly exposed will do irreparable 
damage to such social causes that he and others have been sponsoring 
throughout a lifetime.

RECOMMENDATION:

Enclosed will be found a letter to the White House setting 
forth McGill’s discussion for approval and forwarding. Inasmuch as 
McGill mentioned only the President’s getting this information, we 
do not contemplate any further dissemination.
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Honorable Dill D. X'oycrs

Hr. EcGill told this Duronu’s representative that 
if,, it hod not boon nocnssary «er hin to leave Vnor-in^tos, D. C 
in^ouintoly, ho v.ouid have lihod to cor.vo;/ this 1:200030 
to t’:o ircsiuent’ in poraon. larover, in vies of the 
necessity <or x:io hnew ^o^nrtuo’o, ho ao'cod that his viGtrs 
ho tranmittod to tho L'o**':idont Ly tho 1—1.

Eincoroly yours.

K0T2?

See cover Eosorandus Er. Til C. Sullivan to
• Er. A. E. DoJ-^ont, dated 1/2X/C5, captioned ’’Eartin Luther 
Eiu3, Jr., Security Hotter - Ccn-aunist," prepared by VCSxlnl.
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Memorandum to Kr, V. C. Sullivan
RE: MARTIH LUTHER KIKG, JR 7" 
100-106670 *7’ *

In addition to the foregoing we maintained 16 
microphone?; and 4 wire taps of a few days duration at various . 

' hotels and one temporary residence. Thes”o were installed.
because of the possibility of a meeting between King and his.
communist advisors,’ ' The 4 wire taps were installed under the 
original authority given by the Attorric/_Gcneral on 10/10/63, 
concerning’King’s residences.' • —.............

. . Attorney General Katzenbach was specifically
notified of three of these microphone installations. In each _

' of these tnme instances the Attorney General was advised ' 
; that a trespass was involved in the installation, - t --

\ . In addition, concerning r.icrcphone coverage of
I King, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy was furnished the

/ Iportincnt information obtained, perusal of which would indicate 
' r |that a nicrcohone was the source of this information.

•. ACT ICE:

* /
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wit V-* XS•
Letter to Atlanta
ee; LriurnATi

£-VV*—E*kH**X L CGhTET^CE
100-435794

.All offices are cautioned that any information
* developed cor-cerninn tzz z'/.C relating to racial scatters 

- rust he rett-rted th* r:.efai matters caption. it 
should i:e noted rant the * .-rec’.- exm rains a separate rile ' 
on b'JLC relating to racial 7"cStionrs (lo7-532), All 
xnvcsti'stieh n. kr the ca;t.-c?i cr this letter tiust be 
Malted XO Cx; 'JO xO(J *•' c «rmIXXXXx*^ XmO Oi

~ , co^uiist ir£ilt::ztisa • t ,
■ . ri Wfb0 .

, . L '~„ r/rf"'* [T/K ^at^oo^Y
DATE OF DlAsS'-FlCATIp^NDE^

. Bevis*.? of correspondence received k the Bureau
under various captions relaiii.g to the activities of £CLC 
and its leader, ...irtin Luther hir/’, Jr., indicated the

. Li* has Deen azt-r io * j '..z» u*; lvsx»Cw uii Ain*' arid
• threr.^h bin the idLC* Ker Ihrh a/rJ Atlanta vere instructed

tp^r«a!:c a complete rc'/ic-,- : / all iaforrntion concerning 
this riatter and to fnrnfs?: x /: Eursau reccrxcondatioas * 
co~ccrninu a ini :> fear is.- investifatioir. XoKYlot
rccr;.:'.iei»dnd a Cc..2.2-*xL 'invo"tigstien of the Kew York 
chapter £?ue to the do:2inanz C? influence on the executives 
of the T^y York .chepzor .gv x:.^ ZCLZt ke/filot also 
reccz7.!eiidcd a C€h7>h*IL inve; tff.ntion of S'CLC dsc to the 

four C? re.ibers ar.** prcsvatly associated vdzh 
least cue a? those noahors is ah officer 

of SCLC and close to

It is believed a 
investigation is varranzsd 
sav,e caption, dated uetebe

infiltration
Bcu^gErdner to Sullivan 
FJHiccb. i

OMECFbtCLi^i

CU.SSBCM®-^

NWtW8®-taM:3»»HM^ 
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..Director,nFBI f -
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__  . DATE OF
Prior correspondence irec _

Rew York indicates Stanley David Levison
the Conraunist Party (CP) , and Hunter Pitts O’Dell* who has .
had prior connections with CP, are influential with Martin . 
Luther King, Jr., head of the Southern Christian Leadership

It is noted O’Dell is employed by SCLC end is in 
charge of the Jew York office of this organization. Early %. 
this year the Jew York Office furnished information the 
Lev; 'York Friends of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Ccnference (RTF, SCtC) had been'organized by CP nenbers; , 
however, this organization ceased activity on 2-22-62.and 
the natter was closed subject to reopening and reporting in 
the event additional information was developed'coacerning.its 
-continued existence. This latter organization was organized to 
give sone financial support to the SCLC,

Atlanta arc! Jew lork are instructed to review files, 
ontect sources and determine whether the CP is exerting any 
nfluence on the SCLC through Levison ziid O’Dell or others 

dnd/or whether the Party is risking any, attempts to infiltrate 
this organization. The Bureau should be furnished a comprehensive! 
summary of the inforaation available to each office concerning aids

1 - Atlanta (100-5718)(SCLC, EL 
3 - Hew Yorx (1 - IGO-147332) G<

tT-------- x „ 100-437326 Grr,scic)
-1 - (SCLC,R10 

’---------------------- blw’ (3 2) fc?- . f
I

:t'6JUl23je^

:jr»- • jh'
0- fr /t t<-j if is prepared, in response'to your request and is not for dis^eir.^ -

ox^ X^Cr^mi^oe. Its use is limited ' oeeedinn by

~~------------ _ ____________________________^ih/a rnr ..
iicY "fErs'on-. 
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Letter to Atlanta •
re: ccmunisT n^iLirAiioii of tie

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

individuals connected with the CP who are influential in or 
have a position in the SCLC, Sources who have previously t 
furnished information concerning the influence of Levison and 
O’Dell on King and ’’King’s group” should be recontacted, where 
appropriate, to pin down whether such influence is exerted on 
King, the SCLC or the individuals working with King on the 
integratlonist movement. The extent and place of this in- - 
fluence should be clearly shown for purposes of evaluating 
whether a communist infiltration investigation should be 
conducted on the SCLC, ^3

. Nev York should furnish the Bureau and Atlanta its • 
observations and analysis of the information it has developed 
to assist Atlanta in making its recommendations, Atlanta, 
upon receipt of Nev York’s reply, should furnish the Bureau 
the results of its review and its recommendations as to whether 
a communist infiltration investigation is warranted in accordance 
with the instructions contained in Section 87 E of the Manual of 
Instructions, No investigation of this nature should' be con
ducted, however, without Bureau authority, • .

The Bureau has opened a separate file on this matter 
and correspondence relating to the communist infiltration of 
SCLC should be directed to*this file rather thap the Racial 
Matters file (100^42707  ̂♦/4^7~4 ' ; t

NOTE 07 YELLOW:
5

~Levison has
■r

Met

een.identified as Associate Director of
SCLC and^Z^T^m^^^?^»the CP. O’Dell is being considered 
for a position as 'administrative assistant to King ard is 
employed by the SCLC, in charge of the New York office. O’Dell 

CP member in the past and {was electedhas been identified as a 
under a pseudonym to the National Committee of the CPUSA at t

(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3)
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• *• rPCRET*
• * " . ' . *

• *
Letter to Atlanta * .

• BE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE •
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE . •

** * * # * * * 4 ***
t

|17th National Convention of the CP in December; 1959. In May, " 
i960, reported that CP policy then was to concentrate*
on Martin Luther King and the CP felt it was to the Party’s . 
advantage,to assign outstanding Party members to work with the

\ Martin Luther King group^^^-s late as 11-21-61 the Atlanta Office
I has advised no information has beeiT'd'SVelopedon'which to base
I a security inquiry on SCLC. In view of the continued activity
/ of Levison and O’Dell and the fact they exert influence 'on King
/ it is deemed advisable to again ask for a review of the appropriate • 

field office files to determine if any CP direction and infiltra-
\tion of the SCLC has developed. '
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The Attorney General

Director, mi fab-

»- c~:i7j:ii2t n^Tizmics xn facial 
- 4 cxzmr iiiALmin

Z thermit you Tonld bo interested in the enclosed 
current study entitled "Ccmunist Influence in Eacial 
Hatters — A Current /.nalycxc.

< The nor re os used in tee enclosure have famished
Tellable ir.lo'mutio'j in the past anu because of their 
sensitive asturc, this comment rns been clsssi^iGd 
Mi!c9-fesrex;11 U^sn ronevai of the classified enclosure, 
this letter inocs.cs unslnssliied.

Enclosure . ' *-
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Memorandum to W. C, Sullivan 
TTos> P. J. Baumgardner 
RE: MARTIN LUTRLR HING, JR. 
100-106670 .

(12, The Director nay desire to personally telephone 
Governor Rockefeller and brief him.

(2) We could have either Assistant Director llalone 
(SAC of the New York Office) or SAC Bailey of the 
Albany Office, acting as a personal representative- 
of the Director, meet with the Governor and orally 
brief bin.

courses of fiction be decided uponany of the above considered

(4^ Ue could have a responsible third party who is 
very influential with Rockefeller, such as Neu York’s 
former governor, Thonas Dewey, orally brief Governor

•Rockefeller. . . , . „

(3^ Re could have foraer_£AC Arthur Cornelius« who 
is head of the New York State Police, orally brief 
the Governor.

HEC012TIT)ATI0Z?:

That the Director consider orally briefing Governor 
Rockefeller, on a confidential basis, concerning King, Attached 

' is a nenorancua containing necessary pertinent information 
which say be used ih an oral briefing of Rockefeller should
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De ituon 1

BYCOM

I5JECT:

C

subject o: 
memoranda

of Cnrxct, 
vhile en route frcn the South

in Luther Xing. As I have reported. in. previous 
as been infomad concerning certain basic facts 
g*s and bis connections vith

Last evening. Dr. E

•Iri IO t

JU
j r.n1

General _Se

COISSUniSJii

Lxut night Dr. Espy told no that he has been working on 
this matter rher.ovcr the opportunity presented itself and he said 
t. -. Wt + it,-/- V... 4-t-_
Council to make certain iron this tins on that Hurtin Luther King ; 
’.rill never get ’’one single dollar” of financial support fron 
the KationaL Council. further, Dr. Eypy told r.c that since our 
first cor.vcrsntic’: he has hoard from sens Exatrces concerning v
King’s coral depravity. In viov; of this, he felt that he vas free 
to discuss xhe matter vith a fem ?:oy Protestant clergyman. ir.clu.’ing 
Dr. Corner. Blr.Ec. Presbyterian loader uhe has boon active in. the 
civil rights xrove-'ost. Katurally, said Dr. Espy. they vere homi- * 
fled and Dr. 7’1-..‘xe said that bo could not seo \ttfn z Christian. 
clorgyr.'.n could gi'/e any jtoro support to a nan lilce King. Dr. 
2'-:py also told ac this ”cel: ho i;;rcx7ds to confer vith Roy Killcins, 
Kutiem! Assoc:'ntion for the Auvr.nccucnt of Colcz’od People, for the 
purpose of per.-raading Vilhins that the fiegro leaders should complete 
isolate Hing and rcroye his fre^ the role he is nc*e occupying in 
civil rights activities. In Dr. Espy’s cpxi-'ion, the sjest cffectis’o 
my to dc-thi'one King ana got bin out of the public eye is to have 
the inportaut h'egro • lenders united in their determination to do this

vill 
vith

Dr. Espy in a few veeks vill be leaving for Africa
return free there in about 2 or 
hin at that tine.

3 Months. I vill meet again 

. ^,3^, 
Dr. Espy, a Baptist thoolcgi:

is a very f sensitive

Bclsxont; 1-
DeLoncb; 1- 
D. D. Loor J Sizoo;

:i" docunent £» prepared in response to your request and is not for dissent
1. nation yc. Co:;.„.ittct. 2U ^e is lin'.U^d to affisi^^-Jcccdin^b by 
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Kc-e to I:r. Belmont -
KE: KIKG, JS.

secukits* - c . . .

conscience and ho is a person on whom considerable reliability 
can bo placed. I knew the extent of his corcorn about King and 
I feel positive that he will try to do as much as he car. to 
remove King fi’o-a the pc7;erful social position ho now occupies. 
Dr. Espy deplored to no very strongly the fact that Kir-g Tas able 
to be cancel *’Ean of the Year” by ’’Time” nagazino, was the 
recipient recently of the Isabel Prize, secured an audience with 
the Pope, and has been the recipient of different awards from both 
Protestant and Catholic groups. I agreed with him most heartily 
and said it was too bad those people responsible for giving such 
recognition to King were not more circumspect. He replied that 
it was probably duo to their lacs of lmo ;lcdge concerning King’s ' 
ccnuunist connections and his moral depx’avity, but he believes 
this condition is being corrected, at least mong the clergymen.

Vqv 5 nTctrm^-i rm .

2
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FROM C. D. DeLoach

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING 
APPOINTMENT WITH DIRECTORS 
3:35 P.M., 12-1-64

Twaw. 
T.U.K 
Hctow

p /At Reverend King’s request, the Director met ^ith King; ReverencL feaip:
^Abernathy, Secretary of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference .(SCLC); n C 
Tur. Andrew young, Executive Assistant to King; and Walter.Tauntroy/ SCLC 
representative here in Washington, at 3:35 p.m., 12-1-64, IK the Director’s Office,

i. t I met King and his associates in the hallway outside the Director’s Officr 
An attempt was made to rush them directly through the reception room, however. -King 
slowly posed for the cameras and newsmen before proceeding. x' 'S'&W

Upon being introduced to the Director, Reverend King indicated his 
Q^reciation for Mr. Hoover’s seeing him then stated that Reverend Abernathy would 
Speak first. Reverend Abernathy told the Director it was a great privilege to meet the 
distinguished Director of the FBI—a man who had done so much for Ids country. 
Reverend Abernathy expressed the appreciation of the Negro race for the Director’s 
fine work in the field of civil rights. He stated that the Negroes had problems, 
particularly in the South, and, therefore, had requested a discussion with the Director 
at the very time their people were continuing to ’’rise up from their bondage. ” t/

Reverend King spoke up. He stated it was vitally necessary to keep a ' 
working relationship with the FBI. He wanted to clear up any misunderstanding which 
might have occurred. He stated that some Negroes had told him that the FBI had been 
ineffective, however, he was inclined to discount such criticism. Reverend King askec 
that the Director please understand that any criticism of the Director and the FBI whie^ 
had been attributed to King was either a misquote or an outright misrepresentation. H- 
stated this particularly concerned Albany, Georgia. He stated that the only time he had 
ever criticized the FBI was because of instances in which Special Agents who had been* 
given complaints in civil rights cases regarding brutality by police officers were seen 
the following day being friendly with those same police officers. King stated tb^s, of 
course, promoted distrust inasmuch as the police sometir.es“brutalized” Negroes.

Mr. Belmon t 1 - Miss Gandy
x - Mr. Rosen 1 7 Miss Holmes
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Reverend King stated he personally appreciated the great work of the FE 
which had boon done in so many instances. He stated this was particularly true in 
Mississippi. He added that FBI developments in that State have been very significant. 
The FBI is :i great restraining influence. Reverend King denied that he had ever stated 
that Negron should'not report information to the FBI. He said he had actually encoura 
such reporting in many instances. He claimed there were good relationships in many 
communiticn, especially Atlanta, Georgia, between Negroes and the FBI. He stated he 
would continue to strongly urge all of his people to work closely with the FBI.

Reverend King stated he has never made any personal attack upon.
Mr. Hoover. He stated he had merely tried to articulate the feelings of the Negroes in 
the South in order to keep a tradition of nonviolence rather than violence. He added tha 
the Negro should never be transferred from a policy of nonviolence to one of violence aj 
terror.

* Reverend King said that the Directors report to the President this sumir. 
cm rioting was a very excellent analysis.

Reverend King advised that Negroes are currently laboring* under a very 
Castrating situation. He stated that, •TZe sometimes are on the verge oi temporary 
®i*pair. •• lie added that it was a challenge and a duty for him to keep the Negro from 
coming to a I toiling point. He stated that sometimes the cries coming from the Negro 
represent a real feeling of lonesomeness and despair. He, however, has pointed cut th: 
the path to success is nonviolence rather than violence.

Reverend King stated he has been, and still is, very concerned regarding 
toe matter of communism in the civil rights movement. He stated he knew that the 
Director was very concerned because he bore the responsibility of security in the Natio: 
Reverend King stated that from a strong philosophical point of view he could never beco: 
a communis! inasmuch as he recognizes this to be a crippling totalitarian disease. He 
stated that as a Christian .he could never accept communism. He claimed that when he 
learns of the identity of communist in his midst he immediately deals with the problem 
by removing this man. He stated there have been one or two communists who were 
engaged in fund raising for toe SCLC. Reverend King then corrected himself to say that 
these one or two men were former communists and not Party members at the present ti 
He then identified "Jaclg O’Dell" as an example. He stated that he had insisted that O’Dc 
Leave his staff because the success of his organization, the Southern Christian.JLeadersh 
Conference, was far more important than friendship with O’Dell. ' 4/ ' !

The Director interrupted King to state that toe FBI had learned from long 
experience Unit the communists move in when trouble starts. The Director explained th 
c^munists thrive on chaos. The Director mentioned that his riot report to the Preside 
rejected the opportunistic efforts of communists. He then stated that communists have 

est future of the Negro race and that King, of all people, should be aware
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The Director told King and his associates that the FBI shares the same 
espair which the Negroes suffer when Negro leaders refused to accept the deep 
esponsibility they have in the civil rights movement. He stated that when Negroes are 
ncouraged not to cooperate with the FBI this sometimes frustrates or delays successful 
olution of investigations. The Director told King that he had personally gone to 
lississippi to meet with Governor Paul Johnson inasmuch as there had been practically 
o liaison between the Department of Justice, the President and the State of Mississippi 
eforehand. The Director stated that upon meeting Governor Johnson the Governor 
xplained honestly that he was a segregationist, however,abhorred violence. The 
hr ecto r stated that he had told Governor Johnson they haa a common meeting ground 
nasmuch as he was in Mississippi to put an end to violence and brutality. The Director 
old Governor Johnson that he would like to do this in collaboration with the State Police, 
lowever, if the FBI could not receive such cooperation we would do it on our own. The 
Jirector then made reference to watermoccasins, rattlesnakes and redneck sheriffs, in 
hat order, who still exist in Mississippi who represent the trashy type of characters wiv 
ire promoting civil rights violations. The Director told King that we had trained twenty 
epresentatives of the Mississippi State Highway Patrol and that this had represented a 
pod move to promote better cooperation and solution of civil rights cases.

Q The Director told Reverend King that the FBI had put the "fear of God” in
he Ku Klux Klan (KKK). He told King thatzv/e knew of the identity of the murderers of 
he three civil rights workers and that these murderers weald soon be brought to trial. 
The Director then spoke of the terror in Mississippi backwoods and of the fact that 
;heriffs and deputy sheriffs participate in crimes of violence. He summarized by telling 
Cing that we, therefore, are under the same strain that sincere Negro leaders are under 
Che. Director added that the KKK constantly damns the FBI and that we have currently 
>een classified as the "Federal Bureau of Integration" in Mississippi.

The Director told King that many cases, which have been brought about as 
i result of FBI investigation, must be tried in State Court. He spoke of the difficulty in 
obtaining a verdict of guilty in instances in which white juries are impaneled in cases 
involving white men. The Director spoke of the KICK involvement in the Lemuel Penn ca 
iust outside of Athens, Georgia. He stated this was an outrageous miscarriage of justice 
in that the defendants, despite the open and Shut eotence on the part of the FBI, had been 
acquitted. ’

The Director made it clear to Reverend King and his associates that the 
FBI could not state whether a conviction would be obtained or not in the case involving th 
murdered three civil rights victims. He stated, however, that the FBI has excellent 
evidence in this case. The Director then explained that it was most necessary for the 
FBI not to "jump the gun" unless we had sufficient evidence in which a case cou!d be 
t^.ght to trial. ' •

. %

• * ** •
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The Director made reference to Reverend King’s allegation that the FBI 
Seals or associates with law enforcement officers who have been involved in civil rights 
delations. He stated emphatically that, "TH be damned if the FBI has associated with ■ 
ny of these people nor will we be associated with them in the future. ” The Director ' 
sxplained that the FBI, not only because of the very nature of the law but also because of 
he background of our investigative employees, was in full sympathy with the sincere 
aspects of the civil rights movement. He stated that the FBI constantly needs cooperatic 
md assistance in order to solve cases. He added that he made it a point, several years 
igo, to transfer northern Special Agents to southern offices. He stated that, for the moi 
>art, northern-born Agents are assigned civil rights cases in the South. The Director 
idded that he feels that our Special Agents, regardless of where they are born, will 
nvestigate a case impartially and thoroughly. He mentioned, however, that it was urJai 
o the Agent and the FBI to "have a strike against him” in that criticism had been leveled 
>ver the fact that southern Agents would not give Negroes a '’fair shake. ” The Director 
>tated that such criticism was entirely unjustifiable and that no case had ever been brotq. 
o our attention proving such a fact. -

• The Director made reference to the recent case in McComb, Mississippi, 
n which nine men had been charged with burning churches and violence against Negroes, 
instated this again was a miscarriage of justice. He added that the judge’s decision in 
Abasing the defendants because they had learned their lesson and were merely youths 
vas entirely wrong and that it caused some people to question where youth really began. 
Ie explained that some of the defendants had been in their 40*s. The Director added tha 
i deal probably, of course, had been made, however, this would certainly not represent 
my deterrent to future actions of violence by these men. "

The Director explained that there is a great misunderstanding today amo.. 
he general public and particularly the Negro race as to what the FBI can and cannot do 
in the way of investigations. The Director emphasized that the FBI cannot recommend 
prosecution or declination of prosecution. He stated that Agents cannot make "on the sp 
irrests. He stated that the FBI merely investigates and then the Department of Justice 
letermines whether prosecution be entertained or not. The Director added that the 
question is sometimes raised why prosecution is not scheduled sooner. He stated this, 
sf course, was not the responsibility of the FBI in any way whatsoever. He pointed out 
hat our civil rights investigations are conducted in a very thorough and expeditious . 
manner once the Department has authorized such investigations. .

The Director spoke of the FBI’s successful penetration of the KKK. He 
stated that the FBI has interviewed all members of the KKK in Mississippi and has 
served notice to these members that if trouble occurs we plan to come to them first. H 
stated our penetration of the KKK has been as successful as the manner in which we 
^Itratcd the communists and the Soviet espionage services. He stated that our progrc 
in infiltrating the KKK lias been so rapid that Klan members now suspect each other ana 
are fighting among themselves. The Director mentioned that we have two confessions r 

^iv^^»hts workers. He added that the Klan in Mississippi has 
of this orfranization are anprehcnsiv-
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as to the identity of FBI informants in their midst* The Director stated he had personal 
been an enemy of the KKK for a long time* ■ : ;

He spoke of the FBI’s case in Louisiana in the late 1920fs in which FBI ' 
evidence successfully culminated in the conviction of the top Klan leader. He stated the 
KKK fully concentrated on Negroes, Jews and Catholics, however, concentration now 
is strictly on the Negro race* . .

. . The Director told the group that in the Lemuel Penn case the defendants 
have recently been indicted and are to stand trial in Federal Court* He stated the trial 
would begin sometime next week. He mentioned that the same defendants were 
responsible for beating Negroes and participation in other acts of violence. The Directo 
added that the FBI’s success in infiltrating the KKK has been so extensive that we now - 
sometimes know in advance what the KKK plans to do and take preventive measures 
accordingly* -

9

The Director explained that in Alabama the FBI cannot deal with the _ 
highway (Patrol because of the psychoneurotic tendencies of the Alabama Governor. He 
stated that the State of Georgia has a good Governor and that the Georgia Bureau of 

stigation, while not comparable to the Mississippi Highway Patrol, has cooperated 
the FBI.

The Director told Reverend King and his associates that FBI 
representatives have held several thousand law enforcement conferences in which . 
southern police officers have been educated as to civil rights legislation. He stated this 
las clearly assisted law enforcement, particularly the FBI, however, admittedly, this 
represents slow progress, but progress nevertheless. He added that this educational 
campaign will be continued and that it will eventually take hold* The Director gave the 
example of a Mississippi Sheriff who recently broke a case as a result of FBI training.

9 * r
The Director made it very clear to Reverend King and his associates that 

FBI Agents conduct very thorough interviews in civil rights cases. He stated he would 
ike to know immediately if any of our Special Agents ever act in a supercilious manner 
Jr if they mishandle a complaint regarding civil rights. He stated that if the facts 
reflect that our Agent is in the wrong he will be called on the carpet fast. The Director’ 
isked that Reverend King or any of his representatives feel free to call the FBI at any 
ime they have such complaints. : . ...

The 'Director told Reverend King he desired to give him some advice. He 
stated that one of the greatest things the Negro leaders could accomplish would bo to 
encourage voting registration among their people. Another thing would be to educate the 
^@4e in the skills so that they could compete in the open market. The Director 
nuntioned several professions in which Negroes could easily learn skills. The Director 
dso told Kin" he wanted him to know that registrars in the South were now more carefid 

there were less attemots now to Drevent Nearoes from
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registering inasmuch as the FBI is watching such actions very carefully. The Director
told Reverend King that the FBI was making progress in violations regarding 
discrimination in eating places. He gave as a specific example a restaurant in Atlanta, 
Georgia, in which surveillances have taken place to ascertain if out-of-state cars are 
being served at this particular re^aurant. The Director stated he personally was in 
favor of equality in eating places and in schools. He stated emphatically, however, he 
was not in favor of taking Negro children 10 or 12 miles across town simply because 
their parents wanted them to go to a school other than those in their specific
neighborhood, -

. • The Director told Reverend King that in due time there will be a complet
change in the mores of community thinking in the United States regarding the racial 
problem, He stated that meanwhile the FBI will continue to handle its responsibilities 
in a thorough and impartial manner. He reiterate'! that the FBI cannot encourage 
prosecution in Federal Court despite the fact that local courts cannot be trusted. He
added that some judges cannot be trusted. .

• The Director praised the Georgia papers that declared the verdict of the 
Penn case to be a travesty of justice. He added «*>at the Jackson, Mississippi, paper 

contained several editorials deploring violence against Negroes and participation in 
BSKirch burnings. The same editorials declared flue was no way to solve racial ' 
problems. The Director stated that his statements made at a press conference in 
Jackson, Mississippi, this summer to the effect that he was in Mississippi to see to it 
that an end was put to the violence of bombings and burning churches had had some affec 
upon backwoods terrorists.

The Director told King that fee wanted to make it very clear that the 
question is often raised as to whether the FBI will protect civil rights workers or Negrc 
He stated that he has in the past and will continue to answer such questions on the basis 
that the FBI does not have the authority nor the jurisdiction to protect anyone. He state 
that when the Department of Justice desires that Negroes be protected this is the 
responsibility of U. S. Marshals. The Director reiterated that the FBI is strictly an 
investigative agency and cannot and will not extend itself beyond legislated jurisdiction. 
The Director repeated very emphatically timt while our investigations are very definite! 
thorough and impartial he wanted to state once again that if Reverend King dr any cf his’ 
associates ever knew of a Special Agent showing bias or prejudice he wanted to know 
about this matter immediately. ' .

The Director explained that wc have civil rights cases not only in the 
South but also in the northern cities. He gave examples of New York and Chicago. He 
stated that there have been some cases in Miami, Florida.

. 9 . J J . '

.. -6-
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The Director spoke once again of the necessity of the Negro educating 
imself in order to compete in manual and professional skills. He mentioned the 
sample of a shoeshine boy in Miami, Florida, who turned out to be, after questioning 
y the Director, a graduate of Howard University. This shoeshine boy, a Negro, 
splained to the Director that he could not get a job above the level of shoeshine bey 
ecause of the color of his skin. The Director stated this, of course, was wrong and 
xat under no circumstances did he, 'Or anyone in the FBI, share the opinion that the 
egro, or any other race, should be kept down. The Director spoke of his pride in - 
egro Agents and particularly mentioned Special Agent Aubrey Lewis, the former 
otre Dame track star who is currently assigned to the New York Division.

. The Director spoke of a Miami Special Agent who was transferred to that 
ffice from SU Louis, This Agent explained to the Director on one occasion that he was 
rst a little upset about being transferred to Miami because he felt that his race would - 
j against him. He stated, however, much to his surprise, that the white people in ' 
iami treated him with the greatest of courtesy while people of his own race referred to 
m as a •*^ink" simply because he was a representative of law enforcement. . •

• Reverend King interrupted the Director at this point and asked if this same 
egro Agent is still assigned to the Miami Division. The Director replied in the 
ignative. The Director stated that at a recent dinner Father Hesburgh, the President 
Tiutre Dame University, explained to the Director that his institution had difficulty 
itting Negroes on the football team because their grades were never high enough. The 
Lrector told Reverend King the same thing is true of Negroes who apply for the position 
Special Agent. He stated in most instances they lack the qualifications, however, we 

jre very happy to hire any Negro who was qualified for the position. The Director told 
sverend King that we, of course, could not let down our qualifications simply because 
the color of a persons skin. ■ -

The Director told Reverend King and his associates that the problems that 
and the Negro leaders have is a mutual problem. He stated in most instances in civil 

ghts matters we have learned that "you are damned if you do and you are damned if you 
n’t.” The Director stated nevertheless the FBI would continue to do its job. He stated 
it we additionally are very proud of 10 or 11 Indian Special Agents and of a number of 
ecial Agents who have Mexican blood in them. He stated that the color of a man’s skin 
ikes no difference to the FBI whatsoever, however, we do merit the cooperation and 
sistance of all groups and it is most unfair when these groups are taught not to 
operate with the FBI. ' '

* _

The Director mentioned that he wanted to make it very plain that the FBI 
11 not tolerate any of our personnel being slapped around. He gave an example of the 
unbardozzi case in New York where one of our Agents was jumped by five hoodlums 
^^le a church. He stated these hoodlums were immediately taught a lesson. The 
rector mentioned that in the war with hoodlums, for every mah we lose we make 
rtain, through legal means of course, that the hoodlums lose the same number or more
NW 6806 Docld:32989755 Page 607 _ _ .
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The Director proudly spoke of the ability of Agents to outshoot and 
utfight hoodlums and other individuals who attempted to take advantage of our personnel 
[e stated the KKK is afraid to "mix” with our Agents. He mentioned that the Klan was . 
yellow. " He stated they are brave as long as they have the majority vith them but 
fraid when they face an equal number. ,

The Director spoke of the Mack Charles Parker case in Poplarville, 
Mississippi. He stated that our evidence in this case had been turned over to Governor 
’oleman, the then Governor of that State. He mentioned that Governor Coleman was a 
iecent type of individual who had immediately seen to it that a State Court received the 
vidence contributed by the FBL The Director mentioned that our evidence in this case 
/as excellent, however, the Grand Jury refused to indict the subjects involved in the 
ynching of Parker. ....

The Director told Reverend King that in many instances our Agents have 
een spit upon, they have been refused food and lodging and many things are done to 
hwart hard-hitting investigations by the FBL He stated that nevertheless we continue 
o gathef^endence in an expeditious and thorough manner.

Reverend Abernathy stated that the Negroes have a real problem in 
^'ng down the current system erf segregated voting tests in the South. He stated it was 
wot important that there be kept alive in the Negro communities a ray of hope. He 
tated.that the Negro people should not be allowed to fall into an atmosphere of despair.

The Director explained that this was a very important point. He stated 
fiat real progress has been made in higher wages, voting registration and housing 
aatters. The Director pointed out, however, that such progress has not been 
mphasized by the rabblerousers who constantly attempt to stir up the Negroes against 
le whites. The Director gave as an example the communist^Epton^in New York City, 
’he Director stated that Epton is sometimes pointed to as a person the Negro should 
mulate because of his militancy. The Director stated this was wrong and it is also 
'rong to "mislead" Negroes. ,

Reverend Abernathy stated that the SCLC does not want Negroes like' 
Ipton in their movement. He stated that Reverend King, more than anyone else, has 
revented people like Epton and the Muslims from taking over the civil rights movement.’ 
leverend Abernathy stated that actually the Negroes are a part of the Federal 
Government, therefore, anything that represents the Federal Government is an 
ncouragement to the Negro. He added that even the side of a post office building or a 
’ederal courtroom is an encouragement to the Negro. He mentioned that when a Negro 
eceives information that a case in which he has been brutally mistreated is going to 
’j^eral Court he feels encouraged over the fact that he will get a fair trial. Reverend 
•Onathy continued that the same problem is true when a Negro sees an FBI Agent. He 
tated tliat the Negro feels open encouragement inasmuch as the FBI will not only fairly

Mi:fate^il^r<®8as a great deterrent to violence. ' -
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The Director stated that the KKK today is represented by common white 
trash. He stated that the Klan was actually worse than the Communist Party inasmuch 
as the Klan resorts to violence while the communists usually emulate termites in their 
activities. ' - -

* * The Director reiterated that King and his associates should feel free to 
call him at any time when they have knovzledge of possible civil rights violations. King 
replied that over the past few years he has noted amazing signs of progress in the civil 
rights field. He stated he has been very surprised to see some communities comply 
with the new civil rights statutes. He stated there still are some pockets of resistence 
particularly in the South. He added that the SCLC is planning to stimulate voting 
registration activities in Selma. Alabama, in the near future. He mentioned that some 
members of his organization have been successful in infiltrating this white community 
and have learned there is a great potential for violence- in Selma. - ---------------------- -

The Director interrupted King and briefly detailed five cases in which the 
FBI has gathered evidence in Selma, Alabama. The Director identified these cases 
fully, and specifically the case against Sheriff James Clark. The Director mentioned 
that these cases came about as a result of FBI investigation and that we were continuing 
our investigations in Selma, Alabama. He mentioned that one case would come to trial 
cQpecember 9, 1964, The Director particularly made reference to the fact that we hav 
three excellent cases in Selma at the present time. .

' Reverend King inquired as to whether his representatives should notify 
the FBI when they arrive in Selma, Alabama. He quickly corrected himself that he kiiei 
his representatives should contact the FBI upon arrival, however, he asked the Directoi 
what would be the possibilities of FBI Agents being in Selma, Alabama, inasmuch as 
there appeared to be a potential for violence. The Director specifically asked Reverend 
King when his activities would take place. Reverend Abernathy indicated such activity 
would take place around January 1, IS35. The Director clearly explained that FBI • 
Agents would be in Selma, not for the purpose of protecting” anyone, but for the 
purpose of observing and reporting to the Department of Justice any possible violations 
of civil rights that might occur. Reverend King expressed appreciation in this regard.

. ' t
Reverend King stood up and stated he wished to express his personal 

thanks for a most fruitful and necessary meeting. The Director told Reverend King that 
he should get in touch with us at anytime he felt it was necessary. . . ..

. ' Reverend King mentioned that there were representatives of the press in 
the Directors reception room- He turned to me and asked if the FBI planned to make 
any comment regarding the meeting. I told him that the Director had instructed that we 
mgke no comment whatsoever. Reverend King asked the Director if there would be any 
c©ctions if he read a short prepared statement to the press. The Director told 
Reverend King this, of course, was up to him. . „
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; Memorandum. DJ “ • ,<.
to : Hr. Belhonz

from : 7. C. Sulliv^

subject: . h J.Hi: LUTEES KItG,
social tv - c/ / u / O 7$ ~~
Hr. Jack K. Rogers,

Coiiir.it tee on Un-.ji'erican Activities,.State of Louisiana, called r.e 
to advise he was sending to me airmail a letter directed tc ’’Friends tt 
of 5CEF Everywhere,” attacking Mr. Hoover and the FBI on behalf of k 
Martin Luther King. *. copy of this is enclosed. This attack, is r ‘ 
sponsored by‘'The southern Conference educational Fund, Inc., which 
was the successor organization to the Southern Conference for Human S? 
Welfare, cited as a conn.unist front organization by the Cona.ittee 
on Un- jnerican r.ctivities in its report dated 5/16/47. Bufiles show I
that its successor. The Southern Conference Educational Fund, is 
described .as a progressive, liberal organisation which one of our
sources who has furnished reliable information in the past considers X 
a contniunist front organiz-ation in that it has followed the Cojj: unist
Party line, particularly in regard to the racial ernestion. -t

The enclosed letter refers to the Director’s criticism • 
of Dr. Haftin Luther King and urges all recipients to write a letter z 
or send a telegram to President Jolinson expressing the hope that 
Johnson will remove the Director. The letter also carries a critical 
article on the Director published in the ‘'Washington lost” on 11/21/64.

It is evident from the enclosed document Chat it will be 
{ given widespread diszer-ihation. This just higlxlights what to te is 
I an.indisputable fact and that is this Bureau has not yet emerged /- 
I victorious in its conflict with Martin Luther King. I think we are 
I deluding ourselves if we believe that King and his followers and 

supporters around the country have run*fpr cover and are not attacking 
■ the EBI in one way or another. In view ci this situation, realism

makes it mandatory that we take every prudent step that wc can take / -

Enclosures

hCS:nils (6)
l*Mr, Delmont; 1-iir. t>ullivan;
1-Kr. DeLoach; 1-Mr. Baumgardner;
1-Xr. Kosack \ ' rd}

y •' • • I /
■ ' \■ ‘z
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Memo to Lt. Belmont 
Ri: WRTIK LUTHER KIEG, JR.

SECURITY M-.TLJl - C

to emerge completely victorious in this conflict. Je should not 
take any ineffective or half-way measures, nor blind ourselves to 
the realities of the situation.

This new attack on the Director and the Bureau should 
certainly be called to the attention of the President as it is very 
likely he will be receiving critical letters and telegrams. Enclosed 
will be found a letter to Mr. Moyers and also a letter for the feting 
Attorney General.

RECOK^D.'.TION: • ' ' • ' "

That the enclosed letters be approved for dissemination.



no DATE: 12-5-64Mr. DeLoach

FROM .:

JUBJECT:

17

POSSIBLE APPEARANCE BEFORE • 
BAPTIST WORLD ALLIANCE CONGRESS 
IN JUNE, 1965, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

Catutaa .. . ,

~Gsie ■ ■■■' S....

6
MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR.

TaUac .

Mw—,

Tp<ik _ , ■ -.— 
Tala, ttaoc---------- 
Hotee* - --

You will recall that shortly after the Director 
women reporters, Dr. Robert S./Denny,. Associate_GeneralSecretary of the 

Baptist World Alliance (BWA) and a personaTfriend of SA C. "BehfaminTulton, 
♦contacted Fulton concerning King. Dr. Denny pointed out that the Program 
Committee of BWA had been encouraged by some members to invite King to 
speak at the 1965 Congress in June next year at Miami Beach. About one half of 
th* Program Committee members objected, pointing out that it was their feelina 
if Director Hoover had publicly identified Kin* as a "notorious liar, ” there most 
certainly must be even worse derogatory information concerning him which would 

« make his appearance on the program questionable. You instructed SA Fulton to - 
I furnish Dr. Denny the general facts relating to King’sOn 

this basis and without revealing the details and source, Dr. Denny was able to 
get the King matter tabled at that time.

On 12-7-64, Dr. Denny again contacted Fulton and advised that

!
the matter has been brought pp again. He pointed out that while he objects to 
having King on the program and has made his position known, unless he is able

. z. <to share the information with at least Dr. Josef/Nordenhaug, the.General.Secretar 
BWA. an£ perhaps one other program official, either Dr. Theodore F. -Adams, 

program Committee Chairman and minister of the First Baptist Church of 
Richmond, Virginia, or perhaps Dr. E. H./Pruden, minister of the First Baptist 
Church of Wasliington,D. C., and a prominent leader in the’American Baptist 
Convention, it is unlikely that he can keep the Program Committee from-extcndin; 
King an invitation.. He would like for us to make the general facts relating to

11 King’s moral degeneracy, similar to what we told him, known to Dr. Nordenhaug 
II and either Dr. Adams or Dr. Pruden, whichever is available. Dr. Denny advise 
1, that we may have explicit faith in the reliability and discreetness of these men

@ and that he knows they would be exceedingly grateful for the Bureau’s consideratic: 
in this matter, .

--------—to tnaattorized



M. A. Jones to DeLpach Memo 
Re: Martin Luther King, Jr,

This, of course, would be only brief oral-statements concerning 
King's You will recall the Director earlier on
a memorandunTdared 11-27-64 disapproved the proposal of arranging for 
Dr. Denny and Dr. Nordenhaug to listen to sources we have concerning this 
matter. ___

• Bufiles reflect no derogatory information ccrccrning Dr. Nordenhaug. 
We have had friendly relations with Dr. Pruden and very cordial relations with_____ 
Dr. Adams.

RECOMMENDATION: '

* ' That approval be granted that through Dr._ D/mny arrangements
be made for Dr. .Nordenhaug and either Dr. Adams or Dr^ Pruden be given the 

©general facts relating to King’s i p' DJ. _ P J? on a and confidential
basis. ,





Date

Tran
Subject

Ur. W. C. Sulliv

Reference is cade to the attached rsenorandua DeLoach 
to Mohr dated 11/27/64 concerning DeLoach's interview with Roy

December 1, 1964

3. k. Sizop
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR

&(? I

Ur. Filkins stated to DeLoach that he was faced with the 
difficult problem of taking steps to remove King iron the national 
picture. He indicates in his comments a lack of confidence that 
he, alone, could be successful. It is, therefore, suggested that 
consideration be given to the following course of action:

, That Deloach have a further discussion with ’711 kins and 
offer to be helpful to Villeins in connection with the problem of

^the removal of King iron the national scene;©
That DeLoach suggest that Y-r. Tilkins sight desire to 

call a meeting of Negro leaders in the country which night include, 
for instance, 2 or 3 top leaders in the civil rights movement such

- as Janes Farmer and A. Philip Randolph; 2 or 3 top Negro'judges 
such as Judge Parsons and Judge Hasty; 2 or 3 top reputable 
ministers such as Robert Johnson, Moderator of the Washington 
City Presbytery; 2 or 3 other selected Negro officials from public 
life such as the Negro Attorney General iron one of the New England 
states. These sen could be called for the purpose of learning the 
facts as to the Bureau's performance in the fulfillment of its 
.responsibilities under the* Civil Rights statute, and this could 
'well be done at such a meeting, In addition, the Bureau, on a 
highly confidential basis, could brief such a group on the security 
background of Ning and his The—use-ox—a—tape,

/ siicl)-4is--c<>nterplated-itrywur--sJo^oraucum7—togetber-with-e—t-ranscripT 
for-conveaionce-ia ~io-How.j;^—ii;e-tape-rZshouj.d-l>a nont convincing'.

/ZX#> FiM ELSUR
The inclusion of V.S, Government officials, such as Carl 

Roush or Ralph Duncho, is not .suggested as they eight feel a duty 
to advise the Nhite House of such a contemplated meeting. It is 
believed this would give us an opportunity to outline to a group of 
^influential Negro leaders what our record in the enforcement of 

in^civil? rights has been. It would also give then, on a confidential 

j^ns/uls y;.^ Soevm^t is pr^rci in raspers to ponr on* in not for terrmi-

•enclosures Cot.. -I’^e ani He tW. w n't io nna^or^ par^ 1
______W erprm cppmsl of he F^I .



|'eao to Hr, Sullivan 
tje: lutes king, jh.

basis, information concerning King which would convince them of 
the danger of King to the uver-all civil rights movement. Wilkins 
is already well aware of this. This group should include such 
leadership as would be capable of removing King from the scene 
if they, o^ their own volition, decided this was the thing to do 
after such a oriefing. The group should include strong enough men 
to control a can like James Tamer and maize hie see the light of 
day. This night have the effect of increasing the stature of Hoy 
Vilkins, who is a capable person and is ambitious.

There are refinements which, of course, could be added 
to the above which is set forth in outline form for possible 
consideration.

* •

*

%

•

- 2 - 
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Memorandum
U. C. Sullivan, 

i*

• F, J. Baumgardner

1-Mr. Belmont .
1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. 'DeLoach

UATE: 11/30/64
1 Mr. Rosen
1 - Hr." Sullivan

•aAr

• .TrUU . -
<«1« ------

...
Sell*:

OBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KIKI

1
1
1

- Liaison
- J, F. Bland
- F. J. Baumgardner
- S. F. Phillips

i ' <
J,Memorandum, from D , Jr., to Mr. Sullivan

11/13/64, recommended, and the Director approved, that Legat . 
Bates, London, be authorized to orally brief the United States 
Ambassadors in London and Oslo concerning Martin Luther King, Jr 
The briefing was concerning both the communist influences on 
King and King*s degenerate nature* Bates had requested such 
permission because he anticipated that the Ambassadors might

I
 consider entertaining King while ,he is in Europe to receive the . 
Eqbel Peace Prize and Bates believed he could forestall such Z 
action by the Ambassadors if they were briefed.

*r" Assistant Legat Minnich, London, telephoned early -
today (11/30/64) and advised that Bates would also like to / 
brief our Ambassadors at Stockholm and Copenhagen as.King is 
also visit these cities. The Legat’s office, Londonj will 
telephone again via cost-free defense facilities tomorrow (12/1/6

. Our Ambassador at Stockholm is a career Minister, 
J. Graham Parsons. The Ambassador at Copenhagen is Urs. Katherir. 
Elkus White. We have nothing unfavorable in our files concerning 
these two Ambassadors which would preclude giving them the same 
briefing we previously gave the Ambassadors at London and Oslo, 
Our relations with the Ambassadors are friendly and it 5 
believed that Bat^s should be permitted to brief

RECOMMEMDATIOH:
— 1 

f* i

If approved, we will tell Bates that he may orally * 
brief our Ambassadors in Stockholm and Copenhagen along the 
same lines as he previously briefed the Ambassadors at London 
and Oslo. Upon approval this memorandum should be routed to 
Liaison for the necessary advice to Bates via cost-free telophor 
facilities. (AX/ka / ~

100-106670

SFPrjad f

BEC-34H DEC 4 19G4
NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 619
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VSTTED STATES G ERNMENT

Memorandum
Sullivan

C. ^D. Brenna

Hr. DeLoach
Hr. Vick

DATE: 3/S/67

CalaAsn . 
C«"^_ 
F.J-------

-----  
fs«« _

Mr. C.D. Brennan
D, Veils 

£. f v
Hotnes
C«>4r.

MARTIN LUTHER KING 
SECURITY HATTER - I

? .0^'
sh a

ing
outhern hristian

PURPOSE: To 
que 
H 
Leadership Conference

BACKGROUND: King has been on a two-month vacation in Jamaica' ** 
writing a new book. During this time he has been attempting Ty/ 
to.determine what direction he should take in regards to

•national issues. His inclination is to direct his entire 
‘efforts ip opposition to the war in Vietnam. During the past 
,two weeks, he has started making public appearances again. .< *
Xn California on 2/25/67 he attacked the war in Vietnam and
suggested cuitting Vietnam, according to an article in "The 

. New York Times." At one point he made a statement that 
• might be considered revolutionary. He stated in part, "we 
;thave got to get out and demonstrate and protest until it
'rocks the very foundations of this Nation."

Also, while King was out of the country, the voter 
registration drive in Chicago failed miserably. He is very 
sensitive about this failure and feels it hurt his public 
image. He is also sensitive about allegations bis personal 
appeal to the ghetto. Negro is waning.

Another f/otor that is influendTng his decision 

is Reverend JamegLBeyel*s leaving his post as Project Director 
Chicago Southern Christian Leadership Conference, to become 
Executive Director, Spring Mobilization Committee to End the 
Var in Vietnam, New York. New York. This also transpired
while King, was in Jacaic 
to Hanoi, North Vietnam, late

In acdition> Beyel*
ev<27

ife traveled 
his' xife "

continue to be paid salaries by'life* Southern Christian1""— 
Leadership Conference even though they have new employment.

* * is 4- W
Lil OBSERVATIONS 
~ tl to an int^Y;

It is *>lt J« ~
thu lHTl!.wiewer'^rzs—

UId 'UUBs Lions*. The press-Ay
Encl. 
100-106670 
DMW:deh aA

CONTINUED - OVER-



MeBorandua to *!r. Sullivan 
Re: MARTIN LUTHZR KING, JR. 
100-106670

representative could arrange for an interview ostensibly 
to question King concerning his new book. During the 
interview the above-interrelated activities could be 
developed, particularly to bring out the political - 
reorientation of King's major efforts in relation to 
United States foreign policy as contrasted to the position 
taken by other civil rights leaders who have continued to 
direct their efforts at civil rights. This then could be 
linked to show that King's current policies remarkably 
parallel communist efforts. This would cause extreme 
embarrassment to King. Further, it is felt that since the 
position and paths taken by King and his group closely 
parallel that advocated by the' Communist Party, this fact 
should be made known to the public.

' REC01STENDAT IONS:

t That the attached list of questions be furnished 
the Crime Records Division in an effort to interest a

1 81 WK Live in interviewing King.

NW 6806 Docld:32989755 Page 621



: Mr. W. C. Sulliva^ •

from : j)r je Brennan, Jr.

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR 
SECURITY MATTER - C

,1 — Blr.’^rLoach
1 — Jlr^.ullivan

, DATE:* 8/30/67

1 - C. D. Brennan 
CD. M. Wells).

1 Liaison
1 - J. M. Fitzgerald

CazFW__

Cental _

Tr»*t«r —

< • • 9
This.is to-recommend that we furnish to General - . 

I.'\Greene,2_^r•, Commandant^Qf^the^Marine Corps, the
{attached copy or Bureau "Top Secret"rmo 
Y’Communist Influence in Racial Matters A Current Analysis

5^3

OBSERVATIONS

I
 General Greene.has_ always^been very_friendly and
^©.operative -with~¥He” Bureau.: - As Commandant of the’Marine Corps 
ha,is also/a'member of’the Joint.Chiefs„ofJStaff. It is felt 
ft would definitely be to the benefit of General Greene and /; 
to the Bureau to furnish him the enclosed monograph which has/^ 

^•previously been disseminated on a. high level to the White House 
Vthe Attorney General, the Secretary of- Defense, Secretary of
State, and the Secret Service. In addition, approval was giver

xewpt Ir 
Dale of D• RECOMMENDATION.:

Australian

ROM GDS CATEGORY.

« That attached monogr
*. General Greene 

100-106670

• Enc. 
kJ. JMF:jad 

(6)

ication^ 
furnished by Liaison to

REC IS

31 SEP 12 BS7



' * ONMED STA’i

Memorandwr^^y-^
Mr. Sullivan

J. Baucgaroner 1

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Rosen

MARTIN LUTHER KIHG 
SECURE MATTER - I

RATE:

Sources

6/29/65 
Mr, Sullivan

1 - Mr. Bland ** —
1 - Mr. D.J. Brennan -Tst*”*5" 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Phillips

CCMMUKIST 0£

He have Just obtained information by chance which," 
if proven true, will give us a golden opportunity to discredit King 
because of his communist connections
i » On 6/27/65 Supervisor Seymor F. Phillips, Domestic
Intelligence Division, was engaged in a golf game with

Phillips has known these two individuals only 
a "short peribcFof ‘time; they are aware of his employment in the FBI 

initiated a conversation about King by observing that a 
friend'of his. Representative James Martin, Republican of Alabama, 
had told him that’he, Martin, had discussed King with the President/ 
and that the President is reluctant to expose King’s communist 
’connections because of the harm it would do to the civil rights 
movement. (It will bo recalled that there was recent newspaper 
publicity wherein Martin was critical of the President on the King' 
matter and re furnished details to the White House and Attorney
General.) puntry of Friendly Foreign Intelligence Service]CI 

Confufsn+fd Source- observed that an acquaintance, a
ho is employed ecn-f. Source

.the following/which had been related to her by
had told him

a banker in According to the banker, King has a
’ numbered account in his bank with a balance of over one minion 
, ^llars, said Ke was surprised^© Eave "received this inioma 
tion because he thought it jpost indiscreet for a banZc official to 

/divulge such information, even tokX^IXJi, inasmuch as identities 
r of holders of numbered accounts are. the cost closely-held type of 

information existing in'banking circles. Without showing undue 6 
interest-, Phillips ascertained that (1) is a spinstcr,hence g
her LRZZR2E3 name is also (2) banker holds the
position of Executive Director of the unknown bank; (3) <.1_ 
holds a responsible secretarial position Ugh andR

tis considered by*CEZn as cost reliable. —r"' «
Informat ion1 Yn Byfllos and from Public Sources: / *

! ---------------- Ta/u uuiirruTnation identifiable —
vritli or-C^ika. Credit records reveal

l is secretary to the employed thercKj

100-106670

SEP:doh
(10)

7 <7< ✓//

CONTINUED

' wm 't"! l> ' to
•al ofejicJUL'^ ^5

ni^cd' pc i’SQllr



Eemorandum to Mr. Sullivan •* ' dLL EXCISING EXCEPT CC!T.
e: Martin Luther King, Jr. SCimCE OX TEIS E^X TO PROTECT
00-106670 FRIENDLY FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

SERVICE. ITS REPRESENTATIVE AND 
COUNTRY

£r over 30 years. In November, 1964, Just after the Director^ 
pbke out concerning King and other natters, , —coat.

-a, 1 - — L - - --- -T - L —■ II „■■».!.■■ •-

’ou Mr. KooverJ” She was thanked’for her remarks by letter.
Telephone Directory has no listing for any^r^^^i^CCAT- Soo«C 

land McNally Bankers rP(j.re£t$ry identifies officials of several 
banks but no 73listed. In connection with our 

investigations under the”Criminal Intelligence Program, we have
levelopod information that some banks do have numbered
iccounts. Ke do not have any sources that nan give us specific 
.nfornation about such numbered accounts «|

---------- Our investigation of King and related matters has
riven us some cause to suspect a possible skimming off of funds 
>y King from the vast amounts he collects on behalf of the civil
•ights movement, This would certainly be consistent with the 
>pportunistic and ^^^ature of King. However, we have
lever been able to develop any evidence to support such a 
;uspicio’n. Ke do.knot? that one of his favorite vacation haunts 
s .7 ~77>»and hg_nns inane nr xCtsr vco tries mere in tne nr.sz~~-
sevcrai noncas. ITj ._Z.ZJS> Is unaer —control ana a ;"'-- J'-j* 4 s based there to,service./.'777—
Investigative needs, including those of
ZREI, representative in Eashington, D.C,, has previously been
zriefed by us concerning King and would appear to be our best 
Jhannel for attempting to establish whether or not King does have
t large sum of coney concealed in a 1 bank

JBSERVATIONS ANT) PROPOSED COURSE OF-ACTION

If we can prove that King is bearding large sums of coney, 
pe would have available possiply the best information to date which 
jould be used to discredit him, especially in the eyes of his own 
people. Depending on exactly what evidence is developed, re cay 
take the action to discredit King ours elvas (through friendly news 
sources, or the like) or we m^ght, turn the information over to the 
Internal Revenue Service for possible original prosecution. This j 
pridge can be crossed when we reach it. ^pr the present, we *
propose taking this catter up with with the request
that he initiate, on a highly confidential basis, investigation to 
establish the .truth of the allegationJ^We believe that there is a

l£’g!5 CONTINUED - OVER



emorandun to Hr, Sullivan 
.e: Hartin Lather King, Jr 
00-106670

efase of urgency in this natter and should not delay our action 
ecause it Js entirely likely that other individuals may have 
een in receipt of this information and inquiries by others, 
uch as an ambitious newspaper man, could well Interfax© with 
ur designs. There is also the possibility that v
Iso overheard Cl renarks and is friendly with Congressman
artin, may tell. Martin and thus set into motion inquiries iroa 
notber direction* .

ECOMMEIIDATION:

;------ .* approved, we will immediately discuss this matter 
1th and expedite ineuiryj^ You will be kept advised of 
ertinentjjuevelopaents.^P

■NW W6 Ddcta:3»9755 Page 05
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UNITED STATES COtWNMEN
T^mm. 

iTtflaea:

® Memorandum^'- TE IN ENVELOPE!
E<*m

:Mr. Sulliv; DATE: 3/2/65

: F. J. Baumgardner V

- martin Luther king. jr. 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Bland 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Phillips A

. Tras«.
T«i». A 
H»Lw« 
Go4r .

Q • The Governor of Massachusetts is John A. Volpe (R). ~ Be was — 
elected 11/3/64 and had previously served as Governor from 1961-1963. /■ 
No adverse security information concerning Volpe in Bureau files. —"
gelations with him have been cordial and in January, 1961, upon his first 
election as Governor he was sent a congratulatory letter and a copy of 
“Masters of Deceit” by the Director, Pursuant to your request of SAC 
Bandley, Boston, for discreetly-obtained available information concerning 
ft planned “Day" for King, ASAC Uhittaher, Boston, today (3/2/65) telepiiont 
•the following inforation to the Bureau. Arrangements for a "Day” for 
King have already been firmed up. It is to be 4/23/65. An award is to 
be made to King, the - nature of which has not yet been determined, 2<eith< 
has the place for the testimonial yet been determined. -There is no 
Information that the invitation to King has been definitely extended as 
lyet, SAC Handley has met the Governor who is cordial and friendly to 
the Bureau and Handley believes that the Governor could be safely contact? 
on a highly confidential bais and briefed concerning King with the^ end 
^result that the affair for King will be watered down 

OBSERVATIONS: /0 6“ /0

Because of the known communist influence on King coupled with
KK£3ZsSES»?5ssen®c^, it isjbelleved that it would be 
of the Bureau to have SAC Handley personally'meet with 
brief bim concerning King. Although arrangements have 
fgr'the King Day that the affair will likely come off, 
^/ernor will likely induce him to minimize the affair

in.the interes- 
the Governor and 
progressed-so far 
our briefing of th- 
and especially the

award for King
-REC 37 I 1

100-106070 This document is prepare^in response to °ffictelproeecdings by
SEP;1at (8) nation outside your ConiidtfhCQ^l^r^
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© b.
Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: MARTI# LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670

RECOiSXMJATION
If approved, this memorandum should be routed back to 

Assistant' Director Sullivan vho will telcphonically contact SAC Handly 
and have him brief the Governor on a highly'\confidential basis and vith 
the proviso that under no circumstances may there ever be any attributior 
to the FBI for the information furnished Himi The Governor -will be told 
that ^ing for some tine has been associated vith and under the influence 
Of present and former corinunists and that King, although a clergyman and

be told that King and other 
,s Spring tocivil rights leaders plan to go to Boston th;

a family nan.

- 2 -
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SECRET

UNITED a TA
FEDERAL BUREAU OF. INVESTIGATION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY HATTER - COMMUNIST

RACIAL HATTERS

TASniNCTON 25, D. C.

Ctober IS. 1963

IN

' The office of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference is located at 330 Auburn Avenue Northeast, 
Atlanta., Georgia. Hartin Luther King, Jr., is President 
of this organization. • He is closely associated with

member of the Communist Party
USA

* »» •       —.III.—Illi I— —■"lH — *   «.llll<m—" —• .111— III—   _

In view of the possible 
communist influence in the racial situation, it is requested 
that authority be granted to place a technical surveillance 
on the headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference at its current address or at any future address 
to which it may be moved

spectfully IpD-Zo^^-^S^

APPROVED

DATE

Uohn Edgar’ Hoover 
'M Director

decla
'. PM.

ds ««

1CRDl 
Excluded 
domgradl
‘eclassir1

HE

os autesatic 
and I
xlon I

ATE OF DECLASSIFICATION INDEFINITE

!ED BY^Z^^national security information
^9 RY ______ Uncut h-’i";;:! Dir^omre '

Subject to Criminal Sanctions '
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' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

C Memorandum
to : Mr. Belmont

rfiAu • C. A. Evans

subject: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - C

The Attorney General was contacted at his request this after
noon. He had before him our memorandum of October 7, 1963, requesting 
authority for technical surveillances on Martin Luther King at his residence 
at Atlanta and at the office of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 
of which he is president, at New York City.

The Attorney General said that he recognized the importance o

(
this coverage if substantial information is to be developed concerning the 
relationship between King and the Communist Party. He said there was no 
question in his mind as to the coverage in New York City but that he was

( ^orried about the security of an installation covering a residence in Atlanta, 
^Georgia. He noted that the last thing we could afford to have would be a 
discovery of a wire tap on King's residence.

.' I pointed out to the Attorney General the fact that a residence^ 
s involved did not necessarily mean there was any added risk because of

lb

the technical nature of the telephone system. He was informed that the 
: ^Bureau had had years of experience ih this field and that we continually 
? Previewed our procedures to insure that every measure possible to secure 

-’’^such installations was takeq. It was nevertheless noted that of necessity 
had to deal with established contacts in the telephone company to get. the y 

,,^necessary leased lines, but once again we had pro<^ure^£!^h_min^
^'the risks to the nth degree.

' ' ’ B NOV 7 1953
After this discussion the Attorney General said he felt we 

should go ahead with the technical coverage on King "Off a triallirasis, and to ' 
continue it if productive results were forthcoming. He said he was certain 
that all Bureau representatives involved would recognize the delicacy of this 
particular matter and would thus be even more cautious than ever in this 
assignment. He asked to be kept advised of any pertinent information /
developed regarding King’s communist connections. 0

*

Enclosure - (

1 - Mr. Sullivan '
s net for V .ssemv

i ■



I

-orandum to Mr. Belmont

I 
i

I Our memorandum. requesting authority for this surveillance
• Signed by the Attorney General and handed to me. It is attached.

2'
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UNITED ST^^JJEPAKTMENT OF JUST!

FEDERAL HUREAU 0F INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON 2S, D. C.

| October 7, 1963

i

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY HATTER - COMMUNIST

i

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 
RACIAL MATTERS *

Martin Luther King, Jr., resides at 563 Johnson 
Avenue, Northeast, -Atlanta, Georgia, and is president of 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). The 
Hew York office of the SCLC is located at 312 West 125th 
Street, New York City, He is closely associated with

_______  tnomiv>r of the Communist Party
USA

1 In view of the possible 
communist influence in the racial situation, it is requested
that author it jr b place
on King at his current address or 

-which he may move.

technical surveillance 
any future address to

• It is further requested 
to place a technical surveillance

that authority be granted 
on the SCLC office at the

current Hew York address or 
it may be moved.

to any other address -to which

.Respectfully,

APPROVED

DATS

Hoover .

docncradfik and
cLtlcn

GRuu 
•xcludcd

A 
ros at

VW.
declassify

NAWHAb SECURITY INFORMATION 
Ihmuthcrfevd Disdosnre

Subject to Criminal Sanctions

EEQRgT
r

TPS4!FICAt\/n REWlfe^

DS CATEGORY_^__
iLLEEDEG!



VMTEr. STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. Belmont79 j

FROM C.' A. * Evans

subject:

Tofst* . 

Bel

Coated

date: jjuhe 25, 1963

JUNE
Hofer* 

Gxn4r .

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

* * 9 's*
'• The Attorney General orally informed me today that he had been 

considering the request he-made on July 16, 1963, for a technical surveil- 
■ lance on Martin Luther King at his home and office and was now of the 

opinion that this would be ill advised., ♦

At the time the Attorney General initially asked for such a 
surveillance, he was told there was considerable doubt that the 
productivity of the surveillance would be worth the risk because King 
travels most of the time and that there might be serious repercussions 
should it ever become known the Government had instituted this coverage. 
These were the very thoughts that the Attorney Generalexpressed today 
in withdrawing his request.

With reference to the other technical surveillance requested 
at the same time, namely, the one on Clarence Benjamin.Jones, the 
Attorney General felt this was in a different category and we should go 
forward with, this coverage. It is noted that this was previously approved 
in writing by the Attorney General.

The memorandum we sent to the Attorney General on 
July 23, '1963, requesting authority for the King surveillance has been 
retrieved and is attached,

ACTIO?i TO BE TAKEN:
;d

r We will take no further action to effect technical coverage on 
'■ Martin Luther King, either at his home or at his office at the Southern 

Christian Leadership Conference, in the absence of a further request 
from the Attorney General.
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UffHEE STATES GOVERNMENT < '

£ Memorandum R0 IN ENVELOPE Cdirths

ft&M*

T»lia 

JU

TO

from : i*r, y, j Baumgardner.

Sullivan : January 

Mr.

Mr

8, 1964

Belmont -. 
Sullivan 
Bland

T»s«r 

7«k. E 

Holen

subject: COXIUNIST PARTY. USA
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 
INTERNAL SECURITY -

IN RACIAL HATTERS 
COMMUNIST

Baumgardner c“<y 
Forsyth 
Liaison 
Mr. Kleinkauf

Memorandum Iron W C. Sullivan to A
summarized the results of a conference held at

H. Belmont 12/24/63 X- <: 
the Seat of Governmentc?^*’

• 12/23/63 between Bureau officials and Supervisors and field repre- 
sentatives designed to explore how best to carry on our investigation# , 4 
of captioned matter to produce the desired results without embarrass-^,1;

| sent to the Bureau, T7e completely analyzed avenues of approach aimed* ^ 
j at neutralizing Martin Luther King, Jr., as an effective Negro leader;
I One of the avenues explored was that concerning any facets of the • ' 'T't
• finaftcial operations of King and the organizations through which he-- ' 
• operates which investigation might reveal either violations of the ‘ 

or o^er potentials for discrediting King or otherwise neutralizing 
^#is effectiveness.

Bufiles contain two items of particular significance. A 
Washington Capital News Service release dated 10/22/63 reveals that ? 
King’s integration organization had an income of more than $735,000 
during the past fiscal year and spent only about half of it. It is x 
stated that in a report of the financial status of the Southern Chris
tian Leadership Conference (SCLC), of which King is President, King

I disclosed that the organization had a balance of $351,992.20 left 
8/31/63 at the end of the fiscal year from a total income of $735,534.02 
Another such news release .dated 11/4/63 revealed that Representative 
George Andrews (D-Ala.) asked the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to 
investigate the tax status of the SCLC. Andrews is quoted as saying, 
"Thousands and thousands of dollars are collected and spent each year, 
by so-called civil rights organizations and many people are beginning * 
to suspect they could be a front for a full-grown racket." i K

. It is noted that King’s operations revolve principally afduhd>
I the SCLC. However, fund-raising operations on his part are further aug^ 
' mented by the activities of the Gandhi Society for Hunan Rights, which a 

commenced operations in 1962. prr<>6

100-3-116

©
-100-10GG70 (Martin Luther King, Jr.) P " .
-100-433794 (Southern Christian Leadership Conference) t

J / ' 'TJaf document if prepared in response & not
ocja:32fl8975^tae^A?r wr Ccmmitec. -Its 'toga'll proctt.wsi oy



Memorandum to Ur, Sullivan 
EE: ' COWWHIST PART?, USA 

NEGRO QUESTION 
COW1UKIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL HATTERS 

100-3-116

OBSERVATIONS;

I
lt is believed that an examination of recent income tax 
returns of King might well reveal information which could assist the 
Bureau in its efforts to discredit King or neutralize his effective- 
iness. This is possibly applicable also if the income tax returns of 
the SCLC and the Gandhi Society were reviewed. In view of the possi
bility that the SCLC has already been under some investigation by IRS, 
a request for the results of such investigation is indicated. We also 
- had information in late 1963 that the Gandhi Society was negotiating 
with IRS relative to tax exemptions and therefore the results of any 
IRS investigation of that Society would be worth procuring,

To date we have been most discreet and circumspect in our 
handling of the King investigation, as well as corollary investiga
tions such as revolving around organizations, because of the position 
King has not only as a clergyman, but also as a ’’respected” Negro 

Reader. It is therefore essential that our current requests of the
। IRS which are herein being recommended be handled in a manner which 
I would provide for optimum security so that neither King nor any other 
• unauthorized individuals may become aware of the Bureau’s interest 
* and so that no embarrassment may come to the Bureau. For this reason, 
the attached memoranda are classified ’’Secret.”

RECOMIJENEATION;

It is recommended that the Liaison Section 
uncertified copies of each of the income tax returns

obtain two 
available for 
the Gandhi

Attached hereto are three memoranda for the use of the
Liaison Section

the pas 
Society

five years pertaining to King, the SCLC and

date OF dec
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* UNITED'STATES G. ERNMENT

urn
to :Mr. W. C. Sulli date: November- 29, 1967

from : G» C. Moore/t&^/

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Mr, DeLoach .
Mr, Bishop 
Mr, Sullivan 
Mr, G«. C, Moore 
Mr. D. M. Wells

CoIi3%M _ 
Com cd------ 
Feit---------

-Cole_____  
Romt.

Saitlnroo 
Tevrl.-------
TJotter 
Tele. Roca 
(Won-----

PURPOSE

t

CLASSIF!
EXEMPT FRO 

• DATE OF D IFICATION INDEFINITE.

Attached for your approval for dissemination are

1
 copies of A communication revealing the Ford Foundation is 
giving Martin Luther King, Jr.’s, group, the Southern

. Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), a quarter of azA i
| million dollars. - • . - . / V-

BACKGROUND: . /J.

? In October, 1966, McGeorge Bundy, !
Presidentzbf the Ford Foundation, was about to give SCLC a - .

• $3 million grant in December, 1966. According to the source,
. the Ford Foundation was sympathetic to the financial problems X.

of sox^ ex-113 z_ 2>l y
With your approval, John Bugas, former Special '

Agent in Charge of. the Detroit Office and presently Vice , *
* President of the Ford Motor Company, was briefed as to the . 

. -subversive backgrounds of King’s principal advisors. Bugas - -
• expressed alarm and indicated that although the Ford Motor -

• Company had little control over the Ford Foundation -he, - . ‘ • 
nevertheless,' would* immediately attempt to .get in touch. ' . - 
with Bundy and do something about this matter. . Bugas -

* advised that when he confronted Bundy with this matter,^'
Bundy was rather highhanded in the conversation. Bugas^ -

-Syndicated his company had quite a number of ’’hard blows’* {

. f£©m the Ford Foundation over the years and most certainly,____ , 
a liaison between this foundation and Martin Luther King, Jr., 

. ’would*be a serious blow to the company. No additional -

XI information was received concerning this matter until 
\^?recehtly. We did not disseminate this information so that 

our counterint»slligence measures would not be divulged_ *
$



At a staff meeting recently. King announced 
the Ford Foundation had granted his organization a quarter . 
of a million dollars. King did not state how this, money// 
was going to be used. i

OBSERVATIONS:

It is interesting to note that King’s group 
will only get $250,000, a large sum, but considerably 
smaller than the original amount. Perhaps our measures 
had some effect in causing this reduction. * In view of 
King’s current announcements indicating he will hold a 
camp-in at Washington, D. C., across from the White House, 
it is felt the President would be extremely interested . y 
in the source of these.new funds being made available 
to SCLC.

RECOMMENDATION:

The attached be forwarded by routing slip to 
Mrs. Mildred Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, 
Administrative Assistant to the Vice President; Secretary 
of Defense McNamara; the Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Doar, Yeagley, and 14 
Vinson; Army, Navy, and Air Force.
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Memorandum to Mr. W, C. Sullivan .
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST 
100-106670 ' „

In order to .be effective, 2,000 people must be
trained between now and early February, ■ 1968. Also, black 
nationalist organizations* activities must be neutralized 
in order that SCLC’s demonstration will be successful. 
King felt that if this program fails it would probably 
benefit the black nationalist movement. . LX*

RECOMMENDATION: ' • ; \ • . ' . : ’ 7 .

The attached be forwarded by routing slip to
Mrs. Mildred Stegall at the White House; Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President; Secretary of Labor Wirtz; 
Secretary of Defense McNamara; Army; Navy; Air Force; . 
Attorney General; Deputy Attorney General; Assistant 
Attorneys General:: Doar, Vinson, and Yeagley. .

• 2 -
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TO

- - ‘‘Memorandum
DATE:

op
Callahan_  

• Conrod ■
. Frit-----------

Co!»_

from : G. C. Moore

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
' SECURITY MATTERS - COMMUNIST

- Mr. Sullivan ' 
- Mr. G. C. Moore 
- Mr. P. T. Basher

Trolls_____  
Tri*. Roos 
Kolbes —
Ccadr______

PURPOSE

CLASSIFIED^
•X^W^mMPT FR0M _ _ ___

, nr Classification indefiniter. ■ ”v'date of
c 7 JS ~

Attached for your, approval for dissemination are
copies of a;communication containing information regarding a 
contract in amount of $61,000 funded and approved by Department 
of Labor'and negotiated by the Community Action Group, Atlanta, 
Georgia', with Martin Luther King’s organization Southern Chris
tian Leadership Conference -(SCLC). Also included is information 
indicating recent immoral conaudt on the part of King./i> \ / ^

BACKGROUND: ; ,

Laborvas negotiating a contract with the SCLC to train Negroes • 
in the Atlanta, Georgia, area for employment.

The Director approved furnishing W. Willard Wirtz, 
‘Secretary of Labor, a-copy of the ”Top Secret” document *
entitled “Communist Influence in Racial Matters. - A- Current 
Analysis” dated 4/10/67. This document•sets forth in detail, 
the extent of Communist influence within'the SCLC and King’s 
involvement with such elements and his unsavory, moral.back- 
ground.,

Mr. James J. Reynolds, Undersecretary of Labof^.sub
sequently advised Liaison (SA W. J. McDonnell) that^ird^De^*4

partment of Labor had recently approved a contract in the - 
amount of $61,000 negotiated by the Community Action’ Group, 
Atlanta, Georgia, with the SCLC. The contract is for on-the- 
j'ob-training for Negroes with retail grocers. SCLC will re
ceive $13,000 for administering the program and the grocers 
.will receive $48,000 for providing on-the-job-training.

*-Enclo.sureXxz-u^—
100-106670 *" " OVER 1-^

* 1 - 100-438794 j UUNiWlN LIAl • J '
PTB:1^L W| COFF SiADS FOK HS. 'TOLSOK,
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- Memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan . •
RE: MARTIN ’LUTHER KING., JR. ' '

SECURITY MATTERS - COMMUNIST . - ' - -

' ' *

• ;

' • • Reynolds advised that upon receipt of the document
centering King,-he conferred with Secretary of Labor Wirtz.
Both agreed that there was no way at this time that the con
tract with SCLC could be gracefully canceled without causing
severe and embarrassing repercussions. He stated, however, ' 

(that in view of the information received, both he and the
Secretary are in agreement that .steps will be taken to insure 
that no further contracts will be awarded to King’s group.

has advised that King recently completed 
a tour throughout the United States with the purpose of parti
cipating in benefit programs to .raise funds for the-SCLC.
While .on this tour, King took an excessive dosage of sleep ing 

i pills and his conduct on the tour was ’’quite atrocious.” Ac- 
• cording to the source, King not only ’’traveled, * ate, an^^drank 

first clas$ but slept with his secretary and others. •

RECOMMENDATION; • . . ' • . , * - . " -

The attached be forwarded by routing slip to Mrs. ' 
Mildred Stegall at the White House; Attorney General; Deputy 
Attorney General; and Assistant Attorney J. Walter Yeagley. .
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tn Rtpiy, Pitas* Rtftr to 
Fil* No. ■

ERAL BUREAU OF IX VESTIGA1

WASHIMCTOX, D.C_ 20535

November 8, 1967

. The Department of Labor recently ^approved a
contract in the amount of $61,000 negotiated by the Commu-’- . 
nity Action Group, Atlanta, Georgia, with the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. The contract provides 
for on-the-job-training for Negroes with retail grocers. - 
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference will receive . 
$13,000 for administering the program and the grocers will 
receive $48,000 for providing on-the-job-training. •

. Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern J. . 
Christian Leadership Conference, was instrumental in es- 

' tablishing this program. He contacted grocers and obtained , 
their assurance that they would set aside 15 percent of the 
employment openings for on-the-job-training of Negro youths. .

King Emotionally Upset . 1 .. - ‘

Martin Luther King, Jr., recently completed a
• tour throughout the United States for the purpose of par ti

- cipating in benefit programs to raise funds for 
■ Christian Leadership Conference. - . - '

the Southern

. ’ According to a confidential source of
' King, while on the tour, experienced difficulty

this Bureau, 
sleeping and

' as a consequence he resorted to the use of sleeping pills. *
, The source stated that in one instance Kingvas scheduled to 

depart by air at 9 A.M.; but due to having taken sleeping pills
' the previous evening, ’’they” could not awaken King until 2 P.M.
the following afternoon DECLJLSS 

os /J

Q ■Excluded. frorr-Gutoineteee’
•■do ‘.mg *? atSeng- "Crfd—j.- 
doolcopi-fi pa -S.-i.sa1T ncT

EXEMPT FROM 
.. DATE OF DECLA FICATION INDEFINITE .

643 •

313^
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' ■ ' 1 ' . wmtil
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. ' * . / ■■ 'A ,

* - The source also stated that King.’s conduct on the.
tour was "quite atrocious." He said King not only "traveled,_

. ate, and drank first class but slept with his secretary and 
others." Furthermore, according to the source King frequently’

.. flew into a rage over relatively insignificant matters.

. ' ♦ % * * . ’* *•**.. ’ ’ '♦- ! * *'

• ' * . - * : - i - -

- 2 -
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' ‘ ^&Til>Wn'ES G< 

v ' MemoraA
WiMhin

: Mr, W. C* Sulli

FROM : G* C

1 - Mr. Bishop 
DATE: October 18, 1967

1 •• Mr, G* C. Moore

■■ 
CcUcbcn । 
CoMod
Felt-----------------  
Col*----------- -— 
Ro^n

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER" KING, JR. .
- SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNISM

PURPOSE: i

1 - Mr. Marion
1 • Mr* D. M. Wells

To**l A,,. .
Trotter —- 
Tele. Room — 
Bolar*

for dissemination toAttached for your approval
friendly news media sources' is a copy of a Negro newspaper 
editorial attacking Martin Luther King, Jr*, President, 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

BACKGROUND:
m a

King*s group is in desperate need of funds. In 
an effort to combat .this problem, King has organized a 
variety show starring Harry Belafonte, well-known Negro 
vocalist with a subversive background, to tour seven major
cities in the United States. The proceeds will go to the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference. King is touring*-^-

• with the group and speaks during each performance

z The attached editorial entitled/rThink Twice 
Before Going to Coliseum Tuesday Night” appeared in the 
'Torward^rmes,” the leaaing'Negro^newspaper in Houston 
Texas, This paper attacks King l^r’Jfiiirstari3"o^ 

and claims his appearance in Houston is ”an imposition on 
the community,*1 King is also referred to as ”a misguided 
•Moses* who has lost* himself.” In addition, the article*
claims King*s position regarding the Vietnam war *’borders 7. 
upon treason.*’ Further, *’a man who will not fight for his 

• country hasn’t got any civil rights or any respect due him,**’

Enclosure t

100-106670 
f-

DMW:ekw- /
(8)

Classified
Exempt from CDS, Category 
put. of Declassification In. jrfinjte.

13 NOV 3 1957
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

newspaper, city and state.)

"FORWARD TIMES" 
- HOUSTON,. TEXAS

10AH/6T
Edition:

Author:

Editor-. Juli us Carter
Title:

Character:

or
Classification:
Suboitting Office: 100-lC«r

I I Being investigated

ENCLOSURE
NW‘M6HD(dc1cH29§9755 Pa^e §47



Several weeks ago FORWARD TIMES 
made an editorial expression which 

' stated, among other things, that Dr. Mar
tin Luther King had strayed ott onto an 

■ * extremely dangerous course which ran 
|in the opposite direction from the civil 
frights leadership course that vast! 
^numbers of citizens had come to know[ 
and respect him lor over a wide span ox ‘ 
years.

.. Now, we wish to make it crystal clear. 
. ; that this newspaper, oi course, respects 

ahd upholds Dr. King's tight to take a 
position that is, what we think to be, 
contrary to good judgement. If he wishes - 
to be the spokesman lor the 'peaceniks',

• that's his business. When, however, Dr. 
King joins with others and tries to impose 

ithat poor judgement upon the entire Negro 
|community wnich is already beset with, 
amore in-depth and complicated problems-’ 
than can apparently be coped with, at that '

; point we call it our business.
- FORWARD TIMES takes the position' 
that Dr. King's visit to Houston next 
Tuesday night is an imposition upon this 
community of the first order. We also 
think that the fact that he is shrouding 
his “remarks" behind a big name popu-

’ lar singer like Aretha Franklin suggests 
subterfuge. If Aretha Franklin, who is 
now at the peak of fame, ffermits this 
group of 'peaceniks' to use her name to 
further their efforts, all that we cay say^ 
is, “that’s her business." If she wakes up7- 

plater and finds that she has acted just, 
^ike Tokyo Rose and Axis Sally, all that 
twe can say Is that she brought it all upon 
herselt.

Our concern is not so much with what 
course Dr. King and Miss Franklin elect 
to iolipw^Miat conce rns us is that, the in- .

nocent public, if not properly fbre-j 
warned, might be taken in by their visit' 
to Houston. We think that if what Dr. King 

^has to say isn't within itself meritorious : 
2 enough to draw a crowd, he shouldn't be . 
j coming to town in the first place to say?
it. As it stands now, Aretha Franklin'sif 
name has been added to the show and manyi^ 
people will pay the fee expecting to hear !(l

• her sing. She will be the *bait' to help • 
' get the crowd inside the Coliseum. Once t 
inside, the trapped ticket purchasers will 
have to sit quietly while Dr. King spews i 
about the “immorality" of the war in 
Viet Nam. Whether we like it or not, the . 
United States of America is at war with 
a determined aggressor. How we got into ’ 
this war matters little at this point. The ' 
bold truth is that we are shooting 'live' . - 

? ammunition at them and they are shoot- * 
ning the same type back at us with re-fc 
5markable effectiveness.

Looking at the conflict logically and’^ 
' realistically, we cannot escape the fact ‘ 
that we have absolutely no course open 
to us but to disregard all of the babble 
of weaklings. We, as bonafide American 
citizens, must take a stand with our 
country. In bur actions, in our convert 
satlons and in our preachments, we must 
give no aid and no comfort to the enemy.

- We must remember that all wars are 
immoral find when Martin Luther King . 
preaches about how immoral the Ameri- - 
can bullets are and fails to offer us an (| 
alternative for stopping those immoral^ 

’bullets being fired at our boys, we havelj 
:;got to take the ex-civil rights worker- 
•to task for his oversight. i.

There is no middle ground here for any. 
misguided “Moses" who has l^st him- 
self_Kinggot lost just outside of Chica-;
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Third Revision

Reviewed by Projects Unit, DCRS, and copy 
returned 11/15/78 to HSCA representative. 
Lew Darisi.
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The statements contained in the attached application for passport 
true and correct;

2. There is- no one in Canada, eligible under the Canadian passport re
gulations to vouch for passport applications, who knows ne well enough 
to vouch for my application. The reason for this is that

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it 
to be true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if 
cade under oath, and by virtue of the Canada Evidence Act.

)
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302 (hov. 1-2S-60) FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 ' ' IWHQQTO Qm. 14, 1968______

- uiwLMhi ku. ■ .
• ■ ///m / 2S - ....

■ Mrs. ALBERT B. (CAROL ANN)- PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, 
stated her new unpublished telephone number is 645-9152. 
She was interviewed on May 10, 1968, by SAs HOWARD C. 
KENNEDY and ALBERT J. RUSHING at which time she furnished 
the following information:

Mrs. PEPPER is the sister of subject, JAMES EARL 
RAY, but is 13 years younger than subject and in all of her 
life has had very little contact or association with the 
subject having seen him only ^proximately three or four 
times in her life. These three or four times when she has 
seen him all occurred in the City of St. Louis after Mrs. 
PEPPER came to St. Louis when she was 16 years old to reside 
with her father, in St. Louis and all of the occasions when, 
she saw the subject were brief encounters such as when she 
saw him on the street. She believes the last time she saw" 
the subject was probably in 1959 or earlier when- she en
countered him on the street in South St. Louis at which time 
she was in the company of their brother, FRANK (BUZZY) RAY, • 
who is now deceased. Her first recollection of seeing him 
was following his discharge from military service. ...

.MrsV PEPPER was born January 30, 1941, at Ewing, 
Missouri.: She went to school-at Quincy, Illinois, where-.- - . 
she resided with her mother, .LUCILLE RYAN. Mrs.. PEPPER’S ’ .
.birth certificate showed her-.name as RAYNES which she under
stands. is an incorrect spelling of the name, of her father, ’ 
whose name is RAYNS and who. now resides near Center, • ” "*
Missouri, to which- location he recently moved from St. Louis, 
Missouri.. Mrs. PEPPER, prior to marriage, .used the,name 
CAROL RYAN, the same surname used’by her mother, LUCILLE- 
RYAN. Mrs. PEPPER is unable to account for the variations 
in the surnames and she is aware that-various ones‘ qf^her • 
brothers and sister have used the surname RAY. So far as 
she knows they all had the same father although she expressed
uncertainty in that regard and she assumes that the varia
tions of the name are simply because her brothers and sisters 
decided to use the name RAY, a variation of the name RAYNS.

. When Mrs. PEPPER was 16 years of age, she left .
her mother’s residence in Quincy and came to St. Louis where 
she lived with her father at 1727 South’ 11th Street. She did

5/10/68 St. Louis, Missouri File g SL 44-775’

SA HOWARD C. KENNEDY ?
SA ALBERT J. RUSHING AJR/leh dictated 5/10/68
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2

SL 44-775 . ’ . ’

not attend school after she moved to St. Louis but had various 
jobs including a period of employment at Kresge’s, a dime 
store, located on Delmar Boulevard, University City, Missouri, 
no longer in existence. She is not now employed. Her last 
employment having been by the Catholic Archdiocese in St. Louis 
as a teacher in the Head Start Program which was conducted at 
St. Joseph’s School on South 12th Street in St. Louis. The 
later employment was for a period of about one year during the 

• latter' part of the residence of Mr. and Mrs. PEPPER at 712a 
Shenandoah, St. Louis, from which address they moved to their 
present address in the Maplewood in about October, 1967.

Sometime after Mrs. PEPPER came to St.- Louis at the 
age of 16 years to reside with her father, hermother also came 
to St. Louis and resided with Mrs. PEPPER’S maternal grand
mother, MARY MAHER, at 1913 Hickory, St. Louis. Mrs. PEPPER. \ 
however, did not at any. time actually reside in St. Louis 
with her mother, although she occasionally spent brief periods 
of time with her mdher at the mother’s address.. After- the . 
death of Mrs. PEPPER’S mother in early 1961, Mrs. PEPPER did- - 
reside for a period of ’ a few months with her-grandmother, Mrs.- 
MAHER, in St. Louis, until Mrs. PEPPER was married in St. Louis 
to ALBERT B. PEPPER in December, - 1961. - .... . . •

, “ Mrs. PEPPER and her husband have two children, •
ALBERT, age 6, and JIMMY, age 4. . ........... ... .. ........... . • -

After subject, JAMES EARL RAY, was arrested and con
victed on the charge for which he was sent to the Missouri State 
Penitentiary, Mrs. PEPPER has not ever seen him again on any ‘ 
occasion. For a time after he went to the penitentiary she 
did write letters to him on behalf of her grandmother, Mrs. 
MAHER and used the latters name in the letters and she con-
tinned .this practice after the death of the grandmother in .

.1963, continuing-to use the name of Mrs. MARY MAHER,’ who was • 
an approved correspondent of subject’s in the penitentiary.. 
Mrs. PEPPER estimates that after the death of her grandmother- 
she probably wrote no more than three or four letters to the. 
subject at the penitentiary. She is unable to recall the 
last such letter she-wrote .io him but the .last time may have 
been as late as the early part of 1967.’ She occasionally 
received a letter from subject while he was in the peniten
tiary and believes she received no more than two or three 
letters from him, Mrs. PEPPER did not ever visit subject at 
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the penitentiary or attempt to do so and insofar as she knows 
her husband did not ever visit him at the penitentiary. She 
advised she has understood from her husband that the latter 
has never seen the subject in his life. ' . .

Mrs. PEPPER has not at any time had any contact 
either direct or indirect with the subject since his escape 
in 1967 from the Missouri State Penitentiary, She has no 
knowledge of any person who has had information regarding the . 
subject’s whereabouts and stated she could furnish no such 
information regarding his whereabouts. She, herself, first 
learned that he had escaped from the penitentiary when she 
heard it on the radio and she knew nothing about any plans

- for the escape. She stated she has had no indication that 
anyone in her family or otherwise has been in any way in .

, contact with the subject- or had information regarding his 
whereabouts since his escape. . ■

’ ’ Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER regarding whether,
she recalled anything about the receipt of a money order 
in approximately January, 1967, which was reportedly in the 
amount of $15.00 and was sent by an inmate’ at the Missouri’ 
State Penitentiary to the ALBERT PEPPER Stationery Company, 
■712a Shenandoah,. St. Louis. . , . •

In response to direct questions concerning this 
matter, she advised that she may have received a money order 
on one occasion but to the best of her recollection, it was 
for $2.00 or $3.00 and it may have been in payment for maga- ' 
zines which her brother had requested she mail to him. It 
was her recollection that if she received a”money order it 
was received earlier than January, 1967. She said she never • 
at any time mailed magazines to him and does no,t recall what . 
disposition she may have made of any money ord'er aft^r it... 
was received. Later in the interview she said the money order . 
may have been for as much as $15.00 but she does not recall. 
She also acknowledged .that she might have cashed such a money 
order but she cannot specifically remember having done so. 
In this connection, she said her memory is very vague. ;

In response to soliciting by interviewing agents, 
Mrs. PEPPER stated that she would be entirely willing to notify 
the St. Louis Office of the EBI if she should at any time in
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the future receive any information which might have bearing 
on locating the subject. She also stated that she would be 
entirely willing to be interviewed further in the' event there
should be 
her would

any additional matters on which an interview with 
be desired. .

subject’s
Mrs. PEPPER said that her first knowledge of the 
involvement in this matter was when she heard the

news announcement on the radio and she said she has never , 
had any information regarding the possible involvement other 
than that which has apeared in the news media. She said she 
had never known of anything in her brother’s attitude or

. associations which would suggest any motive for his involve
ment in the killing of a Negro leader such as MARTIN LUTHER 
KING. .. .... - .... ‘ .

t
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Mrs. ALBERT B. (CAROL) PEPPER was recontacted at 
her residence, 2025 Bellevue, Maplewood, Missouri. She again 
specifically denied that she has had any contact with her 
brother, JAMES RAY, since his escape from the Missouri State 
Penitentiary in April, 1967, or that she has had any knowledge • 
whatever of his whereabouts since that time other than what 
she has derived from the news media. Although Mrs. PEPPER 
expressed her willingness and intention to notify the FBI 
if she should at any time be contacted by him or if she should 
receive any information regarding him she stated that she 
would certainly not expect that he would contact her and she ’ 
noted in that regard that RAY would not be aware of her current 
address or her new un-published telephone number. She further ■ 
pointed out that other than their brother, JERRY RAY, who •
is in the Chicago area, she believes all of the family have 
moved since RAY’s escape from the penitentiary and that JERRY 
RAY would, therefore, be the only one whose address would •
be known to JAMES RAY. . ■ . ’4

- ‘ With regard to the Grapevine Tavern, Mrs. PEPPER ’
commented that the tavern has barely been making expenses ’ . ’
since it was opened about the first of the current year and, ‘ . ■
therefore, it may not continue in operation very long.

t

5-14-68 Maplewood, Missouri Fife # SL 44-775
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Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, Maplewood, 
Missouri, was interviewed-at her residence, at which time she • 
furnished the following information: . ■

' Mrs. PEPPER has received no information regarding
her brother, JAMES EARL RAY (whome she refers to as JIM), ■ 
since the last previous interview with her by the FBI.

Within the past several days, police officers from 
the St. Louis Police Department came to see Mrs. PEPPER indi
cating to her that they had .received some inquiry from a . 
newspaper, possibly ’’The Los Angeles Times” according to Mrs. 
PEPPER’S recollection of what they said; this inquiry having 
to do with the finances of the RAY family. The police officers 
apparently came to see Mrs. PEPPER just to find out some general 
information about her, and they suggested to her that if people 
wanted to talk to her about her finances, she might want to. 
obtain a lawyer. A representative of ’’The St.. Louis Post 
Dispatch" newspaper also came to see Mrs. PEPPER within the 
preceding few days, but she refused to talk to him, Mrs. 
PEPPER has heard from an acquaintance that there was an article 
a few days ago in ?’The St. Louis Post Dispatch" which seemed 
to be a rehash of the erroneous-information which appeared in 
a "Life Magazine" article concerning the RAY family, but Mrs. 
PEPPER herself did not read this newspaper article. . .

•• Mrs. PEPPER, and her family went to see her father 
at Center, Missouri, over the preceding weekend, May 18-19, , 
1968. She has been customarily going to see him there during 
weekends and usually takes him groceries. She is the one in 
the family who maintains contact with the father and looks 
after his needs. The farm which the father bought about-six 
months ago is believed to. consist of about forty acres of 
which a little is probably tillable, and she thinks her father 
will grow corn on this part of the farm., but the remainder is 
suitable only for livestock and grazing. She thinks that he 
paid some amount in the neighborhood of $2,600 for this farm. 
Mrs. PEPPER is uncertain in her recollection, but believes it. 
may be correct that she gave him a check drawn on her account 
in the amount of $1,900 at the time he was purchasing this . 
farm and which was applied to the purchase. If so, this money
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would have been his money. Mrs. PEPPER sometimes keeps his 
money in her checking account or savings account, and she 
thinks this may have occurred in this Instance. On the other 
hand, she may have given him such a check as a loan, but she 
is uncertain in her recollection. Sometime before her father 
purchased the farm, he sold the property in St. Louis which 
he formerly owned at 1819 Park, this property consisting of 
a two-story residential building. Mrs. PE^ER believes he 
received something like $2,800 from the this property. '
She believe.®. that the $1,900 which she may have returned to 
him in the form of her check represented parr of the proceeds 
of the sale of that property which he gave her to keep for 
him in her account. In any event Mrs. PEPPER. is certain that 
she did not herself pay for any part of the purchase of the 
farm by her father, and if she gave him the check for $1,900, 
this was a return of his money or a loan.

' ’ While Urs. PEPPER'S father resided in St. Louis- ■ 
before the purchase of the farm at Center, Missouri, he had 
various jobs, such as, service station attendant, and he also 
at one time operated a second-hand store where he sold junk. 
This business was also located on Park Avenue, but was some
where east of Twelfth Street, a considerable distance from 
1819 Park. Her father did not own the property where he con- • 
ducted this second-hand business. . . . . •

Until Mr. and Mrs. PEPPER moved to their present 
residence in the fall of 1967, Mrs. PEPPER was always employed ■ 
ever since their marriage in December of 1961. During that 

jperiod of time, they have practiced thrift and economy and . 
have always endeavored to save something frc-m their income. 
They opened a savings account several years ago at the 
Bohemian Savings and Loan Association on South Eighteenth 
Street in St. Louis in the same area where they resided. A 
few years ago when the Bohemian Savings and Loan Association 
was moved to a remote section of the city, they transferred 
their savings -account to the Manufacturers Bank and Trust ■ 
Company, where they have continued to have a joint savings 
account. ALBERT PEPPER has been employed for more than three 
years by the Ace Construction and Engineering Company, which 
is affilicated with the New Marker Hardware Store. His earnings 
in this employment is $3 per hour, and in some weeks he works 
overtime on Saturdays. Mrs. PEPPER'S last employment was with
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the ’’Head Start” School Program, and she was employed there 
by the Catholic Archdiocese being paid at the rate of $60 per 
week. She had this employment for about a year until Mr. and 
Mrs. PEPPER moved in the fall of 1967 to their present address. 
Her last employment before that was in cleaning work at an 
office building at 1015 Locust in St. Louis. Because she and 
her husband have always endeavored to be economical and saving 
in the handling of their family finances, they were able to 
accumulate funds in their savings account. When they con
tracted in the fall of 1967 to purchase the house where they 
now live for a purchase price of $13,500, they withdrew the 
necessary money for the downpayment from their savings account.

; Mrs. PEPPER has no idea and no knowledge as to whether
her father may ever have given Mrs. PEPPER’S brother, JOHN LARRY 
RAY, any funds to hold for her father. . ... ; ,

’ ' • Mrs. PEPPER has no information regarding a trip to ’ 
California made by her brother, JOEN LARRY RAY, in the summer ’ ’ 
of 1967 and never knew or heard that he made such a trip.

” One of the places in St. Louis where Mrs. PEPPER
lived with her father prior to her marriage was 1727 South 
Eleventh Street. She believes her brother BUZZY lived with 
them there part of the time, but she is certain that her 
brother JIM never lived with them there. Mrs. PEPPER never 
had any knowledge of her brother JIM having used the name ’
O’CONNOR, and she never knew of any bank accounts he may have 
had at any bank at any time. In fact, Mrs. PEPPER had so 
little contact or knowledge of her brother JIM that she can 
now recall having seen him only on possibly a couple of occa
sions when she was small and shortly after he was discharged 
from military service, and she recalls seeing him on one occa
sion on the street in South St. Louis at some later time after 
she moved to St. Louis with her father. Although Mrs. PEPPER 
was known as CAROL RYAN as of 1959, she has no knowledge or . 
recollection of having received any checks from her brother 
JIM or from any person under the name JAMES CARL O’CONNOR, 
either in 1959 or any other time. She can think of no reason 
why she might ever have received any such checks. Mrs, PEPPER 
is certain that she has never had any financial dealings of 
any type with her brother JIM in her life.
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'• With regard to the matter of a money order directed
from an inmate at the Missouri State Penitentiary to the Albert 
Pepper Stationery Company, 712 Shenandoah, Sr. Louis, Mrs. 
PEPPER has still been unable to remember anything further 
regarding such a matter since she was previously interviewed 
regarding this matter. She still does vaguely remember that 
someone told her one time while fee was in the penitentiary 
that he wanted magazines sent to him, but she cannot remember 
having sent magazines to him and cannot recall that she was 
ever reimbursed for doing so. She is certain, however, that 
there was never any Albert Pepper Stationery Company at 712 
Shenandoah. ' . • ■ • . . . •

■■ Mrs. PEPPER has no recollection that she has ever
known of a person named Y. P. KEBBE or V. P. WEBBE, and this 
name is not in any way familiar or significant to her. .

v
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Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL) PEPPER, 2025 Bellevue, 

Maplewood, Missouri, advised that she had received no 
additional information whatever bearing on the possible, 
location of her brother, JAMES EARL RAY, since she was last . 
interviewed.

Inquiry was made of Mrs. PEPPER as to whether, in 
the event she should receive some pertinent information 
regarding her brother, she would furnish such information to 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Mrs. PEPPER
then stated 
her brother 
out that he

that she would have no expectations whatever that 
would communicate with her in any way, pointing 
did not know her current address or her current

unpublished^telephone-number.. She added that she felt that 
he did not believe that he could expect any help from her and she' 
said that, as a matter of fact, she wuld not be at all 
interested or willing to help him as she did not want herself 
and particularly her children to be in any way involved with 
him. She said that if she should hear from RAY and be convinced 
of his innocence she might find it difficult to furnish such 
information to the FBI. It was pointed out to Mrs. PEPPER that 
in the event RAY should be innocent or there should be any 
extenuating circumstances th® entire matter would in- any event 
be most readily resolved through locating RAY at the earliest 
possible time. Mrs. PEPPER expressed understanding and agree
ment with this idea. .

l

*

Inquiry was made of Mrs-. PEPPER as to her whereabouts
and activities during the period between April and July 
She said she was living at that period of. time with her 
husband and two children at 712-a Shenandoah, St.’ Louis 
recalled that beginning in about the summer of 1966 and

1967

She

ending in about July or August, 1967, she was employed as a 
teacher’s aide or assistant teacher in the ’’Head Start Program 
at St. Joseph’s School located at Twelfth and Russell Streets, 
St. Louis. In this employment she worked regularly during 
that period on Monday through Friday, each week, during the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4;00 or 4;30 p.m. daily. This work 
involved the teaching of children three to five years of age. 
She was employed in this work by the Catholic Archdiocese on

*

1
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•Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, under Sister ANN CLARICE, 
Supervisor of the’Bead Start Program” for this Archdiocese. 
She was paid for her work by check from the Archdiocese, 
although she understood that at least some of the funds for 
the "Head Start Program” were furnished the Archdiocese by 
the Human Development Corporation. Mrs.'PEPPER recalled 
that she missed only one day from work during the entire 
period of her employment and that day was due to. the illness- 
of her youngest child.

Mrs. PEPPER said her first knowledge of the escape 
of her brother, JAMES EARL RAY, from the Missouri State 
Penitentiary was when she heard’ or read news reports regarding 
the escape but she is unable to recall the approximate time 
she.heard such reports. However, since reported identification 
of RAY as the alleged assassin of MARTIN LUTHER KING, Mrs. 
PEPPER has heard or read reports to the effect that his 
escape from the penitentiary was not officially reported or 
given publicity for perhaps several weeks after the escape 
occurred. Mrs. PEPPER, therefore, assumed that she herself 
would not have learned of the escape from.news reports,until 
perhaps several weeks after the escape. ,
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Mrs. ALBERT (CAROL ANN) PEPPER, residing 2025 Bellevue, 
Maplewood, Missouri, telephone 645-9152, who was contacted at her 
residence, disclosed the following information:

She has been truthful in previous contacts by FBI Agents 
with her that she does not recall having any contact at all except 
by personal correspondence with her oldest brother, JAMES EARL 
RAY, since about eight or nine ye'ars ago, prior to the time he 
escaped from the Missouri State Penitentiary (MSP), Jefferson 
City, Missouri. Her only contact with JAMES EARL RAY while he 
was incarcerated there was via mail. She admitted having written 
to him under the name of her grandmother who died after RAY was 
confined to the penitentiary.

She emphasized that she has never & anytime nor does 
she now know where her brother spent the time between about

. April 23, 1967, when he escaped from the' MSP and July 1967, when 
his whereabouts have been established through investigation-.. She 

.. did not see or hear from him at all during that period of time, 
and insofar as is known to her, none of her brothers or sisters

•have seen him since he escaped from the MSP. . ,■r

• She was very much surprised when she learned that JAMES
■ . EARL RAY had been arrested in London,' England. She first learned 

of these circumstances after being called by telephone by a woman 
friend, name not disclosed, on Saturday, June 8, 1968, the day of 
his arrest. This friend informed her "of the news and she then 
heard the same news on television. Although she has saved most 
of the local papers for each day since that time, she has not read 
from more than one or two of them about her brother. The news 
is, of course, upsetting and she has formed an opinion that in 
many instances information is grossly exaggerated and misrepresented. 
She is somewhat bitter towards the local press, advising that CHRIS 
CONDON, a St. Louis news commentator, telephoned her, probably 
on Monday, June 10, 1968, requesting an interview witfe her. She 
declined and on the following day, Tuesday, June 11, 1968, in the 
late afternoon she observed CHRIS CONDON and several other men 
with.him, both in front of the house and in a vestibule at her 
house. They appeared to be attempting to gain1 entrance but she 
declined to answer the door. She observed that they took pictures 
of the house and then on the 6:00 p.m. television news broadcast, 
Channel 5, she observed pictures of her house. The pictures dis
closed the house number of 2025, and the news announcement indi-

• cated the house was located on Bellevue Street in Maplewood.

Qn 6/13/68 Maplewood, Missouri• # SL 44-775

by -■ SA .(A) HOWARD C. .KENNEDY. : T>jh_____ ,______ loate dictated 6/1.4/68-----------—
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On the previous evening, CHRIS CONDON reported photo-
■- graphs and news concerning the Grape Vise Tavern owned by her .
.. 'and operated- by her brother, JOBS’ LARRY RAY, at St. Louis. She 

. • vi believes this .news coverage is very unfair to herself and to
her .brother, JOHN. •- ■

At one point she commented that it is rather dis- 
r., ■. couraging to know that she and many other people are paying 

through taxes’ the expenses for a representative of the United •’ ' : 
States Government to travel to London, England, in behalf of • \ - 
the Government for prosecution of her brother when she person- * .<• 

• ally does not have money enough to afford there also.
.. She said it might be possible if she had money . to ”help in ’ ---

T his defense” in referring to-her brother,- JAMES-EARL RAY, but' •;•••■
L. ■ she'did not comment further. She emphasized' "she has absolutely. 

no information pertaining to.-his activities''within the past ■
A- .several years. ' . v..-j'.” •” AT'

-. . - .• f V \ '; " . . - *;■ . ; \ v’’< > ?
-■/ . She became sad and tearful in recalling incidents

of her childhood,'mentioning that a Catholic children’s home, 
not otherwise identified, was wrong in taking from her mother

i her three .youngest children, namely 3KX, SUSIE and BUZZY.. ’• - 
MAX, if living, is now about fifteen years old. According to • 
the recent news, MAX was adopted but she has no other infor-

• mation concerning him. She knows that her mother never signed .• 
papers or gave any approval for as adoption of MAX, who she 
heard many years ago was retarded or a ’’mental case,” She 
would very much like to know the whereabouts of MAX. S he has

- not seen her sister, SUSIE, who is married and who lives in the 
Chicago, Illinois, area, since BUZZY’s funeral. Her mother, 
of course, was an alcoholic. ......

Her husband, ALBERT PEPPER, has indicated to her
’ he believes they should obtain a gun-of same kind ”for protection” 

in view of recent publicity.- She is afraid that Negroes may
. attempt to harm them. She personally directed JOHN RAY to close 

the tavern for a. few days, JOHN RAY, she believes is at home. 
She talked to him by telephone when he called her from the 
tavern where he had stopped for a few minutes on June 12, 1968. 
She does not knew when the tavern will reopen. ... r
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Mrs. ALBERT PEPPER (CAROL ANN), residing 2025 .Bellevue, 
“Maplewood, Missouri, telephone 645-9152, telephonically furnished 

,• .the following information at 2:30 p.m. -

On inquiry as to whether her brother, JOHN LARRY RAY,.
■ - "is in fact intending to travel to London, England, in behalf of
.. JAMES EARL RAY, his brother, she-commented that her brother JOHN 

.is definitely not going to leave St. Louis to travel to England •.
. or anywhere else. She said he does not have funds with which to • 

travel and although she personally whas a few dollars” she does 
not intend to give any of it to JOHN. She said she might con- . 
sider doing so if either of them could be of any assistance to. ’* • •< 

. .. JAMES EARL RAY, but she is confident that "there is no help for ■ . ’ 
him”. She said that if they, can in anyway help him,, they will 
have to do so after he is returned to this country. ‘ -/Z

■" " She said that’JOHN RAY does not have a. telephone where 
he may be reached except at the Grape Vine Tavern. . He visited 
her home on the afternoon of June 13, 1968, and he usually tele- .

.. phones her once each day. He has not yet called her today and 
she expects to. hear from, him this, afternoon. At the request of..

- SA(A) HOWARD C. KENNEDY she said she will inform JOHN RAY to . 
telephonically contact SA PATRICK BRADLEY at this office. . ''y..

On 6/14/68 „♦ St. Louis, Missouri pJ{9 # SL 44-775
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CAROL PEPPER - 
EMPLOYMENT ’

~ - Sister ANN CLARICE,. Supervisor, "Head Start Program," ' 
for the Catholic Archdiocese, 4445 Lindell Boulevard; St. Louis, 
Missouri, advised SA JOSEPH A. DUBYAK, June 7, 1968, her records - 
disclosed CAROL PEPPER of 712A Shenandoah, St. Louis, Missouri, 

: was employed as a teachers aide under that program and under her -• 
supervision at St. Joseph’s School, 12th and Russell, St. Louis, 7-■ 

. Missouri, from 1966 until she voluntarily terminated such -
• ’ employment on August 18, 1967, due to the fact that she was-moving'.y 
'• to'St. Louis County. . ‘

• During this period she worked from 8:00 A. M. to 4:00
■ P. M. each week day,, except for one five-hour absence on one day in ‘ 

. February,. 1967. ,. <_ ■- . > \7-;

<7;.Ker services were satisfactory. 7 ^7.;
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Re; , CAROL PEPPER - CREDIT REFERENCE .

■; ’ ’ The following investigation was conducted -by SA CHARLES
S. DUKE on May 22, 1968, at St. Louis, Missouri: . ■ . ...

• Mr. DON HUELSING, Credit Manager, Beider man's Furni- ' .
• ture Store, 6759 Chippewa Street, St. Louis, Missouri, advised v\. 

that an account, now closed, was established on June 4, 1966, • 
for the- amount of $103 in the name cf AL and CAROL PEPPER, . - <•

■•.residing at 712A Shenandoah, St. Louis, with, an indicated.. . . . • 
previous address of 1324 Lami, St. Louis. - •. J - ' ... . •

- . . . . - , • * w * ~ \ ‘1

’ - - ’ ” . ■ “ ■ . .. V* . *. . . • . - »r.

ALBERT'S employment was/ listed, as New Market Hardware ' ' -
’ on Laclede Avenue, St. Louis. . • . . ••--7"

’ ' " • • . . . ■ » . - ' . -* *• - v ‘ •** '
* • . . - • • • • . *

The record of Mr. and Mrs. PEPPER indicated a. savings a-’
. account at the Manufacturers Bank and a personal:reference as ’ -;'.- 

JERRY RAYNS, 1819 Park Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri. . . . ...

"■ . " - ' ' HUELSING advised that the record contained no ‘ ‘ X’;-;??/
.derogatory information. ■ ■ . • .... ..:-j ’ •—
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Re: CAROL PEPPER - CHARACTER REFERENCE

■ ' The following investigation was conducted by SA CHARLES
■ S. DUKE at St. Louis, Missouri, on May 22, 1988: • ' . . \ •

ALENA SUTTON, 7129 Leona Street, St-. Louis, Missouri,
. was contacted at her residence, whereupon she advised that she 

knew CAROL PEPPER, also known as, Mrs. ALBERT-PEPPER, for just < 
’ . a* couple of years and that their association was noF'a social - ’

. . relationship but rather a teacher-parent relationship. JShe' • :
. said that she was an instructor at the St. Joseph Church-on? ” .

. Twelfth and Russell Streets, St. Louis, and-enrolled, in’the .
. project ’’Headstart” government .program, and the program required. ’
' ■ at least one -parent of one of the children attending -the program -: •_

<■ to be present. She said CAROL was the parent present.‘.at this’ 
program. • • ’ ■ 5. v"?-;

\ SUTTON advised that she did not know where. CAROL was- ' -- '
... ’ presently residing with her husband ALBERT and two sons, i
• ALBERT, JR.-, and JAMES, ages 6 and 4 respectively.'

' - ■ ‘ SUTTON stated that she did not know any of CAROLS ’
- v -brothers or sisters and did not know if she even had any. ’ .

She stated that she last saw CAROL sometime in August .
of last • year, and the only thing she could remember about any 
type of conversation about her family was something to the • 
effect that her father was going to buy or did buy a farm up 
around Hannibal, Missouri, and that he probably would let her 
children go to the farm. She said that it was probably in 
Hannibal, but she was not,sure. . -, . , . ./



SCKiamb

.RE; ■ • CAROL PEPPER

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI:

On May 17, 1968, Mr. HENRY A. GH^DIECK, Owner and 
Operator of a proprietorship known as F.L.K. Investments with, 
offices at 3638 Olive Street, St. Louis, was contacted at ■ 
his place of business by SAA. HOWARD C. KENNEDY. Mr. GRIESEDIECK 
furnished the following information: ■ . p’-

On or about Hay I.,- 1968,’ he received a $320 check • 
from CAROL PEPPER residing. 2025 Bellevue, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Mrs. PEPPER is the operator of.a tavern known as "Jacks Place," 
1982 Arsenal Street, St. Louis. He recalled that this check 
was drawn on an account at Manufacturers Bank and Trust Company,. 
St. Louis, Missouri, but he had no further description of • 
the check received by him.. The check.was forwarded in response 
to a statement of E.L.R. Investments forwarded to Mrs. PEPPER ^7. 
under date of March 27, 1968, and it was in payment for a 
tavern bond costing $20 and a Missouri State Liquor License•• 
costing $300. F.L.R. Investments serves as an agent, obtain
ing liquor licenses and supplying bonds, for numerous taverns 
and cocktail lounges in the St. Louis area. -• _



TOMAS LAU, Director, International School, of Bar
. tending, 2125 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, 
' was interviewed at this location and furnished the following 

information: .
*

He stated his records reflect that ERIC S. GALT ’ 
attended the International School of Bartending from January 
19, 19^3 through March 2, 1968, graduating from same on the 
latter date. He attended school Monday through Friday from 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.rn. and from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. '

LAUbrecords further reflect that oh January 19^
. 19t8 GALT paid- $20 in cash and on January 20, 1968 paid $105 

in cash for this course. GALT's Application for Admission
• to the School, which is dated January 19^ 1968, reflects an 

• address of 1535 North Serrano.and telephone number 469-8096, 
which address and te3.ephone number were scratched out and re

. placed with an address'of 5533 Hollywood Boulevard and with
. a telephone number of 464-1131. The application further re

flects that GALT furnished a prior employment as Mr. WILIER . 
751 South Figueroa, with a salary of $50. He listed the

• following references:

MARIE DEMINNO - 
5533Hollywood Boulevard . 

■ Hollywood, California

' RITA STEEN ’ .
5666 Franklin ’ . .

. ■ Hollywood, California ’

. CHARLEY DENINH0 _____, ’ .
' 5666 Franklin ■

’ Hollywood, California •

" On this application, GALT listed his age as 36 year 
with a birth date of July 20} 1931 and that he was a citizen 
of the United States. He listed his marital status as single 
number of children none and his Selective Service classifies.t 
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himself as 175 pounds, 5’10" and as having no physical defects. ■ 
This application was signed by ERIC S. GALT.

MU made available the above application, indicating 
■ he observed GALT complete and sign this application in his of- [ 
ficc on January 19, 1968. LAU also made available the Install- 
went riotice dated January 19, 1968 at Los Angeles, California, 
payable to International School of Bartending in the amount of £/ 
$125 for a six week bartending course and signed ERIC S. GALT 
and TOMA.S REYES LAU. LAU stated he also observed GALT sign 

‘ this document on January 19 j 1968.

LAU also made available a color photograph and negative: 
dated march 2, 1968 depicting GALT and LAU together in LAU’s 
office on March 2, 1968, the date of GALT’s graduation from the 
International School of Bartending. .

LAU recalls GALT driving a dark, possibly black, 
late and small model Ford having red interior bearing out of 
state license plates, possibly black and white in color.

LAU recalls that approximately one week after GALT's 
graduation on March 2, 1963, GALT telephonically contacted him 
(LAU) at which time LAU advised him that he had a possible job 
opportunity for him as a bartender. GALT advised LAU that he 
was leaving town within two weeks for an undisclosed destination 
to visit his brother and did not wish to take a job at this tine. 
GALT stated that he’would return to Los Angeles and check with 
LAU regarding employment at that time. .

. LAU stated ho had no information which would indicate
that GALT hac held a position as a bartender in the Los Angeles 
area. LAU stated that while GALT was a student at this school, 
he did not observe him to associate closely with any other 
student. LAU continued that GALT did not talk, about himself, 
his past experiences or any associates,

LAU furnished the following description was GALT:
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Mame
Sex
Race
Date of birth
Citizenship
Height '
Weight
Eyes • ■
Hair

Build ’ 
Complexion 
Education
Haritai status ' 
Characteristics

ERIC S. GALT .
Male.
Caucas ian 
July 20, 1931 .
United States
5'10" ' •
180 to 185 pounds
Blue .
Brown, close cropped,, greying
at temples
Husky 
Light • .
High school
Single ‘ ’
Meat and clean shaven; •
■well dressed;
right handed; . ’
speaks with slight southern accent; 
thin lips; '
■well coordinated;/ ' .
no visible jewelry
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Ml ^ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

y Su=>^? ,

Date

MIX

4/14/68

Mr. RODNEY ARVIDSON, owner - operator. National 
Dance Studio, 2026 Pacific Avenue, Long Beach, California, 
telephone 591“5651> advised as follows:

He recalled ERIC GALT as a dancing student .
who enrolled at National Dance Studio during the first 
week of December 1967 and who subsequently’quit taking 
lessons quite abruptly on approximately February 12, 1968.

ARVIDSON stated that during this period of time ■ 
he had several occasions to talk with GALT and on at least one 
occasion he interviewed GALT for approximately two hours, 
in an attempt to benefit him socially through his dance lessons 
at the studio. -

Through his conversations with GALT, ARVIDSON 
stated that he was told by GALT that he had been in Mexico 
and as he, ARVIDSON, recalled he believed it was in the 
early part of 1967. ARVIDSON stated that he believed GALT 
informed him that he owned a restaurant in Mexico City. 
ARVIDSON stated that he spoke Spanish fluently and when he 
conversed with GALT in Spanish, GALT did not reply, leading 
ARVIDSON to believe that GALT was not conversant to any degree 
in that language. ARVIDSON stated that GALT used rather 
poor language, leading him, ARVIDSON, to believe that he had 
achieved education no higher than high school.

ARVIDSON recalled that he never saw GALT in any 
attire •othei’ than shirt and tie. He often wore a very •
expensive pair of alligator shoes which ARVIDSON believed were 
loafer cut. GALT told him sometime during their conversations 
that he was a merchant seaman and that he very much desired 
to return to the sea. '

Upon terminating his dance instructions, GALT 
stated that he wanted to attend bartending school in order

113 ’ .
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LA 44-157Jf

that he may open his own restaurant, and his dance 
instructions were conflicting with his desires to 
attend bartending school. t ' •

ARVIDSON stated that.GALT was somewhat backward 
socially and was a poor dancing student because he was 
ill-at ease with others. GALT could never seem to relax 
while in a mixed group or around other people. ARVIDSON 
recalled that GALT was driving a white automobile, make ■ 
and- model unrecalled by ARVIDSON. • .

ARVIDSON stated since GALT was a student for 
such a short period of time he did not obtain a photograph 
of him, which was customary for all.students enrolled in the 
dance studio. ’■ . .

GALT did not smile -readily, was pleasant .•
but very evasive. He would not talk about himself 
at all and would not look the individual he was conversing . 
with in the eye. He was bashful and a true introvert ‘ 
and smiled with a crooked smile. To ARVIDSON’s 
recollection,' GALT never appeared at the dance studio 
with any associates, male or female.

ARVIDSON stated that he was of the opinion 
that GALT was a complete loner, was transient, although 
he seemed to have money. ARVIDSON recalled that in each 
instance when GALT paid for dance instruction as agreed, 
he removed a roll of bills from his trouser pocket and. 
paid his account as agreed.

ARVIDSON stated that ARDELLE,a part-time dancing 
employee, instructed GALT more than any other of the 
National Dance Studio employees. ARVIDSON stated that 
ARDELLE was the.nickname of SHARON RHOADS, 5^11 Don Ricardo 
Drive, Los Angeles, residence telephone 293-2616. ARVIDSON 
stated that RHOADS was employed by Charter Title Company, 
located on Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California, 
business telephone 0 F 9~032o.
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DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA^N

1 4/14/68

Mr. RODNEY ARVIDSON, owner - operator, National 
Dance Studio, 2026 Pacific Avenue, Long Beach, California, 
telephone 591-5651j was interviewed at his place of business, 
at which tine he provided the following official National 
Dance Studio records for review by SA GEORGE E. AIKEN, JR. :

A National Dance Studio "Enrollment Agreement 
and Contract for Dancing Instruction", reflected that 
ERIC GALT, residence 1535 North Serrano, Los Angeles, 

- California, telephone 469-8096, on December' 14, 1967 } 
executed an enrollment agreement, agreeing to take a course 
of 50 hour lessons for the total amount of $499. The 
course consisted of 25 private hour lessons and 25 party 
or group technioehour lessons.

GALT paid $100 on account and agreed to pay the 
balance of $399 under the following terms’:

$149 due December 18, 1967;

$50 per week until the contract was paid 
in full.

The National Dance Studio agreed to give the 
above stated 50 hour lessons within four months from the 
date of execution and stipulated that this course of'50 
hours of dance instructions expired on March 14, 1968. 
The contract was signed by ERIC S. GALT and A.S. JORGENSEN, 

’Dance Instructor.

National Dance Studio Card Number 66429> a 
dance analysis card jused by instructors, in the name of 
ERIC GALT, 1535 Serrano, reflected that the dance student 
had previously had dance lessons in the State of Alabama, 
had taken fox trot and cha cha dancing. It was dated 
December 5> 1967^ and reflected that GALT's dancing 
counselor was Miss LIPTON and instructor'was ARDELLE.

122 ■
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LA 44-1574

ARVIDSON was shown three photographs, a composite 
drawing of the KING assailant furnished from Memphis, 
Tennessee, a description of the assailant of KING from 
Birmingham, Alabama, and a photograph of JEROME WALLACE 
VERNON. He was asked by SA GEORGE E. AIKEN, JR., if any 
of the above three photographs appeared to be similar ' 
in facial characteristics to ERIC GALT. After viewing 
the photographs, Mr. ARVTDSON chose the photograph submitted 
from Memphis, Tennessee, as being very similar in 
facial characteristics to GALT. He stated that the eye region, 
the nose region, and ears look very similar to GALT; however, 
the hair line and chin line were a little'bit different. 
When he looked at the photograph, he stated the above' 
mentioned photograph furnished from Memphis, reminded him 
of GALT very mpch. • ■ .
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■ On the reverse side of the dance analysis 
card the following notations had been noted by an 
employee of National Dance'Studio: "Had a restaurant 
in Mexico"; "Leaving in a couple of months to work 
on a ship - wants to travel". The card also reflected 
that a box adjacent to the letter "S" had been checked 
indicating that GALT was single.

A’National Dance Studio Bookkeeping Card, 
in the name of ERIC GALT, 1535 Serrano, telephone 
469-8096 and subsequently noted 464-1131j reflected 
the following transactions: ■ ■

LESSON NO. DATE TEACHER PAYMENTS BALANCE BALANCE
DUE ,OWED

1-2 12/5/67 LIPTON & $29 ' • ■
ARDELLE

3-4 12/7/67 ARDELLE . ’ ■

5-6 12/12/67 ARDELLE ’•

7 ■ 12/14/67 ARDELLE - . .

8 12/21/67 ARDELLE . '

. ’ *• 12/14/6?
. 12/25/67

$100 $399 $100

1 12/21/67 ARDELLE $364 Discount $455-70

2-3 12/26/67 ARDELLE , $437-10

4-5 12/27/67 ARDELLE ■ $418.40
4

. 12 ? " 632
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LESSON NO. DATE TEACHER PAYMENTS BALANCE BALANCE
« DUE OWED

6-7 12/28/67 NORTON $399.80

8-9 12/28/67 ARDELLE $381.20

10 - 11 1/2/68 ARDELLE $362.60

12 - 13 1/3/68 ARDELLE •$344.00

Illegible 1/3/68 MC KAY

14 - 15 1/9/68 ARDELLE $326.40

16 - 17 1/11/68 NORTON $307.-80

18 - 19 1/11/68' HARRIS $289.20

20 - 21 1/15/68 ARDELLE $270.66

22 - 23 1/16/68 HARRIS $252.00

24 - 25 1/18/68 HARRIS $233.40

26 - 27 1/18/68 ■ HARRIS $215.80-

28 - 29 1/22/68 ARDELLE $197.20

30 - 31 1/23/68 HARRIS $178.60

32 - 33 1/25/68 ARDELLE $160.00

34 - 35 1/25/68 HARRIS $141.40

36 - 37 1/29/68 ARDELLE $122.80

633
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LESSON NO. ' DATE TEACHER PAYMENTS BALANCE BALANCE

38 - 39 1/30/68

I

ARDELLE
•

DUE OWED

$104.20

Illegible

40 - 41

1/31/68-.

2/1/68 NORTON

Illegib: 

$85.60

42 - 43

44 - 45

2/5/68

2/6/68

ARDELLE

HARRIS

$67.00

$48.40

46 - 4? 2/8/68 ARDELLE $29.80

48 2/12/68 ARDELLE $18.60

IW 68486 Docld:32989755 Paae 6 7 9



1 - - ■ ^17/68 MIX- £*• ----------
. . Date__ ^B______ .---------------------

'V

^SHARON RHOADS, employed at Charter Title, 
QO33 Wil shire Boulevard,-Los Angeles, California., was 
interviewed by SAs GEORGE E« AIKEN, Jr. and E. RHEAD 
RICHARDS in the vicinity of* her employment on April 16, 
1968, at which time she advised as follows:

She stated that she was employed on a part-time 
basis as an evening dance instructor at the National 
Dance Studio located at 2026 Pacific Avenue, Long Beach, 
California. .

She stated that she recalled one ERIC S. GALT • 
as-a former student whom she instructed. She stated that 
as she recalled, GALT was her dancing pupil from about 
the first week in December 1967 through approximately the 
middle of February 1968. .

In recalling GALT, she offered the following 
information concerning him:

She said that GALT was a very neat person and 
that he'dressed immaculately, often in expensive clothes. ' 
He always appeared at the dance studio cleanly shaven, 
wearing white shirt and tie, and either a sport coat 
and slacks or a suit.* She stated he also owned an 
expensive looking pair of alligator loafers, which he often 
wore with a sport suit. She stated that his hands were very 
well kept, and his nails may have been professionally 
manicured, but she could not state this with absolute ’ 
certainty. She stated, however, that she had never seen 
his hands soiled or his fingernails dirty. His fingernails 
were well filed and trimmed and were worn short and neat. 
She stated that he was left handed inasmuch as she had 
noticed him on two occasions writing, and at the time she 
observed him writing, she made a mental note that he was a 
"south paw." ' ’ •

4/16/68 Los Angeles, California Los Angeles 44-1574
1 at File #----------------------------------:---- ■—
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GALT was very ill at ease in crowds and gave 
her the impression that he prefers to be either alone or 
■with no more than one other individual. He was an 
introvert and was very hard to converse with. She stated 
that in the approximate two months that she knew him, 
only towards the last did he feel confident enough with 
her that he would joke with her. She stated that toward 
the end he showed somewhat of a humor, which she believed 
very few people knew he had. He was always ill at ease 
around others and could not relax while in conversation 
with any other individual. He always fidgeted, pulled at 
his ears, played with his hands, and looked in every 
direction but at the person'With whom he was conversing. 
She stated that he smiled with a one-sided smile and that 
he smiled very infrequently.

He would never talk about himself, but in general 
conversations she was led to believe that he came to Los 
Angeles from Mexico, possibly around Mexico City. He told 
her that he was unemployed; was a former merchant seaman; 
that he wished to return to sea, and that he received ■ 
sufficient proceeds from the sale of a bar that he could 
"get along without being, gainfully employed.’1 ’

RHOADS stated that she was of the opinion that . 
GALT entertained the thought of asking her for a date on 
many occasions, but his backwardness prevented him from 
actually doing so. During the dancing lessons he always 
centered his conversations around dancing techniques and 
never talked in general terms about himself. She believes 
he was a Southerner, and she recalled that possibly the 
first or second week during January 1968, he did not attend 
dancing instruction, and upon his return, stated that he had 
Visited a brother in the State of Louisiana. RHOADS stated 
that during the two month period that she knew GALT, he 
changed residences twice in Hollywood, California. She ■ 
at no time associated with GALT socially. She was not 
acquainted with any of his associates, and through 
conversations, GALT told her that he had no particular 
,rhobby.” . _ ■

118 '
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v " She stated wat GALT seemed to compensate for 
his social inaptness by his attire and placing his 
schedule on precise projects which he vias participating in.

As an example, she stated that GALT took dancing 
lessons she believed to overcome some of his shyness. He
pursued the dancing lessons quite vigorously, doubling up 
on the number of lessons normally taught per week so as to 
take the maximum number of lessons in the shortest possible 
time. He abruptly quit dancing, telling her that he had 
enrolled in bartending school and vias having a conflict in 
his schedule. ' .

RHOADS vias of the opinion that he had toyed viith 
his dancing lessons sufficiently to satisfy himself and 
was "running off on another tangent." She also stated 
that GALT vias not sufficiently busy she believed to have not 
pursued both courses, because GALT told her that he slept 
rather late, had lunch, took a nap in the early afternoon, 
vient to bartending school in the late afternoon, and would ■ 
then attend dancing lessons in the early evening. This, 
he explained to her, vias his typical day, which vias not a 
busy, productive, or strenuous one in her mind.

She stated that GALT vias very slovi in his mental 
processes. He often did not understand jokes-and did not ' 
react favorably to a friendly gesture extended to him. 
RHOADS stated that during one conversation viith GALT she 
made mention that it vias odd that he did not wear any 
jewelry, that is ring or watch, since he vias so well dressed 
otherwise. GALT replied that he detested jewelry of any sort 
and to her knowledge, she never saw him wear a watch, ring, 
or cuff links, or any other items of jewelry. ’ ’

RHOADS could remember nothing else of the 
mannerisms, background, etc. of GALT. She stated that GALT 
vias a white male, weighing about 165 pounds. She stated - 
that he had brown hairj was in his middle 30s; had a medium 
complexion, and spoke with a Southern accent. She stated 
that from his diction she believed him to be high school 
educated. To her knowledge, he spoke no foreign language.
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His hair was short hut not a flattop or Butch haircut. 
She stated that she could not recall whether or not he 
had a part in his hair but for some reason doubted that 
his hair was parted. His eyes were described as pretty 
and blue in color.

She stated that should she remember any further 
information pertaining to GALT, she would immediately 
contact the Los .Angeles Division of the FBI.
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HAW: jap
1.

Mrs. MARGUERITE WELCH, immediate supervisor of 
JERRY RAY at the Sportsman Country Club, Dundee Road, 
Northbrook, Illinois, and Mr. RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN, owner 
of the club, were contacted by SA HARRY A. W’ALKER on 
the evening of April 24, 1968, and given the background 
of JERRY RAY’s visit to "Life Magazine,” Chicago, Illinois. 
Both people who expressed surprise of RAY’s contact with 
"Life" were advised that "Life" did not learn the identity 
of JERRY RAY from the FBI.

The above people also advised that before JERRY 
RAY left Sportsman Country Club voluntarily on April 24, 
1968, for the Chicago Office of the FBI, they talked to 
him attempting to impress upon RAY the necessity of RAY 
fully cooperating with the FBI at all times in this 
investigation.

Both of the above people advised that one or the 
other will know if JERRY RAY does not report for work and if 
he does not, they will immediately contact the Chicago 
Office of the FBIO ‘

- 50 -
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1*

Mrs* MARGUERITE WELCH, who resides at 287 Crestwood 
Village, Northfield, Illinois, home phone HI 6-6087, who is 
in charge of personnel at the Sportsman Country Club located 
on Dundee Road, Wheeling, Illinois, advised SA HARRY A* 
WALKER as follows on April 24, 1968:

She has been acquainted with JERRY RAY, the 
maintenance man at the Sportsman Country Club, since approxi
mately September, '1964, when he started employment as a 
dishwasher at the country club coming to the club from the 
Bell Employment Service, Chicago, Illinois* RAY left 
shortly after his employment started; however, returned within 
one or two months and continued his employment as a dishwasher 
He eventually became night maintenance man at the club and 
has always in this capacity performed his work in a capable 
manner and was honest in every respect; however, she is of 
the opinion that RAY has a low mental capacity*

RAY at no time has ever visited her home at the 
above address and she has had no contact with RAY since he 
left the Sportsman Country Club on April 23, 1968, which- is 
his day off, until the present time* RAY on his day off 
which falls on a Tuesday usually takes a bus to Chicago, 
visits a theater, sometimes staying in Chicago and returning 
the next day either for lunch or dinner*

RAY has spoken of a brother who she believes is 
from the St* Louis, Missouri area; however, he never provided 
any additional information concerning this brother other than 
the fact that he was a bartender* RAY also had a child during 
his marriage to GJIRDIS RAY, nee OLSEN, a former waitress 
at the country club; however, GJIRDIS was pregnant by a former 
husband whose last name she remembers as STRIET (phonetic) 
aid the baby was born shortly after RAY’s marriage to GJIRDIS 
RAY, nee OLSEN* To the best of her recollection, GJIRDIS RAY 
no longer has this baby turning it over to a welfare agency 
for adoption* RAY also has an ex-wife, possibly in Nashville, 
Tennessee, and had a son and a daughter by'this marriage who 
should be in the vicinity of from eight to ten years old* 
Approximately three years ago at Christmas during his employ-



CG 44-1114
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2,

ment at the club, RAY flew to Tennessee to visit these two 
children; however, she knows nothing further concerning these 
children or their mother or where the family is presently 
residing in Tennessee,

RAY has no close friends at the club; however, in 
the past has filled in for other employees of the club 
in addition to his own duties when the employees wanted time 
off and needed someone to work in their place. He at nd time 
spoke of other members of his family other than to say that 
he had a brother that was a bartender in the St, Louis area 
and she had no idea that RAY was incarcerated in the past, 
Her records revealed that RAY worked steadily during the 
night at the Sportsman Country Club from Wednesday evening, 
April 3, 1968, through Monday, April 8, 1968, without 
having any time off,

She is of the opinion that RAY is not cooperating 
with the FBI in every respect, does not feel that some of the 
questions asked of him are important enough for him to give 
any thought in answering; however, it could be that due to 
his low mental condition that he is not capable of answering 
the questions asked of him. However, she is going to talk 
to RAY telling him that she ’’thinks” that this is an extremely 
important part of his life to cooperate with the FBI in 
every respect, .

- 49 -
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POSSIBILITY SUBJECT AT BROTHER 
JERRY'S .HOUSE, NORTHBROOK, ILLINOIS 
APRIL, 1967

On the evening of May 3, 1968, DAVID/ALLEN, 
1929 Washington Avenue, Wilmette, Illinoisphone AL 1-5761, 
advised SA RENE J. DUMAINE that JERRY RAY-was formerly
married to a friend of his wife's. He said that according
to his wife, approximately 
the subject was with JERRY 
Illinois.

one year ago in April, 1967, 
RAY and his wife in Northbrook,

Mrs. LINDA ALLEN also telephonically advised that 
she had attended school with Mrs. GJERDIS RAY, who is present
ly residing at 314 Wisconsin Avenue, Lake Eorest, Illinois.

Mrs. ALLEN related that Mrs. RAY had told her/that 
sometime in April, 1967, a brother had stayed with JERRY RAY 
when she and JERRY were residing at 2897 Techny Road, 
Northbrook, Illinois (from March to September, 1967). The ’ 
brother stayed there for approximately one week and that

P although she, LINDA, rented a house in Northbrook, Illinois, 
i' next to RAY, she never physically observed the brother,
j She did remember that GJERDIS had told her that JERRY and
• the brother would go to Chicago on numerous occasions but 
'• , s would not take her with them. Mrs, ALLEN advised that one 
: ! neighbor who was residing there at the time still lives
: there in the house to the west of where the RAYs used to

live. She did not know whether or not the landlord was ’■ 
.still in the area but that information could be obtained 
from the ex-landlord.X . •• '■

J The following investigation was conducted by
t ( ?■ SA ROBERT K. MC QUEEN and SA 0. ARTHUR GRAN:

AT LAKE EOREST, ILLINOIS.

ROY WILSON, Caretaker, rooming house at 314 Wisconsin, 
■•■advised on May 6, 1968, that GJERDIS D. OLSEN, also known •’ 

as GJERDIS RAY, occupied Apartment 72 from about November, 
1967, to 3:00 p.m., Saturday, May 4, 1968, when she ’’sneaked 
off" without notice and without paying $180 that she was ‘

A SEARCHED.__________
SERIALIZED "/ ' ’ '
indexed ~f --------
FILED A -------.

--- - .. ____ \9
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^arrears in rent. She left in a station wagon driven by

her aother, which WILSON had noted parked that morning a ;:p' _ 
block away. She had a red car of her own, and bad worked ‘ 
a short while last fall at Scottie’s Restaurant, Lake . 
Forest. Her father, a retired Navy man, supposedly worked 
at Great Lakes. WILSON said he never noted any menfolk 
visiting GJERDIS. At the time she left, she had just had . 
a phone, number 234-9047, installed the week before.

A check of Civil Service and Navy Exchange, 
personnel records and of registered station wagons at Great 

’ Lakes Naval Training Center failed to identify parents of 
GJERDIS RAY, nee OLSEN. NICOL LAMBERT, Owner, Scottie's 
Restuarant, Lake Forest, was located May 7, 1968. He* said ‘ 
GJERDIS RAY bad been employed only a.few days as a waitress . 
in late 1967, at which time she was rooming at 314 Wisconsin, 
phone 234-9894; however, other waitresses had since reported 
seeing her around town occasionally, most recently keeping 
company with a dark-skinned Negro whom she identified as her 
boyfriend, name not given. LAMBERT located 1967 withholding 
certificate for GJERDIS RAY, Social Security Number’ •
348-40-1527, on which was listed address of 1344 Hazel ■ 
Avenue, Deerfield, Illinois, telephone 945-0356.

AT DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS.

Located at 1344 Hazel, as he came home for lunch 
from bis two-day-a-week "manpower’’job as maintenance manager, 
at Recreation Department, United States Naval Hospital, 
Great Lakes, PAUL ALFRED OLSEN, Age 69, advised as follows:

- GJERDIS RAY is the daughter of his brother who ' 
was killed in Whitehall, Montana, in 1949. He and his wife 
adopted GJERDIS at age 11 months. They also adopted GJERDIS* 
brother, NORMAN DALE OLSEN, now age 22, and living in 
Houston, Texas, and working as an auto painter.' Both of the 
children were slow to learn, left school early, and have been 
constant sources of trouble for their stepparents.

< 2. GJERDIS got married three years or so ago to a
■ ■ DAVID STREET, bad a baby by him, then got a divorce for non-’ 

support. Then she married JERRY RAY whom she met at
;; Sportsmans golf course two years ago. Last year she put her ■ 
" baby up for adoption through a Methodist home_ in Lake Forest.
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<She and JERRY separated six months ago, and she later gotV^^Bf'- 
a divorce. She has since lived by herself and not at her 
’’parental” home because Mr. and Mrs. OLSEN are ’’fed up” *; 
and did not approve of her chasing around, staying out late, 
etc. •

Mr, aid Mrs. OLSEN had become attached to the baby, - 
and visited GJERDIS and the baby a few times at Northbrook, 
at the place on Techny Road. OLSEN saw JERRY RAY a few ■’ 
of those times but did not like him because once OLSEN - ' . 
got stuck in the snow right outside the Techny address., and . . 
JERRY would not ’’even bother to help push” him out. OLSEN ’ 
never met any. relatives of JERRY RAY and first knew that 
JERRY had a brother, JAMES RAY, when he read it in the - 
newspapers a few weeks ago. . GJERDIS never mentioned having -•
met JAMES, and OLSEN was unaware of a visit by one of the •
RAY brothers to the Techny Road address. He recalled’.that 
shortly after they were married, JERRY RAY and GJERDIS w^nt 
to Missouri to see JERRY’s relatives with the intention/ .. „ ..
of living there but he heard no more about this. . ' •

OLSEN concluded that he feels there is something . 
wrong mentally with GJERDIS, who just moved from Lake Forest ■ 
to a motel in Des Plaines and who is working as a waitress........ - 
at the Hopper Kettle, Highland Park. Mrs. OLSEN works as................... .
a babysitter at the J, D. SIMMONS residence, B2724 Birchwood 
Lane, Highland Park, phone 945-5029. .

Interviewed separately May 7, 1968, at B2724 Birchwood 
Lane, Mrs. PAUL OLSEN verified generally what her husband '
had said and added that GJERDIS is highly nervous and emotional, 
takes pills and is under doctor’s care, principally because . 
of the strain of having placed her baby out for adoption ... 
last summer in an attempt to preserve her marriage with ■ 
JERRY RAY. She said GJERDIS, who was born April 12, 1948, 
married JERRY RAY in Chicago in about January, 1967, and they 
first lived at Arlington Heights before moving to 2897 Techny 
Road, Northbrook. Before GJERDIS and JERRY were separated . 
in the fall of 1967, Mrs. OLSEN visited them about three

x times, but at no time saw any of JERRY’s relatives. When, the 
.. papers related, much to her surprise, a few weeks ago that / 
■' JAMES RAY and JERRY RAY were brothers, she recalled the .following
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two incidents, the dates of which she could not precisely 
place:

The first was GJERDIS’ relating to her about the 
/ trip she and JERRY^took to St. Louis where JERRY visited a 

brother and his father who lived near there. GJERDIS told 
of Waiting in a theater” for JERRY while he went with his 
brother o =: some sort of mission. This trip was shortly 
after the marriage, probably in the early spring of 1967, 
which Mrs. OLSEN related to a time when GJERDIS had Just 
quit working for Culligan’s in Arlington or Northbrook. _

The other incident concerned a phone call GJERDIS 
made to Mrs. OLSEN from Northbrook,' in which she said" that • 
"something funny” was going on because she, GJERDIS, had - 
discovered some strange clothes left in the garage by • 
JERRY's brother from St. Louis; further, that this brother” : 
had taken JERRY’s car and left. GJERDIS told Mrs. OLSEN, 
that she ”just don’t understand” and that she had not 
really seen the brother. • • ”

When the publicity about JAMES EARL RAY came out, _ 
Mrs. OLSEN and GJERDIS tried to set the time of the foregoing ’ 
car incident and figured that it must have been April, 1967, ... 
because ”he (JAMES RAY) didn’t escape until late in April” 
and they chose to assume that it was brother JAMES who 
was there at the time. .

Mrs. OLSEN concluded that she is certain that 
GJERDIS has never in her life seen JAMES EARL RAY from what 
she has told and indicated to her (Mrs. OLSEN). She 
cautioned that.GJEltDIS* mind would “wander” when agents. ’ 
talked with her and she would not be able to recall specific 
dates and places. * . . . .

It is noted that Mrs. OLSEN as well as her husband 
pledged complete cooperation and said they would immediately 
contact the FBI should they hear or learn any information 
re subject. ' ’

I
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’ ’’
‘ GJERDIS DOROTHEA ANNA OLSEN (she has again assumed 

■" her maiden name), date of birth April 12, 1948, at St, Paulr-^.^ 
Minnesota, who would frequently go off on unexplained ■ ••‘.12^ 
tangents in response to questions, was interviewed outside ' - . . 
her place of employment, Kopper Kettle, Routes 41 and 22, .
Highland Park. She said she bad been "expecting” agents, 
that she really had no "good” information, but that she 4,...,4-
would cooperate in any way. She advised as follows: ‘ "7 ’

Since May 4, 1968, she has beeniesiding at Randel’s . 
Motel, Apartment 12, Des Plaines, but intends to move in the 
near future to Waukegan. She drives a 1962 Plymouth with ' ■’ * 
1968 Illinois license HK 6917. She married WILLIAM STREET, 
Mundelein, Illinois, August 31, 1966, and. gave birth to his 
baby October 13, 1966. She divorced him in Chicago in about • • 

' January, 1967, after having met JERRY RAY who was working •
at Sportsmans. In about Christmas, 1966, she and JERRY .
went to St. Louis and visited his father and his sister•...; 
MELBA, and her husband. There was another man there, probably 
a brother, but she never heard his name. She first knew of 
a brother, JOHN, when in early 1967, at the Techny Road ■ '
address, she happened to see a clipping in which it was '* • 
mentioned that JOHN RAY was in some kind of trouble’. She 
never talked to JERRY about this, however, and she never knew • 
there was a JAMES RAY until after it "came out in the ‘ 
papers." She has seen numerous pictures of JAMES RAY since . 
and"is quite sure" she has never seen him before. As to ..... 
her waiting in a theater in St. Louis, she responded only 
that she did go to a movie one time rather than go with 
JERRY on some sort of errand. • v...:

After the publicity .about JAMES, she and her mother ’ 
recalled the incident wherein a brother from St. Louis, name - 
unknown to her, came and left some clothes and his car. 
This brother was about 45, had dark hair like JERRY, but was 
not JAMES. She and her mother figured it was d?out April, 
1967, when this occurred. The brother came driving a 1961 • 
red Plymouth tudor, with white top, and he traded cars with 
JERRY, taking JERRY'S 1963 or 1964 Rambler, which JERRY had 

...bought from the second chef at Sportsmans. This was a cream-. 
j-colored four door. The brother left in this car, saying he.;.;A-i?-
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4* was going to Los Angeles. She did not see him again. •JERRY
"' was to have been sent the title for the 1961 Plymouth but ..Z’.' • " 

later he took this car back to St. Louis and left it and 
got the car which he is now driving. . .

GJERDIS, who had to return to work at her boss* 
request, concluded that she would be available at any time 
for further interview, but she was very certain ”1 have never 
seen JAMES. ” She said JERRY has been ruined by the publicity 
and she would like to "find him” to talk to him and ‘Settle 
him down.” . -
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FD-302 (R»t. l-aS-^O)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

£ APril 29 > 1968

1

-Hrs .ALBERT^. (CAROL ^PEPPER," age '27;.. of-2025 Bellevue, 
advised interviewing Agents ihatshe had been'married to ALBERT S.
PEPPER for approximately six years- She stated-she had not seen
JAMES EARL RAY since some time prior to’her marriage and that 
her husband had never met her brother. JAMES EARL RAYL.

With reference to her brothers JOHN "JACK".RAY and 
JERRY RAY she stated she had not. seen either of these, individuals 
since they were visiting in StLouis around Christmas,., 1967. . 
She advised JERRY RAY resides , in ,the vicinity; of,, Chicago,. Illinois, 
and it is her understanding that. JACK.RAY is residing: there also.

When questioned concerning1':her father.she stated that 
her father, JERRY RAY, age about 59. years; ., is- presently residing \ 
on a farm he owns which is located in the vicinity of Hannibal,. 
Missouri. She denied knowing the exact, location, of this farm / • 
stating she had never visited it. .However, she had visited in . 

.the general area near Hannibal'some months ago at the time her . 
father was looking for a farm to purchase In that area, ; Accord- 

\ ing to Mrs. PEPPER she is normally- in contact: with her father 
approximately once a week at which time • he calls her by tele-

•'.. phone, usually on.-Saturday mornings? She. denied-having .ever - , 
made a telephone call -to her. father, JERtRY RAYstating that

- she did not know his. telephone number. When ;questioned specif- 
. . ically in this respect she stated she had not, misplaced his 
; number but had never been.in possession-of his.telephone number.

She advised that .her, father .was retired/ and.that his only . , < 
source of income was what he received ..from Social-Security, j , -

‘ respect toother 'members.-: of ;;the'Y Mrs. PEPPER
-. furnished the .following information

? 'SUSIE RAY,-age 20/'was raised by some7unknown.well-to- 
do family . residing in the.vicinity of Quincy, Illinois.. Within 
the past several conths SUSIE was-married to some uknown. band

-' Maplewood, Missouri ■ p.-fa ^ySL 44-775 -
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A sister, .MELBA .RAY, . age 30 and single, resides some
where in Quincy, Illinois, and has^n occasion been confined 
in a hospital due to a mentally retarded • condition. She vol- . . 
unteered the information that the last time she heard from 
MELBA was at Christmas last year at which time she.was in . 
jail in Quincy, Illinois. ^7^ •. J S

• ’According to Mrs.’ PEPPER another: brother,' FRANKLIN ’ 
’’BUZZY” RAY was killed in an automobile accident which occurred 
approximately four years ago.on a. bridge west pi Quincy/ Illinois. 
She stated when she -last saw JAMES EARL RAY he ■ was with this . 
brother ’’BUZZY” in St. Louis, approximately; two or three years 
prior to the death.of .”BUZZY”. IUY^ :--z

• • ’ . •• *’• ’-*• ' ,r. . ' ‘ : i-i' \r‘£
‘ •' - .. , '* * • ’■ */ • C.’*‘ *•*. *’ ‘

’ ’ - With respect' to her mother LUCILLE. RYAN,' Mrsl PEPPER ; 
advised that she had died in the City Hospital.at.St.’Louis . ;
approximately seven years ago of complications, resulting from .. 
sclerosis of the. liver and. hearty trouble >

’ ■ • ” ' Mrs.’. PEPPER, emphatically .denied.:having any knowledge ’ • ’
or information whatever concerning the whereabouts of her : ; .
brother, JAMES EARL RAY. - She was: specifically advised.of the . 
provisions of the harboring statute during“the.course of the t 
interview. ■ ■ ■ .* ’-’/’i-
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FD-302 (R.v. 1-25-30)
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Dat®.ga5L 2*1968

B. PEPPER was interviewed at his place of esploy- 
the Hew Market Hardware, 4064 Laclede. PEPPER stated k© had. ,

ALBERT
sent, 
never seen subject RAY inasmuch as RAY was serving time in the
Missouri State Penitentiary at the time he married CAROL RAY, 
subject’s sister. He denied having any information whatsoever 
concerning the present whereabouts of subject or having been 
contacted either directly or, indirectly by subject since his 
escape from the Missouri State Penitentiary at Jdferson City, 
Missouri. ■ - .

• respect to subjects brother, JERRY RAY, presently
residing in Chicago, Illinois, he stated he.had not seen JERRY

■ in a couple of monthsWhen, questioned coacexaiag: the subject’s ■ 
brother, JACK RAY, he stated he had. not .seen him in.approximately 
one month. He further stated he. did not mis.with his ;wife’s relatives

’.and her contact with-.-them was; her ow: business. ? Ur.
...... .. . . .

When questioned specifically concerning any communication
.from the Missouri State'Penitentiary addressed to the Albert-J.' 
Pepper Stationery Company^ 712a Shenandoah, St.-Louis, Missouri, 
PEPPER stated h® and his family formerly resided at-that address 
but he was not aware of.-any mail addressed to such a .stationery 
company. In discussing this matter, he admitted that his wife 
might have received such ^communication but denied having any

. information concerning this..' He mentioned.the possibility that 
if such a letter had been sent it. very well could have been stolen 
from the mailbox and never1 received as.they.have had in the past 

■-.checks stolen from the mailbox.:?-

PEPPER was asked' if he would.'discuss this matter with his 
wife CAROL and endeavor to determine whether or not She had ever 
received any mail or any .money mailed-to hbr addressed to the Albert ; 
J. Pepper Stationery Company, 712a Shenandoah, and he agreed to do 
so. During the entire course of the interview, PEPPER appeared 
friendly, but obvioudly volunteered no.information whatsoever.

It was pointed out to PEPPER that this matter would 
undoubtedly be discussed with him again at some future date and 

■ he was apparently agreeable to this suggestion. ' ;> -
\ 7. -

nn 5/2/68 at St
SA CLETIS B. BIDEWELL/mjb

HI® # SL? 44-775

Dat® dictated
5/2/68

Louis, Missouri
3667



CABLEGRAM

1 - Foreign Liaison
I - Mr. Long 

JUNE 11, 1968
CODE

URGENT

TO LEGAT, LONDON

FROM DIRECTOR, FBI \ .T ... - - - '---------0

J MURKIN ' r
/ ’

THE FOLLOWING IS BEING SET FORTH FOR THE INFORMATION AND

INVESTIGATIVE ASSISTANCE OF LEGAT, LONDON:

JERRY RAY, SUBJECT'S BROTHERF^ggSa^S^t^^^^ '

INDICATED THE FOLLOWING: SINCE SUBJECT HAD TO SERVE EIGHTEEN 

YEARS IN PRISON, HE CERTAINLY HAD NOTHING TO LO^SE IF SOMEONE 

DID OFFER HIM A LOT OF MONEY AND WOULD GET HIM OUT OF THE 

COUNTRY TO KILL A PERSON HE DIDN’T LIKE ANYWAY. THIS ANSWER 

WAS TO A DIRECT QUESTION'DID YOUR BROTHER KILL KING?” 

THAT SUBJECT RECEIVED SOME MONEY IN ADVANCE WHICH HE MAINTAINED 

IN A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX AT UNKNOWN LOCATION, WHICH WAS WITHDRAWN 

WHEN "SUBJECT LEFT. " IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT FROM WHERE HE LEFT

.WHEN HE WITHDREW THE MONEY COULD NOT BE CLARIFIED



CABLEGRAM TO LEGAT, LONDON
RE: MUREIN

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND OR FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

' 'IT BROKE SUBJECT'S HEART TO ABANDON THE MUSTANG. "

JERRY RAY AT NO TIME DURING DISCUSSIONS

MADE A STATEMENT THAT HE HAD

DIRECT KNOWLEDGE THAT SUBJECT KILLED KING OR WHO MADE THE 

MONEY AVAILABLE.

NEWARK OFFICE DOES NOT DOUBT WORD B^S^BUT HAS 

NO WAY TO EVALUATE JERRY RAY’S INFORMATION. Z

NEWARK OFFICE FEELS PERHAPS THIS INFORMATION COULD

BE USED IN DIRECT INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT, HOWEVER TO APPROACH .

JERRY RAY ABOUT ABOVE WOULD

STOP THE FLOW OF 
. a

INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM JERRY RAY. .

JERRY INDICATED THAT HE WILL VISIT

HIS BROTHER IN ST. LOUIS AND FEEL THEY WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE 

OBTAINING A GOOD ATTORNEY BECAUSE OF THE PUBLICITY.K i
SINCE JUNE SEVEN, LAST, NEWARK OFFICE HAS CONSISTENT/Ly 

BEENggB^Mf^^^ggN AN EFFORT TO CLARIFY ANY VARIATIONS
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CABLEGRAM TO LEGAT, LONDON
RE: MURKIN • ’

IN INFORMATION FURNISHED BY

^^^Ojerry ray

. NORMAN MC CASE, DIRECTOR OF SECURITY, RCA,

' CAMDEN, NJ, ADVISED THAT MANUFACTURER’S SERIAL NUMBERS 

AS FURNISHED OF TWO ONE SIX V SEBREE ONE TWO AND J I S 

ZERO ZERO SIX P ARE NUMBERS FOR RCA BATTERIES AND NOT 

FOR TRANSISTOR RADIOS. THE FIRST NUMBER IS THE BATTERY

• SERIAL NUMBER AND THE JIS NUMBER IS A VOLTAGE

• DISCLOSURE CODE NUMBER. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO TRACE SUCH

. NUMBERS. MC CASE ADVISED THAT INSIDE THE CASING OF RCA 

PRODUCED TRANSISTOR SETS IS PLACED* ON A PIECE OF GLUED

' PAPER THE SERIAL NUMBER, MODEL NUMBER, AND BATTERY 

INSTRUCTIONS OF THE SET. OCCASIONALLY A SERIAL NUMBER 

OR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS PLACED ON THE PRINTED CIRCUIT 

BOARD OF THE SET. THESE NUMBERS MUST BE OBTAINED TO 

EFFECT ANY POSSIBLE TRACING OF AN RCA MADE TRANSISTOR - V

RADIO. THE ACTUAL POSSIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING WHERE THE 

RADIO WAS SOLD IS REMOTE BUT IF RCA COULD OBTAIN THESE

’ NUMBERS THEY WILL DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE IN THIS REGARD. 

IF THE NUMBERS ARE OBTAINED AT LEAST THE DATE AND PLACE

- 3 - . .
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CABLEGRAM TO LEGAT, LONDON . '
RE: MURKIN . '

OF MANUFACTURE CAN BE ESTABLISHED. MC CABE ADVISED 

THAT THE TRACING OF A TRANSISTOR RADIO MANUFACTURED .

BY THAT COMPANY WILL BE DONE BY RCA AT INDIANAPOLIS 

AND HE SUGGESTED THAT TO EXPEDITE SUCH A TRACING ANY 

FUTURE CONTACTS THIS REGARD BE HANDLED AT INDIANAPOLIS.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

JUNE NINE, LAST, A LONG DISTANCE

PERSON-TO-PERSON CALL WAS PLACED FROM JIM TATUM,

HOUSTON, TEXAS, TO SUBJECT, JAMES EARL RAY, LONDON

ENGLAND. CALL WAS PLACED FROM FOLLOWING NUMBER.

CALLER EVENTUALLY CONTACTED CANON ROW POLICE

HEADQUARTERS, PHONE NUMBER NINE THREE ZERO - ONE ONE

ONE THREE, LONDON, ENGLAND, AND AFTER BEING DENIED

ACCESS TO RAY, ASKED TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE WHO COULD

FURNISH INFORMATION REGARDING RAY. HE WAS REFERRED TO

CHIEF OF DETE.CTiyES SUPERINTENDENT BUTLER BY THE NIGHT

, STATION OFFICER* HOWEVER, DECLINED TO CALL BUTLER.

* .. HOUSTON OFFICE IDENTIFYING JIM TATUM AND DETERMINING .

’ HIS INTEREST IN SUBJECT RAY. ' ‘ .

• . 4 •
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' . . VIA TELF TYPE
■ ' ‘JUN 9 19^/’

ENCIPHERED

WASHINGTON^!-- • 5-55 . PM RCM

URGENT^^9-68

TO /DIRECTOR, CHICAGO AND MEMPHIS - 7 -r

FROM NEWARK (44-854)

Mr. Tolson  
Mr. Drl/wh___ 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop_
Mr. Casjier____ 
Mr. Callahan___  
Mr. Conrad.-____  
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. SulltvaSZ__  
Mr. Tavcl 
Mr. Trotter____  
Tele. Room____  
Miss Hoinus___ 
Miss Gandy.

JERRY RAY, SUBJECT'S BROTHER

DURING DISCUSSIONS •

RAY INDICATED THE FOLLOWING-

SINCE SUBJECT HAD TO SERVE EIGHTEEN YEARS IN PRISON, HE CERTAINLY 

HAD NOTHING TO LOOSE IF SOMEONE DID OFFER HIM A LOT OF MONEY AND

WOULD GET HIM OUT OF THE COUNTRY TO KILL A PERSON HE DIDN’T LIKE ANYWAY 

THIS ANSWER WAS TO A DIRECT QUESTION "DID YOUR BROTHER KILL

KING"?
THAT SUBJECT RECEIVED SOME MONEY IN ADVANCE WHICH HE MAINTAINED y 

IN A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX AT UNKNOWN LOCATION, WHICH WAS WITHDRAWN WHEN 

"SUBJECT LEFT". IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT FROM WHERE HE LEFT WHEN HE 

WITHDREW THE MONEY COULD NOT BE CLARIFIED SUBJECT’S

BROTHER JERRY INDICATED SUBJECT RECEIVED EITHER ONE- HUNDRED THOUSAND OR

REC 35 1 JUN 12 E53, 7 ’ 4
END PAGE ONE,. • i ’
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PAGE TWO. |

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

"IT BROKE SUBJECT’S HEART TO ABANDON THE MUSTANG". JERRY RAY AT

NO TIME DURING DISCUSSIONS

MADE A STATEMENT THAT HE HAD DIRECT KNOWLEDGE THAT SUBJECT 7 

KILLED KING OR WHO MADE THE MONEY AVAILABLE.

NEWARK DOES NOT DOUBT WORD Estill BUT HAS NO WAY TO EVALUATE 

JERRY RAY’S INFORMATION.
NEWARK FEELS PERHAPS THIS INFORMATION COULD BE USED IN DIRECT

INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT, HOWEVER TO APPROACH JERRY RAY ABOUT ABOVE WOULD

UNDOUBTEDLY STOP'THE FLOW OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM JERRY RAY.

- JERRY INDICATED

THAT HE WILL VISIT HIS BROTHER IN ST. LOUIS AND FEEL THEY WILL HAVE . 

NO TROUBLE OBTAINING a' GOOD ATTORNEY BECAUSE OF THE PUBLICITY.

END PAGE TWO.
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PAGE THREE.

SINCE SIX SEVEN LAST NEWARK HAS CONSISTENTLY BEEN IN

lUUglN AN EFFORT TO CLARIFY ANY VARIATIONS IN INFORMATION FURNISHED

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

END...EFH

FBI WASH DC
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ismit the following in

FBI

Date: 6/11/68

(Type.in plaintext or code)

V)

airtel
(Priority)

TO

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI •’ ' ’ • '
(ATTN: FBI IDENTIFICATION DIVISION)

.SAC, NEWARK (44-854) (P)

SUBJECTk: ^MURKIN 7
I. (00: Memphis)

1

■ Re Newark teletype to Chicago dated 6/7/68, and Newark 
teletype to the Bureau, Memphis and Chicago dated 6/9/68.

. Enclosed for the Bureau is a form newsletter bearing
the heading, "The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly Letter."

brother, was encouraged by &
travel from Chicago, 
her. i This was their 
travel by plane.

Ill., to Camden, N.J., on 6/5/68, to visit 
first meeting and JERRY RAY performed his

ed with ■
has a room. iheiandlady for thxs. 

who resides at the same location

RAY

room is I "

'7/68 said to and
upon his arrival on 6/5/68, JERRY RAY had. with . 

him the issue of "Life" magazine, which contains a cover 
story re instant matter. He also had a second issue of "Life"
which had New York City Mayor JOHN LINDSAY on the cover.
issue contained addition^2<information concerning MURKIN.

That

4?- Bureau (Enc. 1)
1 -Memphis (Info)
1 Chicago (Info)
5 - Newark

(1 - 137-6829) .
(1 - 137-6826) A

JEO/eag ______

REC-19

ES'JUN .1^ 195&

Sent M Per

(11) 7



NK 44-854

A

As he unpacked the magazines, JERRY RAY said
"Just between you and me, I saw my brother right after 

he escaped. We had a meeting place where he would meet on my 
days off." RAY did not say if these alleged meetings occurred 
after his escape from.prison or after the' murder of KING.

JERRY RAY also said he had visited his brother who 
owns a tavern in St. Louis, Missouri, after the assassination 
and before his first interview by the FBI. He stated that 
before the FBI contacted him, he saw the photograph of an 
individual identified as ERIC STARVO GALT with his eyes closed. 
He recognized this man as being identical with his brother JAMES 
EARL RAY.

JERRY RAY said if he told the FBI everything he knows, 
"with all of their resources’* they would be able to "track him 
down." He stated, "I do not know where he is right now. I do 
not think I’ll ever see him alive' again." He explained his 
brother would probably not permit himself to be captured alive.- 
JERRY RAY added that he did not want the subject apprehended 
because of the Additional bad publicity it would result in for 
the RAY family. RAY further said he does not refer to the 
subject since the assassination by his real name but calls him 
STARVO or GALT. He did not explain why he does this.

RAY also said, "I tell the FBI only enough to keep 
them off my back." . 

C' ’
. _ that the

subject would probably flee the country to Mexico or Canada. ’ 
He also said the subject was too hot for him to be in touch 
with now. ‘

On 6/6/68. asked JERRY RAY if his brother
shot KING.' He replied,’^This is his business. I d idn’t ask 
him. If I was in his position and had 18 years to serve and 
someone offered me a lot of money to kill someone! didn’t like 
anyhow and get me out of the country, I’d do it."

Later the same day JERRY RAY commended y 
even if the subject confesses to committing the murder of KING, 
hej JERRY RAY, would not agree^j^tth him. He did not further 
explain this statement, advised.

• • ft-
■, RAY said he now carries a gun from his room to his . 

car. He keeps the gun in the trunk of his car. When he walks

2



NK 44-854

to his room from his car, he removes the gun from the car’s 
trunk and takes it with him. He said he carries the weapon 
for personal protection. ' . .

RAY said the subject is a supporter of Presidential 
Candidate GEORGE WALLACE. He said the subject once drove a man 
to Alabama from possibly the California area so he could vote 
for WALLACE. He then identified this man by his photograph    

pears in the 5/3/68, issue of "Life." It is noted K .^2^ 
said the magazine states this man’s'name is CHARLES 
JERRY RAY, | did not say when

the trip to Alabama occurred!

JERRY RAY said he was considering, moving his residence 
again to a place' where the press and possibiy the FBI would be 
unaware of. He also said he was thinking of beginning to use 
the alias of JERRY RYAN. He then displayed a new Illinois 
driver’s license in the name of JERRY RYAN. He said he recently 
'obtained that license for his own use. He did/not further 
explain why he might change his address and begin to.use an 
alias. He did not say he intended to leave, his present job.

On 6/7/68. fsaid on 6/6/68, 
asked JERRY RAY if he thought his brother shot KING.' RAY 
replied by pointing out if he were in his brother’s position 
of having an 18 year sentence to serve once he was apprehended 
and someone offered him money to kill someone he did not like 
and thereafter be able to leave the country, he would do it. 
RAY further volunteered at this point the subject might have 
fled to Canada or Mexico. He did not say anything further • 
about where he thought the subject was.

Then I. asked JERRY RAY where the subject
got the money tobuyinsTant wbite Mustang with. JERRY RAY 
replied, "They gave him part of the money. He put the money 
in a safety deposit box, but; when he left, he drew it all out. 
It broke his heart to have to leave the white Mustang.”

On 6/9/68, PCI also said on 6/6/68, recalled RAY 
commented the subject was or $500,000.
JERRY RAY said this while and he were discussing
if the subject killed KINGT^Accordingto JERRY '
RAY did not further explain his comment regafaing the$100,000 
or $500,000 sum. Neither PCI was able to extract a direct 
statement from JERRY RAY that the subject killed KING. w

On 6/9/68. ^TSS^t^aidCSS!received a telephone 
call from JERRY RAY. He said he was calling to alert in K .

3
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NK 44-854

the eventdid not know, the subject had been arrested. 
He also said he did not think the RAY family would have any 
difficulty obtaining a lawyer to-represent the subject because 
he was certain several good ones would want the job because 
of the publicity they would receive.
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JERRY RAY also told intends to visit
the subject with his brother who owns a tavern-in St.
Louis when the subject is returned to the United States.

received the impression from JERRY
RAY that hedid not know the subject was traveling as he 
was just before his arrest.

JERRY RAY also said he intends to travel to 
St. Louis, Missouri to confer with his, brother who owns 
a tavern there within the next week. He said he will 
do this so he and his brother can agree on how they should 
handle inquiries from the Press. He said he might 
consult with an attorney himself so he would not mistakenly 
say anything in public which might be detrimental to the 
subject's case.

On 6/10/68.t advisedreceived
on 6/3/68 an airmail s pe c i aiSe1£ve ry develops from JERRY 
RAY postmarked in Wheeling, Ill., on 6/1/68^2—Tjie.„ eavelop^, 
contained a money order from JERRY RAY to V.j/. in
the amount of $40.00. The money order was aBoutsy’iong 
by 3J" wide. The paper the money order was on was yellow 
in color and had a white edge. Across the bottom of the 
face of the money order was "PERSONAL MONEY ORDER" written 
in black letters. PCI said could not recall noticing 
what kind of a money order ifwas.

■ ' stated on 6/3/68 COa cashed the money
order at the First Camden National Bank and Trust Co. bank

2800 blocli Camden, N.J.
CS^arne and 

tnenumber oi f account at that bank on the
money order when it Was cashed.

This money order represents one of severaJ^J^^^^e* 
JERRY RAY has mailed money orders or cash to (___  

g^^^^^.for^23 personal use. It is noted for the._Bu 
information JERRY RAY is apparently quite fond of 
and this is probably the reason he sends money.

The money order was enclosed in a four page form
type newsletter bearing the heading of "THE ROYAL BANK OF R 
CANADA MONTHLY NEWSLETTER". Beneath this heading appears 
the information this newsletter represents Vol. 49, No. 5,

5
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and the organization’s head office is in Montreal. The 
newsletter is for May, 1968, and contains an article entitled^ 
’’TECHNOLOGY AS A HAY OF LIFE”. The article deals generally 
with the various aspects of technology’s affect on contemporary 
living. -

Across the front of the newsletter is written in 
ink, ’’Look inside, I am at^he post office and didn’t 
have any paper.” said this is the only message
from JERRY RAY whrdir^ppeared in this .piece of correspondence.

said recalled receiving the - 
communication containing the described newsletter after 
learning the subject had been in Canada prior to his 
apprehension. said that JERRY RAY indicated to 
during his visit^e obtained and sent the money orderfrom the 
Wheeling, Ill. area. .

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU:

• The FBI Identification Division is requested to 
process the enclosed newsletter for latent impressions and 
compare any of value which are developed with the subject’s 
fingerprints. ’

ARMED AND dangerous. .
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

St. Louis 
informant

^00001UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE .

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

March 13, 1978

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS •
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (HSCA)

In the course of a file review conducted at the 
FBI Office in an unrelated matter, a St. Louis 
file vias reviewed. This file contained a contact

memorandum dated March 19, 197^3 which set forth Information 
relating to several criminal matters and also contained the 
following paragraph:

"During the Fall of 19735 five or six months ago, 
date not recalled, Beyers came to the shop inquiring as 
to whether they could get together to talk, and they later 
did so at Pizza and Cream, Clayton, Missouri, in the area 
of a Broad-Dugan Paint Store, where informant had traveled 
on business. Beyers talked freely about himself and his 
business, and they later went to informant’s house where 
Beyers told a story about visiting a lawyer in St. Louis 
County, now deceased, not further identified, who had 
offered to give him a contract to kill Martin Luther King. 
He said that also present was a short, stocky man, who 
walked with a limp. (Later, with regard to the latter 
individual, Beyers commented that this man was actually 
the individual who made the payoff of James Earl Ray after 

. the killing.) Beyers said he had declined to accept this
’ contract. He did reme.rk that this lawyer had confederate '

flags and other’ items about the house that might indicate 
that he was ’a real rebel’. Beyers also commented that 
he had been offered either $10,00$ or $20,000 to kill King

:Extensive further research in the St. Louis indices 
and files failed to reveal this information was in any way 
disseminated and the information simply renoses in the informan 
file. .
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR T00001
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

March 20, 1978

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (ESCA)

In connection with the ESCA's investigation into 
the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., the St. Louis 
Office of the FBI surfaced information during a file review 
in an unrelated matter which it is believed is of interest 
to the Committee. This information concerning a St. Louis 
informant discussing with (first name not furnished) Beyers 
several individuals who may have information germane to the 
ESCA’s investigation was furnished to FBI Headquarters, in the 
attached memorandum dated March 13, 1978. .

In order to facilitate the Committee’s evaluation 
of the information contained in above-mentioned memorandum, 
the St. Louis Office was asked to furnish background’ data 
on Beyers. On March 17, 1978, the St. Louis Office 
telephonically furnished the following: .

NAME: Russell George Beyers
DOB: August 19, 1931 .
FBI NUMBER: 101-3HE ‘

■ The information contained- in the memorandum of
March',13, 1978, was discovered as a result of a file revieiv 
conducted for- background data on Beyers who was recently 
arrested by‘the St. Louis Police Department for his alleged 
participation in the burglary of a St.^Lbuis museum.

■' Where information is not provided, it is because 
it is not retrievable or is not being furnished pursuant to 
the Memorandum of Understanding'. .

-T T
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‘ LC #91075

Photo number

LATENT PRINTS 
(Memphis Evidence)

1. One palm print on black rifle box, QI
Identified as palm print of Birmingham gun store clerk Donald F. Wo

2. One fingerprint on side of rifle, Q2
Identified as left thumb of James Earl Ray

3.

4.

One fingerprint on side of telescopic sight, Q2
Identified as

One fingerprint on binoculars, Q14
Identified as left thumb of James Earl Ray

5. One fingerprint on front page of Memphis newspaper "Com 
for 4-4-68, Q19 ,

Identified as left index fingerprint of James Earl Ray

6. One fingerprint on after shave lotion bottle, part of Q24
Identified as right index fingerprint of James Earl Ray

7. One fingerprint on Schlitz beer can, Q53 .
Identified as right middle fingerprint of James Earl Ray

8. One fingerprint on board, Q71
Identified as fingerprint of SA Franklin L. Johnson

9. One fingerprint on lift marked in part "Lifted from Dresser top" 
Identified as fingerprint of Memphis police officer

10. One fingerprint on lift marked in part "Rt. side of fireplace (front)"

11. One fingerprint on front Rebel Motel Registration card for 4-3-68 in 
name of Eric S. Galt,Q86

Identified as fingerprint of SA John W. Bauer

12. One fingerprint on back, of same registration card 
Identified as fingerprint of motel clerk
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HSCA LETTER 10/30/78

FBIHQ COPY
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SAC, Memphis (157-1092) 3/15/68

Director, FBI ,, / —-/ 7
.-7C / ‘ "

- 1 - Mr. Parkis
SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE •-
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE V-.; '
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtels and letterhead memoranda concerning 
this matter. -

It is noted at the Bureau that in several of the 
letterhead memoranda submitted in connection with this 
matter Special Agents of the FBI have observed marches and 
demonstrations. It is assumed., at the Bureau that Agents 
were at the scene of these demonstrations in connection 
with other business inasmuch as there has been no 
authority from the Bureau for Agents to be present 
observing such activities. It is, of course, necessary , 
that your office maintain sufficient close liaison with J 
law enforcement agencies to be made currently aware of / 
all developments; however, without specific Bureau .
authority, Agents should not observe demonstrations as . 
a part of intelligence-gathering activity.

In Memphis, Tennessee, Negro sanitation workers 
have been on strike since early February, 1968. The National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People is supporting 
the strikers. There have been a number of marches and demon
strations in connection with this labor dispute. There is no 
out s£andinz__instruct ions for Special Agents to observe.

AiAlLSj Z 
* % -

j. 5 1965 f, ■ ‘
COM.M-FB; ; /
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— Hr. DeLoach 
- Hr. Evans 
-Mr. Rosen 
-Mr. Sullivan 
- J. P. Bland

xs si

1 - s
J. Baumgarda
F. Phillips

e

CCMMDHIST XK? WELSCH IH RACIAL BATTEES ' "1 ' " 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ALL IIT”

-.- .- ' - •. HEREIN Ti3 U-v
’ ' DATE^lX^

r

D

D

Confidential informants of this Bureau Who have 
'• furnished reliable information in the past recently supplied 
the following information. < /

hoad of the Son

' have boon negotiating with ”Tho Saturday Evening Pest” concerning 
' the publication of on article in that magazine which will carry 
. King as the author. Such an article was written by Claronco Jones

. end submitted to the "Post” for publication in King’s none. The 
article reportedly will deal with such matters as the Poverty Bill

.. elections, riots end the so-called ”backlash.”Lj - gb

g and in the mid-1550’s hold a position 
bor Youth Longue, an organization which <9 -

Recently, a' number of King’s associates, including 
attorneys representing him, have boon negotiating vith tho rU?ost’T 
in an effort to have a portion of the article Tdiich had boon 
eubnittod for publication changed. The "Post,”, however, has
indicated a reluctance to make the requested change 13
reported that the article contains sccia criticism oZ other civil
rights groups and leaders and that : 
received the Nobel Peace Prize, the

cently

' but instead should try to unite all civil rights movements. It 
has also been indicated that King doos not want to go too far in
tne article in condemning cival disobooxence 
Senator Barry Goldwater is elected President,
sit-ins and other forms of protest. There is concern in the 
camp that the article, if published as originally submitted, 
cause certain difficulties in the civil rights tx>vesent.Lj 

100-442529 ’ -I V&
145 001’4^ mrrs

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
(16)
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The Acting Attorney General •

Although it vas originally expected that the 
King article vould ba published before the Hovoabcr 3, 1964, 
election, this vas not accomplished. The October 31, 1904, 
issue of the ’’Post" contains an announcement of articles 
’’Coming Soon in the ’Post,*” Listed is "The Eagre 
Movement Cannot be Stopped” by fibbel Peace Prise 
Kartin Luther King, Jr. '•.

This information da also being furnished to the 
Honorable Bill P. Xtoyers, Special Assistant to the President

1 - The Deputy Attorney General *

*1 * Hr. Bar’ce Marshall - -
Assistant Attorney General 

*
1 — Mr. 3. Walter Vez^-ey

Assistant Attorney Geaaral

KOTE:

Classified ’’Secret” because most of the information 
reporto<Vi^£?^J);jAblv in the racial field
such as1^' ~ "^nd^ -. , /, • . J Thoy are of continuing
value am''t'ho‘luxiauthcri3ocra^ax^ux’© of this InfoiTnation 
could ezposo the informants and thus possibly be injurious 
to the national defense. Separate dissemination being made 
to the military intelligence agencies and Secret Service. U.
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Sullivan

-----c

1 - Mr
T. J. Baumgardner T,i « yr

’* CM

"united states government

Memor
DATE:

DeLoach 1
Mohr 1
Wick 
Sullivan

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

3 •

£8 

c e

ATiOu h

2/18/66
— Hr. Baumgardner 
- Mr. Bland

Sergeant Edward McClellen, Human Relations
Chicago, Illinois, Police Department, advised that on 2/3/6 
Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern Christian Lead 
Conference (SCLC), net with Reverend Jolin P..Cody, Archbishop c 
the Chicago Diocese of the Reman CnthvTrg"CTiuiTch'. ""The' meeting'' 

*-wes"“lif~the nature of a courtesy visit, at King’s? request, dur in 
which King reportedly informed the Archbishop of the nature and 
purpose of his campaign to end segregation and discrimination 

. against the Negro in Chicago. King has selected Chicago to be 
I the site of the first SCLC invasion into the northern civil 
(rights problem. It is recognized by King that the future of

jsCLC Chicago pro RUSSlFIZO DY
Itirp of

UiW m Z "w ® ,O ’O, I

King stated at a press conference, after his meeting 
with the Archbishop, that he and Archbishop Cody were in sub
stantial agreement upon the goals they were both seeking and 
intended to keep in touch with each other. King declared fee 
was hopeful of the active participation of priests and nuns in 
connection with his SCLC program in Chicago and had gained “he 
impression from the Archbishop that such participation was a 
matter of individual conscience and would not be a matter of 
discipline insofar as the Diocesan hierarchy was concerned. •

/ King continues to\rely heavily^n’.the advice of his
New York foursome Stanley/Levison. Harry*. Tachtel, Clarence 
Jones and Bayard/Rustin, in connect ion'bi tn" a IT major SCLC”' 
l^roUlems gntF-NCTfWittes. These individuals have all been 
members of the Communist Party pr^ommuaist^Party .front groups.
an the past
subversive backgrounds

As“long as King utilizes these advisors with
the danger remains that his SCLC

activities will be influenced by communist—oriented thinking 
Should communists or cohmunist sympathizers succeed in
influencing the SCLC Chicago program, it^ould.bo- axmajor 
breakthrough for the communists Jtn-the ci^ilari^hts' field. -

100-106670 f
___  f
RFBrdehT
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^•UNITED STATES A«.NMENT

Memorandum
T»Im« ■ 
Dctooch ---------

: Mr. W. C. Sulli

from : G. C. Moore

-Mr. DeLoach 
- Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
-Mr. Bishop

DATE: 2/20/68 
- Mr. Morley 
- Mr. ,G. C. Moore 
-Mr. D. ,M. Wells

Com

Cd 
Re

T»l». Room ___

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jg* •• 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

PURPOSE
CLASSIFIED

. • EXEMPT FROM 
DATE OF DECU

^dscategory, y— 
jASSIFICATION indefinite

! . . -• * ;
„ 'Attached for your--approval for dissemination are 

, copies of a communication containing information concerning the 
’ progress of Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern .
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), to organize a massive 
civil disobedience campaign in Washington, D. C., in the Spring 
of 1968. . , ' .

' BACKGROUND: DEC-LA:

King in the past has publicly announced he will
• conduct a massive civil disobedience campaign he calls the 
.’•Washington Spring Project” in.early April, 1968, to pressure 
Congress into passing legislation favorable to the Negro.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:

•" King is currently holding the first of two workshops 
from 2/19-23/68 at Miami, Florida. He has invited approximately < 
150 Negro ministers throughout the nation to attend this meeting.
The Ford Foundation recently gave King’s organization a $230,000 

: grant to hold these workshops in an effort to devel op responsible 
, leadership in the Negro ghetto areas of the nation’s major cities.
It has been determined that King plans to discuss the Washington 
Spring Project at this workshop. '

Dr. John A. Morsell, Assistant Executive Director, 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 
has advised his organization is not supporting the Washington 
Spring Project and is taking no part in it. .He advised the^NAAC^, 
Enclosurec— /< ■ - A 7'‘ ' '
DMW:lmr CONTINUED- — OVER
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Memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan ' 
RE: MARTIN. LUTHER KING, JR. .

the 
the

tried, without success, to dissuade King from executing
Project. Dr. Morsell is afraid that King cannot control 
demonstrators and there is a likelihood that the overall. 

demonstration will be'- taken over by extremists.

- King'appears to be concentrating his attention on 
the South where he has chartered a* small twin-engine aircraft • 
to help speed him about urging people to support his campaign.

s^^ndvised recently that the entire Washington 
Spring Project seems to be suffering .from indecision, petty 
bickering among the stafft members and the idiosyncrasies of -v. 
King’s ego. This source idvised that King is worried about 

the lack of progress being made by his recruiters. He’is’ 
concerned about the success.of the program. He has instructed 

. ( his staff, to seriously consider whether or not they can • 
successfully carry out the project/ If they cannot then it

i will be necessary to establish a reason as to .why he finds . Li 
I it necessary to discontinue the Washington Spring Project•{$\

'RECOMMENDATION

That copies of the enclosures be forwarded to 
Mrs. Mildred Stegall at the White Houses Mr. William Welsh, 
Administrative Assistant to the Vice President; Secretary of 
Agriculture Freemail; Secretary of Labor'^irtz; Secretary of 

.Defense; Secret Service; the Attorney General; the Deputy. 
Attorney General; Assistant Attorneys General Pollak, Yeagley, 

" and Vinson; the Inter-Division Information Unit of the Depart
ment; and to the Departments Of Army; Navy; and Air Force.
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SAC, New York (100-129802) 2/21/68

Director, 5BI (100-3-104-34) Shaw

Z -

Atlanta
EeNYairtel 2/9/6^^ a copy of which was furnished

4

forth in 
la alert

Your -proposed counterintelligence action set " 
reairtal Is excellent and shows that your office

intelligence measures whenever the occasion arises. Your 
suggested article has been given to cooperative news 
sources and you should be alert for publication of this 
information in your area, Promptly furnish the Bureau 
with copies of any news articles which relate to this 
raatter, along with any tangible results.

1 - Atlanta (100-5586) . . . • . ;
, / * • .. f s* y i :• ,z» **

HGS:est. .P~ "
(5)

NOTS: S

/ New York furnished a suggested article concerning ..^.' ? 
the appearance of Keverend Martin Luther King, Jr,, at a . ‘
fund-raising affair sponsored by CP-controlled f^eedomways’ 
Associates, The article raised the question as to whether 
King was courting the communists to bolster his civil 
disobedience campaign. It was also pointed out that —— __
Jack O’Dell, former close associate of King’s and a 
leading CP figure, is one of the officers of Kreedomwarzsfjrg w igqo 
Associates. Crime Secords Division has furnished the 
article to cooperative news sources and Hew York is 
requested to be alert for the publication of any articles - 
relating to this matter, '



''ar.smit the following in

AIRTEL

TO

FROM:

a 3

Date: 2/15/68

’ (Type in plaintext or code)

'AIRMAIL ’ '
(Priority)

- '• DIRECTOR, EBI (100-3-104-34)

OcGMMUNIST PARTY. USA.
SAC,, ATLANTA (100-667OD)

IS - C
'(FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INC.)

above and Atlanta airtels and LHufe 2/12/68 and 2/15/68 captioned 
’’WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT, RM”.

5

3
3

Re New York airtel suggests a communication which 
the Bureau might release through its mass media contacts. 
Re Atlanta communications reflect as of 2/7/68 and 2/12/68 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., evidenced considerable skepticism 
as -to the probable success of SCLC’s WSP.

Atlanta is of the opinion that New 
communication is excellent and has no desire 
amend it. . .

York’s suggested 
to materially

The communication submitted by New York is
designed, or course, to cause the reader thereof to ask 
himself the question whether KING is inviting CP assistance 
for the Washington Spring Project. It is felt possible 
additional impact might be given this question if New York’s 
communication is introduced by pointing out that recently 
(For example, during the 2/6 and 7/68 Executive Board meeting 
in Washington, D. C.) if is understood KING evidenced some. 
discouragement as to the probably success of the Washington 
Spring Proj ect.

2- New Tor
1- Atlanta
AGS: jhs
(6) *

5331

(100-129802)^RM)

•Sew" M Per

13 FES 16 1SS8

Special Agent in Charge
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HjEtrr

no. io
C/r t>«iON Pg
OS* CtN. U&. NO V

’UNITED STATES GO^N.Mf

Memorandum
V. C. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan *

COMMUNIST-PARTY r-USA^_ ■
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE-aEROGRAM 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 
(FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES)

C 
D 
C 
G

1 - Mr
1 - Mr 
1 - Mr

C. D. DeLoach 
T» E. Bishon 
W. C. Sullivan

1 - Mr. G
1 - Mr_ C

February 15, 1968

R 
W

Moore 
Brennan 
Putnam 
Shaw

This is to recommend release of the attached • 
article to sources in the mass news media field regarding 
Martin Luther King, Jr., leader of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, who is scheduled to give the keynote 
address at a fund-raising activity sponsored by Communist - 
Party-controlled Freedomways Associates, publishers of the 
magazine, ’’Freedomways,” which is self-described as a 
quarterly review of the Negro Freedom Movement. The j.}
objective is to show that King appears to be courting the''V 
communists to bolster his forthcoming civil disobedience \ 
campaign in Washington, D. C., in the Spring of 1968.

> The communist .publication, "National Guardian,” 
recently publicized the fact that King is to give the . 
keynote address at the 100th anniversary celebration of 
the birth of thS late W. E* B. DuBois, well-known Negro 
educator who joined the Communist Party, USA, at the age 
of 93. This affair is scheduled to be held on 2/23/68 in
Carnegie Hall, New York City, and is sponsored by Freedomways 
Associates. The main’purpose of this affair is to raise 
money to help finance ’’Freedomways” magazine, and informa
tion has been received indicating that with King as the 
keynote speaker the affair will undoubtedly be a financial 
success.

I Although no information has been received as to
|the contents of King’s.speech, it is reasonable to assume 
|that ho will comment on the matter with which he is primarily 
^concerned at the' present time, namely, his campaign of civil 
(disobedience planned for the Spring of 1968 in Washington, D. C. ~ 

Enclosure ". ... ^C- fdO°
100-3-104-34

WGS:csti (8)

7 V
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
* .RE: COMMUNIST .PARTY, USA 

100-3-104-34

It is believed that the publicity given to King’s appearance - 
at Carnegie Hall on 2/23/68 in behalf of the communist '> *
publication, ’’Freedomways,” could serve to show King’s ' " - 
affinity for the -communist movement and, thereby,, place his ■ 
planned civil disobedience campaign in the proper context.> _

The attached proposed article goes directly to - 
the heart of this matter. It is proposed that this article 
be released ’to appropriate sources in the mass news media 
field through the Crime Records Division. The proposed . 
article raises the question 'as to whether King is courting ' 
the communist^ to bolster his civil disobedience campaign.

(
th this connection, it is pointed out that Hunter Pitts 
(Jack) O’Dell, former close associate of King’s in the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, is one of the 
editors of ‘’Freedomways.”' <In 1963, King reluctantly released 
O’Dell from his post in the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, when i£ 'became publicly known that O’Dell was a 
leading figure in the Communist Party. It is further 
pointed out in the proposed article that the Communist Party, 
with its years of experience in agitation and fomenting 
conflicts, would be a powerful ally for King in his efforts 
to. promote civil disobedience in Washington, D. C.

RECOMMENDATION^

That this memorandum and the attached article be 
routed to the Crime Records Division for release to 
appropriate sources in the mass news media field.

- 2 -
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1 - Mr, C, D. Brerman1 - Mri C. D. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop 
1 - Mr. W. C,'Sullivan February 15, 1968 -
1 - Hr. G. C. Moore 1 ~ Mr. R. C. Putnam 1 -Hr. Shaw

Is Hartin.Luther King, Jr»r courting Bad favor to ' - '
bolster big civil disobedience- enapeign in ‘Sfashington, .
^rreedaaways^r. the communist-hacked publication in the civil- - . 
rights-field, is holding ah affair-in New York City torai^a 
isoney to help- finance-its operations. This affair is ■ 
advertised as an observance'of the 100th birthday of thecate"-' .'-- 
.«. E, B. DuBois, the well-known 2iegrt> educator who flirted -v 
with left-wing causes for many years before he publicly - 
announced he had Joined the Communist Party,- USA, at the age- - . 
of 93. This announcement was greeted with great fanfare by 
the Communist Party, USA, press, so it is understandable why 
the 100th anniversary of the birth of W. E. B. DuBois was - < -
chosen as the setting to raise funds that will, ultimately ;
benefit the Communist Party, USA; ■ ' /

It la no coincidence that King’s old friend from 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Jack O’Dell, 
is one of the editors of "Freedoaways” magazine.. O’Dell, 1 
it is recalled, was reluctantly released by King--from-his ; - - 
post in the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in 
1963, after it became public knowledge that O’Dell, a 
leading Communist Party figure, was a member of King’s ■ ,
hierarchy in the leadership of the Southern Christian , 
Leadership Conference.

The Communist 5^rty, USA, has only recently issued 
a new. and more militant line concerning the civil rights 
struggle in this country. The Party would welcome any . ._; 
opportunity to involve itself in a program such as King has 
proposed for Washington, D. C. With its years of experience 
in agitation and fomenting conflicts, the Communist Party 

iwould be a powerful ally for King in his efforts to promote . 
civil disobedience in the Spring of 1968. It appears that 

• King has chosen effectively, if not wisely.

100-3—104—34 x /' | / ',

WG3:cst A/ '

ao) 0 ’ ... ..

NOTE: See cover .memorandum- Ct D. Brennan to Mr; W. C.
Z__ Sullivan, dated February 15, 1968, captioned "Communist 

_____ Party, USA, Counterintelligence Program, IS - C, (Freedomways 
__Associates),” prepared/by ;fGS:cst.





■ <*

' NY 100-129802 --

■ - . . -T. r ~f ■ ■■ .- - .'-'--X - -7 -■

The NYO has-not received any indication, to/daue, - 
about, thecbnt ent S'.of KING’S, speech-... However^ it is '■

. ~ ' reasonable .to assume that he will comment on the two items:;.-7./.: 
. with which-he is-primarily concerned at the present time/.- 

namely, the campaign of civil disobedience-which his... - .
• ; *. . organization, "the- SCLC, is planning for the-spring of 1968,“i.:
~ in Washington/. D.C/j -and the involvement of the United '.</•:<-/;/■ 

.'V J<States•in the -Vietnam- war-which -.he opposes-.‘It is believed-., %'V 
/' r V-.'..^. that , if .publication given to .KING’S appearance at-Carnegie

rc-fr?;:; Hall. oh 2/23/68,—on.behalfof;.’'Freedomway s”,-linking'it-with.-> 5 y * 
• . his 'Washington-/ D/C? campaign,1 it could serve as- a- disruptive; * -

measure adversely affecting -both “Freedomways’1 and- KING’S,
■ spring project in' Washington^-D.C.1. ' It is suggested that the ' <

.Bureau, through its contacts with the mass media, release the ;; • 
following communication: * ' ..

/....................** .- . ' / . * - * ‘. • * - " "♦ * - ’ .

' - s'-' 'Is MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. courting Red favor.to 
— . . bolster his civil‘;dfsobedience campaign in Washington, 

,.. “Freedomways“, the Communist-rbacked publication in the civil- 
rights-field, is holding an affair in Hew York City, to W 

, • raise money to help-finance its operation. -This affair-is/ 
/ ■ advertised as an ..observance -of .the .100th birthday of 

W.E.B. DU BOIS/-the well-known Negro educator who flirted* -J •?. 
with left-wing causes for many years before he .finally . \ \ 
announced.his official'.Joining ,of the Communist Party z;

■ ■ This announcement, was greeted with great; fanfare by the- 
.'CP' press, so it'is-understandable why. the 100th birthday- 
. of W.E.B^ DU BOIS'was chosen.: as .the setting to raise-funds ?* ?’> 
/►that will ultimately benefit-the CP. '.

It is no coincidence that KING’S old friend from the ■ 
SCLC, JACK O’DELL, is one of the editors of “Freedomways” • 
Magazine. O’DELL, it-is recalled, was reluctantly released ■ 
by KING from his post in the SCLC in 1963, after it became 
public knowledge that O’DELL, a leading CP figure, was a ' 
member of KING’S hierarchy in the leadership of the SCLC.

The CP has only recently issued a new and more militant 
line concerning the-civil rights struggle in this eountry. -The - - 
Party would welcome any opportunity to involve itself in a program 
such as KING has proposed for Washington, D.C. With its years of 
experience in agitation and fomenting conflicts, the CP would be a 
powerful ally for KING in his efforts to promote civil disobedience 
in the spring of 1968. It appears that he has chosen effectively 
if not wisely.
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Letter to Alb~.r.y *-
£2; ""tt, USA

izzw
cctixuc^ isztluzizcs is iucial hatots

X00-3-11U

uro in the n.tAsl cf a social revolution vith tho racial rove- 
sent r.o izn co-3. Zho j.'uroru, in r.ooti-’T ito recponslbiZitioo 
in thio cwa, 2~ ns izztor^sl port of thio revolution.
our trees r.cro -. Afsicali hno been the controversial nature of 
tllO iCCUOO 1:17017; sJ.

Vitfc tsa £crc~oinf; no a background to un-’erocoro ' 
the c;rtrc;’O ±<*s?7'unco ci' this natter, the Eurcau cicsireo 
to r^nin . .•ph"'’Vxj tho resolute noamoity for afford lu^; all 
cepacia o? t?.*.: '• vittcr proxy/.;, daaiuivu, ina^inntivo, rv:rco- 
cive and :' :>.• ■,•.• ■> in-/:..,:ii';ntivo effort, no veil ro imuriii'’ 
timt th-j w^z'- z:i pxv'-utly nu/isod, c:i a continuin'’ r-'nin, 

-of ell y • *xi::... * •xr/c'.'’*'.teats. Tho ^sx’cnu'o ros--?o:«ib lilt ice' 
no to cl}. ' ..{-.z tv.id i’C cver:-y,n Avmo in r.ind a::! pax’-
tiaxit i.:- r,^’.\ .cz cix.iittod fa a utuoraauin suitable lox* 
disoauin.

t Zu r ’/-tee, tho Ecrcau desires the field to car^ile 
in a efr.'f j 13 - • :Mif;a-.';?.7n Tc-zcvt ncx'iinont ±n£or-.inticii dovclGpcd 
to drto, .ath - /'lies :'/.o.it ivvintinr; Ijy t?.o culriiuaion of irvoo- 
ti^'itlvn . v?'.-....' ■;.i a t -.ru.'tnriy br'Ji-':. nhmld
Include r'.’w-'. A.-ii t.:'uioi'cr-.’O ryjrtod in t;io coution entitled 
•^errro <. *. -21-. --;arr* x.’.3t Zuflur-nuo in facial nettoi’o” of t?.o 
quarter? / i:zy .; ’ ar^Afxsfrr; to tAo co veil vn imvex-na-
tic:x koi -' re .;• *'wri.y tv:.:xz‘Sa ctl’.x* titles rolcrrod
to in ♦ *,. or p;";u c*:re, of fr/itr'eit ccrr.'.unice ties. It
oil?, no ?■ ';er ..".• uae'.'.s'iax'y to ^.nalula a section consvxuiin'T this 
nnttci’ in iso .' ■.•rj r ? evts; Ecnevci’, t^jcro sEo :ld ccstinuo t<» 
Vo a rcy.-.ti'r; '.-t tln’x; Aaiomntion u::„'er tho oi::i3r tiilnz.
It Is r4x"’.>ir.J • '.sat tzrx’o veil be un n uu.nlication in rs/ortiac. 
HenTOver, t s?.o A; in GyJay to z^saz^tcLy investigate
end re;>>vz. tp: . f.;?tnntfvo jizttzia nr.A t^j erpo tir:o rrwido 
for p. tlr.n fr.aiJ.lt nt in" the nocscsarv
cv^'.zti.''A vx..i ; .unl/zria »*7 tba bureau and other agencies and 
officials cf t';o Covcv.'rxcat.

The io closin'; itc cubfilo, 100-3-11C, and
opening a roe filo, 102-442529, vill ho devoted osclirjivoly 
to thio natter cud bo entitled ’’Cr-.-riniot Influence in ilncial 
Jlattaro, znto.r.’v.l Eoevrity - C” (code nano "CUT'). This 
InsCxmciiej is affecciT’o lately and io r.-;plicsblo not 
only to ths x’opsx’to d;.'; cess cd heroin but to all cxvr.’.:sica.':icn3 
in thio natter, note that •*CPtt5A*’ has been dx*cppcd iron the
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Letter to Alenny ) ,
EE: V3A ;

cSxrxus? Vl?£2XE3 in racial uat-izs 
1OO-3*11G

title ns vo am cc^czTzzil vith nil c-o-Tourist efforts, v'wtbor 
they bo of t?o Prjrty er other census1st nrcaps.
Lach field office r-’rjul.'i Xihcwlso clcso its 1'ilc er cu^iiio 
rolatir*; to tna u'<-JA, ;rt.^*o ruosticn^ Crnuinist Influence in 
Racial Hatters, a *4 opan a neo filo er suhdilo relatin'; to 
this natter. Title 7:577 i.ilo shall servo no a repository for 
all pertinent interro-tian and thus facilitate tho submission 
of the required cpir.tmrfy reports.

Tlio initial Ar'.nsti'r.tivo ro-ort in this natter, 
as cucsoodir/’ xu*a./.*ts, '"'-11 h ) dosi'inou to precisely spell 
out the full extent c- ibo c: “xuist iuXluenoo. It vlli 

- - separate vends an.'. int .n-Aer-j ^aa. aejiras; core nerticipation 
■ fren direct Arilur-ea-); bona zS.de esmunisu iron the

cere "do-rjeoArr.** It : , 21 nrrvo os r/i fa-dnuth factual 
analysis of the entire* p rshlrin d ce'zxuxisi iniluonco in 
racial cottoipj. ft 't.V.2 rot zL’.aluf.n i'.'n'cmr.tion co.xcornins 
leciti-r.to efforts in < •J’v.::ri:xl rj-v'-ra'^i v.iaro tiicro so 
ccrrcunist taint. fZ.’.t-:.'.-/’?. Ze / fbo inf ricl report is, xtr 
tko noct part, aVL„^Zv it is spront z^zr.vC'.z-.vi tbo
C?UZA, Rotl’o <to , '.'r.t^rt la.lunnso in Rec/r.l S.'.vttors,
filo end i*ofeted ;* J sT;c.'o. tin ficid’s
then, is tho con.czhr*" :f/o r./.'.ov cf all pertinent files; 
the catslcpin^ mJ Goer.*, unti***; of nil vx.’tis.xit infc;r :::tion 
in accox’unnco vie?, a p.•r.;•.•ric.H,. catline and certain craidoliuos 
end the cubaissioa cl' ;;rno to tho Laresu.

A cocou'-lavy vuryoso to bo acomeliobod by tbo reviev 
end preparation cd ^izz- inntial x*np-3ft vill bo to cnablo the 
field, and t?.o Erscau : v veil, to n:a:o a colf-anniysis of all 
facets of cur inr.reii'aitiun fa tn io :»rca co that va cay cspana 
end ir.fcmiiy cue’ fn/^stijatious of vhooo phases indicatiuj a 
need thereof. • z

las tru at iors-^/*ii<:;li*'<.o

All offices aro instructed to rcviov all poi’tiaoat 
files, penJln^ and clusrd, vjfcdi vill uncover ten typo of 
inforsatioa goo ire J as indicated by tbo outline vbicn is an 
cuelos'cro to t.jfs c-rrntxicntiu.1. Vhilo tb.oso filers wntioned 
above should co.itsin r.z.a of t?.o infci-mtion needed, they arc 
only intended as a LT^i^o and should not bo considered as all* 
inclusive.

- □ -



' Letter to Albany , /
szj cc:rrji;u7 Pinrz, wa\ , 

C»*m«7Z0*T
cc:l-uuZ5t zisrimcE in eacial uxmsa 

100-3-UG X i >
*

(1) Tm initial invest lr;at Ivo report is intended to pel- ----  
narily depict tho current situation rather then servo a 
b Astor icai-typo does: tent. Vo aro thorctoro principally c~’.- 
ccnrd v.’itU v/.o racial roveseat during the past year an J t?roo 
quarter;. Vjo the period ccnxoncisg 1/1/C3 as a nrccral rr.zAJo- 
liuo; c^ir^c^dJLnizry situations nrislirr earlier sccald
:»o cans:a;orad lor A'-terjaicn. L£wi~o, if a c;irrcnt situation 
hnu its (jen’sia prior to Z/l/63 sufficient infcmatlon prior'to 
Hint data should be used to saho tha current c it nation no an Insial, k- -

£2) Generally eperhirs, it vill bo nocessnry for only tho 
office covozirg an activity to report it, as veil rs tho char- 
uo'-cr.ts-.ticaj of persons involved. Tor csannlo, it a racial 
' vrovtivticn tors pinco in Cleveland vith Cleveland racKonts _ 
xnvolv'rj, <3 mould bo r.o:Jcrtod by Hro Cleveland Cfiico. If a Zls.t Yr::: 02*.X^ reports on the Clc/alnnd not tor to the

02: Xz3t it cbculd rot be roper tod L-y 17.ro Yov:: office 
1 it bi ooncUcrnd Jar Cleveland in its crfrjfsslon ae CLavaiond t: t.'L br.7o *:oon rent each lafcrcntion by the 17.:*/ r«?ri

Cn t,:o ether hxi.l, fcr c:;ch c irr-’fluns activity ns
•'?? 3/"f/vn 77nvc7t en Vnci’.irttc:;, it vill to insesfioni: v.pzn each - 
''f-Jiao nv.j;icct^ use attended er cthoreJLso pnvticlpntou

in*' *0*40 t»io in^omatioia in its cubuiodoa.
("»> TJ:o attached outline should be follorod no to the n’-trliorod 

end l'tp?x’Cd Auc:u3. Vhoz*o further broaisdeens by nunoere and lojtszx * 
oro prastlcnl, it vill bo porciseiblo to do co. __

(O Then an activity by an orson^xation is reported under IX, 
the, details shtrzid net bo repented under 2X1 coacernlJ*:; the oxa;u^- 
isstic,:. It •-ill bo neccssnr:’ only, XIX, to rolcr to tiio 
pai’iiculor activity so appooriaj undoi’ IX.

(5) V7:oi’o specific pertinent infcr.uation set cut in xl:e out
line is not r.vailaiJlo t?ro.v:h filo roviw, iznociato dioereot 
i>o*.:fry shoulu bo rado to obtain carte, i’or c.ronuio, if tits 
o-.l'icors of an crnnnlsntiGn cc vcrod under III is" the cut lino 
are not InCiTn, sesuro tb.eir identities. Only cstablishod roli- 
nblc sourcoo ur.y bo contacted in this regard without price 
Ihurcau authority.

(0) Zt cay bo necessary in soce ins ton coo for an office 
reporting on no activity to socuro characterising inxcreation 
recordin.3 individuals and/or organisations frea offices covering J. '
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100-3-11G

tbcco Individ*Is or This should bo dono
aa coca rs rnm’blo co thr.t t.. va vilz bo no daisy in ths 
cubnicoioa ©£ t;:o itca by tbs c/ljlmt; *3 (as to activity) 
©ffico.*•

(7) An criminal and of all reports chould
bo cubnlttcd 1rr each field o^?:’.7>. -* "-7 cffics vi:icj bos 
absolutely no inforsnticn to 1 •;; ert, • ilboz in ths initial 
report er tho c-isrtcriy rnperss the vr*.* tor, in persittod to 
Do sur.Vzs the -ureas by letter 2 V/: '^Z a report. 22 t.oj 
positive inferjatien, iiororcr i:. is available, it cost 
bo Gubsittod by report*

--------- ^3) Ths initial invrstf'rxt.'/.'.»•>•* ' Ti bn cubnitted _ 
to roach the bureau by 11/2/J’. I’.'.'.- iter, »7uu.’^?rly 
should bo cubnitted to rc-xh th.? by b’^’uary 1, Hoy 2,Lv^vzi 1 cod favonbor 1 c£ eac?. ; .r.

. (0) All min bond inns de/ /: .1 '. ' ”roo:j in tb>e
attached catline erst bo rec/.’/ -a ' la nil in. 
tkoro is no iadomatzca tn ro.: v *: n lea U r r.nia
bending, tho by a Gdaucacat
"no isi'omatioa uevoiopod.”

(10) As to individun?/? iiryrl’/sd. '/o r.".o ccnoor:iod nrinjarily 
vitb Gubversivo c^iarscrorisir;; r^i.'-. . ;vinu '.*ni.:xsi7-uC vitJj tho 
period oi ncti*/lty. ice Al :.• /’due?, ecnaisod,
perticinr.tod in or vrs cihtrvJsa r:nwith 2 rncini activ
ity cn 2/1/0J, bio i:xu;onsaip An v* • - '25 nud ©taor c^nvcraivo 
Crespo as o£ that dr.to wc ild bo r.r/4 LZ co?.tso, 11 .
a subvcrelvo ccsnoctioa as cl i::o cZ ezz-zoi bo .
established, the nest best iiiiv.: bo to establish a duo-
vorsl'/o cosnoczicn bc cccs rrz^'.' co nctivitv rs ro/siblo, 
Coaerr/ily Grc.uinn, cbnrr.u^.T;L.7!Ci:..s oi bo
cs Gueeii’sc :u:j »x>ir,tod as iO '/Ji -rle. >cr cccr^plo, ±2 /rx isdi- 
vAisai’s Pp/ey Dczsersulp is <::/;:□?/; ./.:-□, a Ishj recitation oz 
other co.r:oc-iossf ujsj an uieb Zx'e . s, ^ouid bo urnosessniy • 
Good Jsi :tcsc esse co cnorciscj in e-'iracttrisiiir; injivi^uals t 
as viib ail c;.:zr psascs iv.'.r.cz--; to -he col?.octisn 0/ 7aces for 
tlio iJ a rurscu xs?.. a r.'\: Isoy i -zi-ion la
tbo raesel ns;rocnc . y.a Party tza:^? also has
a less bis Scry c' it noy bo veil to rorv
briefiy Dtesoarlso cis ©UwA'cruzvo tS'.b;.i’ouaJ, Vboa character 12in

z .■..•--7-77777=
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Loiter to Albany . /
rzs U3A .

I^GZO CjaXllGn " ' ~
CC-HdST Zb'JLUESCIS IB FACIAL HATTEBS .

100-0-UG ~* *
a person ns a Party crrJ>or, indicate the highest position bold 
io tbo Party• Vb.cn reforrins to fomor Party nonbors, isciudo 
dates of ccnbersuip.

til) The tern ’’cortronist” should bo interpreted in its 
brood coh’o ns AseiuJinj persons not only adhering to the • 
principles of tho O'JJA itself, but also to sixes splinter ' J
nnd oflsbc.ot ^onixi as the lk>cialist Verbers Party, Precressiv© 
Laboi* and the lilx). _

(Iff) Tha cbnrnctcrlsntiGns of individuals r.nd orrnniontioss 
s':c':ld bo ftnsJlod in the cano canner ns presently prescribed for 
cc ’ia’ity reports*

(13) TT?iloss cthorvlso indicated herein, the roller report 
vzitias rales xor security reports shall bo applicable • r’

POTS: 11 < —

Seo Hcno Baumgardner to TT. C. Sullivan dated 8/25/64 
captioned as above, SrPjtnj.

•^iNWSS4I1SQpoM:-3W97^ •'



TO

FROM

FACIAL

URCENT AM EST JP

SAC,

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE NOVEMBER' FIFTEEN LAST CONCERNING

SITUATION, ALBANY, GEORGIA

ll-XS-62
DIRECTOR. FBI 7157-6-2/

REPORT OF DR. HOWARD ZINN, HISTORY PROFESSOR, SPELBA

AN ARTICLE APPEARING ON PAGE EIGHTEEN OF THE ATLANTA

I CONSTITUTION KORNING OF NOVEMBER NINETEEN SIXTYTKO/ TAKE;.’

HEU YORK TIMES QUOTED REV...'MARTIN LUTHER^JNG, JR^

HE S7tlD HE AGREED WITH TJJE REPORT ISSUED NOV

| FOURTEEN LAST IN ATLANTA BY THE SOUTHERU REGIONAL COUNCIL ?

THAT THE FBI HAD NOT BEEN VIGOROUS IN LOOKING INTO DENIALS

OF CIVIL RIGHTS IN ALBANY AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS. STATED

CUOvE AGENTS 07 THE FEI I? ALBANY, GA.^SIDED WITH SEGREGATIONISTS

QUOTE ONE 07 THE GREAT PROBLEMS WE FACE WITH THE

FBI IN THE SOUTH. UNQUOTE HE SAID TE IS THAT THE AGENTS ARE

| WHITE SOUTHERNERS WHO HAVE BEEN INFLUENCED BY THE MORES CF 

j THEIR COMMUNITY. TO MAINTAIN THEIR STATUS, THEY HAVE TO EE 
/ ’ *
j FRIENDLY WITH THE LOCAL POLICE AMD PEOPLE WHO ARE PROMOTING

ca

; SEGREGATION. EVERY TIME I SAW FEI KEN IB ALBANY, THEY V
I '! - /
TEE LOCAL POLICE FORCE

AS T U IS A ALBANY RA IS U:\OF

< r
NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 774



PAGE TUO

FIVE AGENTS, GHE FROM IHDxAMA, OUE FROM BOSTON, OUE FROM ZIH 

W. Y., OUE FROM KIWOPCLIS AND CHE FROM GA. CLIPPING BEING 

FOEBARDED SPECIAL TOFAY. RECOMMEND HO FURTHER ACTICH IN THIS

HATTER.

END Ai:-D ACK PLS

EASSSSS *** * *•
£-45 AM OK FBI HA TAT

TU DISC

NW 68486 Docld:'329»ra5 Page 775



to : Mr, W, C. Sullivan

FROM

subject:' MARTIN LUTHER KING 
SECURITY MATTER -

UNITED STATES gH)£RNME 

Memorandum

1 -

J
K 1 ~
H -

Mr, Belmont;

DATE: 2/18/65

C5

IQ Lu K /
DeLoaChH o > ft/
Rosen go
Sullivanw
Bland

Ryan 
Phillips

'ahan —

SoRlvan*!
T«»,l__________

TfOUM__________
Tel*. Room — 

Hola*>. - ----

Goody । . „

This informative memorandum reports high lights of recent perfcine 
conversations between Martin Luther King, Jr/,- and some of his associates 
having communist backgrounds, as furnished by our reliable, sensitive /2\
sources DECLASSIFIED DY

Ctonference^llS^^^
King’s Conf  erencei?W£4h-Resident and Attorney General 2/‘.

.-told.a confidante of his that.while.in Washington,. J 
with King for conferences with President Johnson, Vice President Humphrey 
and Attorney General Katzenbach on 2/9/65 he, Rustin, wrote all of King’s 
material and kept "everyone in line.” Rustin boasted that following
' "nferences he was stopped by Humphrey and complimented for his ’’great 

ibution to the conference.” Humphrey told him that he could contact 
. any time and went so far as to introduce his (Humphrey’s) assistant 

the man Rustin should contact about an appointment, Humphrey said to

coi
hit

Rustin "I 
in touchJ

you are a valuable person in our country and we must k^

comment: The Vice President has already been briefed/concerning 
kustin’s communist background and record as a homosexual. We canr 
of course, discount completely the possibility that Rustin’s r 
were, an exaggeration to impress his listener. (J

King and Negro-Jewish Relations 
King has advised-his close 

accepted two speaking engagements, 
of the' United Jewish Appeal 3/4/65 
address before the American Jewish

advisor Clarence Jones 
One is .to address the

that he had 
Women’s Division 
other would be aat New York City. The 

Committee 5/20/65, New York City At t
March affair King is to be given the Eleanor Roosevelt Award. King indica 
that Jones and "our friend”, (probable reference to Stanley Levison) could 
work on the speeches. King told Jon^S had accepted these engage
ments because some of his Rabbi friends ‘hive been telling him that Jews . 
were not supporting the civil rights movement. King believes this is in ’ 
part due to anti-Semitic statements being made by Negroes such Us Malcolm i 
(the-Muslim leader). King thought it would help improve the situation*’!^, 
spoke before these groups,0 ^3 MAR 3 1955

Comment; We are having the field attempt to verify any actual__ t
^.participation by Levison in the preparation of speeches for King^c) f

1 - 100-442529^ (CIRJg;



- norandum for Mr. Sullivan ' CC^n^FF-AL
: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, .

100-106670 . ..

King’s Fund-raising Activities.- • , -
'• king told Jones that he would be in California 2/25-27/65 to atten 
a big fund-raising project. It will include a showing of the movie "The 
Greatest Story Ever Told” and it would "scare the house of about $28,000." 
In addition, there are two or three wealthy people trying to get 50 couple 
to give $1,000 (presumably each couple) and they have 26 commitments 
already. ' King claimed that his organization, the Southern Christian . 

: Leadership Conference (SCIC), needs the money desperately. They also '
discussed a group in New Rochelle, New York, which King said already had 
$5,000 and desired to use it for a fund-raising project to earn even more. 
Jones told King that the advertisement which appeared in •’The New York 
Times" 2/5/65 soliciting funds on behalf of the SCIC cost $2,000. King sa 
that his office had already received $12,000 as a result of this advertise 
meht.t?

Friction Between King and the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee -
XsnCc) . ' ‘ ■

. In discussing the current racial situation in Alabama, King told
Jones that SNCC was again saying that King likes to come into a situation 

the last minute, get all the publicity and the benefit of contributions
CC claims that King makes "grandstand plays" after SNCC has done all the 
.eld work. King asked Jones if something could be done about this throug

Harry Belafonte (noted Negro singer). According to Jones, Belafonte is 
about the only person that SNCC will listen to and that he has heard 
Belafonte stop SNCC workers who tried to attack King*s integrity. King 
said that he did not like for SNCC to fight against the idea of having a 
leader for the whole movement. King stated that the movement must have a 
leader because any ideology is fostered around having a leader around whon 
supporters can rally. Jones believes that he can arrange an;unpublicized 
meeting between SNCC, SCIC and Belafonte.[J * ■

1 Comment: The naked boldness of King’s egotism is vividly refle'cte
in his pronouncements about^ the movement needing a leader (obviously King

■ himself),0

• RECOMMENDATION:- * - ’ ’

This is for your information. Ve are disseminating this informati

; NW6M86 Docld:329»755 Page 777
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ULTTED STATES C TRNME^T

Memorandum Mr

JURTIN

c DATE: May 24

Belmont 
Mohr 
DeLoach
1965

Cess!

Sizoo . i

LUTHER KING,JR

1-Mr. Sullivan 
1-Mr. J.A.Sizoo 
1-Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
1-Mr. Phillips

^t9t^ —

Hst=«s
Gosor-

SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Z^d2-7^6670£ 7 > - • 
.,Atlanta letterhead memorandum (LHM) 5-21-65 advised that 

Alfred'Kuettner of the United Press International (UPI), has been in 
touch with King’s office“relative to a possible article to be written 
by Kuettner. SAC Ponder of our Atlanta Office telephoned me about noon - 
today (5-24-65), cade reference to the LHM, and stated that Alfred G.
'Kuettner 
of three

-CD

> (2)

has conferred with King and plans to write either a series 
articles about King or one article in three parts. /2
Martin Luther King, Jr Uho Is Be?
This will be on King’s background
Wiere Does King Go From Here? .

- Kuettner speculates as to King’s interest in speaking '

S
and writing in that in recent speeches King indicates he 
is coving into international affairs and fancies himself 
as some sort of an authority

(3) King’s Associates
Kuettner has requested assistance concerning King’s associates 

and dqsires public source material to use as well as .any other informa
tion we can gived him on a confidential basis which would serve to 
orient him. The" latter information wil-li apt be used by him in his * 
article. *> /d , .

u ' '• ' ' /' ' HJ.
Ponder recommends that the Bureau assist Kuettner. Be stated

that Kuettner has been an SAC Contact of the Atlanta Office since 
March,. 1960, and that Ponder is .absolutely .certain that Kuettner will 
not violate our confidence; that kuettner is completely reliable*, and 
will write an objective article or articles concerning King. Ponder 
pointed out that Kuettner is UPI’s authority in the South on the Negro 
movement and his articles carry a great deal of influence and Ponder 
does not believe that he would prepare anything flattering or favorable 
to King, Ponder further noted that several weeks ago Kuettner prepared
an article on the Selma to Montgomery march which exposed sexual 
irregularities on the part of certain of the marchess^— ft;. .Vies,,,contain

ssAo adverse information on Kuettner
, . . |h. Hi : /' " 2 may 27 £55 tEnclosures—turrepurcd request and. u not jot Stiseun-

ICC-106670 nafiott 'q/diir w limit'd to o^H^^proceedi^^d^l
wiMBS-DoatjOartO’ th person



OBSERVATIONS

BECO1SIEKDATION

Memorandum to Mr. W, C. Sullivan 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670

L
 Attached aretwo documents which it is believed should be 
de available to Kuettner. Document number 1 contains only public 
source information which Kuettner could use without, of course, any 
attribution to the FBI. Document number 2 is a short summation 
concerning King’s communist connections with particular emphasis 
on his communist advisors. This document would not be used insofar 

as Kuettner*s article would be concerned but would be merely : for 
orientation purposes. There would be no loss of security to cur 
sources by making this Information available to Kuettner. ____

Attached two documents be furnished to Ponder for the use of 
Kuettner with the limitations as set forth above. If approved, this 
memorandum should be referred back to the Domestic Intelligence 
Division for appropriate advice to Ponder* The documents -are attached 
TO. insiaui xttzutvx'auuMM.
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UNITED STATES Gt JINM^NT

Memorandum
Mr. Mohr _

C. D. DeLoach

SUBJECT: SPEAKER JOHN MC CORMACK - 
BRIEFING RE MARTIN LUTHER KING 
SATURDAY, 8-14-65
AT 2 P.M. - .

DATE; 8-14-65

Cwrrf

mists

* • At his request, and with the Director’s approval, I briefed
_ Speaker John McCormack regarding the background and activities of Martin 

Duther King today in the Speaker’s rooms. ' - ‘ --------------—

_ _ , __ The briefing lasted approximately 45 minutes. It covered King’s
_ .................................... * ’ as well as his connections with members of the

- Communist Party. The identity of the members of the Communist Party who ■ 
have had control over and association with King were brought out. The latest

© incident in which King has advised the press that he will write a letter to 
General Ho Chih Minh of the North Vietnamese, in an attempt to establish 
himself as a ’’peacemaker” was related to Speaker McCormack. The communiszs’ 
efforts back of this incident, and those individuals perpetrating the incident were 
mentioned.

Speaker McCormack was quite calm about the entire briefing. He
stated he had heard much in the way of rumor previously; however, he wanted 
to know if the information he had received was accurate. He stated he now 

(reco^iized the gravity of the situation and that something obviously must be done 
about it. He inquired as to whether the President knew these facts. I replied in 
the affirmative. • - ।

• The Speaker stated that he thought that ’’Edgar Hoover did not 
pall King a notorious liar for nothing. ” He stated he now recognized why the 
Director branded King as he' did. He added that he was in complete sympathy
with the Director taking this action.

. . The Speaker spoke lengthily concerning the desperate need to
^educate Negroes today with the fact that they cannot defy the law and get away * ...

! Hn> .AA.r.r-REC-^ . IT-
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. SullivaiK
1 - Mr.

natiw owith' yt ,tr 
l your < adCDD:mm

N
Willi u/ I

ymir request ®

"Bl .

in!js



SAC, Kev York (100-151548) rebru&ry 18, 1954

Director, HJX (10G-3-11G)

COMMUNIST PA MT?, USA

1 - Ur» Haack
1 — Hr* Forayth
1 — Hr. 2yan
1 - Hr. Phillips

INNLUnNCS IN EACIAL BATHES ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
herein is u::c 
DATS^£^X^.

As receiving oifices cro dx^tq, Martin Luther King 
has for sone tixo been workim* on a lev book to be published 
over his signature* Editorial work relative to the zoax. is -
bole* cono fry one Hernino Feynar (phonetic) in L’cw York City* x 
There have Loen Eunersus rcAorcnces la corvzanications orig
inating with the Bow igt& Office in captioned and related A'
natters pcrtaiEiu* to the bocx, r.?one sention ii&s also been 
cade in conxunicatioas zroa Atlanta* '

o It is entirely possible that with tho publication 
of the book tho bureau t^y ucsItg to ta<ce sone action, possi
bly la t*ie cGuat-.rLnt“lli^’cncc area or oth;.a wiso, ”hic*i cay 
be Gcui(;iiGU to czscrouit tiin- or arhervzso neutral iso his 
effectiveness because cf tho coiznunist inriu^nco upon hina 
At that tz^o zt uty bo necessary to incarporare, into a single 
cosstiuzcation all portiaent references to the hook, with par- 
ticulrr czujhoais upon the cotruaiGt influence bsiar; ^iven, as 
for example t.jo counsel vliicii Stanley David Levison haa already 
oner ted rcla tli'e to tho book*

O
Fa

C-
H

M
. n

iX
D

 IN
 f

In order to facilitate tho preparation of a cocffiani- 
catf.cn t-zch ino ilurcnu h^a in niud, receiving offices sro 
Bae instr*.ctea to xcvicw appropriate files and tabulate refer
ences to the aoi’tiicorzin;' look* Tiiose references ahci ld bo 
coxTr-lateu sios'k vith sxfj future ones of tro sane Bj^uro* At 
a labor data the Bureau will iosuo further instructiox^ as to 
tho preparation of tuo coauunication it has in nind*

It is intcndc?d that this uottar will bo handled by 
tho Jlew York Cffico, with Atlanta assiatlnn furnir-hznz 
necessary references to ^ork for incorporation in tho

rn
Mj NOT*’ 
ikU - ig$ pr" 17 z*:i 
Jr.)

docuscnt

3 - Atlanta (100-6520) I t- i0r.*J 
'LL(Hartin Luther Kin*,.

NW6848<H^W^ x • v enftrrrl tn „M.r
_____________ —- - »—.u ■ --------- - -..............- x*’. epfJTC(i ip rcsTJonsc tf> iimt Tcqvest a^.d is not tot aioscm^
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.UNITED STATESOOVERNMENT '

Memorandumn^^ IN ENVELOPE
■' Trim--------  
tWLooch-

'I.
FROM : G, C, Hoor

: Mr. W. C. Sullivan date: May 10, 1968

Calfchan----- ■ 
Cotwad ■
Frit------------ 
Gri.-----------  
9o»*» . ,— 
SalUraa-fci 

rrmi-----------
Ttatut---------  
Tri,. Room _ 
Hoh—s---------

■4

■ sUBjECT.^opyrEgjyTKLLIGENCE PROGRAM
/ Z" “""BLACK "NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
> / 'RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
// (POOR PEOPLE’S CAMPAIGN)

•1

This is to recommend copy of document showing 
Communist Party, USA, interest in the Poor People’s 
Campaign be furnished a cooperative news media source on 
a confidential basis by the Crime Records Division.
BACKGROUND

- The Poor People’s Campaign (PPC) was "initiated*; .
by the late Martin Luther Xing, Jr., as a massive civil 
disobedience campaign to force passage of legislation

. favorable to Negroes. We have Just received, and disseminated 
to appropriate interested agencies, a Communist Party, USA, 
XCPUSA) document concerning the PPC. (Copy attached)

TJD

members, 
Chairmen 
document 
March."

Enclosure

C D. DeLoach 
C, Sullivan 
E, Bishop 
C. Moore;

This document is signed by William L. Patterson 
for the Party’s Negro Work Department. It is addressed to 
all Districts of the Party, all National Committee (NC) *

Beads of all Negro Work Departments, and 
of all commissions. The first heading in the 
reads, "All-out Support to the Poor People’s

The document calls for "mobilization in support"
of the PPC, The QPUSA wants to organize .the unemployed 
and the South, as a followup to the PPC«_ □ -V ' /40

II MAY 17.1368
8006

r i.i v v u r
CONTINUED - OVER ; r - . .

1 - Mr, D, Ryan (mass media) 
1 - Mr, Fulton (mass media) .£ •

J) 9 MAY£1 W68t. s. »emn
NJ>f8«~O<K|d;3^ 7J3.



Memorandum G.C. Moore to Mr. W.C. Sullivan 
BE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
* BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
100-448006

PROPOSAL: ............. - - - - ■ —
To show CPUSA interest in the PPC it is - .

suggested a copy of the attached CPUSA document be - 
furnished a cooperative news media source on a 
confidential basis by the Crime Records Division.

Por the background information of the news 
source an article in the 1/24/67 issue of "The Worker," 
the east coast communist newspaper, page two, identified - 
William L. Patterson as the Chairman of the Communist 
Party, USA, National Negro Commission.
ACTION:

That attached copy of CPUSA document 
regarding PPC be furnished news source on confidential 
basis by Crime Records Division.

ADDENDUM: CRIMS RECORDS DIVISION: TEB: jo 5/13/68 .

If approved, this document would be given, on a very 
confidential basis, to columnist Robert Allen, Hall Syndicate, who is 
very trustworthy and who is a great friend of the Bureau. His attention 
would be drawn to the fact that in the January 24, 1967, issue of "The 
Worker," William L. Patterson, who is the person who issued this



TO

PURPOSE:

from : G. C. Moore

Memorandum
V, C, SulliVak/^

subject/^counTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
"BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS - .
.'RACIAL INTELLIG23JCE- 
(SABTIH VSS^ZS. KIKG) r' 1

»ait^ March *29. 19SS

BACKGROUND: . .. .* . •
1 Martin.- Luther King 'has urged Kegroes in Memphis^ ,
Tennessee, to boycott white merchants in order to force 
compliance with .Negro demands in the sanitation workers*' 1/^ 
strike in Memphis^ ** • * * V.

* * When violence broke out during the march King led. 
in Memphis on 3-28-63, King disappeared* There is* a 'first 
class Negro hotel in Memphis, the Hotel Lorraine, but King 
chose to. hide out at the white owned and operated Holiday Inn 
Motel, . .

RECOMMENDATION:it • e M* . *
* The above facts fiave* been Included * in the attached.

i

c
T

G 
D

TJD:ted 
<7)

/a TUQia<F i 
»Enclosure

- Mr, 
- Mr, 
- Mr, 
- Mr.

' blind memorandum and it is recommended it be furnished a 
^Drxjltil- 1_ njui n ?...r_-.L 2___ *

•xfox^ang^iQ^ebwAM g is। a ul£l L»>Jone on
a sis

Ryan Glass Mejdia) 
D&skxxi

D,.DeLoach 
E, Bishop 
C. Sullivan 
C. Moore >

NW 68486 Docld:329B97 5 5 .P'ag^ZSS



March 29, 195S

DO AS I SAY, NOT AS I DO

' • j,Martin Luther King, during the sanitation workers1- - ‘
strike in Memphis, Tennessee, has urged Negroes to boycott _ 
downtown white merchants to achieve Negro '-demands* On 3-29-6S 
King led a march for the sanitation workers, Like Judas leading 
lambs to slaughter King led the marchers to violence, and when . 
the violence "broke out, King disappeared* • . . -

* The fine Hotel Loraine in Memphis is owned and 
patronized exclusively by Negroes but King didn*t go there 
from his hasty exit* Instead King decided the plush Holiday _ 
Inn Motel, white owned, operated, and almost exclusively .white -
patronized, was the place to ”cool it,” There will be no .

- - - - iollowers*boycott of white merchants for King, only for his

*

NW 68486 Docld:329»755 Page 786



SAC, Detroit (100-34655).
. ^REC'36 ,./ -

.Director ,-EBi:(lO0-448OD6)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM " 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE" . /
(WASHINGTON SPRING. PROJECT) ' . -

Beurairtel. 3/23/68;
f

4/4/68

Mr..- T." J..^;Deakin
■' ■ ’t.

■ ,-j7

Detroit is authorized to continue pretext calls
to Prank Ditto, Detroit. organizer of. the Washington Soring '. 
Projects The .Bureau-appreciates, the ingenuity and initiative 
shown.-in this matter. •... .-x-;~ . \this matter

' " VHow^ is notpossibie to' authorize thA '
expenditure of $200 "earnest money”-to convince Ditto Ahat 
a fictitious businessman will pay for transportation fir the 
Project, transportation,that would not materialize. ' Detroit 
should consider other: methods ..of. using this -.established

■f pretext tc disrupt- Dittoes plans ..... . \ ..
dr

^4*

* the marchers to Washington, Whyte-would make arrangements - 
hand, of course, jio-buses would shqw up. Detroit suggested' 
^sending Ditto $200 from Whyte to show Whyte *s good faith.
-This would leave»Ditto'.with $200 of our. money, .and he could ' 

•• always arrange for

NOTE:

W
A

S
*.

. :Detroit has'established the pretext contact with • 
■Ditto of a fictitious businessman j*. G1 L." Whyte, who is 
purportedly, sympathetic'to Martin Luther".King*s March on , 
Washington; Ditto has,been so. taken in as to furnish 
G. I*. Whyte with ..considerable information about, the march. 
Detroit now suggests* offering to pay for two buses to bring'

two more buses on his own. 
• »



F B I

Date: 3/23/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
.(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM SAC, DETROIT (100-34655)

SUBJECT ithata*:
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS 
RACTALiNtELLlG----------- —------- 
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

I 
I Mr. Tolson.
I Deloach——
I Mohr------------

I 
I
1

I 
I 
I 
1

l

Mr. Bishop. 
Mr. Casp-r.

Mr. Conrad_  
Mr. Felt____•_ 
Mr. Cale 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr.- SuI'ivanJ 
Mr.'Tr.vrf 
Mr? Trotwr._  
Trie, Room—jl 
Mi^S Uuburx...

1
A

Re Bureau airtel „to Albany, ET AL, dated 3/4/68, 
Detroit teletype to Bureau 3/20/68, and Detroit airtel and 
LHM to Bureau 3/21/68, captioned WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT, 
RM .

As a counter intelligence action relating to the 
Washington Spring Project (WSP), 4/22/68, Washington, D.C.. 
Detroit proposes the utilization of the following techniqi(e 
which in part, has already been instituted,-.'Background daS? 
regarding this matter is hereby set forth

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR,, on'3/14/68,cspoke .at 
Grosse Pointe, Michigan, sponsored by the Grosse Pointe - 
Human Relations Council, at which time he was warmly received 
and afforded a.standing ovation from the,over 2,500 spectators 

. who attended his speech. Previous investigation regarding 
WSP 'haM determined that KING and FRANK DITTO, local leader and • 

:Detroit organizer for the WS^ would possibly confer for 
purpose of determining

any plan of action was 
pretext was utilized:

devised at this time, ti^^foilowing
with Detroit*s role in the WSP. In an effort to determine if

a course of action in connection

je:
(5)



•"r DE 100-34655 • ’ ‘'

'A stenographer of the Detroit Office, at the - „ - l.
request of SA JOHN.E, KING, placed a.telephone call on--' • - 
March 20, 1968, -to DITTO’S-place of employment ’’for her ■

' employe^,' G* L. WHYTE, requesting. td speak to MrDITTOS. .1'- 
When DITTO answered, the stenographer went through the--' ..

• bsiness routine of advising ”Mr. WHYTE”*'Mr, DITTO was ’ > -
.. - • '.^as-on the line,: \ \ - - * "'■* - - * ' *' ?

"T 'From this point, SA KING advised DITTO that 
- he was a local white businessman with-the fictitious -

■■■■. name of ”G, L. ■WHYTE” who was- in complete sympathy with 7"--.
; MARTIN-LUTHER KING^ilR.,; and his Washington /‘camp-in .' r.- ; • - ■/ /
j. Re was.further..advised thatthe callerrhad. heard Reverend*.; . ~

“ KING’s speech- at Grosse -Pointe and-was deeply moved by .
KING’S; speech. ”G. L, WHYTE” further advised DITTO-that ■ ' ..

j • he wanted to assist.-.in-the Washington ■’’camp/in”’* in any •* '
- ' ' , way possible, especially “from the financialend„ , DITTO .*

-• was advised that the caller, under.-no circumstances, wanted 
his identity disclosed and any financial-assistance of fered . 
this project was to be on a strictly confidential basisC ~ 
He was told that th ecaller had Colored employees-in '
company and wouldr,.make’these people available to participate 
for a briefperiod in the WSP at the-caller’s expense.

<■, '• - .- - ■ -s'. ’

•T - - • *%:-<•.*/“ Furtherjj^that it was; conceivable the-caller would 
be in’a positin'to .'help out .with'the financial'end. of travel- tcf 
individuals from Detroit * in.Connection with the WSP.- DITTO 
sounded favorably impressed'and stated'that .-be fully -under— 
-stood and appreciatedithe Efforts of ’ the caller to’assist.

’ - in this matter,;./DITTO reasurred that no mention would.be 
made of any donations/from.this source... He-expressed a ’ - 
dee^p feeling of gratitude and described the caller as one 

** ’’deeply concerned with'! the under privileged group of 
Humanity.” It was mentioned to DITTO the caller did not 
want to be publicly identified as it could possibly render -;y: .
harm to his business and bring about retalivory action • . ” •*
from the white extremists’involving possible physical harm . •

. . to his wife and family. . . ■ . /?-

It was af this point that DITTO volunteered the^-'.-.y'- .. 
information set'out in re IHM, He offered to furnish the - ■
caller with further information regarding WSP after his -• 
meeting with KING, ’ " . ' 2 '

- 2 -
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DE 100-^34655

- . 'Prior to terminating the interview, it was- - '-'z
....established that DITTO would be.-telephonically contacted ~-- 

- -- -by the-caller, following.his scheduled. cqnference with.:J£lNG 
.. • in Detroit, if is. the opinion of the contacting Agenfy- -

that if KING, actually pomes to Detroit .on 4/4/68, thaf-7— 
'this return telephonic recontact with DITTO would be. ~~ / 
productive and pertinent data regarding MSP coiid be JT-': 
obtained from him. \

' — -In addition to the above, it is suggested, that j £ 

. the/following action be taken prior to 4/4/68:

• - - plain' unmarked-envelope with $100.00
. cash,. carefully wrapped/:in commercial type. statidne’^j^;^^^^.? 

be mailed to SANK DITTO, , care of East Side Voice of
Independent Detroit (ESVID) ,. 10833 Mack Avenue,-Detrdit^c^-'^
Michigan; place of employment, registered,-. special£deli.ver^%?-X2y 
marked -personal on envelope. .The stationery coveringjfthe.-^t^  ̂

- money would have-typewritten on it ”To help the cause: :bf; *’
humanity in my own humble manner.' G.' L, WHYTE,” ' \

~ After, the scheduled'4/4/68 meeting .between
KING and DITTO, another personal telephone call to DITTO 
will be placed in the same manner as the initial call4"'-’ 

.-Further detailed information regarding WSPwill be. solicHi.
/. from DITTO.?->J{e will.be appfdised of -the interest.--the’callef

. -has in Dr. KDIG’s Washington ’’camp-in/”. - Inquiry 'will/be’H/f'': 
. ' made at this' time regarding -’.’the :good will gestu'r^^sentj^-?^

: -DITTO by the: "caller.” .. . ; r
. ■ ’ . -- ■ - •- -- ...—-■ ..- rri ^w-r

<• e. •• -3^%Inthe even,f it appears pITTO is receptive- 
toiwhat has thus far transpired, another S100.00 in- cash 
will.be mailed to DDTO inthe same manner as described .- ? 
above. -The enclosed notation "on thisletter would read ; 
”To be put “to the best use in your good endeavors'; - G, L 
WHYTE.”

4. Through‘G, L. WHYTE’s" show of good -faith by 
giving FHANK DITTO $200.00 in c^sh ’'with no strings 
attached,” he would be receptive to ”G. L. WHYT3 s 
of making available to DITTO two chartered bu ses. .to

£
3
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■ y, DE 100-34655 ' . ; ...... . -yj

~ ' transport Detroit'area people to-Washington for the WSP, - 7
The availability of these buses will-.be .handled by.”G,. - ' :

■ " - - L, WHYTE? on a-strictly confidential basis and\that no one_^j 
' dher than DITTO is'.tp'be made aware^of the -donorDITTOJ y ". ~ is to* advise any. inquiry ^regarding .-these buses that'' they

■ • are being sponsored by ESVID or through Reverend KING. " ' y-yy. 
DITTO will be contacted by ”G. L. WHYTE”.prior, to' the. date .■ .* ' 
of departure for those traveling to Washington/ afcwhich ' '

_ time DITTO will advise ”G. L. WHYTE” of the time and 
location .where he wanted these two buses "tobe sent,j .

. . . , > . sit is-believed—that this technique has-^th^~^^^~^
,{ ‘ • potential"to achieve the following'results:^>~/^/A:^¥^i^^ 
A. / yr-yy y- y: : yyy-

?/ l.": It would create a deep resentment onVthep '.^?/^
. . part'of the* people to be transported to Washington'-against ?^^

DITTO, Reverend KING, and the WSP when they are-Billet'to
- go and no buses show Up at the designated location,./. ' / .-^
• especially since DITTO and MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR;are V

• supposedly solely'responsible for their transportation,"-- • 4y 
■ --■ " • ' ■/. - '. •.. •■ y- - 2. The resentment?^ confusion derived would fyyyy
undoubtedly st ike afethe heart of DITTO’S recruiting - • —rr

' • ' since it is his .’a^soriable.cy to assume he will-have 'y
his closest followers and friends traveling to Washingtoh.7<;ij^ 

' at no expense to them personally.:- 7 ■ y'
■ . .I< / 3,. Doubt ...and. suspicion-would becast .‘unonpfiir.t^

1 ■ .
1 s: I -.
« .
i1
j
1 • - 4 -

■y - and future-efforts of. recruiting other individuals ’ y. '. personally involved in this- incident,thereby .result
, in elimination of some of these individuals- planning^ta^^j^U 

- participate in the WSP,". ' * .

. . - =z'' All possible precautions will be taken to
preclude any embarrassment to the Rureau in the handling 
of this matter. No further action will be taken without '-- ' 
prior Bureau authority and the Bureau will be immediately ' .. 
advised of any tangible results. ' -
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Mr. W. C. Sullivan

PURPOSE

To recommend item be furnished cooperative national 
news media source by Crime Records, designed to curtail

I success of Martin Luther King’s fund raising for the Washington
• Spring Project. - ~ •

I M I El) STATES CH iRXMENTJ 

® Memorandum
date. March 26, 1968

ject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

@ BACKGROUND:

Martin Luther King has now scheduled the Washington 
Spring Project, his "poor people’s march on Washington, D. C. ,*’ 
for the latter part of April, 1968. King’s organization, the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) has sent out a 
mailing to 70,000 potential financial contributors. King 
asked these 70,000 to contribute to the Washington Spring 
Project for the feeding and housing of the marchers. . y

At the same tihe, churches in the Washington, D. C., *' 
area have said they will feed and house King’s marchers.'

SUGGESTION:
::

That the above facts be given a cooperative news
be

1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr, Bishop
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 

^1 - Mr. D. M. Wells
- Mr. T. J. Deakin



Memorandum toMr, Sullivan 
RE: CGUKTERINTELLIGZJCE PROGRAM '

given nation-wide circulation that King does not need '
contributions from the 70,000 people he solicited. Since 
the churches have offered support, no more money is needed 
and any contributed would only be used by King for other 
purposes. This item would need nation-wide circulation 
in order to reach all the potential contributors and 
curtail their donations. A sample item is attached.

ACTION:

That the facts about King's solicitation of 
j^unds unnecessarily be given a cooperative news source 
by the Crime Records Division

0
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Martin Luther King, Jr»t President of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference {SCLC), today finds hisself 
in the embarrassing position of having too such money, or at 
least the probability of too such money. The SCLC sent out a 
huge sailing to its contributors pleading for funds for the 
Washington Spring Project, the "poor people's march on 
Washington." Thousands of contributors were urged to support 
the march financially in order to feed and house the demon
strators. But the churches in the Washington, D* C*, area 
have offered to house and feed the demonstrators*

Mow the contributions are beginning to roll in fros 
the sailing and King doesn't need the money* An embarrassment 
of riches has befallen King, who will only use the money for_ 
other purposes. The churches had better cose through with 
all the housing and support the demonstrators need, because 
there will be little money left for the "poor people" by the 

’ time the march rolls around*
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’ Airtel

.4/3/ 68

1 - Mr. Rushing
1 - Mr. Glass

To: SAC, Memphis (157-1092)

From: Director, FBI

^SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE- '

MU-iPHIS, TEitJESSEE
FACIAL matters

Reurairtel and letterhead memorandum 3/21/68 and 
teletype 3/28/63. •

Referenced teletype 3/23/68 reported that prior to the 
start of the sanitation workers* inarch on 3/28/68, James Elmore j 
Phillips, LeMoyne College student, Memphis, Tennessee, and one 
Sam (LNU) and others were heard near Clayborn Temple to say that ( 
some of the marchers should break windows and loot. Phillips, . s 
Sam (LMU) and others went into an alley behind the Clayborn c
Temple and obtained sticks and bricks. This group remained behind C 
the line of marchers when the march started.

‘ 1^7- Wier
On 2/16/68 Phillips and Charles L. Cabbage advised <-•-

Agents of your office that they were part of a small governing 
body of a black power group known as Black Organizing Power which 
they said is affiliated with the Student Nonviolent Cog^dinating^*--- 
Coramittee. ' -/< 7 .-Z---9-7—///\/

REC • z S /1968
Referenced letterhead memorandum 3/21/68 reported that 

James Bevel, one of Martin Luther King’s key workers, Had^Beeh in ' 
Memphis since 3/18/63 working with Harold Middlebrook in 
^organizing college and high school students to participate in the



Air tel to SAC, Memphis
BE: SALT! TATI GiT WORKERS STRIKE

I1EKFHIS, TEHRESSEE .

were taken to Leiioyne College by Phillips and Clinton Jamerson, • 
also of Black Organizing Power, where Bevel spoke to seme ' 
students. Bevel gave a virulent black power talk to the ’
students. Four students from Owens Junior College were also 
at the meeting. Bevel urged the LeMoyne College students ’ -
to appear at Clayborn Temple as early as 7 a.m. the morning ' 
of the march. . . ' *

In connection with your inquiries into the disorder • 
that occurred on 3/28/68, you should be alert for any informa
tion that subversives were involved or that the disorder was 
preplanned by militants, Your inquiries should also cover 
whether LeHoyne College students were involved in preplanning 
the disorder and whether James Bevel had a hand in inciting . . 
the disorder.

• Any inquiries concerning students of LeMoyne College 
should, of course, be conducted in accordance with current 
Bureau instructions regarding investigations on college campuses.

If you have not already done sp, initiate an investigation 
of Black Organizing Power to determine the basic aims and 
objectives of that.organization, Vo- establish the identities • 
of the leaders, and to develop background information about . 
them. • •. ••

The inquiries into the disorder should be promptly 
handled and submitted to the Bureau in a letterhead memorandum. 
Y^ur inquiries concerning Black Organizing Power should be - 
reported under that caption. ‘



HSCA LETTER 11/7/78

fbiho copy





ME 157-1092 •

MEMPHIS COPIES.CONTINUED;

1
1
1 - 157-1023,(DONN IB DELANEY)
1 - 100-4105,(MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.)
1 - 157-109,(SNCC) *
1 - 66-1687 Sub A,(Dissemination File)

LEADS; -

ATLANTA, CHICAGO AND WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

Information copies are being furnished above offices 
since they are interested in MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., SCLC, 
and the Washington Spring Project. ■

MEMPHIS DIVISION

AT MEMPHIS, TENN.

Will foil os? and report pertinent activities regarding 
instant case.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis
April 3

Ter. Lessee 
1968

x.lj.U 1;.
EH—J

II’ED

Be; SANITATION WORKERS 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 
RACIAL MATTERS

STRIKE

On April 1, 1968, _____________
Inspections! Bureau, Memphis ro^-xce uepartiaent, advised 
that at approximately 2;30 p.m,, April 1, 1968, 
approximately 450 supporters of the Memphis sanitation, 
strike, which originally began February 12, 1968, all 
carrying placards marched single f He on the sidewalks 
from Clayborn Temple located at 280 Hernando Street, 
Memphis, Tennessee, to Main Street and to City Hall on 
the north end of Main Street, thereafter returning to 
Clayborn Temple where they dispersed. He stated there 
were no incidents and no arrests.

A first source advised that Hosea L, Williams, - 
Director of Voter Registration, Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference (SCLC); James L, Bevel, who is in charge 
of SCLC ’Tionviolent Action”; Jesse Jackson, Director of 
•Operation Breadbasket”; J, T, Johnson, the Mississippi 
organizer of the SCLC "Washington Spring Project"; and 
James Orange and R, B, Cottonreader, both field staff 
members of the SCLC, held a press conference April 1, 
1968, in the company of Reverend James Morris Lawson, 
Jr., Memphis, pastor,of the Centenary Methodist Church, 
who represented the Community on the Move for Equality 
(OOME), which is the Memphis ministerial group leading the 
strike support.

Source one advised that representatives of the 
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, 
the striking union, were also present, including national 
officials Joseph Paisley, Josep* Ciampa, William Lucy, and

' Thomas Oliver Jones, President of Local 1733 which is the 
local striking union. Also present were Charles L, Cabbage 
and Donnie Delaney,

1X7- W-,.-; £?
——< *3-
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE MX——i * ■ i» »»*—»■—.

•v

On February 16, 1968, Charles L. Cabbage 
advised a representative of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation that he is the head of the Black »
Organizing Power (BOP), a Student Nonviolent Coordina
ting Committee (SNCC) oriented group in Memphis, 
Tennessee. On March 5, 1968, Donnie Delaney advised 
representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
that he is a part of this same group.

Source one advised that Hosea L, Williams was 
the main spokesman and stated that every effort would be 
made by a task force of the SCLC which is in Memphis 
during the week beginning April 1, 1968, to escalate the 
strike support activity in Memphis, Tennessee, James 
Orange stated that he would set up a series of youth 
workshops in the various churches in Memphis which would 
be attended by youths and adults and that these persons 
would be trained in SCLC techniques and would also be 
trained as parade marshals for any subsequent marches 
which would be held under the auspices of SCLC and the 
COME group, James L. Bevel stated that Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., President of the SCLC, would come into Memphis 
on Tuesday, April 2, 1968, and would probably remain until 
Friday, April 5, 1968, and would probably march in a mass 
march to be sponsored by COME and SCLCf on that date.

Source one stated that some of the press raised 
the question as to *whether SCLC was attempting to take over 
the strike and related racial activity in Memphis, Tennessee, 
and Bevel and Hosea Williams emphatically denied..this claiming 
that they are operating in Memphis at their “own expense.” 
Hosea Williams stated that the SCLC would have to pet the 
garbage men justice and that it would probably have to have 
daily marches in this effort.

Source further advised that Reverend Jesse Jackson 
. stated that SCLC and its supporters would start a concerted 

drive to get all Negroes in Memphis, some 250,000, to transfer 
their bank accounts and insurance policies from white 
institutions to Negro institutions. He stated that this 
group would also attempt to we that Negro businessmen 
obtained a greater portion of Negro business and that if they 
did not "shape up" they would have to "ship out.”
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sanitation workers strike, 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Source one interpreted this to mean that Negro 
businessmen would have to prepare .themselves to discharge 
their business responsibilities should new business from 
their own people be brought to them.

Source one advised that Williams, Bevel and Jackson 
kept emphasizing that this is not a ’‘takeover” on their part 
and that they are in Memphis at the invitation of the COME 
group. They described themselves as a catalyst who are here 
in Memphis to unite “black power.”

Source one advised that Reverend James Morris 
Lawson, Jr., stated that the leaders would have to 
recognize every black person in Memphis, including the 
youth, as a‘force in this movement.”

Source one advised that in response to queries 
from the press as to who is financing the obviously 
expensive SCLC operation in Memphis, Hosea Williams replied 
that SCLC is paying the bills from its treasury and that 
any money raised as a result of SCLC activity in Memphis 
will go the sanitation workers.

Source one further advised that Bevel answered 
a press inquiry relating to a recent Statement by Memphis 
Police and Fire Director, Frank C. Holloman, in which 
Mr. Holloman described the March 28, 1968, disruption on 
Beale Street in Memphis which spread into other Negro 
neighborhoods of Memphis as in effect a “war.” Bevel in 
commenting on Holloman’s statements stated, “We’re here 
as political psychiatrists. We see the Mayor and his group 
as patients who are mentally sick.” Bevel also stated 
that all of the trouble in Memphis can be attributed not 
to black militancy and irresponsibility, but to the • 
over-all white racism which he claimed exists in Memphis. 
He stated that Memphis Mayor Henry Loeb feels inferior 
because he obviously does not understand black people. 
He added that the city tried to settle its problem with 
the Army and with tanks when the real problem was poverty. 
He emphasized “poverty is the key issue.”

-3-
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE •

' Source one stated that some of the press raised-
questions with the ministers as to how they explained .
away the mass stealing, looting and vandalism which 
occurred on March 28, 1968, on the part of Negroes in 
Memphis; and Bevel stated that all men have a right to ... 
steal. He stated that it is obviously correct for the ' 
white race to steal; that they have been cheating and 
stealing from the Negroes economically for centuries; 
and he concluded by stating, "We believe in black power . '
and advocate its use.’’ He did not elaborate.as to what, 
he meant, . • •

On the late night of April 1, 1968, Memphis 
Chief of Police James C, Macdonald advised that the City . .
of Memphis was giving serious consideration to legal . 
actions which could be taken to prevent future mass 
marches. He stated that the city was considering asking 
for a court injunction preferably a Federal Court injunction, 
prohibiting any mass marches led by Dr, Martin Luther 
King, Jr,, or other persons prominent in the march which 
preceded violence on Thursday, March 28, 1968, in Memphis, • 
.He stated that any such injunction would specify the .
conditions under which a march could take place and * 
that the city is further considering the resumption of . 
the curfew which was originally imposed on March 28, 1968, 
and which was lifted April 1, 1968, Chief Macdonald also 
stated that the city was considering placing some of the 
strike support leaders under peace and financial responsibility 
bonds,

Chief Macdonald stated that Memphis Juvenile Court . 
Judge Kenneth Turner was calling for an investigation of a 
report that one or more ministers provided taxicabs to 
take youths from their schools to the March 28, 1968, march 
which would be in violation of the truancy laws, He said ’. 
adults who were doing this could be charged with contributing 
to the delinquency of a minor, .
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Chief Macdonald stated that Judge Turner*s 
decision came after remarks by a student, Alvin White, 
of 1546 Orr who stated that he skipped school to take 
part in the march and had told Judge Turner that a minister, 
name not known to him, had provided taxicabs to take some 
of his friends and himself to Clayborn Temple AME Church 
so they could be in the march.

Chief Macdonald stated that approximately 31 
Negro youths appeared in Judge .Turner*s Court on April 1, 
1968, in connection with truancy and other charges growing 
out of the March 28, 1968, incident; and that Judge Turner 
continued 8 cases, dismissed 7 for lack of prosecution, • 
dismissed 8 for lack of evidence, took 2 under advisement, 
sentenced 4 and remanded 2 to the Shelby County Grand Jury.

The information hereinbefore not received from 
the Police Department, Memphis, Tennessee, was furnished 
to representatives of the Inspectional Bureau of the Memphis 
Police Department and to representatives of the 111th Military 
Intelligence Group, Third Army, Memphis, Tennessee.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its cbntents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.



FBI WASH DC

FBI MEMPHIS

1137AM

,r- .

URGENT

TO DIRECTOR AND REW

2P

THE MOVE

FEDERAL BWAtf OF
U. S. ViPMl’Attir {<► JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SAB

•QMMUNITY ON

Mr. Delz-ach  
Mr. _
Mr. Bishop_____ 
Mr. Caspar____  
Mr. Callahan___  
JIr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt_______  
Mr. Gale_______

Y MEETING HELD

APR 31368

4-3-5?

YOR'- m i

[ Bfia Gard?____

FROM MEMPHIS 157-1092

SriTATION WORKERS STRIKE. MEMPHIS, TENN., RM 
... ■ ■ -- ------ - - •—t

REPRESENTATIVES OF EASTERN AIRLINES ADVISED .REV. MARTIN

•LUTHER-. KI NG JR., AND SCLC STAFF MEMBERS DOROTHY ICOTJ ON

\ ANDREW \YOUNG, BERNAR^EE AND RALPH -D. .ABERNATHY ARRIVED

MEMPHIS FROM ATLANTA, GA. NO RETURN OR OUTGOING

FOR ANY OF ABOVE KNOWN AT THIS TIME

A SOURCE ADVISED THAT STRAT

LAST ATTENDED BY REPRESENTATIVES 0

FOR EQUALITY (COME)

SANITATION •STRIDE

RESERVATIONS

NIGHT APRIL TWO

THE.MINISTERIAL GROUP_IN MEMPHIS'SUPPORTING 

BY REPRESENTATIVES OF SCLC

WHICH WAS HOSEa^ILLIAMS, AND BY REPR ATI OF..AME

FEDERATION OF. COUNTY, STATE ^JD MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, SPOKESMEN 
- -.......~ " \ i APR 5 1968

BEING WILLIAM}LUCY AND JESStTEPPS, FltLD REPRESENTATIVES

THEREOF. AT THIS STRATEGY MEETING, THE MASS MARCH ’ORIGINALLY 

SCHEDULED FOR APRIL FIVE NEXT-YU;^ LED BY KING WAS RE-SCHEDULED 

’
APRIL EIGHT, REASON BEING THAT UNION REPRESENTATIVES



PAGE two _ .

FEEL THAT STRIKE HAS BECOME A RACIAL ISSUE AND THAT THERE IS 

DEFINITE FEED FOR MORE UNIFIED SUPPORT BY UNION PEOPLE •

ASSUMING FORE ACTIVE ROLES IK STRATEGY AND DECISION. EPPS 

IS ARRANGING THROUGH UNKNOWN UNION OFFICIALS TO BRING TWO ' 

CHARTERED PLANE LOADS OF "UNION PEOPLE," MANY OF WHOM WILL 

BE OF WHITE RACE,-FROM NEW YORK CITY AREA DUE TO ARRIVE MEMPHIS. . 

SOMETIME APRIL SEVEN ?JEXT, AND THAT EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO . 

PLACE AS MANY WHITES AS POSSIBLE IN THE FRONT OF THE MASS '• 

MARCH. SOURCE ONE ADDED KING SCHEDULED TO HAVE STRATEGY 

MEETING WITH ABOVE GROUP AT NOON APRIL THREE AND TO DELIVER • 

ADDRESS AT MASS SUPPORT RALLY MASON TEMPLE, NIGHT APRIL THREE. .

HEW YORK AT NEW YORK, WILL THROUGH LOGICAL SOURCES .

INCLUDING AIRPORT OFFICIALS DETERMINE SPECIFICS OF GROUP 

OR GROUPS WHICH MAY BE LEAVING NEW'YORK AREA TO COME TO MEMPHIS 

TO PARTICIPATE IN MASS KARCH AND RELATED STRIKE SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 

ADVISE MEMPHIS AND BUREAU OF POSITIVE INFORMATION BY TELETYPE. , 

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA. • .

P. END. . ' ' ' ‘

CAB ■

FBI WASH DC





PR IL THREE SEXT MEETING . HOSEA WILLIAMS IS CHARGE OF CURRENT EFFORTS 

U MEMPHIS "REORGANIZE” SANITATION WORKERS IS ORDER THAT ESSUIHG KARCH 

ILL 5E PEACEFUL. . - ... .

!
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TO DIRECTOR

FROM MEMPHIS Cl57-109251

Miu Huimes. 
Mi»

INSPECTIONAL

HIS REGISTERED AT J p>

Mr. Tr.tson.--------  
Mr. Th-lsutcri------
Ver. Mohr 
Mr. Biincp——. 
Mr. Cn^er------  
Mr. Caisahzn -- 
Kr- Conrad . —
Mr. Frit------------
Mr. Gtie — 
Mr. Rosea— 
Mr- Sull-.vrjC——
Mr. J*ve3---------- 
Mr. Trotter--------i

SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, MEMPHIS

nr me
. '1 - 

MARCH THIRTYO

ON APRIL ONE INSTANT

BUREAU, MEMPHIS PD, ADVISED FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF SOUTHERN

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE S%FF CURRENT
J' nZ
• LOR RA INE MO TEL: R. B J>00 T TO KRE4DER.

?3ACKS0N AND JAMES L^EVEL, _ ALSO REGISTEREdIn THIS fOOTEL OVER

VEEKENDIOF MARCH THIRTY AND THIRTYONE VERE CHARLES L. ^t^BBAGE, JOHN »
« ; £

BtERELL^SKITH AND CHARLES STEVEN BOLLARD, ALL OF WHOM HAVE AS RECENTLY L

AS FEBRUARY SIXTEEN^ST ADMITTED TO REPRESENTATIVES OF FBI BEING 
ON GOVERNING BODY Or^BLACK _Q&xANIZJU&- PDVER^BOP) AJ^ OVER.ALL^LA

POWER GROUP IN MEMPHIS THEY SAY IS FATED' WITH ^STUDENT NO N

. VIOLE^COORDnATI’JG COMMITTEE,

■ WDDED THAT AT TWO THIRTY P. M. APRIL ON

APPROXIMATELY FOUR FIVE ZERO SUPPORTERS OF MEMPHIS SANITATION STRIKE

CARRYING PLACARDS MARCHED FRO* CLAYBORN TEM’LE SINGLE FILE TO MAI

STREET AND CITV HALL. MEMPHIS 
r’N^fg4a®c«:329«9>55 Page 40g

URGING TO TEMPLE. THERE



PAGE TWO ' ,tl

WERE NO INCIDENTS AND NO ARRESTS. • / z' ->

A SOURCE ADVISED THAT HOSEA L.W1LLIAMS, DIRECTORS F .VOTERS 

REGISTRATION, SCLC; JAMES L. BEVEL IN CHARGE OF SCLC "NON VIOLENT ' 

ACTION"; JESSE JACKSON, DIRECTOR OF "OPERATION RED3ASKEF, SCLC; 

J.T. JOHNSON, THE MISSISSIPPI ORGANIZER OF THE SCLC, "WASHINGTON 

SPRING PROJECT"; JAMES ORANGE AND R.B. COTTONREADER, BOTH FIELD 

STAFF MEMBERS SCLC HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE, MEMPHIS APRIL ONE INSTANT 
IN THE COMPANY OF REV. JAMES MORRIS^WgOjl, JR., REPRESENTING COMMUNITY 

ON MOVE FOR EQUALITY CCOMD , THE MEMPHIS MINISTERIAL GROUP LEAW^/ ' 
STRIKE. FIELD REPRESENTATIVES OF STRIKING AMERICAN FEDERATIO^ OF* " 

STATE, COUNTY AMD MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES ALSO IN ATTENDANCE ALONG 

WITH CHARLES CABBAGE OF BOP. WILLIAMS STATED THAT REV. MARTIN LUTHER 

KING, JR. WOULD ARRIVE IN MEMPHIS APRIL TWO HEXT, TIME NOT SPECIFIED, 

BUT SCLC WOULD CONDUCT DAILY MARCHES AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN MEMPHIS, 

THAT A MASS MARCH WOULD BE HELD APRIL FIVE NEXT TO BE LEAD BY 

KING AND THAT KING WOULD POSSIBLY REMAIN IN MEMPHIS UNTIL APRIL 

FIVE NEXT. JAMES ORANGE WILL INSTITUTE A SERIES OF SCLC "WORK SHOPS" 

IN VARIOUS CHURCHES. WILLIAMS STATED THAT THE STRIKE ACTIVITY IN 

MEMPHIS WILL BE ESCALATED. JESSE JACKSON STATED THAT ALL MEMPHIS 
i&fkf 

MEGROES WILL BE IMPLORED TO TRANSFER BANK ACCOUNTS AND INSURANCE 

ACCOUNTS FROM WHITE INSTITUTIONS TO BLACK INSTITUTIONS AND THAT SCLC

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE -THREE • . ' ' • .
’ •• * .

WILL ORGANIZE NEGRO BUSINESSES TO TAKE OVER ALL NEGRO BUSINESS IN 

COMMUNITY AN$ THAT THESE GROUPS WILL "HAVE TH SHAPE UP OR SKIP OUT". 

WILLIAMS DENIED SCLC IS ATTEMPTING TO "TAKE OVER" MEMPHIS, CLAIMED 

SCLC HERE AT INVITATION OF COME AND IS MERELY SERVING AS A CATALYST 

AND IT IS "HERE TO UNITE BLACK POWER". '

JAMES L. BEVEL STATED SCLC IN MEMPHIS TO SERVE AS A POLITICAL 

PSYCHIATRIST AND THAT SCLC SEES MEMPHIS MAYOR HENRY LOEB AS A • 

"SICK INDIVIDUAL". HE CLAIMED THAT WHITE RACISM RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL 

PROBLEMS IN MEMPHIS. HE CLAIMED THE CITY TRIES TO SETTLE PORBLEMS 

WITH THE ARMY AND TANKS WHEN THE REAL PROBLEM IS POVERTY AND THAT 

THE ARMY IS CALLED IN WHEN NEGROES LOOT WHEREAS THE WHITE RACE HAS 

BEEN STEALING FROM THE NEGROES ECONOMICALLY FOR CENTURIES. BEVEL - 

CONCLUDED "WE UNEQUIVOCALLY BELIEVE IN AND ADVOCATE BLACK POWER".

CORR-PA GE- -ONE-XINEU)NE--A^D-OT-HER-PtA CE-S~I1TTT‘

SHLD^BE-TIHES—RPT—-TINES . .

Included in letter to White HottS^ 
and Attorney General. JateZ/-

FBI WASH DC



URGENT 4-1-68

Mr. Telson

ORLEANS,

Mr.
Mr.

« >j 
Mohr „ 
Bishep . 
Casper . 
Callahan 
Conrad—

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Frit
Mr. Gala___ 
Mr. Rosen__  
"Mr. Su: van 
OIr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter„ 
Tele. Boom- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy_TO DIRECTOR , ATLANTA, BIRMINGHAM, JACKSON, JACKSONVILLE

KNOXVILLE, LITTLE ROCK, LOUISVILLE, MOBILE, NEW

SAVANNAH, ST. LOUIS

FROM MEMPHIS

SANITATION WORKERS.STRIKEj MEMPHIS, TENN.; RM

INFO RECEIVED FROM MEMPHIS, TENN., PD INDICATES

OUTSIDE AGITATORS IN MEMPHIS ARE PLANNING TO COME TO

IN ANTICIPATION OF CONTEMPLATED MASSIVE MARCH TO BE HEADED BY

REV. MARTIN LUTHER XING JR. WEEK OF APRIL ONE THROUGH FIVE, .

SIXTY EIGHT. ' ' ~

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES EXPEDITIOUSLY SUBMIT TO MEMPHIS

NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS AND PHOTOS OF ALL INDIVIDUALS LISTED ON

•3AGITATOR INDEX
' ’ V

ALL OFFICES FURTHER REQUESTED TO NOTIFY MEMPHIS IMMEDIATELY

CF ANY KNOWN PLANS OF AGITATORS WHO PLAN TO COME TO MEMPHIS. P

RECEIVED: 1:25 PM RNK

□ s

APR 1868
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copies of LHM captioned-

FRO«

E

He SSeupbis- airtel andLE'i dated 5/29/63.

1

furnished tobeingt

Information in ETH wjis /nmisuud to WILLIAH BRAY
T.r

• Inspections1 Bureau

Bureau (Enos
JR. J-G-Wa^faington Spring Project I

i 
i

•' regional offices of riMtary intelligence
3! •

tilth INTC.. 3rd Arwy„ Jfcu-phis,

Enclosed herewith for life Bureau are 11 copies,

F ' 
DATEt .

7

for VFJ 3 copies, and for A tlx-a in f 
as above and dated 3/30/Gr^ ConicH

Memphis. Tenn.cbd.isd, IIO 
XflSI,0SI/^

Boom 836 how joes?:
9. & D pats fqr^T APR 4 195H

APPROPR|ATg>A 
.and field OFFICES 
ADVISED BY CITING “
SLIP (S) BY

(Priority or Metnoi of Mailing)

3
I

— CATFOOSY
GF. DEGLAsklFICATION IN 

• DIIUSCTJU

(1-SCLC)h-iurtin lutleh king.
- YJD (Encs 3) (RM) (Info) 

. (1-SCLC)n-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JTL) (1-Vashington Spring Px’ojcct >

Ci

- 157-1092)
- 157-556)(Possible

Memphis

WHLjmnr 
(21)

- 157-109) (sncc) . • nrtt 
- 66-1687 Sub) (Dissemination FHe) -yjni

Racial Violence, Major Urban<^re is 
Christian Leadership Conference)- 157-166) (Southern Christian Leadership Conference

- 100-4105) (MARTIN LUThTI^^fi?. JR.) /T/-?/V4
- 157-1097)(Washington Spreng l*rojoct)j . .. .ill

- 100-452b)(CHARL?
- 100-4579) (CAI.VIN LEROY- TAYLOR)
- 157-1019 > (CHARLES HAR.RIKGW S ' E SB



«E 157-1092 •

* • . Information copies are submitted in view of these 
offices* interest in MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., SCLC, and the 
Washington Spring Project. ' .
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT-OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 30, 1968

RE: -SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE ” "
RACIAL MATTERS

appropriate AGEIM'CW 
AND FIELD\0FFICES ‘

. ADVISED RpUJING 
SLIP (S) 
DATE—

Reference communication captioned as above made at 
• Memphis, Tennessee, March 29, 1968. . . ...

On the morning of Mar/h 29, 1968, Henry Lux, - ■
. Assistant Chief, Memphis, Tennessee, Police Department, . 
.advised that Rei^^^^s^Morria^^wson^^r^, male Negro, {rH 
pastor of Centenary Methodist'Church, Memphis, and one of . * 
the main leaders of the Community on the Moye for. Equality._ 
(COME), tHe~Memphis"'Negro Ministerial Group leading the 
support of the sanitation workers, Memphis, Tennessee, who 
have been on strike since February 12, 1968, informed Lux 
that a downtown sympathy march for the strikers was planned '

. for the afternoon of March 29, 1968.
Lawson stated that the march would be restricted 

to sanitation workers and adult sympathizers and that every 
effort would be made to eliminate the young element which ■■ 
created problems leading to window breaking, looting, and 
general vandalism which disrupted the massive march on - 
March 28, 1968, led by Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., President, 
.Southern Christian Leadership Conference (JSCLC) . ...

Later on the afternoon of March 29, 1968, Henry 
Lux advised that the nuTrch did take place running from 

. Clayborn Temple, 280 Hernando, to the vicinity of the 
Memphis City Hall on Main Street with approximately 200 

. individuals participating. There were no incidents. The 
- Memphis Police Department and. representatives of the Ten

nessee National Guard who are still on duty in Memphis as 
a precautionary measure, guarded the entire parade area, 

' the marchers remaining on the sidewalks and observing all

r

C’r
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE * ■

traffic restrictions. There were no arrests and no. incidents. 
Lux pointed out that no permit is required for marches of *
any kind withfn the city of Memphis and that the Memphis ' '
municipal authorities are considering the possibility of ■ 
passing an ordinance of this type. . . '

Also, on March 29, 1968, Chief of Police James C. 
MacDonald of Memphis advised that there have been no serious 
troubles during March 29, 1968. He had instructed all of . 
his officers to disperse small groups of youngsters in various 
sections of the city and that there were still sporadic out* . ■
bursts of window breaking, minor looting, general vandalism, 
and the setting of trash fires. One squad car was fired on by • 
unknown. Negroes in the vicinity of Dison and Rile in south. 
Memphis early on the morning of March 28, 1968, according to 
MacDonald, but the individuals firing the shots were not 
identified. He stated that throughout the day the Memphis . 
Police Department received numerous calls of reported looting, 
vandalism, and fire settings and fire bombings, although in- - 

. vestigation by representatives of the Memphis Police Depart-, 
ment and the Memphis Fire Department indicated that most of 
these incidents were minor. He pointed out that the major 

' damage in connection with the March.28, 1968, disturbance 
was confined to a three to four block area on Beale Street " 
in downtown Memphis with store fronts being damaged and . 
practically all of a three block area. He stated that liquor.

- stores are still closed, that National Guardsmen are guarding 
the stores which have been looted and wherb windows have been 
broken, that the merchants are boarding up the fronts of most 

. of these establishments to preclude further vandalism and .
looting and he feels that with the presence of the Tennessee - 
National Guard, along with the assistance of the Shelby 

. County Sheriff’s Office and his department, that the situation’ 
is well in hand and' that, with the exception of sporadic 
outbursts of vandalism, he does not anticipate any immediate 
trouble in Memphis. • . ■ .

' On the night of March 29,*1968, Assistant Chief 
Henry Lux advised that there were approximately 33 additional . . 
arrests on March 29, 1968, by the Memphis Police Department 

. . on charges including miscellaneous looting, disorderly con
* duct, resisting arrest, and threatened breach of peace. He

. . ’ * -2
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

reported that in City Court, Division II, sore than 200 
persons charged in the past two days appeared before City 
Judge BERNIE Veinman on charges ranging from drunkenness ' 
to assault on police officers. Judge Weinman bound 40 
defendants over to the state, dismissed .46 others, and con- . 
tinned the cases against 118 until later in the month of . 
April, 1968. The largest bond was $5,000 set for Gordon 
XyOdom, Jr., of 336 South Parkway East on a charge of third 
degree burglary, this being set by City Judge Ray Churchill. 
Other bonds he set ranged from $250 to $2,000*.

ft - .

.During the evening of March 29, 1968, the police 
received numerous calls of reported fire bombings, vandalism, 
and looting over a wide area primarily in the Negro neighbor
hoods but many of these proved to be - unfounded on investigation 

’Dux'’advised that the cu?T6W itapbadd T>y Mayor Henry Loeb on the 
night of March 28, 1968, continued on the night of March 29, 
1968, but that it was a loose curfew in that any individual 
on the streets who had identifications would have nothing to 
worry about provided he could give a plausible explanation as 
to his purpose in being there. This meant that theatres, 
places of amusement, and restaurants and other functions 
normally operating at night would be uninterrupted. He 
stated that riot damage resulting from the March 28, 1968, 
window breaking and looting was estimated by insurance 
officials at approximately $400,000 not including the mis-, 
cellaneous fires. He pointed out fortunately none of the 
fires were serious. This would not, of course, include 
losses due to interrupted business days because many office 
managers, store owners, government agencies, including 
Federal, state and county, dismissed their employees early 
both on March 28 and 29, 1968, in order to avoid trouble. 
He stated that the Memphis city buses were operating throughout 
March 29, 1968, but would stop around 7:00 P.M. and that in 
the near future it -was anticipated that they would be operating 
of a full-time basis.

Lux advised that Tennessee National Guardsmen are 
bivouacked at the National Guard Armory on Central near the 
Mid-South fairgrounds and on the military side of the 
Memphis Metropolitan Airport. He stated that there are 
approximately 4,000 troops from the west and middle Tennessee 
National Guard units on duty in Memphis. He had no knowledge 
as to when they would be pulled out, but predicted that they .

-3-



SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE
MEMPHIS. TENNESSFF______

would at least remain in Memphis over the week end of 
>Arcn 50-31, 196b.

He pointed out that school absenteeism in the 
city school system in Memphis on March 29, 1968, was nearly 
40,000 and that the largest number of truants were at the 
predominantly Negro high schools.

Lux stated that the only injury reported during 
the day was to Memphis Police Patrolman E. W* MAXWELL, .. 
whose finger was severely cut while he was arresting a 
drunk young Negro who was fighting with other officers on 
Polk Street north of Chelsea, which is in a predominantly 
Negro neighborhood. He stated that at about 1:15 P.M., 
officers arrested two white youths, namely^Samuel R. ""7/ .* 

./Waddell, age 20 of 2581 Kallien, Larry/Williams,age 20 ofz 
/ lK69 Combs. He stated that he had'bedn informed that 

officers seized a .22 caliber rifle in Williams living room. . 
. He did not have the details of the arrest. He stated many 

of those arrested for looting were youngsters ranging from 
8 to 12 years of age. These were being turned over to 
Memphis Juvenile Court.

\ J?
The Memphis Commercial Appeal newspaper, Saturday 

morning issue , , karch 30, 1968 , reported in detail con
cerning activities of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., on 

. March 29, 1968, and stated in a story on page 1 by Reporter 
Thomas BeVier that King came to Memphis to star in what was 
billed as a "dress rehearsal" for his April 22, 1968, 
"Poor People’s Crusade" on Washington, D. C. The story ■ 
continued, "By his own non-violent standards, the rehearsal 
was a flop." The story stated that King in a press interview 
March 29, 1968, reported that he would be back in Memphis 
as early as April 3 and not later than April 5, 1968,. for . 
another mass march and was quoted as saying, "We are going 
to have a massive non-violent demonstration in Memphis." ■ 
The story stated that the question being asked in Memphis, 
the nation, and the world is whether - with the increasing 
Militancy of black youth - anyone can say with certainty 
that a non-violent demonstration will stay that way.

King stated in the interview, "I am convinced 
we can have a non-violent demonstration" but was reported 
as adding that it would be impossible to "guarantee" that

. " . • • *
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE 
MEMPHIS,. TENNESSEE

there would not be any violence. The story stated that it 
was significant that King was more than a half hour late 
for his ll:30wA.M. press conference because he was meeting 
with three members of a Black Power group, which the paper 
referred to as "The Invaders." BeVier stated that these 
three young men refused to give their, names and stated that 
they would give their own press conference at a later time.

The story continued that King was staying in a 
$29 a day room at the Holiday Inn Bi Vermont, also known as . 
the Ri Vermont Hotel. King claimed to the newspaper that he - 

did not realize when he came to Memphis that there were those . 
in the Negro community who were "talking about violence.". 
He stated, "We (SCLC) had no part in the planning of the 
march. Our intelligence was nil." He said that if he had 
known there were persons likely to start violence, he would 
have had them made parade marshals, a move which rhe said had 
been successful in other marches.

He was reported as being critical of the press . ' 
for reporting that he left the march in haste after the 
trouble started on March 28, 1968. He claimed that he left . 
calmly because he said, "I will not lead a violent march." - 
He said that while he "walked" with aides to a car, he was 
"agonizing over what had happened." The story reported that 
Assistant Police Chief Henry Lux had earlier said over the 
police radio at approximately 11:27 A.M., Thursday, 
March 28, 1968, that the march was apparently without leader
ship as Dr. King had asked for a police escort away from 
the march a few minutes after the first report of violence 
during the march. King was reported in the story as saying 
he did not think the riot "will in any way affect" his 
Washington plans for his Poor People’s Crusade to commence 
April 22, 1968. * He said he is undecided as to how much of 

■ his SCLC staff he .can spare to organize .the next' massive 
march in Memphis early in April 1968.

• ■ • . " ' y
" ' ' -5-'

The story said that later in Washington, D. C., 
Rev, Andrew Young, Dr. King’s top lieutenant, said that the. 
main thrust of the Washington demonstration would be delayed 
for about two weeks and that steps would be taken to avoid . 
violence and that a "symbolic delegation," including King 
would reach Washington on April 22, 1968. The story continued
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE
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that King claimed• that Thursday, March 28, 1968, march was 
"poorly planned" which the paper said amounts to criticism 
of Rev. James M> Lawson, Jr., whom Dr. King himself had called 
"the leading non-violence theoretician in the country.” The 
paper reported that Lawson is in charge of the strategy for 
the Memphis Negro ministers, also known as COME, and is pastor 
of the Centenary Methodist Church and continued that Lawson ' ’
did not entirely agree with King's assessments.

The story stated for instance that King had said 
that the Black Power advocates with whom he met earlier had - 
said that there had been a lack of communication between them 
and the ministers and that they felt "rejected.” Rev. Lawson 
was quoted by the paper as saying, "There has been communication. 
I don't accept that,” referring to King's statement. The 
paper said that it was Rev. Lawson w.ho had originally asked 
-King to come to Memphis and that for about 10 years Lawson 
has served in an advisory capacity with SCLC. It stated that 
Lawson agreed with King that a non-violent demonstration is • 
possible and pointed out that this was one of the reasons 
King was asked to come to Memphis. Lawson stated, "We didn't . 
bring in Rap Brown (national chairman of the Student Non- 
Violent Coordinating Committee), we brought in King." He 
was reported to have further said that there were other 
reasons for bringing in King, one being to give the movement 
in Memphis a "national image” and another was to strengthen 
the leadership of the Memphis ministers. . .

The same March 30, 1968, issue of The Commercial 
Appeal newspaper had a lead editorial on page 6 entitled, ■ .' 
^King's Credibility Gap,” which stated that"Martin Luther 
King on the night of March 18, 1968, told an overflow crowd 
at Mason Temple: 'You know what? We may have to escalate 
this struggle a bit.' Dr. King then urged a total work . . » .
stoppage in Memphis-by Negroes 'in a few days' and called 
for a11 Negro public school students to cut classes at the 
same time. 'Try it and they will hear you,' said Dr. King. 
The escalation came Thursday when Dr. King led a supposedly 
non-violent protest march from Clayborn Temple to Beale 
Street, west on Beale to.Main, and.a block north on Main. He 
got what he asked - to an embarrassing extent. Negro students 
did play truant by the thousands and were joined by hundreds 
of other young Negroes in their .20 *s who turned the march • 
into a riot and left Beale Street and a short section of Main 
in utter ruin. Photographs and eyewitness accounts identify 
those who did the destruction and the looting - the children 
and young people whom Dr. King had told to stay out of
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had instigated. The claim vill not hold water. Dr. King's 
pose as leader of a non-violent movement has been shattered. 
He now has the entire nation doubting his word when he 
insists that his April project - a shanty-town sit-in in the 
nation*s capital — can be peaceful. In short, Dr. King is 
suffering from one of those awesome credibility gaps.

.Furthermore, he wrecked his reputation as a leader as he took 
off at high speed when violence occurred,. instead of trying 
to use his persuasive prestige to stop it.

"There are many other second thoughts about the 
Beale Street incident of Thursday. More and more it is 
evident that Memphis police were well prepared, alert and 
firm when firmness was vital. What might have spread into 
far reaches of the city was blocked within minutes.

■ "The city administration with the help of the 
• legislature and Gov. Buford Ellington got a curfew law which 
effectively restored general calm and peace.

"As always, there is another side to the coin. \ 
Memphis Negroes do need broader participation in Memphis 
government, and better job opportunities in our city.

■ The sanitation strike, which has been the takeoff point for • 
trouble-making, must be settled soon.

"Mediation and conciliation in the strike have been 
attempted without significant results. Obstinacy and 
stubborn position-taking will not lead to a settlement. . 
There must be give-and-take.

"It wouldhelp if the Negro church ministers who 
have more or less taken over the cause of the sanitation 
employes would get .‘them back to work. Then mediation might 
be attempted in a more reasonable atmosphere. :

"The city should shut no doors. It, too, must 
mediate, if the issue is to be settled without further 
damage to Memphis."

In connection with the above mentioned Commercial 
Appeal story with reference to "The Invaders," source 1 
who is extremely close to the leadership of the Black 
Power movement in Memphis, advised that this group technically
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had instigated. The claim will not hold water. Dr. King's ' 
pose as leader of a non-violent movement has been shattered.
He now has the entire nation doubting his.word when he ' 
insists that his April project - a shanty-town sit-in in the " 
nation's capital - can be peaceful. In short. Dr. King is ■
suffering from one of those awesome credibility gaps. , .
Furthermore, he wrecked his reputation as a leader as he took 
Off at high speed when violence occurred, instead of trying 
to use his persuasive prestige to stop it. . ■ * -

* ' In connection with the above mentioned Commercial
Appeal story with reference to “The Invaders,” source 1. 
who is extremely close to the leadership of the Black * 
Power movement in Memphis, advised that this group technically

“There are many other second thoughts about the / 
Beale Street incident of Thursday. More and more it is - - 
evident that Memphis police were well prepared, alert and ' 
firm when firmness was vital. What might have spread into * ' 
far reaches of the city was blocked within minutes. . . . .

“The city administration with the help of the . ■ 
legislature and Gov. Buford Ellington got a curfew law which 
effectively restored general calm and peace.', . .

“As always, there is another side to the coin. ' '
Memphis Negroes do need broader participation in Memphis .. 
government, and better job opportunities in our- city.
The sanitation strike, which has been the takeoff point for . ■ 
trouble-making, must be settled soon. . .. . • - ...

' “Mediation and conciliation in the strike have been
attempted without significant results. Obstinacy and . 
stubborn position-taking will not lead to a settlement. ' 
There must be give-andrtake. . . . . ;

■ * “It wouldhelp if the Negro church ministers who . •
have more or less taken over the cause of the sanitation ■ 
employes would get .'them back to work. Then mediation-might ’• 
be attempted in a more reasonable atmosphere. . _ ;

“The city should shut no doors. It, too, must . . ' 
mediate, if the issue is to be settled without further . 
damage to Memphis.” . ../ .
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is known as the Black Organizing Project (BOP) and is affiliated 
with Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), which 
has national headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. It is led by - 
John Burrell Snith and Charles Cabbage, \ k \

.
In connection with anouther investigation conducted . 

February 16, 1968, Charles L. Cabbage and John Burrell Smith 
introduced/themselves to representatives of the FBI and'intro- 
duced thpr governing body of the BOP organization as Charles 
Laverne^Cabbage. 1924 Rile; ■ John Burre Smith, 1644 "HShauer, 
apartment 2, Owen College student; 'Curti^^arter 
College student, residence -377 E. McLemoref^Charles Steven - .

/Ballard, 1830 Kansas Street.,"a~student at 0wenw3uhlbr’ College; 
Edwina^Jeanetta-,HarreII, residence 2418 Gentry, Memphis State 
Uhiveraity'^stuffe^^ Rpnald^Br'obks? Owen College student
residence 1512 Ball Street / James ^Imbre^KIITips, .1592 Shprt, 
student at LeMoyue College; ’Clln^nnfo’^ 1397 Davis
Street; Charlesy&arrington, a student 'at Owen '
College /^mentioned an additional person who was .. '
not present, namely Clifford LouiiyTay lor, 2507_Fontaine, 
Memphis. 

<_______________________________ .
Cabbage and John Smith advised that some of their 

followers wear the words "The ^Invaders” on their jackets tem. 
and John Smith stated that he4 personally wears these words---- ~ 
on his jacket but that this is merely a name which some of 
them have adopted and that it is all part of the BOP organi
zation. . . . . ’ .

/ . * J. - * ' . , .

' As recently as March 30, 1968, source 1 stated 
that many teenagers in Memphis have put the word "Invaders” 
on backs of their jackets, although they are not necessarily 
connected with the BOP organization. They do this more or 
less as a symbol of.' their self-professed affinity with ■ / .
Black Power. Source 1 pointed out therefore that the mere • 
fact that one wears the word "Invaders” does not mean that
he is a part of any organized movement, that the only known 
organized Black Power movement in Memphis is that of BOP 
headed by Cabbage and John B. Smith and the above mentioned 
governing body. He pointed that, for example, at LeMoyne 
College their group is known as BOP, at Owen College it is 
known as the Afro-American Brotherhood and at Memphis State . . 
University, which has approximately 1500 Negro students, . 
it is known as the Black Student Association (BSA) *7?^^ . '
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' Source 1 was not certain as to the 3 individuals 
who met with King but believes that they were Charles 
L. Cabbage, Charles Harrington, and a young stale Negro • 
in his early twenties, light skinned, with a ”dog type” .
face, clean features, Afro hairdo, about 5*9n to 5’10” .
tall, slender, and who had introduced himself earlier in - / 
the summer of 1967 as Miller. These 3 shortly prior to the ' 
time that King interviewed Black Power people had attempted 
to gain an audience but Dr. S. Ralph Jackson, head of the . 
Minimum Salary Division of the African Methodist Episcopal ' 
Church, .A.M.E. Church, 274 Hernando, next door to Clayborn . 
Temple, 280 Hernando, which has been the headquarters of - • '
the strike supporters since February 12, 1968. Cabbage 
was insistent on seeing Ralph Jackson and that Jackson’s . 
assistant, a Rev. Johnson, refused to allow Mm to see Jackson 
stating that Jackson was completely ”fed up” with Cabbage and 
.his Black Power associates, that Jackson originally had . 
attempted to have rapport and communication with them and * . 
had even offered to get them financial support out of New - 
York City but that after the ruckus started on March 28, 1968, - 
Cabbage, John B. Smith, and their associates came back to 
the temple after the ministers had attempted to get the 
marchers to return and virtually took over the temple, took 
over the microphone, and would not cease and. dismiss when 
some of the ministers asked them to do so./^^ .. . . .

Therefore, Jackson’s assistant Rev. Johnson, who 
lives at 5183 Horn Lake Road, refused to ■ thke them to see 
Dr. Jackson. - ..

Source 1 pointed out that since around March 1, ■ .
1968, the BOP group headed by Cabbage and Smith has been , 
in close contact with trie sanitation strike and had been . 
working in cooperation with the COME group that Rev. Lawson . 
and Dr. Jackson, the two prime leaders of the COME group, . .
have allowed them to attend strategy meetings and have met : 
with them on numerous occasions. In fact, source 1 pointed * 
out it is significant that a mass strike support meeting ■ 
was held at Clayborn Temple, 280 Hernando on the night .of .
March 5, 1968, attended by some 500 to 600 individuals and . . 
that one of the main speakers and masters of ceremony was 
Rev. James Morris Lawson, Jr., and at this mass meeting - 
Charles Laverne Cabbage and some 30 to 40 of his purported ' 
followers were openly and with the consent of the ministers
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- in charge of the meeting, passing out a 5 page mimeographed 
pamphlet entitled, "Afro-American Brotherhood Speaks, Black . -
Thesis, Black Yower!I" which eulogized H. Rap Brown, .
-national chairman of SNCC. A portion of this document :'
stated that the civil rights tactics of 1963 are not sufficient 
in the form of pressure on political structures and in dealing 

. . with what it referred to as extreme violent reaction of city '
powers in this community. It claimed that the so-called . .
self-appointed part-time civil rights and part-time preachers . 
inevitably "quit the struggle too soon.” It said that "civil . 

. disobedience implies an entirely new set of priorities and ■
responsibilities of which the current Negro leadership could ' 
no longer accept." It claimed that the current strike support 
movement in Memphis had turned into a big revival with the ' 
preachers having the followers so busy singing, praying, and 
marching that they do not do anything about the real issues. - 
It asked the question, "Why has the community let the preachers 
take over and try to lead in a fight which? There must be • •

* some real fighting. We all know the preachers can't fight
or won't fight." It then printed a letter dated March 21, .

. 1968, from Parish Prison, New Orleans, Louisiana, from H.
: Bap Brown in which he said,"We must move from resistance to .

. aggression, from revolt to revolution. For every Orangeburg 
there must be 10 Detroits. For every Max Stanford and Huey . • 
Newton, there must be 10 dead racist cops. And for every ; .
black death there must be a Dien Bien Phu." It continued, ' 
"Aggresion is the order of the day" and concluded "America: ■ 
If it takes my death to organize my peopled against you, and - 
to organize your jails to revolt against you and God, your .

. poor, your country, anc^ to organize mankind to rejoice in your . 
destruction and ruin, then here is my life!7/wn . • ; . ..

• Following this was a detailed drawing captioned . ;
"Molotov cocktail" .showing in detail how if Molotov cocktail ' 

. . can be made by inserting a plain rag into the neck of a
bottle which contains gasoline with a base of dirt or '
washing powder. Source 1 pointed out that none of the . 
ministers present at this meeting made any effort whatsoever 
to restrain Cabbage and his followers from distributing this 
material nor did any of them make any statements^tp the •;

- audience that they should ignore such material.
On March 30, 1968, a second source advised that ' '

he had reliably learned that-the 3 so-called'Invaders" " .
-. who were reported in.the Commercial Appeal as having -
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had an audience with Martin Luther King, Jr., on the Morning 
of March 29, 1968, were the hereinbefore identified. Charles 
Laverne Cabbage, the hereinbefore identified Charles Harrington,' 
and Calvin Leroy Taylor, a wale Negro Mho resides at 347 Vest 
Waldorf and who is a senior at Memphis State University. 
Taylor works part-time as a copy boy at the Commercial Appeal 
newspaper. Taylor has recently told source 2" that he is a 
part of the BOP group, which is affiliated with SNCC and 
that he has been serving as a liaison representative of 
BOP with the COME group, with the Negro ministerial group, 
which is coordinating the strike support. Taylor further 
stated that when Harrington, Cabbage, and Taylor had an 
audience with King that their purpose in seeing King was to 
tell King that they wanted more of the "action" in Memphis -- .
feeling that they were not getting enough of the action.

■ Taylor refused to elaborate but source 2 conjectured that 
by this Taylor meant that the Black Power group wanted more - 

• of a position of leadership and more policy making position 
in the over-all Negro movement in Memphis.

. Source 2 also advised that the newsmen in Memphis 
and other officials will interchangeably use the word 

- "Invaders" when they are actually referring to BOP and pointed 
■ out that it had been ascertained that actually the Black 

Power movement in Memphis uses several names, such as Afro- 
American Brotherhood, Black Student Association, BOP, and 
Invaders and that Taylor has told him confidentially that 
actually there are only about 12 to 15 hard-core BOP 
people in Memphis and that the others are 'merely followers 
or people who tend to imitate them. Source 2 also stated 
that he had reliably learned from several individuals who 
in the March 28, 1968, march when the trouble began, that the ■ 
actual BOP people did not participate in any of the vandalism 
or looting although prior to the meeting several of them, 
exact identities not known to source 2, had been agitating 
the young high school age Negroes who were preparing to 
participate in the march by indicating that there should be 
trouble and that Memphis was not worth saving and that it . 
should burn, and other inflammatory utterances to this effect.

. . On the afternoon of March 29, 1968, a third
source advised that Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., President, 
SCLC, Bernard Lee, Special Aide to King, and Rev. Ralph 
D. Abernathy, Vice President at Large, SCLC, all departed 
Memphis, Tennessee, aboard ah Eastern Airlines flight 398
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at 3:20 P.M. CST,-March 29, 1968, their destination being ' - 
Atlanta, Georgia. This source stated that to the best of 
his knowledgemthey went directly from the Ri Vermont Hotel 
to the Memphis Metropolitan Airport, . \

Source 1 on March 30, 1968,. recalled that RevT^~7^——s 
Martin Luther King, Jr., obviously would have been aware . ; .
of the presence of a militant Black Power group in . :
-Memphis and based this opinion on the following informations

' King in his March 18, 1968, speech before the ; 
strike supporters at Mason Temple had urged all high school 
students to remain away from school to participate in the . ' 
massive march which he planed to lead in the future and 7
urged all workers in Memphis to stay away from their jobs - J 

- and march and at no time did he call for a completely non- . 
violent march. Source further recalled that James Bevel,

• who for several years has been on King*s staff and who was .
- last known by source 1 to have the title of "in charge of •

. non-violent action*; was in Memphis with King's party on . . -
March 18, 1968, and remained in Memphis until at least //
March 20, 1968. Source 1 recalled that on March 20, 1968, ~

* -Bevel along with Rev. Harold Middlebrook of 257 Walker, - \ 
* ta former member of King's staff in Atlanta and now a resident 

of Memphis and one of the leaders of the COME group appeared 
at LeMoyne College, a Negro institution of some 600 students ’ 
in Memphis, being brought there by James Phillips and Clinton - 
Roy Jamersonr members of the governing body of BOP. There 
Bevel and Middlebrook met with various LeMoyne students at 
the student center at noon on March 20, 1968, meeting with 
approximately 75 to lOp students. Bevel was the main speaker 
and gave what informant described as a virulent Black Power ' . 
talk claiming that the white power structure through economic . 

■ . pressure will eventually attempt to exterminate the Negro .
in the United. States in some form of genocide and pointed 
out that the United States in its foreign aid program has 
proven that it is a white supremacist country in that it ■ . 
gives more to white nations in the form of foreign than it ' ' 
does to black countries such as those making up the continent 
of Africa. Bevel further claimed, according to source 1, J 

‘ that while Negroes or black men as he referred to them welcome / 
the support given by the white clergy and white "do-gooders’* I 
that these whites are not really sincere as they have no 
"real soul feeling” toward the Negro and he suggested that 
his listeners read several Black Revolutionary books, and .. I 
particularly urged them to read the book entitled, "The 
Wretched of the Earth" by Frantz Fanon, which informant
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described as a bible to revolutionary and militant Negro ,
activities, .. . -L.

Source 1 stated that he personally knew that . "
John B. Smith of BOP, along with Charles Harrington and 
Verdell Brooks of BOP and a new supporter of the group, . • - 
one Mil ton Mack and another BOP member Samuel Carter, - -' - .
were all present with Middlebrook and Bevel at this ■ ’
meeting. Bevel urged all of. these listeners to actively . J - 
participate in the future scheduled march to be led by -
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Furthermore, at this meeting 
John B. Smith and his followers stated that they were /

' canvassing all of the Negro high schools with leaflets - *
urging a mass walkout at the schools and urging that these ■ .

. walking students participate in the sanitation workers 
< sympathy march to be led by King. On leaving LeMoyne .

Middlebrook and Bevel stated that they also planned to . . ':
canvass Memphis State University, Southwestern College, " .

. - Christian Brothers College, and Owen Junior College, all '>.• 
Institutions of higher learning in Memphis, Tennessee, '

< in order to solicit support, not only for their organization - 
- but also for the proposed mass march to be led by King. '

-■ John B. Smith bragged to Bevel that his BOP group had also 
organized at most of the colleges in Memphis. GOA ' . \

. Source 1 recalled also that Bevel at the LeMoyne
meeting urged the students to read**Muhammad Speaks," .
official newspaper of the Nation of Islam*(NOI), headed in : s 
Chicago, Illinois, by Elijah Muhammad, pointing out that . 
much of Muhammad's program fits his concept of Black Power 
philosophy with the exception of the religious aspect whereby . . 
Muhammad claimed Allah as his god. Be told students to ■
ignore the religious aspects and merely follow the economic - . 
and political aspects propounded in Muhammad's program. .

. Bevel also bragged that within the next year he hopes to : \
' form a new nationwide Black Power organization in the • .

United States which would supersede SNCC and would take in *’ 
the remnants of the varied uncoordinated Black Power groups 
now existing in the United States and wanted to build a 
united black front effort having tentacles in all major 
communities in the United States. Source 1 pointed out that . 
Bevel, will an ordained minister, was extremely vulgar and 
obscene in his talk and shocked some of the women who were 

• - present resulting in some of the women leaving the meeting
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Source. 1 pointed out that Middlebrook definitely is very close 
to the SCLC, Bevel, and Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. He 
stated that Bevel is a most effective speaker particularly 
with regard to influencing young people and that in his talk 
he preyed on their feelings.of avarice and envy claiming that 
the white man would purposely not allow them to have enough 
of the economic goods of ths country and that the black man ”
must learn to assume power, to controlxp'roperty, and to control 
raw materials and to utilize his/"talents ZqX • . •.

. • ' JAMEy^VEL^ ' >

Bevel, in early March 1966 was observed to be 
present at the’,bffices__pf the Westside W.E.B. DuBois_ ' 
Club in Chicago (DCA)Discussion took place at ' .
this time centering around reaction to a recent . .

• notification that the Attorney General of the United . 
States intended to label the DuBois Club as a . ' ;

communist front. Bevel, in conversation, stated . 
that he would have ignored this notification and . '

. kept about the work in which he was engaged. He ■ ' -
felt that if the DuBois Clubs have a real program, 
of help for the people, then the people would .

. answer for the clubs despite any labels appied to .
. them, (to • - - ' - *• • '. - .. /

- Host present agreed that the attack on the -
. DuBois Clubs was a part of the plan b£ the ’’establish

ment” to undermine the civil rights movement. They ... 
felt that the recent hearings into Klan activities ;

' in this country were only a beginning which would / 
lead to a full scale attack on the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC),-the real target. One . . 

. • of those present stated during the course of this
discussion that.he was not a.communist, and to this . ...
Bevel was overheard to reply that every thinking .

. . American should be. Bevel stated that Negroes have . .
. not begun to read yet, but when they do, they will 

be socialists. ; - ..
’ ' • . • ’ (^(Source 4, 3/66)^^^ - ■ ..

. (A characterization of the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs ' .
. of America and the Nation of Islam are set forth in the - *

- appendix section of this communication) ' ' - . .
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The foregoing information was furnished orally
to a representative of the Inspectional Bureau of the ' 
Memphis, Tennessee, Police Department and to a representative 
of the Intelligence Corps, Third Army, both Memphis, Ten
nessee, on March 30-, 1968. • ‘ .

This document contains neither recommendations ngr
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be - 
distributed outside your agency. . ■

‘ ; ' -15
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TO DIRECTOR ATTN: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR W. C. SULLIVAN

FROM MEMPHIS (157-1092) 3P

Mohr_______
Bishop_____ _
Casper___ _ 
Callahan___ _ 
Conrad___ _

Mr. Fdt

Mr/fiuHiy 
Mr.
Mr. Trotter___ _
Tele. Boom ,

Mies Gandy

4

SANITATION-WORKERS .STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, RM.

RE MEMPHIS TEL CALL TO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR W. C. SULLIVAN.

AT TIME INCIDENTS BEGAN IN MARCH HELD IN MEMPHIS, MARCH 

TWENTYEIGHT, SIXTYEIGHT, MARTIN LUTHER KING, AT HEAD OF MARCH, 

WAS REPORTED TO HAVE SAID, "I’VE GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE." - THIS

STATEMENT FURNISHED BY LT

KING WAS^OBVIOUSLY SCARED.

ARK^gF MEMPHIS PD, WHO ALSO ADVISED

FURTHER DETAILS AS TO INCIDENTS AT START OF MARCH ,SECURED

FROM LT. M. E. NICHOLS OF MEMPHIS PD WHO WAS $N VICINITY AND

I
OBSERVED1 ACTIVITIES. HE REPORTED DR. KING MADE NO EFFORT TO QUI?T

MOB-AND HIS ONLY CONCERN WAS TO RUN AND PROTECT HIMSELF. LT.

NICHOLS H&S ADVISED THAT DR. KING, RALPH ABERNATHY, BERNARD LEE, 

AND TWO OTHER NEGRO MALES UNKNOWN TO HIM WERE AT HEAD OF MARCH.
' 1 APR 9 1983

WHEN TROUBLE BEGAN, THIS GROUP TRIED^p^^ANDEER^.WHIIKEA^

TRUCK TO GET THEM AWAY FROM.'.MARCHDRIVER OF TRUCK REFUSED JO , 
A~.WKITE PONTIAC WHICH WAS/'OCCUPIElT BY TWO NEGR.O. FEMALES^^/^Y 

y? -......................................................................................................................y -
-----------------------...------------------------------------------------------------------ CNE 0F KIKG»S

HELP

1 FOLLOWED'THE PANEL-ZTrOcK IN THE CROSS TRAFFIC.
• ‘ ’ * ............... ' I Pl/M

ONE OF

END /PA-GE ’ .-•■/-

a.id'
COPY SENT TO S’ OLSON U
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| AIDES MANAGED TO STOP PONTIAC. AIDE ASKED IF THE WOMEN WOULD

ASSIST IN GETTING DR. KING OUT OF DANGER. THE WOMEN AGREED. 

THEREAFTER, ONE OF KING’S AIDES SLID BEHIND STEERING WHEEL. 

THE OTHER FOUR NEGRO MALES, INCLUDING DR. KING, GOT IN REAR SEAT 

OF PONTIAC. CAR WAS DRIVEN TO BEALE AND FRONT STREET, AT 

WHICH POINT IT WAS SURROUNDED BY ABOUT FIFTY INDIVIDUALS 

CONSISTING .OF NEGROES AND NEWS REPRESENTATIVES. LT. NICHOLS, 

WHO WAS ON MOTORCYCLE, CLEARED CROWD FROM AROUND PONTIAC AND 

ASKED DRIVER OF PONTIAC WHERE HE WAS GOING. DRIVER SAID HE HAD 

DR. KING IN BACK SEAT AND HE HAD TO GET AWAY. THE OFFICER WAS 

ASKED TO ESCORT THEM TO HOTEL SHERATON PEABODY. LT. NICHOLS 

EXPLA^ED THAT DUE TO RIOTING THEY COULD NOT GET TO SHERATON 

BEABODY^AND ASKED IF THEY WANTED TO GO TO ANOTHER PLACE. THE

H NEGRO DRIVER ASKED JUST TO GET THEM AWAY FROM TROUBLE. 
^9 *

'ALT.^ICHOLS THEN ESCORTED THEM TO R^VERMONT MOTEL. LT. 

NICHOLS W^T TO DESK CLERK AND ASKED IF SHE HAD SPACE FOR FIVE 

NEGROES INCLUDING DR. KING. THE DESK CLERK TOLD LT. NICHOLS THE- 

NEGROES COULD REMAIN IN THE LOBBY AND EFFORT WOULD BE MADE TO ’

y OBTAIN ROOM FOR THEM. AFTER THE FIVE NEGROES, INCLUDING DR.
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/KING LEFT.THE PONTIAC, THE TWO NEGRO FEMALES DROVE ON. LT. '

NICHOLS DID NOT OBTAIN NAMES OF THESE TWO FEMALES AND FEELS 

CERTAIN THEY HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH DR. KING AND WERE NOT A PART 

OF DR. KING’S PARTY. LT. NICHOLS STAYED AT THE RIVERMONT HOTEL

1 AND KNOWS THE TWO FEMALE OCCUPANTS OF THIS CAR DID NOT RETURN TO .

THE RIVERMONT WHILE HE WAS THERE. . . -

INTERESTING OBSERVATION MADE BY MEMPHIS OFFICE IN THAT 

DR. KING LN_HIS-ROLE AS LEADER AT MOMENT OF DISTURBANCE AND TROUBLE ' ** . ...................u**,** *̂• • •••**»**''“."*•*■ n

: WAS PRIMARILY INTERESTED IN PRESERVATION OF HIMSELF AND MADE NQ

EFFORT TO QUIET GROUP THAT WAS FOLLOWING HIS LEADERSHIP. SOMEWHAT 

INCONSISTENT WITH STATEMENTS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM DURING TALK THAT,.THE 

^LACK MAN SHOULD SUPPORT HIS OWN BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS, DR. KINS _ - - u ii rrnr--i.--—i. ___-—* । * ••• *a* *.... .
/ FIRST SOUGHT RESIDENCE AT SHERATON PEABpDY_ANU._EN.DEP UP STAYING

11 ■
U AT RIVERMONT HOTEL, WHICH IS PART OF HOLIDAY INN CHAIN. IN PAST . 
• | * 1 ..... " ■» ■ •
11 HE HAS STAYED AT THE LORRAINE MOTEL, WHICH IS A_QUALITY NE.GRO 

11 MOTEL, MEMPHIS. . . . . .

. • DR. KING, ACCOMPANIED BY RALPH D. ABERNATHY AND BERNARD LEE,

|DEPARTED MEMPHIS BY EASTERN AIRLINES APPROXIMATELY THREE TWENTY PM • V

. THIS DATE. DESTINATION ATLANTA. ATLANTA ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY. 

END ’ '

LCC ’ •

FBI WASH;DC
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COh&HjMCATIOHS SECTION
MAR 2 91968 jL

256AM URGXENT 3-29-6B

FOLLOWING IS SUMMARY OF MARCH TWENTY EIGHT ACTIVITLES

INSPECTIONAL BUREAU

RE MEMPHIS TELS, MARCH T NTY EIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT

MEMPHIS POLICE DEPT., ADVISED THAT THE MASS MARCH TO BE LED BY

REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., IN SUPPORT OF SANITATION WORKERS

STARTED AT AROUND ELEVEN AM CST WITH ESTIMATED FIVE TjfelX

Casper  
Mr. CslUhxn  
Mr. Canrad   
Mr. <
Mr.-Ga’e_yCZ

SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE,

ON MARCH TWENTY EIGHT

THOUSAND WORKERS, MANY OF WHOM WERE NEGRO

STARTED AT CLAYBORN TEMPLE, LOCATED HEART

KING JOINED MARCH AFTER IT PROGRESSED ONE

Mr. T*vrf±_.
Mr. Trotter / 
Tele. Hoorn______
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gesdy.

TEENAGERS. MARCH

BLOCK. HE-WALKED

OF NEGRO AREA, AND

MARCHERS TO VICINITY BEALE AND MAIN STREETS, 
• fiEC J

PRIOR TO MARCH, MADE NO KNOWN UTTERANCES DURING MARCH, ANlTTT" 
.pn 4'1368

TIME HE REACHED ABOVE POINT RAMPANT BREAKING OF STORE WINDOWS* - ‘
-■y.-n

AND LOOTING WAS BEING PERPETRATEITBY-MARCHERS, WHEREUPON KHiG^ U
N

’W
O

R
D

ED
 CO

PY
 FIL

ED

AND A FEW ASSOCIATES RAN TO‘A NEARBY CAR AND LEFT MARCH, PROCEED*^

TO RIVgitONT I5OTEL WHERE THEY 

EVENING. bY'^OON, POLICE HAD 

/
TEARGAS/'2 SPORADIC LOOTING

Jtog4S34r to

REMAINED. THROUGH AFTERNOON AND

BROKEN UP CROWD, BEING FORCED TO USE / 

Us Houao ukutkuuinLU^^



PAGE TWO . ‘ • i ■
AND EVENING, PRIMARILY CONFINED. TO SOUTH CENTRAL AREA^EMPHIS, 

A PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO AREA, MARY TARGET OF LOOTERS BEING 

LIQU^TORES AND SMALL GROCERIES. .

TENNESSEE STATE LEGISLATURE TODAY PASSED CURFEW BILL, WHICH

WAS INVOKED^ MEMPHIS MAYOR HENRY LOEB, EFFECTIVE SEVEN PM, * .

AND THIRTY FIVE HUNDRED TENNESSEE NATIONAL GUARDSMEN F'ROM MEMPHIS ‘ 

AND WEST TENNESSEE ARE CURRENTLY ON DUTY IN MEMPHIS OPERATING AS ' 

TACTICAL UNITS, BEING ACCOMPANIED ^N THEIR PATROLS BY REPRESENTATIVES

IOF MEMPHIS PD. ’ ' '
. IN&

, . SCHEDULED MASS RALLY TO FEATURE NIGHT OF MARCH TWENTY

EIGHT CANCELED. AT TWELVE MIDNIGHT, MARCH TWENTY EIGHT, THREE • 
I ,

HUNDRED ARRESTS,PRIMARILY.RELATING TO LOOTING AND CURFEW VIOLATIONS 

HAVE BEEN MADE BY POLICE DEPT, FOUR INDIVIDUALS ' • . ' . - -

HAVE BEEN SHOT, ONE OF THESE, A SIXTEEN YEAR OLD BOY, WAS KILLED

IN ACT OF LOOTING A STORE. THREE OTHERS WERE SHOT, TWO BY ■

•POLICE OFFICERS AND ONE BY A STOREKEEPER WHILE LOOTING, NONE 
t 

’•SERIOUSLY INJURED,
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EASTERN AIRLINES ADVISED THAT KING, RALPHABERKATHY, AND 
BERNAJI^EE, FAILED TO LEAVE MEMPHIS ON EASTERN FLIGHT THREE 

NINE EIGHT, NIKE ZERO FIVE CST, DUE TO ARRIVE ATLANTA ELEVEN 

ZERO THREE PM EST. THIS ALSO CANCELS KING’S AND LEE’S FLIGHT

FROM ATLANTA SIX TWENTY AM MARCH TWENTY NINE DUE TO

ARRIVE BALTIMORE SEVEN FORTY TWO AM.

MEMPHIS PD, ADVISED KING PLANNING TO STAY IN MEMPHIS AT 

RIVERMONT HOTEL TONIGHT, FUTURE PLANS UNKNOWN AT PRESENT 

timeI P.

SHLD BE "AREA OF-MEMPHIS" AH7LJ

PAGE -TWO-PARA TlIREEr^'t^~^?E~1^D^X^Ht^-BE "KING" *AND~UTNE“THrEE

VGRB--THREE--SHnrW-*FWiAim^M>tfD^-P^ BE- BETWEEN----- •
. 9

"DEPTr^TaTFOUR*~D!JEXXX~OfJ-tTKE~FOUR~

PAOMWO-PAinr^EnCnrE THREE WORD b^rSHLlTBE“"L^^^ .

END.

HFL

FBI WASH DC
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Transmit the folio’-"ing in

TELETYPE
la

!
TO

FROM

Deb 3/29/68
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS

WFO (157-1395)

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT

ON FRIDAY, MARCH TWE^TYKINE

PRESS CONFERENCE FOR THREETHIRTY PM THAT

PRESIDED OVER BY REV

CONFEREE

i .'1

1 ?.t
.. f

i 
1

(Priority)

ATLANTA

DATE

FAUNTROT AND AH

• Hr. ivvn „ 
’ Jlr. t’vh'B-in

I

1 Ecom

AlJjfj A

HAD RECENTLY

YOUNG, WHu WAS THE PRIMARY

Atm UNADRESSED HEGRU MALE. YOUNG STATED TiiAT HI,

SPOKEN TO iARTIN LUTHER KING AND THERE IU.VE BEEN

CONCERNING'THE WASHINGTON SPRING PRCJZCf,

VIOLENCE IN MEMPHIS IN CONJUNCTION WITH NEGRO PROTEST'. YOUNG

SAID SCLC ACCEPTED PORTION OF BLf’2i; FuR NO'

TO EMBARRASS THE LOCAL LEADERS. ATTRIBD

Bureau

2 - WFO

CCHTMHED

2 ’
2

POTENTIAL THREAT OF 15-12 “INVADERS” TO MAKE A DELIBERATE ATTEMPT

(6)

all inrc"::: 
■HEKHirTiTT 
.DATE^^i

Special Agent in Charge
Approver

^Dgc!d:32989755 Page837
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F E I 

Date:

Transmit the following in----------------------------------------------------- -----
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via_______________________ _________________________________
(Priority)

WFO 157-1395

PAGE TWO

KOT SUPPLYING ADEQUATE STAFF AND INSTRUCTION PRIOR TO THE 

DEMONSTRATION. YOUNG STATED THIS SJILL NUT OCCUR I.-: WDC.

YOUNG STATED GUIlT UE MEilPHXS PD EVIDENT SERIOUS SINCE

GROUP OF TWENTY TO THIRTY INSTIGATORS OF VIOLENCE NOT ATTACKED 

DIRECTLY. MEMPHIS FD ATTACKED THE ENTIRE MARCHING BODY 

OF TWENTY THOUSAND PEOPLE.

THE WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT WILL UuHHENCE aS PLAiGTD ON 

APRIL TWEN1YTWO, WHEN MARTIN LUTHeR KING WI^L Co?lL Tu WHO WITH 

A "SMALL GROUP" AND PRESENT PETITIONS TO CONGRESS AND GOVERNMENT

’ AGENCIES RE THE PLIGHT OF,THE POUR. r. GROUP OF THREE THOUSAND 

POOR, ORGANIZED TziTU GROUPS UI' TWO EUJDkLU, WITH E2iCit SUCH GROUP 

PROVIDED WITH TWENTY MARSHALS WHO LILL WAui-DISIIWGTXVE

BAUDS, WILL DEPART FIFTEEN CITIES riND SOUTHERN siUAAL AREAS UN 

/H'RIL TWEKTEFIvE NEAT. DEtEaLTNG UN ClRCUiSTANCES IN DIFFERENT

j LOCALITIES, GROUPS SHOULD ARRIVE aDC HriZ O.'E TO HirtAE HEAT. PUAii
I TO COLE PLUM U.:lC;t3O, DETROIT, PlTTSCUL t ., NE?/ !

I_______________________ ____________________________________________________________ _
•’ •

Approved:Ser.t---------------------- .V. Psr-------------- ----------- -
NW 68486 Docld:32989fecPag^^& :n charge
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Date:

Transmit the iollov'ing in______________________________________  
(Type in plaintext or code)

Vic_______________________ ________________________________
(Priority)

WFO 157-1395 
PAGE THREE

NEWARK, PHILADELPHIA AND BALTIMORE AMONG OTHERS, aS WELL AS

FROM "SIX RURAL AREAS OF THE SOUTH IN MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA, 

GEORGIA, ALABAMA, NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

‘ ' NEV. YOUNG STATED THAT LUTHER KING Bw SPOKEN TOdAY

TO MEMBERS OF THE INVADER GROUP WHICH CAUSED TEE TROUBLE IN 

MEMPHIS, AND DESCRIBED THEM aS "HOSTILE KIDS". YOUNG SAID IIE 

WILL GO TO ATLANTA TOMORROW FOR ADI'ITIO.^L PLANNING SESSIONS kHD 

THAT MARTIN LUTHER KING WILL BE IN WLC THIS SUNDAY AND GIVE A 

SERMON, CONTEXT UNKNOWN, Ui THE RiSHILIGTCH NATIONAL CATHEDRAL.

YOUNG QUERIED IF SCLC WILL DEFY A COURT INJUNCTION iiUMUKEL 

TO BL FAVORED BY SEN. BYRD OF WEST VIRGIN!^-, TO STOP THE MARCH. 

YOUNG STATED IT DEPENDS UN WORDING OF INJUNCTION U&u COUilTS

WILL NOT RESPOND TO ’’FASCIST PROPOSALS OF SOME GF CuNGXESS

YOUNG STATED THE FINAL EVIDENCE WILL U£>TZi.'.. 'iUUi THE MOST SERIOUS 

VIOLENCE IK MSiPHIS VAS CAUSED BY 'ir.L 1'VLILL, YOUNG STATED JiL

I Has SPOKEN LlTx: JDC S^'ETY DIRECTOR MJlurrA AID FOUND HIM
I t
I * ..
< ---- "------------------------------ ---- ------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------ ----------

Approved:  Sen:f Pet
NW 68486 Oocld:32989fcscPagW>833 in Cnarge



Date: ।
I 

Transmit the follovzing in___________________________ ______________________________ J
(Type in plaintext or code! >

... 1 '/ta_______________________ ___________________________ _________________________I
• (Priority) ।

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J----------------
WFO 157-1395
PAGE FOUR

INTELLIGENT LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, HOPES MFD WILL BE SAME, BBT 

THAT"IS PE PROBLEM. YOUNG ADDED REGARDING RACIAL MILITANTS, 

THAT HE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR VIOLENCE BROUGHT ^BUUT BE 

OTHERS, AMD HAS EOT AND DOES DOT EXPECT TO RECEIVE A GUARANTEE 

FROM STOKELY CARMICHAEL AGAINST RACIAL VIOLENCE,



c
o
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 fi

le
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 di



PAGE TWO

KING, Sh. ANSWERED Ik AFFIRMATIVE AHO SAID HE DID KOT KNOW WHY IT 

SHOULD KOT EE HELD. TEIS SOUECt ALSO SPOKE SAKE DATE TO RuLAED SMITH, 

ATLANTA rXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER, WHO STATED WSP WIlL STILL BE HELD • 

EVEN THOUGH HE AND SO-/- OTHER BOARD METERS WE.-E OF GPIMOi.

I NS I STANCE OF CARRYI.’.’G THROUGH WEP WAS DOT AT ; LL PPAOTIOAL V.-J-'Tl’E- 

FOR KLK , JR . OS. SCLC .

RECEIVED•: 11:51 FX RD"

eaftefcwt
NW 68486 Oocld:32989755 Page 842_.



TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD

WASHINGTON SPRING PEOJECT

ii". Mohr 
Mr. BMr.'

543 PM URGENT 3-32-68

Mr. Tnv?l

c 4

i Mr. Fr-B 
| Mr. Cat

REWFC TELETYPE MARCH THIRTY, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT

FOR 1-iFO CF BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES, MEMPHIS

DIVISION HAS DETERMINED IDENTITY OF THEEE SO-CALLED "INVADERS"

Tele. Room.

Gar.dy.

WHO SPOKE WITH DOCTOR MARTIN LUTHER KING PRIOF; TO HIS PRESS /

: 4 'X /
CONFERENCE AT HOLIDAY IL'H - EI VERMONT MOTEL, MARCH TWENTYKINE j

LAST. THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE: CHARLES L. CABBAGE, CURRENTLY //L
-v i(W

ON AGITATOR INDEX, A^n REQUEST HAS EEE?" MADE T(\ MAKE SECURITY p ry

INDEX SUBJECT CF KIP. SECCND PERSON IS CHAFLES VaRR1..GTGN, WHO

IS PRESENTLY STUDENT AT CWEi; JUNIOR COLLEGE, NEGRO JUNIOR COLLEGE
IK MEMPHIS. HARRINGTON HAS BEEN IBTERVIEL’ED AND IS SELF-ADMITTED 

T '• r<
KEEFER OF” GOVERNING BODY CF BLACK ORGANIZING PROGRAM (BCP) , WHICH

EE HAS DESCRIBED AS THE OVER-ALL BLACK POWER GROUP If! .MEKPHIi. THIRD
X

INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED AS CALVING LEROY’TAYLCP., 'JEO IS SENIOR

STUDENT AT MEMPHIS STATE DIVERSITY, MEMPHIS. TAYLOR IS

ALSO EMPLOYED AS COPY BCY AT "COMMERCIAL APPEAL HE CLAIMS • ■ r

THAT HE SERVES AS LIAISON BETWEEP THE MILITANTS IN HEMP-HIS AND

REPRESENTATIVES CF THE C.O.H.E. GROUP IN MEMPHIS. v.



RXMES7

um - CatkSc----------

,fr. Mohr Nov

om :C. D. DeLoach
itunK 
7«k.!

' -EXITED STATZ

© Membr.

bject.ROY WILKINS 
p-jr^TTrrTVr a^v -
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT n

OF COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP) ’
APPOE<T?.IENT 11/27/64 / th^O—/ (&
FEI HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. ALL prrr“"77’ T::::D -

\ ■ DATEW^^- ZZ
Roy Valkins, Executive Secretary, Na^omd A3.-t-cic.tion for the •

•.dvancement of Colored People, called me from New York a: 1L:55 p.m. today. He 
staled that he had to fly down to Washington to see me ^mediately. He asked if I — 
ma any available time. Ee apolo-czea for attemptir.. to an appointment sr. what
m termed a "holiday weekend. ” I told him the ”holid_y xerx” made no difference 

and that despite his unwarranted statements cone emin/ ate Director and the 731, 
yi?jld sit down and talk to him. .

Wilkins arrived at 4:00 p. m. He stated that he was greatly concerned. 
Ie made reference to the Director's Loyola speech last Tuesday, 11/24/64, in which 
he Director had made reference to “sexual degenerates” in pressure groups. Wilkins
stated he personally knew about whom the Director was talking, although many other ■ 
Negroes did not know. “Wilkins added that he had received a' least three newspaper '
nquiries during the past two days from individuals inquirin- as to whether King was a J 
sexual degenerate or. not. • _x

* O . »ri
Wilkins told me that he personally did not mind seen:. ^ting ruined. HeV 

stated the important part of the matter, however, was the fact that; ~ ang was ruined ‘ 
In Attire civil rights movement would be ruined. Wilkins stax iLt*. he- personally 
'■i- .. that King was a ”Iiar” and that he had little respect for him. 71. quoted an example 
Z Zs stating last night at a Thanksgiving dinner with friends, being asked if 
:'re knew of the terrible things that ”Edgar Hoover had said about 7A-v^rend King being 5 
. .trar.” Mrs. Wilkins replied, “This doesn't sure, se me because '.'k gis ali^r. ” E 
^ -'xins continued that while King is no^good, his ru_: .ntion will Z'-. down___  of th^ 
Entire civil rights movement. | ~ I D £ h %«_________§

NOT^SCORDEp. 2
Wilkins told me that dcspiteitb^x-C sexUal'ufegene’ ’ °

•-ns and communist allegatic-^ agains; . many of _associates 

1 ‘ . Diment Enclosure tp :: .. /nr



gkr-ch to Mohr Memo, ** "
&Hoy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/54

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C.

ouid jump to the defensive and defend King. On the other hand, however, many of the 
lite people who believe in the civil rights movement aad’vho yearly contribute from 
>00 to $50, COO to this movement will immediately cease t?*eir financial support.
ilkins added that the loss of financial support will be tremendous, however, the loss of 
ith in King by millions of Americans would be even vorse. He stated the combination 
the two would, of course, halt any further progress of the civil rights movement.

- Wilkins told me that he and a number of the Negro leaders had attempted 
»veral months ago to re: King to accept the presidency of a small coliege. He stated 
ing had refused to co this because he was accustomed to the hypocrisy of adulation 
id to the money that was pouring in to him. He stated ma: Kiag for some time now has 
jceived from $500 to a Si, 000 per speech on the io-cr.c e circuit He mentioned that 
ing receives considerable support from wealthy Negro and people alike. He 
med that obviously the best thing that the Negro leaders coke to now would be to get 
Lug to accept a position as Pastor of a large Negro church aad thereby retire forever 

a leader of the Negroes. •

■„ .zv as an emissary. He 
that there were others 
?s : ; jether some pressure 
al ike FBI would not

Q VTllkins stressed the fact that he was no: S£.< \
5?d he had some influence on King but not much. a mo J 
thin his movement who had greater influence and that pd' h< 
raid be brought on King. Wilkins then added that he hoped 
ipose King before something could be done. '

I interrupted Wilkins at this point. I told him 'kai ih« "’-Sector, of • 
>urse, did not have in mind the destruction of the civil rights me. client as a whole. 
x>ld him the Director sympathized with the civil rights mov;-ms_: as exemplified by the 
irector’s supervision of the FBI’s*many brilliant ace -mplishmer.es in this field. I 
Ided, however, that we deeply and bitterly resented the lies and falsehoods told by 
Ing and that if King wanted war we certainly would give it to him. VTilkins shook his 
>ad and stated there war no doubt in his mind as to which side would lose if the- *~BI 
sail’" came out with a.1 f» its ammunition against King. I told him the ammur.L rn 
is plentiful and that w#;? we were not responsible for the many rumors bei:.g .-.-.tiated 

King, we had hoard of these rumors and were certainly is - position to 
ibstuntiatethem. ’ •

■ ii t ’
I told Wilkins that inasmuch'as he was attempting r ' - out tff ! 

peace he should know a few positive facts o: life. He asked wha: * 'santz 
m my point was that he was attemptin:: o p: vent the FBI from ex, .sing Kir.^ .. c- 
ju.-in highly-placed informants of ours .hid / •pedus off td msoluteiy reliable infor- 
‘©n organized a bitter < 'usa .. .• against the Director a z the FDi. '
1c ,/ilkins these long-standing and •’ ;il placed informants had ac ased us L:- --5

NW 68486 Ooclcl:32989755 Page 845
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^poach to'Mohf Memo, 11/27/64 , • . , .
Ke: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 - ’

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. *. ' -

had contacted people in various parts of the United States to get them to send telegrams 
to the President, the Attorney General, and,the FBI asking lor Mr. Hoover’s retire
ment or resignation. I told Wilkins that King had also encouraged telegrams to be 
sent advising the FBI of laxness in the investigation of civil rights matters. I asked 
Wilkins how in the hell could he expect the FBI to believe his offers of friendship and 
request for peace when King was at this time attempting to ruin us. Wilkins merely 
hung his head and stated he had no idea that King was carrying on such a campaign. He 
Stated that this upset him greatly and made him all the more determined to initiate 
action to remove King as soon as possible.

” ” Wilkins stated that he had long noted King’s sympathy toward the--------  *
communist movement. He told me this obviously stemmed from Stanley Levinson’s 
influence on King. Wilkins diverted from the subject of the conversation to spend son e 
time in explaining that he had also noted communist influence in the civil rights move- 
nent in Mississippi. He stated that the cry of "Down with the Proletariat” was getting 
to be the battlecry of the militant Negroes in Mississippi ana Arbama. He mentioned 
ge same thing was true with respect to Ne^ro allegations o; ’axness on the part of the

He mentioned that the Negroes have been led by Xing ano Bayard Rustin to 
believe that the FBI could do nothing right; consequently, FBI solution of civil rights 
cases made little impression upon some Negroes in the civil rt/uts movement. •

Wilkins stated he was wrong in his criticism of the Z’_rector. He added 
hat he was attempting to accomplish, in a mild manner, a divirtcn between the battle 
of the Director and King and any phases of the battle widen wouio reflect upon the civil 
rights movemenu He stated he has a hard time controlling his cb-man Board of. - 
Directors, particularly since King is a member of this boaro. 2fe du-t added, ”We’re 
hurting, ” and something must be Hone. * . ’

Wilkins told me that he will be lecturing in California roost all of next 
week. He stated that before he leaves for the coast he will attempt uc-e King, along 
with other Negro leaders, and tell King that he can’t possibly wk battle with the 
FBI and that the best thing for him to do is to retire from pubit. life, Be stated he 
may nw; have any.success in this regard, however, that he is that the FBI
ca:. easily ruin King overnight, therefore, for the good c< the uvH rights cause King . 
should make definite plans to leave public life and merely oe Partor of a Negro church 
in the future. I told Wilkins this, of course, was up to hi-*; kewevar, 1 wanted to 
reiterate once again most strongly, that if King wanted wa” we were prepared ;o give

Q - ' -3- CONTINUED-OVER. s
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»eLoach to Mohr Memo, 11/27/64
ie: Roy Wilkins , Appointment 11/27/64 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C,

t to him andJLet the chips fall where they may. Wilkins stated this would be most 
isasterous, particularly to the Negro movement and than ne .hoped this would never 
ome about. I told him that the monkey was on his back and that of the other Negro 
eaders. He stated he realized this. We then shook hands and he left to return to 
Jew York.

LCTION:, .

It is suggested that the attached letter be sen: to the President in 
:onnection with the above conversation. ............ - --------------------

MW««^OcM:ld:32S83Z55^^
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Airtel io^UA^
CATEGORY^ 

SSIFICATJON INDEFINITE

'CLASSIFIED 
EXEMPT FR 
DATE OF DECL

To: SAC, Kev York

Proa Director, FBI

ccu 
IK'i

ATTTMTIOH

n to i
nd coT.prcnise nature, 
tiatin’j spot physical'

Hr. Bland 
Hr. Ryan'

APPRO 
OFFICES ADI 
ON /// V

Luther Rin", hea 
•,c, enables bin t

PERSONAL

7/18/5S

(100-129802)

(100-3-104-34)

C
(STAaLLf DAVID LEVISCX)

The position of

. r

CIES AND FIELD' 
BY ROUTING SLIP.

mentor and babind-tho-sceno advisor to
communist Stanley David Levison as

xrccdcei novesonv. inmeaiarc srep> snoma do taken to c 
expose or other’.vise neutralise Levisoa's 
communist, r2£7\

I You are instructed to ira-odiatoly assign on r. full-ti
■basis an enterprising, iric-inative Special //jent, vho lias prove
I his ability as a occurit 
;Lovison case file seokin 
•If necessarv, this rovie 
'investigative approaches

• locate nsterial oi a public source

investigator, to cnrcfully review the 
possible counterintelli'ronce approach? 
should be cepandod to develop

i\ special oiioj’t should bo mads to

' Consideration should b
surveillances on Lovison to coteraino his contacts and pattern 
activity poth ns relates to subversion and his personal

Advise by return, mil 
assigned to this important* task 
should assign additional personnel to this pi’ojcct 
is completed at an ';arly dare.

to insure^it

Fithin 45 days/’you should subnit to the Bur 
detailed cuDcary of Levison*s personal and oubvcx-sivo. 

„vitb cophasis on it-.

_1- Nev-York (100-1111Jj‘/ -

-1 - 100-392452 (Levison)

;DE:jav:lrm' (7)

- r/n f”J-9
is JUL 391266 •

SER
FAGE 2



With your cumary, you should Include possible countor- 
intolli^vicc reccmzcndaticns Icobing towards the iraediate^ 
or systematic neutralization of • Levison. '/

Bear in Bind that considerable inforBction • 
regarding Levison has been fiirnisnod by .

.. . £ o o c E £ ' and no Z
action nay bo taken vhxch' night result in their compromise.!*

Do not initiate counterintelligence action vithout 
prior Bureau authorization. . ' -

NOTE; ,

Sc are wstr-in^ » comprehensive zovief of Lcv1^mhth 
Bureau case file for counterintelligence potential. Lovison 
currently resides at 535 Vest End Avenue, Ho’.? York City, 
and he is an attorney operating the Park Eanagonent Company, 
realtors, at 1541 Droadvay, Bc«r York City. be

-2
• NBL£M8«^[lcKlda29aSI^ —s-----• ».. . ■ * - ’ * * *_•
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

C, Sullivan V

J. Baumgardner.

MARtIH
SECURITY BATTER

atcd
Reference is 

August 31, 1964,

Mo** i

LUTHER 1CIRG, JR

\a Z

S«Utva»

- C0L21UNIST

this mattermade to ay memorandum to you in
in which the Director approved the recommendation

DATE; 9-8— G4

o have Assistant Director Malone orally brief Francis Cardinal Spellman 
oncoming Martin Luther King, Jr.’s communist connections and 
egenerate make-up to avoid the possibility of having the Pope grant 
n audience to King in connection with his proposed visit to Rome 
atbr this month, z*

Malone was briefed in this matter and told to stress two L 
Lings in his contact with Cardinal Spellman, the first being that 
e should streps of course the confidential nature of our briefing 
o that the Bureau would not be drawn into the picture, and, secondly, 
o/^certain if Cardinal Spellman could take the necessary action 
n^S?s relationship with the Pope so that if he could not, we could 
ake appropriate steps through other channels.

'Malone called today and stated that he had discussed the- 
ituation with Cardinal Spellman over the weekend and he said that^- 
he Cardinal took instant steps to advise the Vatican against" ” 
ranting any audience to King, He stated that Cardinal Spellman 
ssurcd him that he would respect the confidential nature of the 
aformation and added that the Cardinal was most pleased and ~ 
ratified that the Director thought enough of him to take him into ' // 
is confidence and to rely upon him to handle such a delicate matter, 
ardinal Spellman is going to Rome next week to attend the Ecumenical 
Duncil and thus will be on the scene personally and further insure 
hat the Pope is not placed in an enbarrassingoosition through any 
intact with King, .
bCOLHJEMDATIOH i r ~

For your information
- Mr

- Mr

Belmont 
Mohr 
DeLoach 
Sullivan 
D, J, Brennan 
Bland

• Mr, Bauugardner
to rrmicst and is mot for dizscmi-

□ SEP 211964
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: ' MARTIN

C. SullivanJ)^-

J. Baumgardner

LUTHERTING, JR
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

1-

1-

for tne

DATE; August 31, 1964 

1-Mr. Belmont

Gal

Mr. Mohr 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. D. J. Brennan 
Mr. Bland
Mr. Baumgardner /
Mr. Phillips /

Tro«ar----------- -

TeU. Roo*-------

Hater* ■■-

C«H7—^-=5----

/

. is to be in West Berlin,, Germany; 
e opening of that city’s cultural festival 9/13/64. We have

-Martin- .ng, Jr

just obtained details of his itinerary for travel abroad which reveals 
. that he will leave the United States either 9/11 or 12/64 and not

return until 9/22/64. Included in his itinerary is a visit to Rome, 
Italy. He is to go there from Madrid, Spain, 9/18/64, and remain in 
Rome until the morning of 9/20/64 when he will go to London, England.

We have not as yet obtained any information indicating the / ; 
( purpose of his visit to Rome, but it is entirely likely that he may 
(seek and be given an audience with the Pope. This likelihood is / 

clearly evident when one considers that King is receiving more and X— 
lore acclaim as a leader of the Negro people in this country, plus 

Ithe fact that he is a clergyman. Further, King we know is being con
sidered for the Nobel Peace Prize and his receiving an audience with 
the Pope would likely receive considerable publicity, especially in 
Europe, further enhancing his chances for the Prize. •

’ It would be shocking indeed for such an unscrupulous character 
as King to receive an audience with the Pope. It is believed that if t 
a plan to see the Pope is in the making, it ought to be nipped in the < 
bud. We have considered different possibilities for meeting this r 
problem and believe that the best one would be to have Assistant K
Director Malone of the New York Office personally contact Francis 
Cardinal Spellman and on a highly confidential basis bring to the 
Cardinal’s attention (1) .the fact that King is to visit Rome and the- 
likelihood of his receiving an audience with the Pope and (2) the 
unsavory nature of King’s character, both from a subversive and moral 
standpoint. Malone should be able to impress upon the Cardinal the 
likely embarrassment that may result to the Pope should he grant King
an audience and King is later discredited. In this light it would 
hardly even be necessary for Malone to “suggest” what the Cardinal 
should do to forestall any possible audience. . Malone should stress 

nature of this matter with the Cardinal, whothe highly confidential 
is Veryz friendly .to the Bureau 

//
Enc. * • . 
100-442529 (CIRM) 
100-106675 
SFP:kmj

REO 15 / 4 A A / CrfW 7
CONTINUED - 0VER-“-“~“T'i“ ALL IHFCH- • TIOV CO 

q SEP 16196^: nw - - -737

' CIHLZE<IS^



^Xdnox*«tncivua SulHvan~ ’*“
RE': MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
100-106670 .

way associated with any action taken by the Cardinal or the Vatican. 
Malone should also obtain from the Cardinal a commitment that he 
will be able to block any attempt by King to gain an audience with 
the Pope. If the Cardinal is not able to give such an assurance, 
we must immediately know this so that we may explore some other avenue.

RECOMMENDATION:
If approved, Assistant Director Malone should personally 

orally brief Francis Cardinal Spellman in accordance with the attached 
"Top Secret” summary indicating King's communist connections and 
degenerate make-up. (This is the same summary we previously used - 
in preventing King's receiving an honorary degree from Marquette 
University.) The attached summary should also be used for telephon- 
ically briefing Malone. This matter should receive most expeditious 
handling because of the time element involved/ ~ ~

2
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Deputy Attorney General (DAG) White has requested that 
slant Director Evans discuss with him the association' of the 
rend Martin Luther King and Levison since he feels some action 

: be taken. IL .\ ■. • • - - . ■ - - ■
«•

The Attorney General (AG) by letter dated 1/8/62 was advised 
; Levison,the Communist Party (CP), is allegedly 
.ose advise^, of the Reverend Martin .Luther King, prominent southern 
o leader, [and wrote the speech that King delivered at ''the Americans 
ration of TEabdr-Congrcss of Industrial Organizations convention^ 
AG was also advised that Levison reportedly, through his assodu 
i with

Information has since been received on 1/29/62 frbm ti^JJX 
. as Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA, has claimed authorship o£. 
’s ^speech.. < : •rs

Hew York and San Francisco have been requested to contact 
informants involved to see if they can threw any additional light 
specifically who was responsible for preparation of the speech,.- 
-lough it is logical to assume that Levis on consulted Hall \ * -
corning the speech; thus, both may have had a wart in-its 
jaration. $\&) ' -y- - - '

ZGROUXD:
• 5

Levis og 
jrity Index. I

a/Yew .York businessman and attorney, is in ‘the
e

TH’.

e 1952 concerning
have furnished information

’ Levison* s connections with the C? are known onl£_to-the~ 
jrmants and to a very few national leaders of the CPJ (Ci

CLASS!FlE\jbY^7f 7**3 Fc8 IS KEZ
EXEMPT FIOM ^DS CXTE " Z ’'RVATIOYS:

r^TBORjftCLASS!E/AWN I.WEI\|NITE > *-------- ’ - -
The- purpose in advising the AG of Levisonrs connection with 

was to alfrrt him and the President that Levis on was anna*:ontl5’
his association Kith Hing as

392452
r:tb:dji

& 1

(8)



__  ______ ______ of the possible, communist influence 
ng. This has been accomplished. (JU.

ndum for Kr. Sullivan 
;TAKI3Y DAVID LEVIS OS 
}2452 _ ■

It appears that Vhite desires to furnish King, or 
one close to him, some information about Levison and tp- suggest 
east that King break off his relations with Levison. /Since 
son’s connections with the CP are known to only a fewtcp CP 
;tionaries,. the disclosure of anjr specific information about his 
.vities which right get back to Levison or to the CP would tend 

who aro vital to the internal 
arity of the if Khite or the AG feel a ' ‘ ■
pelling need to furnish King information about Levison, it is 
.ieved'that it would minimize the risk to the informants if King 
'• told in strict confidence that Levison has in the past been a 
. >r of the CP and that indications are he is still under its 
fluence. - Kbits should be advised that under no circumstances 
ould specific information as contained in the Director’s letter h'e 
scussed with King, since it would definitely endanger our informant 

.d the national securi\

That this memorandum be forwarded to Assistant Director . 
rans for his guidance in discussing this matter with DAG Khite.
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ECLASSIFICATION INDEFINITE 

\ ©ate: December 24

i DATE OE

Mr. A. E Belmont

: Mr. U. C Sullivan'^7' •

co?'rx?;iST PARTY, USA

1-Hr. Belmont w 
1-Mr.Sullivan 
1-Mr.Baumgardner 
1-Mr.Gurley 
1-Mr.Ryan

• roller 
ToU. R

Ccdjr .

NEGRO QUESTION 
COMKUKIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
INTERIM SECURITY - COMMUNIST /)

In view of the influence the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
exerting on the racial situation, particularly through Martin 
hoi^Eipg, head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
LO^the Director approved a conference be held between repre- ' 
natives of our Atlanta Office and Seat of Government personnel.

Recognizing the delicacy of..thAs. entire-situation because 
the prominence of King, the primary purpose of the conference was 
explore how best to carry on our investigation to produce the - 

rpctiits without embarrassment to the Bureau. Included in . 
discussion was a complete analysis of the avenues of approach ’ 

odaf neutralizing King as an effective Negro leader and“developing
donee 
dance

concerning King’s continued dependence on communists for 
and direction. /

The conference was held at the Seat of.Government on ' 
23-63. It was attended by Security Supervisor Henry Howse and 
Robert Nichols from our Atlanta Office. The Scat of Government^ 
resentatives were Assistant Director W. C, Sullivan, Inspector 
oph A. Sizoo, Section Chief F, J. Baumgardner and Supervisors y 
T. Gurley and David Kyan. The conference lasted from 9 a,m...tc/* 
.m. /

j i

Assistant Director ’Sullivan briefed the conference on the 
k at hand. He pointed out the necessity for good judgment and 2 
creetncss in conducting any investigation concerning this matter, o 
made it clear it was necessary for us to continue obtaining 5
dcncc of the CPUSA’s influence on King and, through King, influence-
the Negro people Sullivan also stressed the fact that
hough King is a minister

Mr. Sullivan pointed out- that the field, sbouldiscontinue to 
her information concerning King’s personal activities; such as

o

:skw ,

nd iciUiiiui- Ha, appMul^i
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x-nndum to Mr. Belmont 
COXIUNIST PARTY, .USA 
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 

-3-116

•_ing drunk tz.
..X that we may consider using this information at an opportune 
? in a counterintelligence move to discredit him.

Tklyxtlz the discussion which followed, the men from the
td outlined in detail the operation of the SCLC in 
manner in which it is managed by King.

Atlanta and
r

in.
Our discreet appjroach to this case has been 

Is prominence and’ the delicate situation which
necessitated 
surrounds the

'i

lire racial_rioy.eaent. A wrong move could well result in extreme 
.rrassment to the Bureau, As a result of the conference, it was 

। dcd we need to develop additional information in the following ' 
as: •

CD -
of

must deteriulne and'check 
the SCLC,

czrplcycc

(2) Ve must locate and monitor the funds of the SCLC

(3) We must identify and check out the sources who
. contribute to the SCLC

CD T»’e must continue to keep close 
personal activities.

watch on King’s

i.'L 
I i-

(5) We will, at the proper time when it can be done 
without embarrassment to the Bureau, expose King 

. as an opportunist who is not a sincere
person but is exploiting the racial situation for 
personal gain. .

(6) We will explore the possibility of utilizing additional 
specialized investigative techniques at the SCLC office

Our technical coverage on King and the SCLC is producing.
r

i-Lle.nt information, It was decided that, in view of this fact 
since we could not engage in active investigation at this time 
cut' embarrassment to the Bureau, we would hold in abeyance^onen 

/stigntion as outlined above for* another 90 dayis 
we vail utilize the information obtained?’from'^our)technical 

?rage and conduct whatever investigation can^'b^'made discreetly.
o iriti

IJ

• **■

- 2
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endum to Hr. Belmont
0:--UKIST PARTY, USA

;.EGR0 QUESTION
CO'^J^iST IhTLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
3-116

This conference vroved to be most beneficial, and the 
from the field expressed their appreciation for the opportunity 
oing brought into the Seat of Government for the purpose of 
cring this entire matter. They were both enthusiastic about 
case and stated the conference was of exceptional benefit to 

and will be of assistance in setting the future course of the 
stigation.

We will continue to give this case priority attention 
at the Seat of Government and in the field and will expose 
for the clerical fraud and Marxist he is at the first 

rtunity. At the end .of ,the..90~day period, or sooner if 
itions permit, we will make a further recommendation as to 
her we are in a position at that time to take further actio
nst King and the SCLC without embarrassment to the Bureau





t
*
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* Upon his return to San Francisco, he selected the 
following personnel based upon reccrnendeticns by the Domestic 
Intelligence Division, by the FBI Laboratory, and upon his own 
experience with the men involved: SA. FORDYCE G. LYKAN, because 
he as the rest experienced, r.cst ingenious, the most unruffled, 
most coj.'r/otent sound r.an for this type cf operation in the San 
Francisco Office; SA P.03ERT U. because in both the Security
and Criminal Intelligence Programs he has shown unusual ingenuity, 
persistence, and determination in making microphone installations; 
SA ALBEPT p, CLARK, who has been a leader cf the old San Francisco 
Underground Squad in conducting contacts with highly confidential 
sources, running physical surveillances, and has been absolutely 
fearless in these types of operations for more than twelve years; 
SA RICHAPD E. STEPHENS, who has just recently completed an 
advanced course in technical photography and because he has had 
many yearn experience in overcoming photographic problems—in < 

^connection with espionage cases and the Anagram Program

, . A conference was had with these Agents, the proposed
investigation outlined, the possible problems to be encountered 
discussed, and each was given a specific assignment in order to 
prepare himself for the special investigation in Honolulu. The 
need for the utmost security was emphasized.

CLTrrnPD and LY?*AX were scheduled to leave San Francisco by^fir Honolulu 2/12/6U to tae

follouinf Saturday, 2/W/6<t, by the other three Agent..

In accord with instructions received iron the Bureau,on 
2/Il/6t SA CLIrFO’B telephcnically ccntacv-d SA 
Honolulu to advise hin of the detat-so. •- a five Een
SAs CLInw.B and LYW2S and to J^nt out *hat a conversation 
would eventually be operating ~n ncr.olui . 
no classified information was discussed.

SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAH arrived in ^cnclulu on ^®.ce 
afternoon of Wednesday, 2/12/64. p16? Bureau instructions
where the background . of-the inves ol seteral
in connect:on therewatn were cu—n_d o r-cc-e^at^'ve tc the
hours to f'.c yrICE. Hr. FFICE was irr.edxately coo, 
fullest extent possible. He readily uncerstcod tue 
of the situation and pledged all-out support * *- t
special annignment.
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The Honolulu Office had received sufficient corresponded 
from Mainland Offices so they could be aware-in a general way of 
what type cf investigation was tc be conducted concerning the 
principal Subject’s (KIMG) visit to Honolulu'. It was apparent 
to the Honolulu Office from the copies of ccnmunications in its 
file that the Bureau had an intense interest in the.extra
curricular activities of the Subject and the communist influence 
upon hir. and, therefore, the Honolulu Office was in.a.position 
to account for the prinqipal Subject’s public activities, 
appearances, speeches, e^c. '

*
SAC PRICE pointed out upon the arrival of SAs CLIFFORD 

and LYMAM that Honolulu was in the ridst of the peak of its 
winter tourist season. The various airlines had just inaugurated 
a flat $100.00 tourist flight tc Hawaii and all cf the principal 
'•otels were filled to overflowing with tourists. He believed 
chat it would be difficult to obtain, nan;/ days in advance, a 
block cf rooms whereby coverage of the Subject could be effected, 
but he indicated that he did have the official and personal 
contacts whereby a beginning, cc^ld be made immediately.

Through its public sources, the Honolulu Office had 
determined that the University of Hawaii had planned to put the 
Subject and his party up at the Hilton Hawaiian Village for the 
days end nights cf 2/18 and 19/&U, and the morning of 2/20/6*1, 
while he was raking public appearances. Supervisor CLIFFORD 
requested that if rcssible he and SA LYKAM be quartered in the 
Hiltcn Hawaiian Village/ It was immediately determined by pretext 
telephone calls that the Hilton Hawaiian Village was filled to ■ 
overflowing and was actually asking sere of its guests to move 
elsewhere if possible, ' ’

It was pointed cut to Mr.' PRICE that if at all possible 
it was imperative for SAs CLIFFORD end LYHAH to et least be in 
the sare f^otel where the Subject was scheduled tc be a guest in 
order that full security could be established and in order that 
the equipment could be tested; Ey the evening of 2/12/64, through 
SAC contacts Mr. PRICE was able t:o obtain a room, in the establish
ment for SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAE.
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* -
The Eiltcn Hawaiian Village is a complex of five 

steel and concrete towers, each approximately fifteen stories 
tall, linked together by a series of 2-story concrete motel-like 
buildings with perhaps 75 independent shops, restaurants, bars, 
etc. around a huge open-air lobby. An inspection of the Jialls 
and the rooms revealed that the dividing walls were made of 
four inch concrete blocks, ''The Hilton Hawaiian Village has- 
approximately 1105 separate accommodations, rooms, suites, 
and pent houses with room for approximately 2500 people. 
Literally hundreds are moved in and out of the hotel every day ' 
according to a fixed schedule, whereby they spend a certain 
length of time at this»hctel in Honolulu, move out to other 
islands to make way fcA-stjier tourists to come in, and return to . 
the Hawaiian Village when the other tourists move out.

Through Mr. ED HASTINGS, a SAC contact, and a personal 
friend of SAC PRICE, Er, PRICE began a most discreet inquiry to 
determine where the Subject end his party were to be located. ' 
It was discovered that the hotel is booked up so full and has 
so many commitments on a continuous basis, that it ordinarily 
books blc-cks of -rcoms and suites by type and price rather than 
making individual assignments to guests who have made reservations 
thus, it would know that on a Certain day it would need, for 
example, 100 $20.00 rooms, 50 $25.00 rooms, and U0 $30.00 rooms, 
but would not individually assign them until after the individual 
guest had registered at the hotel, This was the case with regard 
to the KAHTIH LUTHER KIRG party. Ho specific space had yet been 
assigned and for security reasons it was determined best by the 
SAC and by the Agents on special assignment, that as far as 
possible, the hotel be Allowed to follow normal booking procedures

♦

In the meantime, SAs CLIFFORD and LYI'AII proceeded to 
establish their identities as tourists in the hotel and its 
environs. The Honolulu Office has ten cars assigned to it, all 
of which are relatively well known and all of which are equipped 
with 2-way radios. The Agents on special assignment explored the 
possibility with the SAC and experienced Agents of the Honolulu 
Office switching license plates on one of .their cars and 
utilizing it cn the special assignment, but the considered opinion 
of all concerned was that security might be lost by such an 
arrangement and it was, therefore, resolved to rent a Hertz car 
right at the hotel for use during the special assignment.
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Under secure conditions, SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAK 
unpacked*and experimented with all of the Bureau equipment 
sent out or brought out to Honolulu under conditions as clcsely 
approximating what was anticipated in the actual investigation. 
They found that all of the equipment worked well and would be 
effective if we could arrange to be no more than one room away 
from the Subjects of cur interest. Due to the heavy concrete 
construction of the towers composing the hotel, approximately 
one-half of the radio transmitting equipment would not be 
effective at any great distance because its signal was somewhat 
overshadowed by a powerful local TV station.

Over the weekend of Saturday, 2/15/64, and Sunday, 
2/16/64, the experiments continued and in the meantime, SAC - 
PRICE most discreetly pushed his efforts to have definite space 
issigned to the Subject’s party and to locate the special assign

ment /igents along side the Subjects, ----------

The Kahala Hilton Hotel is the newest and perhaps the 
most luxurious in the entire Hilton chain. It was opened for . 
business in January, 1964, has luxurious suites furnished at 
great cost, and is situated in an isolated area with its own 
man-made lake between a golf course and the sea. It is of solid 
concrete construction, ten stories high, and because of its prices 
attracts principally wealthy individuals who generally are older 
than the average tourist.

SAs CLIFFORD and LYI'AH personally made a most discreet 
survey cf.the hotel during the afternoon and evening hours and 
discovered that at best it was a most sedate and formal place 
with almost no activity or action in the halls, elevators, end 
public places. Upon the arrival cf the remaining three Agents on

- 5 -
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special*"assignment in Honolulu, they were quickly acquainted . 
with the^situation at the Hilton Hawaiian Village and on 
Sunday evening, 2/16/64, made as much as a survey as was possible 

■ of the situation at the Kahala Hilton. *

It was possible to obtain a room for these Agents in 
another tower approximately 100 yards away from the room • 
occupied by SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAN. On Sunday afternoon • 
experiments were conducted with the equipment over this extended 
space 'and it was found that most of the equipment worked very 
well even at that distanbe-ithrough concrete walls and glass ' 
windows, but that the TV station interferred with some of the 
equipment on certain wave lengths.

On Monday, 2/17/64, SAC PRICE was able to arrange that 
, the Subject and his party be placed in Suites 404 and 405 of the 
<. ^cean tower building of the Hiltcn Hawaiian Village Hotel and 

that SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAN would be given the suite numbered 
406 alongside that to be occupied by the principal Subject (405) 
and that the other three Agents would be given the suite • ■
numbered 403. One compliesting'factor was that no place else 
in the entire complex did the hotel have unoccupied space 
available allowing the designation of four rooms in a row for 
our purpose. .

Another complication was the fact that the Subjects 
were due to land at the airport at 12:50 p.m., Tuesday, 2/18/64, 
and could be expected to be* at the hotel at approximately 
1:30 p.m. on that date, but three of the feur rooms were occupied 
and could be expected to be occupied until the checkout time of 
2:00 p.m, on Tuesday, 2Z18/64.

SAs CLIFFORD and LYMAN were able to move into Room 406 
in the early evening cf Monday, 2/17/64, The hotel arranged 
to rove the guests out of Room 403 late that same evening and 
the other Agents were able to move in to Room 40 3. Investigation 
revealed that the occupants of Suite 405, vhich was designated 
for KING, were members cf a folk dance group which was having its 
final dance in the ballroom on the second fleer of the same 
building. 3y running rest discreet surveillances and by utilizing 

. passkey obtained by Sr.C PRICE through the door connecting 
V .com 40.6 with 405, the Agents were able to establish double wasp

- 6 -
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0” -
coverage in P.ccr 405 during the evening of Monday, 2/17/64, while 
the folk fencing oarty was going on. This provided the „ 
necessary coverage which was activated when the principal Subject 
and his party entered Roan 405 at 2:12 p.m,, Tuesday, 2/18/64, 
This coverage enabled us tc contact a highly confidential source 
that evening which supplemented the information received from 
the microphone coverage. In order to obtain clear reception 
and if possible tc overcome the Subjects’ playing of the TV, 
on Tuesday morning, 2/18/54, a minimite was installed in another 
location in the Subject’s^suite and monitored from Room 406, .

It had been determined that SA J. STERLING ADAMS of the 
Honolulu Office had conducted an Anti-P.acketeering investigation 
concerning SAM GIANCANA at the Kahala Hilton Hotel in January', 
1964, and had established excellent working relationships with * 

Cambers of the staff on the working level at that hotel. At the 
ouest of Supervisor CLIFFORD, SA ADAJS was sent out to the . 

Kahala Hiltcn Hotel and checked cn reservations held by the hotel 
for all expected guests for the period from 2/19/64 through 

.2/25/64, and determined that thex^ were reservations for single 
suites (each suite will sleep at xeast two people) for KING, 
WALKER, KEAF.SE (who, accompanied the party to Honolulu), and 
DOLORES EVANS from Les Angeles. Ho reservation could be found 
for DOLORES SHZFFET, but apparently she could have fit in the room 
with EVANS since there were two beds in the room. Once this was 
discovered,through SAC PRICE’S contacts, it was possible to arrange 
on Tuesday, 2/12/64, that specific rooms be designated for the 

’ above individuals and that we select adjacent rooms as desired.

• - 7 - ' ' .

This hotel, being a luxury hotel, was about 75% full . 
and not as crowded as the-other Honolulu hotels. Three of the 
Agents cn special assignment accompanied SA ADAH'S to the hotel cn 
Wednesday merning, 2/19/64, and arranged the situation in such a 
way that by renting three rooms ourselves as of that date, we could 
cover the four rooms requested by the Subject’s party. These three 
Agents then Checked into that hotel and worked all day Wednesday 
and nearly all night that same night, Wednesday-Thursday, 2/19-20/64 
Sy 11:00 p.m. they had succeeded, most discreetly, in making nine 
different installations under most secure conditions in the four 
rooms-to be occupied by the Subjects.
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Just as they completed their 30b it was discovered 
cugh the installations at the Hawaiian Village Hotel that

three Agents then had to spend the rest of the night and — 
ly morning hours removing the installations they had worked • ■
..ard to make. '•

Shortly after midnight Thursday morning, 2/20/64, the
TallatinnR at the Hawaiian Village provided information that >

/ This information was provided telephonically to the . j
Angeles Office and enabled the Los Angeles Office to • •

- cipate where the Subjects would be and make, with Bureau • ;
mission, the kroner installations at the Ambassador Hotel, | •

' * »
In accord with Bureau instructions, SAs CLIFFORD and |

- y, gathered together the necessary material on the morning ' ;
Thursday, 2/20/64, and preceded the Subjects to Los Angeles '
"ir, In Los Angeles they aided the Los Angeles Agents in ■
.'.tifying the Subjects and their vcices.cn the evening of :
• 'sday, 2/20/64, and the early morning of Friday, 2/21/64, 
then later spent the day of Friday and Friday'evening working

; the Los Angeles Agents in order that their coverage would
.e as efficacious as possible. '

. SAs CLIFFORD and LYHAH returned to San Francisco from 
Angeles cn Saturday, 2/22/^4. The remaining three Agents 

:ved the more bulky equipment, packaged it for shipment to 
Bureau, San Francisco, and other offices, cleared out of the 
'is, and arrived back in San Francisco on Sunday afternoon, 
1/64. .

v •
The cooperation of the Hilton Hotel system was such” 

~ the Bureau was net charged for the rooms at the luxury . 
la Hotel that were used by the Agents all day Wednesday, 
esday night, and Thursday morning, nor for the four rooms 
" we had blocked cut the day before and offered to pay rent 
-f they would be saved for the Subjects. ''

' ■ ...
-

' - 8 - . ■ ~ ‘
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SAC PRICE of Honolulu, with funds from the San Francisco 
confidential fund, is settling the bill for'the rooms used for 
experiments and for the towers at the Hawaiian Village Hotel and 
will forward the bills to SA CLIFFORD, who will voucher and blue 
slip same.

OESEPVATICHS AID PECOy/S’IDATICHS:

(1) Ko mat ter*-what its size in population, Honolulu 
is basically a resort small town and all the 

Bureau personnel who participated in the investigation agreed 
that the Bureau was extremely wise in designating this operation 
to be handled as a special assignment in a semi-undercover 
capacity by Special Agents from another territory who were not 
Known as Special Agents in the Honolulu area. The Honolulu Office 
and the San Francisco /’.gents are convinced that such an assign
ment could not have beer, carried out with full security by the 
Honolulu Agents themselves because they are too well known in 
this comparatively small town. '

(2) Although using only five Agents to make technical 
surveys, technical installations, provide their 

own security, conduct discreet nearby fisurs cf Subjects and 
potential subjects, and ^contact anonymous sources means that the 
manpower is spread very thin especially where two separate 
hotels are involved, it is believed that the use of an experienced 
coordinated special assignment crew may very well be the best 
way to attack this problem.

(3) . The SAC and the local FBI Office are indispensable 
to the successful operation of such a special 

assignment. The two big questions that the local SA.C has to be 
in a position to answer are: (a) Exactly where is the Subject 
going to be? and (b) Can we get a room next to him? Agents on 
special assignment cannot walk in cold in any area, much less 
a crowded resort area, and accomplish this with full security. 
It is the considered opinion of the Agents who participated in 
this special assignment that we would have been spared much anxiety



SF 100-51914A
HFC/jr .

and last-minute 5mprovisaticn if ths Honolulu SAC could have 
been advised in advance, with utmost security, that he would . 
be called upon to determine where the Subject was staying . 
and to obtain adjacent space for the Agents on special assignment. 
This is a suggestion for the Bureau to consider in the event 
>it plans future special assignments of this sort. This one 
worked well due to the excellence cf the contacts,

- . t ,
(4) The playing _of TV sets in the room and the * •

. operation of' individual air conditioning
units both presented a considerable problem which made sore of 
the conversations almost, if not completely, unintelligible, 
These particular Subjects seemed to have a tendency to turn the . 
TV on most of the time when they were in the room, particularly 
!n the evening hours, We do not believe that it would be wise
.-o make either the TV or the air conditioning inoperable in a 
subject’s room where a discreet installation is made with full 
security, 'but misur coverage becomes almost ineffective no matter 
where it is placed if the TV is ^lasting away.

Transcripts cf those parts of the conversations which 
are pertinent to this investigation are being forwarded under 
separate cover as soon as possible, . ■
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UNITED STATES GOVES ’ENT < StoZZ

(- Memorandum EOUTE IN ENVELOPE Xm
y *Evar^___ t

to : Hr, A. H. Belront / date: January 6, 1964 Z’ 9-!’ — -
z

J U I? E
fro- : Hr, V. C, Sullivan f ' ----------

- ( J i 1 . - -
subject: CC’^THITST PVITT, USA ' ' '■ M'"'' :"■■■■’'

COXIUIHST^HFL^^^ IN FACIAL MATT2HS -
.n^rzirAL - 'corrzmsT

On th?.s past -'oskcnd (1/4-5/64) it vM
Hartin Luther King, Jr«. vroulu i?c stayir.v at the Villard Hotel 
in Ua^hin^or., D, C», zro^ S';- :!'.? to Vrr^oay (1/5-7/64). because _ 
o£ the inportunce of 'our invc.'.:-;: 7r.ricn ci the cormanist influence 
in racial matters and the- intell:'.;-er.ee ano ccunterintollifenco 
pcooihilitice '.mich tL'.rouah cctc?':so cf Vine's activities night

(
develop eno because t.'.ue -.7^3 of 'x.-.c I authorized Vaching-
ten I'aeld ZlC.izc to ;-?ke erf or I to ec-cvro microphone coverage of 
King vrovicod full securixy vw.ld be rxrured.

On i./O/S^.! 2 ecu ri ty Gfrrrtir.&ti'..';: Sunorvicor L. T* P., /
Or.’crnc’crf of the *.7ac?;lu7tcn rir!'*. if rice revised that the?.’ iind-{ / 

| been able t:> Gxfecx cs'*crrr'e c 1/5/34 '.*:r;h full securitv nt'M : 
that the Br/rnu vould ?.o hept ’:..:tz. ptly r.nvj^cd ox the renuits--’ ;

•J; cl this coverrre. i’svever, no telephone
; instrument is texna r cilized an tins'c^n’wtlonV



KITED ST/VTES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum Ca!U»a» 
Cot**l - -

TO HR. BULLION

Trett rr
FROM Mr

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE II? 
RACIAL MATTERS Cl

Belmont 
Sullivan 
Evans

JUNE 
57te: 7/16/63

IN ENVELOPE

FGOR
SSIF1CATI0N INDATE OF DE

The AG was contacted .at his request late this 
(afternoon. He said that Clarence Benjamin Jones, 
a NY attorney who has had close association with 
Martin Luther ’Ting, apd with Stanley Levinson 
f been in to see Burke

•XiarsCaTT about the racial situation. According to 
phe AG’, Jones had indicated he had some reserva
tions about talking with Levinson on the phone. 
Marshall thought he might have been referring to z. 
possible telephone tap, and passed it off by tellin 
Jones‘ this was something he would have to take up

Levinson J \ / i t- }

subject:

co 
cz.)

The purpose of the AG’s contact was.that this

ing technical coverage on both Jones and Hartin 
Luther King. I told the AG that I was not at all 
acquainted with Jones, but that, in so far as King was 
concerned, it was obvious iron the reports that he 
was in a travel status practically all the tine, and 
it was, therefore, doubtful that a technical surveillance 
on his office or houe would be very productive. I also 
raised the question as to the repercussions if it 
should ever become known that such a surveillance^hnd 
been put on King* REC- S

. 1 ~ 5 Jfj7 31
'' .The AG said this did not concern him at all; "

that in vxow of the possible communist influence in,,.. ,
the'racial situation, he thought iz '’advisable to ;
have as complete coverage as possible. I.told him, 
under the circumstances, that ’re would check into the^.di 
matter to see if coverage was feasible and, if so, 
would submit au appropriate recommendation to him. /

If you approve,"Ue will have a’ preliminary survey 
' ;ible with full

/

CAE:CSn .(-I)
A’ ;



IKFORKANT’S IftFOERATIOS WAS OBTAINED FROM DISCUSSION SHORTLY i
** *?i

BEFORE WITH HOSEA WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND •

POLITICAL EDUCATION, SCLC, CURRENTLY IS ATLANTA, fcSo DURING LATE M 

AFTERNOON KARCH TVEKTYEIGHT, SIXTYEIGHT, CONFERRED TELEPKOKICALLY * \

WITH FASTIS LUTHER KING, JRPRESIDENT, SCLC; RALPH D. ABERNATHY, 

VICE PRESIDENT AND TEASURER^ SCLC; AND BERNARD LEE, SPECIAL AIDE 

TO THE PRESIDENT, SCLC. -

XI?3, ABERNATHY, AND LEE ARE CURRENTLY IN ROOK EIGHT ZERO ONE, 

HOLIDAY I KE, KEWPETS.

WITH REFERENCE TO RACIAL DISTURBAXCE IS KEKPKIS KARCH



EY DEGREES WHO ARE KEITHSR SYMPATHETIC TO KING OR SCLC. IDENTITY 

Z? SUCH INDIVIDUALS MOT KHOWH. ' ■

ASERSATHY, LEE AND WILLIAMS are GREATLY CONCERNED for

WELFARE GF KING, PARTICULARLY GN KIGHT OF KARCH TWEBTYEIGaT , 
SIXTYEIGHT , UKEN HE EXPECTS TO PARTICIPATE IN MARCH OR DEMONSTRATION 

WITH SANITATION WORKERS. AT PRESENT TIME KING DOES KOT FEEL HE SHOULD 

LEAVE ?3MPHIS. DURATION OF STAY ARD FURTHER DETAILS IN THIS 
• * •

Cu..':;£C7I0rl KOT KNOWN. ' ** .

ACCORDING TO WILLIAMS, HE, ABERNATHY, ARD LEE STRONGLY FEEL ' 

SAXE ELEHENTS WHICH CAUSED DISTURBANCE IN MEMPHIS EARLIER MARCH . • f

T/EKTYEZGET MAY CAUSE PERSONAL HARM TO KING EVENING OF KARCH

TWEXTYEZGHT, SIXTYEIGHT. -

IxFOR^.TICk FROMCSsS^^ BE CLASSIFIED

MEMPHIS; HOWEVER, should advise local authorities if

LOT ALREADY KNOWN THAT KING CONTEMPLATES PARTICIPATING IK KARCH OR 

ZEMONSLi-ATIOJi EVENING OF MARCH TWEKTYEIGKT AND .THAT IN VIEW GF EARLIER 

DIST-JRZAHCES IN MEMPHIS Ok THIS DATE, SEVERAL RANKING SCLC OFFICIALS 

;??a2HEXS:V£ for personal welfare.of KIRS. ' ■



FOHZGOI^G IKFORKATIOK TELEPHONICALLY FURNISHED MEMPHIS 

7VEX7YZI2H7, SIXTYEIGKT.

.'.ECEIVED: il:3SPK RM
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Martin Luther King, Jr., President of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference, injected.himself into the 
sanitation workers* strike in Memphis, Tennessee, and the .

. result of King’s .famous espousal of nonviolence was vandalism, 
• . looting, and riot. . '

-Previously, King involved himself in this strike, 
called for a general strike, and called for a mass march/ 
Today he led the mass march in_an- au-tomohile at the head of 
the line. Negroes began shouting ’’black power” and trouble 
began.. King, apparently unable or unwilling to control the 
.marchers, absented himself from the scene; window breaking and 
looting broke put, . • .

Police officers were forced to use gas to break up 
the march and to control the crowd. It was necessary to 
activate the National Guard, Martin Luther King claims his 
much-heralded march on Washington, scheduled for April 22, 

' 1968, will also be ’’nonviolent.” He says he has persuaded
. militant black nationalists to abandon violent extremism in 
Washington, D. C., during the march. Memphis may only be.the 
prelude to civil strife in our Nation’s Capitol.

—NW 68486~Docld:32989755 Page 880
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Tn Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION '

New York, New York
March 29, 1968

Bufile 100-106670

APPROPRIATE 

AND FIELDWFICES ■
ADVISED Bl ROUTING 
SLIP (Sj

-date;. to

Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Security Matter - C

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, learned on March 28, 1968, that, 
late on that date, Stanley Levison and Martin Luther King, Jr. 
discussed the violence that occurred in Memphis, Tennessee 
on March 28, 1968, following King's leadership of a protest 

^march through downtown Memphis. King indicated that he has 
A.become so depressed over the developments in Memphis that 

he has considered calling off the Washington March (his 
self-described Poor People's Campaign, scheduled to begin in 

^Washington, D.C. on April 22, 1968).

ro YOU!

EITHER
TLUSIONS

OF D'J

■ Levison told King that his depression was aggravated 
Luibecause he is physically exhausted as a result of his recent 
tzstrenuous program. He counseled King not to be on the defensive 
Sover the events in Memphis but, on the contrary, should take 
Hlthe. position that the majority of people in the Memphis March 
Qdid not join in the rioting that took place, proving the 
ineffectiveness of King's leadership and his policy of non-violence. 
r^Levison emphasized that the Washington March will be- different 
Ain that King will have organized this march and his forces can 
j“stress the importance of non-violence. Levison suggested that 
coSaturday morning (March 30, 1968) would be a better time to 
unmeet in Atlanta to discuss the Memphis incident rather than 
^.omeeting on Friday night (March 29, 1968) became it jwil^ give- 
^King time to rest ry G ”

THIS, DO

OF THE Ylll 
OF THE F 
AGE?<Cik 
NOT TO J







- KE: >vufrxA. LbTHEWUMJ'S BIRTHDzkY 

' RECOMMENDATION:

Thai if^n£jfo^_Cpngressmen Wiggins and Rogers contact the 
Bureau that they be invited in for a confidentfaTbriefing concerning' ~ 
□Martin Luther King. They will be referred to public source newspaper 
articles if they desire to have any material for usage.

5^

‘jtWiDX'l



. BCilTEj STATES

IO Mr. W. C. Sulliva

ivan - 
. Brennan

1 - Hr
1 - Mr

1 — Mr. Rozamus
1 - Mr. Ridgeway

DATE:- April 18, 1968

BsAop .. .... - —■

Called.. ■■■ 
Cwwod---- —
Fait__ ;------------

__________
Boa— , 
S.IIWM _______
T.arl_________
Trottar , , .
TH». Been ■■

________kom : c. D. Brenna

MARTIN LUTHER KING 
; uJ^ECURITY MATTER - I

This is to advise you of past electronic surveillances
that we bad installed for the purpose of securing intelligence da 

TSI concerning the late Martin Luther King, Jr., former President of
the. Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). ."

( King had been in close association with individuals
a Communist Party background during his rise to prominence in
civil rights field. Amon 
advisor Stanley Levison?

such individuals was his principal

hav 
the

ship in the Communist Party, U_.., has been established as recent ; 
iuly, 1963. Clarence Jones, another close advisor of King, had b( 

member of the Communist Party and in a position of leadership ' 1:
the Labor Youth League, a communist front organization. Bayard
Rustin, another of King’s close advisors, was a member of the You 
Communist League in the early 1940*s and is an admitted homosexua 
In order to’ determine the subversive influence in racial matters, 
the following microphone and wiretap coverage was placed in effec

Discontinued , -LocationInstalled

X 11/8/63 
i 4/30/65

1/5/64 1/8/64
.1/27/64 1/27/64

. 2/18/64 2/20/64
u -

2/20/64M3 s’ 2/21/64

2/22/64 2/24/64
3

3/19/64 3/20/64

t B o 4/23/64 4/24/64
S w fl 
C w a 4/24/64 4/26/64

7/7/64 7/9/64

11 100-106670 
RLRisss -e

.Wiretap

Microphone ' 
Microphone

Microphone

Microphone

Microphone

Microphone

Wiretap

Wiretap

563 Johnson Avenue, N.E., 
Atlanta, Georgia
Willard Hotel, Washington, 
Shroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin . .. .
Hilton Hawaiian Village, * 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Ambassador Hotel, Los' Ange 
California

■* Los Angeles, California -n’ 
Statler Hotel, Detroit

SMichigan . * -
Senator Hotel^Sacr^inento 
California 
Hyatt An
California ’

CONTINUED - OVEg

Hyatt Houso^Motel 
California

Ang<



Memorandum C. D.( rennan to Mr, v. C. Sulla/ h
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Location ~

,5-100-106670

Installed Discontinued Type

7/7/64 7/9/64 Microphone Hyatt House Motel, Los Angele
- California •

8/14/64 9/8/64 Wiretap 125 East 72nd Street, i
New York, New York 1

8/22/64 8/27/64 Wiretap * Claridge Hotel, Atlantic City
New Jersey J

9/28/64 10/2/64 Microphone Manger Hotel, Savannah, Georg
1/8/65 1/11/65 Microphone Park Sheraton Hotel, 

New York, New York
1/28/65 1/31/65 Microphone Americana Hotel, 

New York, New York
3/29/65 3/31/65 Microphone Park Sheraton Hotel, » )

New York, New York - \
5/12/65 5/13/65 Microphone Sheraton Atlantic Hotel, |

New York, New York !
10/14/65 10/15/65 Microphone Astor Hotel, 

New York, New York
10/28/65 10/30/65 Microphone New York Hilton Hotel, 

New York, New York
11/29/65 11/30/65 Microphone Americana Hotel, 

New York, New York

In addition to the above coverage of King, the following 
coverage was afforded the SCLC.

Installed Discontinued Type Location

10/24/63 
11/8/63 
7/13/64

1/24/64
6/21/66
7/31/64

• Wiretap 
. Wiretap 

Wiretap

New York Office 
Atlanta Headquarters 
New York Office

All of the above wiretap surveillances were authorized 
under the signature of the then Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy 
who on 10/10/63 authorized the coverage of King«s residence and ar. 
other future address to which he may move, and the Nev/ York Office 
SCIO, He also authorized wiretap coverage of King and the Atlanta 
headquarters of SCLC on 10/21/63. These authorizations were giver 
during the administration of President John F. Kennedy.

Attorney General Kennedy did not sign any microphone 
surveillance requests. Microphone surveillances were authorized t 
Bureau officials acting on general authority relating to the 
Attorney General.

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 888



X>olx>nct>

Er

W. C. Sullivan

urn KARTB? LUTHER KIMG, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

DECLAee:r:zD
1 -

Co

hi

Hajime 
Ccsd/

E7“r<;
<9)

DAkUi-L
How - T.con 6221 IB 

• I

' DATE 'OF D ASSIFICATION K^FINITE

X/21ZOO 
ir. Dotoach 

Miss Koines
Sullivan 
Baumgardner? 
Bland 
Rozanus 
Bates

■ • .........—-Sp'ddi'al^.geSt in Charge Roney^ l»e\7 York Office;
on 1/20/6S and advised that Martin Luther King, Jr., and
of his associates have a reservation at the Americana Hotel 
beginning 1/21/66 for apprcnir.r.tely four days. King and -hi 
party mill have Rooms 3<35”~"3437. The Rem York Office ha 
available Room 3335 from vhich it advises it can maintain 
microphone surveillance on King with full security assured 
and without the use of any wiring.

Me have had prior information that King planned to 
with some of his advisors with couaunist backgrounds, such 
Eari’y Fachtcl and Clarence Jones this wec-k in New York City 
Past conferences with such advisors have sho—n the corxr’*’4* 
infiltree exerred by then upon Hing relative to the rr.c 

ticn as veil as the Vietr.Z7:_€ituatio

Office requested auth 
microphone surveillance installation th 
to be activated 1/21/66 vithX’fulltfsccur
requested authorit 
the c roo

sured-. *" 
for ezpe-nditure of un to §35 per day f

On *.'ew York's assurance that full security was 
available and s

on and was alsoth the i
y expenditure for the onitoring

icrophcne su
11 be immediately discontinued upon King’s

/06

100-103370 
Er. a: enure

~^N W-6B4®6~OiecMi3238®55_Page' 889



J”. C. D. DeLoach date: March 20, 1968
Cale.-----
RoSei'^—A- 
Salhvoa^— 
T*»«t 
Ttottet — 
Tele. Rooa 
Haban — 
Cca dy. —

LUTH3R KING’S 
KARCH ON WASHINGTON
ILLCIAL MATTERS

We all know the great gravity of Martin Luther 
King’s march on Washington next month. It could, .end .in 
great violence ..and-bloodshed. This being the capitol city 
iz would do us irreparable propaganda damage around the 
world. . *

This Division has been preparing to carry out its 
intelligence responsibilities relative to this inarch in the 
..□st effective manner possible. We have been girding ourselves 
for this task ever since King’s announcement to march on 
Washington. We should leave no stone unturned. * * '

In view of the above, I would like the permission 
to talk confidentially to Bishop Lord of the Methodist Church 

'.cud to Cardinal O’Boyle of the Catholic Church. I know Lord 
; personally. I suggest this, because both Protestant and 
Catholic leadership in Washington give clear signs of being 
..Lmost totally.unaware of the lawlessness and the violences • % 
prone elements who will be involved in this march. I would 
Like to make them discreetly aware of this particular factor, 
further, I would like to sow the idea that as eminent church 
Leaders they have an enormous responsibility relative to 
ansisting and maintaining law and order. I want to drop 
the hint that it ise not^enough for these church leaders to 
approve publicly as* they’ have’ done of the social Justice 
_oals inherent in this march on Washington. . I want to leave 
zhem with the thought that they will not be fulfilling their 
responsibilities unless they make it evident publicly that * 
fee church leaders of this city wjj.l_not_approve.of any



:.C.zorar.dur. to Er. C. D. DoLoach
FETIN' LUTHER KING’S &ABCH ON WASHINGTON

I uSeeJ—very ^strongly. that .’.I_can do some-good h^r^. Therefore, I do hope that the. Bureau-will-not.deny 
me the., permission. to. see. what Ican_a._ccomplish._ixL.  th is 
■extremely. vitalsarea. If i"can”bring"something of this 
nature about on the part of these church leaders, it may 
make the work, of this Bureau somewhat less heavy and 
difficult at the time of the march. -

BSCO^TENDATION: ’ - ' '■ ' _

' That I be given the permission to do as
indicated above. -

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 891
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•M HU, NO. IF

UNITED STATES GO\ ^JlMENT

Memorandum b^ui^
f

1 — Mr. Belmont
1Mr. Mohr
1 — Mr. DeLoach

W. C. Sullivan

F. J. BaumgardnerH

L BJECT: £ "COMMUNISM AND THE NEGRO 
'^KOyEMENT^ .CURRENT^  ANALYSIS”

/

Pr>^>M
•X4t__

date: March 23, 1965

rjo4

1 — Mr. Rosen -
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 — Mr. D. J. Brennan
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. Baumgardnef
1 - Mr. Phillips

__ You^will .recall that in December, 1964, with the • 
DiJN^CW^a^pr^WS^HR^BfiiiB^^gs^checkinff^w^hAjy^jg^Lte .

we disseminated to the Head^BT"T!T^x^^Lligence m 

community a paper captioned as above which depicted the 
communist influence in the Negro movement. Emphasis was V(/ 
given in the paper to the communist influences on Martin Luther
King,Jr,, as well as facts relating to his immoral 'nature.

As you are aware, LeRoy Collins, former Governor of 
Florida, is Director, Community Relations Service (CRS), 

| Department of Commerce, and in this position serves, as something 
1 of a “mediator” in problems relating to the racial field. He 
has been a key individual relative to the situation in Selma, 
Alabama. Information of interest to the CRS is regularly being

We just received reliable- infor- 
en Martin Luther"King, Jr 

rto.

disseminated to that agency 
nation concerning a conver

We have disseminated the information concerning

t
1

an 
t 
prejudice
the King conversation to CRS

It is believed that, in view of Coll ins-** “import ant

1
 position relative to the racial movement, he should/hav^o :^55 
benefit of the paper which we have already given to the 
White House and the H^ads of the intelligence community.. . Qur rela
tions with Collins have been friendly; he is a long-time admirer of
RECOMMENDATION: the Director and the Bureau.

Attached for approval is a letter to Collins enclosing" 
a copy of the paper captioned as above. /22?

, 100-442529 
Enclosures

3

SEP:pah t
(10) i

AM; 211965
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A

TO

FROM

UNITEQ STATES GOVERNS J
Memorandum

—rr 
Bciuoct d^.
Kohr ——
C3£pCf 

* CcltobtM —

C, Sullivan’

subject MARCH ON WASHINGTON 
AUGUST 28, 1933 
POSSIBLE SUBVERSIVE INFLUENCE

Memorandum Baumgardner to

date: August 27, 1963

Sullivan

Mr

Mr

Mr

SCents! - --
4 _X

’ Evsni --------
I Cole —-------

Belmont 
Rosen 
Evans 
Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
McGowan , 
Denz I xi

Tak. ft 
Holor*

forth information pertaining to communist influence and participa-* 
tion in the March on V7ashington 8/28/63. The purpose of instant ; 
memorandum is to bring the Director up to date concerning the * ✓ 
Party*s latest plans with respect to this March, ~

dated 8/22/63 set

i Gus Hall, leader of the Communist Party (CP), USA, has 
now decided to participate in this March. Hall plans to partic
ipate quietly and with no publicity. As an example of the Party’s L 
desire to particioate in the March under a veil of secrecy, nine n 
Party functionaries, headed by James E, Jackson, Editor-in-Chief 
of ’’The Worker,” east coast communist publication, are attempting; p 
to gain accreditation as "press representatives” of "The Worker” */: 
rather than as Llarch.participants. , , • /Li
____  i . ... \ I <4* Just infinitesimal!

x it V\ Information available to us as of 8/27/63 indicates that
\|lin excess of 100 CP members plan to participate in this March, 
□ I While the majority of these individuals will come from .the New Tork^sd^ 
--p and Philadelphia areas, individuals in such widely scattered areas

'• as Buffalo, Hew York; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Detroit, Michigan;
J Chicago, Illinois; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Denver, Colorado; States 
=|’of Oregon and Washington; San Francisco and Los Angeles, California; jj and the New England area plan to attend.

Information received on 8/22 and 23/63 indicates that it 
~ has been rumored among Puerto Rican indopendentists in Hew York Cit;

that the New York Junta of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico 
(KPPR) (designated pursuant to Executive Order 10450) desires to 

. - have one of its adherents ..participate in the March and to join the 
Karch leaders who will be received by the President. If successful 
this adherent, in the presence of the President, would attemot to 

| create some unspecified type of disturbance to publicize KPPR. demar.
for a free and independent Puerto Rico. Information concerning the 

1NPPR has been furnished to the local Secret Service by our Washing.
Field Office and was promptly, telephoned to Mr. John Nolan, Admini..
tivc Assistant to the Attor /37 1'

Page S93.- /



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE; MARCH OK WASHINGTON

AUGUST 28, 1963
POSSIBLE SUBVERSIVE INFLUENCE *

100-3-116 ’ ‘

. At this point, there is no information available indi-
I, eating that the Nation of Islam, an antiwhite hate group, plans 

to participate in this Karch. Approximately six members of the 
Socialist Workers Party from Cleveland plan to participate. 

t

All pertinent information received concerning communist 
influence in this March has been furnished to the Deputy Attorney 
General, Assistant Attorneys General Burke Marshall and J. Walter 
Yeagley, the military agencies and, where appropriate, to the 
Attorney General himself.

I
 We will have sources in attendance at this March and
any pertinent information developed by them will be furnished to 
the Washington Field Office and it will be appropriately furnished 
to the Department.

ACTION;

This matter is being followed closely and you will be 
kept advised of pertinent developments. Pertinent information 
received will continue to receive appropriate dissemination to

NBMM8fi^DoGld:32S83Z5tPafl>e 894.



& * Memorandum
: Mr. Mohr

from : c. D. DeLoach

UNITED STATES G ^RNM^T

DATE: . May 19, 1965

- all c~“

SUBJECT: DR. ARCHIBALD J. CAREY, JR.
REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING

PeLooefcK—— 
...

- ' Ccllcbon .. ■------
//n cmw.------------
''/J r«n

T.te.R 
Holow

. Pursuant to instructions, I saw Dr. Carey, who is known to 
Mr. Tolson and the Director, at 12:30 p. m. today in my office.

* ,✓*

— ......... Dr. Carey told me that he knew that time was limited at FBI Headquartej
so he would come right to the point. He stated he had come to see us on behalf of 
Martin Luther King. He added that King was in Chicago last weekend and stayed in 
Carey's home, and at that time indicated every evidence of great disturbance. King 
told Carey he had been reliably informed there was a massive effort to discredit him 
by the'Federal Bureau of Investigation. This effort is to begin this week.

f Carey told me that he wanted to enlist the sympathies of the not
letting any effort to discredit King occur. He said he wanted to beg the usage of our .. 
good offices to prevent such an occurrence from happening. He stated he was asking 
for our assistance based upon good reasoning. He then mentioned those reasons as: 
(1) Reverend King is a good man; (2) Reverend King stands as a ’’symbol/’ to the 
Negro race today. (3) Reverend King is a ’’safety valve” at the present time. He 
explained this by indicating that Reverend King’s articulate voice was preventing more 
of the militant and violent Negroes from committing serious acts fa the United States..

I interrupted Dr. Carey at this point and told him he had known us for a 
long time and that I felt certain.that he knew in his own mind that the FBI had plenty 
to do without being responsible for a discrediting campaign against Reverend King.

। Dr. Carey agreed that he did know us better and stated that he had doubted King’s X 
] allegations from the very beginning. I told Carey that Reverend King had criticized 

us very unfairly, particularly concerning the background and investigative actions of 
our Southern Agents. I briefed Carey very thoroughly on this point. I further told 
Dr. Carey that King had later denied that he had made such allegations ujlon having an J 
appointment in Mr. Hoover’s Office.*I told Dr. Carey that the Director had given v; 
Reverend King some very good advice insofar as his moral responsibilities were J
concerned.

1 - Mr. Belmont 
O- Mr. Rosen

- '
-1 - Mr.-Sullivan 

1- Mr. Jones

a
a?— 

aJUED NEXT PAGE . -CDD:dgs (6) . v_______ ______ ___
fa nW*
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DeLoach to Mohr Memo, 5/19/65 . *
RE: Dr. Archibald J. Carey, Jr. ' - - -

Reverend Martin-Luther King ' ' ' -
* * . * •

✓ *

.. I went into the entire situation with Dr. Carey and told him not only of 
the many*successes we had enjoyed in this particular field, but also of the dis

- couragements and humiliations that extremists on both sides attempted to subject us 
t to. Dr. Carey showed great interest and indicated that he would be one that would 
I attempt to remedy that situation.

• * . * '
Dr. Carey called me'at 3:35 p.m. this afternoon and stated he wanted 

] to use about ten seconds in mentioning two additional things: (1) He stated that he 
Shad talked to King telephonically and remonstrated with King about the fact that King 

- shoTdd make a greater effort to praise the FBI for its excellent work in the civil rights 
field. (2) Dr. Carey stated he wanted to be very immodest for a second. He added 
that he felt he had done a great deal for the current administration and that despite 
the fact that he was the president of a savings and loan association; minister of a large 

1 Negro church; and head of other business interests, he would still appreciate it if the 
Director would say a good word for him to the President. Dr. Carey stated he knew 
John Macy of the Civil Service Commission very well and felt that Macy would be on 

©iis side if any appointment came up. I told Dr. Carey that the Director, of course, 
regarded him very highly and would naturally keep his request in mind, although it 
might be presumptuous for the Director to make such recommendations to the White 
House. Dr. Carey stated he could understand this. He again pledged his loyalty 
and friendship. * . -

ACTION:
" ■ • • ' •

. Dr. Carey is the third individual that King has had come see us relative 
to requesting that we not expose him. Roy Wilkins, Jim Farmer and Reverend 
Abernathy have all been here fpr the same purpose. It is obvious that King is 
becoming very disturbed and worried about his background, else he would not go to 
such great efforts to have people approach the FBL I did not commit the FBI in any 
manner insofar as exposing King is concerned. To the contrary, I let Carey flatly 
know of King’s derelictions insofar as false allegations against us are concerned and 
of the fact that King and other civil rights workers owed the FBI a debt of gratitude 
they would never be aide to repay. For record purposes. .

NW 68486 Dodd:32989755 Page 896



M9 IM tmtiQM 
CU C*N. ttO. HO.

UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT

Memorandum
to :Mr. W. C. Sullivan

from ;G. C. Moore ^7^

subject : MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Through liaison it has been determined that the
recent monograph entitled “Martin Luther King, Jr., A 
Current Analysis,*’ dated March 12, 1968, has been received 
very favorably by the intelligence community. Because of 
this, liaison has received requests from various agencies 
for copies of this monograph. We feel that the monograph 
would be helpful to other Government agencies with 
intelligence responsibilities.

It is recommended that copies of the monograph 
on Martin Luther King, Jr., be furnished the following
agencies by liaison: Central/Intelligence Agency; X 
Sttxe&axy of State Dean Rusk; Joint Chiefs of Staff, - 
Major General Carl C. Turner, Provost Marshal, U. S. Army; 
General Leonard E. Chapman,. Commandant, U. S. Marine Corps. .

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr

\ALL

DMW:ekw 
(7)

[100-106670

14 ^AR 26 1353

897

DeLoach.
W. C. Sullivan
Bishop
G. C. Moore
D, J. Brennan
D. M, Wells



KX- «O M
M4» l««J fMtaOM
•W MM. N6. MO, if
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
no

FROM

:Mr. W. C. Sullivan

1

DATE;March 19, 1968 -

iG* C. Moore

subject; HARTIN LUTHER KIKG, JR.
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

Through liaison it has been determined that the 
recent monograph entitled “Martin Luther King, Jr., A 
Current Analysis,“ dated March 12, 1968, has been receivec 

I very favorably by the intelligence community. Because of 
‘this, liaison has received requests from various agencies 
for copies or this monograph. We feel that the monograph 
would be helpful to other Government agencies with inf-nil — ----

recomkekdatiof

It is recommended that copies of the monograph . 
on Martin Luther King, Jr., be furnished the following 
agencies by liaison:- Central, Intelligence Agency; * / ’ 
Secretary of State Dean RuskJ; Joint Chiefs of Staff ;x 
Major General Carl C. Turner, Provost Marshal, U. S. Army; 
General Leonard E. Chapman, Commandant, U. S. Marine Corps 

. .... • ............
. •• •> •

C—*
2-svr v ;
Ji Ci 1U;,.C2* C'.:-",‘C!3 f'jWfl or

a yintr and is nOVfcr 'dissertA- 
Ji- -.z- fr, cfficial proceedings by
■'■■■: T<-t dLAoscd to unauthorized person- 5.



3/21/68

TELETYPE -

CODED -•

1
1

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. G. C. Moore - ■

. . BALTIMORE- 
-•.BIRMINGHAM-' 
•. BOSTON*' •***.
.-CHARLOTTE7 

A . CINCINNATI'

PERSONAL ATTENTION '
ALL OFFICES - -

COLUMBIA':
,DETROIT' 

' JACKSON' 
•LOUISVILLE- 
-MILWAUKEE.^ 
vMOBILE^.>_z 
^^YOR^

HER’Ellr IS.

PITTSBURGH' 
RICHMOND< 
WFO

KAR 211968

ENCIPHERED

. W^ziaTHER RACIAL-m^IGENCE.^^^ - ' '

REFERENCE IS MADE’TO TELEP-HONE'CCNV^ WITH?. EACH

- SAC DURING THE PAST WEEK GIVING INS IONS CONCERNING $ 
” ' '."I

MARTIN LUTHER KING’S WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT

PERSONALLY URGE EACH SAC TO DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE IN CARRYING

OUT THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN YOU IN REFERENCED TELEPHONE CALLS C<
’jar —............  J ___ * - I

....- .AND TO CARRY OUT THESS' INSTRUCTIONS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. ; .

£lZZ=TJD:dsm (7)^^ - . ■

-NOTE;.,. . Martin Luther King’s Washington Spring Project : -
’-^1 is scheduledbegin the end of April, 1968, and instruct- - - 
?HWJS486^ocIdi32989755 Pag/899 . ’ . - • \ ' ' ■ -'.-

. .-v-a z onxr'FT^TrT'^’n PAGE'TWO : ■





TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

I

£

WO.
MAT W tOtffON £•’
OH aeo. wo. »f V. :^3
UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum
DATE:

IQ. G

MARTIN LUTHER KIHG, JR. 
SECURITY HATTER - C

3-5-58

Tot*r»

CollcMn-------  
Coszcd--------—
Frit------------

Tsritw------- — 
Trie. Bona —
Bois** ■. — 

. Geait , —

Pursuant to the Director*s question as to why 
bringing up to date this monograph may take until 3-14-•58, 
the following is set forth for .consideration:

• This section made an immediate analysis of the . 
problem, and discovered that there have been so many changes 
and developments in regard to organizations, leadership, 

- and activities affecting Martin Luther icing’s operations 
that to do a truly first-class’job would require not 

i bringing the monograph up to date, but rewriting it"from 
the vary beginning. This is what the section is engaged
in doing now. However, if the Director feels that urgency 
is paramount in this matter, this section will be only too 

. glad to work around the clock and rewrite the monograph
in a minimum of

KA

3

Deloach

V; 
u

•;. c.

Li shop

It is to be noted that our analysis 
of the racial situation in Washington

HEREIN IS URvL. 
DATE^WU

ADDENDUM: WCSilml- '3/5/68'

time. This would mean completing it about

X\\\ \z> 
' - ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

„ involves King) will be finished on Thurs<culliv2nof this week> .

Moore

If the Director so desires, as indicated^ this 
section will be glad to complete it on a crash basis as 
described above. I x?//—

M

NWOW Docld:32989755 Page 901
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Toleoe — 
DeLoeeh
Mohr

no Mr* V. C. Sullivan

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
DATE: 2/29/68

Cjllstcr
CoKXOd —

•ROM 1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. D. M. Wells

OBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - C

Tfotur------ - 

Tele. Rome -

Holaet ■

Mr. Tolson has sugge i^and the Director agreed, 
that the monograph on Martin Luther King, Jr., be brought ;r*rcJ

- ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------r —

This is an excellent suggestion and we have already
• started the necessary research. Bringing this monograph up to 

date and disseminating it at high level prior to King’s "Wash- 
lington Spring Project” should serve again to remind top-level 
officials in Government of the wholly disreputable character 
of King. . .

As you know, King’s "Washington Spring Project" was .
originally scheduled for early April, 1968. However, our 
Washington Field Office has developed information that King’s 

/ group is experiencing difficulty in recruiting individuals
to participate in the demonstration and the date for the project 
has now tentatively been set for April 27, 1968.

jo
do.j Because of the importance of doing a thorough job on

11 this, we will conduct an exhaustive file review to bring togetheV 
•^^|the most complete and^ up-to-date information and to present it p

Hi 5

a hard-hitting manner To make the brief timely, we will
^ihave it completed and ready for dissemination by March 14, 1968

RECOMMENDATION;

f-1 '
fK? M V?

1-3 K &H

TDR:lmr
~ . (6)-

For information

KAR £.158'8

MAR 1 v IvSS This document is prepared in response to i/our request and is

v NW 68486 DDcld:32989755 Psg^^O^ithout the express approval of thi‘"£l$ • * 



5

JACKSON (157-9097) 3/11/68

All 1

DATE.

r :d ■

Racial Intelligence, Division 5, SOG, advised ASAC EHE2L T.

4.~

' •• The racial conference at the SOG discussed the „ .
\ Washington Spring Project headed by MASTIN 1UTHEE. KIES and . . 
?? recommended that the facts about the Project be brought to 

£ ' the attention of possible participants through a rumor campaign.
* . . We would use our informants, without their knowledge > to spread

. the story about lack of funds and organization, Rears of ■
• aconomic_reprisal and personal safety should dissuade potential

~ participants, We would point out also that the project is •.
. - ’ strictly for .MARTIN HITHER. KISG’s benefit which is actually . .'

. .. ? the case, He thinks he can regain lost prestige by this . .
' - *. .-demonstration, Some suggested rumors would consist of? . .

..." • • Government discontinued, . • • .

. .. possible threats of violence and bodily barer to the
/ • \ participants would be spread. Also information showing that_^

’ ?x. "the Washington Negro Community is incensed and furious with . \
<■/T .Respect to-this ciarch on Washington by outside Negroes, x-

y ''' The above are a few of the type of rumors that cart be
/ used and ycn> should tie in any rumor of this nature to your local 

/ Problem, ^Als<> think of other^ountorintelligence xsethods and — 
J-. —g^u^e ^glgpho\Ic~approval~~froia the Bureau prior to utilization,

2 - 157-9097. 1 •^gSrD— THF-mn

NW;6848f5Dacl4dp89755



FILE (6G—293) 6/23/66

SAC JOSEPH H. PONDER

Inspector JOSEPH A. SIZOO, Domestic Intelligence' 
Division, called at 11:45 a.n. on 6/21/66. He instructed that 
our technical coverage on SCLC and MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
be discontinued immediately. He said this coverage should be 
discortinued in such a way that it can be re-established on - 
short notice, but it is not to be re-established without 
specific Bureau instructions. ...

I told SIZOO we would discontinue this operation 
at once, but that we would pot remove any of our equipment 
from the plant, and that we' would leave an Agent on duty round 
the clock to insure the security of the installation. Tie will 
continue to man the plant for security reasons for about a I 
reek at the end of which tine we will check with the Bureau 
for further instructions if none have been received in the 
meantime.

I called SA DAVIS then on duty at the plant at 
11:55 AH and be at tbat time discontinued this source. The 
Bureau was subsequently advised by teletype that this source 
was discontinued at 11:55 a.m. 6/21/6G.

1 - 66-293
T)- 100-GG70-E

This dommrut is prepared in response to pour request and is not for dissemi- 
roCo',: roar Committee. Its use i: limited to nffzcuii proceedings by
p«ur C-m.^t'cc and Ike contort may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
r.*l fiikout the express approval of the FBI .

JKP:hld

/M-bb
5i»*CHLD_______W9£«0-------—
£tffi*t«nn „/L mto_____

JUN23R6S .]
fBi— A1LAN1A * 1

•

—_________ uz___ _ ____NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 904
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• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT z

■Memorandum ^ROU Correa

DATEBelmont

In connection with captioned case, we had a microphone
urveillance cover the activities of Kartin Luther King, Jr., and 
one of his associates while they were at the Villard Kotei in
ashington, D. C., 1-5/7-64. The results of this coverage are . 
obtained in a letterhead memorandum, a copy of which is attached.’.? r ; -•?

fto accordance with the Director’s instruction that the T':
torney General be given the results of this coverage, it is 
ggested that Assistant Director Evans personally deliver to the 
torney General the copy of the letterhead memorandum which is r 
C ched. ' /

ho will

^The attached document is classified **Top Secret** to 
the likelihood that this material will be read by someone 
leak it to King. However, it is possible despite its /.

lassification, the Attorney General himself may reprimand King . - 
a the basis of this merial. If he goes, it is_not_likely.we ‘ < 
fll"~aevel6p7~ any ^Hore .suca information Through the means employed. I 
i~~is~j£ighly imoortaat that we do develop_further in format ion ..of ,r J 
-is type in order that we"may completely discredit Kinz_ as The “ /

the Kegro.people. * ~ imnUhfiHT-. -- /

~CO>2T:OATIC-K ; ULuLr? J* ’

This memorandum be routed to Ur. Evans so that he may i
Ornish the Attorney General, personally, a copy of the letterhead J 
-?=ioraDdum. It is suggested Ur. Evans deliver this memorandum personally 
o it won’t be passing through the hands of office personnel who might ; 
ilk about 
2C. 
>0-3-116

r-rc^rr

Be Imo lit 
Evans 
Sullivan 
Bland

fee-
■pr.vsc in il^'i isr.nl fnr tesrmi- 

zro~ c-:'. z hy

NW f&ldWaWS' Pagb m.'j'it Ih (i:.^ rurfA (A t 'i



.emorandum to Mr. Belmont
-E: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 

.00-3-116

Inasmuch as King is seeking an appointment with President 
'ohnson and as we have previously alerted the President concerning 
.ing’s communist connections in particular, it may be the Director 
ill want Mr. DeLoach to show a copy oi the letterhead memorandum 

Hr. Jenkins

(
- 2





MR. HOOVER:

January 14, 1964

RE: REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR,

Pursuant to the Director’s instructions, I showed

Mr. Tpls. n '>
Mr. pelmc^rf. 
Mr.
Mr. Casper — 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad _ 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Evans _  
Mr. Gale —y/ 

U^lr. RosFn^ 
X Mr. S*i?ivcn . 

" ' Mr. Tavel _
Mr. Trotter-~ 
Tele. Hoons . 

\ ~ Miss Holmes 
A-^'Mlss Gandy<

the attached report concerning the engaged in by Dr. Kin;
to Walter Jenkins of the White House this morning at 11:00 a. m.
Jenkins read the entire report word for word. I told him that the Director thought 
perhaps the President might like to know about this matter strictly in confidence.- 
Jenkins stated he would tell the President this afternoon about this incident He . . 
stated that it certainly opened hiseyes and he felt it was one of the most repulsive 
incidents that he knew of. I told Jenkins that the Director indicated I should leave 
this attachment with him if he desired to let the President personally read it.
Jenkins mentioned that he was sufficiently aware of the facts that he could verbally 

tadvise the President of the matter. Jenkins was of the opinion that the FBI could 
kgrform a good service to the country if this matter could somehow be confidentially 
Sven to members of the press. I told him the Director had this in mind, however, 
* also believed we should obtain additional information prior to discussing it with 
pertain friends 7 /i

Enclosure ■ GAINED

RESPECTFULLY

rrA fez JAN24 1964
REC’J03

.tTltti doev.rmt.ig prrr^red i? rceponsi? to tf^r ^Te^ia^nroceedina^by 
1 wtic-n onltiie yottr lie we u hmt "d to /l^n^horized oerso^
’.’■'-Voiir Committee and the content may nut bedisclosed to unauihonz P
55 the express approved of the FBI •

ALL.I

C. D. DE LOACH

CDD:dgs 
(2)



ELAC5 RATIONALIST
*XhTZ2HAL SECUHIZT

1 — Er^ Trainor 
X - Hr. B. A; Wells 
X — Er, C. W, Thompson

Offices receiving -copiea of this letter nr® Instructed 
to fsoedintely establish'a control file, captioned ns above, and 
to assign responsibility tor following and coordinating this new__ :

Special Agent well versed in Investigations relating to black 
nationalist, bate-type organizations, The field office control 
file used under this program my be maintained in a pending 
inactive status until such tine as a specific operation or 
technique is placed under consideration for foplenentation^ . . J

The purpose of this ner counterintelligence endeavor-.
is- to exposeT'disrupt^isisdirect/ discredit, or, otherwise J
neutralize the activities of black nationalist, hate-type ' /
-organizations and groupings,-their'leadership, spokesmen, 
membership, sad supporters, and to counter their propensity for - 
-Violence and civil ‘ disorder." The activities of all such‘groups 
of Intelligence interest to this Bureau oust be followed on. a 
continuous bails so ire trill be In ft position, to promptly take 
advantage-of all-opportunities tor counterintelligence and to 
Inspire action in Instances where circumstances varrant. The 
pernicious background pf ouch groups,-.their duplicity, and devious
maneuvers amst be exposed to public scrutiny where such publicity 
trill have a neutralizing effect, _ Efforts .of the various groups//V - 4 48006— /ft - Philadelphia /2 — Atlanta
2 — Baltimore
2 — Boston
2 - Buffalo
2 ~ Charlotto
2 * Chicago
2 — Cincinnati
2 — Cleveland

. 2 — Detroit .2 •- Jackson

2 —■ Phoenix . *—
2 — Pittsburgh ''
2 - Richmond ' r 3s^yg 2 9 5957
2 — St. louiS r-;r2 — San Francisco *
2 — Washington Field Office

COUM-FB*
2 — Tiecphist
2 * Rework-

• •



C ’ Sattar to BAC, Albany

JSACX-RATIONALIST - BATS GROUPS
to consolidate their forces recruit new or youthful - . .
adherents wist ba frustrated, ^No opportunity should be Biased - - - 

. to exploit through counterintelligence techniques the -
. organizational and personal conflicts cf the leaderships cf tho 

groups and wharo possible an effort should be made to capitalise . 
Upon existing conflicts between competing black nationalist - 
organizations, 9hen an opportunity is apparent to disrupt er -

... neutralize black nationalist, bate-type .organizations through tha
- cooperation of established/local news Badia contacts or through

. eruch contact with sources available to the Seat cf Government, 
in ovary instance careful attention asuzt.-be given to the proposal 
to insure the targeted group io disrupted, ridiculed, or -

—' discredited-through the publicity and not merely publicized, _ :__  
Consideration should be given to techniques to preclude violence- ’ 
prone or rabbla-rouaar leaders ef hato groups iron spreading their

• * philosophy publicly or through various bass constunication -media,.

x ’ Rany "individuals currently active in black nationalist
“©organizations have backgrounds ©f ianorality, subversive activity, 

_ end crlnfnal records, Through your investigation of key agitators 
you should endeavor to establish their unsavory backgrounds, - 
Be alert to determine evidence of wieappropriation of funds ©r

- other types of personal nisconduct on the part of militant 
nationalist lenders co any practical or warranted counter—. 
Intelligence, Bay be instituted,

' Intensified attention under this program should b®
■ afforded to the activities of such groups as the Student 1 / 

Nonviolent Coordinating Connittee, the Southern Christian- ' _ J /
' leadership Conference^ Revolutionary Action lbvenent, fES
* 'beacons for XJefense and Justice, Congress of Racial Equality,.

- and the Ration of Islxd, Particular enphosis should be given to
*. extredato who direct the activities and policies of 

revolutionary or militant groups such as Stokely Carmichael,

At this tine ths Bureau is setting up no requirement 
tor status letters to be periodically subeitted under this 
prograa, It will be incuEbent upon you to insure the program 

/ is being afforded necessary and continuing attention and that , 
no opportunities will be overlooked for counter intelligence ...

Thio progron should not ba confused with tho program 
Centitied ^Coasunlst Party, USA,. Counterintelligence Program, 

Internal. Security — C,M (Bufilo 100-3-104), which is directed

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 912



. battar to SAC, Albany ' • - ' A ' ’-\r ' .* " '
S3: C0UNTEHINTELL.IGKHC3 &ZCGBASL " - -..-.^—7?^

BIAC3 HATI0KA1IST - EATS GHCUP3 ' • .

against ths Consranist Party and related organizations, qr_Jtha_ 
progran entitled •’Counterintelligence Bro gran, Internal Security^ 

, Bioruption-of- Bata.Groups »5LXBuf 1 1 e_157.~9) r vhich is diractedL
©gainst dan and hate-type groups primarily consisting- of Vhita 
£»esb«mhlps, «r ..... •

All Special Agent personnel responsible for tho 
.investigation of black nationalist, hate-type organizations and 

* their tseabemhips should b£'alerted to our.counterintelligence 
Interest and each investigative Agent has a responsibility to .' 
call to 'the attention of the counterintelligence coordinator 
suggestions and possibilities lor implementing the pragma, 

" Ton are also cautioned that the nature of this nev endeavor-------— 
As ffuch that tinder no circunstances should the existenea of

.*the program be oade hnovn outside ths Bureau and appropriate 
/■' vithin-office security nhould be afforded to aensitive operations 

and tschni.ques conaidsred under the progran,-

Sfc> counterintelligence' action under thia "’prograa axay
V FXthout specxiic prior Bureau "

authorization. —— _

Ton are urged to taka an enthusiastic and imglnative 
approach to thin near counterintelligence-endeavor and the Bureau- 

'trill.be pleased to entertain liny suggest ions or techniques sron 
Bay^recoKnand, .......... ..

£

NW'«^r*ho®l<i:3298®755 'Page M3



(Priority}

To: ' SAC, Albany ' PERSONAL ATTENTION

^VTrora: Director, EBI (100-448006) •'

. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
' BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS. ' " -

' 'RACIAL INTELLIGENCE "

Title is changed to substitute Racial Intelligence 
for Internal Security for Bureau routing purposes.

• ATTENTION FOR ALL THE FOLLOWING SACs -' . ;

• ' ............' ' ' -

2 - Atlanta
‘ 2 - Baltimore

2 - Birmingham
• 2

2
2

■ 2

- Minneapolis
- Mobile
- Newark .
- New Haven * . 4»2 - Boston

2 •B Buffalo ' 2 •MB New Orleans
2 •• Charlotte . .2 New York •

2 4MB Chicago • ' 2 Omaha •
2 4MB Cincinnati 2 Philadelphia

*

. 2, 4MW Cleveland •_ . . . . ■. '2 •W phoenix.. *. • • •*,

2 •* Denver . 2 4MB Pittsburgh
2 4M» Detroit 2 M Portland. • _

2 «■» Houston . 2 •B Richmond
2 MB Indianapolis 2 •• Sacramento •

2 •• Jackson 2. •4* San Diego *

2 Jacksonville' 2: B» San Francisco
2 *• Kansas City ' ' 2 •* Seattle - -

2 MB Los Angeles v2 •• Springfield
2 •* Memphis .^.2 St« Louis •

2 •• Miami 2 •* Tampa *

2 •* Milwaukee z . 2 BB WFO

----- 1
ALLIE

OIHEESISZ

M Per-------------------- - -----—----------NW 6feB ^±32989755 Page 914



Airtel to SAC, Albany
HE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ISOGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS .

. • ... .. Memphis.;
• Newark - 

.New Orleans 
New York

. .Philadelphia - 
" - " Phoenix '' -'

. Pittsburgh 
.Richmond

• " .St. Louis 
San Francisco

. 1?ashing:on Field

BACKGROUND
By letter dated 8/25/67 the following offices 

were advised of the beginning of a Counterintelligence 
Program against militant Black Nationalist-Hate. Groups:

Albany . . ..
- ..- Atlanta ’' 

■ Baltimore 
' Boston 
' Buffalo :

. - ■ Charlotte -r' 
Chicago 
Cincinnati • 
Cleveland 
Detroit 
Jackson 

- . ' . Los .Angeles.

. Bach of the above offices was; to designate .a
. Special Agent to coordinate this program. Replies to this- * ' . 
, letter indicated an interest in counterintelligence against

militant black nationalist groups , that foment violence and “ - 
several offices outlined procedures which had been effective 
in the past. Bor example, Washington Field Office had ' 
furnished information about a new Nation of Islam (HOI)
grade school to appropriate authorities in the District

.../of Columbia who investigated to determine .if - the school 
conformed to District regulations for private schools. In 
the process WO obtained background information on the parents 
of each pupil, ..: .

- The Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), a pro
Chinese communist .group, was activ.c in Philadelphia, Pa., ’ . .. .

✓ in-the summer of 1967. The Philadelphia Office alerted - .
local police," who then put RAM leaders under close scrutiny.

•They were arrested on every possible charge until they.could 
no longer make bail. .As a result, RAH leaders spent t^ost of the ' 
summer in jail and no violence traceable to RAM took place.

Tho Counterintelligence Program is now being .
expanded to include 41 oflices. Bach of the offices added 
to this program should designate an Agent familiar with bluc-

- 2 -
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cficK KATIOiaLIST-HATE GROUPS

nationalist activity, and interested, in counterintelligence, 
to coordinate this program. This Agent will be responsible 
for the periodic progress letters being requested, but each 
Agent working this type of case should participate in the 
formulation of counterintelligence operations,

GOALS . .

For maximum effectiveness of the Counterintelligence 
program, and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are ■ 

• being set. - ' . . --

.1. Prevent the coalition of .militant black 
nationalist groups. In unxty there is strength;^ a truism- 

. that is no less valid for nll-.lts. triteness. An effective . 
coalition of black nationalist groups right be the first 
step toward a real ”J-lau Mau” in America, the beginning cf 
a true black revolution.

2. prevent the rise of a "messiah” who could 
unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist movement, 
Malcolm- X might have been such a "Messiah; ” he is the martyr 
of the movement today...Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael 
.and Elijah Muhamed all aspire to this position. Elijah. 
Muhamed is less of a threat because of his age. King could 
be a. very real contender for. this position should he abandon - 
his supposed "obedience” to **white, liberal doctrines” 
(nonviolence) and embrace black nationalism. Carmichael 
has the necessary charisma to be a real threat in this way.

,3. .preventviolence on the part .of black 
nationalist groups. This xs“pf primary importance, and is, 

. of course, a goal of our investigative activity; it should 
also be a goal of the Counterintelligence Program. Through 
counterintelligence Jit should be possible to pinpoint*potential 
troublemakers and neutralize them before they exercise*their 
potential for violence.- ’

• ..** .^J* * • fl. ♦ ,* • # . . fl . .,.

4. Prevent militant black nationalist groups and 
leaders from gaining respectability, by discrediting them - " 
to three separate segments of the community. The goal of 
discrediting black nationalists must be handled tactically 
in three ways. • You must discredit these groups and 
ibdividuals to, first, the responsible Xcgro community. 
Second, they must be discredited to the white community,

- 3 -
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Airtcl to SAC, Albany
RE: COUPER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

both the responsible community and to "liberals” who have 
vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist simply

• because they are Negroes. Third, those groups must be 
discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers 
of the movement. This last area requires entirely different 
tactics frost the first’ two. publicity about violent tendencies 
and radical statements merely enhances black nationalists 
to the last group; it adds "respectability" in a different 
way.. . / ' ’*.. .

5. A final goal should be to prevent ‘the long- . -
• range growth of militant black nationalist organizations, 

‘especially among youth.. . Specific tactics to prevent these - ;
*’ '• •groups from converting young people-must be developed’. - -- - - - -

/ Besides these, five goals counterintelligence is 
a valuable part of our regular investigative’program as it 
often produces positive information.

( targets . . ’
7 Primary targets of -the Counterintelligence Program,’ "
< .Black “Nationalist-Hate Groups, should be the. most violent

and radical groups and their leaders. We should emphasize 
those leaders and organizations, that .are nationwide. in scope -. 
and are most capable of disrupting this country .’• These 
targets should include the radical and violence-prone

. leaders, members, and followers of the;

’ '' - - • . . 'Student Nonviolent Coordinating .Committee’ (SNCC) -
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)- 
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM).

* . Nation of Islam (NOI)

; '* - Offices handling these cases and those of St.okcly ..
Carmichael of SNCC, Hf Rap Brown of SKCC,: Martin Luther King 
of SCLC, Maxwell Stanford of RAM, and Elijah Muhammed of - 
NOI, should be alert for counterintelligence suggestions.
INSTRUCTIONS . , ’*

Within 30 days of the date of this letter each ofG.ce 
should; •

1, Advise the Bureau of the identity of the Special 
Agent assigned to coordinate this program.

- — 4 -
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Airtel to SAC, AlTany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BIJiCK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

' 2. Submit a very succinct-Summai’y of the black*  
nationalist movement in the field office territory. Include 
name, number of members and degree of. activity of each black - 
nationalist group. Also state your estimate of each group’s' 
propensity for violence. This is for target evaluation only, 
not for record purposes. Second, list Rabble-Rouser Index 
subjects who are militant black nationalists*and  any other . 
militant black nationalist leaders who might be future, 
targets of counterintelligence action because of their’.pro- 

;.pensity for violence. . Include a minimum of background- • ” 
sBoSI3asuf?ice each'Persoa listed; a few descriptive-sentences

• - 5

• • ,3. List those.organizations individuals' ’.«  /*
? you consider .of ..such potential danger as -io .be' considered*  '• *-  

for current counterintelligence action. Briefly justify 
each target. • . . . -

• • 4. Submit any suggestion you have for overall '
. . 'counterintelligence action or the administration of this

program. Suggestions for action against any specific .
target should be submitted by separate letter. „• \

" ' ' ' 5. Submit, by separate letter, suggestions for •' .
' counterintelligence action against the targets previously , 
.listed as field-wide. These should not be general, such .
as "publicize Stokely Carmichael’s travel to communist . 
countries,” but should be specific as to target, what is - 
to be done, what contacts are to be used, and all other . 
information needed for the Bureau to approve a counter— - 

. intelligence operation. . . . . . • .- y. . •
. * • Thereafter, on a ninety-day basis, each office

- is to submit a progress letter, summarizing counterintelligence 
. .operations proposed during the period, operations effected;

and tangible results. Any changes in the overall black - 
nationalist’movement should be summarized in this letter.
This should include new organizations, new leaders, and any ' * 
changes in data listed under number two above. Suggestions 
for counterintelligence operations should not be set out 
in this progress letter. Use the following captions:

1. Operations-Under Consideration, 2. Operations 
Being Effected, 3. Tangible Results, and 4. Developments 
of Counterintelligence Interest, Those 90~day progress 
letters are due at the .Bureau the first day of Jiai’ch, Juno, 
September, and December, excepting March, 1068. . '
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" Airtel to SAC, Albany
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS

. The effectiveness of counterintelligence depends 
on the quality and quantity of positive information .
available regarding the target and on the imagination and 
initiative of Agents working the program. The response of 
the field to the Counterintelligence Program against the - 
Communist Party, USA, indicates that a superb job can. be 
done by the field on counterintelligence;. . . . .

, . . ~ ... . . ... . • - . • — »

• - - - Counterintelligence operations must- be approved . ' •
by the.Bureau. -Because of the nature of this program each 
operation must be designed to.protect the Bureau*s interest. , 
so that there.is po possibility .of embarrassment. to the .. ,•
Bureau. ' Beyond this the Bureau will give every”possible 
consideration..to..your proposals. . ' ; . • -
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::.5rr.it the following in--------------------------------------------—--------------—-------------- ----------- —---- 1(Type, in plaintext or code) •

, AIRTEL _____________ REGISTERED MAIL___________________ |
' “ ' (Priority) . ।

__________________________________________ L

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-448OO6)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2520)

SUBJECT: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE * PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -.HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE “

The Southern Christian Leadership Confererice 
(SCLC) has recently opened an office in Baltimore, Maryland, 
in connection with the proposed march on Washington by 
SCLC. A racial source of this office has advised that 
prominently displayed in the office are photographs of 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, MUHAMMED ALI CS^CASIUS CLAY. Copies 
of the publication “Muhammed Speaks’1 and other literature 
of the National of Islam (NOI) are available in this office. 
Additionally, there is indication that a representative of . 
the NOI in Baltimore has been in contact with SCLC represen
tatives here.

It is recalled that in 1966, KING and ELIJAH 
MUHAMMED were not able to resolve their differences at a 
widely publized meeting of the two. .

At the present time, the SCLC is making very poor 
^progress in either getting organized, finding sufficient 
'S\PeoP3-e with funds to*back the project, and in general 

- '^finding enough residents in Baltimore to go along with the 
. y^jidea of such a march. Again according to our source, the 

‘ < 'leaders of the SCLC here are talking of picking a particu- 
X lar area of the City of Baltimore and concentrating on that

area to gain support with the thought that .thereafter to
,spread to other parts of the city. loD - 

■ 1 - $ OH V 0 & * 9
(3 - Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) (Encl. 1)

"1 - Baltimore orn * '
MEGcrlj ntb-a

ALL Vp-r 4-

^ont ____________ M Per
Special Agent- in Charge

-A-pprav^



BA 157-2520

Sources have advised this office that the • . 
presence of literature and photographs connected with the • ■ \ \ 
NOI, along with KING, have raised the question as to where - 
all the money is going to in connection with this and - •
other projects. . . - •- ■

’ Attached to this airtel is a sketch of a suggested * . ,
leaflet. It is requested that this be considered by the • r . 
Bureau and that a refinement of this sketch be made with 
either a photograph or possibly a caricature and that a ■ • 
sample copy be furnished to this office. It is specifically . ' 
noted that this office does not desire to use this leaflet 
at the present time; but,':" ’zif the SCLC does make any head
way in a particular section in Baltimore City then this 
office would make a recommendation of anonymous distribution ‘ 
of this leaflet in quantity. • . ’

a
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Airtcl

To: SACs Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Chicago

(157-2520)

1 - T. D.

___h lL
Prom: Director, FBI (100-448005)

. commsinrELLiGEHcs peogpah ■ 
BLACK KATICnALZ-ST - KATE GBCDPS ' 

RACIAL IKTZLLIC-EiTCE ...
CMSSINGTOS SPUING PROJECT) ‘ '

3/14/68

Deakin

ReBAairtol 3/8/68.
For the information of Atlanta and Chicago referenced 

airtel pointed out that the Southern Christian Leadership 
- Conference (SCLC) recently opened an office in Baltimore, 

Maryland, in connection with Martin Luthor King’s Washington 
Spring Project. Baltimore advised that photographs of Hartin 
Luther King and Muhammed Ali (Cassius Clay) are displayed in 
this offico and literature of the Hat ion of Islam (KOI) is 
available at the SC7XJ office. The KOI newspaper, "Muhammed 
Speaks,” is also available at the office. Baltimore suggested 

—that a cartoon concerning the unusual alliance of the SCLC and 
:he KOI be circulated in Baltimore if the campaign for the

J Washington Spring Project takes hold in Baltimore. The Bureau 
Exs holding this suggestion in abeyance at this time. .
2 , 
2 
O 
uj. Because of the past conflict between Martin Luther 

and the HOI, Baltimore is requested to consider the possi-
bxlity of alerting a newspaper source to this situation. If a

—newspaper publicised the apparent alliance between King and the 
KOZ, a militant, black nationalist group, it night prove

; embarrassing to King. Of course, the publicity should not be in 
a Hegro newspaper that might only publicize the Washington

- Spring Project to King’s advantage. .

TJDjlkm 
O) ALL lUFOrr (’OT-t^trzd

KECHIE 75 ’T?; "^TriED
SLOWil 

f 7 OTHLSTISE. . • *

«OD0

•P 1 
t

3



Airtel to SAC Atlanta '
ER; CCUliTSnniTELLIGL'iiCE PROGRAM • ' •
<100-443006) .

. . ' Atlanta is requested to comment on this suggestion •
-and advise the above offices and the Bureau by return airtel,

. Advise what King’s reaction might possibly be to this publicity. 
Chicago is requested to advise of any possible HOI reaction by

.. return airtel, and thereafter, Baltimore should expeditiously 
' ' submit recommendations for alerting a completely cooperative
' and reliable newspaper source who would publicize this situation 
*. as outlined above. Since the Washington Spring Project is 
. " ’ scheduled to begin April 22, 19SS, each office should, promptly

. reply. .
' No counterintelligence action should be taken without

?. Bureau authority. The Bureau appreciates Baltimore submitting
this suggestion and recognizing the counterintelligence potential

- 2 -
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3/25/68

airtel
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. T. J. Deakin

To: SAC, Chicago

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

MARTIN LUTHER'KING .
racial intelligence '

PERSON/.! ATTENTION

Reference is made to telephone conversation with 
you during the past week giving instructions concerning 
Martin Luther King’s Washington Spring Project. This is 
to personally urge you to do everything possible in carrying 
out the instructions given you in referenced telephone calls 
and to carry out these instructions as soon as possible.

TJD:dsm

NOTE:
Martin Luther King’s Washington Spring Project is 

scheduled to begin the end of April, 1968, and instructions 
have been issued Chicago telephonically concerning the dis
charge of our responsibilities in connection with this 
march. This is to insure Chicago discharges .its responsi
bilities in this matter.

REC 8 /oC"
7D/JL T”

MAR. 22 1968



srr.it the following in

AIRTEL

• FROM

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR; FBI <100-448006)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209)'

SUBJECT: ’" COUNTERI INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT)

(Priority)

GROUPS

3/21/68

fffrn

CLASSIF
ReBuairtM .3/14/68. . EXEMPT F M GDS CATEG _—

„ ■ . ' DATE OE LASSIFICATldN INDEFINITE
Chicago has carefully reviewed the Nation of^.Islam (NOI) 

file concerning the suggestion in referenced airtel concerning 
publicity circulated • to possibly embarrass )fashingtbn Spring 
Project (WSP) 'efforts in Baltimore through a suggested alliance 
between forces, of MARTIN LUTHER KING and the NOI. Additionally,
highly Placed NOI sources at Chicago, specific-ally 

latter of whom, was not available until 3/20/68, 
were also contacted^inrthis connection and the matter was indirectly
pursued with them.

. By way of background, as the Bureau is aware, KING and •
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, head of the NOI, met briefly in Chicago during 
2/66 under amicable.circumstances, primarily as a result of MARTIN 
LUTHER KING’S then recent entry onto* the Chicago civil rights scene 
The meeting produced no tangible results insofar as cooperation, • 
unity or program was concerned, however, did receive considerable 
local publicity. The meeting was basically for the purpose of .A 
showing unity within the Negro community.

KING suffered no adverse publicity as a result of this
meeting although within several days MUHAMMAD, at an annual

• Convention, made remarks critical of KING

3 - 
1 - 
1 .
1 -

for being too close to
NOI

Bureau (RM) '
Atlanta (RM)
Baltimore (157-2520) (RM)
Chicago . a WAR 25 1968

<*>-v

&Tto Chorge
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the white man. In reaction to these remarks publicly, KING 
glossed over this criticism and to some degree capitalized on it, 
indicating that in his efforts to build unified support for the 
cause of the Negro, he was in contact with all segments of Negro - 
opinion. Indeed, as recently as 8/67, MUHAMMAD indicated a desire 
to again meet with KING to discuss the unity of the Negro.

As the Bureau and Atlanta are aware, KING and CASSIUS • 
CLAY .were in personal contact in Louisville, Kentucky, in 5/67, 
in the course of open housing demonstrations held under SCIC 
auspices. A Chicago.NOI source has advised that the meeting was 
not pre-arranged, - but resulted from the fact that both KING and 
CLAY were in Louisville at the same time." HERBERT MUHAMMAD, son 
of ELIJAH^, desired to enlist KING’S support for CLAY in his 
resistance to the draft and arranged this meeting, which was 
characterized as full of joking and horseplay. .

• In subsequent newspaper publicity concerning this meeting,
KING was quoted as having praised CLAY for his refusal to be *
inducted into the armed forces, coupling this reference to attacks 
on our policy in Vietnam. The NOI publication "Muhammad Speaks" 
was one of the papers which contained KING’S favorable remarks, 
including a comment that CLAY had given up $1,000,000 in order 
to stand up for what his conscience dictated as right.

In short it would appear generally to be true that 
contact between KING and the NOI is not a heretofore unknown happening 
and it would appear that any effort to utilize this situation in 
Baltimore must indicate more than casual associations or contacts, 
but-in order to embarrass or inhibit WSP efforts should indicate a 
close working relationship or partnership between the two groups.

It should be kept in mind also, however, that as the 
above sources note, although CIAY is nationally known for his 
adherance to the NOI, he is also somewhat universally acclaimed 
and embraced by most groups within the Black Nationalist Movement, 
CORE and SNCC as examples, as well as the black community genei’ally 
and has achieved somewhat the status of a martyred black folk hero.

- 2 -
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CG 157—2209

• . Referenced airtel requested specific comments concerning -
NOI reaction to exposure of joint type efforts with KING'S WSP.

- . *1
As the Bureau is,aware, ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has publicly 

stated that the white’man has given him a million dollars worth 
of-free publicity. This comment was specifically prompted by a 
television series about MUHAMMAD,and the NOI which had nation-wide

stated that MUHAMMAD has been openly upset over a period of such 
lack of publicity^given him and his organization by the -white 
press. It would appear, therefore, that any disruption program 
as envisioned would in-.all..probability, have no real effect on the 
NOI and the most that would be forthcoming from ELIJAH MUHAMMAD 
or one of his spokesmen would be a simple denial of such support

' for the WSP. ’’Muhammad Speaks" is one of the principal sources 
of finance for the NOI and its presence in WSP offices in Baltimore • 
is believed a reflection of NOI diligence in assuring’wide-spread 
circulation of this paper and would pot in any way embarrass or 
compromise'the NOI. Ax . -

The above is furnished for the information and consideratior 
of the Bureau and other offices interested in this matter*
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Date:

it t:.c following in 

AIRTEL

TO:
FROM:

t

>

3/18/68 .

(Type in plaintext or code)
AIRMAIL

(Priority)

: DIRECTOR, .FBI (100-448006)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-7182)

• COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM . 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(WASHINGTON'SPRING PROJECT)
* . I \ .

1

Re Bureau.airtel to Atlanta 3/14/68,

CLASSI 
EXEMPT F 
DATE OF LA INDEFINITE

' Baltimore’s suggestion of utilizing a cartoon 
to depict the apparent alliance between SCLC and the NOI 
has, as the Bureau noted, definite merit. However, Atlanta 
Is of the- opinion the Bureau’s suggestion of a pertinent 

. newspapei* article- is more appropriate under the circumstances 
and might lend itself to wider circulation than a cartoon.

- The impact on KING of printed matter is apt to be greater.than 
material presented in a cartoon no matter.how skillfully it ma 
be presented. • -

On 2/23/66 KING met with ELIJAH MUHAMMAD in .the 
latter’s-residence in Chicago for the purpose of enlisting 
MUHAMMAD’s aid in fighting Chicagb slum conditions. Atlanta’s 
highly confidential sources at that time never developed any 
pertinent information describing KING’S reaction to-or 
evaluation of this ^meeting. Chicago sources reported the . 
meeting.was not successful in developing any mutuality 
or cooperation mainly because of religious and philosophical 
differences between KING and MUHAMMAD. In particular, • • 

reported MUHAMMAD essentially agreed to the meeting^ y 
for publicity purposes and was gratified that KING came to^/ 
him. ‘

It is noted that during an SCLC retreat held in 
Atlanta in the middle of January 1968 regarding the-WSP 
KING stressed that obtaining jobs or income fox’ Negroes 
would represent a mere fraction of that which America

^3- Bureau (RM) i(EC-68 

1-' Balt imore (157-252DT“WF 
1- Chicago (RM) bT/llc

. • 1 Sent _
Agcntvin Charge
Page 928 _

' 2- Atlanta (L^^QllrVoLSZl 
(1 - 157-2V24* WOu
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eeNBDENTlAL
AT 100-7182

• the Negro throughout its history. He declared America -
owes an incalculable sum to the Negro who 'throughout -•
his long.years of involuntary, servitude labored to buildi

, this country. This language almost suggests some degree of 
adherence to teachings of ELIJAH .MUHAMMAD. ' '

' ' It is suggested the* proposed publicity might be •
slanted to convey the thought that the apparent alliance 
between SCL^and the NOI possibly grew out of the former . 
meeting between KING and MUHAMMAD; that in connection with 
the WSP SCLC is ’’pushing” the NOI in Baltimore. This, of
course would raise a question as to the sincerity, of KING’S
current statements ‘that-the WSP is to be based on nonviolent 
techniques because the position of the HOI toward the white 
man is basically one of annihilation. . . • ' . .

> - While KING is currently seeking the’ cooperation of ' .
other organizations to assist with.SCLC‘s WSP he has shown no 
willingness to use SCLC to assist any other organization.

• ■ • . .In effort to finance the WSP, SCLC plans to seek
.. . financial contributions from Negro churches. Establishing 

the thought of an alliance with/the NOI which is opposed to
' Christianity may well* discourage a favorable reaction on the
■ ' part of some Negro churches. ... . . .

, It is felt KING’S reaction to the proposed technique
would-be positive for counterirtelligence purposes. KING 
considers himself a devotee cf the nonviolent philosophies 
of the late MAHATMtf GANDHI. To publicly align him and/oi’ SCLC • 
with the NOI should trouble him on. this basis. It is •
further conceivable that MUHAMI3D may see fit to respond to thi 
publicly whiefi should., embarrass KING further. /.. )

V ' -
//On 3/14/68 advised RALPH D. ABERNATHY,

Vice President and Treasurer, SCLC, had recently commented 
he felt the SCLC staff employees assigned to Baltimore for 

. WSP x-ecruitment were inexperienced and not taking advantage 
of opportunities available to them (not explained). ' This 
might indicate a current weakness in the SCLC organization in 
Baltimore and that the proposed technique is timely.

2
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Date: 3/25/68

APPRQP^aIte AGENCIES*
And

AIRTEL•

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MOBILE

MARTIN 
RACIAL

LUTHER KING 
INTELLIGENCE

CLASS 
EXEMPT F 
DATE OF

DpFFICES 
Bf ROUTING 

ck
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

GDS CATEG
EC SIFICATION INDEFINITE

on .......................  j

me 3/12/68, and BuRad 3/21/68.

ADVIS 
SLIP 
DAT

ReBuTelCall to

I have considered this matter, discussed it with 
appropriate agent and supervisory personnel of the Mobile 
Office and the following is proposed as a counterlntelllgehce 
move on KING’S Washington Spring Project.

J.
KING has quite a following in and around the Selma, 

Ala. area and has appeared recently in Selma on one occasion 
at the church of Reverend L. L. ANDERSON, who, at the time of 
KING'S appearance, was running for mayor of Selma. ANDERSON 
was tentatively endorsed by KING and was subsequently defeated 
in his race for mayor of Selma.

Reverend FREDERICK DOUGLAS REESE, who is head of 
the Dallas County Voters League and is quite influential among 
the Negro community in the Selma area, did not endorse ANDERSON 
for mayor and informed sources indicate he more oraless con- f\ * 
tributed to the defeat of ANDERSON. REESE has been known to t//'' 
make derogatory remarks concerning KING and was allegedly 
miffed that KING did .not advise him, REESE, of his, KING'S, 
contemplated visit to Selma.

In view of the above, it is felt that if some 
method can be devised whereby REESE can be advised of certain 
items relative to the Washington Spring Project, he would take 
action to discourage individuals from participating therein. A

60 6 J
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‘ .. - It’ is not believed that REESE could be contacted//Lai
\. by a Bureau Agent,

11rnwwww^^ " . : -.'
It is, therefore, proposed that ah anonymous’ letter 

^be directed to REESE at his home address, 1566 Range, Selma, 
• . -.'Alabama 36/01, wherein it is called to the attention .of REESE 

that KING is merely using the Negroes of the Selma area for 
■ his own personal aggrandizement; that he is not.genuinely 
’ interested in their welfare, but only in their donations; that 

• ' in, all probability the individuals going to Washington for 
the Spring Project will be left stranded without suitable 

‘housing or food^ The letter should also play up the possibill- 
ty of violence, ’particularly the .fact that although CARMICHAEL' 

■ and BROWN of SNCC have a so-called gentlemens * agree’ment .with 
KING not to take over'this action, there exists a strong

- possibility that such will occur. There is also the possibili
ty of RAM and NOI taking over the project sipce it lacks • 
organization and direction. The letter should• also ^point out 

- that KING was in Alabama on about 3/21/68,- and did not make 
his-schedule in the Selma and adjoining counties area, which 

’ was another indication that KING was talking out of both sides 
• :,’of his mouth.' .. .

It Is felt that this letter should be mailed from
either Washington or Baltimore since, If the letter is mailed 
from anywhere in the south, REESE may feel it is the work of 
the Klan or some other racist group. ’It is felt’ that Baltimore 
would probably be the .best since a letter from Washington would 
.indicatje the possibility of the. government doing this.^yo^.. . -

< *■ Simultaneous with mailing the letter from Baltimore, 
•it is proposed that a copy of the letter to REESE, together 
-with a cover letter, be mailed to ROSWELL FALKENBERRY., Editor 
and Publisher, Selma Times-Journal, Selma, Alabama.' The cover 
letter should indicate that attached was a letter directed to 

^REESE and that he, FALKENBERRY, might want to contact REESE . 
relative to REESE’s receipt of the letter and what it said./fiAtA

The thought behind this is to give FALKENBERRY a 
• chance to Interview REESE concerning receipt of the letter 

and thereby create a news story which could legitimately be 
published and read by the Negro community in tie Selma area. 
It is known that -the Selma Times-Journal has a large circuit 

• ■ tion among the Negro community in-Dallas apd adjoining 
and has taken a rather liberal-attitude in connect 
civil rights movements.
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‘Consideration has been given t^^iejne^h 
discouraging ~ ~ ’

' ‘ By handling as above, wo would eliminate the
possibility of these rumors being-.attributed to the FBI

From our contact’ '
who is a liaison source, it is the opinion of 

contacting agents -that he is so*sold on the project that it 
is almost impossible to disillusion .him. .

* • It lis also felt that some method of getting an

I

article in the ’Southern Courier” along the lines of the above 
would have a discouraging; effect on the Negro community in 
and around Montgomery, Ala-., since the Courier is very widely 
read. Consideration is being given to the method of .accom
plishing this. . ' . - • ' .

■ ' ' The Bureau is requested to consider the proposal
se£ forth above and advise. . - . •
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To

From

Bishop

OFFICES

yuan
AND FIE 
ADV’SEOW ROUTING .

^AC, Mobile. 

Director, ' FBI 7

^MCiTlTATIONALIST

DATE,

RACIAL niTSLLlGSNCE - 
(WA'SHIIIGTOH SPUING PROJECT)

DEGLACcr:z2 
pH

। ' Z * * *

• ' - CLASSIFIED
, • • EXEMPT FROMXGDS CATEGORY_ —

Beurairtel 3/25/68. - .DATE OF DECLASSlFICATipN INDEFINITE

You are authorized to send the two -anonymous letters 
set out in rcairtel. Prepare the letters on commercially 
Purchased stationery and take all necessary precautions to 
Insure they cannot fee traced to the Buieau. " .• . • x

When the -letters and envelopes are prepared, send 
them to the Baltimore Office for mailing. For the Informa- 
tion of Baltimore those two letters are designed to bring • 
the true nature of the Washington Spring Project to the. ♦
attention of Kcgro leaders..in Selma, Alabama. Mail'the 

- a|letters the same day they arc received from Mobile.

The Bureau appreciates Mobile’s suggestion.
Advise the Bureau, under the above caption, of results^

*2 - Baltimore AM. inF?rj<*?T'’r -astaiked. 
HEREJK IS (T 7 tSSIFIZ^

ROTE.
SAC, BO, rococmenhs that an anonymous letter showing the 

true nature. of Martin Luther King^s Washington Spring Project bo s 
Rev. Frcdbrich Reese in Selma, Ala;_ Reese has made derogatory rar 
about King ... ~ " ~~'“
Insteac'T^t’his" zeTfci* "wuld be sent from another city 
copy to the editor of Xhe local newspaper, the ’’Selna Timos-Journal 
to give the newspaper an opportunity to interview Reese about the 
letter and possibly publicize its contents. This newspaper has a 

The letter will n^to the nai'ch is for 
is interested mainly in donations, tuo

wide Mcgro leadership, 
personal aggrandizement. he

- is no provision to house or 
nationalists 

MAtLHOCwCU TELETYPE USnCJv^ i '

iced marchers, and there nich
taka over the march

t 
1^
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UNITED STATESO ;rnment

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

M * SAC,JACKSON (100-980) (P)

subject: f)
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE PROGRAM 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

date:-4/4/68

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, dated 3/4/68, 
and Jackson letter to the Bureau, dated 4/4/68.

In accordance with instructions from Item
#5 of Page 5 in the first reference above, the follow
ing suggestions are forwarded as possible counterintel
ligence actions against previously determined field 
wide targets;

I. SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP 
CONFERENCE (SCLC)

MARTIN LUTHER KING

A. KING has changed 
Washington Spring Project (WSP) on 
he has, on occasion, announced his

the date of his 
several occasions; 
anticipated presence

at various locations, and then send a top aide instead 
of appearing himself; he has periodically changed the 
dates of his appearances in certain geographic areas. 
Many times, announcements were made when KING was to be 
at a specific WSP meeting in order to draw a crowd, when
actually it was 
not attend.

J - Bureau (RM)
2 - Jackson 
TF/bjk 
(4)

’151968

known in advance by KING that he would

(AM)
(100-980) 6 -APR, 8 1968

1ALL IKF0P’.n’7TAJr CONTAINED

EXCEPT r,H*. 
OTHERWISE,

£ SHOWN

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Ptgularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
6:,Docld:32989755 Page 934 6 6



JN 100-980

£

It.is felt the above considerations can 
be exploited to cause confusion in the efforts of KING 
and his group, and to cause Negro dissatisfaction with 
his operating procedures. This could be accomplished 
by the following:

1) When KING is actually to . 
be at a gathering, have informants circulate false in
formation as to time, date and'location of KING’S ap
pearance, or variations of each, i.e., correct time and 
place, but different location, correct location, but 
different date, et cetera. -

2) Have informants circulate 
information that KING is to be at announced local meet
ings of SCLC groups when, in fact, he will not be present.

. 3) Announce, through informant, . 
when KING is to be at specific place, that this is only a 
guise to draw a crowd, and only local leaders will be 
present, excluding KING.

B. KING and his top aides dress expen
sively, generally travel via first class means , and 
stay at first class accommodations usually in predomi
nately white areas’ of cities he visits. Recently, in 
Memphis, KING ran from his followers when violence erupted 
during a march he was leading there. It is felt the above 
two considerations could be linked to discredit KING and 
his aides with poor Negroes who he is seeking support from. 
This could be accomplished by the preparation of a flyer 
showing photographs of KING and aides dressed well, next 
to photographs of Negroes poorly clothed; under the photo
graph would be data concerning his expensive ta£es, ac
commodations, use of private airplane, and related data; 
with this information would be information concerning

2
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JN 100-980

KING’S deserting his followers daring the Memphis riots. 
The key note message would be that KING and his aides 
are out for their own financial and physical welfare 
primarily. Flyers could be prepared from newspaper ' 
photographs of KING and Us aides, or from some photo
graphs available at various field offices. Distribution 
could be by anonymous mailings to poor Negro leaders, z 
or by placement of copies at Negro meeting places by 
informants.

II. STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE (SNCC)  .

This group has discouraged its members 
from associating with whites. Information has been de
veloped that some leaders and top functionaries, since 
the establishment of this policyj have periodically 
maintained close associations,to include residing with 
white girl friends. Information concerning these asso
ciations could be capitalized on by counterintelligence • 
measures to show the hypocrisy of these leaders and to 
discredit the individuals involved with their new "Black 
only" oriented associates in the same organization, and 
to discredit them with leaders of other Black Nationalist 
organizations withvhom they may be seeking support or 
rapport. .

Specifically, efforts could be undertaken 
to obtain photographs of the principals involved with 
their white girl friends. The flyer could then.be pre
pared containing this photograph or photographs.•Under 
the photograph could be information regarding the princi
pals’ position with SNCC, followed by quotations of top 
SNCC leaders regarding associations with whites or 
Black Separatists statements. The flyers could be mailed, 
anonymously to pertinent National and local leaders of 
SNCC and/or to leaders of other Black Nationalist organiza 
tions advocating Black separatism, rather than simply

3
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z-yry-, fbi (ico-448oo6) ■

SkZ, ^3 ANGELES (157-2252) (p)

cr»n;T:-.~. ii.’Tellig oxe program
DL’CK NATIONALIST- - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE ’

Re Bureau airtel dated 3/4/68.

date: 4/2/68

1, SA FRANCIS G. KAHL has been designated coordinator 
of tne counterintelligence program against Black Nationalist -

■ Have Groups for the Los Angeles Division. Uu]

2, The following Black Nationalist Hate type groups
are active in the Los Angeles area at this time. They are 
given a.priority listing based upon an evaluation or‘their 
size, aims , and propensity for violence. It is believed
that counter-intelligence action should be instituted first 
against those organizations heading the list. Ibis target , 
evaluation is based upon the opinions of the agents handli/g'j 
these organizations as well as information from informants^' 
in contact with these groups.bc\

A * L J - -

This organization is probably the fastest 
growing group in the Los Angeles area. It 
has about 200 members, of which approximately 
20 are considered ’’hard core.” Tne group 
claims to be culturally oriented, however, its 
leaders make rabble rousing speeche.s designed 
to appeal to the emotions of their listeners 
with suggestions of revolution and violence. x 
It is rated as having a potential for violenc^;^

STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING > „ ^££9 /V)
COMMITTEE (SNCC)

This is a newly reorganized and reactivated ’ 
. group with ah estimated 30 members. It is 

rated as having a potential for violence based 
on the composition of its leadership and member
ship rather than its size. ^u.

Bureau (RM) a /pp < -cq
Los Angeles ...............

Et? r tr; t- — T?lEj) •«««,



LA 157-2252

and otherwise exploit minor frictions and differences. For 
example, a rank and file member of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), might be asked during an 
interview if there was anything to the rumor that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL plans force MARTIN LUTHER KING out of the SCLC 
and take it over, or even some more plausible type of rumor 
It is felt that such activity might be useful in preventing 
the formation of a coalition

Agents assigned to work racial matters have been 
' fully advised of the importance of the counterintelligence 

program. Any suggestions or ideas will be submitted to the 
Bureau for approval, in accordance with Bureau instructions'
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STATES COVERNMK»T 4 *

■Memorandum ROu 2

oats: March 4, 1964 Ccf«C. Sullivan^ '

i
FROM

subject: XARTIH LUTHER KING, JR
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

1- 
1 -
1 -

Mr, DeLoach 
Hr. Sullivan 
Hr. Bland

hill^s

iisSe.:

This memorandum recommends that an extremely discreet con- 
. tact be made with the Chancellor of Marquette University to prevenz 
jits awarding of an Honorary Degree to Martin Luther King, Jr. --

We recently learned that Marquette University, Milwaukee, 
isconsin, is considering the awarding of an Honorary Degree to King 
re University had proposed giving King a Degree on 6/7/64 but King 
is unable to make that date since he had another commitcenfon-The

in a state of suspense relative to the selection of a cate 
■^vuette, however, is xavur»bly disposed toward giving King s

; C•gree

e V

a’ ? y dif.y 
O’Donne!?. 
C-ancellc

Marquette is the largest Jesuit university in the country ' 
'irectcr, on 6/11/50, at Milwaukee, was presented with an 
Degree on behalf of Marquette University by the then Presides 
dversity, Reverend Edward*J. O’Donnell. O’Donnell has for 
: been an SAC contact of the Milwaukee Office and most favor- 
v sed toward the Director and the Bureau, On 2/19/62 Father 
. was replaced as President of Marquette and was designated 
r of the University. Bather O’Donnell is a personal contact 
her of the Milwaukee Office and Baker advises that the Bather

cm be relied unon_ccr.pletdly if we were to make any information aval 
able on a~STr’icxly~confidential basis.

ions* :dT 7 r"''
/ 00-76(0^*10-3/^

It is sffoi^Tig^'sW^^tfiayttHPpossibility exists that Jling 
nay receive an Honorary Degree from the same institution which honored 
the Director with such a Degree in 1950, We ought to take positive
steps to head this off if at all possible within the framework of the
security of o 
tics concern!
strict!

information and sources. By making pertinent info: 
King available to Father O’Donnell at this time, o

confidential basis, we will be giving the University suffici
>e to enable it to take positive action in a canner which night avoic 
amassment to the University.

100-106670
prepared in response totyour request and is not fop riisixenA- 

“na ion jlovr Coni^tcc.f ftt tme iyiimitfd to official proce^ii/ad^by 
your Comrtiittve and tkyjconlent may nut do disclosed la unaiithdrizei pef’SCiic

... .. —



Memorandum to lir. Sullivan 
BE; MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
100-106670

EECO^CRLTATICN: f I \
s----- ^Itis recommended that’ SAC Baker be telephonically apprised 

Of the information in the attached blind memorandum which succinctly 
sets forth the facts concerning not only King's communist connections 
but his---------------------------- as Baker should be instructed to per
sonally, and in the strictest of confidence, orally brief father 
O’Donnell on the basis of the information in the blind memorandum.
It will be emphasized to Baker that he should in turn emphasize to 
father O’Donnell t2:at under no circumstances might this information
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November 3, 1964

Er. DeLoach:

- ' ' RE: hUTTHEW^-GUl-LIGA^^ .
' . CHAIRMANrOF*THE BOARD '
. . ’ C/CURTISJPUBLKHING COMPANY

As you know, there has been a bloody power struggle 

Pithin the Curtis organization aimed at deposing our good friend, Joe 
Mulligan, Chairman of the Board, and, until about a week or so ago,

Mr. Belmont -
Mr. Mohr________ ___
Mr. DeLoach —_ 
Mr. Casper ______ 
Mr. Callahan - 
Mr. Conrad ________
Mr. Evans ■ ■ •
Mr. Gale____

Mr. 7351 __ 
Mr. Trotter _ 
Tele. Room . 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy _

?resident Bitter charges of mismanagement were^hurled at Culligan by
. dissident group of top officials headed by Clajrfilair, Jr., Editor in Chief of ’’The 
Saturday Evening Post” and all Curtis magazines, and Marvin J^Kantbf, $80,000 
» year Senior Vice President in charge of the magazine division. In a nutshell, 
Hair and Kantorjiave been fired; Normar^Ritler, Assistant Managing Editor, and _  
’homas R^Marvel, Chief of Editorial Production, have been suspended. Culligan, . 
dio has Deen actively looking for a top executive to assist him in running the affairs 
if Curtis for sometime, resigned as President while retaining his job as Chairman
if the Board., It is expected that a new President will be named soon.

~ S This top management revolt, which has been brewing for some months, 
rupted openly during the early part of October when the press reported that fifteen 

officials in a letter to the Board of Directors accused Culligan of mismanagement
4, the present time, it appears that Culligan has retained the confidence of the Board 
if Directors, has seized the initiative, and is making a thorough house cleaning.

Culligan has been a good friend of the Director and the Bureau for
. number of years. He has demonstrated his support and admiration on numerous ’ 
ccasions and has been most cooperative with us. It was he who offered to feature 
■ lead article in a May issue of the ’’Post” concerning the Director’s 40th Anniversary,
dth a photograph of Mr. Hoover on the cover. Earlier, through Culligan, we 
quelched the unfavorable article against the Bureau being written by free-lance 
writer, Dan J. Marlowe, submitted to the ’’Post” concerning our investigation of ’ 
lussbaum and Wilcoxson. More recently, through Culligan, we postponed publication 
n the ’’Post” of an article based upon the assault of our Agent Foley in New York by. 
he Lombardozzi family. Early in 1964, we received word of an article being ' \* 
ublished in the ’’Post” by Martifi Luther King. Through Culligan, we forestalled * 
ublication of this article. More recently, with the Director's approval, I
contacted Culligan on September 22, 1964, concerning another article our sources 
old us that Martin Luther King was preparing for the ’’Post” At that time, Culligan,

-Mr. DeLoach i 
. - Mr. Sullivan £.2^

^S:mmd^^ w prep'

(4) "

J

#7

se totiiovr

vv O" aisct

/\7„
is no\



was in the midst of this rebellion, had told us that he would endeavor to assist; 
5 but indicated at the same time that a possible contractual agreement existed with 
ing. Culligan had been previously discreetly briefed concerning King’s domination 
f communist influences'and of hi s Culligan has
ivised that a contract did exist with King for the ’’Post" article and that the 
jcalcitrant group within Curtis had insisted that publication of it be carried through 
jcause of King's recent Nobel Peace Prize. Although he was completely sympathetic 
ith our aims and regretted his inability to be of service in this specific instance, 
j pointed out that we should feel free to call upon him in the future if there is any 
ly in which he can be of help to the Bureau. Culligan advised that the King article 
as scheduled for early publication sometime after election.

In connection with this ’’Post” article by King, our sources have 
dicated that since he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize he has attempted through 
>me of his associates to change the ’’Post” article in an effort to soften criticism 
ade by him against other civil rights groups and leaders. King feared that such 
iticism would cause difficulties in the civil rights movement. The ”PosV* however, 
s resisted, King's efforts to make these changes.
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MR. TOLSON

. The attached analysis of , 
•(Communism and the Kcgro Movement is? 
;ihighly explosive. It can be regarded''as ' 
*)a personal attack on Martin Luthciy^King. 
hThore is no doubt it will have a heavy 

impact on the Attorney General and anyone 
else to whom wo disseminate it. It is 
labeled TOP SZCHEZ. However, even such a 
high classification seems to be no bar 
today to a leak, and should this leak out 
it will add fuel to a matter which may 
already be in the cards as a political 
issue during the forthcoming Presidential ' 
campaign.

। The memorandum makes good reading and 
is based on information from reliable sources

Hig may well be charged, however, with 
expressing opinions and conclusions, parti
cularly with reference to some of the 
statements about King. ,

PiAt.

r.ust do 
duty. 6

i

This mcmorandinn may startle the Attorney 
.1, particularly in vievAof his past 

association with King, and the fact that we 
are disseminating this outside the Department. 
He may resent this. Nevertheless, the 
memorandum is a powerful warning, against 
Communist in flu c;fcp*”zn"'the _Kcgro movemen t., 
ahuf*wfe' will 'be carrying out* our responsibility 
by disseminating it to the people ^indicated 
in/the attached memorandum

r

•n glad that — 
recognize
last that there

LA
sts such influence.H

r

&<l IE Delmont «s-

ri it

his document if prepared in rcspnr.se tn your request and if not for distemi' 
a'ton. end side r fnmmiltrr, fix tytt i* limited tn official prorredinqs bp

ar Committee enttfeut may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^
I icitkout the expectf anproral of the FBI . r

JUL hipj

t'BI

943’



■ Memorantlu^ tu.
w. c Sulliv

Baumgardner.

September 16, 1963

♦ x

n*. ‘COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ,

1-Mr.Belmont 
1-Kr.Rosen 
1-Mr,Casper 
1-Mr.Sullivan 
1-Mr.Bland

•j

1-Mr.Kleinkauf' 
1-Mr.Phillips

This memorandum recominepds__incr_cased_cpverage _of communist 
fluence on the^Negro. TheTixstbry of the Communist Party’, USA ~ 
PUSAyy xs'jrenlete with its attempts.-tP—^-Ploii.. influence and 
cruft the Negro. The March on Washington, S-2S-63, was a striking 
ample~df^MCh'"cbmmunist activity as Party-leaders early put into 
tion efforts to accrue gains for the CPUSA from the March. Vell-
cumented information concerning the Party's influence on a principal 
rch leader. Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., is but an example, 
e presence at the March of around 2uu Parry memoers, Zx^jm ,
vcral national functionaries headed by[CPUSA General Secretary Gus 
LPT? to many rank-and-file members, is clear indication of the Party's 
v( ’.te target (the Negro) today.

/
DU

All indications are that the March was not the "end of the 
and that the Party will step up its efforts to explit racial

rest and in every possible way claim credit for itself relating to 
y'"gains" achieved by the Negro. A clear-cut indication of the 
rty’s designs is revealed in its plans to hold a highly secretive 
aderShip meeting in November, 1963, which will deal primarily wijth 
e Negro situation. This meeting is to be preceded by a'LGus Jial 
arnstoming" trip through key areas of the country to meet Paj^t 
ople and thus better prepare himself for the November meeting!.

The entire field is being alerted to this situation*in a 
oposed SAC Letter (attached}. The field is being instructed to 
tensify our coverage of-communist influence on the Negro by.giving 
llest consideration to the use of all possible investigative / 
chniques. In addition, the field is bexng..'told to intensify its ] y 
verage of those conununist fronts through which the Party channels1^ 
s influence and to intensify its investigations of the many Party 
mbers and dupes who engage in activities on behalf of the Party kj 
the Negro field. Further, we are stressing the urgent need for * 

aginative and aggressive tactics to be utilized through our Counter- 
t^’llgence Program—these designed to attempt to neutralize or 
s pt the Party's activities in the Negro field. Necessity for 
ompt handling of all facets of this natter to insure timely*dissedi1^



t

{Z /andum to Hr. Sullivan
IE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

NEGRO QUESTION 
COiEIUNlST INFLUENCE IN

.00-3-116

i 
t

F
P

Letter requires key security officesThe proposed SAC 
to submit to the Bureau, within 30 days, an analysis of their 
current coverage of communist activities in the Negro field plus 

of their plans for intensification. Also, those 16 
participating in the Counterintelligence Program on a 

include in their next monthly

activities in the Negro field

RECOMMENDATION:

Letter go forward apprising

basis are being required to 
due. 10-15-63 their plans to

details 
offices 
regular 
letters neutralize or disrupt Party

If approved, attached SAC
the fiald as above and urging full implementation so that the 
GORired results may be achieved. Also attached for approval are 
necessary Manual changes.

L’o. I hn- yOM cm so

• .J^"’YY* 5? r5'*nvr «»c»nos nf npuciflc In, 
f‘°" to

'•ni J* 7 L’" ^o’’n more coverage jr»"
7* ’’ ‘ your ’•'’"iwt ni'Mo hin,-* p p

I ion’t in ten
-r,'“ wo money until vOn

«P your -hat the situation



ticzton "Oui^‘-c %rw Corin 
Wur Commiifrc tkr cc 
lid irithout the

Hr, A. H. Belmont

m:. Hr:
’e: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IK 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Predication

»-■ '• -* -- u- 
‘ce. *ir f-c i: 

itcnt twit nd bn « 
rwal of ike FEI

Date:

nr Hr<>I dostd Jtcr^

Septembe r"^5

7
awn indefinite

RACIAL HATT;
CLASSJF

' EXEMPT FjW JDS
-DATE 0£ LASSlFI

Reference is made to the" enc sed memorandum dated 9/16/63 
and to the attached proposed SAC Letter.

On returning from a few days leave I have been advised of 
the Director’s continued dissatisfaction with the manner in which \ 
we prepared a Brief on the above-captioned matter and subsequent- f
memoranda on the same subject matter ituation is very
disturbing to those of us in the Domestic Intelligence Division .. 
responsible for this area of work, and^we certainly want to do *

not be b tubburn about admizzing any mistakes we nave made ui ba ,
stiff-necked and unbending concerning our analysis of this matter.
If Director indicated he would not approve our last ShC Letter ---- —-~
uh^11 there was a clarification and a meeting of minds relative to/' // 

Pth«* question of the extent of communist/•influence over Negroes 'and; . 
i" ir leaders. In this memorandum I will seriously and sincerely 5 
try to clarify a most regretable situation. It is prepared not on;, 
official office memorandum but rather on plain bond believing that * 
this discussion need not be made a matterr.of-bofficiairrdeord^- ’

Common Agreement

First. I JOIam sure we all are in agreement on the follow!
which was in both the cover memorandum and. the detailed brief 
attached: (1) for the past 44 years the Communist Party, VS ms
spent enormous sums'of/money and ceaseless efforts.to influence"' 
Negroes and to make communists out of them; (2) the.19 million 
Negroes in the country today constitute the greatest single racial 
target of the Communist Phrty, USA; (3) Negro loader Martin Luther 
King, reported ^ 0, Marxist, does have as an extremely important/ 
advisor/ Communist Party member;’] (4) we '
are right in'/ z hi s na t iuu engaged in a form of social-revolution 
and the time ha never been so right for 'exploitation of the

the Communist PartyNr roes by conmdnist propagandists; and (5) the Communist Party 
cL_ld in the fupure make prodigious strides and groat successes wit 
the American Ne

specific examples of communist polip

ro to the serious detriment of our national secur 
bove, the material furnished.contained many p;In. ddition to

u



I * *
/^-.orandum for Mr. Delimit 
5LSP' . COMMUNIST PARTY, QB . 
/-I .KEGRO QUESTION

! COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

{' ^ing communist involvement^in Kegro racial 
relative to which we can all agree, x 1

Essence of the Situation; ' •

The essence of the situation seens to be this: We
presented what facts there are in our files1 in the _______  
and I know that the Director certainly woujd not want us

Brief

than this; WuMft 
that, while there

in question 
to do other

s communist influence being exerted on Negroes

This historically has been the position of the Bureau
r. j

The Historical Position:

Tor example, in a detailed document prepared on Communist - p." 
Party and th« in 1953, we find the statement referring to “the
ThlJnre of the Communist Party to attract even a significant suiiber I " 
of Negroes in the United States to its number.” Another example is ' 
to be found in an analysis in this same field prepared by the Bureau 
X 3 555_to the effect that communist efforts have been "unsuccessful 
O- a state or national level” in infiltrating "legitimate Negro- 
f’-aternal, protest and improvement organizations,” although they -made • 

. xited success in some “isolated chapters.” The Director's book, I 
.Masters of Deceit, published in ISfyL states: “It became obvious 
£hat the Parry, aespite great efforts, had failed to win over even 
a significant minority of Negroes.” In 1960 the Director's statement 
to*The Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, reads: . .
"It is no secret that one oi tne Bitterest disappointments of ' 
communistic efforts in this Nation has been their failure to lure
our Kegro citizens into the Party.” In 1952 similar public statements' 
were made. On page seven of the Brief submitted to the Director r 
under the date of August 23, 1963, this historical position was . f- 
restated and it was said, *^0ne of the bitterest disappointments of 
the communists has been their single failure to lure any significant i 
number of our Kegro citizens into the Party.” This statement was I*
.set forth again in the hover memorandum which the Director marked. \

The point I wish to sake here is this: The fact that this 
has been our historical position in the Bureau for many years is no 
reason to assume that it is the correct position at this time, as rhe 
Director has clearly explained. Times and conditions changeand, as pct 
the evidence mounts, naturally we need to change our position along ^77 
K^ h this evidence. * r. ___



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont ' * t ,
BE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ' ■ / . »

NEGRO QUESTION H I • ' - '
* COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS | . .

* •• * • \ ' '
Interpretation: * ' . *

■ * • As we know, facts by themselves are not too meaningful,
for they are somewhat like stones tossed in 'a heap as contrasted 
to the same stones put in the form of a sound edifice. ' It is. " 
obvious to us now that we did not nut the proper interpretation upon
the facts which we gave.ro the Director

Martin Luther King

e have been aware of the' communist influence for nearly 
years on Martin Luther King, Jr., head of the Southern Christian 

adership Conference, and in the comprehensive memorandum entitled 
>mnunisi Party, USA, Negro Question," dated 3/23/C3 wo set cut 

nformation to the effect that a number of Negro leaders in this •
f-uut-y have had subversive connections in their backgrounds and 

^t Martin Luther King, Jr., has-been dealing with ..Stanley Levison, 
well as^Hunter Pitts O’Dell, a secret

' member of tne National Committee of the CPUSA"? As previously 
stated, we are in complete agreement with the ^Director that 
communist influence is being exerted on Martin Luther King, :Jr., 
and that King is the strongest of the Negro leaders. As we have .

In addition, we know the Party is directing a major effort toward 
strengthening its position among the Negroes inasmuch as we have 
information the Party plans to intensify its efforts to exploit • 
the racial situation for the purpose of gaining influence among 
the Negroes, (To this end, the Party plans to hold a highly se
cretive leadership meeting in November, 1963, which will deal .
primarily with the Negro situation. This meeting is to be preceded 
by a[Gus Hall •"barnstorming" trip through key areas of the - 
country to meet Party people and thus better prepare himself • 
Jfor’_the November meeting. "Furthermore, in the last few days . 
Hal|jhas advised an informant he contemplates requesting the . •
7 vison broihers]to set up an_office in Atlanta, Georgia, to

used by (Hunter Pitts O’Dell;which will serve as the office .. 
for "Freedomways," a Communist' Party sponsored publication, and 
a headquarters for Communist Party activity in t^^goutHEp^ ■ *

' io O

DOJ.



idum for Hr. Belmont j - 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

C Letter to the Field

* ' I would like to set forth here briefly why I think that 
e enclosed SAC Letter, which was returned to us by the Director,
lould be sent to the field offices. My fi<

inn every and all fac
i this matte one of these fac

£H£fiH^_gg$L-l.e.a.ve
^^gS^Sexist
et have been '

iearthedby our field offices, and will not be unless we . 
>llow up this matter evermore closely with them. My second 
tason why I think the SAC Letter should be sent is related 
> the present changing situation inthe Communist Party - Negro 
ilations area. During the past two weeks in particular there _ 
ive been sharp stepped-up activities on the part of communist “ ‘ 
'ficials to infiltrate and to dominate Negro developments in 
lis country. Further, they are meeting with successes. This 
lould be do surprise to us because since the Negro march on 
i( ngton on August 28 communist officials have been doing all 
>££ible to exploit the very troubled racial situation. As 
ir ' said weeks ago, the end of the Negrq march would be the 
sg aning of evermore systematic activities on their part to 
jnetrate and influence Negroes and Negro leaders. They are 
aw in full force acting upon this intention of theirs expressed 
seks ago. The field should be alerted to this fact and given 
cistructions to investigate exhaustively new communist - Negro 
ctivities. The SAC Letter in question will be a great help 
□ward this end, and it should result in our developing important 
acts relating to the current changes and pertinent activities 
oing on during the past few weeks in this entire field. .

ubject of Deep Concern
• *

May I repeat that bur failure to measure up to what the * 
irector expected of us in the area of communist - Negro relations 
s a subject of yery^deep. concern to us in the Domestic Intelligence 
ivision. We are disturbed by this and ought to .be. I want him
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Mr. Belmont

date: August 30, 1963

3M Mr. W. C Sullivan,
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

IS -PEclas2:7::d :

COMMUNIST PARTY 
NEGUO QUESTION

USA

D.E,Moore 
B mgardner

Pl :.

CLASST® BY 0/
Sm categor/T^ —

. ......... .... DATE pF Reclassification indefinite
^Reference is made to the enclosed material on which the

kp v-4—

ector has written: "This memo reminds me vividly of those I ' 
eived when Castro took over Cuba. You contended then that Castro and 
cohorts were not Communists and not influenced by Communists, Time 

ne proved you'wrong. I for one can’t ignore'the memos re King, 
ell, Levison, Rustin, Hall ct al as having only an infinitesimal

I

set on the efforts to exploit the American Negro by the Communists?” .

The Director is correct. We were completely wrong about 
ieving the evidence was not sufficient to determine some years ago 
z Fidel Castro was not a communist oi* under communist influence. On 
?stigating and writing about communism and the American Negro, we 
better remember’ this and profit by the lesson it should teach us.

elating to the nemoran-I do think that much of the difficulty 
rightly questioned by the Director is to be

I

Ibund centered in the. 
ent agency dr private“influence./* We do not have, and no .Govez; 

nization has,, any yardstick which can 
his particular context, even when we_kxio^ it does exist such as in 

__ __ ___ ________ _____________ _ . ^^^T^^ommunist Stanley 
ison over Martin Luther King and Kingrs^^j^pence'''0ver other 7»egfo 

 

-ders. Personally, I believe in the light of King’s powerful- 
igogic speech yesterday he stands head and shoulders over all other 
ro leaders put together when it comes to influencing great masses of 
roes. We must mark him now, if we have not done so before, as the ' 

the future in this Nation frorajth.e .^standpoints

■communism, the Negrp^"and national .security. " *

ccpfately measure “influence 

On determining membership of Negroes in the Communist Party, 
are not confronted with the same problem. We do have here accurate 
Jsticks for establishing membership. Of course, our standards are 
j exacting. This mea is there are many Negroes who are fellow- 
•ellers, sympathizers dr who aid the Party, knowingly or unknowingly, 
do not qualify as members. These we must not ignore. The old 

-.unist principle still holds: ’’Communism musv rbe, bqilt with non
unist h^jxfsf Therefore, it may be unrealistic to Jimit ourra 
ave been ftoing to legalistic proof oi* aeiinitely conelusiv : ‘uenco

I

• 1ml;dj

’osure __ to W? rc^tcTi ova is itbrpi* (Jissemi-
« / • *.7^/' J*® > ofBcinl yrn^hvps. by

Uiout\ the ^press'Approval. FBI • .

i n-



.•morandum for Mr. Belmont
Z: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA / z

NEGRO QUESTION X _Z
30-3-75 . —rsfc itPhT -1 (2^ yjr | \ | ~ I *

j.at would stand up in testimony in court or before Congressional »
.unittees that the Communist Party, USA, does wield substantial 
.fluence over Negroes which one day could become decisive, .

The memorandum which the Director penetratively questioned, 
ile showing in the details the communist impact on Negroes, did .
ffer from such limitations. These limitations we will make every 
fort to lift in the future, The great amount of attention this 
vision is giving to communist activities directed toward the Negro _ 
ould enable us to do this,

For example, here at the Seat of Government, the Negro - .
.•nmunist question takes up as a whole the time of one supervisor and 
ring the past few weeks foux* men have been so occupied. Additionally, 

.) specialized instructions are regularly given the field on communist j- 
•.filtration of the Negro; (2) monographs have been written on the >
bject and widely disseminated; (3) regularly disseminated are memoranda,’ 

..i reports; (4) August 21, 1963, we devoted the entire Current Intelli- r 
nee Analysis to the communist plans for the Negro March of August 28, *
•63, (149 copies of this Analysis were disseminated to 44 agencies of 
.e Government); (5) much material on the issue is given to Agents at ’ 
'.-Service; and (6) an SAC Letter is under preparation in this Division- ■w giving the ^ield the benefit of what we learned from the Negro March 
. Washington and issuing instructions for increased coverage of J
-rjnunist influence on the Negro. »

, As the memorandum pointed out, "this Nation is involved in a 7 
rm of racial revolution and the $ime_has never been so right for
.plpitation of the Negroes by communist propagandists." Nineteen millior. 

.-groes constitute the"greatest single racial target of the Communist • 
rty, USA, This is a sombre reality we must never lose sight of. We f 

.11 do everything possible in the troubled future to develop for the 5 
rector all available facts delating to Negro membership in the Communist 
.rty, plus the more complex and difficult to ascertain influence i

communist organizations and officials over the leaders and masses of , 
■groes. :

We regret greatly that the memorandum did not measure up to. 
at the Director has a right to expect from our analysis, 

COMMENDATION:



'MemorandurrL.^
M W, C. Sulliva: August 23, 1963

'Lr. F. J. Baumgardu

PARTY, USA
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comiuitiST 
NEGRO QUE: 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C01ILWIST

Pursuant to the Director’s request, there^is^attached 

a detailed memorandum concerning the efforts of the Communist
Party, USA, to exploit the American Negro

There is set forth below in this cover memorandum a 
synopsized version of the detailed memorandum,

DECLAO^riZD-EW

SYNOPSIS "2\.

The 19 million Negroes in the United States today 
constitute the largest and most important racial target of the 
Communist Party, USA. Since 1919 communist leaders have devised 
countless tactics and programs designed to penetrate and control 

population. It has spent' hundreds of thousands of dollars 
^.Apagandizing the Negroes in a variety of ways. These colossal 
^•forts havfe been related to "equal opportunity” and "self- 
determination’’ policies (the latter being discontinued in 1959 
with the approval of Soviet Russia because, it was ineffective), 
front organizations, parades, demonstrations, articles, pamphlets, 
books, films, speeches,. civil rights, "peaceful coexistence," 
et cetera. These efforts, among other things, have resulted in 
establishing today such active Negro communist, front^groups as 
the African American Heritage Association, Preedomways Associates, 
and Southern Conference Educational Fund (not yet cited by the 
Attorney General). Additionally, efforts have been and are being 
made to infiltrate with limited degrees of success such legitimate 
Negro organizations as the National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People, -the Negro American Labor Council, and the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference headed by Martin Luther * 
king, Jr. Other legitimate Negro organizations not known to be
infiltrated, influenced or controlled but are targets include 
Congress of Racial Equality, National Urban League and the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. *

100-3-75'*' tv 0^’ • * „ \
F 'skw _ ' * * . <7-7/ Thh dww* prepared in response to W /l^

and the tmv nut diseased
nd r\hoitl the express approval of the FBI
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Mcmorariditm to Mr. Sulli ’ 
RE: COLUUNIST PARTY, USA 

. r NEGRO QUESTION 
/' 3-75

While much propaganda is issued, there is n
OTm. substantial implementation of Communist Party aims

E
own subst a 
d policies 
mmunist Pa

among, negroes in the labor field .e
Party has done- all possible to exploit a great

number of events and issues among Negroes such as the ' 
Scottsboro Case;. Emmett Till Case; llontgomery, Alabama, bus 
boycott; 1956 March on Washington, D.C.; 1957 Prayer Pilgrimage 
to Washington; "sit-in” demonstrations; "freedom ridefs”; and 
school integration campaigns. While not the instigiftor and 
presently unable to direct or control the coming Negro August 28 
March on Washington, D,C,, communist officials are planning to 
do all possible to' advance communist aims in a supporting role 
Martin Luther King,' a key figure in the March, does have as / 

membeZ

Despite tremendous sums of money and time spent by 
tho Communist Party, USA, on the American Negro during the past 
44 years, the Party has failed to reach its goal with the * 
Negroes, The Director, on January 26, 1960, said publicly: 

is no secret that one of the bitterest disappointments 
communistic efforts in this Nation has been their failure 
lure our Negro citizens into the party. Despite every type 

of propaganda boomed at our Nation*s Negro citizens, thev have 
never succumbed to the party's saccharine promises of a ' 
Communist Utopia. This generation and generations to ccme ..
for 
who 
the

many years owe a tremendous debt to our Negro citizens / u 
have consistently refused to surrender their freedoms for4/ J 
tyranny of communism,” - . ' '

\. Negroes represent ten per cent of the population of 
the United States or 19 million. If one was to apply this 
breakdown to Gus Hall's figure of 10,000 Communist Party '
members today, it would give to the Party 1,000 Negro members. ' 
(Applied to our classified figure of 4,453 active Communist 
Party members, the estimated number of Negro communists would 
be 445, ,This would not, of course, include communist sympathizers, 
supporters or dupes but only those included uncier our very strict 
and exacting Party membership requirements,) Despite the obvious 
failure of the Communist Party of the United States to appreciably







liemorandum to Mr. Sulll, an
RE: COMMUNIST PART/, USA 

NEGRO'QUESTION
100-3-75

tyhile much propaganda Is issued, there is no ✓ 
known substantial implementation of Communist Party aims y . 
and policies among, Kegroes in the labor field, .^The 
Communist Party has done- all possible to exploit a great 
number of events and issues among Negroes such as the 
Scottsboro Case;. Emmett Till Case; Montgomery, Alabama, bus 
boycott; 1956 March on Washington, D.C.; 1957 Prayer Pilgrimage 
to Washington; "sit-in” demonstrations; "freedom riders"; and 
school integration campaigns. Vhlle not the instigator and 
presently unable to direct or control the coming Negro August 28 
Earch on Washington, D.C., communist officials are planning to 
do all possible to advance communist aims in a supporting role. 
Martin Luther King,' a kev figure in the March, does have as v-. . 
an..advisor, Stanley I^vinecm; member/JX

• /, tT» hi
Despite tremendous sums of coney and tine spent by 

tho Communist Party, USA, on the American Negro during the past 
44 years, the Party has failed to reach its goal with the - 
Negroes. The Director, on January 26, 1960, said publicly: 
"It is no secret that one of the bitterest disappointments 
of communistic efforts in this Nation has been their failure 
to lure our Negro citizens into the party. Despite every type 
of propaganda boomed at our Nation’s Negro citizens, thev have 
never succumbed to the party’s saccharine promises of a ' ■
Communist Utopia. This generation and generations to ccme . 
for many years owe a tremendous debt to our Negro citizens Zz 
who have consistently refused to surrender their freedoms foi/^j 
the tyranny of communism.” . I*

Negroes represent ten per cent of the population of 
the United States or 19 million. If one was to apply this 
breakdown to Gus Hall’s figure of 10,000 Communist Party '
members today, it would give to the Party 1,000 Negro members. 
(Applied to our classified figure of 4,453 active Communist 
Party members, the estimated number of Negro communists would 
be 445. , This would not, of course, include communist sympathizers 
supporters or dupes but only those included uncler our very strict 
and exacting Party membership requirements.) Despite the obvious 
failure of the Communist Party of the United States to appreciably



Memorandum to Hr. Sullivan 4. ' 
RE; COMMUNIST PARTY, 'USA

NEGRO QUESTION
100-3-75 -

/infiltrate, influence or control large numbers of American
pfegroes in this country, the fact remains that the 19 million ; 
Negroes in this country constitute the greatest single racial ’ 
target of the Communist Party of the United States. It would ? 
be foolhardy-on anybody’s part to ignore this very significant • 
truth. Further, we are right now in this Nation involved in : 
a form of racial 'revolution and the time has never been so

/'right for exploitation of the Negroes by communist propagandists 
nThe Communist Party in the next few years hay fail dismally 
Hwith the American Kegro as it has in the past. On the other 

hand, it may make prodigious strides and great successes with
1 .the American Negroes, to the serious detriment of our national 

security. Time alone will tell

W.e'

emo reminds me 
y of those I re- 
when Castro took 

uba. You contended 
hat Castro and his 
s were note Communists 
t influenced by Com
s. Time alone proved you 

I for one can’t ignore 
nos re King, O’Dell, 

Rustin, Hall et al
Lng only an infinitesimal 
on the efforts to

t the American Negro by

H
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Hr Belmont
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. DeLoach

Tewi__________ 
~ fitter —____
T<5*. Hoot._____

_________

Harrist, 
sedition

YOBE
DECLA

Hr. D.E.Moore *~ 
Mr. D,J.Brennan

^Hr^B • Smith ,

We know that Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, a self-avowed / 
represents a very real security problem to this country. In'S
to his Marxism, Dr g, as we know, for some tine now has

been surreptitiously receiving guidance from concealed members of the 
Communist Party of the United States. Apart from the security factor, 
he is a disgrace'to the Negro people of this country because of his 
personal misconduct while at the same tine purporting to be a minister "

th» gmmpa 
successfully

Obviously he has the capacity to deceive people very 
This was made evident most recently by his b«i«g selected .

2»s me t*a3x of tJxe % / 
\ <

Further, we know that he has been able to cleverly deceive ’ 
Loth very important Protestant and Catholic organisations, securing 
-hereby support from them which gives him added stature. It should be 
very clear to all of us that Martin Luther King must, at some propitious 
point in the future, be revealed to the people of this country and to 
is Negro followers as being what he actually is—a fraud, demagogue and
.^-0. f coundr el concernins his
'reseated, such should be enough, if handled properly, to take him off .
..is pedestal and to reduce him completely in influence so that he will - - 
'•o longer be a security problem and no longer will be deceiving and 
islcading the Negro people.

• When this is done,.and it can be and will ba done,-obviously 
:uch confusion will reign, particularly among the Negro people, There 
ill be embarrassment, frustration, confusion, resentment, et cetera, 
kevuse of this and the emotional reaction that will set in, it is not 
alikely that movements like the Nation of Islam could benefit greatly, 
orther, other ridiculous developments similar to the Old Father Divine 

I nd Daddy Grace organizations cay appear. The Negroes will be left withov 
national lender of sufficiently compelling personality to steer them 

a the proper direction. This is whnt could happen, but need not happen 
_ the right kind of a national Negro leader could at this time be

lly dove lo; 
ur.e t?;o' re

so as to oyershneow Dr. King and be in the position
1 the leadership of the Negro people .when King has bee 
cd. —_

’ 4 h^d to office procee^^ by
*. y>v.r pony v^jI, Urfdistlosed fe
, net viiVr.ofd tKc depress approval of the^BI .

NW 68'486 Dbcld:32989755 Page 959,



ay I had an opportunity to explore this from a philosophical and 
ociological standpoint with Dr. Frank B. Barnett, whom I have known for 
one years. As I previously reported, Barnett is a very able fellow, 
former Oxford scholar and professor, and one on whom I can rely, I

shed Barnett to give the matter ’some attention and if he knew any 
ogro of outstanding intelligence and ability let me know and we would 
rve a discussion. Barnett has submitted to me the name of the above- • 
optioned person, Samuel Biley _Pierce,_ Jr. -

Enclosed with this memorandum is an outline of Pierce’s
Lography which is truly' remarkable for a man so young, having been bom 
.ptember 8, 1922, On scanning this biography, it will be seen that 
_ercs does have all the qualifications of the kind of a Negro I have 

mind to advance to positions of national leadership. I won’t go into
LI his accomplishments and qualifications in this memorandum, for it 
all only take a minute or two to scan the enclosed biography,

’ * On first blush I know it can be said it is not the concern of 
-- Bureau what happens to the he gross when Martin Luther King has

. discredited. This can be said, but I think it is a very short- 
gntod view,. IX_is„our_concern if large 'numbers of thom'go into the 

./tion of Islam and other extremist groups with which we arc concerned as 
-- investigative agency. It_ls_our concern if the Communist Party would 
- able to capitalise upon this confusion. Further, free a positive 
d constructive standpoint it would be of great advantage to’ have leading 
.2 Hego’o people a truly brilliant, honorable and loyal Negro who would 
-oer the 5i?/riillion Negroes away from communism, I think in a very 
und sense this necessarily must be of groat interest to us, It would 

? nest helpful to have a can like Pierce lending the Negroes to whom we 
uld go, if necessary, and rely upon in sensitive matters over which this 
reau has jurisdiction, .

I want to make it clear at once that I don’t propose that the 
-I in any way become involved openly as the sponsor of a Negro leader 

overshadow Kartin Luther Kang. As far as I am concerned, this is not 
. issue at all. But I do propose that I be given permission to explore 
rther this entire mafter“wzth Frank Barnett and any other person known 

- both Barnett and myself who could be helpful. If this thing can be 
t up properly without the Bureau in any way becoming directly involved, 
thin!: it would be not only a great help to the FBI but would be a fine 
Ing for the country at large. While I an not specifying at this moment, 
-re are various ways in which the FBI could give this entire matter

NW 68486 Docld:32989755 Page 960



the proper direction and development. There are highly placed contacts 
of the FBJ who night be very helpful to further such a step. These can 
be discussed in detail later when I have probed nore fully into the 
possibilities.

RECOMHEZtDATION: •

{1) Tot the information of the Director.

(2) That approval be given for ne to explore this whole nattei 
in greater detail, as set forth above. Q - - - ♦

IF

ADDDTbra (1/9/64), VCS/csh: . '
• Ur. Pierce has been investigated by the Bureau as a Departmental 

Applicant (for the position of Assistant US Attorney, Southern District 
of KY), and no derogatory information of any kind was developed. The 
investigation showed, as does the biography, that he has a remarkably 
fine record.

• W.C.Sullivan -
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date: January 17, 19 G3
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T.:.* ?

Reference is made to the .memorandum of Er. DeLoach to 
Hr. Mohr, January 15, 1062, pointing out the attempts made to 
interview Reverend Martin LutherALing, Jr., to give him the 
truth concerning“tKe rolcT'ox*Tho' 231 Ln'the Albany situation, 
Hurierous attempts were made to contact him and he has completely 
evaded all attempts to reach him to set the record straight.

' King’s comments have been previously brought to the 
attention of Er. Berl I, Bernlir.rd, Staff Director of the U, S, 
Commission on Civil Rights, and it was- pointed cut to him that 
there is no basis in fact for King’s remarks. In addition, it 
was pointed out that four of the five Resident Agents at Albany 
are from northern states and one is from Georgia, 

’ . 'z / - *
• As has been indicated by-Hr. DeLoach’s memorandum, 

interviews with publishers of the newspapers who carried
Reverend Mr, King’s lies have been conducted and they have 
been set straight. As pointed out, no further need to contact J Reverend Hr, King exists inasmuch as he obviously does *nbt 

{desire to be given the truth. The fact that he is a vicious 
- • liar is amply demonstrated in the factho constantly associates 

with and_ takes instructions from 
C°:aiL'uniBt Party in

RECOMHEimATIOH: '

Stanley Levison vno- 
Kew York. .

In view, of the conduct of Reverend Mr, King in
evading any attempts to learn,the truth of this Bureau’s

completely 
role in 
to the 
General

1K& conduct of King
.ddition

the attached letters to the Attorney

157-6-2

the Albany situation 
action taken above, ■

it is recommended that in

to ; rot for ^f^ceni-
Ps W t to orfwil prfcrwifrirf ly

and to Mr^ Bernhard be sent pointing putjt

Enclosures - 2

Hr 
Hr. DoLo





.Zt. John H. Sungstaeke

ofiicurs in o££ic21 P-’-Xrwance of their duties and he is presently cut cn bond 
w.witxnfr Fedor al action. Those two /«>nis \r^2 both bwn, reared
ud educated in the I^riX

Lr. L'ing also asserte, "One ci ths front rrcbloms we face with 
ihe I'Ll in the Cxith is tint toe events are white toutherziL-rs who bs.v:- been 
irJivrnced by tm ^-orca of Xj coz^vzity.,: X.s EcXixcn ’ was i'er Xo- xudsral 
•ov.TnaiCnt to consider assigning from cXsr parts of ms cxiniry to the 

..srb: ana ‘who ere r.l Isnsi in with the is.w of the Laid/ '* according
:□ tie nowspapsr article,

Voile FFI /.rente ^cv^ioot thz country carry cut their Lnvesti- 
wiivE rcsp-xicibililios irrespective X their stats c£ cripin, four cut cl the five . 

Agents assimed io Las Albany, Ceorfiu, x^sidunt come iron states 
ether than Georgir;—Hew Xor;^ Indir.ss., AfasMuebusatts ami _2innesGta,

The ether p.tr.isrnentn ’.w Lt, innprcreitl r, total ignorance, not 
only of the true erswastor oi FZ1 Lh'csscr J, Hoovert but rdoo o' the FLI
i cccrd in protesting civil rights.

As an craiapl? of merely cne p.npret cZ<rjr CMtensi’/e c’peruticns 
Jr: the civil rights field, 1 rite the zn^tver of In the visA. several months, 
Jr; ZIiI has ccrrsaeted tovnr.tlpatiozs irvolv±n;. mere t-ien j yj counties in which . 
racial taEci-iminution v;ns ulic-fcd to crist The ijeparimont of Justice has been 
arnbahed the results ci those investlptions; raid zzsoa re on Uem, ever 33 

ruits in co wilier- o; zivo states have u-on liicd 1:> tiie Department for iho purpose 
ci ending Maciel disoriuj-irrauon in votmp.

Zs a result of I'Ll inverti^rtic’ns pad court actions based thereon, 
Jiomsnds of proviourly dirrrirzniehiscJ Ksyrc-es have been enabled io register 

vote in aecor Jancc- with t::c-ir r‘;ws unecr trie C0r.cStr.tion andUws of the 
United ftnios. l or G'rxi^le. in one'r.xca wnerc no Ho'TO had voted in <0 years, 
l.’?^o?s entered polling places in Ceptomber, 1-22, end cast ballots.

It should .always bo borne in mind that the FF^ is etri eUy an 
inrestiTative agency. Guv inveEtj^tions are cent acted w?xh dispatch and 
horau^imess, ConfcT.r^’ to rswnj’ beliefs, we 60 not render prosecttlivo opinions 
nor hzndlo tee prosecuticn of cases, Tide, of course, is proper in a l.cpubUc 

ueb as ours. . r" ~.
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Tou i.^y be sure that E12 I'll will continue to saury out its 
invest? ratira res yciLltniucs to toe utococz xn koto z rzzztfx&iv ana realistic 
manner. izmzz'zz, ^zr2Zzzzz^L/., chargor cis Little to ^sziczz meh coals, 
1 trust r?y commanto will serve to put too i^snas rezzza t? Lr. Ziz? to toair 
pre per and 1 'xvy.T you would wato to have ilmse iters to view of
yo^r icc oid hi tc^lz'^y, tie news in zz impartial and objective- stylo..

Please giro me a call twon toe occasion of your nc;i trip to 
V/ashingtou. It wzii-Ya be good to see you

A •

Si.zcerDiyf

jJ

C. D. DeLoach

NOTZ: John H. Senpstackc is on the Special Correspondents’ Idsd Songstacke 
neet tliZ Director in April, it CO, when the Director appeared in Chicago fora 
speech He v/as very much impressed v/ith hir. Hoover and hir. Sengstacke has 
erpresssd much a^niration for toe Dir ectomind the FBL .Ee was congratulated 
by fne Director when he was elected President o' the National Newspaper Pub
lishers Association in IC SO. SAs Joseph H. Q’Hourke and Paul J. hlohr were 
toe Agents assaulted by Virgil «ldinuna Puckett, and tliis case is being closely 
followed by toe General Investigative Division. In June, 1562, Sengstacke was 
appointed to toe President’s Advisory Committee to end any discrimination 
against military personnel ar.d their families. In July, 1582, toe White House 
was furnished a cop;' of pertinent information in Eufilcs regarding Sengstacke,
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Mr. Mohr date: January 15, 1963TO

C. D. DeLoachFROM

subject:

rr.n—— 
Trt-u^---------------
1,U. Rsoa  ...... - .
fiolcc     — •

JJtJTPD STATES GOVERN"

Memorandum

RACIAL SITUATION, Albany, Ga 
RACIAL MATTERS (Article by 
Martin Luther King, Jr., 
critical of FBI) 'if" ROM

GLASS1FIE
GPS CATEGORY

DAT^OF^ DECLASSIFICATION INDEFINITE

"ifir. Belmont’s memorandum of November 26, 1962, reflected the 
Lt ernatives in interviewing Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr,., who had criticized the 

• ork of the FBI in relation to the Albany situation. The Director approved the - 
.iggestion that Mr. Sullivan and I handle the interview with Rev. King. /

Following approval, I immediately tried to contact Rev. King telephonicah
-i November 27, 1962. ...

_ Rev. King does not have a phone-at his residence. V7e then attempted to
ontact him at his church in Atlanta. His secretary advised, upon being told who

• as trying to contact him, that Kev. King was "off in another building writing a book, 
further stated that Rev. King preferred not to be disturbed and that it would be . 

impossible to talk to him. That same daj’ I called the SAC at Atlanta and instructed 
.im to attempt to contact Rev. King and set up an interview for Mr, Sullivan and .me. A 
LAC Atlanta advised the following day, November 23, that Rev. King had left v 
Astructions with his secretary that he did not have time for an interview, that he was 
moving around the country. THe secretary further advised the SAC that Rev. King 
<rould call us when he was willing to sit down for ari interview. Rev. King has not 
called since that date, •

' It would appear obvious that Rev. "King does not desire to be told the
•rue facts. He obviously used deceit, lies and treachery as propaganda to further
•is own causes. DEGLAc. -> rv

- ‘ ............
Realizing the above, I recommended, .the Director approved, that I 

talk with Mr, MacKay, publisher of the four Afro-American newspapers. This 
'nterview was handled and reported by memorandum. The interview was based on the 
.'act that the Afro-American newspapers had published Rev. King’s lies, quoting 
:im exclusively. In talking with Mr. MacKay I carefully went over each allegation 

.?y Rev. King and set him straight with respect to these lies. MacKay offered no , t -
i

"Tclosure
- Mr. Belmont
- Mr. Rosen

1 - Mr, McGowan
L"r Mr.-M. .A. ’Jones resist to 

—i. .1'..'cv '• i.
t

iceerniQS z.j
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: RACIAL SITUATION

Howard Zinn, the author of the report for the Southern Regional 
Council, was mentioned in my memorandum 11/15/62 and has been the subject 
of a security investigation by this Bureau (100-360217). Zinn was reportedly 
a member of the CP from 1949 through 1953 and attended CP meetings during 
that period. Zinn is a history^professor at Spellman College in Atlanta, It 
was the second slanted and biased document written by Zinn on the Albany 
situation. — ...

Reverend Mr, Tang is the 'President of the Southern Christian • - 
Leadership Conference who arose to prominence during the 1955 - 1956 
successful boycott which ended bus segregation in Montgomery, Alabama, 
He has been active in Negro segregation matters since that time. -

'DpC-faAt.ON . ' ‘

advised on 8/7/62 that while in conversation with O’De
Lesson asked how things were in Albany, Georgia. O'Dell replied that ther 
was a leadership problem down there and things could get quite disorganized 
If ”our” staff was not there,/^. A lu _   - . _



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: RACIAL SITUATION

On 9/10/62 advised that on the afternoon of that date -
Clarenc? Jones, a member of the Labor Youth League in 1954 (a cited organization) 
and Levison were discussing burning of churches in the South, both expressed the - 
opinion that King should not be silent in this matter but should send a hot wire to - 
"Kennedy" expressing his indighance at the Government's failure to control one 
small community. This was furnished to the Attorney General on 9/11/62.

RECO?A?.IENDATION: . *

• Consideration has been given to contacting King to straighten him out; 
however, this seems undesirable in view of the above facts and it is recommended 
he not be contacted. . • ■ . *

The beckgrnnnd infnrrrB.fion regarding King. T^viRGn and SSjnn has 
been furnished to the Department. -

Nothing would seem to be gained by contacting the "New York Times’ 
or the "Atlanta Constitution" as we obviously cannot give them background data 
we possess on the CP influence of King. ZV} n , .

. . The Department and the Attorney General have been publicly
criticized on many occasions by King and yet they are cooperating with him

Rjs recommended that the Liaison Section of the Domestic Intelligence 
• Division bring King’s comments in the article to the attention of Staff Director ; 
; Berl L Bernhard of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights and point out to him A 
: that there is no basis in fact for King’s remarks and in addition point out that 4 of 

the 5 Resident Agents assigned at Albany, Georgia, are from northern states andi 
one is from Georgia. *

ACTION:
That this memorandum be referred to the Domestic Intelligence Divisio 

for appropriate handling. 7
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-SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TENN.; RM

RE MEMPHIS TELETYPE MARCH TWENTY EIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTY
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Trt:<

Mr.
Mr.

€?::a'iar». 
C'.tind- 
yjt___

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

H-jlins;___

Rorrn

Mrs*

EIGHT CONCERNING MARCH AND RIOT, MEMPHIS.
ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
LT. E. H. ARKIN, INSPECTIONAL BUREAU, MEMPHIS POLICE DEPT.,

, ADVISED MARCH TWENTY EIGHT THAT BY APPROXIMATELY TWELVE NOON, 
XCST, THE DISRUPTIVE MOB WHICH HAD BEEN BREAKING STORE WINDOWS

AND LOOTING BEALE ST. AND SOUTH MAIN ST., HAD BEEN CONTAINED 

AND THEN WAS DISPERSED AFTER CONSIDERABLE TEAR GAS WAS USED IN 

VINCINITY OF PONTOTOC AND HERNANDO STREETS IN FRONT OF CLAYBORN
TEMPLE. .

HE STATED THAT ONE OF THE LOOTERS, LARRY PAYNE, MALE NEGRO,
AGE SIXTEEN, ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENT AT MITCHELL ROAD SCHOOL, 

REQ 2^—“WAS SHOT WHILE LOOKING AT NINE HUNDRED SOUTH FOURTH ST., AND
WAS PRONOUNCED DEAD ON ARRIVAL AT JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL, ONE

8 ArR '< 1G53
TWENTY PM. FIRST REPORT PAYNE SHOT BY POLICE OFFICER, HOWEVER 

i
SEpOND REPORT REFLECTS PAYtJE SHOT BY STOREKEEPER. THIS BEING CHECKED

MEMPHIS PX^ X XL

D PAGE O.\E



END PAGE ONE •
PAGE TWO • ’

ARKIN ADDED THAT AT EIGHT FIFTY FIVE AM, MARCH TWENTY 

EIGHT INSTANT, THE MEMPHIS PD RECEIVED CALL FROM A MRS. E. R. 
HODGSON WHOSE MAID HAD STATED THAT A GROUP OF YOUNG NEGRO MALES 

FROM MITCHELL ROAD SCHOOL, WHICH IS LOCATED IN SHELBY COUNTY SOUTH 

OF MEMPHIS CITY LIMITS, HAD PLANNED TO PILFER ONE OF DOWNTOWN 
■ &

STORES DURING THE MARCH. THE MAID IS EDNA EDWARDS, FRMALE NEGRO, 
AGE SEVENTEEN, WHO ATTENDS MITCHELL ROAD SCHOOL.

ARKIN ADDED THAT ON MORNING OF MARCH TWENTY EIGHT, SOME 

NEGRO STUDENTS AT HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL, MEMPHIS, ATTEMPTED TO 

INDUCE THROUGH VERBAL INTIMIDATION OTHER STUDENTS TO LEAVE 

SCHOOL TO PARTICIPATE IN MARCH, THAT A DISTURBANCE^DEVELOPED AND 

WHEN POLICE CALLED TO SCENE SOME OF THE AGITATORS PLANNED TO 

INTERFERE WITH POLICE BUT THAT POLICE WERE ABLE TO DISPERSE - 
CROWD AND MADE ONE ARREST OF A THIRTY EIGHT YEAR OLD NEGRO. 
CIRCUMSTANCES NOT KNOWN TO ARKIN. *

ONE NEGRO WOMAN, POSSIBLY A TEACHER, WAS ALLEGEDLY HIT ON 

HEAD BY.A STUDENT AND WAS TAKEN TO JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL FOR 

TREATMENT. .
- AFTER POLICE USED TEAR GAS TO DISPERSE.CROWD, THE CROWD 

WAS DISPERSED AND ARKIN FEELS THAT POLICE CURRENTLY HAVE SITUATION 

EKD PAGE TWO .
z .
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PAGE THREE
UNDER CONTROL WITH THE EXCEPTION OF REPORTED SPORADIC WINDOW 

BREAKINGS AND POSSIBLE LOOTINGS, WHICH POLICE ARE CURRENTLY 

CHECKING OUT. '
SOURCE ONE ADVISED THAT PRIOR TO START OF MARCH, SOME

YOUNG MALE NEGROES, INCLUDING JAMES ELMQrVPH ILLIES.. LEMOYNE 

COLLEGE STUDENT, MEMPHIS, AND ONE SAM (LAsX NAME UNKNOWN), AND 

OTHER, IDENTITIES NOT KNOWN, WERE HEARD NEAR CLAYBORN TEMPLE . 
TO SAY THAT SOME OF MARCHERS SHOULD BREAK WINDOWS .AND LOOT.
SOURCE OBSERVED PHILLIPS, SAM, AND OTHERS, ESTIMATED TO BE FIFTEEN 

TO TWENTY, TO INTO ALLEY AREA BEHIND CLAYBORN TEMPLE AND OBTAIN 

STICKS AND BRICKS. THIS GROUP REMAINED BEHIND THE LINE OF 

MARCHERS. .
CLT. ARKIN ALSO ADVISED THAT A RELIABLE SOURCE OF THE 

MEMPHIS PD REPORTED SOME OF THIS GROUP SEEN NEAR CHURCH WITH 

STICKS.) . '
SOURCE ONE ADDED THAT AS MARCH PROGRESSED *WEST ON BEALE 

ST. THAT HE OBSERVED UNIDENTIFIED NEGROES, VARYING IN AGE FROM 

FIFTEEN TO TWENTY FIVE, BREAK WINDOWS AT PAUL'S TAILOR SHOP, THIRD 

AND BEALE, AND TAKE THEREFROM A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF CLOTHING 

ALD SUIT CLOTH. HE HEARD MUCH WINDOW BREAKAGE VEST ON BEALE
••2 PACE THREE <? , -
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PAGE FOUR ' -
AT THIS POINT SOME OF THE NEGROES, PARADE MARSHALS AND REPRE
SENTATIVES OF POLICE DEPT. ATTEMPTED TO DISPERSE KARCHERS AND 

TURN THEM BACK TOWARD CLAYBORN TEMPLE. .
SOURCE ONE ADDED THAT AT THIS SAME VICINITY AND SHORTLY ‘ 

THEREAFTER HE SAW A TEENAGE GIRL LYING ON A SIDEWALK-AND ABOUT SAME 

TIME HEARD A NOISE LIKE A GUNSHOT AND THAT RUMOR IS RAMPANT IN 

IXGHO COMMUNITY THAT A NEGRO POLICE OFFICER SHOT THIS GIRL.
LT. ARKIN KAS NO VERIFICATION OF THIS. •

SOME OF MARCHERS CONGREGATED IN CLAYBORN TEMPLE BUT COULD & 
KOT LOND REMAIN, ACCORDING TO SOURCE, DUE TO HEAV^SATURATION OF 

TEAR GAS USED BY POLICE IN THIS AREA BUT UNIDENTIFIED MINISTER 

TOLD THE REMAINING CROWD TO NOT ALLOW DISRUPTION OF THE

MARCH TO DAMPEN THEIR EFFORTS; .THAT THE MASS RALLY SCHEDULED FOR 

CLAYBORN TEMPLE, SEVEN FIFTEEN PM, MARCH TWENTY EIGHT, WOULD BE 

HELD AS SCHEDULED, ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT STATE THAT KING WOULD 

speak.
SOURCE ONE HEARD CHARLES LAVER^X CABBAGE, A SELF-PROFESSED 

-LACK POWER LEADER IN MEMPHIS, TELL SOME OF CROUD AS THEY LEFT 

TEMPLE THAT THEY SHOULD NOT RUN AND THAT THEY SHOULD J1OT START A
J'

•JOS THEY DID NOT PLAN TO FINISH. SOURCE CONSTRUED THS AS A CALL 

TROUBLE. ' ’
-D PAGE FOUR , ./ ■
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PAGE FIVE

OK FEB. SIXTEEN, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT, IN CONNECTION WITH 

ANOTHER INVESTIGATION, CHARLES LAVERNE CABBAGE AND JAMES ELMORE 

PHILLIPS ADVISED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MEMPHIS FffI THAT THEY
ARE A PART OF A SMALL GOVERNING BODY OF A BLACK POWER 

ASKBLACK ORGANIZING POWER**, WHICH IS AFFILIATED WITH 

VICLENT^COORDINATING COMMITTEE. ' .
THE INFORMATION FROM SOURCE ONE WAS FURNISHED TO

GROUP KNOWN

STUDENT NON

ARMY '
INTELLIGENCE AND LT. ARKIN. SOURCE ONE HAS FURNISHED SOME
INFORMATION WHICH KAS BEEN CORROBORATED THROUGH INDEPENDENT
INVESTIGATION IN PAST AND SOME INFORMATION WHICH IS
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Memorandum to Mr. W* C. Sullivan
RE: SANITATION WORKERS’ STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

ADDENDUM:

At 1:05 P.M. ASAC Halter telephonically advised 
he had now received information that King did not walk 
in the march but was in an automobile at the head of it. 
However, he left_ the march very shortly after it started 
when the.trouble began and Negroes began shouting, 
’’Black Power.” Halter advised that there was considerable 
looting on Main and Beale Streets. The police used gas 
to break up the march and at the time of his call the 
situation was fairly well under control although the 
Negroes were dispersing into other areas of Memphis. 
He advised that the National Guard bad been called and 
the Memphis Unit would be activated, in about two hours. 
The Jackson, Tennessee, Unit will be activated in about, 
six hours. Halter said he had no Information as to the 
extent,of Injuries at this time.

The above Information has also Keen furnished 
to the Department and the military.
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Uh IM-1092

tun tn the enclosed |.HM “as furnished 
to111th Military Intelligence, Third Army., 
Memphis. Tennc^see^ —

Li H»S-
AT! ANTI DIVISION (WO) ' .

In I oration copies -ire being furnished AtTmta 
in vie* of the fact tint it is origin in the case re 
MIKT1N LITHKH KW> JK., and SCLC, *

MEMPHIS DIVISION 
. • *

AT MEMPHIS, TrKS. 
Will continue to ioll«* sno report pertinent .

developments.

- -2~
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDEXAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
March 29, 1968

J

Re:
?MRMma^EEaJE52EB
RACIAL MATTERS

On Karch 28, 1968, a first source advised that 
the sanitation strike, Menphijs,Tennessee, has been in progress 
since February 12, 1968, and that it has gradually deteriorated 
into a racial conflict. The source stated that the vast 
majority of the 1300 strikers were cambers of the Negro race. 
Source one also stated that the strike support had been 
primarily taken over by Negro groups in Memphis, Tennessee, 
primarily consisting of approximately 125 Negro ministers, 
members of the Memphis Interdenominational Ministerial 

. Alliance which has adopted the name^Cogmunity on the Move for 
^ualij^xXCOMS)^ and source recalled TEai" ualTjr^rchiiS"'IIi -—•—
suyi&ri of the strike have been held originating at Clayborn 
Temple, a church of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
located at 280 Hernando, Memphis, Tennessee, this being the - 
strike support headquarters. Nightly rallies have been held 
at various Negro churches and such nationally known leaders 
as Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), Bayard Rustin of the A, Philip 
Randolph Institute, and Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr,, 
President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC), have cose to Memphis to address large rallies of 
strike supporters,

Source one recalled that Reverend King spoke at 
a mass rally in Mason Temple on the night of March 18, 1968, 
st which time he ‘called for the Memphis Negro community to 
have a massive downtown rally during which all Negro employees 
would stay away from work and all school children would stay 
away from school and scheduled this march for March 22, 1968, 
This march was cancelled at the last minute due to a 16-inch .



VISITATION WORKERS SIX IKE, 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

. Source one stated that a concerted effort had been
made on the part of the strike support leaders to induce 
people to stay away iron work and to induce school children 

. to stay away iron school and participate in the aarch.

Source one, along with Lieutenant 8. H. Arkin, 
Inspections! Bureau, Memphis Police Department, both advised . 
on March 28, 1968, that preceding the march high school age 
students from several Negro high schools in a rather boisterous 
wanner left school to head downtown to participate in the 
sass march scheduled for March 28, 1968, to begin at 10 a.m, . 
At Hamilton High School, a predominantly Negro high school, 
sone two hundred to three hundred youngsters took to the 
streets, began throwing rocks, and resulted in police being ■ 
called. They threw rocks and bricks at the police, Injuring 
several police and as a result the police had to use considerable 
force, according to Lieutenant Arkin, to quell this disturbance. 
First reports were that tear gas was used on the students, 
although Lieutenant Arkin stated that this definitely was not

' . ' ' „ • • . ■

Source one and Lieutenant Arkin pointed out that 
the start of the aarch was delayed until approximately 11 a.m., 
due to the late arrival in Memphis of Reverend Martin Luther 
King, Jr., who was to head the march. He did not arrive until 
approximately 10:22 A.m. at the Airport, and in fact did not 
join the march until it had proceeded one block north on 
Hernando from Clayborn Temple. /dVV - • - •

■ Source one, source two and source three, all of , 
" whoa were in the vicinity of Clayborn Temple immediately 

prior to the start of the march, pointed out that approximately 
five thousand to six thousand people congregated near the 
Temple for the start of the march and they estimated that 
at least half of these people were teenagers and of school ' . 
*ge. Among the marchers were individuals-who sources, who 
are familiar with many people in the Negro community, 
would describe as common criminals and both sources one and two

. recognized several 
- penal institutions

as being people .who have been in and out of 
for various law infractions in the past.
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MM1TAT10N WORKERS STRIKE, IWHIS, TENNESSEE_______

The aarch was ostensibly under the control, 
accordirtg to these three sources, of the COMB group. 
7hr 0)4* group handed out literally hundreds of prepared 

. placards rade of cardboard and carried on long 4-fcot 
plno poles. It was apparent to these three sources 
prior to the sarch that many of the youngsters were planning 
to use the placards as sticks and clubs because they were 
indiscriminately ripping the cardboard away, leaving a 
4-foot pole in their hands which many of then waved in 
a threatening manner. . .

In fairness to the march Marshals and Ministers 
leading the March, all. three sources heard several of then 
caution, the people in the crowd against violence and sone 
of the youths would utter obscenities at those who were 

. cautioning then. Sources one, two and three*observed in the 
vicinity of the Temple several individuals in Memphis who 
have identified themselves with the black power movement,

’ X For example, source three observed -tohn Hpnrg ^
*^t«rgusc3_ who has already been arrested three times in 

pTrnnvction with incidents in connection with the strike, 
a young male Negro, and John Burrell fSmith, an Owen College 
students, and self-acclaimed leader""©! ‘the Black Power ' "

■ movement, at the Mosque. Ferguson made fun of the marchers, 
saying that he had more important things to do, inferring 
that he was going to engage in violence. Source one, 
who is particularly close to the black power movement,

• which he said refers to Itself as57Black!?Organizing Power (BOP) 
. an aff iliate of tie Student NonviAlenFTSo^ftlnating"Committee

- (SNCC) and headed by Charles LavernejnCabbage and John Burrell 
| Smith, congfented that in fairnegg to the BOP group these . ~
| ^dlviduais did not organize any violence asuch. ^towever.
i tnese individuals have Y&p&ltediy .made mil&miaatofy statements 

. I during recent weeks and he recalled that on the night of .
1 March 5, 1968, Charles Laverne Cabbage, before approximately 

. 1 1500 people at a strike support rally,in Clayborn Temple,
It passed out to the audience a leaflet containing an
I inflammatory letter from H. .Rap Brown, Chairman of the SNCC,

; . -ffllffifc- '
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SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, 
MEMPHIS .TENNESSEE

and also containing a professional type drawing showing 
in detail how one could sake a Molotov cocktail.

Source one stated also that in recent weeks.
John B. Smith has been bragging trat, he and his followers 
have been urging high school students to remain away 
from school when the mass march to be led by Reverend 
Martin Luther King, Jr., was to be held. Source one 
pointed out-that prior to the start of the Starch 28, 1968, 
march tha t (John Smith J^nd some of his associates were in 
his opinion rnrrtriirg^To violence in that they were indiscrimin 
ately giving out the 4-foot pine poles to various teenage 
youngsters in the area ancCJohn Sm£tTt\ was heard by source one 
to tell these youngsters, ieentities not known, not to be 
afraid to.use-these sticks. He did not elaborate as to what

^On March 28 aim again on March 29, 1968, source
two advised that prior to the start of the aarch, the 
parade marshals agreed to put the sanitation workers 
strikers in the front of the march with the remainder of 
the people to follow behind. He stated that several of the 
marshals kept cautioning the youngsters to be peaceful and 
tbat^he personally saw two self-admitted BOP people, 
Barnes Elmore^.nrtg awri ~f^rte,iXcartei^ both students at 

~LeMoyne College^male Negroes,"and other unknown associates; 
and that they were making remarks*sometime between 8:30 and 
9:30 a.m. near, the Clayborn Temple that they were going to 
tear this S.O.B*. town up today.” Phillips made some 
general statements about some high school students being 
thicken” and staying in school rather than starching and 
he stated that"the white people who were participating 
in the march were fools for marching because if any trouble . 
started that the Negro marchers would turn on them first.

Source two stated that the march started at
approximately 11 o’clock a.m., and that Phillips and Carter 
and some of their unknown associates remained behind. As
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-60NMTIAL
MM STATION WORKERS STRIKE, *
WHHS, TENNESSEE . . .

the march progressed north of Lindon on Hernando,. 
Phillips and another associate f rom .LeMoyne College. 
understood to be in the BOP group,^Clinton Ro^ja^erson^-/ , • 

• . r*nt back into an alley and obtained ’MJuiu"!?iltu duiT~- ' 
bricks. At this point, they coved on up ahead'of 
source two. He did not see then thereafter. Source two . 
added that the march progressed peacefully, although it 
w%s definitely not well organized in that the marchers 
were walking all over the street and sidewalks and that . 
these was no order whatsoever to the line of march. 
Ho stated that the march beaded north on Hernando to 
Beale, west on Beale toward Main Street, and that by the . 
tine he reached Third and Beale many of the teenagers had 
ripped the signs off their poles and were waving them wildly 
as clubs. . . . .

■ « •
On Myr*h- 98- 1368. source one advised that the 

atovementionedC^auel^rte^is a self-admitted member of the 
BOP group and alSU Uh JUUTUiTry 16, 1968, in connection with 
another FBI investigation James Eltaore Phillips, Charles L. 
Cabbage, Clinton Hoy Jamerson, and John Burrell Smith all 
admitted to representatives of the FBI that they were 
members of the Governing Body of BOP which they admitted 
was affiliated with the SNCC, with national headquarters in 
Atlanta, Georgia. . . . .

. Source two continued that on reaching Third and 
Beale Street, the head of the march had already progressed 
as far west as Main Street and he observed unknown young 
Negroes using the long sticks to break windows in Paul’s 
Clothing Store at Third and Beale and that he could hear 
windows breaking further west on Beale Street, a 2-block 
area consisting of pawn shops, clothing stores, and dry . 
goods stores. Almost as if spontaneously Negroes who had - 
been in the march began looting these stores and breaking 

. windows and running in all directions. Some of the parade 
marshals were urging them to reverse their direction and 
return to Clayborn Temple in aa‘effort to break up the crowd. 

‘ Police officers were also urging them to cease and desist 
and return to the Temple. By this time, which would have
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been approximately 11:15 a.m., according to source two, 
ra.si^ confusion rvi^ned, people T£*ro running in all 
directions, &nd the police wwra toinz toe best they .
could to stop the looters ard rx-ve then back toward -
Clayborn Ter pie. Various ker/rocs started rumors that .
the police had shot a teen-age girl ciA source later 
determined that this was not true. •

Source two returned to the Temple, along with 
several hundred of the searchers. . ■ . .

On March 28, 1968, Lieutenant Arkin stated that 
when the front of the march had proceeded to Beale and 
Main Street, Chore was corp let e disorder cn the part of . 
the marchers; they wore all over the sidewalks and all * ' 
over the streets; and that at this point Martin Luther 
King, Jre, who had joined the march st Hernando and Beale 
with the Vice President of the SGLC, Reverend Ralph D. . .
Abernathy and others unknown at that point to Lieutenant 
Arkxn, were still marching at the head of the warch. As the 
windows of 'store fronts were broken out and sporadic looting 
began, King remarked that he hid to get out of there. Be 
and so-w of his associates ran on ahead and jumped into 
an old Pontiac automobile and were escorted away from the 
rarch by a Police Lieutenant to the Rivermont Hotel, an 
exclusive new hotel on the Mississippi River front operated , 
by Holiday Inns of America. Lieutenant Arkin stated that 
King left the mAreh at about 11:15 a.m and had checked into 
the Hl ver co nt by 11:24 a.m. ... ...

Lieutenant Arkin added that by approximately noon 
the Police Department had broken up the crowd, being forced 
to use tear gas particularly in the vicinity of Clayborn 
Temple, after sea® of the marchers who had run into the Temple 
began throwing rocks and bricks &t police from tl© roof top 
of the Temple and also began throwing from the streets, 
and. »ken the police would start aft-e? then they would run into 
the Temple, • x. . • . .
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Source t«> recalled that prior to the start 
nt the rareh some of the associates of Phillips and ...

- Phillips eero taking remarks tear Clayborn Temple to the .
. effect that some ci the rarchers should break windows and 

loot. . . . - .

Source three stated that after the Marchers ..
returned to Clayborn Temple, after the looting started, 
the so-called black poucr group, including cany apparent 
unorganised teenagers, virtually took over the Temple . . .. 
and Reverend Janes Morris Ladson, Jr., one of the leaders ' 
of the COMS group, was unable to control them, (hie of • .

• • these individuals rade the statement, "We’re going to take . 
over this town," • . .. ' .

. A. * “ * * * * * t “*,—** —

The "Press-Scimitar" newspaper, Memphis, Tennessee, 
issue of March 29, 1968, in a story by Clark Porteous,"Press- - 

• Scimitar" staff writer, *ho observed portions of the disturbance 
on Beale Street where the major portion of the early looting 
occurred, stated that he saw the Memphis police take an ' 
awful lot off the looters in the way of bricks and bottles 
and that he heard some reports of police being rough on '

. citizens, but he did not see any police brutality. He ' 
stated that many of the officers were taking a lot and . • - 
doing it bravely, , . - . , .

. Another story in the "Press-Scimitar" issue of .
March 29, 1968, by Staff Reporter James R, Reid, described the 
rampant window breaking and looting which occurred from •
the South Main Street area around Beale Street, east on Beale. .

■ to Hernando, and pointed out that Memphis police officers > 
formed a line in an effort to move the crowd back and that . . 
they gave ample warning. The story reported that many of 

. the crowd instead glowered at the officers who tried to - .
Move them from the area and that when the officers pushed ' - 
against the crowd, many of the crowd pushed back, Reid reported 

• that he saw one officer there felled in-the melee, and that 
crowd was then out of control • with many ol the cro^d having 

. long wooden sticks, He stated tfest .pal ire officers with megaphones 
asked the crowd to move asd stated, "For your safety, move back."
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; So^e of the officers pleaded, according to 
R<Ud, He stated that nw of the officers had earlier 
•z»z pelted ?/ith rocks and bricK’4 aM had restrained 
t z arrives iron using clubs <«r Ha stated that 

' .*jjsidemble  force needed by the police la order to 
•control the crowd which had virtually turned. into a nob 

z' and that it was necessary the police to strike cevcral 
cf tho Negroes with Right sticks la order to control the*.  
Kv stated that he saw Lieutenant D, W. Williams of the 
Pelice Depart went turn from a small group of Negroes 
with his face covered with blood and saw other officers 
falling alcmg the tiay, He stated tlat th*  officers . ,

• . Source three added that this source remained 
near Clayborn Teapie throughout the March and observed ' 
numerous teen-age* Negroes with sticks and also observed 
some of them literally tear sose old iron beds apart, waking 
iron pipes Iron the parts thereof, and making statements, 
"We’re going to get some white bastards today," whereupon 
they ran down and caught up with the warch and joined it, . 
Source three pointed out that the march was extremely 
poorly organised; that the march leaders had no control .. 
over the marchers, even*before they started; and that it 
was obvious that there would probably ^be trouble, . . '

observed by bin reverted to only after everything 
else had failed, yet he heard soea of the Negroes in the 
crowd yell, "Police brutality." Ke stated that souse of 
the owners of businesses who had their windows swashed ' 
and their merchandise stolen as they took refuge iron the . 
violent sob that surged through the streets, were heard . ,w. . 
•tc remark-that no one was'cd«»^13xning about "cob brutality," 
He stated that cany of fleers were struck by bottles, sticks 
and large rocks thrown by the crowd and that those in the 
crowd who responded quickly to the officers*  comaand to 
move on set with little or no physical persuasion from the 
officers. He stated that^ in fairness. Most of the crowd 
did move quickly, • . . .
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Lieutenant Arkin on March 28, 1968, advised 
ttit a reliable source of the Police Department Lid 
btms 8 aad 9 **»*, March 28, 1968, observed John b* 
Lr.lth and setter of his black power associates near the 
ci^ytom Te?q?le with sticks and brickbats.

Source two added that he heard Charles L. 
C&htage tell sone of the crowd as they left the Tesple, 
after the Marchers returned to the Temple, that they should 
not run froa the police and that they should "not start a 
job that they did not plan to finish. * Cabbage did not 
elaborate but source two construed this as a call for 
trouble* ; • .

A fourth source advised that Reverend Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Ralph D. Abernathy, and Bernard Lee, 
administrative aide to King, were scheduled to leave 
Memphis at 9:05 p.a., Central Standard Tice, via Eastern 
Airi lues, en route to Atlanta, Georgia, and were scheduled 
to leave Atlanta, Georgia, on the early Morning of 
March 29, 1958, to fly to Friendship Airport in Baltimore. 
Maryland*

Source one advised that after tha trouble on 
Beale Street, the eass rally scheduled for Mason Temple 
on the night of March 28, 1968, which was to have featured 
Mirtln Luther King, Jr*, as the sain speaker, was 
cancelled* .;

On the late night of March 28, 1968, source four 
advised that King, Abernathy and Lee had failed to catch 
the above-described flight and that no one had cancelled 

. . his reservations, and that to his knowledge King was still 
staying at the Biverffout Hotel*

During the afternoon and evening of March 28, .
1963, Lieutenant Arkin advised that sporadic looting continued 
in the south-central area of Memphis', which is predominantly 
a Negro area, and that ths set in targets of the sporadic

. vandals were liquor stores and smaII grocery stores and sunn y 
stores*
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On the late night of March 28, 1968, Lieutenant 
Arkin advised that there had been numerous snail fires 
set but none of then were serious. He stated that the 
Memphis Fire De^artaent was able to extinguish the fires 

* without trouble. He pointed cci that during the afternoon 
of March 28, 1968, the Tennessee State Legislature in a 
special session passed a statute which would give Memphis 
Mayor Henry Loeb authority to apply a curfew and that 
such a curfew was ordered to begin at 7 p.a., March 28, 
1968. 

f - .

Lieutenant Arkin further advised that by 6 p.n., 
Karch 28, 1968, approxin£tely'3500 nembers of the Tennessee 
National Guard consisting of the Memphis unit and West 
Tennessee units had arrived and was on duty in Memphis, 
Tennessee, and that Guardsman were preparing*to patrol ' 

' Memphis in tactical units, each unit to be accompanied 
by one or sore officers of the Memphis Police Department.

On the sorning of March 29, 1968, Inspector
G. P. Tines, Inspectional Bureau,'Memphis Police Department 
advised from records, as yet incomplete at the Memphis 
Police Department regarding the following statistics 
relative to the racial disturbance in Memphis from approxi
mately 9 a.a., March 28, 1968, to 12 noon^ March 29, 1968, 
as follows: • . .

. A total of 150 fires were set; most were small 
in nature, primarily trash fires. Approximately 30 of these 
were estimated by the Memphis Fire Department to have been 
caused by Molotov cocktails or some similar incendiary 
device. There have been over 300 arrests, exact count 
not as yet completed, primarily consisting of charges of 
looting, violation of curfew, arson, disorderly conduct, 

. and related offenses. An approximate total of 60 individuals, 
aany of whoa were arrestees, have received xedical attention 
for various Injuries received in connection with the looting

. -10-
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and over-all disturbance. In addition, over 300 reported 
cases of looting and rather major vandalism have been 

. ' reported to the Memphis Police Department by Merchants 
. throughout Memphis, again most of these being confined 
* to ths south-central area of Memphis, which is a predominantly 

Negro area. Inspector Tinos emphasized again that the 
incomplete count shows that most of these were liquor 
stores, small grocery stores, sundry stores, and related . 
establishments, plus numerous clothing stores and related . 
stores in the Beale Street and South Main Street area, 
described hereinbefore. - '

. Inspector Tines advised that five officers of the 
Memphis Police Department were injured sufficiently to * 
require hospitalization and that there were scores of . . 
minor injuries to officers requiring only on-the-spot .
field first aid, . .

Inspector Tines continued that there was a total. 
__  . of four individuals who were shot while in the process of 
■■looting', or as a result thereof. They are as follows: .
I A JLarry^Payne, male Negro, age 16, 3023 Parker Road., an 11th 

grads~^zudent at Mitchell Road School, whicii is actually 
operated by the Shelby County Board of Education, just 
south of the Memphis City Limits. He was pronounced dead 

. on arrival at John Caston City Hospital, l;20 p.m., March 28,
1968. He was shot by an officer of the Memphis Police . . 
Department as he attacked this police officer with a butcher 
knife after he had looted a Sears Roebuck store on South 
Third Street. He had run from this store into the vicinity 

. • of the Fowler Homes on South Fourth Street. Another shot 
but not killed was A, A .^Sundry. Negro male, residence 303 
J£n£e, who was wounded in the neck by a police officer • 
while looting a store. Sundry was not seriously injured 
as the Injury was superficial. Another shot but not killed

.tf, was Alan^Iintrell, Negro male, age 17, residing 988 Springdale_ 
■ ' StreeTr^d^n^ng^ He was shot by a citizen while looting 

y a stoj^atr'lSACj Thomas about 4 p.m., March28,1968, by the 
jStore manager Barnes Taylor. Taylor was charged'by the police 

~ “with assault tq murder. He was shot after a beer bottle
fy 5 /— was thrown through the store window. Tines stated that ' 

E&rtraU is in serious condition with a shotgun slug in his back.
NW 68486 Docld:32989755 P*g» ‘
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Another shot! but not killed, according to Tines, was 
J^lf^EeJUiis^^yne, age 21, male Negro of 1835 Castalia.

C,'' 7 ■ Tint—3- He /was shot by a policeman while “Toot ing a grocery 
store /near Greenwood,and Walker and is in fair condition.

Tines added that a preliminary count of available 
arrest tickets, which is definitely not a complete list, 
indicates that at least ten Negroes arrested had pistols 
or revolvers on their persons and that numerous others 
had other lethal weapons such as knives. .

Lieutenant Arkin advised that at approximately 1:20 
p.m., March 28, 1968, the Memphis Transit Authority which 
operates the Memphis City Bus System, after receiving numerous 
complaints from its bus drivers that they feared for their 
personal well being due to the disorder, coupled with the . 
fact that many of them had been individually robbed in the 
past, decided as a safety measure to stop the movement of 
City Buses for the remainder .of March 28, 1968.

The Memphis Commercial Appeal" Newspaper, issue of 
March 29, 1968, in a front-page story, by an unidentified 
writer, reported that many of the looters'and window breakers 

. were black power advocates, and that several wore jackets of 
the "Invaders," a local black power group. This story did 

. not give any basis for its statement to this effect.

On March 28 and 29, 1968, source one and source
' two, along with Lieutenant K. H. Arkin, all of whom are 

. familiar with many phases of the black power movement 
in Memphis, Tennessee, advised that a small group of the BOP 

■ followers have put the word "Invaders" on their jackets but 
that many high school age students have done this for effect 
and are not necessarily affiliated with the BOP movement.

~ Sources one and two, along with Arkin, added that 
thus far there is no evidence that any of the BOP group 
participated in the looting and in fact Source one who is 
particularly close to this group advised that he saw many 
of them immediately after the initial rioting and looting
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otarted and that they definitely had not personally 
been Involved in the looting. Source one pointed out 
that as Mentioned hereinbefore these individuals had 
done Much by their previous statements and actions 

• .outlined above to incite sone of the core ignorant and
greedy youths who were in the march. -

Source one, who is particularly close to the 
Nogro ghetto area, stated that in his opinion and in 
his conversations with numerous Negroes who observed . 
portions of the disturbance and who are familiar with 

' their actions, that the looting was not organized as such. .
- Be observed that in his opinion approximately 1 per cent

of the marchers engaged in looting and*violence and that •. . 
many of these were people who were criminally inclined -■

-13*

* and who had been in previous trouble. He seated that * .
in his aany years of experience he would say that probably 
the first breaking of the first window was enough to set 

. off the crowd which had been emotionally worked up by 
its long wait for the start of the sarch and by the general 
festive air surrounding the march which was on a balmy 

' spring day and was participated in by several hunted 
youths who obviously had cut school in order to participate

The information set out hereinbefore has been 
orally furnished to, representatives of Military Intelligence 
Memphis, Tennessee, and the information not received from 
the Memphis Police Department has been orally furnished 
to Inspector G. ;P. Tines and Lieutenant K, H. Arkin of 
the Inspect tonal Bureau, Memphis Police Department.

' This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI* 

. and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
. to be distributed outside your agency
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mesphis, Tennessee 
March 29, 1968

- coif IpENTttt-
Title: SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE,

. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: Memorandun prepared at 
Mesphis, Tennessee, dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is fhe property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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UNITED STATES ^^ERNMENT

Memorandum
to : ^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, WFO (157-1292) (P*)

'/object: ^COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

date: 4/4/ 68

ReBulet 3/4/68, setting forth goals and targets 
of the Counterintelligence Program.

In accordance with the instructions set forth in 
reBulet, the following data is submitted:

1) SA ARLAND A. MOSEL has been designated as the 
coordinator of this program. This letter sets forth the 
combined specific thoughts, views and efforts of Special 
Agents assigned those organizations and individuals coming 
within the category of primary targets of the program, as 
well as the general views of all Special Agents handling 
racial matters in Washington Field.

& n

tn
a ~ tn Q

2) Succinct Summary

SNCC in WDC has a staff of six people located 
at 1234 U Street, N. W., with LESTER MC KINNIE as Director. 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL announced new policy of SNCC to attain 
unity among Negroes and then Black Power. * Muhammad’s Mosque 
#4 of the NOI has about two hundred members, and preaches 
“white devils” will be destroyed; however, officials also 
advocate policy of no participation in demonstrations or 
public gatherings. The New School of Afro-American Thought 
has about ten dues paying members; DONALD T. FREEMAN now
Director of the New School

8 - WFO EMIS’
(1

- 100-41626)
- 100-42300)
- 100-22829)

- |00-46722)
G-H06-46918)

(SNCC) 
(SCLC) 
(NOI)

and Gaston T. Neal is the .

jREO68 M ~ Woot,- (J#
(1 - 157-461) (RAM)-----

4 APR 8 1X3
(STCKELY CARMICHAEL) 
(H. RAP BROWN) 
(LESTER MC KINNIE)

the Savings Vian
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. In regard to SNCC, WFO is probing for weaknesses which 
may be uncovered through sources in endeavoring to ascertain the 
identity of individuals who may be dissatisfied because of 
personality clashes and/or those who may be disenchanted with 
volunteer services for SNCC and have sought a salary; and those 
who may be suspect of “working for the man", i. e., suspect of 
being an informer. . •

In regard to STOKELY CARMICHAEL, WFO has carefully . 
considered him from a counter!ntelligence standpoint since his 
arrival in WDC to take up residence in January, 1968. However, 
no positive program has been developed due to the fact that the 
sedition investigation has been under active consideration from 
a prosecutive standpoint, and it was felt that a simultaneous 
counterintelligence program if operational against CARMICHAEL ' 
might tend to aggravate possible future prosecution and possibly 
lead to embarrassment. WFO feels that a positive counterintelli
gence program would be warranted against CARMICHAEL, especially 
in the absence of ary prosecutive action against him. In 
assessing CARMICHAEL for potential counterintelligence, WFO has 
concluded that to be effective, such a program must discredit 
him in the Negro community where he enjoys considerable popu
larity, and would seemingly have to be stronger than alleged immoral 
or un-American political inclinations.

Concerning the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) and the Washington Spring Project (WSP) office in WDC, 
sources who are familiar with SCLC operations have been instructed 
to look for opportunities to plant seeds of discontent and 
dissension between the SCLC and the American Friends Service 
Committee (AFSC) workers there, particularly in the realm of 
funds; and to give rise to rumors that KING seems to be getting 
the lion’s share of the funds, whereas the AFSC and the poor 
people who are to participate are getting little or nothing 
in the way of financial aid. It has been developed that WSP 
recruiter J. T. JOHNSON,- since transferred, was at the center 
of a controversy concerning dissension in the office. WFO is 
in the process of developing further plans exploiting this 
dissension.

4
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With regard to MARTIN LUTHER KING, WO will continue 
to be alert for all possibilities to secure information of value 
in counterintelligence and for use in the program. It is felt, 
however, that the office of origin in this matter is in a better 
position to fully evaluate and be aware of possibilities to 
exploit in this program.

There is no organized Revolutionary Action Movement 
(RAM) activity in the WDC area which has risen to the surface; 
however, in the event ary situation should arise which would 
lend itself to a counterintelligence move, steps will be taken 
to fully pursue that matter.

. A source has advised that the Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE) is not currently active in WC; that it has 
no organizational structure or planned program of activity. 
CORE has held no. meetings in the past year.

WO is also looking for opportunities to develop 
positive information concerning H. RAP BROWN in this area in
order to possibly effect a workable counterintelligence operation.

5) As noted above, WO will continue to exploit all 
possibilities and opportunities to institute a successful 
counterintelligence program on the mentioned targets and upon 
the formulation of a specific plan on ary particular organiza
tion or individual, will submit same ly separate letter for 
the Bureau’s approval.

Wth reference to Bulets of 3/18/68 and 4/2/68, in 
the above caption outlining counterintelligence situations 
with reference to SNCC and the Black United Front, these matters 
will be taken up by separate letters to the Bureau.
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